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Eighteenth International Conference on

Infrared and Millimeter Waves

6-10 September 1993

FINAL PROGRAM

OPENINO CEREMONY, PRIZE OIVING AND PLENARY LECTURE I: M.F. KIMMITr

MON AM
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[1 JOINT SES.SIONI

The program listed in this Digest is the final conference program. A number nf changes have been made
from the preliminary program. Please disregard the preliminary program and use only the program given
here.

Morning sessions begin ot 0830 hours, Afternoon sessions begin at 1400 hours,

On Monday morning there will be a short opening ceremony at 0830 hours, followed by the presentation of
the Kenneth J Button Prize to Professor Jun-ichl Nishizowa, The plenary lecture by Dr M V Kimmitt will
then be given. On the other four days the plenary lectures will begin at 0830 hours.

Apart from Monday, Plenary Lectures are allotted 1 hour: 50 minutes for presentation and 10 minutes for
questions. Invited Keynote papers are allotted 30 minutes: 25 minutes for presentation and 5 minutes for
questions. Contributed papers are allotted 15 minutes: 12 minutes for presentation and 3 minutes for
questions.
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CONFERENCE ORGANISATION:

This Program has been organised through the efforts of the following individuals:

General Chairman: Kenneth ) Button
Conference Chairman: Terence J Parker
Program Chairman: James R Birch
Technical Exhibit: Thomas Dumelow
Digest Editors: James R Birch and Terence J Parker
Proceedings (Journal) Editor: Kenneth J Button

LOCAL ORGANISING COMMITTEE:

T J Parker (Essex) (Chairman)
J R Birch (NPL)
T Dumelow (Essex)
M F Kimmitt (Essex)
S R P Smith (Essex)
D R Tilley (Essex)

PROGRAM COMMITTEE:

J R Birch (NPL) (Chairman)
D V Bartlett (JET Joint Undertaking)
M F Kimmitt (Essex)
D H Martin (QMW)
G Mourier (Thomson Tubes Blectroniques)
T J Parker (Essex)
J Yarwood (Durham)
G Zhizhin (Troitzk)

PROGRAM COUNCIL FOR THE SERIES

James C Wiltse, Georgia Tech., Atlanta
Michael von Ortenberg, Humboldt University of Berlin
Kenneth J Button, Satellite Beach, Florida
James R Birch (NPL)
Koji Mizuno, Tohoku University, Sendal
Nicholas Fourikis, Defence Science Org., Salisbury
T J Parker, University of Essex, Colchester
David B Rutledge, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena
Richard J Temkin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge
Alexiy Vertly, Institute of Radiophysics, Kharkov
Liquan He, Southeast University, Nanjing
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FOREWARD

The Eighteenth International Conference on Infrared and Millimeter Waves is held
from September 6th to September 10th, 1993, at the University of Essex in Colchester,
UK. The scope of the Conference covers progress in all areas of infrared and
millimeter wave science and technology, and the large number of contributions
(more than 300) received from more than 25 countries demonstrates the importance
of the field and the need for the Conference.

The Local Organising Committee and the Program Committv'i would like tc take this
opportunity to thank all authors whose high quality work has contributed to the
success of thib Conference.

The organisation of the Conference would not have been possible without the
generous sponsorship of the following organisations:

SPIE - The International Society for Optical Engineering
The University of Essex
The Association of British Spectroscopists

European Office of the United States Army

United States Air Force European Office of Aerospace Research and Development

QMC Instruments Ltd
The Optical Group of the Institute of Physics

The generous support of commercial organisations and other institutions which have
provided financial support is also gratefully acknowledged, and the names of these
organisations are listed elsewhere in the Digest.

We also wish to thank the University of Essex for providing the infrastructure and
facilities which were essential for organising this conference.

T J Parker
Chairman of the Local Organising Committee
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TECHNICAL EXHIBIT

The Technical Exhibit will be held in Room LTB 4 which is on the Ground Floor of
the Lecture Theatre Block to the right of the Foyer. The Tet;hr..ci! .xhbit will be held
for two full days (Tuesday, September 7th, and Wednesday, 4 ptember Sth).

We wish to express our thanks to the companies and organisations listed below which
have expressed their interest in taking part at the time of going to press.

Thomas Dumelow
Technical Exhibit Manager.

A B Millimetre, Paris, France

Bruker Spectrospin Ltd, Coventry, UK

Cryophysics Ltd, Witney, UK

Diversified Optical Ltd, Ipswich, UK

Edinburgh Instruments Ltd, Edinburgh. UK

Granta Electronics, Cambridge, UK

Graseby-Specac Ltd, Orpington, UK

Instruments SA (UK) Ltd, Stanmore, UK

Infrared Laboratories Inc, Tucson, Arizona, USA

Ontar Corporation, Brookline, Mass., USA

QMC Instruments Ltd, London, UK

Taylor and Francis Ltd, Basingstoke, UK
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CONFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

Conference Digest

The Conference Digest for the Eigteenth International Conference again attests to the
strength of the field of infrared and millimeter waves.

The Digest is a convenient, timely reference in the field of infrared and millimeter
waves, Copies of the Digest may be puirchased from SPIE at the address given on the
title page. Papers in the Digest may be referred to in journal articles by citing the SPIE
Volume Number. Many libraries throughout the world acquire SPIE publications for
their collections. For this reason a paper contributed to the Digest represents an
important research contribution.

The Digest Editors would especially like to thank Mrs Barbara Hopkins and Mr G D

King for their valuable assistance during the preparation of this Digest.

The Proceedings.

Conference delegates are encouraged to submit a full length manuscript for
publication in the monthly journal "International Journal of Infrared and Millimeter
Waves". Papers published in this journal by conference delegates constitute the
proceeding8 of the conference.

Authors must prepare final manuscripts on camera-ready templates (available from K
J Button) to save time and expense, There is no page charge and there is no limit on
the length of your manuscript, Your manuscript will be published in about eight
weeks (no deadline). Manuscripts may be sent to K J Button at the address below at
any time, before or after the Conference. Those who cannot attend the Conference
this year are urged to send their manuscript for publication in the Proceedings
anyway. We may miss seeing you, but we do not want to miss the chance of learning
about your work.

Please send your manuscripts to:

Kenneth J Button
Box 372455
Satellite Beach
Florida 32937-0455
USA

Fax: (407) 777 7293
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Nineteenth International Conference on Infrared and Millimeter Waves.

The next conference in this series, the Nineteenth International Conference on
Infrared and Millimeter Waves, will be held in Sendal, Japan, from October 17th to
21st, 1994. Professor Jun-ichi Nishizawa of Tohoku University wiK] h-.4 the conference
chairman. His address is:

Professor Jun-ichi Nishizawa
Research Institute of Electrical Communication
Tohoku University
2-1-1 Katahira
Aoba-ku
Sendal 980
Japan
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Kenneth J Button Prize

On the occasion of the 15th International Conference on Infrared and Millimeter
Waves a prize was initiated by the Program Council "to be awarded for outstanding
contributions to the field of infrared and millimeter waves". It was later agreed,
following a suggestion by the chairman of the 1991 conference, to formally name the
prize the "Kenneth J Button Prize" in recognition of Professor Kenneth J Button's
outstanding contributions to the Infrared and Millimeter Wave Community, both as
a scientist and as the initiator and driving force of this series of conferences.

The 1993 prize committee consists of:

K J Button, Satellite Beach, Florida, USA
M von Ortenberg, Humboldt University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany
D H Martin, Queen Mary and Westfield College, London, UK
T J Parker, University of Essex, Colchester, UK
J R Birch, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, UK
R J Temkin, MIT, Cambridge, Mass, USA
I C Wiltse, Georgia Tech Research Institute, USA
K Mizuno, Tohoku University, Sendal, Japan
K Sakai, Kobe, Japan

The 1993 Kenneth J Button Prize is awarded to Professor Jun-ichi Nishizawa, Tohoku
University, Sendal, Japan.

Please note that the Prize will be presented at the opening ceremony on Monday,
September 6, 1993, and not as previously announced,

T J Parker
Chairman, 1993 Kenneth J Button Prize Committee.
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Kenneth J Button Prize

awarded to

Professor Jun-ichi Nishizawa

The Kenneth J Button Prize for 1993 is awarded to Professor Jun-ichi Nishizawa for
outstanding contributions to the field of Infrared and Millimeter Waves. Professor
Nishizawa has made major contributions throughout his career, not only by
achieving a truly formidable range of outstanding scientific results, but also by
stimulating the activity of our community through the organisation of international
conferences.

During his career Professor Nishizawa has been credited with many notable
inventions. These have included: p-i-n diodes and p-n-i-p (n-p-i-n) transistors in co-
op eration with p-i-n photo diodes (1950), ion implantation (1950), avalanche photo
diodes (1952), semiconductor injection lasers (1957), solid state focusing optical fibres
(1964), and the transit time effect negative-resistance diode (1954), including the use of
avalanche and tunnel injection (1958), hyper abrupt variable capacitance diodes (1959),
semiconductor inductance (1957), the static inductance transistor (SIT) (1950, 1971),
etc.. He is currently carrying out research specialising in the development of static
induction transistors (to operate at higher frequencies and higher power), the high
speed thyristor, the high speed low power dissipation integrated circuit and a growth
technique for I1-V compound semiconductors. The latter Involves a temperature
difference method under controlled vapour pressure (TDM-CVP) which gives rise to
high efficiency LEDs. He is also researching long life laser diodes based on perfect
silicon crystal technology obtained by lattice constant compensation. Professor
Nishizawa also originated electro-epitaxy (1955) and photo-epitaxy (1961). He
discovered the avalanche effect in semiconductors and explained the backward
character of the p-n junction by this effect (1953).

Presentation of the Prize.

The Prize will be presented at the opening ceremony which begins at 08.30 on
Monday, September 6, 1993, Please note that this is not as previously announced,
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NPLE
National Physlcal Laboratory

MEASUREMENT SERVICES AND RESEARCH FACILITIES
AT NEAR-MILLIMETRE AND INFRARED WAVELENGTHS

The National Physical Laboratory is the United Kingdom's centre for
measurement standards. In recent years the Division of Electrical
Science of NPL has pioneered many measurement techniques and
applications at wavelengths from several millimetres to those of the
thermal infrared.

It can make available its measurement services, research facilities and
general oonsultancy in this spectral region. The research programme of
the Division includes:

a spectroscopic techniques for the characterisation of the optical anL
dielectric properties of materials, components and devices at
temperatures from 4.2 to 1300 K

, radiometric techniques for emissivity studies

* spectroscopic techniques for the determination of hemispherical
transmittance and reflectance

* power, frequency and spectral calibrations

a development of thin film NbN and YBCO Josephson junctions as high
harmonic mixers, and of other devices for superconducting electronics

Facilities include:

* a range of Fourier transform spectrometers

* high power optically pumped lasers

9 large area clean room for thin film production and patterning

* system design, construction and calibration

We can supply thin superconducting films of Nb, NbN and YBCO on various
substrates.

If you have a measurement, calibration or application problem, please
contact J.R.Birch at the conference or at:

Division of Electrical Science, National Physical Laboratory
Teddington, Middlesex TWll OLW, UK
Tel: 081 943 6784 Fax: 081 943 6098

The Natiendi I1hyaledl [,nboratory I. N llaxecutive Agency of the IDepnrtmiet of Tmi-de' and Induitry
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SESSION P

PLENARY LECTURES

P.1 SUBMILLIMETRE WAVES - THE EARLY YEARS - M.F. Kimmitt, Department of

Physics, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, U.K.
P.2 ROCKET MEASUREMENT OF THE SUBMILLIMETER COSMIC BACKGROUND

SPECTRUM - H.P. Gush, E.H. Wishnow and M. Halpern, Department of Physics, U.B.C.
Vancouver, B.C. Canada, V6TIZI.

P.3 PROGRESS IN DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH POWER GYROTRONS - M. Thumm*,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fUr Technische Physik, *also Universitlt
Karlsruhe, Institut fUr H$chstfrequenztechnik und Electronik, D-7500 Karlsruhe 1,
Germany.

P.4 FAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF MANUFACTURED SOLIDS - D.R, Tilley,
Department of Physics, University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester C04 3SQ, U.K.

P.5 CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
MEASUREMENTS BY MICROWAVE LIMB SOUNDING - G.E. Peckham and R.A.
Suttle, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, Scotland.

PA POTENTIAL OF MILLIMETRE/SUB-MILLIMETRE HETERODYNE INSTRUMENTS
TO SOUND ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION - B.J. Kerridge, Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, Chilterm, Didcot, Oxon, OX 1 OQX, UK.
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SESSION MI

Monday AM FEL - I September 6

MIJl THE ENEA COMPACT MILLIMETRE WAVE FEL (invited Keynote) - A.Doria,
G.P.Gallerano, E.Giovenale, M.F.Kimmitt, G.Messina and A.Renlerl. ENBA, Area INN,
Dipartimento Sviluppo Tecnologie di Punta, P.O. Box 65, 00044 Frascati, (Rome) Italy.

MK.2 STATUS OF THE DESIGN OF THE 200 0Hz FOM-FUSION-FEM - A.G.A.Verhoeven,
W.A.Bongers, B.S.Q.Elzendoorn, AM~van Ingen, P.Manintveld, A. Tulupov, M.J. van der
Wiel and W.H. Urbanus, FOM-Instltuut voor Plasmafysica, 'Rinhulzen', Association
EURATOM-FOM, P.O. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nicuwegein, The Netherlands; V.L.Bratman,
G.G.Denisov, ANV. Savilov and M.Yu. Shmelyov, Institute of Applied Physics, Ulyanova
Ulitsa 46, Nlzhni Novgorod, Russia, H.-U.Nickel, and M.Thumm, IHE Universit~t
Karlsruhe and ITP Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany; W.Kasparek,
JLPretterebner and D.Wagner, Institut fur Plasmaforschung, Stuttgart University, Germany;
C. Shanz and M, Caplan, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, U.S.A.

M1.3 A COMPACT RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM SOURCE FOR GENERATION OF
FAR - INFRARED RADIATION, C.R,Jones and J,.MDutta. North Carolina Central
University, Durham, USA,

MIA4 DESIGN OF A TUNABLE 4-MW FREE ELECTRON MASER FOR HEATING FUSION
PLASMAS - M.Caplan, G. Kamin, C.C.Shang and W. Lindquist, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, P.O. Box_ 808, L-637, Livermore, CA 94551, USA.

MIJ ULTRA-SHORT PULSES OF COHERENT MILLIMETER-WAVE RADIATION FROM
A PREB (NCHED FEL - G.P.LeSage, P.O. Davis, S. Fochs, F.V. Hartemann,
D.B.McDcrmott and N.C.Luhmann Jr, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of
California, Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA; S.C. Hartman, S. Park, R.S. Zhang and
C.Pellegrini, Department of Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024,
USA.

M1.6 OROFEMITRON - THE NEW TYPE OF SMITH-PURCELL AMPLIFIERS,- Yuri A.
Romantsov, Radio Astronomy Institute of Ukrainian Acad. of Sc., Department of
Microwave Electronics, Kharkov, 310002, Ukraine.

M1.7 MICROWAVE OSCILLATOR - THE OROITRON WITH THE DC MAGNETIC
NONUNIFORMITY - A.Shmat'ko and E. Odarenko, Kharkov State University,
Department of Radiophysics, Freedom Square 4, 310077 Kharkov, Ukraine.

M1.8 STUf7 -, :4) DEVELOPMENT OF SUB MM RANGE VACUUM SOURCES IN THE
INST1 7'JTE OF RADIOPHYSICS AND ELECTRONICS OF UKRAINIAN ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES - V.D. Yeremka, G.Ya.Levin and A.Ya.Uslkov, Inst. of Radiophysics and
Electronics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 12 Acad. Proskura st., Kharkov, 310085,
Ukraine,
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SESSION M2

Monday AM DETECTORS AND SOURCES - I September 6

M2.1 OPTIMIZATION OF FIR PHOTODETECTORS FOR BOTH LOW - AND HIGH-

BACKGROUND OPERATION - S.E.Church, A.G. Murray, M.J.Griffin and P.A.R. Ade,

Department of Physics, Queen Mary and Westfield College, Mile End Road, London El

4NS, UK.

M2.2 BIB PHOTODETECTORS BASED ON ANTIMONY DOPED SILICON- G.Sirmain,

S.Pasquier, C.Mdny, P. Etibve*, W. Knap, P. Adet*, N. Fabre**, A. Murray***, M.

Griffin*** and J. Ldotin, Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, SNCMP-INSA, Complexe

Scientifique de Rangueil, 31077 Toulouse-Cedex, France; *Tekelec Microwave, 91953 Les
Ulis, France; **LAAS, 7 av. du Colonel Roche, 31077 Toulouse-Cedex, France;
***_QMW, Mile End Road, London El 4NS, UK, _

M2.3 CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE OF Ge:Ga FAR-INFRARED

PHOTOCONDUCTORS FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS - N. Hiromoto, M.Fujiwara,

T.Itabe, H. Shibai* and H, Okuda*, Communications Research Laboratory, Koganei,

Tokyo 184, Japan; *Institute Space Astronaut. Sci,, Sagamihara, Kanagawa 229, Japan.

M2.4 EFFECTS OF IONISING RADIATION IN Ge:Ga AND Ge:Be FAR-INFRARED

PHOTOCONDUCTORS - M.CPrice, S.E.Church, M.J.Oriffin and P.A.R. Ade,

Department of Physics, Queen Mary and Westfield College, Mile End Road, London El

4NS.
M2.5 THE NOISE AND OPTIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF HIGH Tc

SUPERCONDUCTING INFRARED BOLOMETER - Chen Juxin, Shi Baoan, Wu Rujia,

Gong Shuxing, Shanghai Inst. of Technical Physics, Shanghai 200083, PRC, Yang

Caibing, Cao Xiaoneng, Institute of Electronics, Beijing 100080, PRC, Zhang Yinzi and Li
lin, Institute of Physics, Beijing 100080, PRC.

M2.6 EXCITONIC DETECTORS OF INFRARED AND SUBMILLIMETER WAVES -

G.K.Vlasov, D.N.Vylegzhanin and E.I.Chizhikova, Center for Program Studies, Russian

Academy of Sciences, SU-l 17810 Moscow, Russia.

M2.7 NEW MICROWAVE DETECTOR - S.Anontas and A.Sugedells, Semiconductor Physics
Institute, 2600 Vilnius, Lithuania.

M2.8 NEW HOT-CARRIER EFFECTS IN SUBMICRON STRUCTURES FOR INFRARED

AND MILLIMETER WAVE RECEIVERS - V.B.Yurchenko, Kharkov Polytechnic

Institute, Dept. Materials for Electronics and Solar Cells, 21 Frunze St., Kharkov 310002,

Ukraine,

xvi



SESSION M3

Monday AM GAS LASERS - I September 6

M3.1 HIGH POWER TUNABLE 20 atrmi C02-LASERS AND THEIR OPFIRL APPLICATIONS

(Invited Keynote) - W.Schatz and K.F.Renk, Institut fUr Angewandte Physik, UniversitlIt
Regensburg, W-8400 Regensburg, Germany.

M3.2 MEASUREMENT OF POWER AND ENERGY - D.HMartin, Department of Physics, Queen
Mary and Westfield College, Mile End Road, London El 4NS, UK.

M3.3 FAR INFRARED LASER LINES FROM CH 3OH AND ISOTOPES: A REVIEW -

S.CZerbetto and E.C.C.Vasconcellos, Instituto do Ffsica, "Glob Wataghin", Depto. Electr6nica
QuAntica, Universidade Estadual do Campinas - Cx.P.: 6165 13083.970, Campinas, SP, Brazil.

M3.4 NEW FIR LASER LINES FROM OPTICALLY PUMPED C2H3F, C2H3CI, C2H3CN,

C2H2F2, C21-15F AND CF20 - P.B. Davies, Yuyan Liu, Zhuan Lui*, Dept. of Chemistry,

University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 IEW, UK; *Permanent Address:
Wuhan Institute of Physics, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Wuhan 43007 1, P.,R. China.

M3.5 IDENTIFICATION OF SUBMILLIMETER CD20 LASER LINES - S.F.Dyubko and

S.V.Syrota, Dept. of Quantum Radiophysics, Kharkov State University, Ukraine.
M3.6 A TABLE OF THE ABSORPTION STRONG LINES OF FORMIC ACID WHICH ARE

COINCIDED WITH THE FIR LASERS FREQUENCIES - S.F.Dyubko and S.V.Syrota, Dept.
of Quantum Radiophysics, Kharkov State University, Ukraine, 310077.

M3.7 TIME DEPENDENT SIMULATION OF OPTICALLY PUMPED FIR LASER FOR
ARBITRARY POLARISATION CONFIGURATIONS - V.A.Batanov, A.O.Radkevich and
A.L.Telyatnikov, Inst. of Physics and Technology, Krasikova 25A, Moscow, Russia,

M3,8 THEORETICAL RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION OF DYNAMICAL STATES OF

OPTICALLY PUMPED SUBMILLIMETER LASER - Luo Liguol Nie Dezhen t , Chen Jishu 2

and Su Jinwen 3, IDepartment of Optics, Shandong University, Jinan, Shandong, 250100, P.R.
China; 2Department of Physics, Ningbo University, Ningbo, Zhejiang, 315211, P.R, China;
3National Laboratory for Infrared Physics, Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics, Academia
Sinica, Shanghai, 200083, P.R. China.

M3.9 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF PULSATION AND CHAOS IN OPTICALLY PUMPED
SUBMILLIMETER LASER - Luo Liguol, Chen Jishu 2 and Su Jlnwen 3, IDepartment of
Optics, Shandong University, Jinan, Shandong, 250100, PR. China; 2Department of Physics,
Ningbo University, Ningbo, Zhejiang, 315211, P.R. China; 3National Laboratory for Infrared
Physics, Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics, Academia Sinica., Shanghai, 200083, P.R.

China.
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SESSION M4

Monday AM SPECTROSCOPY - I September 6

M4.1 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES WITH OPEN RESONATORS ON FREQUENCY

DEPENDENT DIELECTRIC LOSS AT MM WAVELENGTHS (Invited Keynote) -

V.V.Parshin, Applied Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 603600, Nizhni

Novgorod, Russia, R.Heidinger and G.Link, Kernforschungszentrum, D-7500 Karlsruhe 1,

Germany.

M4.2 DIELECTRIC LOSS MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN 25-300 K WITH A HEMISPHERICAL

FABRY-PEROT RESONATOR - RHeidinger and G.Link, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,

Association KfK-Euratom Institut fUr Materialforschung, Postfach 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe,

F.R.G,

M4.3 MONOCHROMATIC SUBMILLIMETER SPECTROMETRY IN STANDARDS AND

MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION - R.Brazis, A.Namajunas, V.Gaidelis, L.Safonova and

S.Bumellene, Semiconductor Physics Institute, A. Gostauto 11, Vilnius 2600, Lithuania.

M4,4 PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS FOR PRACTICAL USE AT THE MM AND SUBMM

WAVELENGTHS - V.V.Meriakri and E.E,Chigrai, Institute of Radioengineering and

. Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Frjazino, Moscow region 141120, Russia.

M4.5 ON THE MEASUREMENT OF THE COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF THE

MEDIUM - Yu Rong and Xingguo Li, Dept. of Electronic Engineering, East China Institute of

Technology, Nanjing, P.O. Code 210014, P.R. China.

M4.6 BIREFRINGENCE AND DICHROISM IN MAGNETIC FLUIDS, INDUCED BY

MAGNETIC FIELD, IN FREQUENCY RANGE 36GHz-600 GHz - A.V,Semenov and

E.A.Vinogradov, Submillimeter-Range Physics Laboratory, General Physics Institute, Russian

Academy of Science, 117942 Moscow, Russia,

M4.7 MM-WAVE DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS WITH AN ELECTRIC-FIELD CROSS-

CORRELATION FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROMETER - Ding Hanyi and Zhang

Guangzhao, Electronics Dept., Zhonsshan University, Guangzhou 510275, P.R. China.

M4.8 TWO-FREQUENCY QUASI-OPTICAL RADIOSPECTROMETER FOR SUBSTANCE

INVESTIGATIONS - A.A.Vertiy, I.V Ivanchenko and N.A.Popenko, Institute of Radiophysics

and Electronics, Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 310085 Kharkov, Ukraine.

M4.9 DIELECTRIC LOSSES IN GASES UNDER IONISING RADIATION - J.Molld, A.Ibarra and

E.R.Hodgson, Inst. Investigacidn Bdsica. CIEMAT, Ed. 2. Av. Complutense, 22. E-28040

Madrid, Spain.
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M4.10 DEMONSTRATION OF RESONANTLY ENHANCED DEGENERATE FOUR-WAVE
MIXING OF MILLIMETER WAVES IN GAS - N.A.Bogatov, M.S.Gitlin, A.G.Litvak and
A.G.Luchinin, Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 46 Ulyanov Str.,

603600 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia; G.S. Nusinovich, Laboratory for Plasma Research,
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742, USA.

M4.11 PRESSURE BROADENING OF S02 BETWEEN 90 K AND 600 K - J.M.Dutta*, T.M.

Goyette**, F.C. DeLucia** and C.R. Jones*, *Department of Physics, North Carolina Central

University, Durham, NC, USA, **Department of Physics, The Ohio State University,

Columbus, OH, USA.
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SESSION MS

Monday PM FEL III September 6

MS.I SMITH PURCELL RADIATION IN THE RELATIVISTIC LIMIT (invited Keynote) - JE.
Walsh, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Dartmouth College, 6127 Wilder
Laboratory, Hanover, N.H. 03755-3528, USA.

M5.2 THE ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE AMPLIFICATION IN QUASI-

OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE WITH ELECTRON BEAM (SELECTRON) - N.L.Romashin,
A.I, Kleev* and V.A. Solntsev**, Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Marx av, 18, Moscow 103907, Russia; *P.LKapitza Institute for
Physical Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, ul. Kosygina 2, Moscow 117334, Russia;
**MIEM, B.Vuzovsky, 3/12, Moscow 109028, Russia.

MS.3 THE INFLUENCE OF e-BEAM PHASE SPACE ON FEL PERFORMANCE - Zili Weng
and Yijin Shi, Institute of Atomic Energy, P.O. Box 275018) 102413 Beijing, P.R. China.

M5.4 NON-LINEAR THEORY OF TWO-STREAM SUPERHETERODYNE FREE

ELECTRON LASERS - V.V.Kulish, S.A.Kuleshov and A.VLysenko. Sumy Physical-
Technology Institute, 2 Rymski-Korsakov St., Sumy 244007, Ukraine,

M5.5 ENTROPYLIKE QUANTITY OF THE EQUILIBRIUM ELECTRONS IN A
COLLECTIVE FREE-ELECTRON LASER - Shi-Chang Zhang, Qing-Xiang Liu and Yong

Xu, Southwest Jiaotong University, Dept. of Applied Physics, Chengdu, Sichuan 610031,
P.R. China.

M5.6 CHERENKOV RADIATION FROM A FINITE EMISSION LENGTH - MIkezawa,
Institute for Scientific MeasurementsTohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan•

MS.7 OBSERVATION OF COHERENT MILLIMETER WAVE RADIATION FROM AN
INTENSE ELECTRON BUNCH FOR BEAM DIAGNOSTICS - Juzo Ohkuma, Shuichi

Okuda, Toichi Okada and Kiyomi Sakai*, Radiation Laboratory, The Institute of Scientific
and Industrial Research, Osaka University, Mihogaoka, lbaraki, Osaka 567, Japan;

*Communications Research Laboratory, Kansai Advanced Research Center, lwaoka,
Nishiku, Kobe 651-24, Japan,

M5.8 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF AN EXTERNAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM FOR
WAVELENGTH SELECTION OF HIGH POWER MICROWAVE RADIATION IN A
FREE ELECTRON MASER REGIME - V.A.Bogachenkov, V.APapadichev,
I.V.Sinilschikova and O.A.Smith, P,N.Lebedev Physical Institute, Moscow 117924, Russia.

M5.9 THE MAGNETIC FIELD PROFILE AND e-BEAM TRANSPORT IN THE DOUBLE
HELIX LINEARLY POLARIZED WIGGLER - Hu Jianpin, Wang Pingshan, Hu Kesong,
Chen Yutao, Southwest Institute of Applied Electronics, P.O. Box 523, No,65, Chengdu,
Sichuan, P.R, China,.
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M1.10 INVESTIGATION OF DOUBLE RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS EM-FEL - Yang
Ziqiang, Liang Zheng, Li Jiayin, Zhang Bin, Wu Tianqiang, Ma Wenduo, Deng Tianquan,
Hu SaoXian, Chen Xinyu, High Energy Electronic Research Institute, University of
Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu 610054, Sichuan, P.R. China.

MS.11 THE DESIGN WITH THE STAGGED LOOPS ON THE ENTRANCE REGION OF THE
BILIFAR HELIED LINES WIGGLER - Hu Jianpin, Hu Kesong, Huang Sunren, Cheng
Yutao, Southwest Institute of Applied Electronics, P.O. Box 523, No.65, Chengdu, Sichuan,
P,R. China,

MS.12 STAGGED LOOPS LINEARLY POLARISED WIGGLER - Hu Jianpin, Cheng Yutao, Hu
Shuzhen, Liu X; Southwest Institute of Applied Electronics, P.O. Box 523, No,65,
Chensdu, Sichuatk, - -. China.
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SESSION M6

Monday PM DETECTORS AND SOURCES. ii September 6

M6.1 A SUB-MILLIMETRE WAVE SIS RECEIVER - B.N. Eilison+, S.M.X. Claude+, A.
Jones+, D.N. Matheson+, L.T. Little* and S.R. Davies*, +Space Science Department,
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, Oxon, OXI 1 OQX; *Electronic Engineering
Laboratory, University of Kent at Canterbury, Canterbury, Kent, CT2 7NT, UK.

M6.2 HIGH SPEED HOT-ELECTRON SUPERCONDUCTING BOLOMETER -
G.N.Gol'tsman and E.M.ershenzon, Moscow State Pedagogical University, 1 M.
PirogovskaJa Str., Moscow 119435, Russia.

M6.3 PICOSECOND DETECTION OF INFRARED RADIATION WITH YBa2 CU3OT7. THIN
FILMS - M.Danerud*, M. Zorin#, M.Lindgrentt, V. Trifonov#, B, Karasik#, E.M,

Gershenzon#, G.N, Gol'tsman# and D. Winkler*, *Department of Physics, ttDepanment of
Optoelectronics and Electrical Measurements, Chalmers University of Technology, S-412

96 Gdteborg, Sweden; #Department of Physics, Moscow State Pedagogical University, 1
Malaya PirogovskaJa, Moscow 119435, Russia.

M6.4 NORMAL STATE YBA2Cu3O 7. FILMS: A NEW FAST DETECTOR FOR FAR

INFRARED LASER RADIATION - S, Zeuner, PG. Huggard, K. Goller, H. Lengfellner
and W. Pretd, Institut ftlr Angewandte Physik, Universitat Regensburg, 93040 Regensburg,
Germany,

M6.5 TRANSVERSE MIR FAST RESPONSE IN PbSe FILMS - S.Marchetti and RSimili,
IFAM-CNR, via del giiardino 7, 56100 Pisa, Italy,

M6.6 A MINIATURIZED BOLOMETER ARRAY FOR FIR LASER SPECTROSCOPY -
P,T.Lang*, K.F.Mast*, K.F. Renk** and W. Schatz**, *MPI fUr Plasmaphysik,
EURATOM Association, W-8046 Garching; **Institut fUr Angewandte Physik,
UniversitM Regensburg, W-8400 Regensburg, Germany,

M6.7 NANOSECOND RESPONSE TIME DETECTORS FOR MILLIMETRE WAVE FELS -
M.F.Kimmitt, A. Doria*, G,P. Gallerano* and E, Giovenale*, Department of Physics,
University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK; *Dipartimento Sviluppo Tecnologie di
Punta, ENEA, P0 Box 65-00044, Frascati, Italy,

M6.8 PHYSICAL GROUNDS OF HIGH-SENSITIVE DETECTION OF IR RADIATION IN
THE CRYSTAL AT ROOM TEMPERATURE - G.K.Vlasov, N.A.Dolgikh and
E,I.Chizhikova, Center of Program Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, SU-1 17810

Moscow, Russia
M6.9 PBZT INFRARED MATERIAL AND DETECTOR - Wu Ping* and Kang Lin**,

*Department of Physics, Nanjing Aeronautical Institute, 210016 Nanjing, P.R. China;
**Deparment of Information Physics, Nanjing University, 210008 Nanjing, P,R. China.
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M6.10 SEMI-CHAOTIC PULSE EFFECTS IN SELF-MODULATING GUNN OSCILLATORS -
D.A. Robertson,* G.M.Smith*, CG.Lesurf*, N.R. Couch** and M.J. Kcarney**,
*Department of Physics, St. Andrews University, North Haugh, 'St. Andrews, Fife, KY 16

9SS, Scotland; **GEC-Marconi Ltd., Hirst Research Centre, East Lane, Wembley,

Middx., HA9 7PP, UK,

M6.11 BACKWARD WAVE TUBE - SOURCES OF MM CHAOTIC OSCILLATION -

K.A.Lukin and V.A.Rakityansky, Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of the
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 12 Proskura st., Kharkov 310085, Ukraine,

MIX



SESION M7

-Monday PM GAS LASERS - II September 6

M7.1 A DUAL CHANNEL OPTICALLY PUMPED FIR LASER SYSTEM FOR PLASMA
DIAGNOSTICS - B.W.Davis and R.S.Thomas, Edinburgh Instruments Ltd., Riccarton,
Edinburgh, EH14 4AP, UK.

M7.2 IMPROVEMENTS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A HIGH-POWER OPTICALLY-
PUMPED FAR-INFRARED LASER AND ITS APPLICATION - T.Hori, N.Hlromoto and A.
Yamamoto*, Communications Research Laboratory, 4-2-1 Nukui-kita, Koganei, Tokyo 184,
Japan; *National Space Development Agency of Japan, 1-29-6 Hammamatsu-cho, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105, Japan.-

M7.3 OPFIRL INVESTIGATION OF AMMONIA - W.Schatz and K.F.Renk, Institut fur
Angewandte Physik, Universit~t Regensburg, W-8400 Regensburg, Germany.

M7.4 SYNCHRONIZATION EFFECTS IN BROADBAND FIR RAMAN SCATTERING IN NH3 -

S.Marchettl and RSimili, IFAM-CNR, Via del glardino 7, 56100, Plisa, Italy,
M7.5 DENSITY-MATRIX MODELLING OF THREE-PHOTON I+I+I(UV+IR+UV)

RESONANCE IONIZATION OF IRON - A.L,Telyamnikov*, O,R. Jones and H.H.Telle,
Physics Department, University College of Swansea, Singleton Park, Swansea SA2 8PP,

Wales, UK; *Present address: Institute of Physics and Technology of Russian Academy of
Sciences, Krasikova 25A, Moscow, Russia, 117218.

M7.6 TUNING AND SPECTRA FEATURES OF CONTINUOUSLY TUNABLE CH 3F RAMAN

LASER - V.A.Batanov, A,O.Radkevich and A,L,Talyatnikov, Institute of Physics and
Technology of Russian Academy of Sciences, Krasikova 25A, Moscow, Russia, 117218.

M7.7 NEW APPROACH FOR NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE NON-STEADY-STATE
INFRARED LASER BEAM STRUCTURE - LVYurchenko, Institute of Radiophysics and
Electronics of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 12 Proskura st,, Kharkov 310085, Ukraine.

M7.8 OPTIMUM PUMP BEAM PROFILING IN A RAMAN LASER - V.A.Batanov, V.S.Petriv and
A.O,Radkevich, Institute of Physics and Technology of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
117218 Moscow, Krasikova 25A, Russia.

M7.9 DEPOLARIZATION OF OUTPUT LASER RADIATION IN HCN LASER - Yu.Ye.Kamenev,
YeMKulashov, VP.Radionov and A,A.Fllimonova, Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics
of Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 12 Acad. Proscura st., Kharkov 310085, Ukraine.
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SESSION M8

Monday PM SPECTROSCOPY - II September 6

M8.1 FAR INFRARED REFLECTANCE STANDARDS (Invited Keynote) - E.A.Nicol and
J.RBirch, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex TWI I OLW, UK.

M8.2 MODELLING OF INTRINSIC MM-WAVE ABSORPTION IN LOW LOSS DIELECTRICS
WITH COMPLEX CRYSTAL STRUCTURE - G.Link and R.Heidinger,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Association KfK-Euratom Institut fUr Materialforschung,

Postfach 3640, Karlsruhe, F.R,O.

M8.3 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF POLYETHYLENE
IN THE REGION OF THE 73 CM" 1 LATTICE MODE - J,R,Birch and Kong Fan Ping, NPL,
Teddington, Middlesex, TWI I OLW, UK.

M8.4 DIRECT DETERMINATION OF THE FAR INFRARED COMPLEX REFRACTIVE INDEX
OF InAs AT 300 AND 100 K - A.K.Wan Abdullah, School of Physics, Universiti Sains
Malaysia, Malaysia, T1.Parker, Univ. of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK, and C.Patel,
Department of Nuclear Physics, Unlv, of Oxford, OXi 3RH, UK .

M8S. A VARIABLE TEMPERATURE DISPERSIVE FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROMETER
FOR COMPLEX REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS ON OPAQUE SOLIDS - J.R.Birch and

P.GQuincey, NPL, Teddiniton, Middlesex, TW II OLW, UK.
M8.6 REFRACTOMETRY OF OIL PRODUCTS IN MILLIMETER AND SUBMILLIMETER

RANGE - AB.Latyshev, D.A,.Loukianov and A.V,Semenov, General Physics Institute, Russian
Academy of Science, 117942, Moscow, Russia.

M8.7 CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS BY SUBMILLIMETER MULTIBEAM
TECHNIQUES - B.P.Gorshunov, OGruner, IV,Fedorov, G.VKozlov, 1.1. Tkachev and

A.A,Volkov, General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Science, 38 Vavllov str., 11792
Moscow, Russia; B. Holzapfel, 0. Saemnann-Ischenko, Institute of Physics, University of
Erlangen, Erwin-Rommel Strasse, D-8520 Erlangen, Germany,

M8.8 CHARACTERISATION OF MICROWAVE CERAMICS AT SUBMILLIMETRE WAVES -
IV,Fedorov, G,A.Komandin, G,V,Kozlov and A.A. Volkov, General Physics Institute, Russian
Academy of Sciences, 38 Vavllov str,, 117942 Moscow, Russia; E.A.Nenasheva, "Gyricond"
Research Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia and JPetzelt, Institute of Physics, Na Slovance 2,

Pr•gue, Czechia.
M8,9 INFRARED SPECTRA OF WOOL FIBERS y-IRRADIATED IN MIXTURES OF

SOLVENTS - S,M,Rabie, M,A,Moharram* and O,M,Mahmoud*, Middle Eastern Regional

Radioisotope Center for the Arab Countries, Cairo, Egypt; *National Research Centre, Cairo,

Egypt,

xxv



M8.10 EFFECT OF THE ORGANIC SOLVENTS ON THE ABSORPTION BANDS IN THE

INFRARED REGION OF THE SPECTRUM - M.I.Nasser, Physics Department, National

Research Center, Dokki, Cairo, Egypt.

M8.11 OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF LANTHANIDES IONS IN LOW VIBRATIONAL

FREQUENCY SOLVENTS - A.C.Colen'|an and HN.Rutt, Dept. of Electronics and Computer

Science, University of Southampton, Southaampton S09 5NH, UK.

M8.12 CONSTRUCTION OF A NULLING BRIDGE-TYPE DISPERSIVE INTERFEROMETRIC

SPECTROMETER IN THE MILLIMETER WAVE REGION - M. Hangyo*, S. Nakashima**,

Y, Aoki**, K. Sakai***; *Research Center for Superconducting Materials and Electronics,

Osaka University, 2-1 Yamadaoka, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan; **Department of Applied Physics,

Faculty of Engineering, Osaka University, 2-1 Yamadaoka, Sulta, Osaka 565, Japan;
***Kansai Advanced Research Center, Communication Research Laboratory, M.P.T,, Iwaoka,

Kobe-shi, Hyogo 651.24, Japan.

M8.13 MILLIMETER WAVE RADAR ABSORBING MATERIALS - M.N, Afsar and Hua Chi, Tufts

- University, Department of Electrical Engineering, Medford, Massachusetts 02155-5528,j U.S.A.
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SESSION TulI

Tuesday AM WINDOWS September 7

TWA~ DEVELOPMENT OF BROADBAND VACUUM WINDOWS FOR HIGH-POWER
MILLIMETER WAVE SYSTEMS - H.-U.Nickel*, H.Massler and M.Thumm*, Universitat
Karlsruhe, Institut fdr Hbchstfrequenztechnik und Elektronlk, Kaiserstralpc 12, D-76131

Karlsruhe, Germany, also *Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institute fur Technische
Physik, P.O. Box 3640, D-76O1ý. Karlsruhe, Germany.

Tul.2 THE OPTICAL CONSTANTS, AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES, OF SOME
POTENTIAL WINDOW MATERIALS FOR HIGH POWER AND PLASMA
DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATIONS.- J.R.Birch, E.A.Nicol, T.P.Hughes* and D.V.Bartletu*,
Division of Electrical Science, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex TW I 1
OLW, U.K.; *JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX 14 3EA, UK.

Tul.3 ANTI-REFLEC!TION TREATMENTS FOR JET MILLIMETRE WAVE DIAGNOSTIC
WINDOWS.- T.P.Hughes, S.D.Richards and D.V. Bartlett, JET Joint Undertaking,
Abingdon, Oxon 0X14 3EA, UK.

Tul.4 ELECTRICAL ANALYSIS OF WIDEBAND AND DISTRIBUTED WINDOWS USING
TIME-DEPENDENT FIELD CODES - C.C.Shang and M.Caplan, University of California,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94551, USA; H.-U. Nickel and

M.Thumm, IHE Universitht Karlsruhe and ITP Kernforschungszentrumn Karlsruhe.
Germany.

TuL.5 ON THE USE OF A HYBRID MODE MIXTURE FOR LOWERING THE THERMAL
LOAD PEAK IN CERAMIC WINDOWS FOR MM-WAVE ECRH EXPERIMENTS -

F.Bill6*, S. Cirant**, L.Manik*, G. Solari** and G.Viciguerra*; *DEEI -Universita di
Trieste, Via A. Valerio 10, 34127, Trieste, Italy; **Istituto di Fisica del Plasma - Assoc.
EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, Via Bassini 15-20133 Milano, Italy.

Tul.6 EFFECT OF WINDOW TOLERANCES ON GYROTRON PERFORMANCE - J.Jelonnek
and K.Schilnema~nn. Technische Universit~t Hamnburg-Harburg, Germany.

Tul.7 INCREASE OF GYROTRON WINDOW CARRYING CAPACITY BASED ON
OPTIMIZATION OF OUTPUT WAVEBEAM STRUCTURE - V.I.Belousov,
G.G.Denisov, V.IMalygin, D.V.Vinogradov, V.E.Zapevalov and S.A.Malygin*, Institute of
Applied Physics, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia; *R&D Institute "Salut", Nizhny Novgorod,
Russia.

Tul.8 NEW WINDOW MATERIALS FOR HIGH POWER GYROTRON - MN. Af'sar and Hua

Chi, Department of Electrical Engineering, Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts 02155
- 5528. U.S.A.

Tul.9 RADIATION INDUCED REDUC-TION OF SILICION LOSS TA1'NGENT - A. Ibarra, J.
Molld and E.R Hodgson, Inst. Investigaci6n B~sica, CIEMAT, Ed. 2. Av. Complutense, 22,
E-28040_Madrid,_Spain. 
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SESSION Tu 2

Tuesday AM DETECTORS AND SOURCES - III September 7

Tu2.1 ULTRALOW BACKGROUND RADIATION FAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
BASED ON THE MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE SELECTIVE SOURCES, FILTERS
AND DETECTORS (Invited Keynote) - W.Knap, D.Dur, C.Chaubet and A.Raymond,
Group. d'Etude des Semniconducteurs, Universiti Montpellier 11 (CNRS - URA 357), Place
E. Bataillon, 34095 Montpellier Cedex 05, France.

Tu2.2 THE FAR INFRARED p-Ge LASER: TRANSITION IDENTIFICATION AND
EVIDENCE FOR STREAMING MOTION - C.R.Pidgeon and BMurdin, Department of
Physics, Heriot-Watt University, Riccarton, Currie, Edinburgh~, UK; C.Kreniser,
K.Unterrainer and E.Gornik, Institut fur Festkorperelectronik, Technische Universitat
Wien, A-1040, Austria.

Tu2.3 MODE STRUCTURE AND WAVELENGTH TUNABILITY OF 'rHE p-Ge FAR-
INFRARED HOT HOLE LASER - AV.Muravjov, S.G.Pavlov, V.N.Shastin, Institute of
Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Science, Nizhny Novgorod 603600, Russia;
E.Brtindermann, M.F.Kimmitt* and H,P.RJser, Max-Planck-Institut ffir Radloastronomie,
D-W-5300 Bonn 1, Germany; *Permanent address: University of Essex, Colchester, C04
3SQ, UK.

Tu2.4 FAR INFRARED RADIATION (FIR) SOURCES BASED ON IMPURITY EMISSION
FROM SELECTIVELY DOPED MULTI QUANTUM WELLS (MQW) - D.Dur, W.Knap,
C.Chaubet, A.Raymond, P. Vicente, A Dubois, 1, Salesse, Groupe d'Etude des
Semiconducteurs, Universitd Montpellier 11 (CNRS - URA 357), Place E. Bataillon, 34095
Montpellier, Ceden 05, France; B. Etienne, L2M/CNRS, 196 av. Henri Ravera, 92220
B-a~gneux Cedex, France; C.R. Stanley, M,B.E. Research Group, Department of Electronics
and Electrical Engineering, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G 12 811, UK.

Tu2,5 DIMINUTIVE AND SUPER DIMINUTIVE SURFACE WAVE MAGNETRONS OF
MM RANGE - V.D. Yeremka, G.YaLevin, S,N.Terechln and AYa.Usikov, Institute of
Radiophysics and Electronics, 12 Ac. Proskura st., Kharkov 310085, Ukraine.

Tu2.6 A FAR-INFRARED ACTIVE MEDIUM BASED ON SHALLOW ACCEPTOR STATES
IN SEMICONDUCTORS - V.14,Shastin, A.V.Muravjov, E.E.Orlova and S.G.Pavlov,
Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Science, Nizhny Novgorod 603600,
Russia.

Tu2.7 A CLASS OF MICROWAVE SYNTHESISERS AND NOISE GENERATORS FOR
MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY - V.L.Vaks, A.N.Panin, S.J.Pripolsin, F.Neubert,
U.Mau, A.V.Smorgonski, V.V.Chodos and A.O.Schuiechov. Analytik & Meastechnik
GmbH, Chemnitz, Austria.
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Tu2.8 TUNABLE FAR INFRARED (TuFIR) SPECTROSCOPY OF TRANSIENT

MOLECULES - S.R.Boardman, C.H. Bryant, P.B. Davies and T.J.Sears*, Dept. of
Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 IEW, UK;
*Permanent address: Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y., USA, S.E.R.C.

Visiting Fellow.
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SESSION Tu 3

Tuesday AM SCATTERING September 7

Tu3.1 SCATTERING OF GUIDED MODES BY SPHERE IN A QUASI-OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE
OF THE CLASS OF 'HOLLOW DIELECTRIC CHANNEL' - V.K.Kiselyev and T.M.Kushta.
Inst. Radiophysics and Electronics, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 12 Acad. Proskura str.,
Kharkov, Ukraine.

Tu3.2 SCATTERING OF A DIELECTRIC-SLAB WAVEGUIDE EIGENMODE FROM AN
INTERNAL PENETRABLE INHOMOGENEITY - A.G.Yarovoy. Kharkov State University,
Department of Radiophysics, 4 Svobody Sq., Kharkov 310077, Ukraine.

Tu3.3 RIGOROUS ANALYSIS OF 3-D DISCONTINUITY PROBLEM IN DIELECTRIC
WAVEGUIDE - Xinzhang Wu and Shanjia Xu, Department of Radio and Electronics,
University of Science and Technolosy of China, Hefei, Anhui, 230027, P.R. China.

Tu3.4 ANALYSIS OF SCATTERINC OF THE OPEN RESONATOR FIELD FROM THE CAVITY-
BACKED APERTURE - O.Belous, V. Veremey AFisun and A.Fursov. Institute of
Radiophysics and Electronics Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 12 ac, Proskura st., Kharkov,
310085, Ukraine.

Tu3.5 RESONANT FREQUENCIES AND Q-FACTORS OF A SPHERICAL CAVITY LOADED
BY AN ECCENTRIC DIELECTRIC SPHERE - Li-Yang Zhang, Pin Wan$ and Chang-Hong
Liang, Dept. of Electromagnetic Engineering, Xidian University, Shaanxi 710071, P.R. China,

Tu3.6 TM POLARIZED WAVE SCATTERING FROM DIELECTRIC CYLINDER EMBEDDED
IN A STRATIFIED MEDIUM.- A.G.Yarovoy and N.P.Zhuck, Kharkov State University,
Kharkov 310077, Ukraine,

Tu3.7 VARIATIONAL SOLUTION OF RESONANT CAVITY FILLED WITH ANISOTROPIC
PLASMA. - Kai Liu, Wenxun Zhang and Jimin Ying, Department of Radio Engineering,
Southeast University, Nanjing 210018, P.R. China,

Tu3.8 OPEN RESONATOR WITH MODE SELECTION FOR MILLIMETER- WAVE DEVICES. -
O.I,Belous, AIFisun, A.M.Fursov, A.A.Kirilenko and VI.Tkachenko, Inst. of Radiophysics
and Electronics Ukranian Academy of Science, 12, Acad, Proskura st., Kharkov 310085,
Ukraine.

Tu3.9 QUASI-OPTICS EIGENMODES OF THE WAVEGUIDE RESONATOR - A.I.Kleev.
P.L.Kapitza Institute for Physical Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, ul. Kosygina 2,
Moscow, 117334, Russia.

xxx



SESSION Tu 4

Tuesday AM SPECTROSCOPY - III September 7

Tu4.1 FIR MULTIPHOTON ABSORPTION AND PHOTON DRAG EFFECTS IN DEGENERATE
VALENCE BAND SEMICONDUCTORS - S.D.Ganlchev*, E.L.Ivchanko, R. Ya. Rasulov,
I.D.Yaroshetskii and B.Ya. Averboukh, A.F.Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy
of Sciences, St.Petersburg 194021, Russia; *Present address: Uni. Regensburg, Institute fUr

- Angewandte Physik 111, 93040 Regensburg.
Tu4.2 FAR INFRARED MEASUREMENTS ON BAND NONPARABOLICITIES IN DOPED

MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELL STRUCTURES - S.K.Kangl, J.P.Bryant t , T.Dumelowl,
T.J.Parkerl, C.T. Foxon2, J.W. Orton3 and J.J. Harris 4; tDepartment of Physics, University of
Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK;, 2Department of Physics, University of
Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham N07 2RD, UK., 3Department of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering, University of Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham N07 2RD.
UK; 41RC for Semiconductor Materials, Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, Prince Consort
Road, London SW7 2BZ, UK.

Tu4.3 INVESTIGATION OF THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION IN CdxHgi.xTe
SUPERLATTICES BY PAR INFRARED AND RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY - SK.KKang t ,
T.Dumeiowl, T.J.Parkerl, RJ.Yorkl, S.RP,Smithl, S.N. ErshoV2 and M.I. Vasilevskl 2 '
lDepartment of Physics, University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK;
2Faculty of Physics, Nizhni Novgorod State University, 37 Sverdlova Street, Nlzhni Novgorod
603000, Russia.

Tu4.4 THE CONTROL OF GAP WIDTH IN THE LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS WITH CDW
INSTABILITY - A.I.Dmitrlev, G.V. Lashkarev and D.A.Fedorchenko, Institution on Material
Problems of Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine.

Tu4.5 DEFECT AND CLUSTERING MODES OF HgCdMnTe CRYSTALS - Yu.I.Mazur,
S.I.Kriven, SR.Lavorik and O.G.Tarasov, Institute of Semiconductors, Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, Kiev 252028, pr, Nauki 45, Ukraine.

Tia4.6 EXCITONIC LUMINESCENCE OF Hgl.x.yCdxMnyTe CRYSTALS. - J.WTomm*, Yu. 1.
Mazur**, S.I. Kriven**, S.R. Lavorik** and 0.G. Tarasov**, *Section of Physics, Humboldt
University, Berlin,-Germany; **Institute of Semiconductors, Ukr. Acad. Sci,, Kiev, Ukraine.

Tu4.7 MID-INFRARED ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF IRON GROUP IMPURITIES IN II-IV
SEMICONDUCTORS - M.Castillo, Universidad Nacional Experimental del Tdchira, Apto 436,
San Crist6bal, Venezuela.
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Tu4.8 THIRD ORDER NONLINEARITIES IN SEMICONDUCTORS AT FIR WAVELENGTHS -
P.G.Huggard, K.R.Goller and W.Prettl., Institut fUr Angewandte Physik, Universitlit

Regensburg, 93040 Regensburg, Germany; W. Bier, Institut fUr Mikrostrukturtechnik,

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, 7500 Karlsruhe 1, Germany.

Tu4.9 ANALYSIS OF PbTe,Pbl.xSnxTe THIN LAYERS AND MULTI-LAYER PbTe-Pba

QUANTUM-WELL STRUCTURES OBTAINED BY LASER-PULSE EPITAXY METHOD -

A.G. Alexanian and A.M, Khachatrian, Institute of RadioPhysics and Electronics, Armenian

AcSci, Ashtarack-2, 378410, Armenia, C.I.S.
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SESSION Tu 5

Tuesday PM PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS September 7

Tu5.lI DEVELOPMENT OF REFLECTOMETRY FOR PLASMA DENSITY
MEASUREMENTS AT JET - A.E.Costley, JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX 14

3EA, UK.
TuS.2 AN ADVANCED RADAR TECHNIQUE FOR ELECTRON DENSITY

MEASUREMENTS ON LARGE TOKAMAKS - P.Millot and H. L~veque, Centre d'Etudes
et de Recherches de Toulouse (ONERA/CERT), Ddpartement d'Etudes et de Recherches en
MicroOndes, 2, avenue Edouard Belin, 31400 Toulouse Cedex, France.

TuS.3 A FOUR-CHANNEL POLARIZING INTERFEROMETER FOR BCE MEASUREMENTS
ON FTU TOKAMAK - P.Buratti and M,ZerbinI, Associazione EURATOM-ENEA Sulla
Fusione, CR8 Frascati, CP 65,1i-00044 Frascati (Roma), Italy,

TuS.4 THE RECEIVER SYSTEM OF rHE FAST ION AND ALPHA PARTICLE
DIAGNOSTIC AT JET - iFessey, J.A.Hoekzema and T.P.Hughes, JET Joint Undertaking,
Abingdon, Oxon OX 14 3EA, UK.

TuS.5 A PLASMA IMAGING CAMERA WITH A FILLED, 2-DIMENSIONAL FOCAL PLANE
ARRAY, - E.L.Moore, G.RHuguenin, C.T.Hsieh, A.S.Vickery, K.R.Wood and
J.E.Kapitzky, Millitech Corporation, P.O. Box 109, South Deerfield Research Park, South
Deerfield, Mass. 01373, USA.

TuS.6 SUPPRESSION OF COHERENCE EFFECTS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF MMWAVE

ABSORPTION IN THE JET PLASMA - R,i.Sniith, D.V,Bartlett, A.R,Hurvey*,
J.C.G,Lesurf* and M.Salisbury**, JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon 0X14 3EA,
UK; *University of St. Andrews, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, St. Andrews, Scotland-,
**Imperial College of Science, Techrology and Medicine, London, SW7 213Z, UK.

TuS.7 A BROADBAND QUASI-OPTICAL COLLECTION SYSTEM FOR THE JET
HETERODYNE RADIOMETER.- LPorte, D,V.Bartlett, A,Rookes* and R.J.Wylde**, JET
Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX 14 3EA, UK; * Imperial College of Science
Technology and Medicine, London, UK; **Thomas Keating Ltd., Billingshurat, West
Sussex, UK and Physics Dept., Queen Mary and Westfield College, London E I 4NS, UK.

Tu5.8 SUBMILLIMETER LASER INTERFEROM ETER- POLAR IMETER FOR PLASMA
DIAGNOSTICS - Yu.E.Kamenev, V,K,Kiselev, E.M.Kuleshov, B.N.Knyaz'kov,
V.K.Kononenko, P.K.Nesterov and M.S.Yanovsky, Inst. Radiophysics and Electronics, 12
Ac Proscura st., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine.

TuS.9 FIRST ELECTRON TEMPERATURE EDGE MEASUREMENTS ON THE ASDEX
UPGRADE TOKOMAK USING A HETERODYNE RADIOMETER - NASalmon, Max-
Planck-Institut f~r Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D-8046 Garching, Fed, Rep,
Germany.-



SESSION Tu 6

Tuesday PM DETECTORS AND SOURCES -IV September 7
Tu6.1 HOT-ELECTRON SUPERCONDUCTING MIXERS - E.M.Gershenzon and

G.N.GoI'tsman. Moscow State Pedagogical University, 1 M.Pirogovskaja str., Moscow
1 19435, Russia.

Tu6.2 A COMBINED 3MM AND 1.3MM BANDS SIS RECEIVER FOR THE IRAM
INTERFEROMETER - M.Carter, J.Blondei, A.Karpov, F. Mattiocco and B.Lazareff,
IRAM, Institut do Radio Astronomy Millimetrigue, St.Martin d'HoIres, France.

Tu6.3 AND 270 0HZ SIS RECEIVERS DEVELOPMENT FOR ATMOSPHERIC
OBSERVATION -S.Ochiai and H.Masuko, Comznuns. Res. Lab., Tokyo 184, Japan.

Tu6.4 PREPARATION AND MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS OF STACKED
Nb/(AV/AIOX/Nb)n SUPERCONDUCTING TUNNEL STRUCTURES - I.P.Nevirkovets

and L.P. Strizhko*, Department of Materials Scienc~e and Metallurgy, University of
Cambridge, Pembroke St, Cambridge CB2 3QZ, UK; *Institute for Radio Astronomy of
the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Krasnoznaniennaja str,, 4. 310002 Kharkov, Ukraine.

Tu6.S PERFORMANCE OF AN SIS RECEIVER OVER 460 0HZ TO 640 0HZ USING
SUBMICRON Nb JUNCTIONS WITH INTEGRATED RF TUNING CIRCUITS.-
PFebvrc'*, W.R.McGrath, PBatelaan, H.0.LeDuc, B. Bumble, MA.Prorking and
J.Hernichel**, Jet Propulsion Ltborstory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
CA 91 109, USA; *Permanent address: DEMIRM-Observatoire do Meudon, 92195
M,3udon Cedeic, France;, **Permanent address: Universitit K4ln, 5000Kdln 41, Gemany.

Tu6.6 HIGH QUALITY NbN-BASED JUNCTIONS FOR 500 0HZ WAVEGUIDE MIXERS .
M.0,Blamire, Z.H.Barber, H. van do Stadt*, J.J, Wezelman* and S. Withington*,
Department of Materials Science, University of Cambridge, Pembroke St., Cambridge,
CB2 3QZ, UK; *SRON, Laboratory for Space Research Groningen, PB. Box 800, 9700
AV Groningen, The Netherlands; **Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge,
Madinsley Road, Cambridse, C83 OHE, UK.

Tu6.7 QUASI-OPTICAL 0.5 THZ SIS RECEIVER WITH TWIN JUNCTION TUNING
CIRCUIT - S.,WJacobssont, VYu Belliskytt, L.V. Filippenkott, S.A. Kovtonjuktt, V.P.
Kosheletstt and E.L.Kollbergt, tDepartment of Microwave Technology, Chalmers
University of Technology, S-412 96, Gbteborg, Sweden; ttlnstltute of Radio Engineering
and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Mokhovaja 11, 103907 Moscow, Russia.

Tu6.8 FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT OF SUB-MILLIMETRE WAVELENGTH LASER
LINES USING JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS - M.CWicks and J.RBirch, Division of
Electrical Science, National Physical Laboratory, Middlesex, TWI 1 OLW, UK.

Tu6.9 MILLIMETRE WAVE MIXING WITH YBCO JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS ON
BICRYSTAL SUBSTRATES - POGQuincey and M.CWicks, Division of Electrical
Science, National Physical Laboratory, Middlesex, TW I I OLW, UK.
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Tu6.10 METHODS OF FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS OF MICROWAVE SIGNALS OF
MM- AND SUBMM- WAVE BANDS WITH THE USE OF AS JOSEPHSON EFFECT -

S,E.Anischenko, S.Y.Larkin and P.VKhabayev, State Research Center "Fonon", 37
Pobedy Ave., KPI-3240, Kiev, 252056, Ukraine,

Tu6.11 FOR QUESTION OF SUPERCONDUCTIVE WIDE BAND FREQUENCY METER
DESIGNING: MAIN METHODICS AND PROBLEMS - GA.Marusly, VGurovich,
G.A.Zatona and N.V.Pilinsky, State Research Center of Superconductive Radioelectronics,
Ave. 50 Years of October, 2b, 252680 Kiev, Ukiaine.

Tu6.12 SIS-MIXER DEVELOPMENT AT SRON - J. Moes&, 0. do Langeab, A. Skalarolc, C.E.
Honinshad, M.M.T.M. Dierichsa, H. Kuipersa,b, R.A, Panhuyzena, H. van do Stadta, Th. de
Graauwa and T.M. Klapwijkb, aSpace Research Organisation Netherlands (SRON),
Postbox 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands; bDept. of Applied Physics and
Materials Science Center, University of Groningen, Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG Groningen,
The Netherlands; CNow at: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
CA 91109, USA; dNow at: Universitkt zu K#ln, I Physikalisches Institut, Zulpicherstr.
77, 5000 Kln 41, Germany.
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SESSION Tu 7

Tuesday PM WAVEGUIDE. I September 7

Tu7.1 NETWORK ANALYSIS OF THE DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE GROOVE
GUIDE WITH ARBITRARY CURVED SHAPES - Xu Shanjia and Zhang Yaojiang,
University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui, 230027, P.R. China.

Tu7.2 PHASE AND ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS IN BI-DIELECTRIC ECCENTRIC

CIRCULAR TRANSMISSION LINES - Li-Yang Zhang, Pin Wang, Yong-Chang Jiao and
Chang-Hong Liang, Dept, of Electromagnetic Engineering, Xidian University, Shaanxi 710071,
P.R., China.

Tu7.3 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLOSED CIRCULAR GROOVE GUIDE Jun Qian,
Yang Hong-Sheng and Lu Zhong-Zuo, Department of Electronic Engineering, National Key
Laboratory of Millimeter Waves, Southeast University, Nanjing, 210018, P,R, China,

Tu7.4 THE HIGHER ORDER MODES IN CIRCULAR GROOVE GUIDE - Ma Jianglei, Yang

Hong-Sheng and Lu Zhong-Zuo, National Key Lab. of Millimeter Waves, Southeast University,
Naning, 210018, P.R. China.

Tu0.5 A TRANSITION FROM RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE TO CIRCULAR GROOVE
GUIDE - Yang Hong-Sheng, Shen Zheng-Kun and Xu Zheng-Rong, National Key Lab. of
Millimeter Waves, Southeast University, Nanring, 210018, P,R. China.

Tu7.6 AN ANALYSIS OF A KIND OF DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE - Hong Wu and Jun Qian.
Southeast University, Nanjins, 210018, P.R. China,

Tu0.7 TRANSITIONS FOR THE QUASI-OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES - V.K,Kiselyev and
T,MKushta, Inst., Radiophysics and Electronics, Kharkov, Ukraine,-

Tu7,8 FREQUENCY DEPENDENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THICK MICROSTRIP LINES IN
LOSSY MULTILAYERED DIELECTRIC MEDIA - J.R.Souza, Center for
Telecommunications Studies - CETUC, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio do Janeiro -
PUC,,io�, Rua Marqu6s do Sao Vicente, 225, 22453 Rio do Janeiro .RJ, Brazil,

Tu0.9 REJECTION FILTER - S,A. Pogarsky and 1.1, Saprykin, Microwave Physics Department, State
University, Sq,. Svobody, 4, 310077, Kharkov, Ukraine,.
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SESSION Tu 8

Tuesday PM SPECTROSCOPY - IV September 7

Tu8.1 OPTICAL CHARACTERISATION OF THIN FILMS USING SURFACE POLARITONS
AND SURFACE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE MEASUREMENTS (Invited Keynote) -
E.V,Alleva, L.A.Kuzik,'V.A.Yakovlev and G.N.Zhizhin, Institute of Spectroscopy, Academy of
Sciences of Russia, Troitzk, Moscow rag. 142092, Russia,

TuS,2 INFRARED SURFACE WAVE HETERODYNING ON METALS AND
SEMICONDUCTORS - V. Vaicikauskas, R.Petruskevicius, R.Antanaviclus and
R,Januskevicius, Institute of Physics, A. Gostauto 12, 2000 Vilnius, Lithuania.

Tu8.3 SURFACE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION ON NaCIO3 AND KTP

CRYSTALS - E,V.Alieva, LAKuzik and VAYakovlev, Institute of Spectroscopy, Academy
of Science of Russia, Troitzk, Moscow res. 142092, Russia.

TuS.4 INTERFEROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF PHASE SHIFT IN THE IR REFLECTION-
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY L.AKuzik, AB,Sushkov, V.A.Yakovlev and

G,NZhizhin, Institute of Spectroscopy, Academy of Sciences of Russia, Troitzk, Moscow rel,
142092, Russia,

Tu8.5 SPECTROSCOPY OF CONFINED LO PHONONS IN SUPERLATTICES: A PROBE FOR
STUDY OF INTERFACIAL DISORDER - M.IVasilevskty, Faculty of Applied Physics and
Microelectronics, Nizhni Novgorod State University, 37 Sverdlova str., Nizhni Novgorod
603000, Russia.

Tu8.6 FAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF PHONONS IN GaInAsAnP SUPERLATFICES -
T.S,Sethil, J,P, Bryant 2, A.A. Hamilton 2, T. Dumelow2 , W.F. Shermani and T.J. Parker 2;
IDepartment of Physics, King's College London, Strand, London WC2R 2LS, UK;
2Department of Physics, University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK.

Tug.7 QUANTUM SIZE OSCILLATIONS IN OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF
SUPERTHIN Nb AND Cu FILMS - L,A,Kuzik, Y,EPetrov, VA.Yakovlev, Institute of
Spectroscopy, Academy of Sciences of Russia, Troitzk, Moscow reg 142092, Russia; FA.
Pudonin, P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Academy of Sciences of Russia, Moscow, Russia,

Tu8.8 NON-LINEAR DOPPLER SHIFT OF THE PLASMON RESONANCE IN A GRATING-
COUPLED DRIFTING 2DEG - R.E.Tyson, R.J,Stuart, H.P.Hughes, J.E,F. Frost, D.A.Ritchie,
GA.C. Jones and C. Shearwood, University of Cambridge, Cavendish Laboratory, Madingley
Road, Cambridge CB3 OHE, UK.

Tu8.9 OPTICAL TRANSITIONS IN QUANTUM WIRES WITH AN AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD-
M. Masale, NC. Constantinou and D,R. Tilley, Dept of Physics, Univ. of Essex, Colchester

C04 3SQ, UK,
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Tu8.10 FAR INFRARED AND RAMAN STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF GROWTH ON THE

INTERFACES OF ASYMMETRIC GaAs/AlAs SUPERLATTICES - A.Z.Mamun 1 ,

JP.Bryantl, TDumelowl, T.J.Parkerl, R,J.Yorkl, S.R.PSmitht , C,TFoxon2, J.W.Orton 3 and
K.JMoore4; t Depanment of Physics, University of Essex, Colchester, C04 3SQ, UK; 2Dept.

of Physics, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, N07 2RD, UK; 3Dept. of Electrical and

Electronic Engineering, University of Nottingham, NG7 2RD, UK; 4 Dept. of Physics,

Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester, M I 5GD, UK.

TuS.ll SIZE EFFECTS IN VIBRATIONAL POLARITON SPECTRA - E.A, Vinogradov, Institute of

Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092, Troitsk, Moscow, Russia.

XXXVIII



SESSION Wi

Wednesday AM GYROTRON- I September 8

WI.1 A QUASI-OPTICAL MODE CONVERTER FOR GYROTRONS OPERATING IN HIGH
ORDER MODES - M.Blank, K.E.Kreischer and R.J.Temkin, MIT Plasma Fusion Center,
Cambridge, MA 01219, USA; E.Giguet, Thomson Tubes Electroniques, 78141, Volizy
Villacoublay, France,

WI.2 COMPACT QUASIOPTICAL TE22.6 TO TEMOO TEM CONVERTER WITH FEED
WAVEGUIDE DEFORMATIONS - J, Pretterebner1 2, A. Mdbius 13, M. Thumm 34 , A,
Wien 34; 1lnnovative Microwave Technology Ltd., Heinrich Baumannstrasse 49, W-7000

Stuttgart 1, Germany; 21nstitut fur Plasmaforschung, Universitit Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring
31, W-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany; 3Kernforschungszentrum Karlaruhe, Inst. f.
Technische Physik, P.O. Box 3640, W-7500, Karlsruhe, Germany; 4 1nstitut fUr
Hlichstfrequenztechnik und Elektronik, Universitlt Karlsruhe, W-7500 Karlsruhe,
Germany, I

W1.3 A TRAVELLING-WAVE RESONATOR FOR EXCITING WHISPERING-OALLERY
MODES IN AN OVERMODED CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE - T.A.Hea, R.APeebles and

R.J.Vemon, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, WI 53706, USA,

WI4 MODE COUPLING IN OVERMODED, VARYING-RADIUS COAXIAL GYROTRON
CAVITIES - D. Wagner, J, Pretterebner, Universitlt Stuttgart, Institut fUr Plasmaforschung,
70569 Stuttgart, Germany; M.Thumm, Kernforschungszontrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur
Technische Physik and Universitlit Karlsruhe, Institut fur Hochstfrequenztechnlk und
Elektronik, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany,

WL. MODELLING OF MODE PURITY IN HIGH POWER GYROTRONS • S.Y,Cai,
T.M,Antonsen and BLevush, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USA,

WI,6 MODE PRIMING AN 85 0HZ QUASIOPTICAL GYROKLYSTRON - R,P.Fischer,
A.W.Fliflet, W,M,Manheimer, B,Levush* and T.M.Antonsen, Jr.*, Beam Physics Branch,
Plasma Physics Division, U.S. Naval Research Luboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375-5000,

USA; *Laboratory for Plasma Research, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,
U.S.A.

W1.7 ADVANCED COMPLEX CAVITY FOR MULTI-MEGAWATT GYROTRON • K.Xu and
M.Thurnm*, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut far Technische Physik, P.O. Box
3640, D-7500 Karlsruhe I, Germany; *also 11niversitlit Karlsruhe, Institut fUr
Hochstfivquenztechnik und Elektronik, D-7500 Karlsruhe 1, Germany.

WL., KW SIXTH-HARMONIC GYROFREQUENCY MULTIPLIER - A.JBalkoum,
D,B.McDermott, FHartemann and NC.Luhmann Jr., Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
University of California, los Angles, CA 9(X)24, USA.
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W1.9 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF X-BAND TWO-

CAVITY GYROKLYSTRON - I,I,Antakov, MAMoiseev, EV.Sokolov and E.V.

Zasypkin, Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 46 Uljanov St,

603600, Nizhni Novgorod, Russia.

WI.10 35-GHZ RADAR GYROKLYSTRONS - 1.,.Antakov, E.V.Zasypkin, E.V.Sokolov and

V.K.Yulpatov, Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 46 UlJanov St,

603600, Nizhni Novgorod, Russia; A.P.Keyer, VS,Musatov and V.E, Myasnikov, R & D

Company "Tory,", 117393, Moscow, Russia,
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SESSION W 2

Wednesday AM QUASI-OPTICAL COMPONENTS. I September 8

W2.1 LOW PASS FILTERS FOR THE FAR INFRARED - C.V. Haynes and P.A.R.Ade,
Department of Physics, Queen Mary and Westfield College, Mile End Road, London El

4NS, UK.

W2.2 REJECTION OF FREQUENCY BANDS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION BY

QUASI-OPTICAL BRAGG STRUCTURES - A.A.Vertly, S.P.Gavrilov and
I.N.Goltvyanskiy, Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics, Academy of Sciences of

Ukraine, 12 acad. Proskura st,, Kharkov 310085, Ukraine.
W2.3 PERFORMANCE OF A HIGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTING ULTRA-LOSS MICROWAVE

MICROSTRIP FILTER - O.D.Pustylnik, A.A.Dymnikov, I.V.Voinovsky and

O.A.Khimenko, SRC "Fonon", 39 Pobedy Av., KPI-3240, Kiev, Ukraine; V.F. Vratskikh,
Institute for Thermophysics. Kutateladze 1, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia.

W2.4 FREQUENCY SELECTIVE SURFACES FOR MILLIMETRE AND SUBMILLIMETRE-

WAVE QUASI-OPTICAL DEMULTIPLEXING - J.W,Bowen, Department of Physics,

Queen Mary and Westfield College, Mile End Road, London El 4NS, UK; R.Cahill,

Systems and Payloads Department, British Aerospace Space Systems Ltd., FPC 320, PO
Box 5, Filton, Bristol BS12 7QW, UK, and E.A.Parker, Electronic Engineering Labs, The

University of Kent, Canterbury, Kent CT2 7NT, UK.

W2.5 RUGGED FAR INFRARED BANDPASS FILTERS - P.G.Huggard, M.Meyringer, A.

Schilz and W.Prettl, Institut fUr Angewandte Physik, Universltat Regensburg, 93040
Regensburg, Germany.

W2.6 QUASI-OPTICAL NARROW-BAND NOTCH FILTERS - G.G.Denisov, S.V. Kuzikov

and M.Yu.Shmelyov. Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Science, 46

Ulyanov Street, 603600 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia.

W2.7 DESIGN OF RIDGED WAVEGUIDE E-PLANE BANDPASS FILTERS IN
MILLIMETER WAVE APPLICATIONS - D.Budimir, V.Postoyalko and J.R.Richardson.,

Microwave and Terahertz Technology Group, Dept. of Electronic and Electrical
Engineering, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK.

W2.8 FILTERS AND WAVEFRONT DIVIDING BEAMSPLITTERS FOR THE NEAR AND

MID INFRARED PRODUCED BY MICROMACHINING TECHNIQUES - J.Warren,

National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973,

USA; J.B.Heaney, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771, USA,
and K.D.Mtller, Department of Physics, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, NJ

07102, USA.
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W2. 9 APPLICATION OF HTSC-THIN FILMS IN MICROWAVE BANDPASS FILTERS -

A.R.Jha, Technical Director JHA Technical Consulting Services, Cerritos, CA 90701,

USA.

W2.10 STEERABLE SCATTERING DIAGRAM OF A FINITE SET OF MAGNETIZED

FERRITE CYLINDERS - V.Kalesinskas, V. Shugurov, N.Mllevsky and A.Puzakov,

Physics Dept., Vilnius University, Universiteto 3, Vilnius, Lithuania.
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SESSION W3

Wednesday AM WAVEGUIDE - 11 September 8

W3.1 A NOVEL TYPE OF WAVEGUIDE-TO-COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE ADAPTER - Gong Ke

and Wang Ji, Department of Electronic Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijng 100084, P.R.

China.

W3.2 SIMULTANEOUS CONSIDERATION OF CONDUCTOR THICKNESS AND

SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATE IN FIN-LINES - H.C.C.Fernandes, E.A.M.de Souza,

A,C.R.de Brito and E.D.Barbosa. Federal University of Rio Grande do None, P.O.Box, 1583,

Natal, Brazil.

W3.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROSTRIP LINES WITH FINITE METALLIZATION

THICKNESS AND TURNING-UP EDGE FOR HIGH POWER TRANSMISSION - Ao Sheng

Rong and Zhong Liang Sun. State Key Lab. of Millimeter Waves, Southeast University,

Nanjing 210018, PRC.

W3.4 SPECTRUM DYNAMICS OF NON-RADIATING MODES OF SEMI-OPEN

TRANSMISSION LINES BASED ON PLANAR WAVEGUIDE JOINTS - A.G.Yushchenko

and S.FShibalkin, Microwave Devices Lab. of Kharkov State University, Freedom Square 4,

Kharkov 310077, Ukraine.

W3.5 TRANSVAR DIRECTIONAL COUPLER FOR MILLIMETER-WAVE APPLICATIONS -

Yonghui Shu, Epsilon Lambda Electronics Corporation, 427 Stevens Street, Geneva, IL 60134,

USA.

W3.6 GHZ MICROSTRIP LINE SP4T PIN DIODE SWITCH - Yonghui Shu, Epsilon Lambda

Electronics Corporation, 427 Stevens Street, Geneva, IL 60174, USA.

W3.7 MODAL ANALYSIS OF MICROSTRIP AND FINLINE STEP DISCONTINUITIES FOR

MICROWAVE AND MILLIMETER-WAVE INTEGRATED-CIRCUITS APPLICATIONS -

C. Nguyen and K.M. Rahman, Department of Electrical Engineering, Texas A&M University,

College Station, Texas 77843-3128, U.S.A.

W3.8 RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF MICROSTRIP BAND-PASS FILTERS FOR MICROWAVE

AND MILLIMETER-WAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS - C. Nguyen, Department of

Electrical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843-3128, U.S.A.
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SESSION W4

Wednesday AM BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS September 8

W4.1 MILLIMETRE WAVES AND QUANTUM MEDICINES (invited Keynote) - P.Sit'ko,

Scientific Research Center on Physics of the Alive and Microwave Resonance Therapy,
Kiev, 252033, Ukraine.

W4.2 INFRARED SPECTRA OF URINE FROM CANCEROUS BLADDERS - M.A.Moharram,
A.Higazi* and A.A.Moharram,* Spectroscopy Department, Physics Division, National
Research Centre, Cairo, Exat, *Faculty of Medicine, Cairo Universit.

W4.3 DRO-AUTODYNE SPECTROMETER FOR INVESTIGATION OF INTERACTION OF
MILLIMETER ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES WITH BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS -
G,P.Ermak and YeB,Senkevich, Inst, of Radlophysics and Electronics of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences, 12 Ac. Proskura st., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine.

W4.4 INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY DETECTION OF MILLIMETRE-WAVE EFFECT UPON
BIOMOLECULES - G.S.Litvinov, L.I, Berezhinsky, 01, Dovbeshko, M.P. Lisitsa and L.I.
Matseiko, Scientific Research Center "Vidhuk", Volodymyrska 61-b, Kiev 252033,
Ukraine.

W4.5 TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES BY MEANS OF WIDE-BAND
COHERENT SIGNAL OF MM RADIO WAVE RANGE - V.D.Yeremka, A,A.Kuznetsov,
V.V.Smorodin, A.I.Fisun, A.M.Fursov, L,P.Himenko and P.L,Himenko, Inst. of
Radiophysics and Electronics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 12, Acad, Proskura st.,
Kharkov 310085, Ukraine.

W4.6 REARRANGEMENTS IN POLARISED VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA OF GLYCINE-
CONTAINING CRYSTALS UNDER MILLIMETER WAVE ACTION - GI,Dovbeshko,
L.I.Berezhinsky, 0.S.Litvinov and V,V,O, ;khovsky, Scientific Research Centre on Physics
of the Alive and Microwave Resonance Therapy, Kiev, Ukraine.

W4.7 THE COMBINED EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE AND MICROWAVE FIELDS
ON WINTER WHEAT SEEDS - V.G.Shakhbazov, A.A. Shmatko and Al, AShmatiko,
Kharkov State University, Department of Genetics and Cytology, 4 Nezavisimosti Square,
Kharkov, Ukraine.

W4.8 PECULIARITIES OF THE FAR INFRARED SPECTRA OF AMINOACIDS,
BIOPOLYMERS AND CELLS - G,S.Litvinov and G.I.Dovbeshko, Scientific Research
Center "Vidhuk", Vololymyrska 61-b, Kiev, 252033 Ukraine.

W4.9 THE INFLUENCE OF MICROWAVE FIELDS ON ELECTROKINETIC PROPERTIES
OF CELLULAR NUCLEI OF HUMAN BUCCAL EPITHELIUM - V.GShakhbazov and
AIA,Shmatiko, Kharkov State University, Department of Genetics and Cytology, 4
Nezavisimosti Square, Kharkov, Ukraine.
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SESSION W 5

Wednesday PM GYROTRON -11 September 8

WS.1 OPTIMUM OPERATION OF GYROTWISTRONS - P.E.Latham and G.SNusinovich.
University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA.

W5.2 UNIVERSALLY SCALED EQUATIONS FOR GYROTRON AND CARM AMPLIFIERS
- B.W.J.McNeil, G.R.M.Robb and A.D.R.Phelps, Dept. of Physics and Applied Physics,
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 04 ONG, UK.

W8.3 EXPERIMENTS OF 3RD AND 10TH CYCLOTRON HARMONIC PENIOTRON
OSCILLATORS - K.Yckoo, TIshihara, H. Tadano, K.Sagae, H.Shimawaki, NSato and
S.Ono, Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University, Sendal 980,
Japan.

W$.4 RELATIVISTIC PENIOMAGNETRON OF MM AND SUB MM RADIO WAVE RANGE
- V.D,Yeremka, V.A.Zhurakhovskiy and L.P,Mospan, Institute of Radiophysics and
Electronics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 12, Acad, Proskura st., Kharkov, 310085,

Ukraine.
WS.5 TWO-STAGE 35 GHZ GYRO-PENIOTRON AMPLIFIER EXPERIMENT - O.S.Parki,

C,M.Armstrong, A.K.Ganguly, R.H.Kyserl and J.L. Hirshfieldl, Naval Research
Laboratory, Code 6840, Washington, DC 20375, USA; #Omega-P, Inc., New Haven, CT
06520; IB-K Systems, Inc,, Rockville, MD 30850.

W5.6 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A RELATIVISTIC PENIOTRON - S.Musyoki,
KSakamoto, A.Watanabe and M. Shlho, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka
Fusion Research Establishment, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 311-01, Japan; K.Yokoo,
N,Sato and S, Ono, Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University,
Sendai 980, Japan; S.Kawasaki and M.Takahashi, Faculty of Science, Saitama University,
255 Shimookubo, Urawa-shi, Saitama-ken 388, Japan; HIshizuka, Fukuoka Institute of
Technology, Higashi-ku, Fukuoka, Japan.

W8.7 PENIOMAGNETRON WITH QUASIOPTICAL TWO-MIRRORS RESONATOR -
V,D.Yeremka, Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
12, Acad. Proskur st., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine

W5.8 THEORY OF REFLECTION-TYPE GYRO-TWT AND GYRO-BWO - AP, Chetverikov,
Saratov University, Physical Department, Astrahanskaya, 83, Saratov 410071, Russia.

W5.9 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF OSCILLATIONS IN BACKWARD WAVE
OSCILLATORS - A.P, Chetverikov, Saratov University, Physical Department,

Astrahanskaya, 83, Saratov 41007 1, Russia.
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SESSION W6

Wednesday PM QUASI-OPTICAL COMPONENTS . II September 8

W6.1 INFRARED POLARIZERS MADE OF ANODIC ALUMINA FILMS - M.Saito, T.Kano,
T,Seki and M.Miyagi, Tohoku University, Department of Electrical Communications,

Sendai 980, Japan,
W6.2 REFLECTION TYPE ISOLATOR FOR SUBMILLIMETER WAVES - V,K,Kononenko

and E.M.Kuleshov, Inst. of Radiophysics and Electronics, Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, 12 Acad. Proscura st., Kharkov, 3.10085, Ukraine.

Wd.3 HIGH PERFORMANCE QUASI-OPTICAL FARADAY ROTATORS - G,M.Smitht,
M.Webb* and J,C.G,Lesurft, tUniversity of St.Andrews, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy,
Fife, KY16 9SS, UK, *DSTO, SRL, Salisbury, Australia, formerly at St, Andrews,

W6.4 MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS OF INJECTION HETEROLASERS
COMPRISING CHARGE CARRIERS HEATED BY EXTERNAL MW ELECTRIC
FIELD IN VIEW OF ELECTRON-ELECTRON AND ELECTRON-HOLE
INTERACTIONS AS WELL AS HIGHER FIELD TRANSPORT - T.Yu.Bagaeva,
I.I.Filatov, V.BGorfinkel, S.A. Gurevich* and T.I.Solodkaya, Saratov Branch of IRE
Russian Academy of Science, 410019 Saratov, Russia, *A,F. loffe Institute of Russian
Academy of Science, St. Petersburs, Russia.

W6.5 ABOUT USE OF THE INDUCED ANTIFERROMAGNETIC ORDERING EFFECT IN
SHF DEVICES - VN.Polupanov, V.K,Klselev and V.N.Seleznev*, Inst. of Radlophysics
and Electronics, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 12, Acad, Proscura it., Kharkov 310085,
Ukraine, *State University of Simferopol', 4, Yaltinskaya st., Simferopol', 333036, Krimea,
Ukraine.

W6.6 TRANSVERSE RESONANCES IN OVERSIZED WAVEGUIDES - D.Wagner,
J.Pretterebner, Universitkt Stuttgart, Institut fOr Plasmaforschung, 70569 Stuttgart,
Germany; M. Thumm, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Technische Physik
and Universitit Karlsruhe, Institut fUr Hbchstfrequenztechnik und Elektronik, 76021
Karlsruhe, Germany,
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SESSION W7

Wednesday PM INSTRUMENTATION - 1 September 8

W7.1 WAVEPRONT DIVIDING RING-INTERFEROMETERS FOR THE FAR INFRARED .
K.D.M18ller, K.Chin and C. Qiu, Department of Physics, New Jersey Institute of Technology,
Newark, NJ 07102, USA, P.Druelemans and P.Janitsen, Dept, of Physics, Katholieke
Universiteit, Leuven, Belzium.

W7.2 HIGH RESOLUTION FAR INFRARED FOURIER SPECTROMETER USING A
BUFFERED ADC - A.K.Wan Abdulish, M,Roalan and W.A.Karnil*, School of Physics,
*School of Chemical Sciences, Univeraiti Sam.s Malaysia, 11I800 Penans, Malaysia,

W7.3 A HIGH RESOLUTION, HIGH SPEED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM BASED ON AN
IBM-PC 486, FOR CONTROL OF A FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROMETER -
Z.B.Marciclc, L.P.Eliison+, B.Gowland* and G,A.Glodhill,4 +Dept. of Physics, *Computer
Centre, Rqyal Holloway, University of London, Egham Hill, Elham, Surrey, TW2O OEX, UK.

W7.4 CHARACTERIZATION OF CH-PLASMAS WITH CSR 'BASED MICROWAVE
SPECTROMETERS - F.Wolf, F,Neubert, THessel and V.L.Vaks, Analytik & Meptechnik
GmbH Chemnitz, Stollberger Str. 4a, D-091 19 Chemnitz, Germany,

W7.5 A Nb OPEN RESONATOR FOR MILLIMETER WAVE SURFACE RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENTS OF SUPERCONDUCTIVE THIN FILMS -B.Komiyama and
H.Shimakaze, Communications Research Laboratory, Iwaoka Kobe 674, Japan.

W7.6 A NEW METHOD FOR COMPLEX SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS IN MILLIMETER
AND SUBMILLIMETER1 FREQUENCY RANGE -A.B.Latyshev, D.A.Loukianov and
A.V.Semenov, General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Science, 38 Vavilov St, 117942
Moscow, Russia,

W7.7 HIGH MICROWAVE PULSE POWER MEASUREMENT IN A FREE SPACE.- M.Dagys,
Z,Kancleris, R.Simniskis, Semiconductor Physics Institute, Gostauto 11, Vilnius 2600,
Lithuania, and M.Bkckstrbm, U.Thibblinn and B.Wahlgren, SAAB Military Aircraft, Linkoping
S-58 1 88, Sweden.

W7.8 THE MILLIMETER WAVES POWER TRANSDUCER - K.Repsas, R.Vaskevicius, and
V.Orsevskis, Semiconductor Phvuics Institute, 2600 Vilnius, Gostauto 11, Lithuania.

W7.9 FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROMETER USING DELTA-SIGMA
MODULATION FOR HIGH DYNAMIC-RANGE SPECTROMETRY - K, Minami and S.
Kawata, Department of Applied Physics, Osaka University, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan.
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SESSION WS

Wednesday PM POST-DEADLINE September 8

W8.1 NEW FIR LASER ASSIGNMENTS IN THE vS, v7, and ve EXCITED STATES OF
13CD 3OH METHANOL - LI-Hong Xu and R.M. Laes, CEMAID and Physics Department,
Unlversity of New Brunswick, Fredericton, N.B., Canada E3B SA3.

W8,2 ASSIGNMENT OF T71B FIR AND IR ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF THE METHANOL
ISOTOPIC SPECIES - G. Moruzzil, F. Strumial, R.M. Lees 2 , Li-Hong Xu 2, B.P.
Winnewisser 3, M, Winnewisser 3 and I. Mukhopadhyay 4 ; IDipartimento di Fisica
dell'Universiti di Pisa, Piazza Torricelli 2, 1-56126 Pisa; 2Department of Physics,
University of New Brunswick Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada E3B 5A3;
3Physikalish-Chemlsches Institut der Justus-Liebig - Universitlit Giessen, Heinrich-Buff-
Ring 58, D-W6300 Giessen; 4Government of India, Department of Atomic Energy, Centre
for Advanced Technology, Indore 452013, India.

W8.3 INJECTION SEEDING OF A PULSED FAR INFRARED MOLECULAR GAS LASER -
H.P,M, Pellemans, J. Burghoorn*, T.O. Klaassen and W. Th. Wenckebach, Fnculty of
Applied Physics, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands; *currently with the
Max-Planck-Institut fUr festk.rperforschung, Hochfeld-Magnetlabor, Grenoble, France.
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SESSION Th 1

Thursday AM GYROTRON- III September 9

Thl.I COMPARATIVE STUDY OF GYROTRONS BASED ON THERMIONIC AND COLD
CATHODES - A.W.Cross, S.NSpark, K. Ronald, A.D.R.Phelps and W, He, Dept. of
Physics and Applied Physics, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow 04 ONG, UK,.

Thl.2 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ON PARAMETERS OF ELECTRON GUNS FOR
GYROTRONS - BPiosczyk. Kemforschungszentrum, Karlsruhe, ITP, Postfach 3640, D.
7500, Karlruhe 1, Germany.

Thl,3 VACUUM MICROELECTRONIC ARRAY GYROTRON CATHODE EXPERIMENTS -
M,Ciarven, S.N.Spark and A.D.R,Phelps and N, Cade*, Dept. of Physics and Applied
Physics, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow G4, ONG, UK; *GEC-Marconi Ltd., Hirst
Research Centre, East Lane, Wembley, Middx,, HA9 7PP, U.K.

Thl,4 HIGH SPEED DIAGNOSTIC STUDY OF PULSED, COLD CATHODE, GYROTRONS-
K.Ronald, S.N,Spark, A,D,R.Phelps and W. He, Dept. of Physics and Applied Physics,

University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 04 ONG, U,K.
Thl.5 NON-ADIABATIC ELECTRON GUNS FOR GYROTRONS - JJ.Barroso, I.PSpassovsky

and CStelatti,, Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaclais, 12201-970, Slo Josd dos Campos,
SP - Brazil,

Thl.6 DIOCOTRON INSTABILITY IN TRY. DRIFT TUBE OF A GYROTRON - RSchuldt,
Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe, HDI, W 7500, Karlsruhe 1, Germany.

Thl.7 ELECTROSTATIC EFFECTS ON THE QUALITY OF GYROTRON BEAMS -
J,L.Vomvoridis, KHizanidis, I,Tigelis* and DI, Frantzeskakis*, Dept of Electrical and

Computer Engineering, National Technical University of Athens, Greece; *Department of
Physics, University of Athens, Greece.

Thl.8 HZ PRF CARM EXPERIMENT - SJ.Cooke, S.N.Spark, W. He and A.D.R.Phelps, Dept. of
Physics and Applied Physics, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 04 ONG, UK.

Thl.9 EFFECT OF BEAM GEOMETRIC DEFORMATION ON THE PROPERTIES OF ECRM
- Yu Yongjian, University of Electronic Science and Technology, Dept. of Electronic
Engineering, Chengdu, P.R. China.

Thl.10 DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF 94-GHZ HIGH POWER MULTICAVITY
GYROKLYSTRON AMPLIFIER. I.I.Antakov, E,V,Zasypkin and E,V.Sokolov, Institute
of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 46 Uljanov st,, Nizhni Novgorod,
603600, Russia.
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SESSION Th 2

Thursday AM QUASI-OPTICAL COMPONENTS • III September 9

Th2.1 ANALYSIS OF A DIODE MOUNTING STRUCTURE OF A SUB-HARMONICALLY
PUMPED MILLIMETER-WAVE MIXER - S,D.Vogel, Institute of Applied Physics,

Microwave Department, University of Bern, CH-3012, Bern, Switzerland,
Th2.2 TERAHERTZ METAL PIPE WAVEGUIDES - A.S.Treen and N.J. Cronin, School of

Physics, University of Bath, Claverton Down, Bath, Avon, BA2 7AY, U.K.
Th2.3 NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN MILLIMETER WAVE BEAM CONTROL ARRAYS -

T.Liu, X-H. Qin, F.Wang, L.SJogren, CW,Domier and N.C.Luhmann Jr., Dept. of
Electrical Engineering, University of California at Los Angeles,, Los Angeles, California,

U.S.A. 90024-1594.
Th2.4 DESIGN OF A MILLIMETER WAVE QUASI-OPTICAL OSCILLATOR - J. Bae, M.

Akaishl, YAburakawa and K. Mizuno, Research Institute of Electrical Communication,
Tohoku University, 2- 1-1 Katahim, Aoba-ku, Sendal 980, Japan,.

Th2.S LEAKY WAVE CORRUGATED DIELECTRIC ANTENNA FOR MILLIMETER WAVE
APPLICATIONS . S.C.Shrivastava and A.K.Tiwari, Maulana Azad College of

Technology, Bhopal - 462-007, India.
"Th2.6 OPTIMIZATION OF COUPLING BETWEEN HEI I-WAVEGUIDE MODE AND

GAUSSIAN BEAM - T.Oraubner, W.Kasparek and H,Kumric, Institut fdr
Plasmaforschunp, Universitat Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 31, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany,

Th2.7 SLOTLINE SURFACE-WAVE LEAKAGE AND SLOT ANTENNA PERFORMANCE -
CLetrou and VPopescu. Institut National des T16communications, 91011 Evry, France.

Th2.8 MICROSTRIP RESONATOR USING HIGH-Tc SUPERCONDUCTING THIN FILM ON

SAPPHIRE SUBSTRATES - O,D,Pustylnik, A.A.Dymnikov, I,V.Voinovsky and

OA,Khymenko, SRC "Fonon", 39 Pobedy Ave,, KPI-3240, Kiev, Ukraine; V.F.
Vratskikh, Institute for Thermophysics. Kutateladze 1, Novosibiisk 630090, Russia.

Th2.9 MICROWAVE SYSTEMS BASED ON THE EFFECT OF IMAGE MULTIPLICATION

IN OVERSIZED WAVEGUIDES - G,GDenisov, D.A.Lukovnikov and MYu.Shmelyov,
Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Science, 46 Ulyanov Street, 603600
Nizhny Novilorod, Russia.
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SESSION Th 3

Thursday AM INSTRUMENTATION - II September 9

Th3.1 TRANSMISSION-REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS FROM 8 GHZ TO THE THZ (Invited
Keynote) - PGoy, M.Oross and F. Beck*, AB Millim~tre, 52 rue Lhomond, 75005 Paris,
France, *Universitd de Lille 1, I.E.M.N., 59655 Villeneuve d'Ascq Cedex, France. ow

Th3.2 AN INTERFEROMETER FOR NEAR MILLIMETER WAVE DIELECTRIC ST`UDIES ON
SOLIDS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES - J.R.Birch and E.A.Nicoi, NPL, Teddington,
Middx., TWU OLW, UK.

Th3.3 WAVEFRONT DIVIDING INTERFEROMETER WITH AND WITHOUT MOVING PARTS
- K,D,M$Ilier, Department of Physics, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark N.J. 07102,
Fairleish Dickinson University, Teaneck, NJ 07666, USA.

Th3.4 MILLIMETER-WAVE BAND MICROWAVE SIGNAL SPECTRUM MEASUREMENT ON
THE BASIS OF THE HILBERT TRANSFORM OF JOSEPHSON JUNCTION FUNCTION
RESPONSE - SY.Larkin, S.E.Anischenko and V.V. Kamyshin, State Research Center
"Fonon", 37, Pobedy Ave,, KPI-3240, Kiev 252056, Ukraine,

Th3.S A NEW METHOD FOR NETWORK ANALYZER CALIBRATION - A,Jdstingmeler*,
A.vBorzyszkowski**, G.Faby*, M.Jenett* and K.SchUnemann*, *Technische Universiltt
Hamburg-Harburg, Arbeitsbereich Hochfrequenztechnik, Postfach 90 10 52, D-W-2100
Hamburg 90, Germany, **Universitlt Hamburg, Institut fUr Angewandte Mathenmatik, Edmund-
Siemers-Allee 1, D-W-2000 Hamburg 13, Germany.
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SESSION Th 4

Thursday AM SPECTROSCOPY - V September 9

Th4.1 FAR INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY OF PHONONS AND PLASMONS IN
SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERLATTICES (Invited Keynote) - T.Dumelow, A.A.Hamilton,
T.J.Parker, S.R.P.Smith and D.R,Tilley, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK.

Th4.2 FAR INFRARED orPIcs OF GaAs/AlAs SUPERLATFICES - A,A,Hamilton, TDumelow,
T.J.Parker and D.R,Tilley, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK.

Th4.3 INVESTIGATION OF PHONONS AND PLASMONS IN ALLOYS AND SUPERLATFICES
COMPOSED OF InAs AND InSb - S.K.Kang t , T. Knight 2, Y,B. L.i2 , A,O, Norman2 , J.R.
Birch3, TDumelowl, T.J.Parkerl, C.C. Phillips2 and R.A, Stradling 2; IDepartment of Physics,
University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK; "Blackott Laboratory, Imperial College,
London SW7 2BZ, UK. 3National Physical Laboratory, Teddinston TWI I OLW. UK.

Th4.4 CHARACTERISATION OF HYDROGENATED SILICON NITRIDE FILMS BY LOW
TEMPERATURE FTIR SPECTROSCOPY - M,M.Pradhan and MArora, National Physical
Laboratory, Dr, K,S. Krishnan Road, New Delhi 110012, India.

Th4., REFLECTANCE STUDY OF TM,O. GLASSES - AMemon, M,N.Khan, SAI-Dallal,
Department of Physics, University of Bahrain, and DB.Tanner, Department of Physics,
University of Florida, Gainsville, FL, USA,

Th4.6 THEORY OF MULTIPHONON ABSORPTION IN CRYSTALS AT IR AND MM RANGES -
B,M,Garin, Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Vvedensky Square 1, Fryazino, Moscow resgion 141120, Russia, ......

Th4.7 A FEL STUDY OF RELAXATION BETWEEN BOUND DONOR STATE iN Si:P - K.K,
Geerinck, LE, Dijkstra, J,N. Hovenier, T.O. Klaassen, W.Th. Wenckebach, Faculty of Applied
Physics, University of Technology Delft, The Netherlands; A,F.G. van der Meer and PW, van
Amersfoort, FOM Institute for Plasma Physics Rijnhulzen, Nleuwalein, The Netherlands.,

Th4,8 FT-FIR MAGNETO-SPECTROSCOPY ON RESONANT BOUND POLARONS IN n-GaAs.
A.J, van der Sluijs, K.K. Oeerinck, T,O, Klaassen and WTh. Wenckebach, Faculty of Applied
Physics, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands.
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SESSION Th 5

Thiursdr~y PM GYROI RON - IV -September 9

ThS.1 HIGH FREQUENCY, MEGAWAT,'T GYROTRON EXPERIMENTS AT MIT -

K.E,Kreischer, M.Blank, W.C, Guss, S.KLee and R.i.Temkin, MIT Plasma Fusion Centre,
Camnbridge, MA 01219, USA,

ThS.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR A I MW CW GYROrrRON WITH AN INTERNAL
CONVERTER - K.Felch, T.S,Chu, H.Huey, H.Jory, J.Neilson and RSchumacher, Varlan
Associates, Inc., 811 Hansen Way, Palo Alto, CA 94304, USA; J.A. Lorbeck and R.J.
Vernon, University of Wisconsin - Madison, Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
1415 Johnson Drive.. Madison, WI 53706, USA.

ThS.3 MW/140 GHZ TE10 ,4 GYROTRON WITH BUILT-IN HIGHLY EFFICIENT
QUASIOPTICAL CONVERTER - EBorie, G3,Dammertz, G.Gantenbein, M.Kuntze,
A.Mdbius, H,.UNickcl*, B.Piosczyk and M.Thumm*, Kernforschungstentrum Karlsruhe
GmbH, 1TP, Postfach 3640, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany; *also Universitfit Karlsruhe,
Institut fUr H~3chstfreguenztechnik und Elektronik.

ThS.4 DESIGN OF A 3 MEGAWATT, 140 0HZ GYROTRON BASED ON A TE211 33
COAXIAL CAVITY - ME.Read, G.S.Nusinovich, O.Duinbrajs. H.Q,Dinh, D. Ople and G.
Bird, Physical Sciences Inc., Alexandria, VA, 22314, USA; K.E.Kreischer and M.Blank,
MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Th5.5 0HZ HARMONIC GYROKLYSTRON - G,PScheltrum, T,Bemis, TA. Hargreaves and
_LHiggins, Litton Systems Electronic Devices Division, Son Carlos, CA 94070, USA.

Th5.6 DESIGN OF A 100 MW, 17 0HZ SECOND HARMONIC GYROKLYSTRON
EXPERIMENT - PE.Latharn, W,Lawson, JCulame, V.Specht, M.K.E.Lee, Q.Qlan,
MRinilinjer and BI-loaan, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA.

Th5,7 HIGH POWER OPERATION OF A K-BAND SECOND HARMONIC
GYROKLYSTRON -W,Lawson, H,W,Matthews, M.K,ELee, B.Hogan, J.P. Calamne and
JCheng, Electrical Engineering Department and Laboratory for Plasma Research,
University of Maryland,_CollegePark,_MD_20742,_USA, _______

ThS.8 WIDEBAND GYRO-TWT AMPLIFIER EXPERIMENTS -JJ.Chol*, GSPArki ,
S.YParkl, C.M.Armstrong, AXK Ganguly, RKyserl and M.L.Barsanti, Naval Research
Laboratory, Code 6840,Washington, DC 20375, USA; *SAIC, McLean, VA 22102;
10mega-P, Inc,, New Haven, CT 06520; 11B-K Systems, Inc., Rockville, MD 20850.

ThS.9 GYRO-TWT AMPLIFIERS AT UCLA - K.C.Leou, Q.S.Wang, C.K.Chong, A1J.alkcum,
S,N.Pochs, ES. Garland, J. Pretterebnier(B), A.T. Lin(b), D.BMcDermott, F.Harternann and
N.C.Luhmann Jr., Dept. of Electrical Engineering, University of Culifornia, Los Angeles,
CA 90X)24, USA; ('IMT GmbH-, Heinrlch-Baumann-Straise 49, D-7000) Stuttgart 1,
Germany, (b)Department of Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, CA9(0024,
USA.



ThS.10 DEVELOPMENT OF MEDIUM POWER, SUBMILLIMETER WAVE GYROTRONS - T.
Idehara, T. Tatsukawa, I. Ogawa, Y. Shimizu, S. Makino and K. Ichikawa, Department of

Applied Physics, Faculty of Enigineering, Fukui University, Fukui 910, Japan.

ThS.II HARMONIC CONVERTERS FOR MEGAWATT-LEVEL 140 0HZ - RADIATION,
AK. Ganguly, Code 6841, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375;
J.L.Hirshfield, Omega-P, Inc,, 2008 Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520; and Physics
Dept., Yale Univ, New Haven CT 06511 , USA.
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SESSION Th 6

Thursday PM QUASI-OPTICAL COMPONENTS - IV September 9

Th6.1 IMPEDANCE MATCHING OF MICROSTRIP LINE CIRCUITS BY OPTICALLY
TUNABLE STUBS - HShimasaki and M.Tsutsumi, Kyoto Institute of Technology,
Matsugasaki, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan.

Th6.2 OPTICAL CONTROL OF MILLIMETER WAVES IN THE SILICON WAVEGUIDE -

M.Tsutsumi, Kyoto Institute of Technology, Matsugasaki, Kyoto, Japan, and Y.Satomura,
Osaka Institute of Technology, Omiya, Osaka, Japan.

Th6.3 QUASI-OPTICAL SWITCHING FOR MM-WAVE CAVITY DUMPING - G.M.Smith,
J.C.G.Lesurf, Y.Cui and M.H. Dunn, University of St Andrews, Department of Physics and
Astronomy, Fife KY16 9SS, Scotland.

Th6.4 PHASE SHIFT AND LOSS MECHANISM OF OPTICALLY EXCITED E-PLANE
ELECTRON-HOLE PLASMA - Ao Sheng Rong and Zhong Liang Sun, State Key Lab. of
Millimeter Waves, Department of Radio Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing
210018, Jiangsu, P.R. China.

Th6.5 MULTIMODE ANALYSIS OF SUBMILLIMETRE-WAVE OPTICAL SYSTEMS -
S.Withington, Cavendish Laboratory, Madingley Road, Cambridge, UK, and J.A.Murphy,
Maybooth College, Co. Kildare, Ireland.

Th6.6 THE IMPLICATIONS OF PARTIALLY COHERENT SIGNAL BEAMS ON THE
PERFORMANCE OF INTERFEROMETRIC SPECTROMETERS IN THE 30-800 GHZ
RANGE - J.W.Bowen, Department of Physics, Queen Mary and Westfield College,
University of London, London, El 4NS, UK.

Th6.7 NON-LINEAR TRANSMISSION LINES USING MULTIPLE BARRIER VARACTOR
DEVICES - W-M.Zhang, H.Shi, C.W.Domier and N.C.Luhmann Jr., Dept. Electrical
Engineering, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1594, USA.

Th6.8 MM-WAVE SPATIAL INTERFEROMETRY AS A PASSIVE ALTERNATIVE TO
RADAR - J.C.G.Lesurf and M.R.Robertson, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University

of StAndrews, Fife, KY 16 9SS, Scotland.
Th6.9 A SPECIAL 3-MIRROR QUASI-OPTICAL POWER COMBINING SYSTEM - Xie

Wenkai and Liu Shenggang, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China,
Chengdu, Sichuan 610054, PR. China.

Th6.10 OPTIMIZATION CALCULATION OF 3-MIRROR AXISYMMETRIC QUASI-
OPTICAL POWER COMBINING - Xie Wenkai, Cheng Zhixun, Liu Senggang, University
of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, Sichuan 610054, P.R. China.
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SESSION Th 7

Thursday PM INSTRUMENTATION. III September 9

Th7.1 ADVANCES IN MEASUREMENTS WITH AN ALL-ELECTRONIC TERAHERTZ

SPECTROSCOPY SYSTEM - D.WVan Der Weide*, J.S.Bostak, B.A.Auld and D.M.Bloom,

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA, *Currently

with Max-Planck-Institut fUr Festkdrperforschung, Heisenburgstr. 1, D-7000 Stuttgart 80,

Germany.

Th7.2 SOME RECENT APPLICATIONS OF THE FREE ELECTRON LASER (CLIO AND FELIX)

IN SEMICONDUCTOR NONLINEAR OPTICS - C.R.Pidgeon, Heriot-Watt University,

Riccarton, Currie, Edinburgh, UK.

Th7.3 QUASI-OPTICAL DEVICES FOR SUBMILLIMETER TECHNIQUE - V,B.Anzin,

G.A,Komandin, GV.Kozlov, S.PLebedev, A.N. Lipatov and A.A.Volkov, Institute for General

Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Vavilov sb'., 38, 117942 Moscow, Russia.
Th7.4 BIAS PULSE MODULATOR FOR A HIGH POWER Kca BAND (26-40 GHZ) IMPATT

OSCILLATOR - P.G.Frayne and C.W.T.Nicholls, Royal Holloway College, Egham, TW20

OEX, Surrey, UK.
Th7.5 MICROWAVE SPECTROMETERS FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF FAST PROCESSES IN

THE TIME DOMAIN - A.B. Brailovsky, V.V. Khodos, V.L.Vaks, A.NPanin, S.J.Pripolzin and
F.Wolf, Analytik & Meptechnik GmbH Chemnitz, Stollberger Str. 4a, D-09119 Chemnitz,

Germany.

Th7.6 A FREQUENCY-STABILISED MICROWAVE GENERATOR FOR INVESTIGATIONS OF

ABSORPTION LINES OF WATER - V.L.Vaks and S.J.Pripolsin, Analytik & Meptechnik

GmbH Chemnitz, Stollberger Str. 4a, D-09119 Chemnitz, Germany.

Th7.7 QUASI-OPTICAL METHOD FOR MOISTURE MEASUREMENTS OF GASES - A.A.Vertiy

and S.P.Gavrilov, Inst. Radiophysics and Electronics, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 12

Acad. Proskura st., Kharkov 310085, Ukraine.
Th7.8 METHOD AND MEASUREMENT COMPLETE SET FOR NON-DESTRUCTIVE LOCAL

PARAMETER MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS OF MATERIALS - A.A. Zvyagintsev and

A.V. Strizhachenko, University, Freedom Sq., 4, 310077, Kharkov, Ukraine,

Th7.9 FREQUENCY STABILIZED MILLIMETER WAVE PULSED IMPATT OSCILLATORS IN
AUTO-OSCILLATED AND INJECTION-LOCKED MODES (DESIGNING AND

INVESTIGATION) - A.V. Gorbachf.v, L.V. Kasatkin, V.V. Novozhilov and M.I, Poigina,
Research Institute "ORION", Kiev, Ukraine, p.o. 252057.
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Th7.1O SOLID-STATE 8-MM WAVE TRANSCEIVER WITH PULSE-TO-PULSE SWITCHING OF

OPERATING FREQUENCIES (INVESTIGATION AND DESIGNING) - A.V. Gorbachev,

L.V. Kasatkin, V.A. Sackov, I.N. Homenko and I.V. Zverghovsky, Research Institute

"ORION", Kiev, Ukraine, p.o. 252057.
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SESSION Tb 8

Thursday PM SPECTROSCOPY - VI September 9

Th8.1 SURFACE LAYERS AND FAR INFRARED SPECTRA OF HJGH-Tc
SUPERCONDUCTORS (Invited Keynote) - X.Gerbaux, A.Hadni and M.Tatawa*, Laboratoire
Infrarouge Lointain, L.M,C.P.I., U.R.A - C.N.R.S. no.809 B.P.239, F-54506 Vandoeuvre-les
Nancy Cedex, France; *GIRI, Nagoya, 1, Hirate cho, Nagoya 462, Japan.

ThS.2 MEASUREMENTS ON THE FAR INFRARED LASER TRANSMISSION OF YlBa2Cu3O?.
a THIN FILMS - T.P.O'Brlen, M.L.McConnell, P.O.Huggard, Gi. Schneider and W.J.Blau,
Physics Deparment, Trinity College, Dublin,bIeland.

ThS.3 PAR INFRARED ELLIPSOMETRIC STUVDY OF HTSC GAP IN AB- AND C-ORIENTED
EPITAXIAL YBaCuO FILMS - A,B.Sushkov* and E.A. Tishchenko, P.L, Kapitza Institute for
Physical Problems, Russian Academy of Science, Kosygina str. 2, 117973 Moscow, Russia;
*Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Science, 142092 Troitzk, Moscow region,
Russia,

ThS,4 SUBMILLIMETER WAVE ESR OF COPPER-OXIDES - H.Ohta and M.Motokawa, Dept. of
Physics, Faculty of Science, Kobe University, Rokkodai, Nadja, Kobe 657, Japan.

Th8BS MILLIMETER WAVES SCANNING - NEW METHODS AND POSSIBILITIES
INVESTIGATING THE HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS - M.N.Kotov*, V.P.
Masterov**, A.,VPrichodko* and OV,Smertin*, *Microwave Laboratory, Semiconductor
Physics Institute, 11I A. Gostauto str,, Vilnius 2600, Lithuania; **Experimental Physics Dept.,
State Technical University, 29 Politechnitcheskaja str., St. Petersburg, Russia,

ThS.6 LOCAL AND NON-DESTRUCTIVE DIAGNOSTICS OF HIGH-To SUPERCONDUCTOR
LAYERS BY MILLIMETER WAVES - A.Laurinavieius, F.Anisimovas, A. Deksnys,
V.Lisauskas and B.Vengalis, Semiconductor Physics Institute, Gostauto 11, 2600 Vilnius,
Lithuania,
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SESSION F1

Friday AM GYROTRON -V September 10

F~I COLLECTIVE MM-WAVE SCATTERING TO MEASURE FAST ION AND ALPHA-
PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS IN JET (Invited Keynote) - J.A.Hoakzema, A.E.Costley,
T.P.Hughes, L.A, Feubey, N.P.Harnmond, H.Oostarbeek, P.Roberts, A.LStevens, P.E. Stott
and W. Suverkropy, JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 0X14 3EA, UK.

P1.2 STATE OF THE ART OF GYROTRON INVESTIGATION IN RUSSIA (invited Keynote)
- V.A.Flyagin, A.L,Goidenberg and V.E.Zapevalov, Institute of Applied Physics, Russian
Academy of Sciences, 46 Ulianova st, Nizhni Novgorod, 603600, Russia,

P1.3 THE TRANSMISSION LINES AND ANTENNAS OF THE TORE SUPRA ECRH
SYSTEM - F.M.A.Smits, 0. Berger-by, 0. Bon Mardion, J.-J. Capitain, D. Chatain, J.-J.
Cordier, J.P, Crenn, L, Doceul, M. Pain, 0.-F. Tonon, A. Dubrovin*, P. Garin* and 3.M.
Krieg*, Association CEA-Euratom sur lia Fusion Contr6lde, CEN-Cadaracho, F-13108
St.Paul-lez-Durance CEDEX, France; *Thomson Tubes Electroniques, 2, Rue Laticobra,
78141 Vdlizy-Villacoublay, France.

P1.4 MM-WAVE TRANSMISSION IN THE FAST ION AND ALPHA-PARTICLE
DIAGNOSTIC AT JET - JA.Hoekzema and NP.Hammond, JET Joint Undertaking,
Abingdon, x~fordshire, OX 14 3EA, UK.

F1.5 OPTIMIZATION OF AN OVERMODED SMOOTH-WALL CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE
SECTION FOR CARRYING STRONG MM-WAVE POWER IN ECRH EXPERIMENTS
- F.Billb*, 0. Granucci**, LManik*, A. Simonetto** and G.Viciguerra*, *DEEI,
Universitk di Trieste, Via A, Valerio 10, 34127, Trieste, Italy; **lstituto di Fisica del
Plasma, Assoclazione EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, Via Bassini 15, 20133, Milano, Italy.

P1.6 RADIATION PATTERNS AND OPTIMIZATION OF BEAM EXCITATION OF
HIGHLY OVERMODED CORRUGATED RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDES -

B.C.Brown, J.A.Lorbeck and R.J.Vernon, Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, The University of Wisconsin - Madison, Wisconsin 53706, USA,

F1.7 CONDITIONING OPTICS FOR ASTIGMATIC GAUSSIAN BEAMS AT 140 0HZ,
0.5 MW -A.Bruschi, S.Cirant, G.Granucci, ASitnonetto and G.Solari, Istituto di Fisica del
Plasma, EURATOM/ENEAICNR Association, Via Bassini 15, 20133, Milano, Italy.

F1.8 A PROPOSAL FOR A CALORIMETRIC LOAD AT 1400GHZ FOR HIGH POWER HEl 1
TRANSMISSION LINES - L.Argenti, A.Bruschi, S.Cirant and 0.Solari, Istituto di Fisica
del Plasma, EUROTOM/ENEA/CNR Association, Via Bassini 15, 20133, Milano, Italy.

F1.9 DIFFRACTION RADIATION OSCILLATORS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE PLASMA
DIAGNOSTICS AND SPECTROSCOPY - VP.Shestopalov, B.K.Skrynnik, ID,Revin and
G,P.Ermak, Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences, 12 Acad. Proskura st,, Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine.
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SESSION F2

Friday AM ASTRONOMICAL AND ATMOSPHERIC SYSTEMS September 10

F2.1 TELESCOPE DESIGN STUDY FOR THE NASA STRATOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY

FOR INFRARED ASTRONOMY (SOFIA) - G.W.Sutton, H.M. Martin*, Hans Kircher**
and Kent Pflibsen, Kaman Aerospace Corporation, Optical Development Center, Tucson,
AZ 85706, *Steward Observatory Mirror Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona, **MAN GHH, Gustavsburs, Germany,

F2.2 A 380 GHZ SIS HETERODYNE SPECTROMETER FOR "PRONAOS" (BALLOON
BORNE EXPERIMENT FOR SUBMILLIMETER RADIOASTRONOMY) - G,Beaudin,*
A.Deschamps,* P, Encrenaz**, P,Febvre*, P, Feautrier**, C. Gac*, MGheudin,*

B,Ldridon,* R.Maoli,* D. Michet*, J.C. Pernot**, C,Pobert*, C. Rosolen*, G.Ruffid,* and
P. Vola*, *Observatoire do Paris-Meudon, 5 place Jules Janssen, 92195 Meoudon, France,
**Ecole Normale Supdrieure, Laboratoire de Radioastronomie, 24 rue Lhomond, 75005

Paris, France,
F2.3 A COST EFFECTIVE TOTAL POWER RADIOMETER PACKAGE FOR

ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH - B.N.Lyons, W,M.Kelly, D.R,Vizard and U,S.Lidholm,
Farran Technology Ltd., Ballincollig, CoCork, Ireland,

F2.4 IR DETECTORS FOR SPACEBORNE APPLICATIONS - Y.V.Munro and D.Hickman,
Matra Marconi Space UK LTD, Anchorage Road, Portsmouth, UK.

F2.5 QUASI-OPTICAL TRIPLEXING FEED FOR SPACECRAFT RADIOMETER -
R..Martin and WJ.Hall, BAe Space Systems, Bristol, UK.

F2.6 THE ISO LONG-WAVELENGTH SPECTROMETER - P.EClegg, Department of Physics,

Queen Mary and Westfield College, London El 4NS, UK,.
F2.7 REFLECTOR AND MIRROR SYSTEMS FOR SUBMILLIMETER AND INFRARED

TELESCOPES - AN OVERVIEW OF TECHNOLOGY AND COSTS - Hans J,Klircher,

MAN GHH, Gustavsburg, Germany,

F2.8 A HORIZONTAL ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE SOUNDER BASED ON THE 60

GHZ OXYGEN ABSORPTIONS - R,WMcMillan, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Georaia Tech Research Institute, Atlanta, Georgia 30332, USA. ,_...........

F2.9 A SUBMILLIMETER-WAVE SENSOR FOR TRACE GAS STUDIES IN THE MIDDLE
ATMOSPHERE - H. Neft, S. Crewell and K. Ktnzi, University of Bremen, FB I, Institute

of Remote Sensing, P.O. Box 330440, 2800 Bremen 33, FRO.
F2.10 GROUND-BASED MILLIMETER-WAVE MONITORING OF STRATOSPHERIC

OZONE AT ALTITUDES ABOVE 20 KM - A.A. Krasil'nikov, Yu, Yu, Kulikov, and L.I,
Fedoseev, Institute of Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 46 Uljanov

Str, Nizhny Novgorod, 6036M0, Russia,
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SESSION F3

Friday AM SPECTROSCOPY - VII September 10

F3.1 FAR INFRARED SPIN RESONANCE IN II-VI D.M,S. (Invited Keynote) - J.L.Martin*,

M.Goiran*, Z. Golacki**, J,Ldotin* and S,Askenazy*, *Service des Champs Magnetiques

Intenses, INSA, Complexe scientifique de Rangueil, 31077 Toulouse-Cedex, France;
**Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, 32/46 Al. Lotnikow, 02668 Warsaw,

Poland,

F3.2 SUBMILLIMETER SPECTROSCOPY OF THE ELECTRON EXCITATIONS IN RARE-

EARTH ORTHOFERRITES (Invited Keynote) - G,V.Kozlov, S.P.Lebedev, AA.Mukhin,

A,SProkhorov and A.A. Egoyan, General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 38

Vavilov St,, Moscow 117942, Russia.

F3.3 PROGRESS IN GERMAN HIGH FIELD MAGNETO SPECTROSCOPY USING IR, FIR,

AND MM WAVES: A QUANTUM TRANSITION FROM THE

HOCHMAGNETFELDANLAGE IN BRAUNSCHWEIG TO THE HUMBOLDT HIGH
MAGNETIC FIELD CENTER IN BERLIN (Invited Keynote) - M, von Ortenberg and

coworkers, HUMBOLDT Universitilt zu Berlin and Technische Universitit Braunschweig,

Germany•
F3.4 ORIGIN OF SATELLITE STRUCTURES OF HIGH FIELD EPR IN Cdl.IxMnxTe - G.Eilers*,

M. von Ortenberg and R. Galazka**, Institut fUr Halbleiterphysik und Optlk, Technische
Universitit Braunschweig, 3300 Braunschweig, Germany; **Polish Academy of Science,

Institute of Physics, Warsaw, Poland.

F3.5 INFRARED REFLECTIVITY OF SEMICONDUCTOR MAGNETOPLASMAS - F. Elmzughi

and D.R. Tilley, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK.

F3.6 INFRARED REFLECTIVITY CALCULATIONS FOR RARE-EARTH METALS - K. Abraha

and DR. Tilley, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3N, UK.

F3.7 HIGH RESOLUTION FTS STUDY OF MAGNETIC COMPOUNDS - M.N.Popova, Institute

of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitzk, Moscow region, Russia.

F3.8 FAR INFRARED STUDIES OF MAGNETIC SYSTEMS - T.Dumelow, DE,Brown and

T.J.Parker, Department of Physics, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK.
F3.9 FIR-STUDY OF TbPO4 - P.Janssen and P.Bruelemans, Katholieke Universitelt Leuven,

Belgium,

LXI



F3.10 TIME-RESOLVED FAR INFRARED MAGNETOSPECTROSCOPY OF ULTRA-HIGH
MOBILITY n-GaAs LAYERS AND GaAs/AIGaAs MULTI QUANTUM WELLS - R.E.M. de
Bekker+, J.M. Chamberlain*, MB. Stanaway*, P. Wyder÷, C.R. Stanley** and M, Henini*,
+MPI/HML, Boite Postale 166X, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex, France; *Physics Depanrment,
Nottingham University, Nottingham, NO7 2RD, England; **Department of Electronic &
Electrical EnLineering, Glassow University, Glassow G 12 8QQ, Scotland.

F3.11 INFRA.RED CYCLOTRON RESONANCE OF 'CROSSED' BAND GAP SUPERLATFICES
AT MAGNETIC FIELDS OF UP TO 150T- D.J. Barnes*#, R.J. Nicholas+, R.J. Warburton,+
N.J. Mason,+ P.J. Walker + and N. Miura*, *Institute of Solid State Physics, Roppongi 7-22-1,
Tokyo 106, Japan; +Physics Dept., Clarendon Laboratory, Parks Road, Oxford OXI 3PU, U.K;
#Present address: Physics Dept., Geschwister-Scholl-Platz 1, University of Munich, 8000
Munich 22, Germany.
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Submilimetre Waves - the Early Years

MY. Kimmitt,
Department of Physics, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ,, U.K.

'If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.' Sir Isaac Newton,

It has been rightly pointed out that such has been the expansion of science in the twentieth
century that well over 50% of scientists known to history are still alive today. Indeed, in a
wondrously mixed metaphor, one present-day rosearcher has stated that "In the sciences, we are
now uniquely privileged to sit side by side with the giants on whose shoulders we stand." And
nowhere is that more true than in the field of research covered by this Conference. Those of us
whose far-infrared experience reaches back to the 1950s will remember that virtually the only
source we had was a mercury arc lamp and the only detector was a Golay. There were no books
and just a handful of relevant papers. Even by 1970 the authors of the introductory paper at the
Brooklyn Symposium on Submillimeter Waves were writing "It Is appropriate to view the
submiillimeter wave region as a transition region lying between the millimeter wave and infrared
portions of the electromagnetic spectrum and possessing as yet no hallmark of its own". That
was perhaps a pessimistic summary, as there were nearly sixty papers at that meeting. Now that
we have an annual conference - this one with over three hundred papers - I think we can say that
what used to be called the 'unexplored region' is being fully explored.

However, there was an early golden age of far infrared and millimetre wave research which
began almost exactly one hundred years ago and culminated in the 1920s with the joining of the
infrared to what was then called the electric wave spectrum. To mark this centenary it is surely
appropriate to highlight some of the achievements of the first workers in our field. The giant
figure in the early years was Rubens, working in Berlin. But there were several others of great
importance, including Nichols, who worked with Rubens before the turn of the century and in his
later years developed millimetre wave sources, and R W Wood, the inventor of the blazed
diffraction grating. Wood was one of the great researchers of this century and his book, 'Physical
Optics', was the pioneering text on modern optics. He was always quick to give credit to earlier
research and points out that the possibility of making gratings that concentrate most of the light
into a single order was first suggested by Lord Rayleigh, We, who work at the University of
Essex, are proud that Rayleigh was an Essex man and the Rayleigh-Jeans formula for black-body
radiation will be much in evidence during the Conference. It is with black-body emission that
this talk will begin, for I think it is not sufficiently realised that it was Rubens' work in the long
wavelength infrared region which provided the experimental evidence which led Max Planck to
derive his radiation law and lay the foundation for quantum theory.
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A major problem engaging the attention of physicists during the closing years of the last
century was that of the radiation from a black-body, Wien had found a formula which
represented the observed data very well for small values of the product of wavelength and
absolute temperature, In 1900 Rayleigh suggested from classical considerations that the energy
should vary as T%-4 (T is absolute temperature and X. is wavelength) but clearly this could not be
correct at short wavelengths, as it led to what was called the 'ultraviolet catastrophe'. Later
Rayleigh and Jeans came to the exact formula which now bears their names.

It is clear that Rayleigh felt that experimental data was needed for the energy emitted where
the product of wavelength and temperature was large. Larmor, a contemporary of Rayleigh,
states that Rayleigh asked Rubens to measure the variation of energy at long wavelengths and he,
with Kurlbaum, confirmed the TU.- 4 relationship by working out to 51 pJm over a temperature
range from 85-1173K. Planck, who had for some time been struggling with the Wien formula,
learned of thi3 experimental agreement with Rayleigh's prediction, and derived his formula
empirically to fit both the short and long wavelength results, He then went on - genius that he
was - to look for a physical explanation, and this led to his introduction of quantum oscillators.
It seems likely that Planck had already been feeling his way towards quantum theory but there
appears to be no doubt that it was A[W Rubens' precise measurements that he finally went beyond
the logic of classical physics for an explanation.

Research which contributed to the development of quantum theory must certainly be the
outstanding achievement of early far-infrared experiments, but there were other significant
developments which will be discussed in this paper. This talk will not only be about the research
but also about the researchers, For example, R W Wood was a great practical joker; he was also
instrumental in the downfall of the notorious N-ray research and it was Rubens who persuaded
him to expose the delusion that N-rays existed. Nichols was another giant who did much more
than infrared research. He was an outstanding experimenter and perhaps his greatest
achievement was to measure radiation pressure. He was also brave enough to move from
research to be a College President, then go back to research when he found admintstratitun not to
his liking, and he has the unique honour of writing the very first paper in Physical Review. He
died as he had lived. While presenting a paper in 'Joining the Infrared and Electric Wave
Spectra' before his peers at the National Academy of Sciences in Washington in 1924 such a long
pause occurred in his delivery that the chairman finally walked to the podium, to find that Nichols
had died of a heart attack while standing before them, propped up by the dais.
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Rocket Measurement of the Submillrnieter Cosmic Background Spectrum

H,P, Gush, E.H. Wishnow and M. Halpem

Department of Physics, U.B.C, Vancouver, BC. CwiadaV6TIZI

Abstract
The spectrum of the cosmic background radiation (CBR) has been measured using a liquid helium
cooled spectrometer carried to high altitude by a rocket. The spectrum in the frequency band 2 to

30 cm-i is very well fitted by a Planck function of temperature T..736K. The estimated

experimental accuracy of the mean temperature is +/- 17 inK,

Introduction
The cosmic background radiation (CDR), The instrument is shown schematically hi

being one of the oldest quantities accessible to Fig. 1. Radiation from the sky is directed to one

measurement, has been recognized as a very y
important observable in cosmology since its 2.7K B9
discovery 

In 1965 
.1,2 Substantial 

experim 
ental 

2 .

effort has been devoted in the past 25 years to ,..---

investigating the properties of this racatlon. H2 HI
The information to be gained is very important

to an understanding of the early universe but
experimental difficulties have been such that :2K
definitive measurements have been obtained ' Int

only recently. 3 ,, I

This paper describes the principle of

operation and the results of the rocket 02 D1 -----

spectrometer COBRA which was used to make 0.29K

a successful measurement of the CBR Fig. 1. A diagram showing the principle of the
spectrum in 1990. Further detail can be found apparatus. HI and H2 are similar horn telescopes of 60

field of view, HI receives radiation from the sky

in some other publications. 5'6  whereae H2 is ifluminated by a black body simulator B.
Radiation Issuing from the home enter. a two-beam
Interferometer Inlt, with a beamsplitter at b, from

The apparatus whence it emerges to be focussed on two boulometer
detectors Vl and D2. As the path difference in the

Based on experience gained in earlier interferometer is changed the signal generated by each

attempts to measure the spectrum of the CBR detector (interferogram) is proportional to the difference
Intensity of the sky and the black body. The numbers

from high altitude,7-9 a new rocket instrument indicate temperatures of various sections of the

was developed and tested during the 1980's. spectrometer.
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is Plancklan of the same temperature as the

calibrator, there is a null signal. The absolute

E sensitivity of the instrument Is obtained by

periodically changing tie temperature of the

calibrator by steps of 0,2K near 2,7K, the
approximate cxpccted temperature of the CBR.

This procedure allows one to calculate the sky

MV emission spectrum without achieving a null

Sinterferogram and without reference to pre or

P post flight calibration data.

The Interferometer is of the polarizing type,

FIg, 2. A schematic diagram (if the polarization tie optical arrangement being shown in Fig.2.
interferumeter, Radiation fIrom a source at 8 IN split by It is a modification of an early design used In
the wire grid polarizer P into vertically and horizontally
polarized beamns (v and h), Flat nirrors M direct these mid-infrared aeronomy measurements, 10 The
boams through the interfelvireter lUelf, which consists principal merit of the design in the present
of the oblique wire grid beammplitter 0, and the two
dihedral inirror pairs V. Optical delay in the context, apart from uniform frequency
interfernoeter In varied by slniultanous dimplacemonts response and good effclelcy, Is that die
d of both dihedral pairs as shown, The exit beams, E
and E', are frmned by directing the interferometer instrument is highly symmetric, This is
outputs through a vertical atialysIng polarizer 1, The Important because one would like to obtain
path from the second source at S' entirely overlaps the
radiation path shown here, after the input tanlysing truly null Interferograms when tie sky and the
ptolarizer, The modulated signals at E anti Ko' €tntain calibrator have die sle temperulur,, Mis
information ahout the hrightness difference between a
and S', and aire independent oftource polarization, ideal was closely approachedThe balance was

tested in the laboratory by Introducing a

side of a symmetric two-beam interferometer variable temperature liquid helium cooled black

by means of a hyperbolic honi telescope, Tie bly over tie sky telescope, andt setting its

second side of the Interferometer is illuminated temperature equal to the internad calibrator

by an identical telescope terminated, however, temperature. Small offset interferogrwns

willt a black bly simulttor whosue temperature corresponding to temperature shifts of ubout

cmi be controlled. By moving the pair or 5UmK were measured which are subtracted

dihedral mirrors, a variable path difference Is from the sky interfemrgrwus before calculating

Introduccd In tie Interferoincter, and the signal final spectra.

given by each detector Is an Interfemgrarn

whose Fourier trwisfonn is proportiunal to the Results

spectrum of the intensity dyfference between Fig. 3 shows a set of interferrgramns

the sky and the calibrator, If the sky spectrum recorded during the flight, as well as the

derived sky spectrum, The spectrum Is very

l M ---- --- i - I"
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well fitted by a Planck curve of temperature means of a suitable optical system and

2.736K The error on the temperature is telescope tie two input clhanels of tdie

conservatively estimated to be +/-0,017K. Our interfemmeter are focussed on two regions of

value for the temperature agrees well with tie lie tiky separated by a few degrees, This will

most recent value evaluated from the COBE permit the spectrum of the ohserved anisotropy

satellite data, 2.726+/-0.010K. to be measured which will be of help in

tiscrimtinating against roreground sources, 12
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Progress in Development of High Power Gyrotrons

M, ''humin*
Kemrforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fOr Technischo Physik

*also Universitiit Karlsruhe, Institut fOr Illihstfrequenztechnik und lilekironik
!)-75(X) Karlsruho 1, Germany

1. INMrlo)DU~Cr~o
Gyrotrons are microwave oscillators based on the rSlecton Cyclotron Maser (13CM) instability, Tile free energy is

the rotational energy of weakly relativistic electrons (I < 7 g 1,2) in a longitudinal magnetic cavity field, A net transfer of
energy from the gyrating electrons to the electromagnetic field in the interaction circuit occurs duo to the azimuthal phase
bunching when the wave frequency is somewhat larger than the relativistic electron cyclotron frequency 0l or its
harmonics, Many other types of microwave sources are also based on the ECM instablllity, such as gyro.klystron, gyro.
travelling wave amplifier (Syro-TWA) or gyro-bachward wave oscillator (gyro.BWO). Cyclotron maser devices operating
in the relativistic Doppler-shifted regime where the axial bunching mechanism can substancially offset the aimuthal
bunching are called cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM),

2. GYROMTON&&FOR FUSION PLASMA APPLICATIOIS
At present, gyrotron oscillators are mainly used as high power millimeter wave sources for electron cyclotron

resonance heating (ECRH) and diagnostics of magnetically confined plasmas in controlled thermonuclear fusion research
[1,21, Long-pulse and CW gyromonotrons utilizing open-ended cylindrical resonators which generate output powers or
100.400 kW per unit, at frequencies between 28 and 84 CIHz, have been used very aucssfully for plasma formation,
electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) and local current density proflle control by noninductive current drive
(EtCCD) in tokaiaks IlI and stellaratos .21, (tyrotron complexes with tot-, power of up to 4 MW are used, The confining
toroidal magnetic fields in present day fusion machines are in the range of o.l*.3 ,5 'lesla. As experimental devices
become larger and operate at higher magnetic fields (Bo.5T) and higher plasma densities (n..=1-2 - 102 t/m,) in mteady
state, present and forthcoming HCH requirements call for gyrotron output powers of at loast I MW,(CW at frequoncios
ranging from 100.1S(l (.Hz, Since officioni E1CRI.! and HCCI) needs axlsymmouic, narrow, pencil-like mm-wave beams
with well defined polarization, single mode emission is necessary in order to generate a 'l'lMno Gaussian beam mode at the
plasma torus launching antenna.

Single mode mm-wave gyrotron oscillators capable of higlh average power, 0.5.1 MW per tube, in long-pulso or
C(W operation, are currently under development in several scientific and industrial laboratories, Tho present state of the an
at 140 (1Hz is given in Table 1, 140 OHz gyrotrons with output power Pouta 0.6 MW, pulse length 'w . 2,0 s and efficiency
1q - 34 % are commercially available, The worldwide first RCRH and HCCD experiments at 140 (1Iz have been porformed
in the Stellarator W7-AS 151., Diagnostic gyrotrons deliver Pout w 40 kW with to 40 p at frequencies up to 650 (illy,
On k 4 90.

Institution Mode Mode Power CIfflclency Pulse length
_cavity outPut (MW) ..... M) ()

KfK. Karlulaw, PH1LIPS, Hamburg lI3, - l' __ 012 23 0.4

KIX, Kullrulie 1 '13,, _IL3 _ 0,69 29 ()(X).5
SALIUT, IAP, Nizhny Novgorod T'fI226 l'13M 0o 0.9 36 0.3

___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ __ ___ __().___ _1 36 0155
TORIY, Moscow, IAP, Nizhty Novgorod TI la,. TlWMoo 0.97 34 0.3

0,58 34 2.0
VARIAN, Palo Alto 11302 01  '1130o 0.1 27 CW

111s.2 0,26 28 5.0
0,33 28 2.5

L___ 1,04 3H ,)o(X5
Table h: Present development status of 140 GIllz gyrouon oncillators for fusion plasma HC Wave applications.
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With incersing ope~rating frcqueticy, power level and pulse duration a number of problems arise which necessitate
significant changes fin the gyration design approach, The main difficulties encountered fin the renlization of effcient
megawatt CW mim-wave gyrotrons for fusion reactors (120 (il to 2W0 GI-Is) are connected with:

0 forintiti oil'a n electron hewan with suffIcient orbital energy (cxs 1.1S) and small velocity spread (electron gon design)
* propa~'tifotm of the electroni benni, spurious oscillatiolis in the beain tunnel between the electron gun and the interaction

cavity. voltage depression (dependent onl die ratio of' Llectrn hemiun radius to cavity radius), space charge effevts and
hQUwn iHnsbilitiS

0 ohmnic wall tosses In the cavity (cavity heating)
0 mode selectivity fin a highly ovarmoded cavity, single mode operation, goodJ made separation of' working mode fromn

competing modles
* unwanted mode conversion in the elecuodynamnic system of the tube

thdernal loading of the electron beam collector
flheating of the output window, selection of output mode
o nhancement or total system efficiency up to 50-60) %.

lDesign trade-offs and operatitng limits ame necessary. TIhis paper reports on achievement& and problenms rulated to
the development of very high power mmn-wave gyrotrons for long-pulse or ('W operation afind describes the mnicrowaive
technological pocularities of the different approaches as e~g. conventional gyrotrons, with cylindrical cavity (without or
with Internal mnode convertor), second harmonic gyrotrons and quasi-optical gyrotronx,

3,(IjMJUNUMO IMfIUS'IR&IL AETLAIC'UUM
Recently, gyrotron oscillators also are successfully utilized in material processing (e.g. advanced cerainic

mintering, surfatce hardening or dielectric coating of metals mid alloys) ais well as In plasma chemistry 131. Such
technllmogical applications require gyrotronat with the following parameters: f k 28 (11lls, P~out 010-30 MW ('W. 11 k 30) 'N9
I[he use of lyrotroas appears to be of' interest if oite canl realize the relatively simple. low cost device which is easy itt
service (such as ia ingnetroti), Cyrotrons withi low magnetic field (operating ait the 2nd hannonic of the electron cyclotron
frequenCY), low anode voltage, high1 efficiency and long lifetime are under development, The state of the art fii tills aret lit
ammli, briefly reviewed here,

4. GYQ12I~j~j "1110-1-1 IIAI APPlLICAT IUNS
TIhe next generation of high-energy physics accelerators and the next frontier in understanding of clemnitiary

particlos is based oil the super collider, l1or linear elecuron-positron collidersf that will reach center-of-mnass energies oIf'
about I 1eV It Is the thought thatl sources at 17 to 345 01llz with Poutm n W() MW, ' w 0,2 ps and characteristics that will
allow approximtately 10(X) pulses per second will be necessary asx drivers 141, 'Ihoso must be phase-cohecrent devices, which
canl he either amplifierst or phase locked oficillators, Nuch generators are also required for super range resolution radar aind
miunosphierie sensing without colierent-on-receive data processing [61, TIherefore this contribution gives af short overview oh'
the present developmlent status of (1ARMs gyro-IWAs aind gyroklystronis f'or sucht purpos~es its well as of1 broadband gyro-
Mtos for use as, drivers for free electroni maser (l1UM) wanplifiern. Very high electron beat] quality is required ito otaitim at

high efficieticy ill these gyrtm-devkems lDramatic improvemeat in perforniance appears ito be achievable by tapering of tile
magnetic field (riunped flild) und I i tcamse of the gyro-IWI also of' tile wmmvelfuide radius along the axsis of the
interactlion region to mlaintaini the reson~ance condition over a wide frequency range, This precise axial contouringj is af topic,
of itltetsive current study.

[III R, P~rater, J. Fusion linergy, 9 ( 1990) 19-30,
121 V. lirckinutnm, WuVII-AN Tlown, W~, Kanparek, RIA, MUller, l1111. SchlUller timd M. Iluminn, Fusion Technmology,

17 (1909() 76-8.5.
131 Y, llykov, Al., (loldetiberg, V.A. llyagiti, Matlslmes.ochrov., 169 (1901) 41-42.
141 V.I.,( Iranutateitn, WEN, Lawson, 11,11 Latilnun, ('olf.ligust. I3tt [int, Coa'.nf on Infazed aind Millimneter Waves, I lonolulu,

15 1 V. lirckmatntu ct al.. roc. U'urophysics Topical (onlf oil RF I leating-amtd C'urretnt D~rive of Ftusion D~evices, Birussels,
L('A, 116 6l(lV2) 2971W X.

161 VW.N4, vianiheinter, hit. J, I Llctronics, 72 099')2) 116.5-1Il 9.
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Far Infrared Spectroscopy of Manufactured Solids

D.R. Tilley

University of Essex, Department of Physics
Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, C04 3SQ U.K.

Reflection and transmission of electromagnetic radiation is governed by the frequency dependent dielectric
permittivity tensor V 0), in some cases with contributions from the magnetic permeability tensorV (o). These are
fundamental linear response functions, so the corresponding spectroscopy occupies a central position in the study of
solids. Generally speaking, V and 'V are the natural point of contact between theory and experiment.

One of the simplest examples is a cubic ionic solid, for example NaCI or GaAs. In this case the permittivity is a
scalar e(o) taking the well known form

e -) 0 o + -2 OL2 Ti) 1

in which tT is the TO frequency and F the damping. The normal-incidence reflectivity calculated from (1) has the
characteristic reststrahl form so that reflectivity measurements determine the parameters toT, O. and r. In addition to the
usual techni zes, attenuated total reflection (ATR), which couples directly to surface polaritons, may yield additional
information( . In complicated cases the complementary techniqe of Ritmiw spectroscopy may give direct determination
of phonon frequencies. Developments of this form of phonon spevtroscopy include the study of soft modes and
anharmonicites In ferroelectrics,

Recently, the combinatpn of FIR and Raman spectroscopy has been brought to bear on the phonon spectra of
semiconductor superlattices , Th, macroscopic symmetry of these engineered materials is uniaxial, so that t'(a)) has
different in-plane and normal components e., (tw) and ezz (to). Since normal-incidence reflectivty is governed by
exx (o) alone, oblique-incidence and ATR measurements are necessary for a full study. In short-period samples, confined
optic phonons of the right parity all contribute to V(mo), so that a series of resonances appears in place of the single
resonance of (I). A full understanding of these effects calls for detailed theoretical modelling together with the
spectroscopic studies.

Excitation of electron-hole pairs across the band gap governs the fundamental absorption edge in semiconductors,
although in the usual group IV and Ill-V materials the frequency is visible 'w near infrared and therefore outside the scope
of this review. The similar phenomenon of the breaking-up of Cooper pairs in a superconductor gives an absorption
threshold at photon energy hi w 2&, where 7A is the energy gap. Thle determination of 2A by this means was a
major achievement of FIR spectroscopy some 30 years ago(2). Similar studies in the high-temperature
superconductors have proved difficult because the features related to the energy gap appear as only a few percent of
background.

From the theoretical point of view, both electron-hole and collective electron effects are contained in the Lindhard
function nI (q, to), for which a general expression may be found from quantum-mechanical linear response theory. Far
iifiared properties, because of the long wavelength, are governed by the limit q -+ 0, n (o, Qo). In the simplest cue of a
free-electron gas the die'ectric function derived from TI (o, w) is the simple plasma expression
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e(co) - I - 2(2)

in which op is the plasma frequency. Of course, this can be derived by more elementary means. in doped
semiconductors (0p generally lies in the FIR and spectroscopic features depend on e combination of (1) and (2). Again,
an important mod6m application is the study of doped semiconductor superlattices ,

Considerable theoretical attention, but less experimental work, has been devoted to magnetoplasmas. In the presence
of a magnetic field, the scalar (2) is replaced by a gyrotropic tensor; in the plane transverse to the magnetic field

where P., and E2 both have poles at the cyclotron resonance frequency w.e eB/m*. One •portant consequence is that
surface-related properties become non-reciprocal, that is, they change when B is reversedw . For example, the oblique-
incidence reflectivity has this property, R(wo,-B) # R(co,B). Although theoretical studies have been pursued, for
example, as far as detailed investigation of magnetoplasma superlattices, experimental work is less advanced.

Whilst effects in the visible and near-infrared are governed solely by V(wo), with no contribution fromV(wo)( 4),
magnetic response can play a part in the FIR, In general V(co) should have poles at the appropriate resonance
frequencies, which are in the microwave region for ferromagnets but in the FIR for antiferromagnets. Ferromagnels,
which are antiferromagnetically coupled but with a net moment, have both a low-frequency ferromagnetic resonance az~a
higher frequency anuferromagnetic-type resonance, The form of *(wo) Olt been derived for a number of cases ),
including the spiral and cone s %i orderings found In some rare earlh metals' '. Here again, the theory has been pursued
much further than experiment' , The first experimental results•" of what is planned as a sustained investigation of
magnetic systems show the non-reciprocal reflection off the uniaxial antiferromagnet FeF 2 with beautiful clarity.

With the development of powerful crystal growth techniques like molecular-beam epitaxy and continuing advances in
lithographic methods, an ever greater variety or manufactured solids and solid-state structures will appear. FIR
spectroscopy can and should play a major part in the investigation of these materials, The general principle that one Is
studying the elementary excitation spectrum via the linear response functions V((o)) and 'i(co) will continue to apply,
but the details will show considerable variety.

I. T.Dumelow, TJ. Parker, S.R.P. Smith and D.R. Tilley, Surface Science Reports 17 151 (1993).
2. D.M. Ginsberg and M. Tinkham, Phys. Rev. 116 990 (1960).
3. RE, Camley, Surface Science Reports 7 103 (1987),
4. L.D. Landau and E.M. Llfshltz, Plectrodynamlcn of Continuous Media Pergamon, O.ford (1960).
5. EF. Sarmento and D.R. Tilley, Chapter 7 of Electromagnetic Surface Modes ed. A,D, Boardman,

Wiley, New York (1982).
6. N.S. Almeida and DR. Tilley, Phys, Rev, B 43 11145 (1991).
7. D. Brown, T. Dumolow and TJ, Parker, these Proceedings.
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Critical technologies for atmospheric composition
measurements by microwave limb sounding

G. E. Peckham and R A. Sufte

Heriot. Watt University, Edinburgh

Limb sounding technique
Limb sounding radiometers determine the concentrations of atmospheric constituents by measuring thermal
emission from the atmospheric limb along a tangent path (fig 1). Microwave limb sounders have the

weightingfunction

g to other

calibraton radiometers
target"-'ooolos°lator]

Fig 1 Geometry for limb sounding Fig 2. Radiometer components

following properties:
N- By viewing the atmospheric limb

0 Species are identified through their spectral signatures contrasted against a cold space background
* The viewing geometry provides good (--3 kIn) vertical resolution
* Vertical profiles are obtained by scanning the antenna in elevation
* Global maps are produced by a combination of satellite motion and earth rotation
# Atmospheric pressure is available from measured line widths so that precise platform pointing

information is not necessary
0 The long atmospheric path gives sensitivity to species with low abundance

0, By using thermal emission
• Measurements are made continuously during both day and night
• Reliable in-flight calibration is provided by onboard targets

0- At microwave frequencies
* Thermal emission is relatively insensitive to temperature
* Aerosols and ice clouds have negligible effect
4 The high spectral resolution of heterodyne receivers allows measurement of individual line shapes so

that contaminating lines can be removed

The basic components of a microwave limb-sounding radiometer are shown in figure 2, Radiation ftom the
atmosphere is focused by an antenna onto a mixer where the frequencies are down-converted so that signals
can be amplified electronically, The amplifier outputs (possibly after fUrther down-conversion)

I O
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are analysed by spectrometers which record the signal power spectrum across selected IF bands. A number
of radiometers may be fed from a common antenna and calibration system through a sequence of dichroic or
polarising beamsplitters.

Performance requirements
Microwave limb sounders operate at millimetre and sub-millimetre wavelengths. Frequencies range from
60GHz (O0 emission used by UARS MLS1 and MASI to sense pressure), through 205 0Hz (CIO emission
UARS MLS and MAS) to 640-Hz (HCI and CIO proposed for EOS MLS, AMASI and MOSES4) and
2,5THz (OH proposed for BOS MLSS). Throughout the troposphere and stratosphere, lines are pressure
broadened. To resolve lines in the upper stratosphere, resolutions of order IMHz are required, whilst to
reliably record a line originating at the tropopause, a bandwidth of order I 1Hz is needed. Larger W
bandwidths (up to 200Hz) allow many atmospheric constituents to be measured using a common mixer and
local oscillator.

Technologie for millimetre and sub-millimetre wave radiometers
A number of critical technologies needed to build a microwave limb sounding radiometer are identified
below. Designs for all these components exist, but further development would improve performance
particularly at frequencies of a few hundred gigahertz and above.
0. Optics

* Dichroic beam splitters (allows antenna to be shared by several radiometers)
* Sideband filters (rejects signals in image sideband)

,0 Mixer
* Fundamental pump Schottky diode mixer (best signal to noise if adequate LO power available)
0 Subharmonic pump two-diode mixer (has broader bandwidth and simple LO coupling)
* Single diode harmonic mixer (can operate up to terahertz frequencies)
0 SIS mixer (low noise, low LO power requirement, must be cooled to -4K)

0, Local Oscillator
G Gunn (up to ~100OHz), or frequency multiplied Gunn (up to -ITHz)

* FIR (Far Infrared) laser for terahertz frequencies
S IF amplifiers

* Based on HEMT transistors for low noise, high bandwidths (good noise performance up to -20GHz)
' Spectrometers

"* Filter bank
* Acousto-optic
* Chirp transform
• Digital autocorrelator

Microwave Limb Sounder on Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite,
I Microwave Atmospheric Sounder on Space Shuttle.
S Advanced Microwave Atmospheric Sounder (under development),
4 Molecules in Outer Space and in Earth's Stratosphere (under development),
3 Microwave Limb Sounder for Earth Observation System (under development for Chemsat mission).
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Radiometer system noise temperatures

The most critical item is the mixer, With no RF amplification (impracticol at ftequencies greater than
-IOOGHz), the dominant source of receiver noise is from this device. Mixer noise temperatures are listed in
the following table together with the corresponding radiometer noise temperatures after making allowance
for pre-mixer losses and IF amplifier noise, These figures are derived from experience with practical
devices6 where these exist, otherwise estimates have been made,

Table 2, Microwave radiometer system noise temperatures
RF fItqumoy (oHz) 100.0 200,0 400.0 600.0 1.300,0 2,500,0
Prs-msxer I.m (dA) 0,' 0.5 0,5 0,5 0.5 0,5
Mixer noles 0,6 1.2 0.9 1.1 IJ 3,0 2,5 5.0 7,0 14.0 10.0 19.0

t"lreb"' (,nll* 1,0 2,0 1,2 2.5 3,0 4,0 3J. 7.0 - - - -videlm~d, |iWX)

1.2 2.5 1.5 3,0 2.3 •,0 4.0 8,0 - - -

Mixer oonvmion 5.. 6.0 7,5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9,. 10,0 11.0 11.5 11.5 12.0
Iow(dB) 8., 9,0 10,5 11,0 11.5 1320 12,3 13.0 - -. .

9. 10.0 11. 112,0 11. 12.0 12.5 13• , - - -.-

M VAWns Ion (dB) 0. 0,5

1.0 1,0

Amplifla noise 25 90
tomvatwr, (K)

30 110 ... ,
45 170

"atmnoise 0.9 2,0 1,3 3.0 2,0 4,6 3.2 7,2 1,4 13.0 12,0 24,0
tampershir (sInSle 1.6 42, 2,1 5.9 J,2 8,3 ,l 13.01 - - - -

sidaband, I0'K) 2.2, 6,1 2,9 3.6 4, 10,0 1 6.0 16.0. . .

Table 3, Key to table 2 entries
Low (80 K) High (300 K)
temperature temperatu Figures in italic not yet

Wfow band 2-4 ...... demonstrated
W NdebNed IF < 12 OHz comnct

3-18 OFHZ > 12GHt ...

D. N, Matheson, private communication
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Potential of millimetre/sub-millimetre heterodyne instruments to sound atmospheric composition

B. J. Kerridge

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
Chiltem, Didcot, Oxon, OXI 1 OQX, UK

1. INTRODUCTION

Changes to atmospheric composition are of central importance to stratospheric ozone depletion
and to global climate change and specific measurement requirements can be identified, both for
investigation of mechanisms and for monitoring. The attributes of heterodyne measurements at
millimetre and sub-millimetre wavelengths appear particularly well suited to these requirements,
especially for the Important lower stratosphere/upper troposphere region, and certain critical
molecules can be measured only at these wavelengths. Many of these attributes have already been
demonstrated at microwave and millimetre wavelengths by ground-based, aircraft, balloon and most
recently space instruments. Technological advances are now providing access to the sub-millimetre
region as well,

This paper will describe the advantages of heterodyne measurements for atmospheric
composition sounding and, by reference to instruments which are currently in the development or
study phase, will illustrate how technical progress in key areas has significantly increased the potential
of such measurements for stratospheric ozon -research and for climate research,

2. ATTRIBUTES OF MM/SUB-MM HETERODYNE MEASUREMENTS

There are a number of advantages inherent to emission sensing at long wavelengths. Notable
among these are insensitivity to aerosol and comparatively low sensitivity to ice and water clouds;
attributes which have long been exploited by nadir-viewing satellite sensors to sound surface
properties and meteorological variables. The recent successes of the Microwave Limb Sounder
(MLS) on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) and the Millimetre-wave Atmospheric
Sounder (MAS) on ATLAS I and 2 have in large part been due to their insensitivity to stratospheric
aerosol inJected by the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in 1991 and to polar stratospheric clouds, It is also well
established that the much weaker dependence of Planck function on temperature at long wavelengths
means that data inversion is less sensitive to temperature uncertainties and to temperature itself, which
is useful for sounding composition In a cold region such as the tropopause when viewing through an
intervening warm region.

Less widely recognised, is the advantage of measuring atmospheric emission which is strictly
thermal in origin. The rotational and fine-structure transitions which give rise to most spectral lines at
sub-millimetre and longer wavelengths occur in the ground electronic and vibrational states where
populations are governed by collisions and so the sourcefinction in the equation of radiative transfer
can be represented simply by the Planck function evaluated at local kinetic temperature. By contrast,
at shorter wavelengths there are many examples of non-thermal emissions pumped by radiative or
chemical processes which, although interesting In their own right, can significantly complicate data
inversion in the stratosphere and above. Under many circumstances, radiative transfer at
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sub-millimetre and longer wavelengths is more straightforward to model than for IR emission or solar
backscattered radiation in the UV and visible regions.

An important advantage of the heterodyne technique is the comparatively high spectral
resolution which can be attained, This allows spectral interference to be minimized and the
pressure-broadened lineshape to contribute height information to augment that due to viewing
geometry alone. The former is of considerable benefit for sounding the lower stratosphere and upper
troposphere where interference can often be a limiting factor. The latter has already been exploited by
ground-based instruments to sound' the stratosphere and mesosphere from below and will be of great
value for satellite sounding of constituents such as O3, CO, NO, OH, and HO 2 in the lower
stratosphere and/or upper troposphere where their abundances are much smaller than at higher
altitudes.

In-flight radiometric calibration for longwave emission measurements is inherently accurate
and is not expected to degrade significantly with time so, assuming pie-flight characterisation of the
antenna and calibration system to be adequate, such measurements should provide a reliable means to
monitor critical constituents from space.

I. CAPABILITIES FOR STRATOSPHERIC OZONE RESEARCH

The major objective of current stratospheric ozone research is to explain the larger than
predicted depletion in global ozone and the especially significant depletion at northern high latitudes
observed during the last decade by ground-based Dobson spectrophotometers and confirmed by
TOMS on Nimbus 7. The underlying cause is believed to be anthropogenic emissions of chlorine and
to a lesser extent bromine, which eventually give rise to catalytic cycles which destroy ozone in the
lower stratosphere.

To further investigate the processes responsible, It will therefore be necessary to observe
stratospheric ozone and constituents which are implicated in its destruction, especially in the height
range 15 to 25 km. A number of these constituents can now be targetted by millimetre/sub-millimetre
Instruments including halogens (CIO, HCi, HOCI, BrO, and CHCl), hydrogen oxides (H20, OH,
HOe, and H20 2) and nitrogen oxides (N20, NO, NOV, and HNO,).

A number of atmospheric windows exist at millimetre and sub-millimetre wavelengths in
which to sound stratospheric composition. With few exceptions (nb. H20, O0, and 02), the intensities
of stratospheric emission lines are weak and reach maximum values in the sub-millimetre region. The
inverse dependence of half-power beamwidth on frequency also means that adequate (- I km) vertical
resolution for limb-viewing Is more readily achieved at shorter than at longer wavelengths.
Sub-millimetre limb-viewing is therefore an especially suitable technique with which to sound
stratospheric composition.

Three areas of technological advance will be of particular benefit to stratospheric sounding: (I)
attainable frequency, (id) sensitivity and (iii) spectral bandwidth. Examples of new airborne
instruments which will seek to exploit these advances for stratospheric ozone research are (1) 2.5 THz
receiver to detect OH, HO 2, H20 2 and HOCI, (ii) high-sensitivity 5000 and 690 GHz receivers to detect
CIO and BrO and (lii) 850/950 0Hz receiver to detect NO. These Instruments are all European
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collaborations intended to have their initial flights on the German DILR Falcon during 1995-6. All
will exploit the capability of the acousto-optic spectrometer to measure over a bandwidth of z 1 GHz.
The 2.5 THz receiver depends upon technical innovation in two areas: firstly for fabrication of a
waveguide mixer of significantly smaller dimensions than has been possible hitherto and secondly for
development of a gas laser local oscillator which is sufficiently compact for use on the Falcon. The
500 and 690 GHz receivers will employ superconductor-insulator- superconductor (SIS) mixers In
order to attain the high sensitivity needed for measurement of CIO and BrO. For the 850/950 GHz
receiver, an SIS mixer will be developed to operate at a higher frequency than has previously been
demonstrated.

It Is generally accepted that the performance and reliability of heterodyne technology at
frequencies below I THz has reached the stage at which space-borne instrumentation can be proposed
to monitor stratospheric ozone and other critical constituents, For example, the ODIN project
proposes to launch a sub-millimetre receiver for joint astronomy/atmospheric science research in
1997, In the longer term, NASA has approved the successor to UARS MLS 1or flight on the EOS
Chemistry platform in 2002 and ESA are engaged in a study of sub-millimetre Instrumentation for
possible launch on ENVISAT-2 on a similar timescale.

4. CAPABILITIES FOR CLIMATE RESERCH

A major objective of climate research is to understand the full implications of increasing
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases and other trace constituents, It has long been
appreciated that the direct effect of increasing CO2, CH,, N2e and other pollutants would be to
increaso the "greenhouse effect". However, global warming has yet to be detected unambiguously in
the historical record. Furthermore, a number of complicated feedback mechanisms have been
postulated Involving physical, chemical and biological processes on land, in the ocean and in the
atmosphere, which combine to make the climatic response to greenhouse forcing difficult to model.
In addition to monitoring sea-surface temperature, meteorological variables and other indicators of
climate change, additional observations will be needed to investigate the mechanisms which control
climate.

Atmospheric composition is one of the most critical areas In which new measurements aire
needed. In particular, since watei vapour is the major greenhouse gas, its global, height-resolved
distribution in the troposphere plays a central role In climate feedback. The next generation of
downward-viewing operational sounders such as the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit will
measure emission fr',m the I X3 GHz H20 line in several spectral intervals up to ±t 7 0Hz from line
centre to derive height-resolved information for numerical weather prediction. This information will
also be ol' value for climate research, especially for the lower troposphere (ic, pressures greater than
3M) mb). However, better height resolution is needed in the upper troposphere (Ic, pressures less than
3(0) mb) which Is important for greenhouse forcing because temperature contrast with the surface is
greatest. Furthermore, the downward viewing IR spectrometric techniques which are under
development for operational platforms will have difficulty sounding humidity in this region because
their height resolution depends upon temperature lapse rate (which by definition is zero at the
tropopause).
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An alternative method which has been proposed to sound water vapour and other constituents
in the upper troposphere is millimetre limb-sounding, for which the principles have already been
established by stratospheric measurements from balloon and satellite platforms. Several advantages of
millimetre measurements referred to in f 2 could he applied here to good effect and good height
resolution (5 lkm) should be achievable for an antenna of reasonable size. A number of technical
advances now make possible the measurement of a broad spectral region (5-10 GHz) at comparatively
high resolution (50-100 MHz) in single side-band mode. This would enable spectral lineshapes of
H20 and several other molecules to be well resolved and spectral baseline to be characterized
adequately, which in turn would minimize sensitivity to clouds and the anomalous water vapour
continuum.

A proposal is currently in preparation for an airborne broad-band millimetre receiver operating
in the 200, 300, 325 and 350 GHz regions. This instrument is intended to demonstrate the feasibility
of measuring H20, O,, CO and other gases in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere and will be
accompanied by an ancilliury optical/IR cloud detector. It is envisaged that, if successful, a
space-borne version would be proposed, possibly as companion to a sub-millimetre instrument on
ENVISAT-2.
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THE ENEA COMPACT MILLIMETRE WAVE FEL

A.Doria, GP.Gallerano, E.Giovenale, M.F.Kimmitt, G.Messina, A.Renieri

EVEA. Area INN, Dipartimento Sviluppo Tecnologie di Punta, P.O. Box 65
00044 Frascati, (Rome) Italy

Introduction
Conventional Free Electron Lasers (FELA) suffer from some drawbacks related to the large

size of most electron beam (e-beam) accelerators that implies high costs, system complexity and
shielding requirements. In the Far InfraRed (FIR) and Millimetre (MM) wave region the FEL can
meet the demand of compactness following several approaches Involving the different sub-systems
of the device, For example the low e-beam energies required (< 10 MeV) allow the use of small size
accelerators like Radio-Frequency (RF) Linacs or Microtrons. The increased performance In terms
of gain at wavelengths in the FIR and MM also requires a shorter length of the interaction region,
thus allowing the use of short period undulators and small number of periods and resulting in a
better efficiency. Following these considerations a compact FEL source in the MM wave range has
been realised at ENEA Frascati.

Experimental Set-up
The experimental layout (see FigN) has been realised in 1989 [1] as a test facility for

compact free electron devices, The facility employs a 5 IeV microtron as e-beam source powered
by a 3 0Hz 2.5 MW magnetron. For the present experiment the energy has been lowered down to
2.3 MeV in order to operate in the "zero slippage" condition [2]. The microtron delivers electron
bunches of 15 ps duration and 6 A of peak current spaced by the RP period. Thi train of pules is 4
pt long and can be produced at a repetition rate up to 50 H:. The e-beam goes through a straight-
line transport channel, made up of 3 quadrupoles and two deflecting coils, up to the undulator. The
SmCo permanent magnet linear undulator has a period Xu2.5 cm and is Nm8 periods long; it Is
capable of producing an on-axis magnetic field of 6.3 k(auss at a gap of 6.5 mm, A WR42
waveguide is used Inside the undulator gap to confine the radiation and, the smell transverse
dimensions, introduce new features on the FEL kinematics and dynamics (2], A Fabry-Perot
resonator with a variable length has been realised utilizing wire grid polarisers as Electron
Transparent Mirrors (ETM) [3]. The radiation is extracted at 900 degrees by means of an BTM
mesh and is analysed in a shielded separated area,

Results and Theoretical Comparison
The presence of the waveguide, that is a spectral dispersive element, httide the undulator

alters the radiation generation mechanism (2] introducing new tuning possibilities In addition to
those traditional for the FELA. The spontaneous emission band for the waveguide FEL is very broad
and for our device has been measured to range from 1S mm to 45 mm; this gives a wide pomibilay
of lasing action provided that a frequency selective element is used. Our laser has two such elements:
the first is the optical cavity itself and the second Is the presence of the RF harmonics due to the
bunched nature of the electron beam [4]. The combination of these two elements together with the
gain fumction gives a measured laser action between 2,1 mm &nd 3.5 mm, obtained by only changing
the cavity length [5]. The experimental tuning curve is reported in Fig.2 and reveals the well-known
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asymmetric behaviour. The maximum output power Is obtained when a higher number of harmonics
are sustained in the cavity and this happens at X -2.6mm. Moving along the tuning curve the
radiation output changes its temporal and spectral characteristics because the optical pulse formation
is determined by the harmonics that are simultaneously longitudinal modes of the cavity. The
maximum output power delivered by the FEL 1.5 lcW over 4Wi.
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FIg 1: PEL experimental layout Fig.2: FEL intensity vs. resonator length variation

Developments and Applications
The first improvement that will be done on the layout is the installation of a 15 MW Klystron,

instead of the Magnetron, as RF source for the accelerator, In the now configuration it will be
possible to change the time duration of the electron pulse from 2 W~ to 12 W~, making possible sone
studies of FEL physics on the signal built-up,

A new undulator is under constrution, it has N=16 periods and will be utilised on the same
device to extend the operating range in the FIR down to 500 pm. For this experiment the electron
energy will be raixed again to its maximum value of 5 MWV

The ENiA compac FEL has been utillsed, and will be in the fuiture, for application in
physics. In the present configuration the laser has been udlined for testing fust detectors in the MM
wave range (see these Conference proceedings).

In the FIR configuration it will be utilised as a test prototype for a for an experiment of
spectroscopy of atomidc levels in muonic hydrogen, The experiment will be performed In
collaboration with INFN-Trieste (Italy) and PSI-Villigen (Switurland) [6].
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Status of the design of the 200 GHz FOM-Fusion-FEM
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A Frev Electron Ma&ser im being dexmigned for ECR H alpplications onl future funion dv'('NItc, VIC
FEM will liuve Inu (.)Iut.1)tt puowei of 1 MW, it c'eutritd freqeC~jAly of 200 C Hz and will ha' adjuxtmthle
overi the com1llc~te frequency ratige, of 125 OHY, to 250 Gliz.
Vic FEM o))1mvates with ai t~heriiioiic. e'lectron gi Ji. Fivit tlilkiklility iN itchievecl by var~iationf of
tll( VoltjIig of the 2 Mv.V electrostittic neccclerittor, The uitidvihlitoi atiAI 111111w Syxt(i11 ee )locktt!(
ill iI. t('11i111i li't it Volta~ge of 2 MV, hiuidle it vemsel fillod with SFO itt tv prestittre of 7 bivr, After
i11te1'Uri(.)1io With the, 111111 wilwes ill the Ilndculaltor, the allergy of the t'le'itroii hettut will be recovered
by mueans~ of it (Icticlernitor mitd a mlulti-stagv depr-emsecl collector. Tho -low (flnitt*U1ce- electron
beltzn will be~ (coi)11~(A!ely Straighit to iiiii~iliinz ctirrent, lhises' to letis thani 20 mA. This current is
to he dlelivered by the 2 MV dIc iCvelr'VI-t-iIIg VOI~olte i)OW'eN' xupply, Siul-a11tionIS il(liC'Ato tiutt the

Th illt(ucLt~ion I)Ptw(M1ii thet cl(¶(tro1 ellii 11(1d the iiiii waitvs iNs imitlicted usinig hoth Iit 1-D,

Uiol-Nt~ittionimry coidc' Iimd ýt fully 3-D, stittionury, anitplitier 'ode(. I1,0sul1tH With both c!Odei Will
honesvl)(x'tc'd, inidicitting that, - with it. 1vli eumn current of 12 A- mitu output 1)ow(! (of 1 MW cani be
gt'Ik(rti-tecl for udl required freqmenies,, with tt hem'u vimwrgy ruimging fromi 1.3 MvV (for 125 C H',
to 2 MelV (for 250 G li,.)

T'112 MMW $xtell
Thv iuiiiw systeimi of thev FEM wvill he ivi ofseilhmttor, consmisting (if it wa~veguidie minilplificir liectioI& and
i. feeba(1)Ick mymtvini (HO! Fig. 1). For the overmized waveguide inside the midulator it. rt'ctanigithti
(c )rnigittv(l HEI I WILVVegulid iH chIosen wi th it croHS Heetioli of 1IWO)nii Behind the. 1mmahilautom'
QI 11e 1 WIun V wv sWill beV SOpIram-Vtto front the elvectro n heemnin liy zinvatn of it wtepped wilvoguidt, 11,2],
Here the width of thev wititeguide clmigiiig stepl-Wise. As it restilt, of this step), the jinitial HEI I, I)UlmiI
is4 Hspittvdc into two idemitimill off-maxim HEI heitinms at atbout 1.5 in froin the( stvji) At thlis positionl
two mlirri v i (a 15 l CId v I Ic' mtd wvit itiah eleo ill betweenl, hmrge eno)ugh to let. time electronm bemmin lILms
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At the mirrors the two mmw beams are reflected with adjustable phases by changing the position
of one of the mirrors. This enables a 0-100 % variation of the reflection coefficient: the fraction
of the power that goes back through the interaction waveguide to the input side of the undulator,
At this position a 100 % reflector is located based on th" same principle, The remaining power is
evenly divided over two output beams, these can be recombined to nmake the 1 MW output. Very
encouraging low-power measurements on a prototype separation system will be shown,
Tunability is achieved via variation of the width of the waveguide a (after the step), which is
given by a = v12-AL, where L is the length of the electron-beam/mmw splitter: 1.5 mn, A system
is being designed to move the sidewalls of the splitter in order to optimize the dimension a for
all frequencies from a = 60 mm for 250 GHz to a = 85 mm for 125 GHz, This system enables to
var/ the frequency over the complete range of 125 to 250 GHz by just changing the accelerator
voltage, the splitter width and the reflection coefficient, All this can be controlled remotely,
Detailed simulations, which take the propagation of the mmw beam in the cavity and the inter-
action with the electron beam into account, show that 99,8 % of the miNmw power is in the HE11

mode.
Transport of the mm waves from the electron beam/nimw splitter to outside the pressure vessel
will be done in the following way, The two mmw output beams (see Fig, 1) are combined to
one beam by means of a combiner system: the saone system as the splitter mentioned before, but
this one working in the reciprocal way. By using a quasi-optical confocal mirror system the single
beam is transferred to the insulator tube, This is a tube very similar to the 2 MV accelerator
tube, However, to let the mm waves pass from the 2 MV level to earth potential a wider -tapered-
bore hole Is used for the electric-field steering electrodes.
The vacuum barrier will be a window at the Brewster angle, 'br the first stage of the project
a single disc will be sufficient to withstand 100 ms pulses. For the lung pulse experiments novel
ideas like a double disc Brewster window are being worked out,
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the 18th International Conference on Infrared and Millimeter Waves,
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Title: A Compact Relativistic Electron Beam Source for ceneration of Far
Infrared Radition

C. R. Jones acd J. M, Dutta
Department of Physics, North Carolina Central University, Durham, NC U,,SA

A compact electron beam source now in operation at NCCU will be
deF-ribed and the application of this beam for the production of radiation from
the microwave to the submillimeter will be reported,
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Design or a Tunable 4-M W Free Electron Maser
for Heating Fusion Plasmas'

M. Caplan, G. Kamin, C. C. Shang, and W. Lindquist
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, L-637
Livermore, California 94551

USA

ASTAT forward extrapolation Is to increase the current beyond

There is an ongoing program at the FOM institute, The 12 A to as high as 30 A, keeping as much of the system the
Netherlands, to develop a I-MW, long-pulse, 200-GHz Free same while ensuring the integrity of the beam-focusing
Electron Maser (FEM) using a DC accelerator system with system and CW power-handling capability. The cost
depressed collector. We present an extrapolation of this savings occur because the high-voltage supply coats scale
design to more than 4 MW of output microwave power in slowly with current.
order to reduce the cost per kW and increase the power per High.Current Design
module In a plasma heating system.

It is important to note that the 1.75-MeV beam radius is
Introduction determined by emittance in the 10 to 30-A range. As the

The FOM Institute for Plasma Physics, The beam current increases, the emittance is also allowed to
Netherlands, is now constructing a Free Electron Maser increase in order to keep the electron charge density from
(FEM) to be used as a high-frequency tunable microwave increasing excessively, causing problems due to ionization
source for heating fusion plasmas.' This source has been of background gas. The increase in emittance does not
designed to ultimately operate CW at the I-MW power degrade microwave interaction efficiency.
level over an adjustable tuning range of 150-250 GHz. The The orikinal focusing system for the low-current design
"design philosophy is lo use a high-voltage, DC beam can be used even though the beam radius increases by 40%,
system with depressed collector in order to make the overall the charge density increases by 20%, and the emittance
wall plug efficiency 40-50%. The high-voltage, 1.75-MV increases by a factor 2. The low-loss corrugated wavegulde
power supply provides only loss current (- 30 mA) while system can handle up to 5 MW with acceptable wall
the 12-A beam current is supplied by the 100-200 kV loading (< I kW/cm'). Further stepping of the wavegulde
collector supplies, would be required to separate the power Into 4 output ports

A compatible microwave interaction circuit, coupling each having corrugated distributed cooled windows capable
system and wiggler magnet is shown in Figure 1. The of handling - I MW CW power.2 Table I gives the
rectangular corrugated circuit operating in HE,, mode is modified 30-A design from the original FOM design. It is
very low loss capable of handling mult.megawatts of still assumed that the depressed collector can recover 90%
power CW, The stepped waveguide system allows of the power and dissipate up to 5 MW.
feedback and output coupling in highly overmoded guide Computer Simulations
while maintaining mode purity. The two-stage stepped
undulator allows for Increased electronic efficiency while The FEM performance was modelled using a fully self-
maintaining high-quality focusing. consistent 3D multimode non-wiggle averaged computer

There is an interest in extrapolating this design to code including both AC and DC space charge effects.3 The
higher powers in order to reduce the cost/kW and develop a beam is modelled as soveral hundred particles which
more compact microwave system. The most straight represent a specified emittance and charge density profile.

MMW Power

100% UnduMor 1 Unululor 2 bewn ouA to

Ebdron bam In (200 ww ma) (1500 puss) dqnVOd

(1.75MeV)•_ I T Wo

Fig 1. Schematic of MMW cavity of FEM showing step undulator, wavegulde, and refleotilonoutooupllng system.

ThiA work wu pe•formed under the maplie. of the U. S. Dep.mmt of nE= by d"e Lawrence Livernom Natikona Laboraoy, under mntwa W-7405-1n3-48.

1=0 - ' 0 0' -I' I '
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Extraolaton ~ beam increases by a factor of 2 in size, but is still well
FOM Design to confined and centered In the original waveguide structure.

FEM Parameters FOM Design High Power Thc electron energy spread in the beam after the interaction
Not Microwave Output 1.3 Megawatts 4.7 Megawattsisaot30kV
Ream Current 12 wreres 30 Aneros i bu 30kV
Beam voltage 1.71 May sameo A number of simulations were performed at various
Reflection Coefficient 29% 20%
Beam erniflance 50 x~ mm mn rad 90 x mm rn red currents between 12 and 30 amperes with each case being
Beam rad~us 0,92 mm 1.28 mm optimized. The results are shown in Figure 4, which shows
Overall total length 1SO cmi 13 ho h upt oe clSwihba uretasmn
No, f ull periods Section 1 20 17 hwteotu oe clswt emcuetasmn
No full periods Section 2 14 13 roughly fixed charge density. The dependency goes faster
Peak wintlerfleld Sectlont 1 20 kG 1,5k than linear (-. 11.4) because dhe FEM efficiency increases
Inter wiggler gap 6.0 arn 0.4 cn with current.
Wiggler period 4 cm saWe
Wavegulde mode HErectangular "n
Wavegulde helg2A' m*61
Wavegulde width 1.5 an Sam I
Frequency 200 GH searne
High vokage Woe current - 40 fotlanpa -000 rMillainps

Table 1. Extrapolation of FOM Design to High Poe 30

Figure 2 shows the prediction for steady state 21
microwave power generated as the bearn traverses the
wiggler. IV~ step-taperd wiggler enhances the power by 10
almost 2.5 times to 4.7 MW. Figure 3 shows the beam
cross section upon entering and exiting the wiggler. The 10 is 0 26 0

6000 ___________1 ______1 Beam Current, I (A)

Not mlmwaveFig. 4. The dependence of microwave output power
4000 power generated on beam current for the configuration of Flo. 1.

3000 Secton IConclusion

2000 000 aussThe 1 -MW PEM now being built at FOM could be
Sedlon 2upgraded to as much as 4.7 MW by Increasing the current

IODO from 12 to 30 amperes, still keeping many of the key design
parameters constant (voltage, wiggler configuration,

0 0 4 0 8 0 2 4 microwave wavegulde system).
0 ~ Lnt (c0 40 60 6 0 10 10Te upgraded design can greatly reduce the cost/kW

Fig 2. Net microwave power generated v's length for since power supply costs at fixed voltage Increase slowly
extrapolated high power design of Table 1. with current (much less than linear) while output power

increases faster than linear with increasing current.

1. A. G. Verhoeven, et at., 'Ihe 1 MW, 200 (3Hz
FOM-FUSION FEMI" Proceedings of Seventeenth
International Conference on Inftared and Millimeter

20 mm Waves, Pasadena, California, December, 1992.
2. C. C. Shang, et al., "Electrical Analysis of'

Wideband and Distributed Windows Using Time
Dependent Field Codes," Proceedings of Eighteenth

................I........... International Infrared and Millimeter Wave Conference,
I- - mmin 15mm - Essex, England.
(a) Entrance (bi Exh 3. M. Caplan, "Predicted Performance of a DC Beam

Fig 3. Transverse beam cross-sectlon In rectangular Driven FEM Oscillator Designed for Fusion Applications at
waveguids at (a) entrance to undulator 1 and 200-250 0Hz," Proceedings of 141h International Free
(b) exit aids of unduistor 2 after traversing step E lectron Laser Conference, Kobe, Japan 1992.
wiggler Interaction region
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Ultra-Short Pulses of Coherent Millimeter-Wave Radiation from a Prebunched FEL*

G. Le Sage, P G. Davis, S. Fochs, F. V H*temam, D.8. McDemio# and N. C. Luhmann, Jr.
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Califomia, Los Angeles, CA. 90024

S. C. Harwnan, S Pak, R. S. Zhang and C, Pelegfinl
Department of Physics, University of California, Los angeles, CA. 90024

Abstract
A high power (10 MVV), ultra-short pulse (10 ps to I ns), millimeter-wave (35 GHz to 100 GHz) Free-Electron Laser (FEL) ex-
periment Is currently underway at UCLA, The device Is energized by a 11t2 cell S-band photocathode RF linac which produces
electron bunches In the 3.4 MeV energy range, with pulse FWHMs ranging between 3 and 10 ps and charges upto 1 nC. The
copper photocathode is drtven by a I ps HVIM frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG laser. The electron bunch is transversally ao-
celerated by a 8,4 cm-period, helically polarized wiggler. Because the electron bunch Is much shorter than the FEL wavelength,
all electrons coherently radiate spontaneously In the free-space limit, where slippage Is Important. In the TE, grazing limit,
where the axial bunch velocity matches the electromagnetic wave group velocity, the device behaves as a superradlant high-
gain Compton FEL amplifier, seeded by the coherent spontaneous radiation produced at the wiggler entrance, Since the beam
is prebunched, efllclencies are very high, Detailed studies of the temporal, spectral, power and phase characteristics of the radi-
ation produced In both regir.mes are planned.

1. Introduction polarized wiggler field, In the 11-D limit, the bunch velocity and
The study of ultra-short, high-power, millimeter-wave and charge density fields are given by

FIR pulses of coherent electromagnetic radiation has numer- L(z, t) = p•, + P±.[k cos (kwz) + sIln (kwz)], (1)
ous applications ranging from chemistry and surface and P(z _ 0 -- q-exp[-(z-- t,,O/AZ2] (2)
solid-state physics to the next generation of ultra-wideband ra- Iz t AZ
dars, A strong effort is currently underway at UCLA to develop Here, k• w 21I/w is the wiggler wavenumber, Iw Its period,
high-brightness, ultra-short pulsed electron sources for co- qis the total charge, and Az Is the axial width of the electron
herent electromagnetic radiation generation. These new de- bunch. It is easily seen that the continuity equation is satisfied
vices are based on high-gradient RF photocrithode linacs. by Eqs, (1) and (2), The transverse velocity Is given In terms

The 11/ cell RF gun operates at 2.856 GHz with a 20 MW of the wiggler field Bw by p. = e8w/yomokwo, and energy
SLAC klystron. The strong electric field built up within the half conservation yields
cell, near the photocathode, quickly accelerates the photo- 1 = 1 -p2- (3)
electrons, thereby maintaining a very low beam emlttance. TO

The photocathode is driven by a frequency-quadrupled Following the derlvation given by Jackson (2], we can
Nd:YAG laser with 2 pa FWHM and produces a bunch evaluate the distnrlution of energy radiated on-axds per unit
charge ranging from 10 pC to 1 nC, The beam energy ob- solid angle and per unit frequency for a Nw period long wig-
talned at the output of the Ii/2 cell Ilinac Is In the 3-4 MeV gler, with the following result.
range[I]. d21(O = 0) = a)q 2 IrIwIf'N "c dt f dz[ý cos (kwz)

The electron bunch is subsequently transversally acceler- drodM 167 4iocAz2 o 00
ated by a 2 m iong, 8.4 cm-period, 3 kG, helically polarized [ Z_ (ZIiuC021
wiggler, as shown In Fig. 1, to produce high-power coherent +Psln(kwz)]exp IiIt •) - zI 12  (4)
electromagnetic radiation in the Ka-band. Theoretical calcula- For a point charge (Az -. 0), the normalized frequency
tions show that in the coherent spontaneous radiation limit,wher th buch esenialy bhave asan ccelratd pinispectrum is shown In Fig. 2. The main spectral line satisfies
where the bunch essentially behaves as an accelerated point the FEL resonance condition co+(1 - 0//) = kwfiC, and itscharge, peak power levels in excess of 1 MW can be width scales as I/Nw. The total Instantaneous radiated power
achieved with RF pulse lengths - 1 ns. In the wavegulde scales as q2 , and Is givn by
TE1 grazing limit, where supenidlant high-gain Compton q2 4P , 2g
FEL amplification is obtained, the power levels are even high- P = 7 1 11(kw) (5)
er, In excess of 10 MW, with pulse widths ranging between 10 For our wiggler parameters and a I nC charge, we fn
ps and 100 ps. The wavegulde interaction region has a cutoff F o w. ge p e and a I nC chargewefnfrequency of 11GOHz. P= 3.35 MVV and rn +/2• = 35 OHz. The transition between

the coherent and Incoherent spontaneous radiation regimes

2. Coherent Spontaneous Radiation(Free-pace ULmit) can be studied by evaluating the energy density in the main
In this section, we consider 're radiation process of a spa- spectral line as a function of the electron bunch a)dal width,
nthis sextended chare ostdrt aeleraationproed s of a helcPal The resulting distribution, shown in Figure 3, is given bytially extended charge distdbutk~n accelerated In a helically
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d2Iei~= ~ 1 2 ý 2 2 Az 21 Proceedings of the Particle Accelerators Conference, San
do 2i ncc( exp [-27 2 - 8 Francisco, CA. (1991).

where we recover the q2 and N2 scaling (cohe ren rladtintn ([2) Clas&Ica Eledrotx"eamls, JD. Jackson, CWley and Sons,
prcss n wee ~ herdito wvlegh A h New York~, 'NY. 1975), Chapter 14.

bunch lengtwher toherdito wavelength.rtoicess the r tatin e [3] "Prebunched free-electron laser", D.B. McDerrMot K.C,
cess becomes Incoherent and the power level decreases Leou and8N.C.Lhan rm.Junlo lcrnc
dramatically. 2(18)

3. Superradlant FEL Amplification
In a wavegukie, the bunched beam will not slip relative to \ -Nd:YAG 4t

the wave If the FEL resonance line satisfies the grazing condi-e
tion, Po= dn/cdkii = fin If the linear equations of an Ideal
prebunched FEL (3] are solved for the case of a supenradlant Photocathode Linac
TErn, amplifier, the power Is found to grow spatially as

P(z) = P(O) + 2P1/2(0)I4zI + (4z) 21
where we have defined

and a Is the wavegukie radius, O~w =eBilwmcc, r ~ mlfe
K = Qw/kwQ~u and 1b Is the beam current. For our eqper. Oc
mrrental parameters, shown In Table 1, the output power Is es-

sentially Independent of the Inpu power, and reaches a level Fig. I Overall Experimental Setup.
of 10 MW at 36GHzIn the TEý modsefor1b =1 0A ina
length of 25 cm. 0

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.10

Bunch Energy 3-4 MeV 2

Bunch Charge 10 pC-I nC 4

Bunch Width 1-l0 ps, 5

Peak Current 10-100OA "'o
Bunch Radius 1-2 mm M'H 0 0. 1 3 (1/(+ 2.5

Wgler Period 84nvmm Ncmuiah1a F~wp y oo)

Wgler Field 3 kG
Number of Periods 20 Fig. 2 Normalized on-axis spectrum for a point charge.

Frequency 35-100 GHz I
O~perating Mode TE-i _______

Wavegulde Radius 7.94 mm j Q6
TE,, Cutoff Frequency 11 0HZ 0,4
Max Transverse Velocity 0.31
Max Quiver Radius 4.1 mm 0.2

Table I Experlmental parameters. 0.0 0.2 04 0.6 A I

References 
Nnlo ml kh 7

[1) "Photocathode driven linac at UCLA for FEL and plasma
wakefieki acceleration experiments", P. Davis at a/, Flg.3 Peak spectral Intensity as a function of bunch width,

* Work~ supported by DOE under Grant DE-FGO-9OER-40565, AFOSIR under Grant F49620-924J01 75 and Rome Laboratory
(ATRI) under conramct F3062-91 -C-0020.
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Orofemitron - the new type of Smith-Purcell amplifiers

Yuri A. Romantsov

Radio Astronomy Institute of Ukrainian Acad. of Sc. , Department of Microwave Electronics
Kharkov 310002, Ukraine

ABST.B

The new amplifier of millimeter (MM) and submillimeter (SBMM) wave bands named as orofanitront is introduced.
The fundamentals of the construction are discussed and the most promising designs are pointed out. On the basis of the
theory developed the ultimate output parameters of the orofemitron am estimated.

2. INTRODUCTION

Vacuum microelectronics ( VM ) technology originating in the silicon industry has been shown now great promise for
novel microwave electronic devices to be created with the applying of low voltage matrix field- emission electron sources2 ,
and among them the new types of MM & SBMM waves amplifiers. One possibility is that the new types of Smith-Purcall
devices, named as orofenitrona, may be developed by the using of the phenomena of microwave modulation of field
emission 1. This technique of electron current bunching showed its effectiveness both in funitrom - klystron-type amplifiers
and multipliers of X-band 3 and in MM wave amplifiers with microstrip electrodynamical structure4 . As for resonance
amplifiers based on orotron-type electrodynamical systems , such method of electron flow density modulation makes
orofenitron's construction more workable for practical realization in comparison with multi-resonator Smith-Purcell
devices5' 6 , whose opto-electronic and electrodynamical systems are essentially complicated through the extension of an
interaction space of input section required for effective electron beam bunching by the injected signal, By this means the
perspectiveness of the orofenitron is stipulated by the use In the same design the most effective in MM & SBMM wave
bands electrodynamical system and the phenomena of microwave modulation of field-emission.

3. DESIGN AND THEORY

The essential elements of orofesitron construction are the open resonator, which formed by short focus and plane
metallic mirrors ( the reflecting diffraction grating partially covers the lower mirror ), and the special electron gun
consisting of microstrip structure with the matrix field emitter , whose
current is modulated by the injected signal, and the electrodes for
electron beam focusing and accelerating. The electron flow directed by ai
longitudinal static magnetic field is transmitted within immediate vicinity
of the grating. The energy output is provided through a coupling slot in
the upper mirror. The input signal power P amplification is accounted wor*
for by the sharp slope of Fowler$tordheim current-voltage
characteristics of the emitter and the effective distributed interaction of
electron beam with the open resonator field , as well as due to the shaped
electron bunches power increase through additional acceleration by vetp us %.,
voltage Ua One of such design is diagrammed by Fig..

I

The theory and the estimations of orofemitron's output parameters are depend on the original mathematical model of
microwave bunching of field emission current and on well-known methods of joint solution of Maxwell's equations &
equations of motion for resonant systems with distributed interaction 5 . For the low signal amplification mode ( input
signal voltage Us << gate voltage U ) we observe the dependence of maximum power gain factor of orofemitron

Kmx .,Rinplo / UIsg 2[U /Uo1[Iv, /c/R][J/(I- J) 2 1 20 +30 dB

max np 0 0 A
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upon: R tip - coupling impedance of the microstrip structure, the relative slope g. = (U, /1. (Us ))(dlo / dU, ) of the

current-voltage characteristic [o(U,) ,accelerating voltage Ua to anode voltage U. ratio , and the relation J-Il/Ist < I

between beam current 1. and current I,, - I/Q of self-excited oscillations of resonator. Here C is the velocity of the light,

vo(U. ) - beam velocity , R = JX / t)Jd(r- d) - the radius of the open resonator field spot on the diffraction grating

surface,% - wave length of the input signal. It should be noted that the high Q-factor of the loaded open resonator Q - 1000
in MM & SBMM wave bands and high efficiency of distributed beain-field interaction allow to realize the values J f 0.5 +
0. 8 with the beam current Io - 0. 1 A.
In the power amplification mode (U /U - 0. 1 + 0.5) the considerable efficiency T1 -0. 1+0.5 may be reached due to the
severe bunching of electron beam and also through the optimal conditions for effective interaction of the electron bunches
with the resonator field. The results of numerical and analytical investigation of this process7 showed that the maximum
efficiency qmax of the orofanitron is determined by parameters Vo , R and % :

vI.,,ru[X•Vo Ic/RJ ]I -0,25 (•.volcR) ]

subject to the conditions that

vP ,a vo/(0 + 3(Xv 0 /c/R)/8 ) and U,/Us - 0.5,
where v-, is the phase velocity of slow space harmonic, a one of the infinite number of harmonics,excited in the vicinity of
the grating , which is synchronous with the electron flow , d - the distance between the resonator mirrors is generally taken
to be small in comparison with the curvature radius of the upper mirror. It should be noted that for miniature short focus
open resonators8 values of r stood at 3 + 5 % and d - 0,5 r , so R 5 %.. Therefore, the maximarm achievable efficiency
depends mainly on acceoeration voltage Ua , In order to estimate the maximum achievable output power levels ( in W), one
can use the expression- in which U. is pointed in kV

P. a 0.65((X / R)' U:"' [1 - 0.25.(Xv / R / c).
Let us to obtain the estimation of P.. and %., for hemispherical short focus open resonator with r- 3.5 X, d-0.48 r and X
-4.26 mnm applied in experiments with miniature orotrons , The choice of Ua - 2.4 kV yields the estimations for
maximum CW output power and n. as follows: P. a 24 W and 1. a 13

The latest achievements in the VM technology and miniature open resonators design used for development of the
Smith-Purcell devices allow to create compact high stability amplifiers with output power P -vl+100 W and efficiency il-10
+40% in the MM and SBMM ranges of electromagnetic wave spectrum, Furthermore, the orofemniltron type construction
has attached interest as synchronous generators , multipliers and mixers for the same frequency bands.

1. Yt. A. Romantsov, " Theory and design of a new Smith-Purcell amplifier", Proceedinos of International Conf. on
MM wave & Far-Infrared Technlogy, Beijing, August, 1992.

2. Special issue on vacuum microelectr. devices, IEEE Traw, on Electron. Devices, Vol. 36, n. 11, Part 11,1989
3. W.P. Dyke, " Field emission, a new practical electron source", IRE Tr. on Military Elect., VoL 4,pp. 38-

45,Jan., 1960.
4. HG. Kosmahl," Wide-Band high-gsin small-size distributed amplifier with field-emission triodes for the 10 to 300

GHz frequency range", IEEE 7hans, on Electron. Devices, VoL 36,m. 11, Part 11, pp.2726-2737,1989
5. D.Vavriv & O.Tretyakov,Thery of the Relonant Amplifiers with distributed interaction, "Naukova Dumka",

Kicv, 1989.
6. D.Vavriv & Yu. A. Romantsov ," Current status and further progress in the Smith-Purcell amplifiers research",

Proc. of21st. Eurooean Microwave Conf., YJ ,pp.824-829 , Stuttgart, Sept., 1991.
7. Yu. A. Romantsov, The investigation of relativistic particles dynamics in resonant systems with distributed

interaction, Pr[nrint n.47, Institute of Radio Astronomy, Kharkov, 1990.
8. ANV. Nesterenko .,A.I. Tsvyk ,V.P. Shestopalov, " The miniaturization of the diffraction radiation generators ",

Doklady of USSR Academy of SO. , Vol. 277,n. 1, pp. 8 4 -8 8 , 19 84 .
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Microwave osoillator - the orotrmn with the dc
mpetlo nonurilormi ty

Alexander Shmat ko and EvgenV Odarenko

Kharlkov State University, Department of Radiophysiom,
Proedom Square 4, 310077, Xharkov,UK.AINE

AWM•AOT

The effect of the profiled focuming magnetio field on the oparation of the
orotron is studied. The two-dimensional model of the beam-wav# inter*aQtion
is described. The deorease of the startinag current and etftlo.penoF• enhncoem-
ent are possible for chomen theoretical model.

1. * D]IA"MODIM

The longitudinal do magnetio field (MP) is used in the vacuum microwave
devioes for focusing (TWT, orotron e*t. ) and beam phasing (magnetron, &yro-
tron e*t. ). Effeot of the UP space dimtribution on the output cha&raotoris-
"tios ma be signifloant. In the present work we consider the starting oon-
ditions and nonlinear charaoteristics of the orotron with localized magne-
tic nonuniformity (LUX). The modification of the HP space distribution re-
sults in distormsion of the eleotrozn trajectories and complex beam-wave in-
teract ion in the open resonator.

Self-eosistent nonlinear equations and their small-signal approximation
are used for the theoretical study. The nozmalizedUF longitudinal compo-I
nent dependence Is approximated by the Oauss function in the LUN area

B,,- I + ANexpE-((y-yw)/Lww) 1 (1)1
where AN, gY, WN - the LVN parametersl Y - longitudinal coordinate; L -
interaction space length. Combining Eq. (1) and divergence relation
(divB=O) yields

BI - (2-x/(Lvm)' ) (y-yN) (z-zN)exp(- ( (y-y)/LW )2 1 (2)
where Z - transversal coordinatei Z£-COnSt.

The longitudinal do UP is intense enough so that the ripples of the oeos-
tron beam boundaries can be neeleo ted. Moreover, we assume LMN to be weak
(i.e. B4<<B,, ).

2. DISCSSION
Pig. I illustrated the starting current dependence on the IMN center posi-

tion. The dotted line gives Is t value in the oase of uniformlM (AN a 0 ).
The dashed curves correspond to positive values of the parameter AN. Posi-
tive and negati-e values of AM indicate aooordingly the ernhanoement and we-
akening of the 9F in LMN a&ea. In both oases the starting current decrease
is achieved. Dependently on the AN mign the LMN should be situated on the
opposite grating ends. Theme results can be explained by transformation of
the rf amplitude distribution in the beam frame. It in known that the vari-
ation of the amplitude distribution influenoes on the beam-wave in1ejraction
and in this manner the efficiency can be significantly enhanced[
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Flg.2 shown the maximum eleotron efficiency 71 (at values of the initial
eleotzon velocity forwhioh the theoretical model has peak effioienoy) as
funotion of the parameteryN for several values of the parameter AN (AN<O).
All dependnoes are plotted at the fixed beam current. Dashed line gives
the 71 value for usual uniform U. Curve I oorresponds to the case when
interoeption of electrons by grating is absent. There ii wide area of the
YN values where 71 is enhanced in comparison with the came when AN=O .
When the fraction of the electronbeam is striking the grating, the LNN
center should be situated on the interaction space and (curve 2 and3 ). In
this area the majority of the electrons belng intercepted are in the region
where bunches are located -in phase position such that they ar extraoting
enermw from the wave. Thus, the interception results in phase selection of
the electrons. The decrease of the accelerated electrons amount leads to wi-
dening of the initial electron velocity region where oscillations exist and
electron efficienoy enhancement.

3. OKOLUSIO0

Using the nonuniform foousingH it is possible improve starting oharacte-
ristios (starting current decreases) and enhanoe the efficiency of the orot-
ron. The transformation of the rf amplitude distribution in the beam frame
is the main mechanism of the sta rting ourront decrease. The enhancement of
the electron offioieno In obtained doe to phase selection of the eleotrons.,

4. RZRNIC

1 .E.N. Odarenko,A.A. Shmat I ko, "The effeot of the static magnetc localized
nonuniformity on the starting oharaoteristios of the resonant 0-type genera-
tors", Radiotehnioa i Rleotronic&, V.37, N5, pp. 901 -909, 1992.

2.U.M. Tarasov, 0. A.Tretrakov, A. Shmat ' ko, "Optimization of the field in
0-type electronic resonant generators", RadLotehnioa i Eleotronic&, V.33,
NI, pp. 141-148, 1988.
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Fig. 1. Starting current as Fig.2. Efficiency va Y/L for
afunotionof the parameter yN/L. different values A.
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Study and development of sub mm range vacuum sources
in the Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

Ycremka V.D,, Lcvin GYa., Uslkov A.Ya.

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
12, Acad.Proskura st., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

We present the results of development and study of sub mm range vacuum sources, that are carried out in the
Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (IRE).

ILINTRODUCTION

The broadening of fundamental study area in THz region of spectrum Is limited by the absence of easy changed
small-sized sources in the frequency range from 0.3 to 3.0 THz. In the sixties in IRE the main attention was directed
on the development of sub mm wave sources with easy frequency changeI.

2.THE RESULTS OF STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT

2.1.Impulse and continuous clynotrons

Backward wave tubes, namely impulse clynotrons that were the sources of coherent radiation in the frequency
range from0.3 to 0.6 THz with output powerof 500-200 W correspondingly were designed. The possibility to increase
impulse power of clynotrons by the increasing of operating current owing to the Increasing of transversal section of
beam area 2 was experimentally confirmed, In according to this the special attention was directed to electrodynamics
of slow wave structures (SWSs) and to the possibility of their single-mode excitation by adequate band electron flows.
The experimental study of the tubes with SWS of width of b - 3A, 6A and 12 A (where A is the length of the wave being
oscillated) confirmed that at the broadening of SWS width did not decrease and output power of clynotron versus
supplied power at different width of SWS. Electrical frequency change range of clynotron autooscillations reaches
20% at A-l,0mm, 12% at A-0.5-0,6mm, Characteristic steepness Af/AU reaches 3-7 MHz/V, The dependence of
output power at wavelength A-0.95mm versus angle , between electron beam and SWS surface, namely clynotron
grid (beam thickness Qo- 0.8mm, SWS length L. 40mm), is shown in Fig.2, One can see the optimum angle is 40%
and 60% of beam current hit SWS, When the beam is directed parallel to SWS suiface, clynotron does not excited.
Characteristic operating regime of impulse clynotrons is excess of operating current over starting one in two times
approximately in magnetic field of 0.6-0.7 T (starting magnetic field Is 0.2-0.3 T). Fig.3 presents the typical
dependence of output power versus the strength of focusing magnetic field from 1,2 to 1.5 THz with output power of
several hundreds of Watt.

Fig,4, shows the dependence of output power P/Pinux (solid lines) of clynotron and Its starting current lit/l1.min
(dotted lines) versus the angle between operating surface of slow wave structure and the beam in homogeneous and
unhomogencous magnetic field at the operating wavelength A-0.5 mm, One can see that excitation region by the
angle v, is a-71 in homogeneous magnetic field and it is equal to AV,, - 1 -2 in unhomoheneous one. Operating voltage
of devices was 4.0-5.5 kV, operating current was 0.15-0.2 A, strength of magnetic field was 0.8-1.0 T.

2.2. Impulse reflex klystrons 3

Breadboards of klystrons of sub mm range producing In impulse regime at the wavelengths of 0.95; 0.87 and 0.70
mm the power of 115; 25 and 7 mW correspondingly, were experimentally designed,
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2.3. Orotrons - continuous diffraction radiation oscillators (DROs) 4

Design and study of DROs in the range from 0.3 to 1.0 TI-z arc carried out by Academician V.P.Shestopalov with
collaborators. The power of impulse DRO in the frequency range from 300 to 353 GHz is approximately 0.5 W and
in the one from 527 to 577 GHz is 0.1 W.

2.4. Penlotrons, orbitrons and orotrons at high harmonics

Different models of such devices are laboratory studied at present time.

3.CONCLUSION

The development of vacuum sources of radio waves in the range from 0.3 to 3.0 THz and corresponding systems
and radar detectors arc carried out in IRE during 30 years.

4.REFERENCES

1, A.YaUsikov, E,AKaner, I.D.Trutan', 0.Ya,Lcvin, "Electronics and radiophysics of mm and sub mm radio
waves", 386 P,, "Naukova dumka", Kiev, 1986.

2.0 ,Ya.Levin, A.IBorodkin, A.Ya,Kirichenko, A,Ya.Usikov "Clynotron", 200 P., "Naukova dumka", Kiev, 1992.
3, A.Ya.Usikov, V.D.Yeremka, "Development and investigation of mm wave region klystrons in IRE", in 17-th

lnt. Cont. on IR and MM Waves, Proc. SPIE 1576, PP.442-443.
4. V.P,Shestopalov, "Diffraction electronics", 231 P., "Vyscha shkola", Kharkov, 1976,
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Optimization of FIR photoconductorm for both low- and high-background operation.

S.E. Churchi, AG. Murray, M..T, Griffin aind P.A.R Adt'

Dep~ii Lnient. of Phiysics, Queen Mary and We.stfield College,

Mile Endc fl oud, Loiidoii, El 4NS, UK.,

1. INTRODUCTION

Far infrared photoconductors find important applications in iAstronomy, Earth observation and laboratory spectroscopy.
We will ruview the mnain performannce chiaracteristics of these detectors, and discuss the chioice of detector type, readout
electronics, operating temperature etc., for a given application. The optimisation of two detector systemns, one for
low-bacicgrouncl space astronomy (the Long Wavelength Spectromneter -. LWS -- for the Infrared Space Observatory)
find one for a high- background aircraft experiment (SAFIIRE - Spect~rosc'opy of the Atmosphere using Far Infrared
Emission) will be dlescribed,

2. LOW-BACKGROUND APPLICATIONS

Tile LWS usmes tenl, 11m11 3 l d0)edl-Ge photoc onl tc torm for low-background spectroscopy over the wavelength range
45-2000111. One Ge!Be detect-or is used which cuts off at 511pil, thet other channels uime Ge:Ga, Beyond 120pim, the
cut~off wavelength of the Ge.:Ga detect-ors is extended by the application of uniaxial stress to the detector crystals.
Examples of the spectra~l responses of a range of LWS detectors ate shown lin Fig. 1.

Thle sensitivity under low-background conditions (as measured by the lowest achievable NEP) is limited by shot noise
fromt the detector clark current. mild the aioise of the first. stage cold amp~lifier. To minimise the latter, Integrating
amnplifierai (lAs) tire used (Fig, 2.4) inl which thle detector currenit Charges upl the smanll (7.31)F) input, capacitance of the
nimplifier, The current can then he recovered by 1mead'uring dhe gradileat. of thle. integrating ramip. The integrating node
IN periodically discharged timing I-le reset rET. This circuit, has the disadvanitage of reducing thle bias slightlycduring
tin int-qratilon but, Itny resulting 1iion-linlearity is smatll anld canl be corrected for, Thlt (lominaut noise contribution from
lAN is the read-noise which IN about 10 e-. The detectorsi art, op~eratedl below 4H to reduce the dlark current. Excellent
NEP values have been measured for the LWS detectors, ranging fromn 10- 1' W114- 10 for Ge:Be to 5 x 10- ' WHz- /2

for stressed Go.-Gal. The lperforinance parameters of the. LWS detectorm are shown lin Table 1ft.

3. HIGH-BACKGROUND APPLICATIONS

The rotational transitlimn of inany inllort'alt. litilospliheric mioleculen lie lin thet FIR spertrtil region. The SAFIR.E
Instrument will study particular t-ransit-ions Inl several nlarrow- hand channiels bet-ween 30 and 1 2Op.m using a fast.-
scauniing Fourier Transiform Spect~roineter ( PTS )" Counsequeiitly, the (detectors imust have fast response as well as good
sensitivity. Ill fdditionl to Gle;Gti mud Gc: Be: Ge:Zo, Ge:Sb mild Si:sh-13ID3 detectors hafve also beemi tested to try to
iiuiXI1iidst, tilt st'nsitivity Ill vau1(1 vcliidiiil

Typical SAFIRE backgrounds aire estimated to lie lbetAiViwe I antId 30iiW tit the detector. The corresp~ondling detector
currents tire t-oo large ( > 1lot em' 1) to allow the use of IA~s. Ill moy ease, thle no0ise requireuiientN Onl the amlplifiers are
less stringent since lphot-on noise dominhates lin this regime. Trans-impedance amiplifiers (TIAs see Fig, 211) offer the
advantalges of high detector lineanrity (because thle detector bials remanins constaint) andtilte high electrical bandwidth
required by the FTS, The aippropriate umeasutre of detert-om sensItivity for hIigh-baickground operation in thle cetective
(Iuiauttuni efficiency (1)QE), defitied asm ( NEPmj,mjmi/NE'P,,,j,.,)'J where NEPIILII1 is the thieoretical minimliui value from
plmolton fluctuatious, The DQE and responlsivity.N vallues for eachl det-ect-or typ)e2 arP mshown in table lb).

4.REFERENCES

1. Chuirch S.E. at iul., lii ESA Symposium Plot on Dciuectorm for Spa~re !Imsrutientatimf, p). 21)5, ESA SP-350 (1092).

2. N~iurray, A.G. et. til,, inl ESA Symnipvituw Pheotan Detectovx for Space histtramAentationh, 1) 150, ESA SP-356 (1092).
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BIB PHOTODETECTORS BASED ON ANTIMONY DOPED SILICON
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INTRODUCTION
Firstly conceived at Rockwell Science Center by This causes formation of an impurity band exhibiting

Petroff and Stapelbroek in 1977 (Ref. 1), the Blocked hopping conductivity (Ref. 2). However, when the n+-i

Impurity Band photodetector (BIB) is now recognised to junction (transparent contact/blocking layer) is positively

provide significant improvements in comparison with biased, the electron hopping current cannot enter the pure
conventional photoconductors. Because they are blocking layer. So, without incoming photons, the i-n
epitaxially grown, they are easily developed in array juniction (blocking layer/active layer) drives no current
configurations having quite uniform pixel response. They into the blocking layer since there are no impurity sites
are Inherently radiation hard due to their small volume. In for hopping, and also no electrons in the conduction band.
addition, they have better noise characteristics and they Moreover, mobile holes (ionised donors) in the active
may give some extension of the spectral response towards layer are repelled from the ln interface, leaving a space
longer wavelengths, This paper presents some results on charge region of negative ionised acceptors with rhe
BIB photodetectors based on antimony doped silicon, thickness W,
which gave a significant spectral responsivity in the When a photon is absorbed in the active region, thus
30 pm wavelength region. ionising a neutral donor, an electron is generated in the

conduction band and a hole in the impurity band. The
BASIC PHYSICS electron/hole pair will be separated by the electric field

Figure 1 presents the doping profile in a BIB device and always be collected at the n+ electrodes since no
consisting of an n+lnn+ structure. It can be described as a recombinaison can occur. Conversely, a photon absorbed
extrinsic photoconductor which contains between the two in the neutral region does not give photocurrent, since the
ohmic contacts one active photoconductive layer highly electric field is zero in this region at zero bias current. To
doped and one pure blocking layer. Both layers are increase the quantum efficiency, one needs to extend the
epitaxially grown on a degenerately doped n+-type active charged region into the entire active layer.
silicon substrate. The blocking layer surface is ion However, in order to keep the internal electric field below
implanted with arsenic to give a transparent thin front the breakdown value, the residual acceptor concentration
electrode for incoming far infrared radiation. should be kept quite low.

In the following, we report experimental results on
n A+ one BIB sample doped with 1018 cm"3 antimony atoms.

20

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISATION
Is• The BIB structure can be viewed as a condenser

16 .made by the insulating blocking layer and the two n+ and
n layers as electrodes. Indeed, residual acceptor

.4 ,• • concentration Na and thickness W can be both determined
from capacitance measurements with

Thiknu (un(1(V0 3 10 1clwg5 (tm20 23 , 30 33 ()= b+W

nics tiS and 2m = (b + W') (1)

Fig. I. DoplnR profile of a BIB device measured by Spreading W = 2EV+ - (
Resistance with an active layer having 1010 cm"3 antimony atoms. qN + b - b (2)•qNa

The active luayer doping level is about two orders of where b is the blocking layer thickness and E the
magnitude higher than in a conventional photoconductor. semiconductor lattice dielecuic permittivity.

0' 0
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C(V) measurements have been realised for different A remarkable feature is a huge enhanced
active layer doping levels at 4.2 K and at I Hz frequency. normalised responsivity near the cut off region at high
The capacitance decreases when a positive bias voltage voltages. This enhancement saturates at a bias of 4 V and
widens the depletion region according to relations (I) and two narrow peaks rise strongly at photon energies below
(2). Figure 2 shows the variation of I/C2 versus bias the impurity binding energy. It turns out that the cut off
voltage. The straight line fitting the curve corresponds to responsivity at half maximum decreases by 45 cm"1. A
a residual acceptor concentration of4x10 13 cm"3, similar but smaller effect was observed in bulk Si:Sb

00_)_3 photoconductors doped in the range (l-8)xl016cm"3

0.() 12 (Ref4). The value of the cut off wavenumber shift
saturates around 14 cm"1, Electric field induced impact

0.1) _r 1 ionisation of electrons in the excited impurity states was
0.,155, ,assumed to cause this effect. The cut off wavenumber
0•(555 shift is larger in our sample which is higher doped, and
"00.,W( . also experiences higher electric field due to the BIB

structure, The two narrow peaks may arise, from excited
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _states of isolated impurities statistically scattered among

0.5 1 1.s 2 IS 3 3.5 overlapping impurities,
B31u vwltagel (v)

NEP MEASUREMENTS
Fig, 2,.IC' c.srve versus biar vohtace, Responsivity and noise measurements were

At low enough bias voltages, the responsivity can be performed to get the Noise Equivalent Power as a
expressed as function of bias voltage and at temperatures ranging from

1.8 to 4,2 K. All measurements used a calibrated optical
S(v, V) = CO'(v)V Nd (3) filter centred at 320 cm"1, The modulation frequency was

hv Na I kHz, The photon background power at detector
where C(V) is the absorption cross section at V aperture, estimated to 46 nW, gives an ideal background
frequency and CO the capacitance at zero bias voltage limited noise equivalent power NEPRuP of
(Ref, 3), This indicates that BIB samples having the same 3.8x l0 14 W/i4, . The optimum measured ratio
Nd/Na ratio exhibit the same sensitivity at low bias NEPBLIp/NEP of 0.35 is obtained at 1.8 K (Ref. 3),
voltages. As a result, their I(V) characteristics under the
same background photons flux should be identical. Such CONCLUSION
a behaviour was actually observed in three samples with Blocked impurity band Si:Sb photoconductor was
an active layer doping ranging from 1017 to 1018 cm" 3, investigated, including epitaxial layers growth, sample

processing, electrical and optical characterisations of the
SPECTRAL RESPONSE device, and final figure of merit measurements.

Spectral response measurements were performed
using a Fourier Transform Spectrometer at 4 K. Figure 3 REFERENCES
shows the spectral responsivity at increasing bias I. M.D, Petroff and MG Slapelbroek, Blocked Impurity band
voltages. All curves could be normalised to the same detectors, , n°4-568-960, 4 february 1986,
amplitude in the high wavenumber range, far from the 2. BJ,. Shklovskii and AL, Efros, gloctrnnic pronarties of dopned
cut off. semiennductors, Vol, 45, Springer Series in Solid-State Sciences,

edited by M, Cardona, 1984,

2 3. 0, Sirmain, P, Etleve, W, Knap, C. Mdny, S, Pasquier, P, Adet,
N. Fabm, A. Murray, M, Griffin and J, Ldotin, Hillhnindmlaszam

4V based an antimony darte dlifenn. Proceedings of an ESA symposium

on photon detectors for spnce instrumentation, BSA SP-356, p. 153,
december 1992,
4, HR, and M. Chandrasekhar, KK, Bajas and N Sclar, Eidfleticd-&
induced new features in the photoconductivity of extrinsi silicon,v Vol, 31, n" 4, Physical Review B, p. 2494, 15 february 1985.
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Characteristics and Performance of Ge:Ga
Far-Infrared Photoconductors for Space Applications
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ABSTRACTI
Ge:Ga far-infrared photoconductors with dimension of 0.5-mm3 cube

have been fabricated for space astronomical applications. The detec-
tors have excellent detectivity at 2K operation under low photon-
background, and also good characteristics such as almost no spike
noise, small change in responsivity depending on background-photon
influx, almost no hook response, and small amplitude of slow transient
response. We have found that reponsivity to chopped Infrared light is
suppressed at higher bias electric field, while the responsivity to
step change in illumination (DC response) increases normally.

1.INTRODUCTION
We have fabricated unstressed Ge:Ga photoconduators as well as a

three-element stressed Ge:Ga photoconductor array for the Infrared
Telescope in Space (IRTS). The small element has been adopted to de-
crease cosmic-ray hits to the detectors in the orbit. The character-
istics of Ge:Ga wafers and the process for fakrication are the same as
the detectors for boal1oon-borne observations . We have tested eight
unstressed detectors at 4K to 2K under low-photon background to exam-
ine the characteristics including nonlinear behaviors in response.

2.RESPONSIVITY AND DETECTIVITY
Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions at 2K including

background photon Influxes and the performance such as responsivity,
Q.E.-photoconductive gain (,7G) product. Please notice that the NEP's
in the tabJe are photon-noise limited values at 1.2 V/cm-blas field
under the background photon Influxes of a few X IO1 photons/s and
include noises of a preampyier and a feedback resister. The best
NEP was better than l.OX1O" , obtained at around 2 V/cm (Fig.l).

3.RESPONSIVITY CHANGE DEPENDING ON BACKGROUND-PHOTON INFLUX
nG was measured for step-change in illumination and for chopped

lighA at 15 to 210 Hz under background photon influx between IX10 and
2X10 photons/s. The change in nG was less than a factor of 1,3.

4.SLOW TRANSIENT RESPONSE
The detectors showed the slow transient response to step increase

in illumination with a time constant r--lO sec. The ratio of ampli-
tude of the slow response to the stationary level (DC response) in-
creases from 0.1 to 0,4, according to the bias field, while the time
constant decreased from -15 to -5 sec,

5.MODERATE FAST-RESPONSE
Figure 2 shows nG for chopped light at 15 Hz and 7.5Hz as well as

for step increase In illumination (indicated as DC) as a function of
bias field. The figure displays that the VG is lower when chopped at
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higher frequency and also the qG is suppressed at higher bias field:
This means a time constant restrains the chopped response (moderate
fast-response). We found the time constant increases from 0.015 to
0.025 sec between 1.2 and 1.8 V/cm of the bias field.

6.REFERENCES
1.N.Hlromoto, T.Itabe, H.Shibal, H.Matsuhara, T.Nakagawa, and

H.Okuda, "Three-Element Stressed Ge:Ga Photoconductor Array for the
Infrared Telescope in Space", Appl. Opt., 31(4), 460, 1992.

2.N.Hiromoto, M.Saito, and H. Okuda, "Ge:Ga Far-Infrared Photocon-
ductor with Low Compensation", J. J. Appl. Phys., 29(9), 1739, 1990.

Detector number 50555-2 50565-3 50555-6 50655-6 50555-7 6G555-8 50G55-9 6G565-10

Background photon 1.5 1,1 1.1 1.5 1.5 2,2 2.2 2.2
influx(10 photons/a)

Feedback resistor 9.0 15.0 15.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0
(109lo)

Bias voltage (mV) 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
Breakdown voltage 154 127 145 136 168 157.5 173 157.6

(MV)
Impedance t• zero- 5.7 5.0 3,8 9.0 6.0 2.6 3,6 3.6
bia (10 0)

Impndancol t OOmV- 2.1 1.3 2.15 2.1 2.1 0.9 0.96 0.6
bias 4101 i0)

Responsivity for 2.1 1.9 2.2 2.1 3.0 2.7 2.6 3.3
1SHz-chopping (A/W)
j0 for chopping 0.027 0.024 0.028 0.027 0.037 0.044 0.048 0.049
at 15Hz
NEP for choppjit Ai 6 8.8 6.7 9.6 6.9 7.5 7.0 6.2
at 15Hz (10' W/Hz 1 /

Responsivity for 4.38 10.0 10.6 5,4 5.9 6.8 4.6 8,3
DC signal (AIM}

FIG for DC slgnal 0.065 0.13 0.13 0.068 0,075 0.10 0.074 0.15
NEP 7fo DC sjfal} 4.6 1.4 1.4 3.8 3.6 3.0 4.0 2.4

(10 1W/Iz

Table 1. Performance of Ge:Ga photoconductors at 2K.
1 , , ' ',- i I '

M'7.Hz

0.1 
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011Hz
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F~g. I.NEP as a function of bias at 2K. Fig.2. 1G as a function of bias.
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Effects of lonlaing radiationi In GeiGa and Ge:Be far-infrared pliotoconductors.

M. C. Price ,S. E. Church, M. J. Griffin and P. A. R. Ade.

Physics Dept., Queen Mary and Westfield college, Mile End Roach London, El 4NS.

1. INTRODUCTION

Doped germanium p~hotocondulctors cooled to ternpleratutres -3 K tire the most senisitive detectors for wavelengths >30
*i However under very low far-infrared (FIR.) backgrou~nds .-fW, expected in-flight oil the ISO: LWS, these detectors

can exhibit non-linear behaviour which can severely coinpronmise t~he overall sunkitivity, These miun-1lnear effects can be
broadly catagorised Into two types.

Non-linear effects clue to the Interactions of Ionishig radiation within the detector crystal. This leads to ani increase
in the responsivity, dark current and( noise of the detector, Unless soine form of detector annealing is implemented
lpost-irradiation recovery of the detector takes lplate onl thie scales Z 8 hours. Inherent non-linear effects caused by a
step change In the illumination level. This can lead to very long settling times Z 30 seconds.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Three different types of doped Ge photocondluctor were tested; at G'e:Be detector sensitive to watvelengths uip to 551irn
anl unstressed Ge:Ga detector with a cuttoff wavelength of lOO1tra and it stressed Ge:Gn detector senlsitive to wavelengths
upl to 1851im . The detectors tested were the Enginevring qualificittion Model (EQM) ISO LWS detectors and are
nominally lIdentical to the flight raodel detectors to be upematted ill flight oil tlIt' LWS. All detectors were tested Inside a
specially modified HD3 cryostat. Irradliatiun was l)Crfoliit'd with iin externajlly lliuumlted lU)rn~l-l~ H4 Ant 00 keV y-ray
source to simulate the effects of a transit through the Van Allen radiation belts. Post Irradiation annealing of the
detectors was p~erformedl by applying a 'bias boost' across tho detector. Biasi boosting involves applying an electric field
across the crystal greater than the breakdown field of the detector. This shouild sweep out any trapped carriers and
restore the detector chaxacteristics back to their pre-irratdlation levels. This wits the only raethod of detector annealing
investigated as It will be the only mnethod available onl the. ISO LWS (luring flight. Figure 1 shows the very slow dlark
current recovery of the EQM Ge:Ga(u) detector after irradiation and the effects of applying itban boos l0t to 'cure' the
detector.

3. EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED

To investigate the radiation Induced nozi-linear effects said the inherent numi-lintoir effects two types of test were
pierfornmed, Irradiation tests to siymulte effects of lpitm~ig throutgh the Vani Allen belts. Experiiments Included:-

1. Effects of applying a bias boost to the detector Inl thme alisenlce of ally iunisiimg racliatiun aid subsequent rmonitoring
of detector recovery.

2. The effects of irradiation and( the. post-irrad:intimon recovery of thme detector without any anneatling.

3. The effects of irradiation and the recovery of lprt-irrldint~ion dletector climiruct~eristics with application of a bias
boost.

Inherent non-linearity tests. This involved mzmeamimrimig the (lt'ectur response to it 4tiq) increase inl illumn'ination tinder
different bias voltages and infrared flux levels.

4. RESULTS

Our irradiation tests have shown that bits huostinlg is effective ill curfing mistressed G:Gn (detectors onl tunie scales
of the order of anl hour but is noi; totally effective inl restoring the dark cuirrent imiid resp.onsivity of Ge:Be or stressed
Ge:Ga characteristics to better than n factor Of 1-5-? above the!ir pre-irritdilltiriii levels Of 3nr1.k and S.. Increasing
the length of time the bias bioost is applied or increasing the hilLs boost field strength does not ineasuirably alter the
recovery profile. Table 1 tabulates the results obtained for the EQM detecturs. The qutoted value of settling time is
the time taken for the detector to reatch a~ stable state where the dlark cirieemt, and res4poisivity were not dropping
significantly.
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Analysis of the inherent non-liniticartit' to it mitep ri'spuiise hil iI111u wlittionl wils p)'l-furiaaet by ft tillig it IhelCl&C12ololog! Cal
nIOlloel using three time constants to tlw d111tat. It. i's 'Iwwul tli 01t. tlivii. II I- t'NV filst, colliulle~ilts (with vaLlues -a few
seconds) and a third, inuch slower, coniponeut ( > it few t~ell, uf secuutls). Experiments have Shown that all three
thime constants are weak functions of illunduationttul level azid the first two htieui cunstanits are also weakldy dlependent
on bias field. However the third tinic Constant hais at stronig blls dependonce and governs the overall settling time of
the detector. Figure 2 illutstrates thini long settling tinie fur the~ EQAI Ge:Git(i) detector operating at 31C. Figure 3a
shows the dependence of this thinle conlst.sint Oil hio.s field 1ktnd figur'. 31) illitst~rit-es the 'yenk dependence on infrared
signal p~ower. Ge:Ga and Ge.1De also show different. 'switch-uff' chi ruict~eristics to at step) decrestse inl illum-iniation. The
Ge:Be detector has a much lonlger seitt-ling timie to at decert.ae inl illumitintiun under the saine operating Conditions as
the Ge:.Ga detectors.

Withoit. Boost Withl Boo~st
Detector Ge:Gjit() Ge:G-ai(i) GC'e:B t- Gv:Gi(s) CGe:Gii(u) Ge:Be

Dark Current 1 41 
tik 

201 ,111,,,k 21,71rk I '41a. -k 1 1do-k 1 ̀5 Id it r
Responsivity 4S. 14S., 2S, 2S, is. 2S,
Settling thnle 211 1.5 It 211ilIl 31

Table 1: Tabulated slinin-vry uf resuilts froum experiinients laerfurm:ied un the ISO) LWVS EQhM detectors.

r i . . .i . . , , . . . . . . i i . i I I I I I ,

Detector: EQM 0e:Osi(u)2
TEMP: 3 K

.~ 2 Vtl,.: 200 MV
Vmaj I V for 3 rmm

-2 -Expanded ........

-4

_________5000_ L. ~ J.± L ' 6000 7000 6000 9000-

Boost Start BosEn
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 G000 7000 6000 9000

Time after source removal (Seconds)

Figure 1: Dark Current recovery after irradiatiun nial~ houst fur the EQNM Ge:Gn(u) detector,
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Figure 2: Illustration of Inherent detector Figutre 3: Depenidenice of slow tilitaj consletant, r~
non-linearl ties dlie to a step chiange Wi ou bias andl infrared signal power.
illumidnation, level.
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The Noise and Optimum Operating Temperature of

High Tc Superconducting Infrared bolometer

Chen Juxin, Shi baoan, Wu Rujia, Gong Shuxing

Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics,

Academia Sinica, Shanghai 200083

Yang Caibing, Cao Xiaoneng

Institute of Electronics, Academia Sinica, Beijing 100080

Zhang Yinzi, Li lin

Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica,

Beijing 100080

ABSTRACT

The temperature and the bias current dependence of noise as well as

the noise spectrum for high Tc superconducting infrared bolometer

(HTSIB) have been investigated. The influence of the bolometer structure

on device noise has been discussed. The responsibility spectrum and the

detectivity D * spectrum for HTSIB has also been obtained. The optimum
operating temperature has been determined,that is between Tco(zero-re-

sistance temperature) and Tom(the temperature at mid transition point), the
performances of our HTSIB are D (500,10,1) - 3.7 x 109cmHz" 2W-'and

noise equivalent power NEP(500,10,1)- 2.4 x 10-' WHz-'/2.

LM
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Excitonic detectors of infrared and submillimeter waves

Gennadii R.Vlasov, Dmitrii N.Vylegzhanin, Elena I.Chizhikova

Center for Program Studies, Russian AcadenM of Sciences
SU-117810 Moscow, Russia

The theory of infrared (IR) and submillimeter radiation detec-
tion in direct-gap semiconductors based on "quenching" effect of Ra-
man lines due to interaction betwe"n free and bound excitons is pro-
posed. The first experiments were performed which shows the possibi-

lity to obtain NEP = 10-17-10-19 WHz- at helium temperature.

2. INTRODUCTION

We present the theory of infrared radiation detector using opti-
cal (contact-less) read out of a response produced by IR-signal in
the crystal. Two main mechanisms are considered, both are grounded on
the effects of quenching by IR-signal of spectral lines or bands of
secondary radiation in direct-gap semiconductor crystal excited by
light in the fundumental absorption region. These lines are connected
with Raman light scattering (RLS) due to interaction between free and
bound excitons and (or) green "edge" radiation (luminescence).

For every of considered mechanisms there is possible to achieve
the theoretical quantum limit for sensitivity. The theory is confir-
med by the experiments performed at helium temperature on OdS cry-
stals excited by mercury lamp radiation.

3.EXERIMMNT

High quality platelets of CdS crystal, grown from gas phase, we-
re excited at T=4,2 K by Hg-lamp radiation through the filter seleo-
ting line X=365 nm. The spectrum of luminescence contains some lines
with intensities, which increase near linearly as the level of UV ex-
citation groves after the filter (X=365 rim) was taken off. Among the-
se lines there are ones belonging to exoitons bounded on neutral ac-
ceptors (11), or neutral donors (I2), and ones which are their LO-
phonon replicas, and so on. Therewith, the line of above-mentioned
RLS reduces its intensity in =1400 times,while the wide band of"edge"
emission - in 100 times,comparing with the case of excitation through
the filter. Because this filter was nontrsnsparent for IR-radiation,
this behavior may be interpreted to be connected with IR-quenohing.
Forapumping sourse for the RLS the stimulated emission on line 11 was
used1 .2 To detect The middle IR-radiation one must use the crystals
with dominating I -line, while to detect the radiation in submillime-
er regiun one must use the crystals with dominating I-line. After IR

illumination the concentration of neutral impurities that only can
capture excitons lowers. Thus the number of scattering centers for
RLS decreases causing the quenching of RLS intensity.
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4,THEORETIOATLI

Signal-to-noise ratio in output ourouit of photomultiplier is

SIN Poe, 2 2 a
S/ -' 2e 2 (Po+Pb )AV

where ? a is energy of a photon of seoondux7 visible radiation, e is

electron charge, I is quantum yield, AV is bandwidth of registrating
system, PI is power of baokground radiation in visible region, which
may be nelleoted, and

PO = PR - APCoo o;tj - OP (2)

where in turn PR is power of (Stoks)RLS line without IR-illumination,

AP in amplitude of quenchinw by IR-signal with power P5. OP is ampli-

tude of quenching by IR-b. . •round witn power Pb' 0 is modulation

frequency for XR-signal. Assuming narrow-band selection on the fre-
quenrcy Q0we have

(SIN~a(3)

Here it was assumed also, that OP, AP P P 5 PR - OP.

Prom (3) it follows, that

NI P ws ) h ir (4)

where w ir is anrgular frequency of incoming IR-wave. In the case of IR

quenching of RLS line coefficlent p is defined by following expres-
sion

A d 0d P(5

8 4% w

where ha is absorption coefficient for IR-photon,oorresponding to im-

purity-band transitions, % is life-time for electron capture, a is
oros-seotion of RLS, d is scattering length, I is solid angle in
which the seoondary radiation registration is performeda.nd S is cry-
stal area.Assuming the following values for these quantities

h a=10 om- I , 1.1 0=10-12 om 2 . d=0,1 om, @=a, S=O,i om 2 .

hwa=1019 J, P=4610-3 W

L. .M . •. ..
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we have P=i0-I and considering wir/Wa=10- 1 /1 ni, finally we obtaine

- 18 -1/2
NP 10-18 WHz- . (6)

As for heterodyne receivers, in our case the main noise is
3

caused by strong light field (see, e.g. ). Prom th above, the IR

background radiation does not restrict NEP value an long as PFb1O- W.
The exoitonio detectors described here may also serve an IR-ima-

gers or TV-photooathodes with high spatial resolution.

7. REFERENE
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scattering due to collisions of Wannier-Mott exoitons with impurities
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2. G.K.Vlasov, M.S.Brodin et al., "Antistoki Raman light
scattering..." ZhMT?, v.71, pp.310-318, 1976.
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New microwave detector

Steponas Agnmontas and Algirdas Suliedtlis

Semiconductor Physics Institute, Vilnius, Lithuania

Point-contact of metal-semiconductor is widely used as a microwave (MW) power detector or harmonic mixer,
However, at high frequencies, the applicationof such contact is problematic due to small size of the waveguide.

We propose a new type of planar detector which operation is based on nonuniform
electron heating by MW field. The nonuniformity of electron heating we have achieved using asymmetrically necked thin
semiconductor film containing n-n* junction.

Vapour-grown of n-n *-OaAs epitaxy layers and n-Si monocrystal wafers were used for fabrication of the detector,
Ohmic contacts to GaAs were made by thermal evaporation of separate Ge/Ni/Au layers with following thermal
annealing in inert gas atmosphere. Those contacts to Si were made by thermal phosphor difftsion through the windows
created in SiO2 by photolitography method. As metal contact we used the thermal evaporated and annealed AIN/Cu
sandwich. The asymmetrically necked semiconductor structure was formed by chemical etching in the case of GaAs, and
by pluma etching in the case of Si. Then we coated those structures with polyimilde film of small permittivity( -03),
After thinning-down the semiconductor wafer, the semiconductor material from the ohmic contacts were removed by
chemical etching.

When the relaxation of average energy of hot electrons can be neglected, i.e. (We,), < < I (W is angular
frequency of MW field, vr is a phenomenological energy relaxation time), a conductivity current exceeds displacement
one, In this case the voltage sensitivity of the diode is'

S.U,/'PAP2U (1)

where Ud is the detected signal of diode, P is the MW power which the diode have absorbed, ARR,-R,, is the difference
of point contact resistance, when reverse and forward dc voltages U are applied.

Solving the current density, heat balance, heat flow density and Poison equations for the electric current, passing
through the asymmetrically necked semiconductor structure with n-n* junction, we have obtained the difTerence of
resistance of asymmetrically necked diode, when reverse and forward voltages are applied in warm electron region:

Ai.4Up 0m- a,[,,l ÷,)*,xl (2)
3hdAlN[1a/0~ana ,3

where s is the Index of power dependence of electron momentum relaxation time on energy, iM is Maxwell relaxation
time in n-region, Pjio is resistivity and electron mobilityof n-region semiconductor material respectively, ad are width
of semiconductor structure in the widest and the narrowest part of diode, h is thickness of n-region, aI is the angle of
n-region widening.

This expression shows that the resistance difference is direct proportional to applied voltage. Experimentally
measured dependences of resistance difference of asymmetrically necked semiconductor structures at room (T-295K)
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and liquid nitrogen (T-80K) temperatures are in good agreement with those calculated from equation (2). At the liquid
nitrogen temperature the relative resistances difference of the diode is greater than that at a room temperature for the
same value of applied voltage. It is connected with the higher value of electron mobilityand energy relaxation time in n-
GaAs and n-Si at the T- 80K in comparison with those at a room temperature,

Placing the diodes in rectangular waveguide the dependence of detected signal on applied MW was measured in
wide range of MW frequencies at T-8OK and T,,295K. When the MW power is small (the electrons are slightly heated
by electric field) the value of detected signal is directly proportional to the microwave power. Therefore, those
semiconductor structures based on n-GaAs and n-Si may be used as the measurement element of MW power, The volt-
power characteristic at a room temperature Is linear in wider range of MW power than that at a liquid nitrogen one, This
is associated with the fact, that at T- 295K r, depends weakly on the instantaneous value of MW electric field strength
E,, meanwhile, at liquid nitrogen temperature the electron energy relaxation time decreases rapidly with E, increase.
The value of voltage sensitivity measured at MW frequency f- 143 0Hz is (20÷30)% lower in comparison with that at
r-26 0Hz, The value of this decrease of voltage sensitivity of our diodes are in good agreement with the theoretical
predictions for frequency dependence of voltage sensitivity of small area n-n+ junction diode'.

REFERENCES

1. S. Amontas, L. Vingelis, V. Guoga, A, Olekas, A, Sufled6lis, "Relationship between voltage sensitivity and
I-V characteristics asymmetry of detector with point contact n-n+.Junction", Fiz, Tekh, Poluprovodn,, Vol. 16, No.2, pp,
367-369, February 1982,

2, S. Mmontas, Electrogradlent phenomena in. semiconductors, 13 p,, Mokslas, Vilnius, 1984, (in russian)
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Nw hot-carrier effects in suheicron structures for infrared
and millimeter wave receivers

Vladimir B. Yurchanko

Kharkov Polytechnic Institute, Dept. Mterials for Electronics and Solar Cells
21 Frunze St., Tharkov, 310002, MKRAINE

Advances in technology of submicron semiconductor structures maks it possible to de-
velop a great variety of novel non-conventional photoreceivers. 'ven if considering
the classical effect. only, we can mO that various kinds of the effects could take
place in the structures of that scale. The nature of the effect depends on relations
bete the device active layer thickness a and the main plsical lengths which
describe the relaxation processes in a semiconductor, For subeicron structures, the
relations

li , ae le , lr (1)
or

li a -a lee lc , lr (2)

are the mat typical, li, lee, lp, Ir being the lengths of the m1antum, relaxation,
the inter-electron collisions, the carrier energy relaxation, and the carrier recom-
bination, respectively, In both t camse, carrier excitation in a photoreceiver
leads to carrier photo-hbating and to appearance, if any built-in-field exists, of
hot-carrier photovoltage considered as a masured signal. Powever, the values of the
voltage generated in these cases are different. The reason is that in the came (2),
unlike (1), essentially non-Mxwellian carrier energy distribution is formd which
my result in appearance of a specific additional photovoltage of hot carriers1 ,

The aim of this paper was, therefore, to investigate the processes of hot-carrier
photovoltage generation under the conditions of non-Mawellian carrier energy dis-
tribution in sub•icron structures for infrared or millimeter wave photoreceivers.

2. MHYSICAL 14DDEL AM M4 Q4ED OP Z§S)•

As a simple model of a submicron structure "e consider a thin n-type semiconductor
layer with nonuniform doping profile n(x) providing the given carrier concentrations
at the surfaces n(O) and n(a) . suppose a uniform intraband excitation of the m-
Jority carriers due to far infrared, microwave or millimter wave irradiation. Non-
equilibrium carrier distribution function formed under the condition (2) is deter-
mined by the steady-state Boltinzmn's equation which deos not account for electron-
electron and electron-phonon energy relaxation procesoes. The energy relaxation oc-
curs an the layer surfaces where the metal contacts are supposed and the equilibrium
distribution functions are taken as the boundary conditions. The carrier excitation
is described by the term which contain the square man value of the electric field
of high-frequency electromsgnetic wave, go . Internal electric field in the layer,
Ki(x), is determined self-consistently assuming the open-circuit conditions at the
contacts. In the case considered, the original Boltzann's equation was reduced to
the nonlinear elliptic partial differential equation for the symnmtrical part of the
carrier distribution function fg(c,x), The equation obtained was solved numerically
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for the cases being of interest, by mans of a specially developed method based on
the Stone's strongly implicit procedure 2 completed with the self-consistent calcu-
lation of the electric field Ei(x) . The results for Ej(x), man carrier energy E(x)
and phtovoltage Vc were conpared with the data obtained from the energy balance
equation which was written and solved analytically for some cases under the conditi-
ons (1) providing the carrier teuperature approximtion.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The analytical treatments and the conputer simulations have been carried out for two
kinds of doping profile:

ni(x) = Ai + 81 exp(x/L) , (3)
and

n2(x) = A2 + B2 cos(xx/a) , (4)

assuming the given ratio n(a)/n(O)=l0 . Various romntum scattering mechanisms have
been studied including the deformation acoustic (DA) and the charged impurity (CI)
scattering. The value Eo=T/ea has been taken as a typical high-frequency electric
field which satisfies the condition IF(x)-TIoT , T is the lattice temperature and
a is the carrier charge, The relative voltages Va and Vc calculated under the
conditions (1) and (2), respectively, are given in the table:

Doping profile n(x): nl(x) n2(x)
Scattering mechanism: DA CI DA CI
Voltage:

eVc/T 0,20 0.06 0.27 0.08
eVa/T 0.09 0.04 0.13 0.06

The data show that the voltage Vc is generally greater than Va which is caused by
the increase of the values fg(cx) in high-energy domin under the conditions (2) as
compared with Mexwellian function formed under the conditions (1), Tha voltage grows
in the case of DA carrier memntum scattering and the built-in-field localization in
the middle of the layer,

An increase of the voltage generated by infrared or millimeter waves in a submicron
layer with a built-in-field has been predicted and numerically sim•lated. The effect
is caused by the foriatlon of essentially non-Mmxwellian carrier energy distribution
function due to the intraband hot-carrier excitation under thle conditions (2) . The
voltage considered grows in a periodic multi-layer structure because of sumnng the
effects from all the layers,
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HIGH POWER TUNABLE 20 atm C02-LASERS
AND THEIR OPFIRL APPLICATIONS

W. Schatz and K.F. Renk
Institut fir Angewandte Physik, Universitiit Regensburg

W-8400 Regensburg, Germany

Abstract

We report the development of two 20 atm C0 2-laser systems delivering continously tunable mid-
infrared radiation with output powers of 250 mJ and 1 J respectively, Using this radiation for
optical pumping a superradiant far-infrared laser we obtain for several molecular gases emission
via stimulated Raman scattering in the region from 8 cm-1 to 250 cm- 1.

High-pressure C0 2-lasers are very convenient for optically pumping a far-infrared (FIR) laser, for
their frequency is continuously tunable in the mid-infrared frequency region. Therefore generation
of tunable FIR radiation via stimulated Raman scattering is possible and has been demonstrated
for several molecular gases as for the rnethylhalides [1], heavy water [2] and ammonia [3].

The laser we used up to now has been described in detail elsewhere [4]. The resonator consists of
a concave germanium output coupler (reflectivity ; 0.7; radius % 25 in) and a 150 1/mm grating
for frequency tuning; an off-axis Galilean telescope is inserted to expand the beam diameter at the
grating surface. Optical access is given to the 20 atm pressure chamber by two NaCI Brewster's
angle windows. With this configuration, frequency tuning is possible in steps of 1 GHz over
ranges of about 500 GHz, the spectral width of the emitted radiation is about 5 GHz (FWHM).
The emitted pulses have a total duration of about 300 ns and a maximum energy of 250 mJ,
limited by the damage threshold of the NaCI Brewster windows. With our new laser system
this limitation is not valid any longer. Using an intra cavity beam expander (1:2) we are able
to obtain 1 J without damages on the NaCI window. To reduce the problems with alignment
we used the frequency selective grating also for output coupling purposes; the other end of the
pressure chamber is sealed with a high reflecting molybdenium mirror (see figure). The bandwidth
of the emitted radiation is about 10 GHz (FWHM) for the grating has only 120 I/mm. In the
table the tuning ranges of both lasers have been listed. The C0 2-laser radiation is focussed into
the fused quartz waveguide (diameter 7 mam) of the Raman laser. This laser is equipped with a
BaF2 entrance and a TPX (polymeric 4-rrethyl-1-pencene) output window. Since TPX does not
completely absorb the CO 2 -laser radiation transmitted through the FTR laser tube, an additional
crystalline quartz plate is mounted.

Laser media we investigated so far were the methyllialides ("CH3F, 13CI13F, 12CD 3F, 13CD3F,
'CI•3 CI, "CH 3Br, 1 CHAJ), heavy water (D"O, D"8O) and the ammonia isotopes 14NH 3 , A4 NH2D,
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14NHD 2, 1"NH3 and 15ND3. Optical pumping the methylihalides delivered 630 emission lines in the
frequency region from 8 cm-' to 71 cm-', 29 of them could be assigned as overtone transitions
(2v3) of 12CH 3J. Using heavy water as laser mnedium we obtained 93 laser lines in the frequency
region from 25 cm- 1 to 240 cin- 1 and with ammonia we observed 350 laser lines from 15 cm-1 to
more than 200 cm-'. The photon conversion coefficients reached values of up to 12% ('4NH3 and
"2 CI 3 F); the maximium observed FIR tuning ranges were 36 0Hz ('2 C1- 3F), 17 GHz (D"6O) and
more than 90 0Hz (14 NH-3).

20 atm CO2 laser

output expanderFI lae
coupler 12BaF 2FR -lsrTPX detector

fused quartz wavegulde quartz

Figure: Experimental setup

branch 80 cmn gain region 150 cm gain region
10k R(6) - R(28) R(2) -R(40)

loP P(8) - P(28) P(4) -P(38)

9k R(6) - R(30) R(2) -R(44)

L 913P P(1O) - P (26) 1P (4) - P(3 8)

Table: Tuning ranges of the two high pressure C02 -lasers
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As major applications for millimeter and sub- results in an increase in air pressure in the call.
millimeter electromagnetic waves have developed The signal beam is modulated and the consequent
there has arisen a need for instruments which will variations in pressure in the cell are measured by
allow measurements to be made of the power a miniature pressure-transducer at the periphery of
carried by free-space propagating beams and of the the cell. The film has electrodes along opposite
energy carried in short pulses. Such Instruments edges so that current can be passed through the
should be calibrated absolutely and re-calibration film to provide ohmic power which serves to
should be a straightforward matter, This paper absolutely calibrate the power meter.
will report on the power and energy meters we The paper will exam~ne the properties of this
have developed for the 60-900 0Hz range. photo-acoustic detection system which make it a

Two measurement methods have been devel. reliable and sensitive absolute power meter. Two
oped to cover the two domains: versions of the meter will be described, one for

(I) measurement of powers exceeding I#jW precision measurements in the millimetric range
(with Is response time) and energies exceeding I and one which operates over a wide-band from
uJ (in pulses of duration less than 10 ms), millimetric to far infrared frequencies.

(ii) measurement of powers exceeding 0.1 pW The second domain involves much smaller sig.
(with Is response time) and energies exceeding 0.1 nal power levels and what is required is a means
pJ in pulses of duration less than 100 ms. for calibrating absolutely, as a function of fre-

For the first domain we have developed a power quency, the response of a sensitive detector, e.g.
meter in which the signal beam passes through a pyro-electric detectors down to I nW and cooled
thin metallic film which has the resistance-per- photoconductive or bolometric detectors down to
square which maximises the fraction of the signal I pW. This paper will describe how this can be
power absorbed in the film as the beam passes done with a thermal source (black-body cavity)
through it. This film on a I um polymeric sub- and a two-beam polarising Interferometer em-
strate, lies between a window and a back-reflector, ployed as a band-pass filter which is tuneable over
or a second window, to form a narrow-gap the millimetric and far infrared ranges and whose
airfilled cell, The power absorbed from the sig- throughput efficiency throughout that range can
nal beam heats the film and this raises the tempera- be determined with precision,
ture of the air layers In contact with the film which

IiU
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ABSTRACT

Methyl Alcohol Is the most prolific and one of the most efficient molecules
for the production of optically pumped FIR laser lines. We present a review of
nearly 2000 C02 pumped FIR laser wavelengths, and frequencies of about fifteen
percent of those, measured in CH30H and its Isotopes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Chang et al1() early recognized methanol as a source of strong far infrared
(FIR) laser lines, Since then, more than 100 papers were publiMed containing
Information about new laser emissions, Recptly, Moruzzi et al presented a
review of 575 lines produced by methanol ( CH3OH). In the present paper, we,
have extended the review to 10 other Isotopic modifications of this molecule.

Optically pumped lasers are today the most important source of coherent
radiation In the FIR spectral region, and are increasingly finding wide
applications In several fields of physics.

In the present work, the pump source which produced most of the lines Is a
C02 laser. In a few cases Isotopic CO2 lasers were employed. CO sequence band
and hot band laser lines were also eventually used for optical pumping. As far
as the FIR laser cavity Is concerned, a great variety of resonators has been
employed. It was noticed that the highest output powers have been achieved In
hollqw dielectric waveguldes. However, Fabry-Perot cavities are widely used as
well

2. CIH 3OH

The vibrational-rotational structure of CH30H is well known 4 }, and data on
its other Isotopic species are constantly being Improved. The reason for this
success is the overlap between the strong absorbing CO-stretch band and the
C02 laser emission spectrum (specially the 9R and 9P branches). Exchanging H
for D to obtain the deuterated species does not alter the situation
appreciably, so that the CO-stretch absorption band Vtill colrqjdes with the
J02 laser spectrum. It Is also possible to substitute ' C for C and 0 for
0.

3. RESULTS

In table I we present an overview of the results, together with
some statistical data. From this table we can see another reason why the
methanol analogues are such important molecules for FIR laser generation. Most
of the lines have wavelengths that are less than 200 gm, and a significant
percentage have short wavelengths (<100m). It Is a well known fact that for
other molecules (with the (51xception of CH2F2 and isotopic forms) the situation
favors long3r wavelengths . This short wavelength region is the most scarce
In coherent sources and the most Interesting for spectroscopic applications.
The Increasing Investigation of CH30H and CHzF2 can help to fill In this gap
by hopefully making available a new set of pump laser lines.
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4, APPLICATIONS

Being practically the only iiource of coherent radiation in the FIR region,
optically pumped lasers find a variety of applications in various fields of
physics. Laser Magnetic Resonance (LMR) in the far-infrared is an example: a
molecular transition frequvncy is tuned into coincidence with that of a fixed
laser frquency by the application of a variable magnetic field (0-20
kGauos) ( Important chemical species were studied by this extremely
sensitive technique, such as the OH radical, for example. Current interest is
on the Mjvolvement of this species in the fundamental Aleps of chemical
reactions , specially those occuring in the atmosphere . In fact, the
photochemistry of the OH radical controls the rate at which many trace g.8,
are oxidized and removed from the atmosphere. For example, Brown et al
used CH3OH laser lines in LMR spectroscopy.

TABLE Is PERCENTAGES OF LASERS LINES ACCORDING TO WAVELENGTH RANGE

Wavelength range Nummber of laser lines
(AM) (7M

< 100 23.7
100- 200 28.1
200- 300 22.4
300- 400 10.6
400- 500 6.7
500- 600 3.0
600- 700 2.3
700- 800 1.4
800- 900 0.6
900-1000 0.5

> 1000 0.8
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Over the past two decades, a large number of optically pumped far infrared
laser lines have been discovered with a wide variety of lasing gases. Amongst
these C2H3F, C2H3CI, C2H2F2, C2H5F, C2HCN and CF20 are important examples.
They give many strong laser lines which are very useful for far infrared laser
magnetic rosonance(FIR LMR) and tunable far infrared(TuFir) laser spectroscopy.
Although these gases have been investigated before, we have nevertheless
discovered over 30 new laser lines between 140 jtm and 988gm.

The optically pumped FIR laser was originally developed for FIR LMR
spectroscopy. The cavity is I m long and formed by two concave gold coated
mirrors with radii of 1.635m and 1.835m, respectively. The laser gas fills a gold-
coated glass tube, 7cm in diameter, located between the cavity mirrors. Pump
radiation from a cw C02 laser, 60w for the stongest line, enters the cavity through
a side wall window and is transversely multiply reflected in the glass tube. The
FIR radiation is coupled out through a 2mm hole in the Ral.635m mirror and
detected with a Golay cell. In order to eliminate the effect of thermal radiation
from FIR laser components, the C02 laser beam was chopped instead of the FIR
radiation. This apparently facilitated the search for new laser lines. Laser
wavelength measurement was achieved using a micrometer, on which the totaily
reflecting FIR laser mirror is mounted, with an estimated precision of ±0.5gm.

In order to obtain as many FIR laser lines as possible, we carefully
investigated every C02 pump line on the above gases, changing the laser gas
pressure and the tuning of the pump laser. Generally, each laser line has its own
optimum gas pressure and optimum CO2 laser frequency offset. In Tablel are listed
all the new laser lines obtained, Including measured wavelength, CO 2 pump line,
optimum pressure and relative intensity.

Of special interest is the case of the 1OP22 pump line for C2H3F. There
appear to be two very close components lasing together. This has been supported
by observing LMR spectra of the CF radical. The two components gave slightly
different LMR spectra for CF. C2H3CI also shows two closely spaced lines when
pumped by 10 R26.
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Table I. New optically pumped FIR laser lines

Wavelength(Lm) Pump line Lasing gas Intensity Optimum
pressure(mT)

137.0 9R22 C2H3F S 70
140.4 10R34 CF20 S 100
141.0 10R42 CF20 V.S. 170
152.5 10R30 CF20 V.S. 100
184.0 10R34 CF20 S 120
218.5 10736 C2H3CI S 80
269.0 IOR02 C2H3F M 150
285.0 10P36 CAHC S 80
285.0 1OP32 C2H3F S so
325.0 10P12 C2H2F2 V.S. 180
352.2 10P22 C2H3Cl S 130
354.0 10P12 C2H2F2 M 120
361.0 10R12 C2H3CN W 100
376.8 9R14 C2HSF M so
403.2 10P24 C2H3C1 M 150
415.3 10P12 C2H3CN W 50
417.5 10716 C2H3Cl M 150
4385 9R24 C2HSF W so
444.5 10P10 C2H3F M 160
"447.3 10114 C2H3F S so
477.3 10136 C2H3CI M 50
503.2 9P18 C2H5I W 45
513.5 10P34 C2H3C1 M 60
534.3 10R04 C2H3C1 M 70
551.0 9P18 C21-5F M 50
572.8 10R18 C2H3CN M 50
574.0 10R14 C2H3CN M 50
606.5 1OP42 C2H3F M 45
618.3 IOR12 C2H3CN W 25
629.3 10R06 C2H3CN W 20
669.9 10P20 C2H3Cl W 70
777.3 1OP22 C2H3F V.s. 80
777.5 10P22 C2H31" S 55
987.8 10R26 C2H3Cl W 45
988.5 10R26 C2H3Cl W 45

V.S.-very strong, S-strong, M-medlium, W-weak as related to the known l-ser
lines from the same lasing gas.

Ig
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Identifloation of submilliweter 0D20 laser lines

S. F. Dyubko 13. V. Syrota

The analysis of the rotational speotrum of' CD2O moleoule in ex-
olted oouplinq vibrational states 4 and 4,S has been performed. Opti-
oally pumped FIR OD20 laser operates using rotational transition of
these vibrational states. Many a OD20 laser lines have been assigned.
A table of the generation lines frequenoies of a OD20 laser was ob-
tained instead of the known tables of wavelengths.
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A Table of the Absorption Strong Lines of' Formic Acid

which are Coincided with the FIR Lasers Frequencies

S. F. Dyubko, S. V. Syrota

Kharkov State University, Department of Quantum
Radiophysios, Kharkov, Ukraine, 310077

We revealed many ooincidenoies of generation lines frequencies
of FIR lasers and absorption lines frequencies of strong lines of
the rotational spectrum of' formic acid molecule. The results are
reported in Table 1. We used FIR lasers frequencies which have been
reported in N.G .Douglas handbook r13. And absorption lines
frequencies of' fomio acid have been obtained when we investigated
the rotational spectrum of these molecules in frequency range up to
400 •Hz. About 8,000 frequencies of absorption lines of HCOOH,
DCOOH, HCOOD, DCOOD, H13COOH, D13COOH, H13000D. D13COOD, HC1800H,
HCOi8OH, DC1800H. DC0180H. DC1800D, DCO180D in ground state and,
partioully, in exited vibrational ones were measured. Accuracy of
these measurements was * 20 6 50 kHz. As a result the sets of' rot3-
tional and centrifugal molecular parameters of Watson's Hamilto-
nian, I" representation, have been obtained for each species.

Comparing frequencies of lasers and absorption lines frequen-
cies of' formic acid we examined only lines with intensity (>104

cm and frequency shift I fi - frj 2 M•Iz.
The results given in Table I may be used for following

purposes:
- frequency stability of FIR lasers on power nonlinear

resonances;
- constract of the gaseous filters for selection of' laser

radiation;

- masers oonstraot on Q-transitions of formic acid molecules
pumped whith a FIR laser;

- the next investigation of the rotational transitions of' formic
acid using a FIR laser as a radiation source.
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Table I

LASER LASER M I C R OW A V E T R A N S I T I 0 N
[I] FREQUENCY j' K( J" K' K' INT.O a om"i

CH3Br 283666.4 283666. 9 12 4 8 13 4 9 0.013 HOOOD
CD3I 298197. 8 298197. 3 13 12 1 14 12 2 0. 003 DI3COOD
DCOOD 300238.6 300238. 9 13 3 10 14 3 11 0. 011 HCO800H
130H2F2 320426. 8 320425. 9 14 4 11 15 4 12 0. 012 HC1800H
DOOOD 323058.7 323059.7 13 2 11 14 2 12 0.015 HCOOH
DCOOD 384411.2 384412. 7 17 3 15 18 3 16 0. 020 HCO180H
DCOOD 393551.5 393552. 9 16 2 14 17 2 15 0. 027 HOOOD
NH2NH2 408346. 7 408345. 5 18 5 14 19 5 15 0. 023 DISCOOD
OH3Br 419061.7 419058.? 18 8 10 19 8 11 0.033 D13COOH
CD3I 449307. 5 449304.4 19 14 5 20 14 6 0. 004 HI3COOH
CHCIF2 450216.4 450217.1 19 7 13 20 7 14 0.016 HOOOH
0H2F2 456139.1 456141.2 20 15 5 21 15 6 0.005 H13COOD
DCOOH 469064. 7 469066.2 21 12 9 22 12 10 0. 017 D13COOD
OH2CHC1 472507, 5 472607. 0 20 13 7 21 13 8 0. 001 HCOOH
CH2CHC1 472507.8 472507. 1 20 9 11 21 9 12 0.011 HCOOH
DCOOD 534109A 6 634108. 1 23 5 19 24 5 20 0. 026 DOOOH
Hi3000H 546225. 3 546223. 4 23 4 19 24 4 20 0. 041 DISCOOH
NH2NH2 M61772.0 561773. 0 24 3 22 25 3 23 0. 053 HCOOH
OD3Br 565506. 1 565506.5 27 0 27 28 0 28 0. 046 DI3COOH
TRIOX 598192.4 598194.7 27 6 21 28 6 22 0.037 HCOI8OH
CH30H 607431.2 607433. 2 26 13 13 27 13 14 0. 016 HCOOH
CH2CF2 618417. 5 618418. 3 28 11 17 29 11 18 0. 027 HC1800H
DCOOH 642678. 4 642578.7 30 6 24 31 6 25 0. 041 DCOOD
CH2F2 645630. 9 645627. 9 28 4 24 29 4 25 0. 040 D13000D
CH2F2 672689.5 672691.8 30 17 13 31 17 14 0.006 HCOOD
NH2NH2 687957.4 687959.5 29 4 25 30 4 26 0.052 H13COOH
CD3OH 695691.5 695688.2 31 13 18 32 13 19 0.020 HCOOD
HCOOD 697695.1 697697.5 30 18 13 31 18 14 0.019 HCOOH
CDF3 712130. 6 712128. 1 31 7 24 32 7 25 0. 034 DCOOH
CHC1F2 723522. 9 723524. 8 32 3 29 33 3 30 0. 029 HOOi8OH
HOOOH 739161.0 739161.4 33 13 20 34 13 21 0.020 HCOOD
HCOOD 765384. 6 765384. 5 33 6 27 34 6 28 0. 035 D13COOH
CHD2F 798579. 5 798577. 1 36 8 29 37 8 30 0. 024 D13COOD

1. N.G.Douglas Millimetre and Submillimetre Wavelength Lasers. A Hand-
book of ow Measurements.-Springer-Verlag Berlin ... , 1989, 289 p.
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TIME-DIPENDENT STwITLaTrom or OPTICALLY PUMPED FIR LASJ
FOR ARJBTRA• U ,LAZATION CON FT(IThITTON.q

V,A,bEatanov, A.O.Radkovich
and A.L.Telyatnikov
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A numer'ical model off timo-dependent SiMnu18tion Of FIR laser
ix presernted. Thiý mueIl expands th&e previously Veported
steady-stato co'ut ion for the ar'itravy rield polarisation
config'urations in (7t TRL to the time dependent model. No
limitations on -he intensities of the interacting fields are
Unposed.
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Theoretical Research and Diseumsion of Dynamical States of Optically Pumped
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Luo Liguo', Nie Dushen', Chen Jishul and Su Jinwen'
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P. R. China,
Department of Physics, Ningbo University, Ningbo, ZheJiang, 816311,
P. R. China,

'National Laboratory for Infrared Phyalc, Shanghai Institute of Technical
Physics, Academia Sinica. Shanghai, 200088, P, R. China.

I. Introduction.

It is not an amasoment that optically pumped submillimeter laser(OPSHL)
system can show rich dynamical behaviourm of bistability and Instability,
for it may be taken for a combination of passive and active systems. It Is
one of the moot suitable lamer. for laser dynamical research,

If Fundamental Equation.

The three-level model is oufficient and effective for ur to study
dynamical behaviour. of the continuous OPSNL system, We assume that both the
pump laser and the submillimeter laser emit single- mode travelling- wave
fields in a homogeneously broadened medium, The interaction between laser and
matter can be described with a set of equations derived from the density
matrix and Maxwell's equation. am follows:

K~a a )+gppii.,"-_KjP+gsp,,

d,- -Yo(dij - i)+ 2(ap31 +c'pu)+Ppja +P*pas,
di - -ytadn - (aip + a' pu) -2(/Ppi +0' p23),

-.3 - -(7n + M,)pu -(adu +Olpt:),
An- -(I + 14,)pai + (Pd~, -ap:),

Oil M -[7,2 + O(p -. ,)]pla +0p92 +#'pI3

where a , an, ad P are slowly varying envelope amplitudes of the input pump
field, the intracavity pump field and the oubmillimeter field respectively.
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The X p and K. are respectively the decay rates of the pump field and the
submillimeter field. g, and g. are the unsaturated absorption coefficient of
the pump field and the unsaturated gain coefficient of the submillimeter field,
respectively. Other variables and parameters are in the coventional forms of
lamer theory.

, Results and Discussion

Several results are obtained by studying the fundamental equations,

(1) Analysis of state without submillimeter laser emission,

Linear stability analysis reveals that there are three kinds of unstable
regions of state ( P.0, a), The first arless from bistability of the pump
laser, It corresponds to the negative slope of a- a curve, The second is
proved to correspond to the ow output of submillimeter laser ( P-Ow, a ) ,
The third gives pulsation and even chaos output, All of the regions vary much
by changing paramenters of K, g and Y,

(2) fistability of the OPSML system

The system shows blstabilitles for both a- a curve and 0- as curve,
These curves change dramatically by adjusting K, g and y,

(8) Pulsation of the OPSML system

With a pulsation expression of P stable pulsation is easily gotten in
the OPSBL system on resonance, The pulsation frequency grows with the
Increase of pump intensity, Unstable pulsation and chaos can be obtained
around the initial emergence of the pulsation,

(4) Analysis of small-amplitude pump modulation

By studying the effect of small-amplitude pump modulation, we know that
the system has two intrinsic frequencies, The higher frequency concides with
the pump Rabi frequency, The lower frequency is mainly related to the
choice of K, g and y, which also determine the emergence of the later
frequency pulisation, The two frequencies may have relations with the two
different chaos in the OPSML system C, 0. Weiss,N, B, Abraham and U, Hubbner
Phys. Rev, Lett, 61 (1988) 1587).

The project Is supported by the National Natural Science foundation of China,
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I, Introduction

Laser dynamical behaviour. in both passive and active resonators have
attracted much attention of many laboratories since 1980's. The research can
not only reveal the origin and character of laser dynamics, and give a good
example for general nonlinear theory, but also provide theoretical and
experimental foundations of practical demigning of submillimeter laser with
continuous-wave (cw), pulsation and chaos outputs,

I, Experiment and Results

In our experimental setup an 1,5m long gold- coated waveguide
submillimeter resonator is pumped by a COm laser with selectable linom, The
output mirror of the *ubmillimeter laser can sweep in length direction and it
is tiltable in order to adjust the resonator lose, The submillimeter laser is
detected with a GaAs Schottky barrier diode, An oscilloseope and a rf spectrum
analyzer are used to display the results,

In optically pumped formic said mubmillimeter laser, the 9R(20) CO. laser
line with power of 2OW is used as pump laser, The submillimeter laser
wavelength is 438pm with its largest output power of 10mW. The oubmillimeter
laser exists within the HCOOH pressure from 5 to 90 mTorr,
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While the *ubmillimeter laser output is gotten, stable pulsation is easily
obtained on energy resonance, The pulsation behaviour is vey stable and
exists for quite a long time, The pulsation frequency decreases from 1.5 YNH
to 0.4 MHz as the tilting angle grows, The pulsation frequency increases a
little with increasing of the HCOOH pressure.

At higher pressure, unstable pulsations are observed, Various styles of
unstable pulsations are sensitive to condition changing. The developed chaos
is observed and it also exists for quite a long time. From pulsation to
chaos, a two-frequency road is observed.

In optically pumped CH&I submillimeter laser, the iOP(i8) CO. laser line
with power of 45W is used as pump laser, The submillimeter laser wavelength Is
44711m with the largest output power of 10mW and CHI gas pressure ranges from
9 mTorr to 70 mTorr, Stable pulsation Is also obtained on energy resonance,
but it is sensitive to the increases of gas pressure or output mirror loss, The
frequency of an unstable pulsation frequency can vary periodically bet-len 0. 5
and 1. 5 MHz. The two-frequency route into chaos is also clearly observed,

The 10P(20) CO laser line is used to pump CH,CF, mubmillimeter laser,
The submillimeter laser wavelength Is 890 4m with output pawer around 1mW, The
pulsation is not very stable and unstable pulsation varies much and it is
sensitive to condition changing.

From the experiment we are able to conclude that pulsation and chaos,
like the cw output, are the commom output states of many optically pumped
submillimeter lasers, These behaviours may have potentiality in laser
application in the future,

The project is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China
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Experimental studies with open resonators on fre-
quency dependent dielectric loss at mm-wavelengths
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2) Association KfK-EURATOM
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Open resonators, both of the spherical and hemispherical geometry, have been
used in different sizes and configurations to measure the dielectric loss tangent
of low loss dielectrics at numerous frequency spots between 1S GHz and 300 GHz.
Data were obtained at room temperature for Sapphire, Quartz and High Resistivi-
ty Silicon.
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Dielectric loss measurements between 25 - 300 K
with a hemispherical Fabry-Perot resonator

R. Heidinger, 0. Link

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Association KfX-Euratom
Institut flr Materialfonrchung, Postfach 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe, F.R.,G.

ABSTRACT

A measurement system based on the analysis of TEM, modes in a hemispherical Fabry-P6rot rebonator around 145 GHz
has been optimized to give access to temperatures as low as 25 K and dielectric loss tangents at 101. The extended perfor-
mance which relies on refined data acquisition and conversion methods is shown for special grades of CaF 2 and Sapphire.

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of a reliable output window Is a key problem for high power gyrotrons capable of continuous wave (CW) ope-
ration in Electron Cyclotron Wave systems ( 120 - 160 GHz ) proposed for next generation nuclear fusion devices'. With
present window materials1 , the targets set to I MW/CW transmitted power per window are only attainable with cryogenical
cooling. Intensive experimental efforts to have been devoted recently" to determine the dielectric )oss tangent ( tan8 )
which is the primary factcd/ for the power handling capability. Even though their results have been regularly discussed, the-
se activities have not yet provided a currently accepted data base for Sapphire, which is the major candidate material. So-
me difficulties arise from the different frequency ranges chosen, which imply models for scaling to one reference frequen-
cy. In addition, the experimental procedures are especially critical in all these studies, as their principles are extended from
room temperature, where they were established, to low temperatures. An obvious issue is that dramatic decreases in tan6
may call for a reevaluation of the limits of resolution in the set-up, Much less considered are possible changes in the rele-
vance of the individual experimental factors which may alter the basic rules to convert the primary observed quantities into
the desired tan8 values.

2. REFINEMENTS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND THE DATA CONVERSION

The schematic arrangement of the basic set-up, which is described in detail in Ref.6, has been slightly modified to register
the power transmitted through the resonator around the TEM., modes flilly under frequency control. Per measurement cy-
cle, 60 power data are obtained over a frequency range that coiresponds to about three times tha resonance half-width, This
data set is fitted with u Lorentzian-shape based model 'ncluding a distortion due to signal leakage. As a result, the Q-
factors of tue resonances are determined to *2 %. The fully automated data acquisition allowe the replacement of the static
temperature variation method, where individxua temperature points are generated finding a balance between cryogenical
cooling and electrical heating, by the dynamic temperature variation method, where after cooling to a minimum temperatu-
re the system is continaously analyzed under" free heating "conditions', Together with the substitution of the aluminum
pedestals by copper pedestals for fixing the resonator to the heat exchanger, this method allowed to minimize temperature
gradients and to V':ep the contraction upon cooling reproducible. Consequently the temperature dependence of e,' is measu-
red with high accuracy ( e,'/e, < 0.01% ) and the temperature range down to 25 K is attainable with cold He gas.

The loss measuremeits are based on the Q-factor and the resonant frequency of the empty and loaded resonator ( Qo,f. and
Q,,f, ) as primary quantities which together with the size parameters of the resonator and the specimen are converted into
the dielectric parameters'. The conversion rule for tan8 can be written in the forn.:

tanS - Fp (Q," - (Q0 / FL )" ) (I)
The filling factor F, takes into account the effective volume taken by the specimen in the resonator, The loading factor F,,
describes the rearrangement of electric and magnetic fields at the mirror due to the specimen, As a consequence of this re-
arrangement, the ohmic losses at the mirrors and thus their contribution in the Q-factors are modified, Standard conversion
rules assume that the ohmic losses dominate all other loss terms - except the dielectric loss in the specimen - and that they
are equally shared among minrors of identical materials'. In cryogenic set-ups, however, the surface resistivitles ( R. ) de-
crease significantly with temperature because the conductivity of mirror materials increases.
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The contribution of diffraction at the coupling holes ( Rd ), which are suitably placed in the spherical mirror, lift the equal
share. This effect can be accounted by the redistribution parameter MW:

RS and IFM = ( 2 )(M&+l )FST (2)M=RB-'=•d "L- A+'1 M+,, L()

where FL0r' is the standard filling parameter which is strictly valid only for M - 1. The well-known A parameter' depends
on the nwnber of half-wavelengths contained in the specimen ( N,), For resonant specimens ( N. integer), Fu equals FL',

3. EXEMPLARY MEASUREMENTS

The redistribution parameter M is specific to the resonator design, and it depends particularly on the geometry of the cou-
pling holes ( k ) and on the surface quality of the mirrors ( R, ). In our actual set-up, it hba been assessed by varying the
material and the surface finish of the flat mirror and by comparing the resulting values of Q0, The Sapphire specimen, that
was studied earlier ( HEMEX grade from Crystal Systems, USA ), has been remeasured using the M(T) data shown in
Fig. I. As shown in Fig,2, the scatter in the data is decisively reduced, and still there is agreement within the previously
indicated accuracy. Included into Fig,2 are also results obtained for HEMLUX grade Sapphire ( Crystal Systems, USA)
and optical window grade CaF2 (DrSteeg & Reuter, FRG ) from an international intercomparlson exercise.

I HRW IW1l3

440 21 HUD

2 -n a

060.1

93. -.
00 00 30 00 W W 0.0 ,

T[ K 50 100 ISO 21A, in 20
I (K I

Fig. I The redistribution parameter M(T) Fip,2 Dielectric loss of Sapphire ( HEMEX, HEMLUX grade)
as determined for the present set-up and optical window grade CaF2
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Monochromatic submillimeter spectrometry
in standards and material characterization

R.Brazis, A.NamajOnas, V.Gaidelis, L.Safonova, and S.Bumeliene

Semiconductor Physics Institute
A.Goltauto 11, Vilniui 2600, Lithuania

ABSTRACTr

Backward-wave oscillator (BWO) based tunable monochromatic spectrometer equipped with
computer aided control and data processing means is applied for liquid (ethanol, water, mineral oil)
and solid (Si, GaAs, YBaCuO) sample characterization in the frequency range above 200 0Hz.

SPECTROMETMR

BWO exhibiting tunability over an octave in the range above 200 GHz are used as
monochromatic sources, Oscillation frequency is tuned by means of computer - aided measuring
and control (CAMAC) system with IBM PC AT 386 serving as a control and data acquisition unit.
Free-standing wire grid Fabry - Perot cavity and teflon lenses, and the Golay cell detecting system
are used to build the quasioptic circuit. Temperature control unit is designed for measuring the
solid sample reflectivity when cooling down to liquid nitrogen temperature. Liquid cells equipped
with a precise level control unit are used for measuring the refraction index and absorption of
liquids at room temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Ceramics. YBaCuO ceramic plate is employed to study the high frequency response of high
T. superconductors at various temperatures. Toge-
ther with the sample, the aluminum mirror of the

1.0 .. .. ... . Al same shape have been placed in the cryostat in
order to have the reference value of reflectivity. The

IN-%. results (Fig.1) show pronounced change of reflec-
,A YBaCuO tivity near T.. However, reflectivity does not reach

... .unity below T. exhibiting residual absorption.
0 9 Single crystals. High resistivity Si crystal plate

transmission exhibits resonances (Fig.2) which give
the index of refraction. The plate in turn is usable as
an etalon for calibrating the frequency vs voltage

0 .8.1 i 200 dependence of BWO.

Temperature, K Metal meshes. GaAs single crystal is used as
a substrate for metal mesh produced by means of

Fg.. Temperature dependence of rf vacuum deposition and ultraviolet photolitography.
ivi.1 fo pr atur ceramiseandene f rmflec- The elementary cell of the mesh is square, however,

two parallel strips are interrupted. The transmittivity
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of such a structure exhibits substrate Fabry-Perot
1.0 1 maxima as well as metal mesh elementary cell

.* 0. /'resonance minimum at 428 GHz (Fig.3). The trans-
mittivity is dependent on whether the wave electric

g. /field oscillates along the interrupted strips (curve 1)
or along the solid strips of the mesh (curve 2).

mO.4 Liquids. Measuring crell is positioned horizon-
tally, and the wave beam passes in vertical direction.
Liquid layer thickness is measured by filling control

0.0 unit, and Fabry-Perot resonances are observed at
320 370 420 470 constant value of wavelength enabling one to inca-

Frequency, GHz sure the index of refraction (Fig.4),
Pure mineral oil is usable in phase tuning

Fig.2. Frequency dependence of transmission whereas water and ethanol are of interest for

for silicon plate (d- 1110O). absorption filters and attenuators.

0.8 -1.5

0.6 .

,0.4 1.4 -

2W

Fi .0 0 1.33 0 370 420 470 1.4 1.6Frequency, GHz Wavelength, mm r

Fig.3. Frequency dependence of transmission Fig.4. Index of refraction as a function of
through a square metal mesh (elementary wavelength for a liquid (mineral oil)
cell size d-183 ) on insulating GaAs subst-
rate (thickness D=290)
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Properties of materials for practical use

at the mm and submi wavelengths.

V.V.Meriancri and E.E.Ohigrai
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ABSTRACT
Results of investigations at wavelengths from 6.0 to 0.4 mm

ofoptioal characteristics (complex refraotive index, transmission and

refleotion coefficients, inoluding anisotropio characteristics) of
several dozens of building and common use materials are presented. The
quasi optioal methods and backward-wave tubes were used for

measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION.
Presently, mr, waves devices are of great interest for

communications and traffic applications as well as effective
instruments for nondestr•ctive test of materials, manufactured articles

and environment LI). Por all of these problems it is important to know

how mm waves propagate in oorresponding materials and media. Here we

presents some results of mm wave property measurements of building

materials, materials for clothes, furniture etc.

2. UASUMCT K1THODS.

Modules and phases of transmission and reflection coefficient

depending on frequency, temperature and water content have been

measured using the beam waveguide spectrosoopy methods [21.

3. EMPERIMZNTAL RESULTS.
The results are summarised in Tables 1 and 2. The measurement

err•or are about 1(1-2)% for It12 and Irl2,and 3-5 for ars(t) azg(r).
These values are less than the difference between the corresponding

values for the paretioular examples of the same materials.
In Table I n is refractive index, tand - loss tangent. Less values

of tanO (see numbers 4,6) are correspond to electrical field

perpendioular to wood fibers. Water content in wood less than 78%.
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Table 1. Building materials, X-2 mm,T-20 C

n0P
N Material n tano, 2

1 BrIk.. 1.8 3.5-4.2
2 Concrete 3 2.4 5.0-5.5
3 Asphalt (p-1.3 g/om) 1.5 8.0
4 Pine-tree wood (p-0.5 glom ) 1.4 3.4/2
5 Glass 1.45 5.0
6 Veneer (d-7.6 mm) 1.5 2.6/1.4
` Marble 1.5 1.0
8 Organic glase 1.6 J..

In Table 2 clothes material properties are presented. Here d- material

thickness neff-effective refractive index: n...-'az'g(t)/2,%,d.
Table 2. Olothe, materials, X-1.6

Material _t_,_ _ rl_2, p ne62-1,

I Clothe for tents 82-94 (1 0.2-0.3 0.3-0.5
2 01. for coat, wool 77-84 ,(3 0.1-0.2 2 - 4
3 01. for suit, wool 85-99 (1 0.20-0.35 0.5-1.0
4 Silk 89-93 41 0.28-0.35 0.15-0.25
5 Leathers, natural 79-13 48 0.3b-0.46 0.9-1.5
6 Leathers, artificial 87-92 45 0.22-0.28 0.7-0.8
7 ?ur, artificial 75-89 (3 0.04-0.07 4-12
8 Ol.for shirts 92-95 (5 0.18-0.23 0.2-0.3

Frequency dependence of n in mm region is weak but tanO and I t 2

vary considerably as frequency changes. Por example tanO of brick at

4-6.3 mm in only (0.7-1.5),10-2, tand of concrete is 5.3,10-3 .
Transparency of clothes decreases as frequency increases from 99-84%

(see Table 2) at 1.6 rum to 76-37% at %=0.4 mm.
All materials have strong dependence of transparency on moisture.

Yor dry materials It 2 -90-80% in temperature interval T-40-200C, for
moisture 28% It 2-80-25% with sharp decay from 65% to 30% near 000
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[2]. V.Y.Meriakri, V.N.Apletalin, A.N.Kopnin and others. Submillimeter
beam waveguide spectroscopy and its application., in book Problems of

modern radio engineering and electronics, Nauka Publishers, Moscow,
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On the moamuresntet of the complex dielectric constant of th medium

Yu Rong and Xingguo Li
Dept. of Electrionic Engineering, East China Institute of Technology

Nanjing, P.O.Code 210014, P.R.China

ABSTRACT
A method of measuring the complex dielectric constant of the medium is proposed in this paper. Unlike the usual,

method, this method is based on measurement techniques and the numerical calculation, The simplicity and accuracy
of this method is shown.

1. Introduction
To measure the dielectric constant in the millimeter wave range, traditional methods such as closcd--avty

resonator method, open-cavity resonator technique and open dielectric resonator are bocoming more and more Im.
proper.

In this paper, a new and accurate method, which is based on measurement techniques and the numerical calcula.
tion, is proposed. Fig.l shows a simplified model of this method. A full height sample rod of radius R, is centeredly
inserted in an ordinally rectangular waveguide (a x b). The waveguide is assumed to propagate only the dominate
TE10 mode, while all higher modes are cut off, Excitation by the dominant mode TE10 takes place, it is obvious that
only TB~m mode are excited. With the measurement techniques, the equivalent network of this discontinuity can then
be obtained. So the complex dielectric constant of this medium ts readily derived after the inverse problem of the ana.
lysis of this discontinuity is treated.

Fig.1 The simplified model

2. FORMULATION
2.1 Analysis

The main steps In analysing problem which is shown in Fig.l are as follows.
A. Lossless Problem

The system is assumed lossless. In order to facilitate the analysis, the wavegulde Is divided Into three roillons: the
simple rod , region 1, the imaginary region, region II and rectangular wavoguide, region III. The field components in
each region are expressed by using the mode expansion method. Using the boundary conditions, the equivalent net-
work parameters of Fig, I can then be obtained. It is readily found that the scattering parameters of this discontinuity
can be obtained through the following equations ,
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SO -0.5(A, +A,)I IA
$,2 M 0,5(AI ,)A',)

where Al and A? are the reflective coefficients A, in the characteristic equations under the excitation of the two eigen

incident wave pairs, respectively.
B. Lossy problem

It is well known in mathematics that if a',•<',, the following equations can be used.I. . S114.' + As' --,,) (all) .
$.(S + /a,") ),- S it', (a +al

S /. MS12( ,, (2)

Using above expression and equation (1), the lousy problem of this discontinuity can then be solved easily, As

long as itec a', (in fact, it is always true in practice), the results of equation (2) are accurate,

2.2 Optimization

Till now, we have a basis for optimization. Actually, the problem treated here is the inverse problem of the above

analysis. Using measurement techniques, we can measure the scattering parameters of the discontinuity as shown in

Fig.l, Assumming that its measured scattering matrix Is ([1, the following objective functional can be constructed.
F- Is,1(s,)- S,,)I, + is1(s(,) - S%' (3)

It is obvious that F In above equation will be zero when the unknown value of a, approachs the actual value.

Therefore, with the POWELL optimization method, the parameter a, of the medium can be obtained,

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
As a measurement method here, the optimization speed of obtaining the numerical solution is much concerned

Lbout. So the following work is done. In the part of analysing the discontinuity, the correctness of the calculation

method is proved using two principles, i.e., power conservation and the convergence of the numerical solutions. As an

example, we found that when Koa, RI/ a equal 4 and 0.1, respectively, the reflective como/Tclents or equations (1) are
obtained rapidly, where only five modes are considered in the waveguide. This shows that being the inverse problem,

the permittivity s, of the measured medium can be obtained easily, by way of the POWELL method and equation (3).

4. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a now method of measuring the permittivity of the medium. To prove the validity of this

method, the investigation on this method Is made. With the personal computer, we found that it is an elTective method
of combined measurement,
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Birefringence and dichroism in magnetic fluids, induced by Magnetic field In frequency range 36 0Hz - 600 OHz.

Semenov A.V,, Vinogradov E.A.

Submilllmeter-Range Physics Laboratory, General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Science, 117942,
Moscow, Russia

The frequency dependence of complex refraction Index and induced anisotropy in magnetite ferrofluid and Its
components were evaluated from transmission spectra, measured with BWO-spectrometer, using interference model
of three-layer cell. The value of birefringence of ferrofluld (dielectric nature, cluster model) Is greater, frequency
Independent and has opposite sign compared to that of ferrite (magnetic nature).

2. INTRODU•CTT•

The experimental study of the behaviors of complex refractive index and field induced birefringence and dichrolum
of ferroflulds in wide frequency range covering 40 -550 0Hz was made. Such investigation seems to be Important to
enhance the understanding of physical phenomena in ferrofluids- a new class of artificial substances of both scientific
and applied interest. These substances are colloidal solutions in which ferromagnetic colloidal particles (30-70
Angstrom diameter) are stably dispersed in organic solvent. The particles are covered by monomolecular layer of
surfactant to avoid aggregations,

There are many Investigations of magnetic field Induced anisotropy in visible, IR range. The paper 1 describes similar
measurements made by DFT-Spoctroscopy methods In frequency range 320 GHz - 700 GHs.

The main advantage of our measurements Is the usage of quasloptic monochromatic spectrometer with tunable
Backward-Wave-Oscillator (BWO) as a source of a stable Rnd monochromatic CW radiation. The single BWO
continuously covers frequency band of about an octave, while with the set of BWO it is possible to get measurements
in the range from S mm down to 0.3 mm without gaps and with relative resolution greater than 30,000. The
reproduceablllty of spectra is order ofA.5%, The wave beam of 50 mm in diameter was shaped by teflon lens, while
the iimilar lens focused the radiation onto the detector window.

The samples of ferrofluid were the colloidal suspensions of single domain particles of magnetite Fe 30 4 in kerosene
at concentrations 10%. The average particles dimension was 9 nm in diameter, The ferrofluids were sealed in the
cells of 50 mm diameter between the 2mm-thick melted silica windows. Two cells of thicknesses 12 and 3 mm between
windows were used for measurements,

The transmission spectra for each BWO (in the frequency range 1/2-1/3 octave) were measured. To measure the
induced anisotropy the samples were placed between two poles of a magnet (perpendicular configuration, intensity
0.3 T - greater than saoration field). To estimate
induced anisotropy (no, nr ) two transmission
spectra were measured In the same frequency Tronanmission of the call:
range: for ordinary (I I I ) and extraordinary 1 -ordinary, 2-without maon,

field, 3-extroordinary+ ft) buts..C points-experlment or value,
sold - tho. poimtoThe complex refractive index was calculated , -te aproximotlon

using generalized formula for three-layer sell Fig. I
(window-ferrofluld-window) system to fit the -

experimental data. The linear term of dispersion '• 0 ,
of complex refractive Index was taken into c
account. The necessary complex refractive Index T
of silica windows was measured beforehand. The
possibility of evaluation of both: Imaginary k and
real n parts of complex refractive Index from 022 2
transmission spectra only was based on the
presence of interference between the windows,
The 12mm spacing at low-frequency and 3mm at
high-frequency end was chosen for optimum 0.1 -C) 2 220 240 -260
Interference. 80 2 r00 220 240 260

Frequency GHz
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4. 1.90 • extraordinary
XXX" withouht magn, field

Figure I shows a fragment of transmission spectra (dotted *t*A* ordinary 2
curves) fitted as mentioned above (solid curves). These 3 curves
are transmission spectra: 1 -ordinary, 2 - without magnetic field, .
3 - extraordinary. Good agreement of experimental spectra
(points) and fitled theoreticai curves (solids) shows that three ,-Si.1
layer function lives adequate approximation of spectra. One can ".'
see the frequency oscillations of transmission spectra. These - ,
oscillations have two distinct periods, The longer period (-50 X
OHz) corresponds tothe interference within silica windowsonly. 1,7o
The shorter (- 10 OH&) Is due to the interference in the whole
cell (window-fluid-window) - the presence of these very
oscillations provides the following accuracy of complex refractive 1.70
index:0.1%-forn, 2%-fork. T 6 ) Fr" { 0 F_ J
The dependencies of real and Imaginary parts of complex Fo Vrequency OHt

(0.0, UW , e)atraordinoey Fi.3.refractive index for three configuration (no, n, n) Are shown in %x wthouht mrno,, fieldthe FIS. 2 and FiI.3 correspondingly. The refraction Index only t*AA ordinary
slowly falls down (from n- 1.795 down to n = 1.795) as frequency 0.05,n .,
rises (from /-45iHz up to 1-S00OHz) without any specific
points as It was stated In 1. Absorption coefficient Increases from
00.029 up to A,-0.042 with the Increase of frequency, Absorption 0.04
coefficient for ordinary beam exceeds that for extraordinary one
by the factor of 14 at the lowest frequency and this coefficient
only slightly changes up to the highest frequency. 00"

Similar measurements for typical VHF ferrite type IC-4 has 0o.0
shown the opposite sign of Induced birefringence and decrease 00
it's value by quadratic low - the normal behavior of magnetic Frequeoy OHa
susceptibility.
We attribute the cause of the magnetic biretringence and dichrolsm of the magnetic fluid to the linear cluster formation
of the magnetic colloidal particles in the field direction as 2- . These clusters are divided into two classes 2. One is
so small, that can not be observed with optical microscope (1-20 particles) and the other Is a macrocluster which is
large enough to be observed (5-30 mkm).

IUke 3 the magnetic field induced anisotropy for extraordinary ray is about 2 times greater then that for ordinary ray.
It can be explained by chain-like cluster model, which predicts this constant difference even from O.Smkm to dc. The
Induced anisotropy for extraordinary ray Increases as frequency rises, The spacing of the particle chains is less then
the wavelength of radiation.

The system of parallel dielectric fibers with non-zero real and imaginary terms of refractive Index is likely to be a
valid electrodynamlc model to describe birefringence and dichrolsm of ferrofluid. It Is very promising, that refraction
coefficient is close to that of fused silica and the birefringence and dichrolsm are high (about 0.05 of absolute value)
and are nearly uniform over the whole frequency range.

1. C. A. Bentley, J. P. Uevellyn, J. R, Birch, "Near Millimeter Birefringence and Dichrolsm in Ferrofluids", Electronic
letters, 21, p.313-314, 1985.
2. S.Taketomi at al "Experimental and theoretical Investigations on Agglomeration of magnetic particles In magnetic
fluid", Journal a/The Physica; Society a/Japan, Vol.60, No 5, May 1991, pp. 1689-1707.
3. N.Inaba at al,"Magneto-optical absorption in infrared region for magnetic fluid thin film", IEEE Transactions on
Manetica, Vol.25, No.5, September, 1989, pp. 3866 - 3868.
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MM-wave dielectric measurements
with an electric-field cross-correlation Fourier transform spectrometer*

Ding Hanyi and Zhang Guangthao

Electronics Dept., Zhongshan University
Guangzhou (510275), P.R.Ohina

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method for measuring dielectric complex permittivity
based on an electric-field cross-correlation Fourier-transform spectrometer.
The method is a time-domain one, its principle can be extended over the whole
microwave region. The parameters of Teflon, plexigrass and a kind of sand were
measured in 8mm-wave region, the accuracy of three or four significant figures
of C V can be achieved, and the relative accuracy of tan8 is only about 10%.

1. THE MEASURING PRINI.PLE

The basic formulae of the electric-field cross-correlation spectrometer is :

2(+r.~~* (P(ro.)-ip" (rw .))/ *b(ro.

1.1, Tht so id si ien

For a lamellar specimen in the rectangular waveguide (Figl), we can derive:

:4 k1g k^02 exp (-i(k 0 2-kgj)d )/(IK 1 4 02)2 (io,1 _k,.) exp(-Mi 92 d)) (2)

Where g E =[/o) -(n/a) 2) ' =2 f 01itO)

1.2. The bulk nowder s5e200 M

For the case in which two windows are made of the same material (see Fig,2),
and using the two-length method, if d - dul- dX2 is small and C not great, an

accurate and simple enough approximate formula can be obtained an following:

x : A + [2KM - arctan(t 1 /9 V )]/A3d (K:integer) (3)

y " ln[(HZ + Z )/2]/A d
and e : A4 + x 2- y 2  3 ( A= f/l(

{ -A4+x 4=(/af s=2f/ (4)
tan8 : -2xy/c• e (Il-A4)/2

Where P V2 + II2 I /i 2 in the ratio of total complex insertion Ions

(nu. vL.qjgjn and two windows)of tLio different saecimen it gtb..
* Supported by Foundation of Specialities Opened to Doctorate Study.
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Table I and 2 give results measured and reference values. For the powder
specimen, two windows are made of teflon and two lengths of sand are 22.70mm
and 19.70mm.

Table 1 Relative permittivity and loss tangent

Specimen Measuring results Reference
2 3

- tanC tanaI. I

Teflon 2.064±.007 (9il)x10" 22.08 6x10 .4

Plexiglass 2.667t.002 (9•.1)x10 n --2.663 7.8xlO3

Table 2 The dielectric parameter of the shaped sand

TPainj 3 density Relative tanO Frequency Ref.
Jr/cm per i t tivit.

.i1,4"7 ........ t A 7,03 ,02 . 0 009 3B.! I -i
2: o"6 5.169 06009

2.224 3.194 0.007 1 lIHz 4
2.235 3.199 0.008
2.242 3,223 1 .0.009 1

3•. CONCLU ION

Although the measurement above is still a primary onep yet the principle has
no limitation to be used in other microwave ranges and the method has potenti-
alities to do accurate dielectric measurements,
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Fig.1 The solid specimen Fig.2 The bulk powder specimen
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Two-frequency quasi-optical radiospectrometer
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Kharkov 310085

_ARSTBAC

The quasy-optical two-frequency radiospectrometer was created. The
results of the electron-nuclear systems investigation of the dynamic
nuclear polarization targets are presented. In particular temperature
dependences of the nuclear polarization relaxations were measured.
Complex solution of HMBA-Cr in 1.2-propylene glycol was used as the
target substance.

2. RADTOSPEnTROMRTRR• DESRIPTION

In the present paper the quasi-optical two-frequency radio-
spectrometer is described ( frequency of the electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) FP =12OGHz-150GHz; frequency of the nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) F# -200MHz ). The radiospectrometer operates in the
temperature range 1.7K-4.2K and in the magnetic fields Hoi5T,

A radiophysical block of the spectrometer is a semisymmetrical open
resonator (OR). The substance to be investigated is placed into a
special dielectric cuvette,fixed at the central part of the plane
reflector. In our case a double-diffraction grating (DDG) consists of
a silver wire and is used as a NMR contour inside the cuvette,
containing the substance. The orientation coils of the DDG are along
the H vector of the high frequency OR field. Thus, the high frequency
and the radio frequency magnetic fields are all mutually orthogonal,
that is necessary for the "ENDOR" experiments. The experimental
investigations show that the fundamental and two high modes in such
electromagnetic system are excited. The special structure of the
fundamental mode represents a slightly deformed TEMooq mode and has
the across field size equal3 to the region, containing the substance.
The quality factor Q=3.2*I0 , Consequently such complicated
electrodynamic system can be considored as a resonance EPR cell [1].

We have used a synchronic detection scheme for the increasing
sensitivities of the EPR and NMR contours. Constant magnetic field Ho
of the superconducting solenoid was modulated by the periodical signal
with the frequency Fo=920Hz.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The HMBA-CrW complex in propylene glycol was investigated on the
radiospectrometer in the "polarized nuclear target" regime. A high
nuclear polarization may be received with the help of the "dynamic
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nuclear polarization" (DNP) methods [2]. Now it is known that the
strong thermal coupling between the "container" of the electronic
dipole-dipole spin system and the nuclear Zeeman system in that
complex exists [31, i.e. the basic DNP mechanism is "dynamic
cooling". Therefore the EPR-Iine must be saturated by the
electromagnetic field of the superhigh frequency (SHF) near of the
resonant frequency: F =126.6GHz. The magnitude of the constant
magnetic fitld was Ho=4.77T and NMR contour frequency was F =I92MHz.

The pola•oization magnitude can be controlled by means of the NMR-
signal magnitude at the output of the spectrometer. The high
sensitivity of the NMR contour allows to registrate a NMR-signal which
is proportiona] to the equilibrium polarization magnitude Po. In our
case Po=1.1*10". When maximum polarization P is achieved the SHF
electromagnetic field is switched off and we observe a process of
the nuclear polarization breakup. In the result the relaxation curves
were received (Fig.1).

0

Fig.1

The analysis of these curves P=f(t) shows the unmonoexponential
character of such dependences. It is a fact of existence of, at least,
two channels of the energy escape from the nuclear system. The breakup
times of nuclear polarization were measured in the temperature ranges
T=1.7K-4.2K. For example, for TjF4.2K we have tt•5sec; for T4=2.0K we
have t 1 =26sec.

The described radlospectrometer allows to carry out investigation
of paramagnetic substances by means of the "ENDOR" and "NEDOR"
methods.
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Dielectric losses in gases under ionizing radiation

J. Molld, A. Ibarra, E. R. Hodgson
Inst. Investigaci6n Bdsica. CIEMAT, Ed. 2. Ay. Complutense, 22. E-28O4O-Madrid, Spain.

1. INTRODUCTION

In future fusion reactors as well as in intermediate machines, such as ITER or NET, there will be
a new dimension when compared with actual machines, and that is the presence of a high radiation field,
both ionizing and displacement. This requires the design and development of radiation resistant systems
which may be operated under radiation. In the case of heating systems the measurements of radio
frequency window materials has been started only recently to be performed under radiation,. These
measurements should be made with special attention due to the perturbation induced by the ionization of
the filling gases. This effect could also be important in high power heating systems based in pressurized
waveguides due to the presence of ionizing radiation 2 , Here the radiation effects on the dielectric
properties of different gases at atmospheric pressure are presented.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The measurement system is based on a closed aluminium cylindrical cavity ( 30 mm diameter, 34
mm long, operating by transmission in TEO] n mode ) placed at the end of the beam line of a Van de
Graaff accelerator, 1.8 MeV electrons enter the resonator through an aluminium window producing up to
3200 Gy/s. The microwave power is coupled through rectangular slots, also used for the gas flow through
the cavity,

Dielectric properties of the studied gas are calculated from comparison between the resonant
frequency and quality factor of the resonator filled with air and with the gas. The equations which relate
the dielectric properties of the gas ( E and tan 8 ), and the characteristics of the resonance ( Q-factor and
resonant frequency fo ) are:

e f0  1 1
_ A tan6=tan6 0+ ---

"0 QQa

where the subscripts o and g mean values with air and gas filling, respectively.

The resonant frequency and quality factor are measured using the procedure described elsewhere 3

and depend on the cavity temperature. During irradiation the cavity warms up, hence the linear expansion
and resistivity coefficients of aluminium at room temperature have been used to take into account this
temperature increase (maximum 15 K! ).The uncertainties in the measurements of temperature (ST- 11C)
and quality factor (8Q/Q-, 50/15000 ) give rise to uncertainties of approximately 10.4 in permittivity and
3x10-7 in loss tangent, The dose rate during irradiation was constant to within ±5%.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dielectric properties of dry air, helium, nitrogen, argon, C02, and SF6 have been measured
during irradiation, as a function of' dose rate. On irradiation, no change is observed in the permittivity. In
the case of loss tangent, the variation with dose rate is for some of the gases quite marked, see figure.
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Values without radiation are, in all cases, below the resolution limit. During irradiation, a strong increase
of dielectric absorption is found for argon, nitrogen, helium and C0 2, while no effect is detected either
for SF6 or dry air. In those gases in which a radiation effect is observed, the increase in loss tangent is
approximately linear although the data are best fitted by a (dose rate)0,8 dependence.

The radiation enhances the conductivity of the gases which will depend on their ionization and
recombination efficiencies. The increased conductivity increases the microwave absorption given by:

tan8 = 4rcr 4nne2

"0 4• m.VCOo

where n is the free electron density and vc the electron collision frequency.
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Figure 1. Loss tangent vs dose tate for argon ( * ), nitrogen (S ), helium ( A ) and C02 ( 0 )
Values for dry air ( X ) and SF6 ( 0 ) are lower than 10-7.
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ABSTRACT

Experimental evidence of millimeter-wave phase conjugation by resonantly enhanced degenerate four-wave mixing
(DFWM) is presented for the first time. Nonlinear millimeter-wave interaction wu caused by saturation of transition
between rotational levels of gaseous carbonyl sulfide (S3C), For radiation with A - 1.64 mm phase-conjugate
reflectivity of about 0.4 % has been observed at the gas temperature 200 K, and under optimal pressure.

2. INTRODUCTION

Recently a considerable interest has arisen for investigation of four-wave mixing of the millimeter and centimeter
waves in nonlinear media. This interest is caused by grat prospects of using DFWM for phase conjugation' (PC) of
microwaves on a real time-scale, amplification and generation of electromagnetic waves, control of their spectral and
spatio-temporal characteristics, et.., that can become useful applications for radaring, communication, navigation
and a number of other fields. We have realised DFWM of millimeter waves for the first time. Gaseous carbonyl
sulfide (00) was used as a nonlinear medium. Nonlinearity of such medium is caused by power saturation of
absorption by the rotational transition of 080 dipole molecules. The advantages of such nonlinear medium are
that it is becoming asy to produce, convenient to use, and hs a fua response time. This nonlinear medium Is most
efficient in the short millimeter and submillimeter region, where dipole molecules have strong rotational absorption
lines.

8. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The scheme of experimental ,st-up is given in Fig.,L A gyrotron with pulsed magnetic fields wu used as a source of
powerful millimeter-wave radiation (A ow 1.64 mm). The gyrotron frequency was tuned to the center of the spectral
line of the rotational transition 15 .- 14 with the accuracy ms 10 MHs. For this rotational transition line-center
saturation intensity is [,.$ as 2(PTo/PoT)2, where I.1 is measured in W/cm', gas pressure P in Torn, and gas
temperature T in K, with Rb - I Torr and To = 300 K. The gyrotron radiation power at the frequency of this
rotational line center was 30 kW. Gyrotron radiation was converted into a quasi-Gaussian beam with a parabolic
reflector and a diaphragm D1. By aid of plane mirror MI the pump beam I was directed through a quarts window
into a metal vacuum chamber (with internal diameter 18 cm and length 30 cm) filled with gaseous 080. The pump
wave intensity I in the center of the beam did not exceed 300 W/cm'. The back wall of the chamber served u a
plane mirror (M2) and was used to form the backward pump beam 6. The chamber was placed in a thermostat and
cooled with dry ice to the temperature ws 200 K to increae resonant absorption. The signal beam s was formed by
means of beam splitter S1 and diaphragm D2 and was directed into the chamber at the angle 0 to the pump beam /.
At the boundary of the gaeous medium, the ratio of intensities at the maximums of the pump and signal beams was
approximately 1.5, and their widths were 7.5 and 8.5cm, respectively. Optical axes of the signal and pump beams
were crossed at the surface of mirror M2, hence the length of the wave interaction region was approximately equal
to the doubled length of the vacuum chamber. Two-pan optical thickness of the gas at the center of the unsaturated
rotational line was equal to 2 at T - 200 K. The reflected wave a resulting from DFWM in gas, was directed to
receiving system R by quarts beam splitter S2.

4. RESULTS

If the signal and pump beams were directed into the vacuum chamber simultaneously, then at pressures lower than
30 Torr (T = 200 K), movable receiving system R detected phase-conjugate wave a. The fact that the reflected wave
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o wu produced by DFWM in gas was confirmed, besides the opposite to signal wave direction of its propagation,
by disappearance of the wave a when either of the two beams incident at the gas in chamber was blocked by
either the signal beam or the pump beam. The dependence of the phase-conjugate reflectivity on gas pressure at
the temperature T - 200 K was experimentally investigated. The results of these measurements are presented in
Fig. 2. The maximal phase-conjugate reflectivity w 0.4 % was observed under gas presure 7 Tory, when saturation
parameter of rotationial transition I/I•.. was clse to 1. Response time of such gaseous media which is determined by
the relaxation time of population difference of molecular rotational levels was - 10 ns at the gas pressure - 10 Tory.
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PRESSURE BROADENING OF SO2 BETWEEN 90 K AND 600 K
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ABSTRACT

The results of recent studies of S02 pressure broadened by H2 , He, 02, and N2
will be presented. This Is part of the variable temperature pressure broadening studies of
various molecules between 90 K and 600 K. The 4(2,2)-3(13), 13(1,13)-12(0,12), and
26(4,22)-26(3,23) transitions of the ground vibrational state of S02 are studied between
236 and 500 K, Measurements at other temperatures are in progress at this time. Results
for the temperature dependence of the pressure broadening parameters will be discussed
and compared with the results of previous studies on other molecules. Any trend In the 300
K broadening parameters and temperature coefficient as a function of their quantum
numbers will be noted.

INTRODUCTION

Pressure broadening data obtained through remote-sensing have long provided
information for understanding the transmission properties of radiation through planetary
atmospheres, and establishing theoretical model for the upper atmosphere chemistry. The
proper understanding and the accurate interpretation of the remote-sensing data requires the
collection and compilation of the laboratory.based data. As a part of our Investigation on
the pressure broadening measurements of various molecules, some preliminary results for
the temperature dependence of the pressure broadening parameters of the selected lines of
S02 will be presented. This is relatively light asymmetric rotor with large dipole moment
and b-type transitions. As such, it has many strong transitions throughout the millimeter
and sub millimeter spectral region, The hydrogen (H2), helium (He), oxygen (02), and
nitrogen (N2 ) pressure broadening coefficients of the 4(2,2)-3(1,3), 13(1,13)-12(0,12), and
26(4,22)-20(3,23) rotational lines at 235.151 GHz, 251.199 GHz, and 180.807 GHz
respectively, will be discussed. The results for the temperature dependence of the pressure
broadening coefficients and cross sections will be compared with our recent studies on
other molecules, like, H2 0 and HDO 11-31, The temperature dependencies are over the
range from 80 K to 600 K.

EXPERIMENTAL

The broad band spectrometer used in the experiments is described In reference 4.
Measurements were taken In two different cells, A quartz equilibrium cell was used for
measurements at room and higher temperatures. Low temperature measurements were
taken In a collislonally cooled cell 141. Its temperature Is continuously variable from 80 K to
300 K, with the usable upper limit set by the trapping point of the spectroscopic gas. Data
were recorded in the 'true line shape' mode in which the frequency of the system Is swept
by the microprocessor controlled synthesizer at a rate, relative to the bandwidth of the
system, so that the line shape is preserved.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At each temperature, line width measurements were made at about 25 different
pressures between 0.05 and 1.0 Torr. Because at lower pressures the Doppler width Is not
negligible compared with the collisional linewidth, a fit to a Voight profile was used to
extract the linewidth &v. The pressure broadening coefficient y for each temperature was
obtained from a least-square fit of the data to the relation

AV -YP + (1)
where P Is the pressure and Avo Is a free parameter. The temperature dependence of
pressure broadening coefficients, and cross sections are often described by

Y(T) Y0(T0,T)n (2)
and a(T) - a0 IT0tT)m (3)

where a() and yo are the collisIonal cross section and broadening coefficient at the reference
temperature respectively, and n and m are constants, For He as a collision partner data
followed Eq.2, both for H20 and HDO, Except for the lowest temperature measurements
(below 150 K) the tempe-sture dependencies of the H2, 02, and N2 pressure broadening
pa~mamters for the rotational lines of H20 and HDO have been shown to be represented by
Eqs. 2 and 3. iiowimver, low temperature messw jrents show signiificant deviation from
straight line (Fig. 1). It would be Interesting to see If similar trend exist for 802 systems.
Figure 2 shows If there Is any trend that might exist between mdasured broadening
coefficient, 7(300 K) and the rotational quanumr numbers, J for the rotational lines Of S02
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Smith Purcell Radiation in the Relativistic Limit
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ABSTRACT

The basic scaling relations governing the production of Smith-Purcell radiation in the relativistic limit are introduced.

Observation of visible radiation produced by an electron beam moving at grazing incidence over a diffraction grating,
was reported by Smith and Purcell in 1953. The radiation was generated by the surface current "wake" induced on the grating
by the beam electrons. Expressed as a wavenumber 9(cm" ), the frequency of the emission, the observation angle 0, the
relative velocity of an electron 0, and the wavenumber of the grating ' 09 l/[, w -I the grating period) are related by:

1.4 cospi (1)

Equation (1) follows from a simple Huygens construction, The energy of the electron beam used by Smith and Purcell
in the first experiments was approximately 350 kV and in subsequent investigations by others, beams of still lower energy
were employed. The process is also Interesting in the relativistic regime and some general expectations and results of recent
experiments will be summarized herein.

It is clear from Eq. (1) thatl will be large when either Is made large (small period) or alternatively, when cos 0 f3
and 'y becomes large. In the latter case, near this limiting angle,

S_ pY2 • cm" 1  (2)

The wavenumber spectrum is also compressed in this limit, Lie,

-d-1 do v (3a)
d(cos 0) " (113 cose) (a)

0-9 (3b)

Thus, if the source dimensions are small it might be expected that the brightness of the radiation could increase as well.

In order to explore the relativistic limit, Doucas [2] et al. carried out a series of experiments using a 3.6 MeV beam
produced by a Van do Graaff accelerator, The grating periods were in the 0,5 - 1 mm range and at relatively high emission
angles (0 = 90 :t 300) radiation in the far-infrared (FIR) spectral range (350 gim - 2 mm) was detected. At the longer-
wavelength end of this range the Intensities were as much as 40 times higher than a black body and comparable to the
intensity available from an IR beam line on a synichrotron. It follows that grating-coupled radiation mources may have many
practical applications.

Relization of the potential implied by Eqs. (3) will require a special set of circumstances, The field above a grating
consists of a radiative componeis and a set of non-radiative space harmonics which are bound to the grating. Resonant
coupling occurs with space harmonics whose phase velocity is close to the velocity of the electron bown and hence the
strength of the emission will, among other factors, depend on a factor of the general form
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fco (], by) a exp I 3- (4)

where b is an effective impact parameter. The impact parameter is approximately equal to one half of the beam thickness in
the direction normal to the grating. In the experiments discussed in Reference 2, b - 1 - 2 mm and y was approximately 7,
implying fco - 0.1 - 1.

Equation (4) has interesting consequences in the small angle limit where Eq. (3b) is applicable. Re-oxpressing the factor
in the exponential with the aid of Eq. (1),

47 (5a)
S"y . P cose0)

- 2nuI by (Sb)

It is clear that in order to realize the potential increase in brightness at shallow angles of emission the scaling constraint

4nV b- I/y (6)

must be observed.

The coupling factor expressed in terms of the emission angle is:

fc (0, 7. b) = •,n2 0 3
( P1- cos 0)

x exp , pc e) (7)

which peaks when

ab - 1/ (8)

The wavelength in this limit scales as:

X - n b/ , (9)

a result which comes from the size of the electron's "foot-print" on the grating surface.

Details of the theory and a report on experiments in progress will be presented at the meeting.
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The problem of destigning an amplifier of powerful electromagnetic radiation in millimeter and subniil-.
liuueter wavelength band is one of the most important problem today. To solve this problem considerable
efforts are being made in developing pyro-resonant TWT's as well as Ot4ype electron-wave systems with
relativistic beasm and oversised electrodyanaic structures. In resumsing such devices a number of diffIculties
occur. For gyro-resonant TWT it is a necessity to set up more and more powerful magnetic fields while
moving into the short-wave band. Pot relativistic electron-wave systems it is a strong dependence of the
output radiation structure on the electron beam parameters and in consequence this dependence is unstable.

Fig. 1

In refs.-'1 an sloctron-wave system (Fig. 1) where the interaction of an electron beam with the open
quasi-optical1 wavegulding line take place has been suggested. It was supposed to realise in this system
such regime of interaction with an electron beam which is char~actised by the high stability of the output
radiation attributed to good selective properties of the open quasi-optical line. The results obtained in
papers1'l show the possibility of getting good amplification parameters and linear amplification within the
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scope of the linear theory assuming the transverse field structure to be fixed (like in the elgenmode of
the quai-optical line).

This paper presents a theoretical analysis of the suggested system taking into account the influence
of both the energy exchange with an electron beam and the diffraction effects being characteristic of
quasi-optical line on the transverse and longitudinal structures of the field.

Tio describe the field in this system the excitation theory has been used for waveguide sections in
combination with the method based on solution of parabolic equation used to describe the field between
the waveguide sections. Thus, a selfconsistent problem has been solved, where a highfrequency current in
the electron beam wu calculated by solving a differential equation of the second order for current.

1 40 GM

:o.1

20 --

0 t 1 1 M 10

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

The results of the numerical simulation of this system has made it possible to detect a number of
specific features of the interaction. Namely, under certain conditions the transverse teld structure in this
system is similar to the structure of one of the elgenmodes of the quasi-optical line. In Fig. 2 the
dependence of the transverse normalised field on the radius in the system Is shown by the solid line and
that one in the quai-optical line is shown by the dashed line. In Fig. 3 the dependence of the gain
coefficient on the number of periods taking into account the unfixed transverse field structure is shown by
the solid line and that one assuming the transverse field structure to be fixed in the eigenmode is shown
by the dashed line.

The following gain parameters Cl - 30 dB for the length 300 mm have been obtained for an electron
beam with voltage 25 kV, current I 4A at the wavelength A - 3 mm.

Thus, the results of the theoretical analysis of the amplification allow one to consider the suggested
electron-wave system to be a promising amplifier of electromagnetic oscillations in millimetsr and subtnil-
limeter wavelength band, called selectron,

I.N.L.Romashin, A.I.Kleev and V,A,Solntsev, "Powerful millimeter-wave amplifier with quasi-optical struc-
ture", In Seventeenth Inte.rnaifonal Conforence on Infrared and Millimeter Waves, Richard J.Temkin,
Editor, Proc. SPIN, Vol. 1929, pp. 328-329, 1992.

2,N.L.Romashin, A.I.Kleev and V.ASolntsev, "Amplification analysis in the waveguide quasi-optical line
with the electron beam", Radiotshhnia i s.lctroim., Vol. 37, pp. 2023-2032, 1992 (in Russian),
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Abstract: A code of 3-D FEL amplifier with single mode was developed on a PC-386. Using this code, the
simulation results are: lemittance causes the exponential reduction of output power. 2,the geometry of electron
phase space has important influence on output power, 3.nonideal incidence of' a-beam beyond some region
causes the exponential reduction or output power,

Introduction
A 3-D simulation code for FEL is inlependently developed with the same physical frame as FELEX

code of Los Alamos[I], This code not only takes less amount of calculation but also runs in a PC-386,
As a first example of calculation, we calculated a FEL amplifier with Sm long wiggler(2), The set of

parameters are:electron relativistic factor V - 100, energy spread 61/1 V= -I u%, normalized emittance(90%)
N - 0,l4cm-rad, current I - 2000A, the length of wiggler L. - 3m, length or wiggler period A,- 2,73cin

and intensity B.- 30000, wavelength or laser A, - 10,6hm, input power P1, - 106w, radius of optical beam
waist W0 - 0,35cm,

1, Comparion with FRED ruultalll
With input power lOw and waist radius of a-beam r.- 0,3cm, we lot almost the same result as FRED

shown in Fig, I which is two-dimensional code with axial symmetry developed by LLNL, In Fig.I the solid
curve is the results of ours and dot-dash one is FRED's, Since the matched redius of e--beam with
cN - 0,14cm-rad should be 0,444cm, hereafter we take r, = 0,444cm unleNs otherwise mentioned,

Z.The Influence of emlittance of e-beam on output power
The Fig,2 shows the output power decline exponentially with Increation or emittance, (Herc r, is

taken as matched radius with corresponding emittance)

3. The influence of geometry of e--beam phnae elllpsoi.
3.1 The value of waist radius, r,
We take r.-0.3,0,444,0,55cm and lot the waist of c-beam locatng at the entrance of the wiggler with

cN-0.14cm-rad, the results are shown in FIg.3 as a function of initial energy y'o Obviously, unmatched
value of 0,3cm means bad condition of perrormance.

3,2 The location of waist, L,
In the fig,4 the output power is a function of location of waist, Since r.- 0,444cm is a matched value,

the radius of e-beam envelop keeps nearly a constant along with whole wiggle, the location of waist is a
negligible factor on performince, But it is not the case for r=-0.3cm, an shown in Fig,4, the highest output
power of 3,3 x 10'w is obtained when the waist is nearly located on the middle of wiggler,

4. Nondeal injection of e-beam
4,1 deviated
We let the a-beam parallel to the wigglcr axis but with a displacemant dx(dy) from it at the entrance,

The output power is eaponentially reduced when dx(dy) / re is beyond 0.2 as shown in Fig.5.
4,2 Oblique
In Fig,6, the results are shown in the cases that the center of c-beam obliquely hits against the axis of

wiggle at entrance with off-axis angle dpl,(dIy) where Piom CN / (yr.),

5, Summary
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In terms of thc results shown in Fig.2-6, we may say that the initial condition of injected C-beam

phase space has important influence on performance of FEL amplifier in the example. We should point out

that the wiggler here is not long enough so that the saturated power iq not reached as shown in FigI. If

saturation is reached, the part of conclusion will bc changed. Specilly ii, oscillator configuration, a some-

what different conclusion was drawn[3].
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Nonlinear theory of two-stream superheterodyne free electron lasers

V.V.Kulish, S.A.Kuleshov, A.V.Lysenko

Sumy Physical-Technol. Institute
2 Rymski-Korsakov St.,Sumy, 244007, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

A nonlinear self-consistent theory of two-stream electron-wave FEL has been created. The meth-
ods of averaged kinetic equation and slowly varying amplitudes was used. A system of nonlinear
equation for amplitudes waves and values of gonerating electric and magnetic fields has been obtained.
The ualyses of isochronic and non isochronic model has been carried out.

Nonlinear dynamics of processes taking place in two-stream electron-wave superheterodyne free-
electron lusers (TEWSFEL) [1] is considered in the paper. Problem statement, method of investigation
and system of nonlinear shortened equations for complex wave amplitudes (H-ubitron model) described
in paper (2] are used here. Trausient processes have been disregarded (the model was assumed to be
stationary). Some of the obtained results are illustrated by curves in Figs 1-3. Here wp is plasma

frequency of partial single-speed beam; wI is
signal wave frequency; Heo and A are the period

KS: Is -of the magnetic pumping field, respectively; Seo
a., nd E03 are the initial inteosmoies of the electric
fields of the signal and the space charge (SCW),
respectively; L is the length of the system;

, '0yo is mea: (for two partial beams) relativistic
1470, , - •o factor; K, is signal amplification factor; o7 is

"intezaction efficiency; T = zL, x is longitudinal
-, ,coordinate. Curve I in Fig. I represents relation-

735 -0.- ship K,(T) found disregarding the elect of non-
linear gonerrtion of longitudinal electric field

------ (ENGLEF) [2]. As one can see, a saturation of

'04 I I amplification (at the chosen numerical pare.0.1 . meter) is attained at T m T,., - 0.66 at the level000 T0 e T '0 Ke = K.6, = 2200. In region T > T..,, like

in the case of parametric FEL (2], charac-
Fig. I teristic oscillation of the curve are observed

S= 0.8 1010s"-, wi = 1.6. 1013j-', A = 2mm, which are connected with the capture of elec-
H0 2 1= 300 Gs, I E0B 1= IOOV/m, 1 EoB 3= IV/m, trons to buckets. However, we have in the

L = Sm, yo = 3.04. present model also substantial peculiarities.
They are three. First, the amplitude of oscillations turns out to be relatively small when compared with
the value of K,.s. Second, the period of oscillations turns out to be varying with T. The both mentioned
peculiarities can be explained by the fact of the strong growth of amplitude of SCW in region T,., <
T < 7, and are caused by the further development here of the mechanism of two-stream instability
(see FiMg. 2, curve 1, where E3 is SCW amplitude), And we shall extra point out the noncoincidence
which takes place of the wavelengths of saturation of the amplification of electromagnetic signal wave
(T) Lad space-charge wave (T'.*,) which are associated with the specific character of mechanisms of the
parametric and the two-stream instabilities, respectively. The performed calculation of the Lain factor
for the equivalent model of parametric FEL (i.e., of the mcdel, where two-speed beam is replaced by the

0 l l I
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sinsle-speed one) give3 the value K.. 1 v 1.034. This is much lm than 2.2l103 which we have according
to Fig, I in single stream model. The third of the me'itioned peculiarities consists in the character and
Intensity of the effect of ENGLEF on the mechanism of superheterodyne ampllfication being studied.
As we can toe rorm Fig. I (curve 2), the account of this effect results in the decrease of K,.i almost
by a half sad in the suppreuuion of oscillations of electrons in buckets. A conclusion Is drawn here
from that in two-stroam FEL the role of ENGLEF is much more noticeable than in single-stream ones.
Qualitatively similar peculiarities take place also for the relations of the interaction efficiency q(T)
(curves 3 ud 4 in Fig.1, respectively).

The conducted analysis has shown the possibility of reallsation in two-stream FEL of the effect
of a self-coordinated change of the interaction regime. As we can see from Fig. 2 (curve 2), the values
of the function of regime G(T) 

= I/ dI, (1)

where r is low-signal two-stream increment of amplification, vary substantlaily in the process of inter-
action (r , i corresponds to the mixed Compton-regime, r < i to the Ramuan regime (1q).

Nonlinear dynrmics (curvelof the effect specific for two-stream FEL of the increase of coefficient
K, (at a fixed signal frequency) with the decreasing pumping period A [1) is illustrated in Fig. S. (Let
us recall %hat the opposite situation Is typical for the majority of devices with prolonged Interaction).
IRelatior -fo(A) is also tabulated here which is ralised at variation of period A (at the fixed value of
frequency w, = 1... 10 13o- 1 ). Relations K.(T) at different A and the same fixed frequency w, ure also
presented.

Thus, the perforn.eJ nonlinear analysis has enabled the main conclusion of the low-signal theory
of FEL [(] to be confirmed: two-stream FEL can provide record-breaking levels of amplification in
their due of devices.

REFERENCES
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Entropylike quantity of the equilibrium electrons
In a collective free-electron laser

S14- L'/angq iddm, (iya~-Xiaoig Lius, and Yong Xis

&oufau*W. Jiadoig Univraily, Deparlpieni of AppI~w Physicsc,
Chengdu, Sidman, 610031, China

ABSTRACT
Numerical computations of the entropylike quantity are given to the equilibrium electrons In a collective free-

electron laser. Results show that at reversed guide field may present better bumi quality than a positive guide field.
The conclusions from the comparison of the entropylike quantities principally coincide with the experimental
phenomena observed by the MIT researchers.

I . INTRODUCTION

Recently, a significant phenomenon wais reporv~d by the MIT researchers that the efffioienoy of a collective
free-electron laser was raised from 2 y4 upto 27!~4 by a reversed guide field instead of the positive guide fjgelClD. In
our opinion, the efficiency enhancement may result from two parts2I the Improved quality of the electron beam and
an unknown Interaction mechanism between the beam and radiation wave. In this paper wti examine the first part
by analyzing the entropylike quantity"l,

2. COMPUTATION OF THE ENTROPYLIKE QUANTITY

The quality of the equilibrium ehictron beam may be displayed by the divergence of the phase orbits associated
with tite so-called entropylike quantity~Il

where i and N are respectively the zuormallzed iteration step and the iteration number, x denotes the phase-point
position, Idi IIs the Euclidean norm of the N-th step, and Id.I is the Initial value of 1d11. (Detailed description of
the numerical computation carn be found in Ret. 2. ) In our calculations the 3-D wiggler field, guide field and the
do self-fielid of the beam are taken into account. The parameters of the MIT experimentsat" are used, L.e. o tite
relativistic energy factor y-2. 4677, beam radius Rhm-0. 25cm, And wiggler wavelenght. X,-3. l8cr.. We choose
Id.I -2. 7X 10-land v-2X 10-4.

Numerical computations are given to four classes of experiments, (.1) Group It~ guide field Be -+ 40600,
wiggler field B,-6300, And beam current J,,-9OAI (2) Group I , Bomi+109000,B.in6300, and Iwrn300AI
(3) Antiresonances Be- -76000, B.- 14700, and Ib- 300AI (4)Reversed field, Bor- - 109000, BI.-
14700, and 1e- 300A. The results are shown In Fig. 1.

0. 15 -0.2

- 0. 1 _____________ - 0. 2

0 1)( 104 2X 106 0 1iX 10 2X.10

ITERATION NUMBER N ITERATION NUMB3ER N
(a) (b)
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Fig. 1 Entropylike quantity of the equilibrium electrons for (a) Group I I BD- +40600,Bw.u6S0OIb
90A; (b) Group i Bo. 109000,Bw,-630g,I4- 300AI (c) Antiresonance,B- - 76000,Bw- 14700,Ib-'

300A ,(d) Reversed field, B0" - 109000 ,B,,- 1*4700 ,Ib,- 300A.

3. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

Now we table the entropyliko quantities and the related output characters of the experimentsM a follows,

Expelinont Group I Group I Antiresonance Reversed Field

Power(MW) 5.8 4,2 <1. 0 81

Effiloency(9/0) 9 2 <2 27

Entropylike quantity 0.1163 0. 1249 0. 7297 0. 0218

Here we observe that the better output corresponds to the vnaller entropylike quantity. This confirms that a
proper reversed guide field Improves the quality of e- beam. It should be emphasized that the quallty at the
oan*tsaaam in a reversed guide field is spoiled , but still better than the one at resonance in a positive guide field.
Conclusions in the present paper coincide with the ones )btained from Poincare surface-of-section maps(O
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Cherenkov radiation from a finite emission length

Mikihiko lkezawa

Institute for Scientific Measurements, 7bhoku University
Sendai 980, Japan

ABSTRACT
At have observed Cherenkov radiation from gasses iii the millimeter wave and visible regions, which was emitted

by electron beams from inear accelerators. The radiation is observed only when a path length of the electrons, or the
emission length, is longer than the formation zone.

1. INTRODUCTION
Using electron beams from the linear accelerator, we have been studying coherent synchrotron radiation and

coherent transition radiation in the far-infrared and millimeter wave regions. 1"4 When the wavelength is longer than the
length of the bunch of the electrons, the Intensity of the radiation is enormously enhanced by the coherent effect and
excellent sources of IR and MM waves are obtaintd,

Cherenkov radiation should also be enhanced by the coherent effect. In the long wavelength region, however, the
process of Cherenkov radiation has been studied little, Especially the radiation from a finite path length has not been
investigated well and the definition of Cherenkov radiation itself seems to be ambiguous,

In the free space, Cherenkov radiation is emitted when the threshold conditions for the refractive index n is fulfilled.
fin >1, (1)

where fi.v/c and v is the velocity of the eleciron,
Usually the path of the electron is limited by some kind of boundaries such as an exit window of the accelerator or

a mirror for the observation of the radiation, Therefore, the path length of the electron is finite and the condition (1) is not
sufficient as a criterion for the observation of Cherenkov radiation, Moreover, we usually observe transition radiation from
the botrnda:les together with Cherenkov radiatiton,

From 'he analogy of transition radiation,4 ,' the path length, or emission length, 1, of the electron should fulfill
the following condition, a a criterion for the observation of Cherenkov radiation at a wavelength A

L > Z a X!(n- 1/ P), (2)
where Z is the formation zone length.

The main purpose of the present experiment is to confirm the additional condition (2), In our experiment, we have
carefully cnnsidered the contribution of transition radiation. Ourexperiments have been made by linacs of the Laboratory of
Nuclear Science, lbhoku University and of the Research Reactor lnstitutw, Kyoto University. This paper is a review ot' our
recent results,

2, EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
lb generate Cherenkov t Miation, the eletron beam was passed through He or N2 gas in a chamber as shown in

Fig. 1. The refractive index of the gas was changed by changing its pressure. Radiation was reflected by a mirror to a
system of grating spectrometer. The emission length
L of' the electron is limited by an Al foil and the
mirror, The energy of the electron from the linacs Alfoil mirror
was 150 MeV or 40 MeV. L .. . "

He or N2 gas SP,(RI'IITR

Fig. I Radiation chamber,
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Fig. 2 Radiation from He gas by 150 MeV electron. Fig. 3 Radiation from N2 gas by 40 MeV electron,

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cherenkov radiation from the emission length L of 165 mm was observed at wavelengths of 500 nm in the

visible region and at 4 mm In the millimeter wave region. The intensity of the radiation changed when the pressure of the
gas in the chamber was varied.

The results observed at 7bhoku University is shown in Fig. 3. The energy of the electron was 150 MeV and He
gas was filled in the chambet The threshold pressure or Cherenkov radiation In the free space is 126 mmHg, Below the
threshold the transition radiation was observed, The lengths of the formation zone at 50W nm and at 4 mm are 17 mm and
140 m, respectively. We can see from Fig. 3 that in the visible region, where the emission length L Is longer than the
formation zone, the intensity of Cherenkov radiation Increased drastically above the threshold pressure of the gas. On the
other hand, in the millimeter wave region at 4 mm, where L Is much less than Z, the observed intensity remained almost
constant of the pressure and Cherenkov radiation was not observed, These results are consistent with the criterion (2),

Similar results were obtained using the linac at Kyoto University, The energy of the electron was 40 MoV and
nitrogen gas was filled in the chambot The threshold pressure was 208 mmHg, and the formation zone at 500 nm and 4
mm were 2 mm and 19 m, respectively, The observed results are shown In Fig. 4 and they are also consistent with the
criterion (2).

Rewriting (2), we conclude that a criterion for Cherenkov radiation from a finite emission length L, which is
significant particularly In the long wavelength region, is

# (n - X./ L ) >1. (3)

Finally, I would like to emphasize that the results reviewed In this paper were obtained by many collaborators who
are the coauthors of refs. 1.4.
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Observation of coherent millimeter-wave radiation
from an intense electron bunch for beam diagnostics

Juzo Ohkuma, Shuichi Okuda, Toichi Okada, and Kiyomi Sakai *

Radiation Laboratory, The Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research, Osaka University,
Mihogaoka, Ibarald, Osaka 567, Japan

* Communications Research Laboratory, Kansal Advanced Resoarch Center
Iwaoka, Nishiku, Kobe 651-24, Japan

Absract

The measurement conducted In ordor to develop a precise beam diagnostics based on far.infrared (FIR)
transition radiation Is described, Coherent transition radiation produced by a high current single bunch of L-
band electron linac at Osaka University Is observed while the bunch width Is tuned. Performance of the beam
diagnostics using the spectrometry of FIR radiation from the singlo bunch is studied,

Transition radiation (TR) Is produced whenever a high energy electron crosos the boundary between two
media with different dielectric constants, The spectrum of TR can range from microwaves to X-rays, depending on the
energy of the producing electron, although Intensity of the longer wavelength is very weak, On the other hand, TR ffrom
a bunch of relativistic electrons is emitted coherently at wavelengths that are comparable to the bunch length which is a
few mm In case of a typical electron linac. The intensity of the coherent radiation is proportional to N 2 where N is the
number of electrons in the bunch, And the spectrum depends on the distribution of electrons in a bunch.

In the pervious study, the bunch width analyzed from the experimental spectral distribution well agreed with a
theoretically expected value. To confirm the quantitative relationship linking the spectra and the bunch shape, a control
system of the bunch length Is adopted.

Experimental arrangement

An experimental arrangement for the mcasurements of beam dynamics and TR Is shown in fig. I

e90'/ 270"bendlng !
magnet • ,C

I~a e II* spectrometer

Fig.l. Layout of the beam transport system. (A,B,C: beam exit port; M~nirror; CM: chopping mirror)
I CM
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The electron beam accelerated with an ordinary electron linac is composed of a train of electron pulses which
are bunched to the crest of a microwave field and each bunch width of electrons is very short. On the contrary, for the L.
band linac of Osaka University, a single bunch of high current can be generated by means of additional three sub
harmonic prebunchers effectively 3. The single bunch of 30ps with the charge up to 65nC is accelerated to maximum
energy of 38MeV and is able to radiate intense coherent millimeter waves 4 .

The width of a high current single bunch beam accelerated by the linac is controlled in the range of
20-90 ps by using a 270 0 achromatic magnet and a beam transport system which consist of steering coils and quadruple
magnet lens. The bunch length is usually measured with a streak camera system by using visible Cerenkov light
generated in air at behind exit windows (Band C) of the linac. Simultaneously, the coherent TR produced at Ti foil of
the exit window is measured with a FIR spectrometer,

Some experimental results

Typical energy spectrum of an accelerated single bunch beam of about 30nC and of 30ps ( FWHM ) which was
measured at the port C with the 900 analyzer magnet is shown in f1g,2, Its energy spread is 1,4% of FWWHM and 10% of
the power has energy spread of about 2MeV on both sides of the peak energy 28 MeV. The beam situation was selected
considering a tunability of the bunch width, that is bunching or debtuching.

The two results shown in flg,3(a) and (bo) am chosen to illustrate the bunch width obtained by using a streak
camera and to show several aspects of the charge distribution in a bunch. The bunched pulse and debunched one width
and the splitted pattern of a single bunch are observed in some cases,

Under the several bunching situations, spectra of the coherent FIR radiation are analyzed and discussed for the
significant relation,

9...,,--I,•.-4 ' L4 I - - - .,.. q-.,.-

-- 4 " . - '. - -

-- --:-T- . _

15 25 35 (a) (b)
Energy (MaV) Time (ps)

Fig. 2. Tipical Energy spectrum of the single bunch. Fig.3, Streak patterns of the single bunch.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF AN EXTERNAL FEEDBACK
SYSTEM FOR WAVELENGTH SELECTION OF HIGH-POWER MICROWAVE

RADIATION IN A FREE-ELECTRON MASER REGIME.

V.A.Bogacbenkov, V.A.Papadichev, I.V.Sinilschikova, O.A.Smith
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Leninsky Prospect 53,

117924 Moscov, Russia

Results of oerments to produe hig-pover microvave radiation of Sin vawleng by
the tu ng of a selectiwe feedbak sysem ars presnted. Comidered also are the
advantsps of tis system for obtaining a mrrover spectral line of radiation in te imllinuter
and subnillimeter vawveban. The gerurator hm a belica undulator and operats in a free-
electron nmer reginu with an electron bameergy of up to 1 MeV aWd total current of up
to I kA.
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The mng"emNUs De fl b MA~ 0.n o- beaM s ms US I . the*
dollble MAlX ftar~ pelsibsi Wlu

H~u lianpin, Wang PingshSOD Hu Kesong, Chem YutasO
South~st Institute of Applied Electronic$
P.O. Box 523s Ro8SCheagdu*Siohuaa.PR China

Abstraet: In fro$ electron last? with a long, linear wiggler,
the magaetic field at the entrance of wiggler and the
external focusing required to keep the electron beam from
diaPering cil determine the Character of the electron
orbits and serilously inflaence the PAL gain. To obtain good
results in MU experiments, it Is necessary to Investigate
the linearly polarlimed wiggler with good magnetic field at
the entrancet and self-focuing.

In this paper, It is researched is details that the
entrance magnetic field and self-focusing at the linserly
polarised wiggler produced by double bifilar helix lines. A)
The integral formula of the magnetic field on I axis of the
wiggler is derived, the prediction by the formula is good
with the experiment, the results show that the field
symmetry Is better than the bifilat he1l wiggler#, 3)
According to Lorents equation, we have derived the electron
trajectory equations with the stable motionls and the
formula about the threshold transport *- bown current and
the wiggler peak field, simlated the orbits of the election
at edge in the wiggler, those give us a result that the
wiggler has a ability of self-foessiag , and clan be applied
IS the linearly Polarized TEL exper iment.
Iey Vorde.- linearly polarized wiggler, magnetic field
Profile, trajetory of the electron motion, self-feoassIag
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Investigation of EM-FEL With Double
Relativistic Electron Beams
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High Energy Electronic Research Institute
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Digest

In recent years, a great deal of attention has been focused on the free - electron laser with an

electromagnetic wiggler (EM-FEL) due to the potentialof shorter wave length operation than the free-

electron laser with a magnetostatic wiggler with electron beams of relatively modest energy. In 1083 and

1984,Y. Carmel et I., and G. G. Denlsov et al. observed the powerful rtdlation at millimeter wavelengths

with a relativistic backward wave oscillator (BWO) tt 3-cm as the clantromalgnetic wiggler,respectiveiy.

In 1985, Bratman et Ml. reported the general theory on stimulated emission of the powerful relativistic

electron beam,

Our experiment has been completed to Investigate stimulated Raman millimeter-wave scattering in

the presence of a constant axial guide-magnetic field with a high-current relativistic electron beam. The

experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. A voltage pulse (70ns, 0. GMeV) is applied to a 'cold" field

immersed cathode. An annular electron beam Is Injected axially into the evacuated drift tube and passes

through the region of FEL interaction, the electromagnetic pump source and then is captured by the

collector.

High powerful microwave is first generated by BWO at 3-cm in the region of EM pump source, then

interaction of the same Intense relatvistic electron beam with the electromagntic wiggler In the region of

FEL interaction stimulates FEL radiation which can be detected by a detector in front of the output

window, The FEL output wavelength for an electromagnetic wiggler with a frequency 0A is given by

where K equals

Here, P#& V,/C (V, denotes the axial electron- beam velocity)7, #- (1 - )-". C is light velocity,w,.

represents the mode-dependent cutoff frequency of the interaction waveguide,and P,-Vb,/C,where Vpk

is the phase velocity of the pump wave. The starting current I for the EM-FEL is governed by

I . 7 X I0'(S/,L)aVI(KA)

where S is the area of the transverse cross- sectinn of the Interaction region,L the interaction length,

wavelength of the pump wave, the relativistic factor,Q. the oscillation qjuality of laser cavity and P the

power of the pump wave.
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The basic system of radiation diagnostic is shown in Fig.2, In this scheme,the parameters of the pump
wave drived by BWO is detected by 3 - cm dispersive waveguide and the stimulated 3 - mm scattering
radiation is directly demonstrated by a 3 - rnm wave detector. The output signal waveforms of the EM -

FEL are shown In Fig.3 and Fig.4.
The experimental results are given In Table 1.

Table 1 Experimental results of the EM-FEL developed In LTESTC
designed value measured value

electron beam voltage 0. 6MV 0. OMV
electron beam current > 2KA 3~-5KA
wavelength of the pump wave 3. 0cmn -3. 0cmn
mode of the pump wave TM., TM,,
power of the pump wave >50MW -100MW
scattered wavelength of the FEL '-3mm 3-8mm
radiation power of the FEL >10KW (at 3mm- band)

Very recently , a new experimental configuration In which EM - pump source Is separated from FEL
interaction region Is presented for optimum characters of the EM - pump source and FEL radiation. The
scheme of the new configuration Is shown In Fig 5. A vaccum diode Is divided Into two branches In order to
produce do~uble relaitivistic electron beams by using only one pulse line accelerator. High powerful microwave
of pump source Is generated by one electron beam excitation the backward wave oscillator and coupled Into
FEL Interaction region. FEL radiation occurs when another electron beam passes the region of FEL
Interaction and interacts with electromagnetic wiggler, The paramters of the EM - pump source and FEL
radiation can be adjusted Independently,

Our most recent electron beams transport experiment Is performing In this new configuration. Total
voltage and each beam current of branches were determined. The waveforms are shown In Fig. a and Fig.
7.
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Fig. 1 The bIsie experimental configuration of the SM-FEL,

1. puirellne accelerator 2. bellow 3. cathode 4. anode 3. wave cut-off region 6. low-wave

atruotlon for BWO 7. output horn a. relativistic electron beam 9. output window 10. cathode

region magnetic--field 11. main magnetic field 12. vacoum cover 13. FEL Interaction region

FIg. 2 The basic aystem of radiation diagnostic

1. output window 2. 3- cm horn 3. 3- mm horn 4. 3-cm disperaive

wavegulde 6. attenuator 6. detector 7. fast oacillo•cope

TIME (20O0n/divI TINE (1iOOnu/div)

Fig. 3 Waveform of the pump wave out of BWO Fig. 4 3-mm FEL stimulated scattering signal

Elsortron beam voltage Is 0. 6 MV and axial guide magnetic-field 1OKGS
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:-I

Fig. 5 The scheme of the new experimental configuration.
1. accelerator 9. cathode S. anode 4. BWO S. Wave termination of BWO 6. rectangular
waveguide 7. FEL interaction region with Bragg reflection resonatlon 8, magnetic field coil 9.
millimeter output horn.

TIME (UOno/div)

Fiig. 6 Waveform of the electron beam voltage

A .

... ... ..... .. .....

No. 1 TINE (50no/div) No, 2
FIg, 7 Waveforms of atih beam current of branche,.
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The desig with the tagd&U loops on the entramne
reflom of the Wfti Welle lUme wlggl

Hu Jlanpin.Hu Kesong. Huang SunrenvChong Vutao

Southwest loatitute of Applied Eleetionlos

P.O.Boxc 52S#NoOS.Chengdu,SiolauanPPR China

Abstract: The sharp variation of wiggler entrance region
magnetic field In result of lowering the electron beam
current quality is able fully to be removed by ultilizatioa
of stagged terminal loops with carefully design, the
magnetic field profile without any information generated by
this device ezoictly fits the defirable requirement of
adiabatic change of the field amptitute from ioro to
uniform region value, the axial magnetic field siprossion
of the entrance region and the fabricating technique of the
device have been presented In the paper, the experiment
measurement results show a good agreement with numerical
simulation, and provide a verification for rationality of
the design techique. for another possible application, the
bifilar helical wiggler with stagged loops will be expected
to operate In experiment of variable parameter FIL,
Keywords: bilifar helical wigger, entrace effset,

stagged terminal loops, adiabatic variation
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Hu ,ianpin#Chong YutaoslHu ShuzhenLiu Xisan

Southwest Institute of Applied Eleotronios

P.O.Dox 523, NoUO4ChengduPSioh~mnPR China

Abstract
In this paper,A new type of linearly polarized wiggler, with
the ability that its magenet field amplitude and period can
be varied conveniently, has been Investigated in details.
This device consisted of many loops which seperatedly fix
on the drifting tube, Changing the raduis and period we ean
obtain the magenetie field profile which we expect. The
theory about the magnetic field profile in the device has
been derived and stimulted resuts of computer show that it
can produce any magnetile ptefile that we desire by ver7ing
loops radius or periods or period ,nd radius together.
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A SUB-MILLIMETRE WAVE SIS RECEIVER

B.N. Ellison+, S.M.X. Claude+, A. Jones+ D.N. Matheson+, L.T. Little and S.R. Davies*

+Space Science Department, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
Didcot, Oxon, OXII OQX

Electronic Engineering Laboratory, University of Kent at Canterbury
Canterbury, Kent, CT2 7NT

Abstract

A superconducting (SIS) tunnel junction heterodyne receiver has been constructed and tested over the frequency range
450 to 540 GHz. The receiver uses a reduced height waveguide mount and a Pb alloy tunnel junction as the detecting
element. Performance measurements made with the receiver installed on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, Hawaii,
show a noise temperature (DSB) of 165 K at 460 GHz and 220 K at 490 GHz, measured in a I GHz instantaneous IF
bandwidth centred at 4 GHz. The receiver demonstrates that Pb alloy junctions are sufficiently stable and reliable to
allow use at a remote observing site at sub-millimetre wavelengths.

Introduction

Because of their properties of low noise and low local oscillator power requirement, superconductor-insulator-
superconductor (SIS) tunnel junctions have become the preferred detecting element used In heterodyne receivers for
millimetre and sub-millimetre wavelength astronomy.

In recent years, the millimetre and sub-millimetre receiver building community has favoured the development of SIS
junctions with Nb electrodes because of perceived handling difficulties with Pb alloy devices. However, the fabrication
of Nb junctions requires expensive equipment beyond the scope of many laboratories. We demonstrate that excellent
performance can be obtained from sub-mil.;metre wave receivers using the relatively cheap Pb alloy technology. The
receiver described was developed by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL), in collaboration with the University
of Kent, and is now in use at the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT).

Receiver Description

The receiver was designed to operate over the frequency range 450 to 500 GHz and to be mounted at the Cassegrain
focus of the JCMT. An off-axis ellipsoidal mirror, polyethylene lens and corrugated feedhorn couple the signal from
the telescope to the SIS mixer. This consists of a single Pb alloy superconducting tunnel junction (Pb In/oxide/Pb Au)
mounted across a 1/3 reduced height rectangular waveguide. Junctions (typically 0.5 iun2 area) were fabricated using
the suspended photoresist technique described by Dolan[ll. Two waveguide tuning elements, both of the non-
contacting type[21, provide optimum matching conditions tc the junction. An intermediate frequency (IF) Impedance
matching circuit transforms the output impedance of the mixer to the input impedance of an isolator and low noise
amplifier (LNA). Local oscillator power is provided by a Gunn oscillator and quintupling frequency multiplier. The
multiplier was developed at RAL and has sufficient power to bias the SIS junction via a simple mylar (3%) beam
splitter.

A hybrid liquid helium cryostat is used to cool the mixer and LNA. The typical liquid helium hold time, for a single 4
litre fill at the JCMT, is greater than two weeks.
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Results

The receiver noise temperature, derived from a conventional Y factor measurement using hot (296 K) and cold (80 K)
blackbody sources, includes all optics losses and is measured in a LIIH IF bandwidth centred at 4 GHz. A calibration
gas cell was used, during laboratory tests, to confirm that the noise temperatures measured using the broad band
sources corresponded to those obtained witiý a spectroscopic source And to measure the receiver sideband ratio (found
to be equal to within 10%). A magnetic field was applied to the junction in order to suppress Josephson tunnelling
currents.

Figure 1 shrw, the measured performance with various junction normal statr impedances both in the laboratory and
on the telescope. The best performance in the laboratory was obtained with the 65 Q) junction at 490 GHz. Figure 2
shows a typical spectrum obtained with the receiver on the telescope.
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Figure 1. Receiver noise performance Figure 2. CO J=4-3 (461 GI"z-) spectrum of Herblg-Haro
obIct 16293-242. Note evidence of self absorption

Conclusions

An SIS tunnel junction receiver designed to operate over the frequency range 450 to 500 GI-Iz has been constructed
using Pb alloy superconductors. Results obtained in the laboratory and at the JCMT show it to have a performance

across the required RF band similar to equivalent receivers using Nb SIS junctions.
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High Speed Hot-Electron Superconducting Bolometer

G.N.Gol'tsman, E.M.Gershenzon
Moscow State Pedagogical University

1 M.Pirogovskaja Str., 119435 Moscow, Russia

Physical limitation of response time of a superconductingbolometer as well as
the nature of non-equilibrium detection of radiation have been investigated for
Al, Nb and NbN thin films in spectral range from submillimeter to near-Infrared
wavelengths [1,2]. In the case of ideal heat removal from the film with the c_ 100
A thickness the detection mechanism is an electron heating effect that is not
selective to radiation wavelength in a very broad range. The response time of
an electron heating bolometer is determined by an electron-phonon interaction
time. This time is of about 10 ns, 0.5 ns and 20 ps for Al, Nb, and NbN
correspondingly near the critical temperature of the superconducting film. The
sensitive area of the bolometer consists of a number of narrow strips (with a
width of,, 1 Mim) connected in parallel to contact pads; these pads together with
a sapphire substrate and a ground plate represent the microstrip transmission
line with an impedance of 50 11.

Fig. I shows the data obtained by direct measurements of detectivity D*
and r for different superconducting bolometers. These values were measured at
different operating temperatures, nevertheless it does not change the picture in
common. The solid line (D*r- 1/2 = 4.15. 1015 cm/J) lies through across the
point representing a one of the best inertial bolometers. Triangles show election
bolometer parameters obtained in the present investigation. These devices have
D* values which have not been reached previosly for fast-response bolometers,
Detectivity of the electron heating bolometer is as nigh as 5. 101 W--cm Hz1 /2

for Al, 1011 W-'cm.Hz1/ 2 for Nb and 1010 W-'cm.Hz1/ 2 for NbN films.
The sensitivity can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude in a mi-

crobolometer design. In the case of electron heating bolometer the supercon-
ducting strip in the resistive state serve as a resistive load for the infrared or a
submillimeter current. In contrast to a conventional microbolometer the noise
equivalent power (NEP) of the electron heating one diminishes not only due to
a reduction of a sensitive area but because of the decreasing of its thickness also.
The principal term in NEP is determined by a electron tempereture fluctuation
arising from the heat exchLenge with phonons. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of
NEP on the Nb film thickness; this result is calculated with a ,,Ning of experi-
mentally measured values of r and fitted to dimenesions 1 x 4 Mm2 (asterisks)

L ,,,, ...... ,H..
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Fig. 1. Relationship between the response time FIg. 2. Dependence of a NEP on the Nb film
and the detectivity for superconducting bolometers. thlckness (see text).

in plane. Triangle in Fig. 2 corresponds to a measured value of NEP reduced
to the 4 rm2 area. Solid line corresponds to an isothermal antena coupled
bolometer with the same area [3].

It is clearly visible how the transition from an electron heating regime (NEP
d1/2) towards isothermal regime (NEP = const) occurs. One can conclude that

experimental data are quite similar to those which are expected. The fitting of
experimental data for Al at 1.6 K and for NbN for 10 K gives values of 1.5.10-16
WHz•1 /2 and 2, 10-4 WHz 1 /2 respectively.

The important problem which should be solved to develop a microbolome-
ter is its matching with an antenna. For an ultrathin film the real part of
surface resistance is rather large; moreover, the suppression of energy gap in the
resistive state leads to an absorptivity which is nearly independent on Irequency
at submillimeter and far-infrared wavelengths. It means that superconducting
strips mentioned above may be considered as a pure resistive load to the antenna.
The sheet resistance inherented in thin films (40-80 f//O) suits well enough for
matching to antennas with a 100-200 Q impedance.

1. E.M.Gershenzon, M.E.Gershenzon, G.N.Gol'tsman, A.M.Lyul'kin, A.D.Se-
menov, A.V. Sergeev, "On the limiting characteristics of high speed super-
conducting bolometers", Soy. Tech. Phys. Let., Vol. 15, pp. 118-120,
1989.

2. E.M.Gershenzon, G.N.Gol'tsman, A.D.Semenov, A.V.Sergeev, "Wide band
high speed Nb and YBaCuO detectors", IEEE Trans. Mag., Vol. 27, pp.
2836-2840, 1991.

3. J.Mees, M.Nahum, P.L.Richards, "New design for antenna-coupled super-
conducting bolometers", APL, Vol. 59, pp. 2329-2331, 1991.
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ABSTRACT

Picosecond nonequilibrium and slow bolometric responses from a patterned high-T superconducting (HTS) film due to
Infrared radiation were investigated using both modulation and pulse techniques, Measurements at A = 0,85 g.tm and
A - 10,6 gtm have shown a similar behaviour of the response vs modulation frequencyf. The responsivity of the HTS film
based detector atf= 0.6-1 0Hz is estimated to be 10-2. 10.1 V/W.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last couple of years the response of HTS thin films to infrared radiation has been intensively studied, One
incentive is to investigate potential applications such as high-speed and sensitive detectors for infrared radiation, The pulsedradiation technique, where a transient electrical voltage across the current biased film is measured, provides evidence for at
least two types of relaxation processes.l- 3 The, first one, of picosecond duration, is attributed to fast relaxation of
nonequillbrium excited electron states, This is followed by a second process which is a slow nanosecond (sometimes,
microsecond) bolometric decay, Wideband measurements of these phenomena with a high signal-to-noise ratio are difficult
because of the poor sensitivity inherent in a wideband pulse registration system. To overcome this problem we have applied alaser modulation technique to study the response of patterned YBa 2Cu307.8 films In the resistive state created by the
transport current at a tempermture below To, Modulated radiation from both a GaAs laser diode and a CO2 laser was used. The
improvement in sensitivity made it possible to trace all relaxation stages from the frequency dependent response and also to
estimate the responsivity of the HTS picosecond infrared detector.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND SAMPLES

Two different experimental setups were used. In one case, the source consisted of a GaAs laser diode with a wavelength
A . 0,85 gtm, whose radiation was modulated by adding an ac current with a frequency up to 1 GHz to the dc bias. In a
second experiment, a CO 2 laser (A. w 10.6 gm) was modulated by a set of acousto-optical modulators with overlapping bands
in the range from 100 kHz to 100 MHz, The modulation depth was 0.2 mW for the laser diode and 0. 1 mW for the CO, laser,
The frequency dependence of the response was recorded by a spectrum analyzer with a resolution bandwidth of 100 Hz.
Additional preamplifiers with a noise temperature of about 400 K and 50 dB gain were used to increase the signal-to.noise
ratio of the registration system, The frequency dependence obtained at A * 0.85 4m was normalized to that of an 18 GHz
bandwidth PIN-diode. For the A w 10.6 lam radiation, where all output power was modulated, the response from an external
powermeter was used as reference,

The 300-800 A thick YBa 2Cu 30 7.8 films were deposited either by laser ablation or magnetron sputtering on LaAO13 and
NdGaO3 substrates. The structure consisted of one or a few parallel strips (with a minimum linewidth of I lrm and the
detector area 25 x 25 pin 2), and was prepared by electron beam lithography, 4 All samples demonstrated a linear decrease of the
resistance between room temperature and the critical temperature (Tc - 87-91 K). The transition width was - 1,5-3 K. All
detection measurements were carried out at T - 77-83 K.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The typical data presented in Fig. I were obtained at A = 0,85 Arm for different bias currents (curves I and 2 for NdGaO3substrate, 3 and 4 for LaAIO 3 substrate) and at AX. 10,6 •m. (curve 5, NdGaO3 substrate), Similar curves were obtained over
a wide range of bias currents corresponding to resistive states from near the superconducting state up to the normal state. The
low frequency part of the curves follows the relation f ". For NdGaO 3 (curves I and 2),. is approximately 0.6, and for
LaAlO3 (curves 3 and 4), n - 0.7, At( - 200-300 MHz the constant slope curve changes to a steeper slope, which eventually
ends in a plateau at 0,6-1 GHz. In all cases the amplitude of the signal was proportional to the dU/dTvalue, where U is the
dc voltage across the film, For 10.6 gm radiation n - 0.4.
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Fig. 1, Frequency response at A - 0.85 I.tm: curves I and 2 for NdGaO3 substrate, 3 and 4 for LaAIO3
substrate. Curve 5 shows frequency response at A = 10,6 pmn. The curves am arbitrarily shifted along the y-
axis. Solid lines in region A are fitted according tot", where n - 0,6 for curves I and 2, and n P, 0.7 for
curves 3 and 4, For curve 5 n a 0.4. In region C a plateau is reached.

We attribute the origin of the 0,6-1 0Hz fast response to the relaxation of excited electron states characterized by a
nonequilibrium distribution function, The relaxation rate of the film resistance -I is governed by the relaxation rate for the
electron subsystem. The f-value is within the picosecond range. 1 This relaxation process corresponds to the high-frequency
plateau in Fig, 1, Additional measurements using a pulsed GaAs laser diode have shown that this time Is less than 30 ps. The
next stage of relaxation is a transport of nonequillbrium phonons across the fllm-substrate interface, The presence of a thermal
resistance between the film and the substrate is indicated by a steeper part of the frequency dependence in Fig. 1. The last
stage of relaxation is the heat diffusion In the substrate following the temporal law t-o,5 in the one-dimensional case, This is
in agreement with thefyn dependence of the response obtained in our experiment.

Taking Into account that the uoupling of radiation into the HTS samples has not been optimized we estimate the
responsivity for the fast response (f m 0.6-1 0Hz) to be 10.2 - 10-1 V/W at 0,85 gLm. An extrapolation of the frequency
dependence of the response at 10,6 •m up to I GHz gives a responsivity about 10-2 V/W. The results obtained are promising
for the development of spectrally broadband picosecond Infrared detectors. We intend to continue the study by improving the
quality of the samples and by extending the range of available modulation frequencies by mixing of laser radiation,
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Normal state YBa2 Cu 3O7 -_ fllms: A new fast detector for far infrared laser radiation

S. Zeuner, P. G. Huggard, K. Goller, H. Lengfellner, and W, Prettl,
Institut fur Angewandte Physik, TJniversitit Regensburg, 93040 Regensburg, Germany

1. ABSTRACT

Room temperature YBa 2C;uSO7-. films, epitaxially grown on specially cut substrates are shown to be effective
detectors of high power far infrared laser pulses, For a 40 nm thick film we have measured a responsivity of
(5 4- 2) x 107" V/W, independent of frequency in the range from 20 cmu1 to 110 cm- 1 , The response time is
determined by thermal diffusion, giving a 200 MHz bandwidth for this film thickness.

2. INTRODUCTION

A frequent feature of power and energy meters for high power laser pulses is their strong wavelength dependence in
the FIR, This may arise from their intrinsic detection mechanism, as for photoconductive and photon drag devices,
of from interference effects due to the detector crystal/electrodes as has been observed for pyroelectric elements,
This report suggests a new solution to this problem, using a thin film of the high temperature superconductor
YBa 2Cu3O7 -4 at room temperature as the detector element, Such films, when deposited on specially cut substrates,
have recently been shown to exhibit a thermoelectric response to UV to FIR radiation [1],

The generation mechanism has been explained by the anisotropy of the thermopower in YBa2CuaO7,6 [2], In a
microscopic picture, different absolute thermopowers are ascribed to the metallic CuO planes and the more insu-
lating intervening layers, If these planes are tilted by an angle a relative to the film surface (Fig, 1) they form a
series connection of atomic scale thermocouples, Heating the film surface, for example by absorption of, radiation,
established a temperature gradient within the film, Thus a thermoelectric voltage parallel to the film surface is
generated arid detected as photosignal,

YOCO
film

Fig. 1i Formation of a thermopile by CuO layers (black) and Intermediate layers (white) in a YBa&CuaOr-6 film

with a c-axis tilt of a to the surface normal n,

3. EXPERIMENTAL

We studied the FIR response of films with different thicknesses, The I cm2 films were grown by laser ablation on
Sr'r'iO3 substrates cut with the surface normal at an angle of 10° to the (100) direction, Our radiatioil evurce was
a 'EA C(O2 laser pumped superradiant Flit laser of conventional oversise metal waveguide design, We obtained
FIR pulse profiles with a fast intraband photoconductive Ge detector, Figure 2(a) shows the response of a series of
Yla 201,1O 7..- films and the photoconductive detector (bottom trace) to 40 cm-i1 radiation., From the decay time
of 5 is for the 40 nm film, we estimate the electrical detector bandwidth to be 200 MHz. Using a Gentec EI)200
pyroelectric Joulemeter in conjunction with the photocondictive detector, instantanous powers could be calculated
at, each frequency, The resulting film responsivity of (5 ± 2) x I0[- V/W is reli.tively uniform between 20 cm-n anld
110 cm-1: Fig, 2(b), Such a behaviour Is to be expected, as the film is miuch thinner thnm the radiation absorption
depth and neither YBa 2Cun3)v_ nor Sr'liOa have strong abnorption fe.atures in this spectral region.
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FIG. 21 (a) Response of YBa12Cu30?-j films of different thicknesses to a FIR laser pulse at 40 cm- and (b) the
measured responsivity of the 40 rim YBaaCuaO3.- film u a function of radiation frequency,

The linearity of the response was checked using calibrated card attenuators, No significant deviations were found
over three ordors cit magnitude down to the noise limit imposed by the amplifier, The detector noise was found to
be the same as for a metal film resistor of the same ohmic value, As the film operates without bias current, the NEP
is thus determined by the Johnson noise as 3,6 x 10-1 W/Hllh/1,

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A drawbaick of such fMils as detectors is their relatively low responsivity, The FIR reflectivity of a 40 urn film at room
temperature is about 90 %, and so most of the incident energy is reflected by the film, Considerable improvements
might be achieved by use of an absorbing coating on the film surface or incorporating the film into an integrating
cavity.

In conclumion, we have shown that epitaxial YBa 2CuaO 7 . 6 films, deposited on specially cut substrates, are effective
large area room temperature detectors of FIR laser pulses. The response is relatively uniform at frequencies between
20 cm-I and 110 cm-1, For a 40 nm film we obtained a responsivity of (5:1: 2) x 10 " V/W with a 200 MIIz detector
bandwidth and a NEP of 3.6 x 10-1 W/1-10/ 2 ,
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The signal sign is depending on the contact polarity respect the evaporation versus. To obtain the fast response
without cable reflections ,the signal is closed on a 50 Cl impedance so that the nominal responsivity is 50-200
times reduces ,ln spite of this reduction typically 0.2V/MW response can be obtained on a Icm2 ars film.
We can see that fast sub-ns spikes can be easily detected in the oscilloscope limit ( 500MHz bandwidth). The
signals wtongly depend on the firn crystallization . Optical films show a large PD signal while amorphous
films show only the TE one. The PbS signal increases with film thickness. Optical films with 3KfW /square
are the thickest ones we can produced . On the contrary PbSe well grownt films with I KC1 /square can be
produced . The thicker films show TE tails depending on the substrate thermal conductivity . The PbS
responsivity is in general 3 dimes lower.-
In fig. .2 is reported the response on - 0.5c= 2 PbS. ( llKfl /squar'e, SI substrate)filmir under 1MW/cm2 lighitening
for front (a) and Back (b) illumination. While the TE tail reverses the sign with thermal gradient inside the
film ,the PD sign doesn't change (as observed in Sb and Bi film ) showing that it is produced by fight deflection
Inside the transverse microcrystals1.

a h

.......................... .... .... ................. .. . . . ............ . . .....

flg2. PbSe on Si response: a)m front ( Sns/div , I00mV /div ), b)u back illumination ( 20or/ div, 2OmV /div)

By using a suitable plastic substrate the TB signal can be eliminated. A reduce ( - 0.5 times ) PD response has
been observed in PbS. also at 100 lim , showing that the 10pm I'D signal Is influenced by the band edge effect
on the carrier masa.Fl~m damage is observed for power densities larger than 4MW/cm2

We have observed fast sub-ns response both in PbS and PbSe anisotropic films in the MIR region (9711@. h
PbSe response is larger. A crude 50CI matched response larger than -0.5 V/MW on 0.1 cm2 detector can be
observed which is larger than equivalent Go PD detectors.

This work has been partially supported by the CNR TECNOLOGIB ELB1"FROOTFICHE Finalized Project

1)S. Marchetti et al. Infrared Phys. 31 , 81 -84 ( 1991) and references therein
2) S, Marchetti M. Giorgi , C.Lazzari, V. l'alleachiR Simili :to appear on Infrared Phys.
3)S.Makrchetti , R. Simili: Opt. Comm. 89 .429-433 (1992)
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A MINIATURIZED BOLOMETER ARRAY FOR FIR LASER SPECTROSCOPY

P.T Lang1l, KF. Mast1 ), K.F. Renk2), and W. Schatz')

"I)MPI fOr Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, W-8046 Garching; 2)Inst. fOr
Angewandte Physik, Univ. of Regensburg, W-8400 Regensburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
We report on Investigations of the photorosponse Induced In a novel,
miniaturized low-noise metal resistor film bolometer array when Irradiated
by laser pulses with wavelengths covering the mid- and far-Infrared spectral
ranges. Successful operation at room temperature was achieved and almost
constant deteotivIty was found over the whole frequency range Investigated
(15 - 1100 cm-1), The minimum detectable laser pulse energy was determined
to be about 0.6 p.J.

THE BOLOMETER ARRAY
The detector Investigated In this study was one detector of a miniaturized
low-noise four-channel metal resistor bolometer array module developed for
fast bolometrlo diagnostics of fusion plasma experiments [1]. Figure 1 shows
the bolometer detectors Installed in the four left channels of the detector
array head, whereas the four right channels hide the reference bolometers,
The detector basically consists of a thin Insulating carrier foil covered on
each side with structured gold layers forming Identical and Independent
bolometer bridges, Radiation Is detected by means of 4 gm thick gold absorber
layers which are blackened In order to reduce their reflectivity. Anodized
aluminium cooling plates pressing on 20 gm thick, electrolytically deposited
thermal contact layers act as heat sinks. Each bolometer bridge comprises
four temperature-dependent gold resistor layers deposited on the rear side of
the foil opposite the absorber layers of the measuring and corresponding
reference bolometers. A detailed description of the detector, the electronics
and the calibration technique can be found In [2].

EXPERIMENTAL
The aim of the experiment was to determine the absolute value of the
Ltolometer's photoresp,'nse signal detectivity and its spectral response
characteristics. Thus, photoinduced signals delivered from the bolorneter
when Irradiated with Intense pulsed laser radiation covering the frequency
range from 15 to 1087 cm- 1 were measured. The bolometer detectivity was
determined by comparing the bolometer photoresponse signal amplitude with
that measured when a calibrated reference detector was irradiated with an
identical laser pulse. A detailed descripition of the laser system employed for
this study, an electrically pumped high pressure C02 laser which, in turn,

I II II I I I . . I I IIn I I I =1
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pumps a single-pass waveguide molecular gas laser, can be found elsewhere
(3]. The CO 2 laser delivers 200 mJ pulses with a length of 250 ns , covering
the frequency range around 1000 cm"1 . The accessible emission frequencies of
the far-infrared laser range from 8 to 240 cm- 1; pulse energies of up to 1 mJ
within pulse durations of less than 100 ns can be generated.

Results
Sufficiently strong photoinduced signals are obtained from the bolometer over
the entire frequency range Investigated with the laser system. The bolometer
photoresponse signal detectivity obtained from the calibration to reference
detectors Is shown In figure 2, A detectivity of magnitude 104 V/J (at gain a ,.
2048 of the amplifiers) is valid across the entire frequeny range of this
Investigation, As In previous experiments, a detectivity of 68.5 V/J at the
bridge output, corresponding to 1.4 * 10 V/J at the output of the electronics,
was determined for the cases of ohmlo heating and Irradiation with visible
light at atmospheric pressure, This Indicates an absorptivlty of about 7 % In
the mid- and far-Infrared spectral ranges. From the voltage nolse at the
bolometer electronics output, approx. 3 IV, a minimum detectable pulse
energy of about 0.6 P can be estimated, Thus, the available laser pulse
energies of several hundert gJ In the far-IR and of several hundert mJ In the
mid-IR exceed this detection limit about 103and 106 times, respectively. The
detectivIty and the nolse-equivalent energy of the bolometer detector thus
allow the use of this kind of detector for laser spectrocoplo methods.

References
[1] K.F. Mast, G, Gadani, P, GaggIni et al,, Rev. Sol. Instrum. 63, 4714 (1992).
[2] K.F. Mast, JC. Vallet, C. Andelfinger et al., Rev. Sol. Instrum, 82, 744
(1991).
[3] P.T. Lang, W. Schatz, and K.F. Rank, Optics Comm. 84, 29 (1991).
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Figur., Four-channel bolometer Eigute 2, Bolometer detectivity (at
detector array; the four left a fixed amplification factor of G =
channels of the unit are equipped 2048) obtained by calibrating with
with measuring bolorneters. respect to reference detectors.
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Nanosecond response time detectors for millimetre w vc de•ELs

M.F. Kimmitt, A. Doria*, G.P. Gallerano* and E. Giovenale*

Department of Physics, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ,, U.K.
*Dipartimento Sviluppo Tecnologie di Punta, ENEA, P.O. Box 65-00044 Frascati, Italy

The pulse structure of the output of a typical free-electron laser (FEL) is shown in Fig 1, We
have recently reported the operation of a compact waveguide FEL for the millimetre-wave region [1]
with an average output power of up to 1kW, in a macropulse 4Rs long which is repeated at a
maximum frequency of 40Hz. The laser is driven by an S band (30Hz) microtron delivering
electron pulses of 15ps duration spaced by 330ps and this results in the micropulse structure shown
in Fig 1. However, the dispersion of the waveguide and the frequency selectivity of' the resonator
leads to a micropulse duration of -lOOps. The present output of the FEL is between 2.1 and 2.6mm
but a new laser is under construction, designed to extend the wavelength range down to 50opm.

A variety of detectors have been used to study the output of the FEL, including microwave
diodes, pyroelectrics, n-InSb electron bolometers operating at 77K, long wavelength response Ge:Ga
photoconductors and photon drag detectors, At present the time resolution achieved is 3-4ns, which

as allowed study of fast variations in the macropulse, but the eventual aim is to observe the
micropulses directly. This will require a very fast display system, such as that used by Renk and his
colleagues [2].

With powers available in the 100W to lkW range the simplest devices to use are microwave
diodes, pyroelectrics and photon drag detectors. As the performance of diodes is very well known
at long wavelengths, we have confined our studies to the other two detectors, Moderately fast
pyroelectric detectors (response time -lOOns) have proved very convenient for observing the
macropulse, but results with very fast devices, e? Molectron P5-00, have been disappointing. This
is due to a combination of low absorption at millimetre wavelengths, difficulty in focusing sufficient
of the FEL output power on to the small area of ,lmm 2 and excess noise from electrical
interference.

An optimised 500 impedance photon drag detector with 5x5mm cross-section has a
responsivity of -10-5 VW.I at 2mm. This is almost identical to a lmm2 pyroelectric detector with
sub-nanosecond response time at wavelengths where it is 'black'. We have obtained excellent signal
to noise using a 30ohm cm n-Ge photon drag detector. It has the added advantage that it is a power-
measuring device, as the voltage responsivity can be calculated from the detector dimensions, with
the doping, mobility and refractive. index of the germanium [3]. As photon drag detectors can be
made with response times of <200ns it should be possible to observe features due to the micropulse
structure of the FEL output.

Ge:Oa photoconductors have a long-wavelength response well beyond their normal cut-off at
-120pm. This is probably due to an electron bolometer process [4], which should be very fast.
However, as typical detector resistances are >1Okg, nanosecond response times will be difficult to
observe. In early experiments we have observed millimetre wavelength response but with excess
noise, due to x-rays. These experiments will be continued with a new optical arrangement where
the detector will be at an increased distance from the FEL.
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The most interesting detector results have been with an InSb electron bolometer operated at
77k. At 4K, the normal operating temperature, the response time is about 500ns, due to slow
coupling between the heated electrons and the lattice. At higher temperatures the coupling speed
increases md should be much less than Ins at 77K. HQwever, the present detector has a resistance
of 1.5kQ and the RC time constant is -20ns As the laser power requires considerable attenuation to
prevent detector saturation, we propose using a 500 detector to achieve much faster response. An
intriguing feature of the 77K results is that at low powers the sign of the detector output is the same
as at 4K, but at higher powers the sign reverses. We are investigating this further.

In conclusion, it is worth remarking that the present FEL has proved to be an extremely reliable
source of millimetre wave radiation and the pulse structure makes both it, and the new shorter
wavelength version, ideal for studying the various new detectors that are now being developed.
These include multiquantum wells and devices based on superconductors, both conventional and
high Tc, which have been shown to have response times of 100ps or less [2], [5].
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Physical grounds of high-sensitive detection of IR radiation in the
crystal at room temperature

Gennadji K.Vlasov, Niclcolaii A.Dolgikh, Elena I.Chizhikova

Center of Program Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences
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ABSTBAQT

The theory of IR-quenohing of the visible radiation in the regi-
on of relative transparency of OdS crystal at room temperature is
proposed. The initial experiments are in well agreement with theory
what is likely the first evidence for spherical excitons in impuri-
ties to exist. The results obtained indicate that for X=2-5 mkm N3P <

10-12 WHz"1/2 can be achievable.

2. INTRODUCTION

At high enough (room) temperatures many physioal mochanisms of
IR.-detection become uneffective as,for instance, photoconductivity at
impurity-band transitions in semiconductors.

The aim of this work is to develop new physical ideas which may
allow to create the incoherent receiver of IR radiation with the pa-
rameters that are essentially better than achieved up-to-date and
greatly protected against background radiation.

The effect of probing visible radiation quenching by IR-illu-
mination of CdS volume crystals observed at room temperature can be
explained quantitatively only oonsidering the spherical exotons- free
(usual)excitons interaction. The spherical excitons may have peroep-
tible orosm-seotions for different interactions., however they were
not observed until now.

3.E VERIMWN

CdS crystals with typical sizes 1x3x4 cm3 were excited by radi-
ation of mercury lamp DRSh-250, and the speotrum of the radiation
transmitted through the crystal was registrated.When the mercury lamp
radiation is passed initially through the water filter, the intensi-
ties of doublet lines (1=546 nm and I = 577 nm) in the spectrum men-
tioned above are in 1,5-3 times larger than in the case, when the
water filter was taken off. Herewith am the measurements show, the
ultraviolet part of Hg-lamp emission is attenuated by water filter in
w 5 times, while the intensity of lines X = 546 rnm and .= 577 rum
decreases in 1,5-2 times.

Thus, we need to understand how the energy absorber being loca-
ted in the optical path may lead to increasing power of secondary ra-
diation from the orystal. The Identifying of this effect may be ob-
tained,by our opinionA, with taking into consideration what water cuts
off the radiation with .>1,A mkm and quartz elements are transparent
for X < 5 mkm. Consequently, the effect in, in fact, the IH-quenohing
of probe visible radia-tion intensity in the region of the crystal
relative transparency, and the wavelength quenching radiation lies in

!M
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1,4-5 mkm band.
During initial w 2 minutes after the Hg-lamp was switched on,

instead of IR-quenching the opposite effect is observed that agrees
well with the know fact that the heating of Hg-lamp quartz walls up
to 1OOOK is realized just at this time.At such temperature the maxi-
imum of black-body radiation corresponds to X =3 mkm. At )=595 nm the
IR-quenching effect changes its sign: the intensity of secondary ra-
diation with %>% =595 nm decreases if the water filter was installed.o

From the results obtained it follows that IR irradiation with

power P =10- 8 W leads to changing of absorption coefficient K for

probing green radiation by amount of AK=O,2 om-!This allows us to ea-
estimate the sensitivity (NXP) of IR-detection for given experimental

set-up as O-i 12WHM.

.TH0RY

The gist of the mechanisms that explains the experiment is fol-
lowing. A photon of incoming radiation with the energy hw=(Eex-A) is

absorbed as a result of the process described in the second order of
perturbation theory. Here Eex is the energy of ground (n=1) exciton

state in the crystal, A is the energy deficit. At the first stage the
photon disappears and free virtual exciton is created.

At the second stage this exoiton fills up its energy deficit due
to collision with a spherical exciton localized at marnyelectron impu-
rity atom (in our case - the extra Cd atoms), Those spherical exoi-
tons,that are able to lose due to collision the energy which is close

to their binding energy Ry*, must be in highly exoited states n,11,
where n,l are mean and orbital quantum numbers of spherical exoiton.

In the case under consideration

Ry (Z=1) = 381 am

Ry* (Z* =2) = 1524 cm

Ry*(Z*=3) = 3429 cm-

where Z* is effective charge of a hole partipating in the spherical
exciton.The value Z*=3 is maximal value of Z*, which may be obtained
due to overcharging of a spherical exciton as a result of photoloni-
zation of an impurity atom by IR-radiation.

At T=300 K the position of exciton line in CdS crystal corres-
ponds to %510 nm and so the maximal erergy deficit A, which permits

the absorption at %=A b' is A max3400 cm- 1.Thus, the creation of sphe-

rical excitors with Z*=3 connected with IR-illumination leads to

light absorption only when A A max Ry* (Z* =3).

In this work the theory of s;pherical excitons creation is deve-
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loped (this problem was not considered previously up to end ), which
shows that such objects come to existence preferentially in highly
excited states.The energy of hot electrons needed for coulomb excita-
tion of spherical exoitons must be about 10 eV for Cd at'om in crystal.

Calculations give that sufficient concentration of such elec-
trons may be obtained by quadrupolar (J=2) photons flow emitted from
Hg-lamp at X=365 nm, which 3-d harmonic generated in the volume of
the crystal corresponds just to the excitation energy needed. Spheri-
cal exoitons In Hg atoms, that can emit the UV photons with J=2, de-
mand for their creation the energy close to 120 eV, what also agrees
with our experimental data..

Numerical estimation for the situation disoribed above gives the
following results:

o601,2,10-7 , N p(Z *=3)6O,75,10 5om3 , n=li2,10 3 AK=0,14 cm-1

where co is life-time of a spherical exciton with n,l*1 relative to

transitions to its ground state, Nsp is the conoentration of apheri

cal exoitons. Calculated value of AK agrees with the measured one.

5.THEORTI0L LIA, BMIT SITI
Likewise as was shown by Vlasov et al. one can obtain

N~a( ~w~v1/2

where hw is the energy of a visible photon, I is quantum yield, Av in

the bandwith of registrating system,p =P/P ir (PMAP Ut/P ir) is the co-

efficient of transformation of IR-radiation power into the change of

secondary visible radiation power APoU The calculation for conditions
of our experiment gives

-3Q 1 9  /NEP cw 3,10-1 WHZ-I2

what is much better than above mentioned estimation based on experi-
mental value of AK. In our opinion there are several factors which
optimization may lead to essential reduction of experimental estima-
tion of NW . For instance, one should use much larger solid angle to
collect the secondary radiation.

1. G.K.Vlasov, "Spherical exoitons in manyeleotron atoms".
Intern.J.of Infrared ••d M(il.meter Waues, vol.12, PP.397-429, April
1991.

2. G.K.Vlasov, D.N.Vylegzhanin, E.I.Ohizhikova, "Exoitonio
detectors of infrared and submillimeter waves:, Digest of Tech.Papers
of 18-th. Intern.Coynf.cn Znft'arved anmd M~ltm~tev Waves (U.K.1993)9
preoeding paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the development of the pyroelectric infrareal detectorthe single crystal pyroelectrics is

paid great attention due to its excellent characters in the pyroelectric coefficient I ,dielectric con-
stont € and dielectric loss tanb. But the production of the single crystal material needs the complex
process, long cycle and great expenses, and it can not withstand the high power radiation. So ,its

applications are limitedand several polycrystalline pyroelectric materials are studied and devel-

oped. PZT (lead zirconate titanate) is a pyroelectric material that can overcome the above weak-

nesses of the single crystal material and possesses the resistance to heatdamp and oxidation.

Heanceits application fileds are very wide.

2. SELECTION AND EXPERIMENT OF PBZTr

The stucture of PZT is ABOs type. If the Zr to Ti ratio of the material Il changedits phase
stucture and characters will be different. The Zr-Ti ratio of a ferroelectrics or pyroelectrics should

be selected in earnest according to their applications. From the PZT phase diagrom,we know that

there Is a coexistent range of F, (tetragon) and Fi (triangle) nearby the Z,/Tibeing 53/47 ,that is,

the difference of the free energy and the activation energy between F, and Fi are very little in the
range. So a weak electric field may cause the transformation of the phase stucture,the € and the

deformation of PZT are very largeand the internal friction in the course of the electric-domain-

wall moving will increase ,that is ,tan8 increases. In accordance with the quality requirements for a

pyroelectrics such as high 7 ,low s and tanb,the Z,-T7 ratio must be far from the range. For pyro-

electrics,the Z,/Tj is generally selected in the range from 90/10 to 94.5/5.5. Sowe select the
Z,/Ti as 94/6 and Bi is doped in the ingredinent,the chemical equation is Pb.B11-,(Zr.,,4Tio, 0G)O,.
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The experiment procress is the same as that of electric ceramics. The PBZT material

must be sintered in the PbO atmosphere due to the PbO evaporating. It is polarized in the 1201C

silica oil for 10min at 5KV/mm voltage, The measuring results (T=25"C) show that I =8. 8X

10-'c/cm' . K, c =200 and tanU(1KHz)=2X10'.

3. PBZT INFRARED DETECTOR

The PBZT material, crose section being 3rm X 3mm, is poli6hed into a 0. 1mm thickness

slice. The 01. 5mm electrodes are evaporated on the two faces o ,' e slice,the front electrode is a

blank Ni film that can raises the absorbance for incoming radiation and the back electrode is a Au

film. The four corners of the slice are stuck at the four props respectively to be the stucture of the

without substrate, The slice is stuck on a quartz glass to be the stucture of the with substrate.

"The outer casing is sealed with epoxy resin. The S, is used as the window material, Because of the

high resistivity for the PBZT material ,it is necessary for the impedance matching of the PBZT

and the prepositive amplifier.

On conditions that T = 500K and f 10Hz tthe PBZT infrared detectors are measured. The

results are D' - 5. 7 X 10' cmHz'l'/W for the without substrate detector and D" - 1. 2 X

10'cmHz"'/W for the with substrate detector.

4. DISCUSSION

Bi is a kind of the soft additive. The amount of Bi added must be strictly controled (x <

0. 01), if not, c and tana of the material will increase. Adding just the right amount Bi may com-

pensate the electrons loss of the loseing Pb when sintering,the bulk resistivity of the material will

increase,it is favorable for the polarizeing.

Because the without substrate stucture may avoid the h:,rmful influence of the substrate such

as the specific heat and thermal conductivity,its detectivii is higher than that of the with sub-

strate.

The PBZT detector can be used in not only the general radiation detecting,but also the pow-

erful radiation measurement such laser. The experiment has shown that there are not the redia-

tion injury and the rift on the absorbing face of the detector after the several watts radiating of

the CO0 laser.
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Semi-chaotic putse effects were of the order of 3.,ns long with a 1,2ns risetime,
in self-modulating Gunan oscillators The pulse repetition rate increased with increasing bias

by D.A.Robertson'. G.MSmith0 . J.C.G.LesurFt. over a wide voltage range (typical repetition period:
N.R.CouchW. MJ.Kewrneyp from 800 to 150ns for bias of 3 to 5V) beyond which

M.J.Keare the output became cw. The pulse waveform was
,hatzai~i observed to undergo a number of significant .hanges

Self-modulation behaviour has been observed as bias was increased. Single, repetitive pulses
in GaAs Gunn oscillators operating at W-band, leading transformed into bunches of two, three or more pulses
to nanosecond pulses of relatively high peak power. separated by longer intervals. At higher bias levels the
Pulse repetition rates and pulse-widths can be varied output re-formed into a continuous pulsetrain, the
reproducibly as a function of bias and bias termination, period of which decreased with bias, At voltages just
and there is evidence for semi-chaotic behaviour in below the onset of cw operation, the diode produced
certain regimes, bursts of pulses separated by relatively long gaps. The

inter-burst gap is generally voltage dependent.

Int~~cijanin 0)27

"Bias oscillations" have been known to exist v
in Gunn diodes operating near threshold for some time
and have generally been considered undesirable.
Ferrite beads or RC networks are used as close to the
cavity u possible to stop them and the devices have
usually been operated at higher bias levels to ensure
coherent output. Jaskolski & Ishli reported relaxation
oscillations, associated with negative resistance at low
frequencies, occurring simultaneously with microwave .om . - -....

output in GaAs.' These relaxation oscillations were
shown to be voltage-dependent and circuit- Fig. 1: Typical 3.5ns pulse
independent. This low frequency negative resistance
effect has been exploited to produce u,h.f. Gunn Pulse shapes were a function of the
oscillators 2-1 and amplifiersv' termination of the fundamental and second harmonic

Novel Gunn diodes designed and fabricated frequencies, the bias voltage, and the termination of the
by CEC-Marconi Ltd., Hirst Research Centre have bias line. Three main effects could be induced: in
exhibited an enhanced tendency to such effects. These addition to the short pulses, broad high power

bias oscillations can correspond to pulsed output of the rectangular pulses (typically 200 to 800ns wide) were

device itself mnd can occur for a range of voltages well commonly seen, as were rectangular pulses with a

above threshold. Jaskolski & lshii have reported larger, sharp spike on the leading edge. Backshort
similar effects at 10GHz.1 Here we are reporting large position tended to tune one shape into another, whereas
amplitude relaxation osciuations with very fast rise choke position usually caue.d a jump between narrow

and fall times which can exhibit semi-chaotic spikes and rectangular pulses. There was evidence to
behaviour, suggest a large frequency sweep which caused some of

the variations in the exact shape of the pulse. As
before, the interpulse period varied with bias and

Rxwprigmint. Results and Dincuuuin multi-period waveforms were observed,
The Gunn oscillator was of a tunable second

harmonic design of the type described by Carlstrdm et
al.5  A quasI-optical measurement system was used V
which ensured electrical isolation between source and
detector and permitted the use of a free-space ferrite
circulator to isolate the oscillator from any signal
reflected from the detector. A single Schottky-barrier
detector was used to observe the output of the
oscillator. The detector signal was then monitored on a
spectrum analyser and a fast digital storage
oscilloscope (4GSa/s HP34720A). The Gunn '........... ns a.-o2M
oscillator was fed via a bias tee whose r.f. arm was Fig.2 An example of broad pulses
terminated in a 5011 load to match the cable. The bias
voltage was also monitored on the scope. Monitoring the Gunn diode bias line showed

Typically, the sihortesit output pul•.i obtoired very large volt.ge excursions (typically 2,0 to 2.5V)
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corresponding to the pulsed output. Typical risetime These effects are strongly suggestive of semi-
and pulsewidth values are of the order of 3.2ns and chaotic behaviour. The 'burst' type of output observed
9.Os respectively, at higher voltages suggests a relaxation oscillation, in

It was found that the bias line pulses were which the diode suddenly bursts into oscillation for a
largely unaffected by adjustment of the oscillator's while and subsequently switches off,
cavity length and backshort position, and were Similar behaviour in Gunn diodes has been
principally controlled via the bias voltage, described in numerical computer simulations of

The output behaviour was dependent on the nonlinear modelsO
matching circuit used in the oscillator block. This We suggest that the mechanism involved in
usually includes a zener diode, to prevent over- producing these pulses is similar to that described in
biassing, and an RC snubber. The zener undoubtedly Ref. 1. While the diode is oscillating at W-band there
plays some role in limiting the magnitude of dhe bias is also significant negative resistance at lower
pulse but it was removed in the interests of simplifying frequencies. When suitably biassed, the diode also
the circuit. The bias tee termination and the 500 pad oscillates at low frequency, modulating the rf. output.
on the scope input both help to match the bias circuit The fast pulses are not subject to the thermal
and minmise reflections, limitations of ow operation, so the peak power is

Different bias tee terminations were found to relatively higher (typically 50rmW as opposed to
have a marked effect on the output behaviour. 30mW). Further work is needed to understand this
Connecting unterminated lengths of cable to the r.f. self-modulation behaviour in detail, representing as it
arm of the bias tee produced bunches of pulses, with does a subtle interaction between the diode and its
more pulses per bunch for longer cables. Terminating circuit. The effect seems especially pronounced,
the cables removed this effect. Clearly the bias line however, for Gunn diodes which have a strong
pulse were being reflected from the open-circuit end frequency-blis dependence,
of the cable and back to the diode,

Power measurements on the oscillator were This work was supported in par by the MOD
made with both a thermal detector (average power) and Procurement Executive. sponsored by DRA Malvern
a fast diode detector (peak power), Just above and in part by the National Physical Laboratory,
threshold the peak power could exceed 50mW while Malvern.
the average power amounted to less than 0,5mW, In
general, the peak power remains fairly contant with REFERENCES
bias, with only a slight drop-off at the upper and lower I JASKOLSKI, S.V, & ISHII, T.K,: 'Simultaneous
limits of the bias range, whilst the average power low-frequency relaxation and high-frequency
increases with bias voltage, microwave oscillation of a bulk GaAs c.w, oscillator'.

The periodicity of the waveforms was Elfecroi'cs Letters, 1967,3, pp. 12-13
recorded for increasing bias and the periods between 2 CAWSEY. D.: 'V.H,F. and U.H,F. Gunn-effect
pulses calculated. Plotting period against bias voltage Oscillators', Electronk's Letters, 1967A3. pp. 550-551
shows the voltage-dependent nature of the pulses and 3
highlights the multi-period effects described above. A 3 BRUNT. G.A,: dLow.frequency negative resistance
clear bifurcation is visible and period-. behaviour is of X-band Gunn diodes', 15ectrmkc Letters, 1969, 3,
indicated, where n is 2, 3 and possibly 4, The pulses pp 15 1 1 5 3

are jittered and this reduces clarity in the bifurcation 4 AITCHISON, CS. et al: 'Self-pumped Gunn-effect
diagram. parametric amplifier', Electroniks Letters, 1969, 5,

pp.36-37
Boo 5 CARLSTROK, J,E, et al: 'A continuously tunable

65-115Hz Gunn Oscillator', MTT-33. 7, July 1985,
pp, 610-619
6 LESURF, JC.G. & ROBERTSON, MR.: 'Report on

S, the Feasibilty of "Chaotic" MM-Wave Noise Sources',
Report to the NPL. 1992

I ,' l• ...... ia Dept, of Physics. StAndrews University, North

, , I II , , Haugh, St, Andrews, Fife, KY16 9SS.
o .,2. R ,taO r, /1 GEC-Marconi Ltd,, Hint Research Centre, EastLane, Wembley. Middx. HA9 7PP.

Fig.3 Bifurcation Diagram
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Backward wave tube - sources of =m chaotic oscillation

Konstantin A. Lukin, Vladimir A. Rakityansky

Institute of Radiophysica and Electronics of the Acadwv of Sciences of Ukraine
12 Prookura St., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine

In this paper is considered a new approach to excitation of millimuter noise
oscillations with man power about som watts and using the dynamic properties of
backward wave oscillators. A low quality factor oscillator system of millimmter
wave band are used for incroase in interaction efficiency and decrease in working
current. Autooscillation behaviors of a BWT are studied and a main characteristics
of the excited chaotic oscillations are presented.

Dynamics of electron-wave oscillator is described by the set of nonlinear
intogral-dffforential equations in partial derivatives which have no analytical
solutions. Numerical investigation of this equations shown that the increasing of
the working-current to starting-current ratio (further is referred as parameter K)
causes the change of autooscillation regims of •WT, Result is a more complicated
form of spectral characteristics of the oscillations. At K=30 oscillations becom
irregular due to chaotic amplitude autowodulation. Chaotic automodulation is
characterized by a continuous frequency spectrum concentrated not far from the
fundam•ntal frequency, Numerical integration of this equations is connected with
great difficulties. Besides, millimoter wave band is characterized by a large enough
values of the electromagnetic field losses in waveguide structures and large values
of the space charge parameter of the high density electron beam and we cannot
neglected thems factors when we create out numerical simulation, This circumstance

keos this problem much core complicated and that is wf the experimental research
become more important.

2.IM IRA-R NAWT ffi

Providing of great values of K in millimmter wave band devices is very difficult
problem. Ons of the ways in the solving this problem is the introducing of the
reflections at the slow-wave structure ands,. Slow-wave structure with low values of
reflection factor from its ns we name as weak-resonant oscillatory system. Such
system with a large electrical length are used for exciting of the chaotic
oscillations with wide and uniform spectrum. The quality factor of the working modes
of the system used does not exceed of 40. The system investigated is characterized
by two parameters and its dynamic properties are determined by values of parameter K
and the complex reflection coefficient R which describes the efficiency of the
additional feedback, Mcperimental results are given for K& band BWT.

Weak-resonant BW's (BWr's) are the sources with electron retuning of thm
frequency spectrum of the oscillations generated. At K>3 momochromatic oscillations
with continuous electron retuning of the frequency' within the band of 12% are

LM I I I
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observed. At K>6 the periodic modulation of an oscillation amplitude is developed.
The stAtellite frequencies near the fundamental oscillation spectral line are
appeared, It is a peculiarity that automndulation appears in the minimum of the
oscillation power for the fundamental oscillation frequency near the boundary of
the resonant zone. The frequency of the amplitude modulation can be changed within
the band of 140-3001Mz by the changing of the accelerating voltage, At K>11 a
regular autonmdulation becomes quasi periodic one with equidistant frequency
spectrum, Narrow band chaotic oscillations in WM are observed at K=19. Such values
of K are less than corresponding values for ordinary BWT, Wide bend chaotic
oscillations with Af/f=2-3% (at power level of -10dB) are observed at K=50, Electron
retuning of the man frequency of the chaotic oscillation carrying frequency of the
weak-resonant BWT is discrete due to the strong non-uniformity of the interaction
efficiency, However, the band of the working frequencies is exceeded by electron
retuning due to the narrow interval of the acceleration voltages of the spectrum
quantification,

The packaged chaotic (noise) oscillation sources of the millimeter wave band are
designed with using weak-resonant BWr. The sources of chaotic signals of middle
power level have the following technical specifications

Mean level of the power spectrum density, ,W//MHz 5-10
Spectrum Width, ft4
at power level (-3dB) 300
at power level (-10dB) 800
Electron retuning of the carrying frequency, % 10
Steepness of electron frequency retuning, W4z/V 4-10
Cathode voltage, kV 2-4,5
Cathode current, A 0,1-0,18
Consuazption of coolant, 1/h 100
Mass of device with rare-earth magnetiesystem, kg 9-12

Application of the weak-resonant BWT's made possible to increase of the
interaction efficiency, The results is the decrease of working-current corresponding
to the excitation of the millimiter chaotic oscillations, Packaged middle Ynwer
chaotic oscillators based on the using of WBWr are designed, The developed sources
of millinater wave band allow to design radio systems for solution of many
scientific and technic problems, They can be used for design of the sensing or radar
systems with high electromagnetic coupatibility, correlation and non-coherirnce
reflectomstry for precision determination of plasm cut-off layer position and other
radio electronic system in a similar way.

1. B,P.Bezruchko, L.V,Bulgakova, S.PKuznecov, D,I,Trubethkov," Experimental and
theoretical investigation of BWT chaotic oscillations," Radiotech, and Electr,,
Vol.28,pp,1136-1142,June 1983,(in Russian).

2. B.P.Efinov, K.A.Lukin, V.ARakityaneky," About a transformation of the
chaotic oscillation spectrum," Journal of technical physics, Vol.58,pp.2398".
2400,Deceniber 1988,(in Russian).
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A Dual Channel
Optically Pumped FIR Laser System

For
Plasma Diagnostics

BW Davis and RS Thomas

Edinburgh Instruments Ltd
Riccarton, Edinburgh EH14 4AP, Scotland, UK

ABSTRACT

A dual output optically pumped FIR laser system for plasma diagnostics has been developed and operated at
184um and 433um, Powers in excess of 300mW per channel have boon achieved at 184urn with amplitude
stabilities of better than +/- 2 %, The two FIR output beams can be tuned to provide intermediate difibronce
frequencies in the range 500kHz to L,5MHz with stabilities of +/- 1 OkHz, The system and test results will be
presented,

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of optically pumped FIR lasers in dual beam intorferometor systems for plasma diagnostics has boen
well documented (I), This paper describes a commercial system developed for the COMPASS Tokamak in
Culham laboratories (2) and for similar applications in Japan, The Edinburgh Instruments PL6 CO 2 and
395 far Infrared (FIR) lasers form the basis of the described systmn.

2. LASER SYSTEM

The PL6 grating tuned, flowing gas CO 2 laser el oratcs on up to 90 lines over the 9-Il urn region with
continuous wave (cw) powers in excess of 180 Watts on the strongest lines, This is achieved in a compact
configuration using an invar stabilisod, folded cavity arrangemcnt, The CO 2 radiation is divided into two
beams of near equal power by a ZnSc boansplitter.

The semi-sealed 395 FIR laser is a dual laser with two independent 1L5 meter long, 36nun diameter dielectric
waveguidos with plano/plano optics in u common invar stabilisod ftame, Although the application described
only required operation at I84um and 433um the laser system can be operated over the range 40um to
1,22mm, In its standard configuration the laser has integral water cooling of both optics and waveguides to
allow efficient pumping with high power cw CO 2 radiation,

The CO 2 input beams are focused through 2.5mm pinholes centrally located in each of the input mirrors. FIR
radiation is extracted from specially designed dichroic output mirrors which are mounted on stepper driven
micrometer stages. Fine adjustment of the cavity length allows the difference frequency (IF) between the FIR
outputs to be tuned over the range 500kHz to 1,5MHz.
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3. POWER STABILITY AND STABILISATION

The FIR laser has been operated at 184um (CH 2F2), with cw FIR poweis in excess of 300mW per channel,
and 433um (HCOOH) with 50mW per channel, Long term amplitude stability measurements have been made
by monitoring both channels with two calibrated thermopile detectors. Stability runs have been performed
with, and without, active stabilisation.

An Edinburgh Instruments ALS- I active stabiliser was used to control the CO 2 laser power to produce near
maximum FIR output power. In this, a mylar beamsplitter was used to split off 5% of the FIR power from
one channel of the HR laser, This signal was focused and chopped before being incident onto a pyroclectric
detector. The detector output was then fed into the ALS- I and subsequently the stabiliser controlled the PL6
laser by adjusting its cavity length such that the optimum pumping frequency was maintained.

Measurements over many hours have indicated power stabilities of better than +/- 2%. Thus by actively
stabilising the CO 2 laser, and utilising the inherent stability of the FIR laser, hands off operation for many
hours can be achieved.

4, FREQUENCY STABILITY

As described, either of the two FIR cavity lengths can be adjusted to provide intermediate difference
frequencies (IF) in the range 500kHz to 1.5MHz. The FIR laser outputs were mixed in wavelength optimised
corner cube Schottky diode detectors and the detector output was monitored both on an oscilloscope and
through a Frequency to Voltage converter in the ALS-I stabiliser. This enabled stability measurements of the
beat signal to be recorded for various IF values.

At an IF of IMHz, a stability of +/- 10kHz over 60 seconds has been observed at both wavelengths. Similar
stabilities have been measured at other frequencies in the 500kHz to 1.5MHz region.

S. CONCLUSIONS

A simple to use CO2 optically pumped dual FIR laser system has been developed for use in an interfcrometer
system for plasma diagnostic applications in Tokamaks, The system, which has been operated at 184um and
433um, has been shown to have IF stabilities of +/- I0kHz over 60 seconds, with power stabilities of better
than +/- 2%.

6. REFERENCES

(I) N.C. Luhmann, Jr.,' Instrumentation and techniques for plasrma diagnostics: an overview,' in Infrared and
Millimetre Waves, Vol. 2, K.J. Button, Ed. Academic Press, New York, p. 1-65, 1979

(2) T. Edlington and R, Wyldc, 'A multichannel interferomcter for electron density measurements in
COMPASS', Rcv,Sci.Jnstr., Vol. 63(10), p.4968, Oct. 1992,
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Improvements in the characteristics of a high-power optically-pumped
far-Infrared laser and its application

T. Hori, N. Hiromoto and A. Yamamoto*
Communications Research Laboratory

4-2-1 Nukui-kita, Koganei, Tokyo 184, Japan
*National Space Development Agency of Japan

1-29-6 Hamamatsu-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan

1.Introduction
Up to now, a high-power optically-pumped far-infrared laser system has been developedl), and

some tasks were left for improving it. Here the results of the improvements in the characteristics
are shown, that is, the increase of output power by optimizing output couplers and adding buffer
gas, absolute frequency stabilization by harmonic mixing the laser radiation with millimeter wave
from a PLL'ed Gunn oscillator. Results of application of this laser will be presented too.

2.Increase of Output Power
First, optimization of output couplers was done. Dichroic mirrors with aluminium patterns

and dielectric multilayers on Z-cut substrates were fabricated with photolithographic technique 2).
Four types of mirrors, that is, a center-hole, capacitive mesh, stripes and mixed mesh ( patterns
to increase gradually the reflectance from the center to the edge ) were examined. The center-hole
output couplers had much higher output than capacitive mesh ones and the mixed mesh mirrors
with adequate parameters had the highest output. The threshold for mesh miorrors, which yield
good beam patterrn, were very low. For stripe mirrors, it was very difficult to get strong oscillations.

From a practical aspect of low loss thinner substrates yielded more power than thicker ones
and substrates 1.5mm thick were used. Substrates were made in concave shape (R=4m), to increase
the output.

Next, as an input coupler, offset-hole mirror was used instead of a center-hole one. This is
not related to the increase of output power, however, it was favorable to reduce feedback without
using complicated polarizing optical components and to decrease threshold.

Finally, He gas was added as a buffer. For HCOOH, the increase of output power could be
observed as well as CH3OH3) and CHsF4 ). For CHO3 447pm line, however, the increase was not
observed.

The results obtained with these improvements above are summarized in Table I. The output
became much larger (over 3-4 times except for CH30H 70.Spim) than that obtained before.

3.Frequency Stabilization by Use of Harmonic Mixing
To obtain better frequency stability, absolute frequency stabilization was achieved by harmonic

mnixing with millimeter wave from a PLL'ed Gunn oscillator. The FIR output power and frequency
measured simultaneously, when the stabilization loop was not closed and C02 laser frequency was
scanned, are shown in Fig.1 ( In Figl(a), the C02 laser power when it was not introduced into
FIR cavity, are shown as a reference. ). The results show that FIR frequency depends on the pump
laser's frequency a little ( about 40OkHzp, at 70-BOW pumping ) through AC dynamic Star
effect. Roughly speaking, FIR frequency fluctuation mainly came from FIR cavity and amplitude
fluctuation from C02 laser,

The results when personal-computer controlled sta6ilization loop was closed, are shown in
Fig.2. In the figure the obtained frequency stability was -+20kHz for 3kHz resolution bandwidth
of the spectrum analyzer.
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Table 1. Output Power Measurements for CH3 OH, HCOOH and CH31 lines

Molecule Wavelength Pump Gas Helium Output Output
(pm) Power Press. Press. Power Power

(W) (mTorr) (mTorr) (no He) (with He a
CH30H 70.5 77 130 (30) 144 (186 a
CH3 0H 118.8 72 230 (160) 312 (414) a
CH3 0H 163.0 58 145 W- 120 W-
CH30H 170.6 72 110 (65) 168 (176)a

HCOOH 393.6 96 160 (25) 134 (144) b
HCOOH 432.5 98 130 (30) 86 (108) b

CHSI 447.1 86 200 0- 50 (-) b
HCOOH 513.0 92 135 (40) 84 (98) b

a:Center-hole, 10mmo
b: M.Mahlucapacitive (Slm200pm, 2a1-B0/Am ) 0:5r< 7mm

capacitive (g2w200pm, 2a2.6Opm ) 7:5r< 10mm
capacitive (g3w200pmn, 2a3=20pum ) 10:5r< 13mm
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OPFIRL INVESTIGATION OF AMMONIA

W. Schatz and K.F. Renk
lnstifut figr Angewandte Physik, Universitat Regensburg

W-8400 Regensburg, Germany

Abstract

Using a continuous tunable C0 2 -laser system for optical pumping a far-infrared laser we investi-
gated the four ammonia gas isotopes 14NH 3, 15NH 3, 14ND 3 and 15ND 3, We found laser emission
via stimulated Raman scattering at about 300 molecular transitions in the region from 15 cm"1

to more than 200 cm- 1 , about 250 of them observed for the first time. Thereby photon conversion
coefficients of up to 12 % and tuning intervals exceeding 3 cm' 1 have been accieved.

Introduction

Ammonia has been proved to be one of the most powerful laser media used for optical pumping
a superradiant far-infrared (FIR) laser. High photon conversion coefficients and the generation
of tunable FIR radiation via stimulated Raman scattering over wide tuning intervals have been
observed [1]. In this work we report optical pumping of the well investigated isotopes 14NHI and
"IINH3 but furthermore also deuterated ammonia 14ND 3 and 11ND 3 have been pumped for the first
time.

Experimental setup

Pump radiation was generated by use of a continuous tunable 20 atm C0 2-laser [2] consisting of
two amplifying stages; optical access to the pump volume was obtained by two NaCl Brewster
windows. The resonator was built by a concave germanium output coupler (reflectivity f 0.7;
radius P 25 m) and a 150 I/nim grating in Littrow configuration. Frequency tuning is possible in
steps of 1 0Hz, the spectral width of the emitted radiation is about 5 GHz. The emitted pulses
have a total duration of about 300 ns and a maxinum energy of 250 mJ, limited by the damage
threshold of the NaCI Brewster windows. For wavelength calibration the radiation was directed
into a photoacoustic cell containing 12CH 3F, which has well known absorption lines. The FIR
laser consists of a fused quartz waveguide tube (7 mm diameter, 115 cm length). This laser is
equipped with a BaF 2 entrance and a TPX (polymeric 4-methyl-l-pencene) output window. Since
TPX does not completely absorb the C0 2-laser radiation an additional crystalline quartz plate is
mounted, The pulse energies of the emitted FIR radiation were determined by use of a Golay cell,
energy calibration was performed with a, pyroelectric detector (Molectron P5-01). To measure the
FIR frequency we used a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer consisting of two copper meshes
(670 lines/inch) with a stepwildth of I 14mn [3]. To study the transient behavior of the FIR Raman
laser, both the pulse shapes of the C02 and the FIR laser were detected simultaneously with a
pyroelectric detector (Molectron P5.01). Both signals were recorded with a dual channel digital
sampling oscilloscope (bandwidth 500 MHz, 1 GSa/s).
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Results

At all investigated ammonia isotopes the observed absorption signal coincides with an emission of
FIR radiation, therefore the identification with resonant transitions is possible. Because of the high
optimum pressure all transitions (except of cascade transitions) were due to stimulated Raman
scattering [3]. In the table for all investigated isotopes the number of observed pump frequency
regions, the FIR emission lines, the assigned transitions and the number of laser lines observed for
the first time is listed, For nearly every FIR emission we measured the frequency, maximum output
power, the polarization relative to the pump radiation and the optimum gas pressure. Calculating
the photon conversion coefficient we found a maximum value of 12% using 14NH 3 as laser medium;
a similiar value has been observed only for some PaR tansitions in methylfluoride. One of the most
interesting aim of our investigations was the generation of continuous tunable radiation over a wide
spectral region in the FIR. We observed at 14NH3 and also at 15NH3 tuning ranges of more than
3 cm" 1. Due to the nature of stimulated Raman scattering this wide tuning ranges and the
corresponding great bandwidth of the FIR radiation can be used to generate ultrashort pulses.
Operating the C02-laser near threshold results in a punmp pulse with strong spiking due to self
modelocking; this pulse structure can be transformed to the FIR. We measured minimum pulse
durations of less than 800 ps corresponding to the maximum temporal resolution of the data
recording system. Therefore we conclude the FIR pulses to be even shorter. An assignment of
the FIR emission frequencies using 14ND3 laser gas was not possible with the spectroscopic data
available for 14ND 3. As it is well known in literature that a mixture of 14NH3 and '4 ND3 delivers
an unexpected high concentration of both 14NH 2D and 14NHD2 we tried to assign the observed
frequencies with the spectroscopic data of this mixture isotopes and found a good coincidence,
The assignment of the observed 15 ND 3 laser lines was not possible since the spectroscopic data of
the v'4 = 1 states are not available yet.

Isotope pump FIR assigned new laser
lines emission transitions lines

14NH 3  76 72 69 43
14ND 3  45 4 - -

14 NH-D 50 50 50 50
14NHD 2  22 22 22 22
"15NH 3  46 49 33 38
'5ND3 100 70 - 100

Table: Synopsis on the observed laser lines in ammonia

References
[1] Wen-sen Zhu and J.R,. Izatt, Opt. Commun. 73, 141 (1989).
[2] Chong-Yi Wan, U, Werling and K.F. Renk, J, Appl. Phys. 57, 990 (1985).
[3] W. Schatz, P.T. Lang, T. Kass, M.A, Heusinger and K.F, Renk, Int. J. Infrared Millimeter

Waves 13, 853 (1992).
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Synchronization effects in broadband FIR Raman scattering in NH3

S. Marchetti R. SinAU
[FAM.CNR Via del giardino 7, 56100 PISA (ITALY)

'dy using a short pulse broad band ( -2 GIIz) CO 2 laser around a single well detuned line ( 15 GHz), it is
possible to analyze, with sub-no resolution ,the dynamics of a broadband FIR Raman scattering

I .INMRDUCTION

The resonant Raman scattering from a long pulse ( much larger than the Raman cell transit time T ) single mode
pump has been extensively analysed1 . The off resonant Raman component becomes dominant upon the optical
pumped emission (OP),after a small time ( - T) specially at larger pressures when the delay of the
superfluorescent OP becomes smaller than the pump pulsewidth ( Tp). The experimental results are Imlely
affected by cavity effects ( window reflections > 104 have an important role) cascade processes, and in some
caum four wave mixing (FWM)2 can be observed.
When a multimode short pulse ( Tp comparable with T ) pump is used the process is drastically modified . In
this work we report some Interesting results obtained in this configuration . To simplified the experiment a
well detuned (D-I5GHz) single line system (sR(3,0) NH 3 lMne) with 90Ism emission is used .In general the
direct cascade emission is not observed 2. On the contrary a cascade FIR in the fundamental vibrational level
can be observed under strong PWM 2,but generally more than the 80% of the FIR energy Is at 90 jrm. In
broadband multimode Raman scattering with mode-locked pump peaks ( - OJns width) ,the usual equilibrium
condition ( dephasing time t much larger than the Raman conversion time ) is not satisfied, giving an OP
dominance, but in this case the Raman backward and forward degeneration is removed ,and, when we
operate in a quasi-cavity condition the OP and FWM thresholds are increased 3.

2.RXPERIMENT AND RISULTS
The broadband CO2 Ila ( -200n 25ns) and the FIR design has been previously epo.d 4 .A 2.Sm FIR cell
(Tm8.3ns) is used .The emitted FIR and residual pump pulses are separated by a a Quartz Brewster window and
detected by a Sb5 and PbSe 6 room temperature photon drag (PD) films respectively. While the scope pulse
limit ( 0.7ns ) is reached by all the PbSe PD, the Sb films show different response times and responalvites .The
faster PD show sometimes 0.7nh FWHM pulses so that we can measure the FIR source spike widths which are
generally larger than the corresponding pump spikes. The synchronization is measured to be better than Ins. As
input window ,aligned (AL) or Brewster angle (BW) BaF2 windows are used .This choice has a large

importance on the FIR emission 2. When the Al configuration is used the Raman threshold is lowered due to
Backward gain contribution. A typical single spike Ramnan FIR () ermission is reported in fig 1.

Fig 1: .9P20 FIR emission Mf) and the residual Flg2:9P20 FIR emission (M and the residual
pump(p). TMme scale ulOns .(see text) pump(p). Time scale .5ns A(ee text)
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Tho (p) trace (sign reversed) is the residual pump pulse. The single FIR spike is synchronous with a pump spike
depletion. That means a cooperative effect of all the pump modes to the Raman scattering which is foreseen in

broad band forward scattering 3. The FIR spike width is generally larger than the pump one. This fact can be
attributed to the backward Raman gain contribution to FIR pulse building-up .Back scattering operates
essentially on the strongest CO2 mode ,so that it leads to a FIR frequency narrowing respect to the pump. This

fact is confirmed in fig 2 at a larger pump power when a sequence of FIR synchronous Raman pulses are
detected. The widths are ranging from O.8ns (right ) to 3ns (left ) showing the active cavity spectral
narrowing . Also the Fourier spectrum (FS) of the residual pump pube are showing that the Rammn scattering
is producing an hole in the pump spectral distribution. In fig 3a Is reported the FS of the pump left part of fig
2 ( respect to the FIR onset ) We can see that the mode beatings (-200MHz) am inside the sope bandwidth
(-500MHz, dashed line). On the contrary in fig 3b is reported the FS of the residual pump right part coincident
with the FIR emission, and we can see that the Raman scattering modifies the pump spectral distribution also
for D=I5GHz much larger than the pump linewidth L- 2GHz.

.I

f•g3: Fourier spctrum of different p parts Fig4: 9R 16,FIR emision (0) and rsidual pump (p).
of fig 2 ( scaleu2.50M-z).(See text) Time scalJe= 10ns. (see text)

The same results can be observed around the nearly coincident 9R16 transition (D1.3GHz 4L). In fig 4 is
reported the emitted FIR ( f) and residual pump (p) .We can see than the emission is essentially synchronrsed
Raman -like) with spike width ranging from 0.7ns ( signal beginning) to 3ns at the end. Also the p spikes are
mnodlfied and enlarged to 2ns, showing the mode filtering due to the resonant absorption. By using a BR
configuration the FIR modulation is reduced showing that in a single transit the Raman dominance is reduced.
By Increasing the pump power density up to the optical breakdown, no FWM MIR emission is observed.

3•
This work has been supported by the CNR TECNOLOGIE ELETTR"OOTfCHE Finalized Project
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ABSTRACT

A reduced density matrix model f',e resonant two-colour, three-photon ionization, using a combination of pulsed and
cw tunable lasers, is presented. A ow-iR laser is used for the intermediate excitation step. Actual laser and atomic parameters
are included, and Doppler broadening is taken into account.

1. INTRODUCTION.

A number of different schemes for RIS/RIMS experiments of iron atoms are found in the literature. The moot popular
approach is a one-colour two-photon scheme, involving excitation to a resonant state by the first photon, followed by
photoionisation by a second photon of the same colour (Oz÷oz). The initial state in the scheme is usually one of the aOD
ground state sublevels, while the intermediate, resonantly excited level belongs to a manifold of states, namely y'VI, y'DI,
zg',O, a RIP' (Saloman, 1990 and references therein). Two further resonance schemes can be realized, namely two-colour
two-photon (o0,+.o), and one-colour three-photon (2wj.co)j) proceses. The main advantage of two-photon, two-colour
RIS/RIMS arises from the fact that the lonisation step can be optimized, which may result in larger ionisation cross-sections,
for example lonisation via an autoionising state.

The rich spectrum of iron, and many other elements, makes it feasible to devise further useful schemes which may
have, for example, better selectivity, or larger cross-sections for the ionisation step. The one we discuss in this paper could
be referred to as 0o)1+÷o+o, with an IR diode laser used for the second step. The third photon, Ca, need not necessarily be
different from either (o or oh but could be either of them, depending on the energy level structure. Advantages of this scheme
will be that with a diode laser of very narrow banwidth fine details in the excitation can be explored, and possible use can
be made of dc field or autolonisation for the ionisation step. However, an obvious problem for the experimental
implementation may be the relatively low power provided
by standard diode lasers.

The main goal of this paper is to consider the UV
proposed scheme theoretically; the related experiments are
Just being implemented in this laboratory. The numerical Q 0 IIi t o I R
simulation makes use of the density matrix formalism, with ther U V
the actual laser and atomic parameters included in the
calculations.

2. THEORY. II

A partial energy level diagram of iron for the In termid Isast M 2

1+1+1 scheme is shown in Fig.l. In particular, the a'D4  UV

level is the initial (ground) state, level y'P,' is the first
intermediate state, and levels @1P,, f Dj, e'P6, i'D 4 or e'Dj
will be those from which lonisation will take place. Several 1
Ioninationpaths areconceivable: photoionisation,collistonal
ionisation or the ionisation by a dc electric field. The actual Figure 1. Partial energy level diagram for RIS/RIMS of
magnitude of the ion signal will depend to a great extent on Iron (energy spacing not to scale).
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the lonisation method. However, all final results for ion yields will be strongly determined by the excitation of the third level
(e-,f- manifold). In the present work we do not consider in detail the actual ionisation processes (photolonisation, field
ionisation, etc.).
In addition to the 1+1+1 ionisation routes there will also be ionisation out of the first intermediate state (i.e. y1P 3 ') Since
this level is more then half-way to the ionisation limit, E,, the related signal is associated with one-colour two-photon
resonance ionisation which may dominate if the UV radiation field is strong.
We use the density matrix approach for the theoretival description of the system; this incorporates solving the stochastic
Liouville equation

which Is modified by including experimental laser and atomic parameters to define the operators V and r. These operators
represent the interaction of the system with laser fields and its spontaneous decay.
Just a few assumptions are made which, on the other hand, do not grocely affect the generality of the problem formulation.
Firstly, the time constants of the decay of corresponding density matrix elements at the frequencies of laser fields are taken
to be equal to the coherence time of the laser fields, that is 'T a Il/*o, where Ato is the spectral width of the laser radiation
field (Agostini is al, 1978). Secondly, we neglect collisions, and hence collisional broadening, due to the very low density
of the atoms encounted under ordinary operating conditions for RIS/RIMS experiments (1011 cm4'). Thirdly, Doppler
broadening is taken into accous' Iy Integrating the ionisation signal over the velocity distribution,
The utilization of pulsed and c i rs in the same scheme requires to fully solve the system of time-dependent differential
equations (1).
In our approach we consider a system of three descrete energy levels, each of them with degeneracy 2J+1, In this way a
variation of excitation conditions of M-substatos may be taken into account. The dependence of the dipole transition moment
on M leads to a variation in the saturation intensity, and to a ,vriation in the probability of two-photon processes. The laser
fields are assumed to be linear polarised, with their polarisation vectors being parallel to each other, This reflects the real
situation encountered In the majority of experiments; also It allows us to simplify the modelling to the case of AMN0. For
the simulation of interaction with non-parallel polarized fields AM=*1 transitions have to be added; the related numerical
model becomes much more complicated (see emg, Batanov at u4, 1992 and references therein).
For solving the Liouville equation (1) for the three level system we use a rotating wave approximation, with the following
notations: p,=P,1, p PtRU+lU. The system of differential equations can be considered as being the general form
of equations similar to those deduced by Murrey it al, 1990; they in turn use the results of the quantum-electrodynamic
description of resonant laser - atom interaction given by Farrel ea at, 1988.
In the calculations presented here we limit our consideration to the case of T1- and T2-type relaxations. This approach is
reasonable, following the investigations of Shore (Shore, 1984) and Vogel and co-workers (Vogel et at, 1983). In short, they
Introduced new relaxation times for the off-diagonal density matrix elements, This follows their finding that phase-jump field
fluctuations result only in T2-type relaxation, Fluctuations of other parameters can lead to the change in relaxation terms for
off-diagonal density matrix elements (T) as well as for the diagonal (TI). We take these times as variable parameters in our
simulation. While this assumption Is often a good approximation it should be pointed out that further investigation of
temporal laser characteristics is required if possible pump light fluctuations were to be properly Incorporated into the
Liouville equation, Accordingly, our system of differential equations is given by

A A* (2)

In this equation one has

S"( Pt 6 e. & lip Pa. 3, As, R,6, I, ) (3)

with 1, and Ru representing the real and imaginary parts of the off-diagonal density matrix elements, P1 being the level
populations, and A given by
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where Ap are the radiative decay probabilities from substate Ij,M>i. to IcJMýt x, y are the detunings of the first and second
lasers fields from the corresponding resonances; B6-E,9P 1 /2'h, BaE.p/22I, Wis. 1480%11.2 w1 = l];+w, , ,, w 1,, w./2+, 'WL,.
WIS.W,/ 1 2, waau(waa+w3,)/2+I/rj. 'r and ;, are the inverted half-widths of the dye and diode laser lines, respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

In our modelling we use the iron spectroscopic data recently published (O3rian es at, 1991), Two results are
presented: the position of the ionisation maxima, as a function of UV and IR detunings from the corresponding rosonances
(so-called "edge curves", which follow the peaks of the three-dimensional spectrum); and the spectrum of level 3 excitation,
as a function of IR detuning while the UV is in resonance with the first transition,

First, we consider one of the characteristics of excitation processes the so called "edge-curves" of the maximum
value of P3.. For the steady-state
solution of (2) it is defined by 20
mInimiZation of the determinant 20
d of the right bottom submatrix 15
of size 4x4 of matrix A (4), The
explicit expression for the edge 10
curves is given by:

*2 (1) 95 >

where x' and y are the UV and 5
IR detunings from the resonance -
frequency,

Typical "edge-curves" -10
for different values of M are
shown in Figure 2. Each pair of -15
symmetrical curves corresponds
to a particular value of M. The -20
actual splitting picture of the -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20
edge curves will depend on the IR detuning, 0Hz
type of the transitions - P-, Q- or
R-type. The ac Stark splitting, Figure 2, Edge curves for the maximum population of level 3, as a function of laser
and hence the splitting in Figure detunlngs from the resonances.
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2, increases with elevated UV 0.004
power. On the other hand,
Doppler broadening makes this
splitting less pronounced./

Figure 3 presents this0.3
effect of Doppler broadening, 0.0
which cannot be avoided in any C-
real experimental set-up, on the '

resulting population of level 3,000
There Is a distinct difference 000
betwoen co- and counter.~
propagating laser beams. Otte
can see that the maximum of co-
propogating waves takes place " ~0.001
when both fields are in 3
resonance, but there is a distinct 12/
ac splitting for the counter.
propogating waves, As well as a 0~ i
considerably higher maximum 6635.5 6635.6 6635.7
value of level excitation. The IR wavelength, Angstrom
results presented In Figure 3
were calculated for a rectangular FIjure 3. Excited level population spectrum. I - no Doppler broadening, 2 -co-, and
UV Pulse. In real experiments, 3 - co untoer-propagatlng UV and IR laser beam@. IJV.IMW/can' IR-l~anW/cm3a
the temsporal evolution of the
laser pulse Is not rectangular.
The necessary modifications to take this into aicount In our modelling are currently being Implemented,
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TUNING AND SPECTRA FEATURES OF CONTINUOUSLY TUNABLE CHeF RAMAN
LASER.

VABafanov, AORadkovich, A,L,TelyatniAov

lnstiuite of Physics and Technology of Russian Academy of
Sciences, Krasikova 25A, Moscow, Russia, 117218

There are a lot of experimental and theoretical papers concerning the description of spectral and energetic properties
of tunable, pulsed, optically pumped FIR lasers, baud on the density matrix approach. It was shown /1/ that 3- and 4-level
models cannot adequately describe all the processes which take place in the active laser medium,

Previously /1/ we considered in detail the theoretical model based on the 6-level approach. But the results of
calculations were confined to the case when only the R absorption branch of CHeF was pumped. Now we are going to
expand the results of the calculations to the case of P. and Q-branches, as well as to four-photon parametric MIR emission,
The six level scheme used in this paper and resulting system of equations were described in detail in /1/, The multilevel
system includes 3 levels of the ground vibrational state and 3 levels of the exited state with succesive quantum numbers of
J4, J and J+.1 The system of equations was solved numerically.

As an example two cases of CHF P-branch pumping, for small (J..12) and large (J.35) values of the rotational
quantum number J, are presented here,

t.o

Figure 1, FIR small signal gain spectra for pump tuning In the frequency range Q12.Q13 transitions, (X - pump,
Y . FIR offtets. Pump Intensity - IOMW/eml, pressure • 20 Torr).

A two-dimensional FIR gain spectrum for Jn12 is given in Figl. It has esential difference from that in the case
of R-branch pumping, presented in /1/, because gain regions are formed only by two Ranan processes, which take place at
levels 3.5.4 (the corresponding edge are marked A and B) and 3.2.4 (marked C and D). These Raman processes form a
double Raman process (DRP). There is a large number of gain depressions in the gain curve, which are caused by the
absorption processes, which take place in this scheme. These absorption processes are: strong one-photon absorption at the
transitions 2-1 (the valley marked E) and 3.2 (F); weak absorption at the transitions 5-4 and 6-5; four two-photon IR-FIR
absorption processes, which correspond to the following groups of levels 2.4-S (G and 1H valleys), 1-2.4 (IJ), 3-5.6 (K,L),
2-3.5 (MN),

In contrast to the case of a weak FIR signal new absorption processes appear which result in the appearance of new
valleys in the gain curve due to the increase of the FIR intensity. A numerical simulation of the gain spectrum for the case
of etrong FIR and pump fields along the DRP gain line was made. The letters A.E in Fig.2a correspond to different
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Figure 2. Gain profiles along the tuning curve for the tuning of the pump field In the frequency range of P12.

P13(a) and P33.P36 (b) transitions.

absorption processes: A and D one-photon absorption at thea transitions 2.1 and 6.5; C and D - two-photon IR-FIR
absorption 6-8.3 and 4-2-1; E - doubled two-photon absorption at the transitions 8-4.2 and 8.3-2,

With the increase of FIR intoen ity 1, three-photon processes appear, each pair of them corresponding to one dip in
the curve in Pig.I. P denotes the absorption maxima, which corresponds to the three-photon absorption processes at the
transitions 65-.3.2 and 6.5.4.1, and 0 at the transitions 8.4-2-1 and 5-3-2-1, The intensity of these processes grows with the
increase of FIR field intensity 1,, Simultaneously with the increase of 1, the role of the ground vibrational two-photon FIR
absorption grows. The FIR frequency of this process coincides with the two-photon IR-FIR absorption designated as D,

The spectrum analogous to that in Fig,2a but calculated for CHF P-branch pumping of the transition with J.3S
is shown in Fig.2b, There is a sharp fall in the gain with the inorcase of pump detuning from the resonance, and what's more
the gain for large detunings, unlike that in Fig.2a, remains smaller than in the resonance case even for high values of 1,. The
role of three-photon absorption processes (F and G) is negligible because of the larger difference between the frequency of
corresponding FIR transitions, At the same time two-photon absorption remains strong.

The analysis of the above spectra leads to the conclusion that in the case of P-branch pumping the only sufficient
three-photon processes are those of absorption, which lead to a smaller gain, Three-photon gain processes do not intersect
the gain curve (for small detunings), as took place for R-branch pumping, that is why their effect in case of P-branch
pumping is negligible. However, calculations showed that oven under moderate pump intensities, of ahout 10 MW/cm2 , one
can obtain continuous tuning of the output FIR emission for pump detunings up to 20-25 OHz (P-brunch transitions with
Ja12-20) with several narrow dips on the tuning curve, and for detunings up to 12-14 OHz (transitioni with J130-35), This
can be achieved using cavities with large optical paths (10 metres or more) and by diminishing the active pressure medium,

This Is not the case when pumping Q-branch transitions, The spectrum in this case (Fig.lb) is a series of sharp
spikes which makes it impossible to obtain FIR generation for pump offsets more than 2-3 0Hz,

Numerous calculations wore also made for four-photon parametric MIR emission generated under R-branch pumping
of CHF. These results will also be discussed,

Literature.

1, VA.Batanov, A.O.Radkevich, A.L.Telyatnikov, AYuVolkov, Int,J, of IR&MM Waves, 11, 3.31 (1990).
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New approach for numrical simlation of the a-steady-state
infrared laser bea structure

Lidiya V.Yurchlnko

Institute of Redioftsice and Electronics of the Acadesy of Sciences of Ukraine
12 Proskura St., Kharkov, 310085, M.AIEN

Theoretical studying of the laser beam spatial structure evolution is a very
difficult problem. 1Th matter is that the comlex nonlinear processes of the laser
beam generation, propagation and diffraction take place siviltaneously. Therefore,
the spatial sds analysis und for empty resonators is too complicated in came of
real laser system, especially powerful and non-steady-state ones, since a great
number of mades needs to be conidered, and the developing processes of the made
interactions and beam structure transformtions should be calculated. The direct
computer simulation of the process by mans of exact numisrical solution of both the
nonlinear wave equations and the level population kinetic equations is also gloco
because of complexity of the partial differential equations and significant
durability of the whole process when covered to the tin of a single pass of the
light in a resonator. Taking it into account, we have developed a new approach
for self-consistent comuter siumlation of the nonlinear laser boem spatial
structure evolution which is applicable for a wide range of real laser system
including various Infrared lasers, and which is easy to use in practice.

2. M1'Mt Si SIMLATION

The approach is based on implication of the Soexarfeld's integral which gives the
solution to the linear wave equation in ases of spatially restricted mmochromtic
field propagating in an open resonatorl . In order to account for nonlinear and
nm-stoady-state processes taking place in an active mndium, regular sill correcti-
ons are =de to this field on every pass or som part of the pass of the wave along
the resonator. Thesn local corrections are rode to both the amplitude and the phan
of the wave to describe nhous amplification and refraction of the wave field
in the undim. They are calculated self-consistently depending on both the field and
the •dium state, and on the external factors such as the given non-uniform pulse
pumping. The calculation includes sieultaneous solution of the kinetic equations for
the quantum level populations Nj(p,ti) which are the functions of the discrete tim
ti and the transverse coordinates x,y , or radius-vector p in case of the axial
symetry. The comutational procedure described is valid under the assumption that
all the nonlnearities and ink vmogensitiem are mall and smoth to provide
iwll field transformations on a single pass of the wave in a resonator but to
result in a significant effect after mea" passes during the period of tim being of
interest.

3. IHnICAL NM.I

To demonstrate the possibilities of the approach, we have considered the case of
a laser system of axial symatry with optical pulse pumping. In this can, owing
to excitation of the active medium through it lateral surface, the min part of the
energy pumped into the system would be absorbed either near the surface or near the
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axis which depends on the relation between the pumping energy absorption length L
and the active di=um container radius R . If the refractive index decreases with
the temperature increasing, the active medium becomse focusing or defocusing one
depending on the condition L < R or L > R , respectively. The refractive index
variations are usually small and slow, so the field transforrations for any pass of
the wave in a resonator are also small enough. bowever, since the changes are taken
into account for any moment of time considered, this results in a continuous field
restruction during the whole process of the laser beam generation. In case of L < R,
this leads to significant increase of the field near the axis. If pumping power
being large, intensive stimulated generation in the axis region would result in an
exhausting of the upper quantum levels and, subsequently, in a rapid fall of the
field amplitude on the beam axis. In such a case, a raig-like spatial mode would
appear as a result of non-steady-state self-focusing of the field generated in the
active mndium.

To make the model complete and closed, we have to choose the schem of the
quantum levels, the kinetic equations describing both the transitimn between the
levels and the field amplification rates, respectively, and the model for the
refractive index variations as well. In this work, we have taken a simplified four-
level scheme with the working levels E2 and E3 , and the pumping levels El and
34 auming that the level El is permanently well occupied while the level E4 is
nearly empty. The refractive index variations were supposed proportional to the
total pumping energy absorbed in the active medium at the given point p by the
tim ti.

4. REMSUL

Mhe simlatioas carried out at the small levels of the pumping power have denwa-
strated the gradual localization or expanmion of the field generated by the laser in
the cases of slightly self-focusing or self-defocusing active medium as coapared to
the standard original node of the empty resonator.

ibre interesting phenomena have been observed in the case of the large pumping
power. In this case the localization of the field also take. place at the beginning
of the process. However, with increasing the field amplitude owing to power
stimulated radiation both the population inversion and the field amplification on
the axis begin to decrease. As a result, the ring-like field distribution in the
beam cross section is forming. The mechanism of the field rpatial structure
evolution described here is sufficiently universal and it can work in a lot of
cases. In the ame time, in the case of the defocusing medium this mechanism does
not become apparent because of more homogeneous field distribution across the beam.

S , O LUS IC

The approach developed in this work allows to simulate, in a simple and easy way,
a wide range of complex nonlinear processes of the laser generation and the beam
spatial structure formation under the conditions of non-uniform and non-steady-state
laser pumping.

1. S.Solimeno, B.Crosignani, P.DiPorto, Guiding, Diffraction. end Confinsumnt of
Optical Radiation, Academic Press, London, 1986.
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OPTIMUM PUMP BEAM PROFILING IN A RAMAN LASER.

V.A.Batanov, V.S.Petriv, A.O.Radkevich.

Institute of Physics and Technology of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 117218, Moscow, Krasikova 25A, Russia,

We discuss in the present work the optimisation of the intensity distribution in transverse cross section of the pump
beam of a Raman laser. In addition to the selection of optimum initial beam focusing and divergence, it allows increasing
the efficiency of frequency conversion in an optically pumped Raman laser. If the maximum on-axis intensity in the pump
beam did not change, the largest effect for resonant stimulated Raman scattering is achieved in the beam with uniform
amplitude distribution. The hypergaussian beam has a profile which is intermediate in shape between a Gaussian and uniform
intensity distribution.

As N increases, the intensity distribution in the central portion of the beam is comparable to that of the uniform
distribution.However, sharp amplitude gradients appear on the beam periphery and nonlinear diffraction effects are amplified.
When hypergaussian beam is used, two competing processes take place.

In this paper we analyze the influence of diffraction effects on the energy conversion efficiency in the case when
the intensity profile of the input pump beam is hypergaussian and the initial wavefront is plane. Below we present the results
of the numerical solution of the system of parabolic equations for pump and Stokes beams /I/. The parameters of the beams
and the active medium are analogous to the ones in /I/. In the case of narrow input beams (a,<0.5cm), no noticeable increase
in the maximum efficiency is observed for d,=T(W32 -CO.)>O while the maximum efficiency decreases strongly for negative
frequency offsets.

When wide pump beams are used,
maximum efficiency increases considerably for
N-6:8. This effect is especially noticeable 30 77,X d0 - 17,X dpa-5
when the pump radiation self-focuses for d, <0, 20

Fig.1 demonstrates the change in 00
quantum efficiency, to toP420'Pa b
against the normalized distance in nonlinear
medium (P. is the power of radiation). lej r',X dp"÷5
constant 1P is given by:

1h 20,I-

Plots are presented for N-2 and N=6 in the a
case when d=O,*:k5 and a ,f0.7cm, It can be
seen that maximum efficiency in a C
hypergaussian beam is achieved at the same or Figure 1. Quantum efficiency I against the distance uI/Il,. All
larger distances as in the case of a gaussian designations from /l/.
beam.

Literature.

1. V.A.Batanov, V.S.Petriv, A.O.Radkevich, A.Yu.Volkov. Int. J. of IR & MM Waves. 13. (1992),
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DEPOLARIZATION OF OUTPUT LASER RADIATION
IN HCN LASER

Yu.Ye.Kamenev, YeoM.Kuleshov,V.P.Radionov and A.A.Filimonova
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ABSTRACT

It is found that in submillimeter HCN-laser with a vent mirror made in the fo
rm of a one-dimentional wire grating, the output laser radiation has the ellipti
cal type of polarimation. The ratio of orthogonal components was to 20 dB. In order
to draw the comparison, the polarization characteristics of the same laser with
a vent mirror in the form of a two-dimentional net with the period of 30um are gi
yen,

1.INTRODUCTION

Still at the very beginning of the evolutia of quantum electronics, a great
attention was given to theoretical and experimental aspects of polarization effects
in gas lasers /1/. Lately, the experimental research of the polarization effects
in CO2-lasers has been fulfilled /2/.

It is known that an active medium of HCN-lasers produces the linearly polari
zed radiation. A resonator with an vent mirror in the form of a one-dimensional wi
re grating in usually used in order to obtain the laser output with the given dire
ction of a polarization vector. However, we discovered experimentally that an HCN-
laser with such resonator does not produce the completely linearly polarized laser
radiation.

2.DESIGN OF DEVICE

In the course of the experiments, the DC-pumped HCN-lasers (the wave length
is 337jum) and RF-pumped HCN-lasers (13,5 MHz) were used, the active medium length
being 1 m and 1,7 mcorrespondently. A plane metal mirror and a wire grating with
the period of 30.#m and the wires 8Sm in diameter or a two-dimensional net with
the period of 30pam were used am the resonator mirrors on the one side and the op
posite side, correspondently.

3.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimentally performed polarization analysis ( when a grating is used as a
vent mirror of resonator) has shown that the laser radiation has an elliptical pole
rization, the ratio being 20 dB between the two components, one of which is paral
lel and the other one is perpendicular to the direction of the grating's wares.
The effect of alignment, grating azimuth, change of gases proportions, gas pressu
re and discharge current on ellipticity of the vent radiation has not been found.

Apparently, a small rotation of polarization vector has taken place in the in
vestigated lasers inside the laser resonator when a signal was passing between the
mirror; in so doing the signal coies to a one-dimensional grating with the directi
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on of a polarization vector being non-parallel to the grating's wires. As passing
through the grating, this signal is decomposed into two orthogonal components which
are simultaneously displaced in phase.

According to /2/, the existence of the two orthogonal directions of line pola
rization is explained by anisotropy of active medium saturation. Such assumption
is appropriate when treating the experimental results obtained by us.

The experiments performed with the laser in which a two-dimensional net was
used as an vent mirror have shown that there are both the anisotropy of this net
and the anisotropy of a discharge tube.

4,CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we shall point out that in order to increase a degree of line
ar polarization of outgoing laser radiation of the investigated lasers the authors
proposed to use a device /3/ in which the resonator is formed by a one-dimensional
wire grating and a plane mirror with an additional wire grating having definite
parameters mounted in a certain way.

5.REFERENCES

1.W. Van Haeringen, "Polarization Properties of a Single-Mode Operating Gas Laser
in a Small Axial Magnetic Field", Phym. Rev.,vol.158,n2,pp.256-272,1967.
2,A.NAlecseevaI.1.Kirsanova, "The polarized radiation from a single-mode COz-la
ser with internal mirrors", Kvantovaya Electronica (USSR),vol.17,n2,pp,154-156,
1990.
3.Patent 1289349,USSR, Int.cl.5H01S 3/08. Kamenev Yu.Ye.,Kuleshov Ye.M. "Submillime
ter laser".
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Far infrared reflectance standards
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ABORATh~

A method developed for the absolute determination of complex reflectivity is discussed
in terms of reflection standards for the 3 to 600 cm' spectral region. These can be
primary standards based on transparent materials such as silicon, or secondary, opaque
standards such as thin aluminium films, with or without protective overcoating.

1. INTRODUCTION

In far infrared transmission studies a spectrum is found by comparing spectra obtained
with and without the specimen in a spectrometer. This assumes that the transmission
spectrum of the local environment is unity, giving an internal calibration of the 100%
level of the spectrometer. The situation is different for reflection measurements.
Here the specimen is replaced by a reference reflector such as a thin metal film on
a glass substrate with an assumed unity reflectance. In order to avoid errors from
such approaches, an alternative method was developed to derive the complex reflection
spectrum of a transparent solid in an absolute manner (*1,. It uses dispersive Fourier
transform spectroscopy(3) to deteruin the complex refractive index spectrum of a
reasonably transparent and reflecting solid. In the far infrared this can be done with
sufficiently high accuracy that the power reflection spectrum of the specimen can be
calculated from the complex refractive index with higher accuracy than it can be
measured. It can then either be used as a primary reflectance standard, or to
calibrate secondary working standards such as aluminium films on glass.

2. MXPERIMENTAL

The reference material must meet several requirements. It should be sufficiently
transparent that its complex refraction spectrum can be accurately moasured. It should
be sufficiently reflecting for its calculated reflectivity to be used in reflection
comparisons. It must be capable of being optically worked to a plane parallel form.
It must also be homogeneous and mechanically stable. Such requirements are satisfied
by pure silicon. The specimen was disc shaped, approximately 40 mm in diameter with
a thickness of 2.8 m. Its complex refractive index was determined at 293K using a
polarising wire grid interferometer to cover the spectral region from 5 to 50 cm', as
shown in figure 1. The spectral variation of the refraction and absorption spectra are
typical of free carrier absorption. These spectra had random errors <0.0001 in the
refraction spectrum and (0.05 cm' in the absorption spectrum. Power reflection spectra
of the specimen were then calculated from the measurements using standard expressions
for the Presnel single surface case, and for that of an unresolved channel spectrum
of a lamella. These are shown in figure 2. The paper will consider systematic errors
in such derivations of reflectivity, and look at the question of calibrating secondary
standards based on aluminium films on glass substrates.

Acknowledgement: This work was supported under the Optoelectronics Programme of the
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Modelling of Intrinsic mm-wave absorption
in low loss dielectrics with complex crystal structure
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ABSTRACT
The Sparks-King-Mills model for the intrnsic mm-wave absorption in alkl~i halides has been generalized and adapted to
materials with a more complex structure, The modelling Is applied to experimental data ftbr the frequency dependence of
=a8 in LiF and CaF2,mnd to the temperature dependence of W8n in Sapphire where the existence of a 'P regime is assewed.

1. THE CLASSICAL OSCILLATOR MODEL
In the design of cryogenically-cooled windows khr high-power gyrotrons, there is a wide-spread use"' of the trial fitting
fUnction of Haste at aV. to describe the dielectric losn tangent of Sapphire in the ordinary ray ( or, ) below 300 K:

tan8 -5.58 -10" *1 01 T ` with f (OHz] andT [K] ( I)
Simple scaling lawo appear to be also attractive for analyzing the much broader experimental data base that has been gene-
rated world-wide since this first fitting. This paper proceeds on the route that was promoted earlier by Thomas et al. It ba-
se the pratical fitting funictions on the physics to describe data in the Infrared ( IR ). The starting point is the classical oscil-
lator model proposed for the excitation of Tranverse Optical ( TO) phonons by the electromagnetic wav, which yields the
dielectric function:

r a e I.. + Zj Aej - i Av2 - +h)(2)
with AýV and Yj the strength, resonance frquency and the damping constant associated with each excited TO mode, and
61'.~ Is the permittivity at optical frequencies, For mm-waves (where V' f/c v V , c: velocity of light), the various oscilla-
tor terms can be summarized by one effective oscillator, and the dieletric lon tangent can be expressed as followsS:

tan 8 a ((er,0 - e~r,..)/er',0)y0W9 ., (3)
where 'V, and %, define the effective resonance frequency and damping constant, and v,, is the permittivity at microwave
frequencies. It was shown for dielectric absorption at 300 K, that the proposed linear frequency dependenue describes well
the experimental data in single crystals ( s&c ) of various structures such as Sapphire, Quartz, LIF and Ca?2, evident in most
cafses'down to V below 10 cm". The fit for Sapphire ( or, ) can be expressed by a new fitting funrction:

tan8 - 1.58 -10 1 f with f [Hz] and Tat 300 K (4)
Its results shows best agreement with those of Eq. I in the range of 20-3 0 0Hz. The model has its drawbacks if one tries to
assess the effective oscillator parameters fbr mm-wavelengths from the set of oscillator parameters known from JR reflecti-
vity measurements, as the correspondence turns often out to be rather approximative'.

2. THE TWO-PHONON-MODEL
The excitation of TO modes only causes energy disipatlon because the excited phonon decays by interaction with other
phonons, The quantummechanical treatment of the problem shows that the elgienfrequencies are then shifted and broade-
ned. The damping constant of the classical oscillator model can be generalized' by relating it to the frequency and tempe-
rature dependent broadening parameter r,

yo -+ yyv 2(~0Vo r(, T) (5)
For alkali halides, it was demonstrated by Sparks et al.' that the intrinsic mm-wave absorption can be described on the as-
sumption that the generated virtual TO phonon ( 9.) with a small wavevector ( k."i0 ) decays Into another TO phonon (V,)
with a wavevector at the Brillouin zone edge ( ki-kb,) while a second phonoit ( 72) with k,-kb, is absorbed from the trans-
vers acoustical ( TA ) branch. As the onergy gap between the TO and TA branches ( V. - V.- IV. ) is larger than the fre-
quency of mm-wave (IV), the process is only allowed energetically if the branches involved are also broadened (~,~m

For this case, the damping term can be expressed ats:

r- 1,r, Iarctan 92p - arctan Wpwhere AV~, &aq +,&V. (6)
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Further approximations for small numbers ofV lead to the relation:
,'V = 4]"-.CA(AV2p/V) /(x) (7)

where CA is a constant to correct for inaccuracies in the expansion of the arctan-terms, r. a constant correlated to the latti-
ce anharmonicities', and/(x)- xex'(e•-l)"2 and x- (h-vm'c/k,'T), with h the Planck constant and k. the Boltzmann constant,
At this stage of approximation, the explicit frequency dependence in y,, has disappeared and - apart from smaller terms in
the phonon parameters - the temperature dependence is given by/(x). So tan8 can be descibed by:

tan8-b, (f/c) with b- ((C',,o-'r..)/`'v,),v/'•o (8)
For special materials with simple structure, such as NaCI, all parameters can be assessed according to Ref.7 ( all r para-
meters were defined there as twice of ours ), In more complex structures, a variety of different TO branches may contribu-
te, For these general cases, we propose to fix the values of 7.,V. and 7. by selecting a position with two parallel phonon
branches ( not necessarily at kb, ) of correct polarization which give a compromise between minimum values of 7t, and'm.
Where A% and r. parameters cannot be found, they may be used as combined or individual fitting parameters, Table I
exemplifies the modelling of LIF, CaF2 and Sapphire; the first am treated with no really free parameter and yet reproduce
quite well the experimental data of Ref.5, For Sapphire, r. is fitted to yield tan8 - 2,10" at 150 GHz.

Table 1, The effective damping constants of LiF, CaF2 and Sapphire at 300 K calculated with the two-phonon-model
(* : Av, fixed to typical values for alkali halides')

V , V X30) CA r Y.M, b

LiF 307 210 90 0.91 0,977 93 20* 0.076 1,6310"4
CaF2  256 142 42 1.41 0,921 32 20* 0.098 2,67,10"

Sapphire (o.r,) 385 367 65 0.44 0.964 54(fit) 20* 0,023 0,40'10'

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE T` REGIME

Often a temperature range is observed experimentally where tan8-T3 , The two-phonon-model was often disregarded becau.
se for xI, /(x) is proportional to x" and therefore predicts tan.-T. Our analysis, however, shows that the proportionality is
no longer obeyed for x>l, and an approximation A(x) - 1,3,x' holds within 15% accuracy in the interval of 1,3 < x < 4.
Therefore in the specially interesting case of Sapphire v v,-367 cm'"), the 0wo-phonon model predicts a Ta law for 130 -
410 K. At lower temperatures, the temperature exponent should continuously Increase. Defect related loss, however, can
mask this regime with a steep T dependence and can introduce a r regime instead, The general fit for intrinsic loss in Sap-
phire is based on Eqs, 3-4 which can be written using the parameters of Tab, 1:

tan8 - 3.0 10', AxT). f with f [OHz] (9)
which in the T3 regime reduces to:

tan8 - 1.48 10"1 - f T2  with f [GHz ] and T [K] (10)
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Temperature dependence of the optical constants of polyethylene

in the region of the 73 c-' lattice mode

J.R.Birch and Kong Fan Ping*
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"Energy and Environment Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
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The results of dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopic studies of the temperature
dependence of the optical constants of polyethylene from 30 to 120 cm"' are presented
and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the far infrared polyethylene ((CH4)n) is probably the most widely used material
for the construction of low loss transmission optics such as lenses and windows. A
consequence of this is that there have been extensive studies of its power
transmission properties in this spectral region, including some studies of the
spectral variation of its optical constants(1". If, however, information is required
on the temperature dependence of the optical constants, the available data is more
sparce. Thus, while there have been a number of studies of the temperature variation
of the absorption spectrum, particularly in the 70 to 80 cm"1 region of the B1. lattice
mode, there is much less information available on the temperature dependence of the
refractive index spectrum. The present work was aimed at providing a systematic study
of the temperature dependence between 6 and 300 K of the optical constants of a
specimen of low density polyethylene (LDPE) in the spectral region from 30 to 120 ca"

which contains the B1u and B•. lattice modes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The refraction and absorption spectra of a 9.8 ma thick specimen of LDPE were
determined using dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy(2 ) (DFMr). This measures the
phase shift and attenuation suffered by an electromagnetic wave as it propagates
through a specimen. Once these are known, the refraction and absorption spectra of the
specimen can be calculated from them without approximation.

The interferometer used in this study was a polarising wire grid interferometer(3). It
was used with a quartz window Oolay cell in the spectral region from 30 to 120 cm',
The specimen was mounted in a variable temperature cryostat which formed part of the
fixed mirror arm of the interferometer. Its temperature could be adjusted to any value
between 4.2 and 300 K. The specimen could be positioned in or out of the beam in the
fixed mirror arm without removing it from the exchange gas volume of the cryostat.

The phase shift and attenuation due to the specimen were measured at seven
temperatures, 6, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 293 K. Typically, the temperature was
maintained within i1 K above 60 K, falling to around t0.3 K at the lower temperatures.
All of the measurements were made with a nominal spectral resolution of 2 cm-.
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-3. RESULS

The refraction and absorption spectra of the specimen as determined at each
temperature are shown in figure 1. Each represents the average of 4 independent
determinations. The reproducibility of these suggested a level of random uncertainty
in the refraction spectra of about 0.0001 and about 0.1 cm" 1 in the absorption spectra.
The absorption ordinate scale refers to the 293 K spectrum. The other spectra are
offset by a progressive 0.5 cm"' for clarity.

As the thickness of the specimen was only known at 293 K, it was corrected for thermal
contraction at each measurement temperature. The effect of this was only seen in the
refractive index spectrum, due to the high signal-to-noise of the phase spectrum. The
lower signal-to-noise of the attenuation measurements masked such effects. A further
correction was necessary to allow for the non-unity refractive index of the helium gas
which surrounded the specimen. If ignored, this reduces the derived value of the
refractivo index from its true value. This can be avoided if the temperature
dependence of the refractive index of helium gas is known(4).
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Figure 1. The refractive index and absorption spectra of LDPE
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Direct determination of the far infrared complex refractive index of InAs at 300 and 1OOK
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ABSTRACT

The real and imaginary parts of the far infrared complex refractive index of InAs have been determined at 300and 100K using the technique of dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy. Features observed in the spectra havebeen assigned as phonon combination bands at critical points and used to test the validity of a lattice dynamical
model for establishing the phonon dispersion curves in the absence of neutron data.

DISCUSSION

The method of single-pass transmission dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy (DFPS) is used to obtaindirectly the amplitude and phase spectra of highly absorbing solidsl. The instrument that has been developed toobtain the present results on InAs and other binary semiconductors is described elsewhere2,

In this work, a small crystal of nominally undoped InAs with a surface area of about 1 cm2 and thickness 500 t1.5 pm has been used to obtain the optical constants (n and k) on either side of the reststrahlen band,Measurements of the amplitude and phase spectra at 300 and 100K were first obtained by DFFS and n and kcalculated from the Fresnel relations, At 300K the sample was completely opaque below the reststrahlen band, butat 100K a weak transmission signal was detected below the reststrahlen band, The details of this method ofmeasuring the phase change precisely at two different temperatures is described elsewhere 3.

The spectra of n and k are shown in figure 1, The change in thickness of the sample due to thermalcontraction 4 was negligible. The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric response function, E' and E",respectively, cart also be calculated easily from these data, but they are not shown here. The values of n obtainedfrom this work are slightly higher than those reported previously5 from an analysis of interference fringes
measured in transmission6 , The rise in the value of k at low frequencies is believed to be due to the onset of freecarrier absorption. The optical constants in the restatrahlen band measured at room temperature have beenreported by several authors7', using the technique of reflection DFPS.
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Figure 1: Refractive index n and extinction coefficient k of InAs at (a) 300K and (b) 100K
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InAs absorbs neutrons heavily. As a result, very few neutron scattering measurements have been made on this
material, and this has greatly inhibited the determination of reliable phonon dispersion curves, Several attempts
have been made to establish a complete set of critical point phonon (cpp) frequencies by interpreting the
experimentally measured phonon combination bands with the aid of lattice dynamical models9 "13, However,
significant discrepancies exist between the different sets of calculated phonon frequencies,

In the present work the cpp frequencies predicted by an 11-parameter rigid-ion-model (RIM)13 were used in
the assignments of the observed bands. This provides an opportunity to test the validity of the model. The bands
have been assigned to two-phonon processes at the critical points r, X, L, W and K in the first Brillouin zone, as
listed in table 1, It can be seen from the table that in nearly all cases reasonable agreement is found between
measured and calculated frequencies,

This work 11-parameter Infrared'f Raman1F Assignments
300K 1001K RIM13  15K 100K

108 107.0 108 WI-Ws
109,8 IIOZI - IAXI

115 118,0 115 LA(X) - TA(X)
118,6 10E1 - IAZ1

134 134.0 LO(X) - TA(X)
157 158.3 158 160 IOXI - TAZI
166 167.1 165 167 TO(L) TA(L)
175 176.4 178 175 21AEI

338 342 341.2 340 343 LO(L) + LA(L)
358 362 358.2 362 363 LO(X) + LA(X)

359.2 TO(L) + LA(L)
368 373 374.6 373 373 LA(X) + TO(X)
410 415 407.0 413 2T0(X)
420 425 422.2 424 425 2TO(L)
430 436 433.0 437 437 2TO(r)
445 450 .455.3 451 451 LO(r) + TOM!)

Table I- List of assignments of the observed bands for InAs
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A variable temperature dispersive Fourier transform spectramater for

complex reflection measurements on opaque solids
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ABSTRACT

A switched field-of-view dispersive Fourier transform spectrometer for complex
reflecrtion measurements on opaque solids is described. It is for operation in the 30
to 600 cm"i spectral region. The specimen is mounted on the cold stage of a closed
cycle refrigerator to allow measurements to be made at any temperature between ambient
and 20 K.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy (DMS)(1" 3 ) is a technique for the
determination of the full spectral variation of the optical constants of a material.
This is achieved by a measurement of the attenuation and phase shift imposed on an
electromagnetic wave by its interaction with a specimen. The complex refractive index
spectrum of the specimen can then be calculated from these parameters without
approximation. Measurements can be on games, liquids or solids, and may be in
transmission or reflection, as appropriate.

In measurements on opaque solids the Presnel complex reflection spectrum of the
material is determined, This can be done either by a replacement method, in which the
specimen physically replaces the fixed mirror of the inteLferometer, or by a switched
field-of-view method. In the latter approach the specimen is the fixed mirror. Its
surface is partly aluminised and a screen is used to divide the field-of-view of the
interferometer so that either the aluminised or the non-aluminised area of the surface
is illuminated. The replacement method is the easiest to implement, but the switched
field-of-view method is much better suited to low temperature measurements, and a
number of spectrometers for such cryogenic studies have been constructed(4-'5). These
have used liquid cryogens in cryostats to operate at fixed temperatures, usually those
of liquid nitrogen and helium. The present work describes a DPrS spectrometer for
complex reflection measurements thit uses a closed cycle refrigerator to achieve any
measurement temperature between 20 and 300 K.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

A schematic representation of the interferometer is shown in figure 1. The rad•qtion
from a mercury arc lamp was focussed into the interferometer by an off-axis parabolic
reflector. A thin film dielectric beamdivider divided the incident beam into two
orthogonal beams: one was transmitted from the beamdivider to form a source image at
the specimen, the other was reflected to enter the moving mirror arm. This was bent
through a right angle by a plane mirror mounted on a vibration generator so that phase
modulation could be used. The return radiation from each arm was condensed on to the
detector by a further off axis parabolic reflector.
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The surface of each specimen was divided into eight sectors of equal area with every
other one a vacuum evaporated aluminium film. A four sector mask mounted just before
the specimen could be magnetically switched so that either the aluminised or the non-
aluminised surface segments were illuminated. The specimen was rigidly connected to
the body of the interferometer using PTFE connecting pieces to thermally isolate it
from the warm instrument. It was connected to the cold stage of the refrigerator by
copper braid to give good thermal contact, while maintaining a non-rigid mechanical
contact to isolate it from the vibrations of the compressor cycle of the refrigerator,
A Qolay cell with a diamond window was used as the detector.

The performance of the interferometer in the spectral region from 50 to 500 cm" will
be described and illustrated with the results of measurements on some YBCO films.
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Refractometry of oil products in millimeter and submillimeter range
Latyshev A.B., Loukianov D.A., Semenov A.V.
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ABSTRACT
The qualification of different kinds of oil products, either dark (crude oils, adulterated oils, engine oils) or light
(gasoline, petrol, kerosene, diesel oil) is shown to be possible. The sensitivity of measurements distinguishes 1/300
between two kinds of russian automobile gasolines with octane numbers 93 and 76 is shown. It can be easily Improved
to I/ 1000 or better.

2. INTRODUCTION

In the latest decades a BWO-Spectroscopy in millimeter and submillimeter band has been actively developing I )
BWO-Spectroscopy implies the technique of measuring frequency dependencies of different parameters of the samples
using a tunable monochromatic sources Backward-Wave-Tube-Oscillators (BWO) with electronic frequency
sweeping. The BWOs used for spectroscopy can sweep In the range of one octave.
The commonly measured parameter is the sample transmission factor, that is known to be the complex value. Presently
there is a series of BWO-spectrometers, measuring not only transmission amplitude, but also its phase spectra. It is
noteworthy, that while the amplitude of transmission is mainly influenced by the absori lion and refraction indices of
sample substance, its phase depends mostly upon the refraction index.

Modern technique of BWO-spectroscopy has the sensitivity of 0.1-0.5 degrees 3. For instance, at 1mm wavelength
and 10mm sample thickness such technique can detect changes of refraction Index of the order of 10 -.
Direct measurements of refraction indices with such precision deals with certain problems (however, which can be
perfectly solved), particularly the necessity of the knowl.dge of exact sample geometry with submicron accuracy. The
last problem is easy enough if the goal of investigation is to measure not absolute value of refraction index, but its
change relative to some reference substance which is similar to those to be investigated. It is relatively easy for liquids.
In this case the qualification is limited to the measurements of phase differences of the same cell filled with either
reference or investigated liquids.

3. DRMnNSTjjATT0N

Our aim was to show attractive features of BWO-spectroscopy like sensitivity to slight refraction index variations, and
to demonstrate the applicability of this technique to problems of certain interest to Industry.

We have measured transmission phase 2-
differences in a series of oil products in the
same cell with fluid layer thickness of 10 The difference between two
mm). The measurements where made in phase shifts of the some
0.9-1.1 mmwavelengthrangeinautomatic 1 gasolines (oct. number 76)
mode. One sort of russian petrol with gc
octane number 76 was used as reference •
liquid for all cited below spectra (the choice % g o o
was arbitrary). 0 "- goo -• V -Sr ., .: ,, . @ " a

Fig. I shows scatter between two phase 0% , ,", • , • " " "*.
spectra of the same russian petrol "refer- o . • • "
ence" A-76. It demonstrate, the quality of .1•
the technique used. It is evident that the C-•
reproduceability of phase spectra (and,

thus, phase sensitivity) is within 0.5 o (0.5
degree). The RMS difference of refraction -2- 3
indices (or refraction index sensitivity), 2'0 260 a0 3A0
calculated from this phase difference Is Frequency, GHz
8 10 - 5. The absolute value of the
refraction index of the petrol A-76 is 1.42. Fig. 1
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In Fig. 2 the phase difference between 400-
referenced petrol A-76 and a series of
Russian oil products are shown. Curve 5
I corresponds to petrol AI-93 (Octane
number 93). Transmission phase of * 4
this petrol exceeds by more then 100 • 300
degrees the corresponding phas for
reference petrol A-76, and the
difference of the refraction index is 3
0.0366. The difference in retraction 3
indicea for these petrols exceeds by 300 200 , 2
times the scatter we had.

Curves 2 and 3 in Fig.3 correspond to
two varieties of Russian crude oil
(relative to the reference petrol A-76).
In this case we find it remarkable that .
our technique can measure light as well I..
as dark (non-transparent in visible
range) oil products. Note that
difference between two kinds of oil is 0 _,,_......_,
clear enough to be easy detected by 2f 260 310 &450
means of BWO-spectroscopy. Relative Frequency, GHz
refraction indices for oils 2 and 3 are
0.0510 and 0.0549 correspondingly. Fig. 2

Curves 4 and S on Fig. 2 correspond to
the same engine oil (carburetor oil
M8VI, dark oil product), both new (curve 4) and used in the car engine for 10,000 Km (curve 5). These oil products
can be investigated by means of BWO-spectroscopy and can be easily distinguished. The relative refraction indices
of these oils referenced to A-76 petrol are 0.0857 and 0.0933.

It should be noted, that all curves in Fig. 2 have a lot of peculiarities, exceeding essentially the sensitivity of the
technique used. It Is the time to ask which of them reflect the features of investigated liquids and which are the
instrumental errors of measuring technique. We can not readily answer this question and this is a subject for further
analyses.

UJ1MMARY
The modern technique of millimeter and submillimeter measurements may provide a useful tool for qualitative and
even quantitative analysis of different crude oils and oil products as fuels, lubricants, fats, etc. The sensitivity of the
measurements can be improved to 10 times or more by simple increasing of cell thickness.
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LOV-spectrometre millimetrovogo i submillimetrovogo diapazonov", Pribory I Tehnika Experimenta, 1990, NI,
str. 143-144. (in Russian).
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CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS
BY SUBMILLIMETER MULTIBEAM TECHNIQUES

B.P.Gorshunov, G.Gruner, IV.Fedorov,
G.V.Kozlov, I.I.Tkachev, A.A.Volkov

Institute for General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Vavilov str. 38, 117942 Moscow, Russia

B.Holzapfel, G.Saemann-Ischenko
Institute of Physics, University of Erlangen, Erwin-Rommel

Strasse, D-8520 Erlangen, Germany

Use of different multilayer resonance structures in quasioptical submillimeter (SBMM) spectroscopy gives an
effective way of increasing the sensitivity of measuring schemes due to multiple interaction of the testing radiation
with the sample. We present below three main kinds of interferometric structures used in SBMM quasloptical
spectroscopy which allow direct determination of any optical constant of the sample,

1 Investigation of bulk materials.
In this method the measurement of reflectivity of a Fabry-Perot resonator (FPR) with the back mirror represented
by the surface of the sample Is performed instead measuring reflectivity of the bulk material. We have realized
two modifications of this technique, In the first case the front mirror of FPR is a metallic grid. In order to
achieve maximum sensitivity in determination of modulus and phase of the reflection coefficient R of the sample,
the grid should have its reflectivity as close to RI as possible. In the second cue the FPR is formed by a plane
-parallel transparent plate (dielectric "tester") with its back plane being in (optical) contact with the surface of
the sample. The first method was used by us for measurement of the ferroelectric crystals (1] and the second one
-- for measurements of the high-temperature superconducting ceramics [2].

2 Investigation of metallic and superconducting films.

An optimum structure for measuring the complex conductivity of such objects is a dielectric Fabry-Perot resonator
formed by plane-parallel dielectric plate coated from both sides by investigated films, Experimentally are measured
the resonances in the transmissivity spectra of this FPR. We have performed by such technique measurements of
the electrodynamic properties of conventional (NbN) and high-temperature (YBa2 Cu3O?..) superconducting films
in normal and superconducting phases, which actually for the first time allowed quantitative determination of the
real part of the conductivity (absorption) of superconducting films [3] (Fig.1, data for NbN),

3 Investigation of absorbing liquids.

Study of liquids with the help of dielectric tester techinique is especially convenient since in this case there is no
problem of providing the optical contact between the sample and the tester, This is done just by putting the liquid
on the horizontally situated tester. By using this technique we have studied SBMM dielectric spectra of a number
or water solutions,
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Fig,! SBMM tran~misfivity spectra ofra FPR formed by two NbN film. (540 A•) evaporated onto sapphire substrate,
measuredl in normal and in superconducting state. The lower part shows temperature dependencies of the SBMM
conductivity and the dielectric permittivity of NbN films at 8 crn1 (1) and 29 cmri 1 (2), calculated on the ba-sis
of tranemissivity spectra.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF MICROWAVE CERAMICS AT
SUBMILLIMETER WAVES

I.V.Fedorov, G.A.Komandin, G.V.Kozlov, A.A.Volkov
Institute for General Physics, Russian Academry of Sciences,

Vavilov str., 38, 117942 Moscow, Russia

E.A.Nenasheva
"Gyricond" Research Institute, St.- Petersburg, Russia

J .Petzelt
Institute of Physics, Na Slovance 2, Prague, Czechia

In this report we discuss the technique for dielectric characterisation of microwave ceramics with the help of
submillimeter frequency-tunable monochromatic generators - backward-wave oscillators (BWO), We have devel-
oped for frequencies 1011 - 10"1 Hi (A -3 - 0.3 mm) a technique for fast and precise measurement of the dielectric
characteristics el and ell of transparent ceramic samnples, The techinique is aimed at determination of minimal level
of lousse, connected with the fundamental Infrared resonances of the crystal lattice (1, 2]. The measuring procedure
consists of recording In optical scheme of the transmisalvity spectra of plane-parallel ceramic plates, working us
Fabry- Perot ixiterferometers due to their high quality factors. The spectra of el and ell~ are determined on the basis
of oscillating transmissivity curves using Fresnel formula& (Figm. 1,2).

I C3 A 4AO 0.4O 0,3

0.25 e . '* ~ ,,,

0.2 64 ~ *1~
0.15 0.6 30

0.1 
0 .4 e .1 (

0.05 0.1BM

0 L J
300 400 5W0 VON:~ a 400 6W 600 1 Y vOt

Fig.1 Example of transmissivity spectrum of a plane- Fig.2 Roomn temperature c5(v) and eS'(t) spectra of
parallel barium ceramic plate. Solid line shows theoret." barium ceramic calculated from transmisaivity spectra
ical fit givihg e' and ell (see Fig.2). shown In Fig. 1
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Infrared Spectra Of Wool Fibers
--Irradiated In Mixtures Of Solvents

S.M.Rabie, M.A.Moharram* and O.M.Mahmoud*

Middle Eastern Regional Radioisotope Center
for the Arab Countries, Cairo, Egypt.

*National Research Center, Cairo, Egypt.

The IR npectra of wool fibersa -irradiated in mixtures of two organic solvents were record.
ed. The analysis of the spectra showed that irradiation of wool fibers in the presence of certain mix-
tures results in the appearance of an absorption band at 1725 cm .1 corresponding to the absorp-
tion of the carbonyl groups. The intensity of the COO - band at 1400 cm " is influenced by the
nature of the solvents and the concentration of each solvent in the mixture. This band disappears
when the fibers are irradiated in the presence of ethylalcohol and shows the intense absorption
when the fibers are irradiated in carbon tetrachloride. The intensities of the absorption bands in the
region 1000-1200 cm -I vary also according to the nature of the solvents. Furthermore, the absor-
bances of the amide I and annide II bands were determined. It was found that the induced changes
in the absorbances of these bands depend on the dipole moment of the solvents.
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Effect of Organic Solvents on the

Frequency of Infra-red Region of the Spectrum

By

M.I. Nasser

Physics Department

National Research Centre

Due to the Special Irn 'ortance of the (X-H) bonds, this study

was restricted to the (N-H) and the (0-H) bonds of Diphenilamine

and 0 - naphthol respectively.

The frequency of both the (N-H) and the (0-H) groups In the

gas phase N 9) was experimentally measured, by the author, using

a specially designed heated gas cell. It was found that V (N-H)=

3436 cm and 1g (0-H) = 3658 ore! Thus the frequency shift could be

precisely determined.

The change in the vibrational frequency of a dipole due to

its electrostatic interaction was studied by K#rkwood (1934)

The model of a point dipole in a continuous dielectric was used.

The relative frequency shift is expressed by the Kerkwood-Bouer-

Magat equation :

SDD-1

g 2 D +1

where

l g Os

Ig = vibrational frequency in the gas phase

I g
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is = vibrational frequency in solution

D = dielectric constant

C constant depending on solute model.

according to this equation the plot of
D-1-AV.. against D should give a straight line passing

through the origin.

Later they modifed their equatioin and related the frequency

shift to the refractive index of the solvent as follows .1

where

11 = refractivo index of the solvent

C # constant other than C in equation (1)

Josien & Fuson (1954) during their detailed study of the

solvent effects on the (N-H) stretching vibrations of py-iole

showed that only the frequency shifts In dilute solvents of non-

polar solvents fall on the K B M line. In polar solvents the

points are shifted twoards highet values of 4A . This shift

produced by the polar & aromatic hydrocarbon solvents has been

attributed to the hydrogen bonding formationuoh interactions

were not taken Into consideratloin by the K B M equation.

The author, having designed a specially heated gas cell, was able to deter-

mine the frequency in the gas phase. This enabled him to conclude that the

frequency shifts do not depend upon the solvent properties only but upon the prop-

erties of the solute molecules as well. This finding is in agreement with

Bellany's concepts.
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Optical properties of lanthanides ions in low vibrational frequency solvents

Andrew Coleman, Harvey Rutt

University of Southampton, Department of Electronics and Computer Science
Highfield, Southampton, Hants, S09 5NH

Laser action in Neodymium doped inorganic aprotic solvents POCI5 and SeOCI2 has been known for
many years, but there has been little work in this field recently. Very little work has been reported
on ions other than Nd&. The ability to readily change the dopant, vary concentrations, add co-dopants
etc at low cost is attractive, and using modem laser techniques it is possible that these materials
might again be useful. In particular there are a variety of possible solvents which have not been
exploited to date which offer the possibility of tailoring the non-radiative rates of the various levels
for the particular transition required.

As an initial stage in this program we have prepared solutions of Pr3* and Nd& In high purity (fibre
optic grade) POCI3. All operations were carried out under dry nitrogen. Pure anhydrous neodymium
trichloride (99.9%) and praseodymium tribromide (99.9%) were dissolved in a 5:1 molar mixture of
POCIj and SnCI4 by heating and stirring, giving clear lilac and green solutions respectively, The
material must be kept slightly warm to avoid crystallization.

The reaction was monitored by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. In pure POCI3 a strong band
occurs at 1292cm-i, assigned to the P.O stretch. In the solutions an additional band appears at
1209cm.1 (figure 1), which is not present in the solutes. This band Is also seen in POCI13 acidified
with ZrCI4, and this strongly suggests that It is due to acidified POC13 species, possibly PO2 C[2', Even
in 10cm path spectra no evidence Is seen of OH absorption bands, confirming the high purity of the
solutions. Infrared spectroscopy Is thus an excellent way to monitor purity and investigate the
solvation mechanisms.

Fluorescence spectra of the Pr5 ÷ solution were excited with the 488nm argon laser line and recorded
by photon counting, figure 2. The spectrum Is broadly as expected for this Ion in an oxide host. The
strong fluorescence at -600nm is 'D2 to 3H14 and shows a -40uS lifetime.The 640nm fluorescence is
3P0 to 3F2 and shows a short, .dSuS lifetime owing to fast non-radiative relaxation to ID2 .

For Nd÷ the argon 476nm line was used, and strong fluorescence observed at both-805nm and 860.
900nm (figure 3) with essentially identical lifetimes of -240uS (figure 4). The longer wavelegth band
is as expected, from 'F" to the ground state, 41,, but the Iong lifetime and strong fluorescence on
the -805nm line, TFsa/-414, Is surprising in view of its proximity to 4F3 n.

We shall report systematic studies of the effect of the choice of solvent, Lewis acid and lanthanide
ion on the laser potential of these inorganic liquid systems, with a particular view to obtaining laser
action In regions of the mid infrared where few lasers are readily available. The authors would
particulally like to acknowledge the assistance of Dr W S Brockelsby with the fluorescence
measurements.
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FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2
IR Spectra of the Solvent System Pr 3+ Fluorescence Spectrum
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Construction of a hulling bridge-type dispersive Interferometrl spectrometer
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ABSIRALT

A nulling bridge-type dispersive interferometric spectrometer has been constructed to measure complex refractive
Indices of solids in the millimeter wave region. The complex refractive Indices of doped SI and GaAs wafers are obtained In the
110 - 170 GHz region and their dispersion Is analyzed based on the I)rude model. The electrical resistivity estimated from the
Drude-model fitting agrees well with that measured by the dc four-point probe method,

Lfr1NTI D.LLC'flQN

There has been considerable Interest in the spectroscopy in the millimeter and submillimeter wave reglonN, which lie
between the far-Infared and microwave regions. The spectrometers using backward wave oscillators (BWOs) u radiation sources
have been developed by several groups,'" These spectrometers have enabled us to obtain complex refractive Indices through the
measurements of the transmittance and phase shift of the electromagnetic wave after pausing through samples, However, these
spectrometers are not suitable for opaque samples because of the difficulty in measuring the phase shift of the weak transmitted
electromagnetic wave. Further, standing waves formed between sample surfaces and a horn antenna of the radiation source
prevent one from measuring the refractive Index precisely, Here, we report a newly designed nulling bridge.type Intorferometric
spectrometer, which gives us the reflectivity and the phase shift of the electromagnetic wave reflected by samples, This
spectrometer consists of a modified Michelson-type interferometor and avoids the standing wave between the sauple surfaces and
the horn antenna by the nulling-bridge measurement. Application of the spectrometer to the measurements of the complex
refractive Indices of relatively highly doped Si and GaAs wafers (3 x 1014 - 7 x 101" cm') is demonstrated.

2. PRINCIP E M S ,URLNGi cQMP.LEX1IMRACTI.V, 1DIMCS

We consider a case In which a electromagnetic wave of a wavelength %. iN incident normally on a sample with a
complex refractive index n-iK and thickness d, By taking account of the multiple reflections at the mample NurfacoN, the
reflectivity R and phase shift # are expressed as follows,

it . R0((E-.' 2+4Esln 2N) and (1)
(I.Ro0b+4RoEsIn (2V+N)

* - ' +l +tan* 1 Esin (2N).. !.'.hn ..(2ý .RQ-a.n.-2(,.N) . , (2)
Ecos (2N)-1 I-RoE3cos (2V) ÷.RoEcoo (2('V+N))

where

iRooxp(-iW). -N.jK , E - exlX-4x YKdA) and N w 2mnd4.,
I+n-IK

Since R and 0 are a function of only n and K, n and K are obtained from the measured values of R and 0.

3. A•NULLING BRIDGE-TYPE INTER1•EROMETRIC SPECTROMETER

Figure I shows a nulling bridgeotype interferometric spectrometer for measuring the reflectivity and phase shift of the
electronagnetic wave reflected by the sample. The millimeter wave generated by BWO (Siemens RWOI7OS) and emitted into
a free space from a horn antenna L is focused by a ellipsoidal mirror M with a focal length of 147.6 mm. The vertically
polarized millimeter wave passes through a beam splitter BS, (wire gid) and is divided by a beam splitter B%• Into two beams
(sample and reference beams) being cross-polarized with each other, The sample beanm is reflected by a sample with rofloctivilty
R and accompanying a phase shift 0. The reference beam is reflected by a mirror 0, which is made of a wire grid, The
intensity and phase of the reflected beam are changed by tatllng the wire grid (see Fig. 1) and translating () along the optical
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path, respectively. The beams reflected by the P8
sample and mirror Oarm deflected by BSI and Cmue
detected by a pyroelectric detector D. The mirrors MM2, K and M are ellipsoidal mirrors of the sameLok-i

*the reference arm (MK and 0) &nWdBS, compose a fS
Michelson-type Interferometer. The signal of theRe Siamldetector becomes zero when the waves from the twoarms are out of phase with each other had balanced MM
In Intensity. R and 0 can be obtained from the
rotation angle of the wire grid and the position of
the rfehrence mirror which give zero output. The M
arrangement of the wire grid. Is shown s0 $S
schematically In the figure. By Inserting a
polarizer P, one can avoid the beams reflected fromV
the sample and 0 to return to a horn antennh whenIw
the signal of the detector Is zero, and this prevent@.nrilrM
the undesired Influence of the standing wave formed
between the sample surfaces and the horn antenna Fig. 1. Scematlc diagram of the nulling bridge-type
on the measurements, Interferometric spectrometer.

4. IUIMNSn nMLD EEC V INRCIS E ANDl GaAs WAPIRflM

Ithe complex refractive Indices measured for an n-type Si wafer with resistivity 0.13 0cm are shown In Fig. 2. It Is
difficult to measure the complex reflective Index of this sample by our Mach-Zehlnder type interfelrometric spectrometer because
of the weak Intensity of the transmitted wave,* The
refractive Index n Is considerably larger than the value 10_______________
of 3.42 of Si wafers with high resistivity ( * 100
0Cor), The solid lines show fitting by the Drude
model, In which the density and relaxation time ofk
carriers are taken as parmeteors. We have measured the . , . . *k
complex refractive Indices of Si and GaAs wafers with
do resistivity p, of 1(Ys . 10 acm. The resistivity 6
can be obtaf ned trom the equation, p*,,p m*/Ne% * wherem
N, and me ase the denuity, relaxation time and effective
mass of carriers, respectively, end e Is the electronic
charge. Ithe agreement between p and p Is good,
which demonstrates the usefulness oI~the nuflnI~ bridge. 0 --------__________

type Interferometric spectronirter for measuring 110 120 130 140 1S0 160 170
resistivity of semiconductors of 10". - 100cm., Together r R8~QU3~NC Y(C H&)
with the Mach-Zehnder type Interferometric
"sectromeater,' M11sl1tIvty of semiconductors In the rang Fig. 2. Complex refractive Indices of the Si wafer with the
of 101 '- 3 x 10' Q cm can be measured contactless y dc resistivity of 0. 13 Qcm.
by the millimeter waves,
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MILLIMETER WAVE RADAR ABSORBING MATERIALS*

Mohammed N. Afsar and Hua Chi

Tufts University
Department of Electrical Engineering

Medford, Massachusetts 02155 - 5528

ABSTRACT

It was anticipated that ferrimagnetic hexagonal compounds such as BaFel2Ol9, SrFei2Ol9 and
SrAi 2Fe10019 have magnetic resonance absorptions at frequencies beyond 30 GHz. We have mixed
powder specimens of such materials and deposited in paint form on one surface of a optically polished
fused silica glass substrate. The ferromagnetic resonance was then studied as functions of applied
external magnetic field intensity, specimen thickness and continuous frequency at millimeter wavelength
region, A new dispersive Fourier transform spectrometer was designed and constructed to measure the real
and imaginary parts of complex magnetic permeability and real and imaginary parts of complex dielectric
permittivity as a continuous function of frequency from about 10 mm wavelength to up to one millimeter
wavelength range,

INTRODUCTION

It Is necessary to separate out two magnetic parameters from two dielectric parameters either
experimentally or by the use of perturbation theory, It Is preferable to use the experimental separation at
millimeter wavelength region. The experimental separation utilizes the Induced ferromagnetic resonance
phenomena and the quenching of the magnetic effect at frequencies below the resonance frequency, It Is
explained here, A spinning electron in a magnetic field has a precessional frequency wo - yH, where y is
the gyromagnetic ratio and H Is a vector summation of the d-c magnetic field within the material Icluding
the field Induced by an external magnetic field perpendicular to the material and an a-c microwav; magnetic
field of frequency w. The ac field must be applied at right angle to the d.c field. The power of the a-c
field can be much smaller than the d.c field, but the angle if ofgreat concern, The condition or the magnetic
resonance is w - 21rf - yH. If the resonance condition is atisfied, we will have the corresponding
magnetic resonance by changing the value of the external applied magnetic field intensity. It Is Important
that we have a continuous coverage of frequency from microwave to submillimeter wave range to observe
the shiling of the Induced resonance line towards higher frequency as the applied magnetic field Intensity
is increased. With a large value of external applied magnetic field Intensity (emg, 10,000 gauss), the
Induced resonance line position for a cubic ferrite material will move to about 330 GHz, Below about 270
GHz, the material will be free from any magnetic effect. The use of dispersive Fourier transform technique
will then yield continuous data of the real (e') and Imaginary (e") parts of complex dielectric permittivity
over the frequency range 30. 270 -Hz. The application of dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy on a
magnetic specimen without the Influence of external magnetic field yields data in which the real (P') and
imaginary (p") parts of complex magnetic permeability contributions are also present together with real (e')
and Imaginary (e") parts of complex dielectric permittivity. Once one set of data (e' and e") are known, the
other set (p' and p") can simply be separated out from combined data. via Maxwell's equations

* This research program is supported by the U.S. Army, Contract Number DAHC90-93-C-0027
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INSTRUMENTATION

The use of a larger optics (100mm), doubling of usual mercury lamp source power :nd a guiding optics
enabled us to increase the energy throughput of a Fourier transform spectrometer at 30 GHz. A new
Indium antimonide detector was fabricated to absorb more enercgy at millimeter wavelength region. A
bridging technique was utilized to translate optical exergy to gigahertz region. We have not reported any
result with the new detector yet, Results presented in this paper was obtained with a standard indium
antimonide detector,

SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures 1-4 show data as a continuous (Unction of frequency over the frequancy range 40- 210 GHz for
a SrAl2Fe oOj9 for the real and imaginary parts of complex dielectric pennittivity and real and imaginury
parts of complex magnetic permeability. Figure 2 suggests that a strong broad-band microwave.
millimeter wave dielectric absorption band Is present In this material. The Imaginary parts of magnetic
permeability spectrum shews a magnetic resonance absorption at about 70 GHz and th.e corresponding
dispersion through the resonance band can be seen in the real part of permeability dala.
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Development of broadband vacuum windows for high.power millimeter wave systems

H.-U. Nickel *, H. Masster, M. Thumm *

Universitat Karlsruhe, Institut fOr Htichstfrequenztechnik und Elektronik
Kaiserstrafie 12, D-76131 Karlsruhe, Germany

• also Kernforschungszenbrum Karlsruhe, Institut fUr Technische Physik
P.O. Box 3640, D.76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

Frequency agile sources for future electron cyclotron wave (ECW) systems require broadband windows that are
suitable for high-power transmission (> 0.5 MW) in the millimeter wave range. While the relative bandwidths of single-disk or
double-disk windows used in conventional monofrequent systems are of the order of 1 %, the future systems require for
bandwidths of 10 % or even more (e.g. > 60 % for the POM-Fusion-PEM 1). A description of the different window types
under consideration and first results of a development of suitable windows have been reported in 2. This paper presents an
improved test apparatus as well as our latest experimental and theoretical results about broadband windows.

2. APPARATUS FOR LOW-POWER TESTS
For experimental investigations a test apparatus is required which provides swept frequency measurements of

reflection and transmission of a fundamental Gaussian beam (EI4M) on a window under test (WUI). The setup described in 2
has been improved by modifications that substantially increase the dynamic range for reflection measurements. Fig. 1 shows
the new setup. It uses the scalar network analyzer (SNA), described in detail in 3, which has been modified to offer a
transmission dynamic range of > 70 dB. The SNA has been connected to a Gaussian beam path that includes a quasi-optical
directional coupler (QDC) composed of a dielectric beam splitter and a low reflectivity absorber. From source port A of the
SNA the generated millimeter wave signal is fed to a scalar feed hom where it is converted to a TEMoo beam. This beam is
guided via a 1st ellipsoidal metallic mirror, through the QDC (located in the 1st beam waist), and via a 2nd mirror towards a
2nd beam waist where the WUT is located. The portion of the incident beam transmitted by the WUT is matched by mirror 3"
to the transmission horn connected to the receiver port B of the SNA. The portion of the incident beam reflected at the WUT
reaches mirror 3' via mirror 2 and the coupling path of the QDC. Mirror 3' refocusses the beam towards the reflection horn
connected to port B. The selection between transmission and reflection measurements is performed by a waveguide switch at
the receiver port, For reflectometry the beam has to be dissipated behind the window by a sufficiently low-reflecting absorber.
Since all the horns and mirrors are arranged confocally, the frequency dependence of the size and the location of the beam
waists where the WUT and the receiving horns are located is cancelled out (see e.g. 4 for Gaussian beam telescope). Whereas
in the previous setup the dynamic range for reflection measurements was limited by the directivity of the wavegulde
directional coupler to about 25 dB, the QDC now provides a dynamic range of> 60 dB over almost the full frequency range of
117 to 147 GHz (Fig. 2). The high directivity of the QDC Is determined by the extremely low reflectivity of the absorber used
(Brewster plate made of Macor, d w 10 mm, backed with absorbing foam).

3. EXPERIMENTS
Fig. 3 shows the results obtained with a window made of polycrystalline (p.c.) A120 3 ceramics (e, - 9.65) where both

surfaces are corrugated with parallel grooves having almost rectangular cross section, The electric field vector was oriented
parallel to the grooves. For numerical calculations 3it has been assumed that the window is composed of 221 thin dielectric
layers (grooves: 2x 110, center: 1) each having a homogeneous effective permittivity ep For each layer e,, has been
determined by ,,#=a (a+(d-a)e,)/d with the groove spacing d and the groove width a from the geometry of the real profile.

Figs. 4 and 5 show results obtained from an antireflection coated window designed for a center frequency of
140 GHz. Fig. 4 shows the reflectivity of !he pure substrate. Fig. 5 gives the reflectivity of the window assembled with the
coatings. Although this type of window alre.y' meets most of the bandwidth requirements it is not suitable for high-energy
transmission due to its rather large total absorptivity of > 1 %.
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The optical constants, at elevated temperatures, of some potential
window materials for high power and plasma diagnostic applications
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ABSTRACT

The temperature dependence of the near millimetre wavelength optical constants of some
potential window materials for fusion plasma diagnostics, including high power
applications, are discussed. The measurements cover the frequency region from 90 to
450 0Hz, with specimen temperatures from 20 to 1000 C,

1, INTRODUCTION

At the present time various vacuum windows for use in millimetre wave diagnostics on
JET are being replaced or installed. Some of these windows will be double element
structures with a vacuum interspace in order to safeguard the integrity of the main
torus vacuum, others will be single elements. In either case it will be necessary to
optimise several window characteristics, aiming at invariance of transmission with
radiation frequency (no rapid changes due to channel fringes), insensitivity of
optical performance to temperature over a large range, low reflection losses, visible
alignment of the diagnostic system, and the ability to handle high millimetre wave
powers and avoid thermal runaway effects.

In order to achieve such optimisation it is necessary to have available quantitative
information on the temperature dependence of the spectral variation of the optical
constants of potential window materials. As there is little such data available in the
literature this paper will present the results of such measurements on a number of
materials relevant to some of the JET diagnostics. The general measurement
requirements include the following: to cover frequencies from 70 to 250 0Hz with a
resolution of 30 GHz, to achieve measurement temperatures between 20 and 1000 C both
with an absolute accuracy and a uniformity across the window of *10 C for temperatures
<250 C and ±20 C for higher temperatures, to have a measurement geometry in which the
radiation passing through the window has a near plane wavefront.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Measurements were made of the optical constants of a number of materials of interest
using the technique of dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopyO*'3). In this the
specimen is placed within one of the two active arms of a two beam interferometer and
its complex insertion loss measured. The optical constants can then be calculated
without approximation from the insertion loss. The interferometer used for this work
was a polarising wire rid instrument with an electrically heated furnace built into
the fixed mirror arm.()

With this spectrometer measurements could be made over the frequency region from about
90 0Hz to 2 THz, although in this work it was only used to 450 aHz. The furnace was
such that measurement temperatures from ambient room temperature up to 1100 C could
be achieved.
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3 RESULTS

Typical measurements of the refraction spectrum of a low water content fused silica
(Petrosil) at tempertures between 20 and 1000 C are shown in figure 1. The data were
not corrected for thermal expansion from the room temperature thickness. However,
calculations based on typical values for the coefficient of linear expansion tndicate
that the 1000 C spectrum of figure 1 would be 0.0004 too high. The spectra shown were
each the average of 6 independent determinations. Their reproducibility was such that
the level of random error in the measurements was less than 0.0001, well below the
measurement requirement. In the presentation the results of such measurements on both
the refraction and absorption spectra of a number of materials will be presented and
discussed.
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ANTI-REFLECTION TREATMENTS FOR JET MILLIMETRE WAVE DIAGNOSTIC WINDOWS

T P Hughes, S D Richards and D V Bartlett
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EA, UK

This paper discusses low-power windows for millimetre-wave diagnostics on the JET torus. When tritium is used as a
fusion foel in JET repairs will be difficult on the radioactive machine and additional precautions must be taken to avoid
vacuum leaks. Double, interpumped vacuum windows will be necessary, Window design is 'urther restricted by the
requirement that the bond between the window Itself and its supporting ferrule must withstand repeated cycling to a
working temperature of about 250' C. The most satisfactory arrangement for low power millimetre waves uses z-cut
crystal quartz windows, gold diffusion bonded to stainless steel ferrules, as manufictured by the Special Techniques
Group of A E A Technology, Where possible wedged windows are avoided for ease of alignment,

Even with a single window multiple reflections cause the transtmission to be significantly frequency dependent. Figure
I (a) shows the calculated Intensity transmission spectrum for a 6 mm quartz window, assuming n - 2.1 over the
frequency range. With double windows the additional reflections in the Multiple etalons cause the transmission to be
strongly frequency dependent and create severe problems for the diagnostic systems, Temperature effects are also
important, Figure l(b) shows the intensity transmission spectrum for two 6 mm windows separated by 5 mam,

1.0 A1,(0

I V 0 . 2 -

0.6I0 II

to 100 110 4 IO0 ItoT"0 ý)61 10'0 iiO 120 '•0 310 1 i0
Frequenoy (GH&) Frequenoy (0Hz)

Figure I(# Fiure 1(b)
In principle there are several ways to improve the transmission spectrum, but tht various millimetre wave diagnostics

on JET operate over different frequency ranges, with different resolutions, and must be considered separately, The most
generally useful approach would be to treat each of the window suraces to create a refractive Index gradient, such as the
"moth eye" structure described by Ma and Robinson [11. This would, however, weaken a crystalline window
substantially and would be unlikely to be acceptable on JET. A possible variant would be to create such a structure on an
independent plate of similar refractive index to the crystal quartz and attach it with a thin layer of adhesive.

For the receiver of the alpha particle and fast ion collective scattering diagnostic (J A Hoekzema Ct al., this
conference) the use of quarter wave layers of suitable refractive index would give good results over the 134 to 146 GHz
frequency range of Interest. The surface facing the torus vacuum will probably have to be left uncoated. Figures 2(a) and
(b) show the transmission spectrum for two windows of optical thickness 6 X at 140 GHz, with X/4 layers on all but the
first surface, separated by a gap of 2',A X, The transmission varies by less than ± 1% over the frequency range 134 to 146
GHz (Figure 2a), but over the wider range used for ECE diagnostics this solution is unsatisfactory (Figure 2b).

A suitable material for the V/4 layer must withstand temperatures up to 2500C and will have the following properties:
I. refractive index near the square root of that of crystal quartz at the working temperature
2. thermal linear expansion coefficient similar to that of crystal quartz
3. low absorption near 140 GHz,

Measurements on possibly suitable plastics are now hi progress at NPL (J.RBircli et a&,, this conference).
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An alternative solution for the collective scattering diagnostic is to tilt one (or both) windows and separate them so
that there is no reflection from the second to the first. The two window etalons are now independent and the overall
power transmission is the product of the individual transmissions. If one window has a maximum and the other a
minimum in transmission at 140 GHz, the result is a smooth transmission spectrum over the range of interest, but at the
cost of some polarization dependence and the loss of about half the power. Figure 2(c) shows the calculated result for
two quartz windows, thicknesses 6.074 and 6.339 mm inclined at 200 to the beam axis.
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Provided the frequency resolution required is no better than 5 or 10 GHz, it is possible to obtain a flat transmission

spectrum over a wide bandwidth, as required for the ECE Michelson Interferometer diagnostic, by using very thick
windows with a large spacing inrstead of the usual wedged windows. Figure 3(a) shows the transmission spectrum of two
quartz windows 100 mm thick separated by a space of 210 mm (such an assembly might be constructed within a
wavegulde). Averaging over 5 GHz channel bandwidths removes the fine structure and gives the almost flat spectrum
shown in Figure 3(b), There is however a power loss of about 30%.
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The most difficult problem arises with the BCE heterodyne radiometer, which has high resolution (250 to 500 MHz)

over a wide bandwidth (70 to 140 GHz). The development of a moth eye structure seems to be the most promising
W)lUtiOtt,
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Electrical Analysis of Wideband and Distributed Windows Using
Time-Dependent Field Codes
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Windows, which provide the barrier to maintain the vacuum envelope in a microwave tube, are critical
components in high-average-power microwave sources, especially at millimeter wavelengths. As RF power
levels approach the 100's of kWs to I MW range (CW), the window assembly experiences severe thermal and
mechanical stresses. Depending on the source, the bandwidth of the window may be less than 1 MHz for
gyrotron oscillators or up to -20 GHz for the FOM Institute's fast-tunable, free-electron-maser [1]. The
bandwidth requirements give rise to a number of window configurations where the common goal Is locally
distributed heat dissipation. In order to better understand the transmilssion and RF properties of these microwave
structures, we use detailed time-dependent field solvers.

A number of time-dependent field solvers (21 have been developed to examine wakefields in electron and heavy
ion accelerators as well as traditional scattering and radiation problems. These algorithms work both on logically
regular as well as completely unstructured meshes. The basic algorithm has also been modified to handle both
magnetically and electrically dispersive materials. Typically, the numerical solutions are second order accurate
and conditionally stable. The practical limitation to application of the codes involves the electrical size of the
structure to be modeled. To obtain the proper spectral resolution requires -10 mesh points per wavelength
corresponding to the highest frequency of interest. In practice, large computational problems in 3-D (volumetric)
are 10 4.3 In size.

&pnlieo~nn antd Rolults

An ongoing window program at Kf'K has been aimed at developing high-power, broadband windows [3]. As a
start in analyzing wideband windows using general field codes, we examined the corrugations in the concentric
grooved window (Figure 1). The groove period is V.3 and the groove depth I& % referenced to 140 GHz in free
space. We launched a TEO, (E parallel to grooves), 140-GHz (:1:20% in frequency) pulse and obtained 98%
transmission in power (Figure 2). Adiabatic theory was inadequate to account for the physics of the match. In
fact, the corrugations were found to focus the RF into the bulk dielectric portion of the window. As can be seen in
Figure 3, the peak field intensity occurs in the corrugations.

A cropped, adiabatically tapered window with almost triangular corrugations (rectangular symmetry) was
fabricated and cold-tested at KfK. The calculational results were obtained by exciting single-frequency, x-directed
electric currents, thereby launching waves with B perpendicular to the grooves. A key aspect for maintaining
stability of the solution was to placo the radiating boundary conditions several wavelengths from the scattering
surface of the window, This prevented interaction of the evanescent fields with the numerical radiation boundary
condition. For diagnostic purposes, at appropriate transverse slices on the vacuum side of the window, E x H Is
computed and summed over the surface directly from the field values. Good qualitative agreement between
cold-test reflection data and calculational results can be found in Figure 4. It should be possible to obtain closer

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract
W.?406-ngn-M.
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correlation to measurements through better geometrical fidelity in the model (e.g., finer, unstructured mesh).
However, examination of solution convergence awaits further analysis.

vVe are currently examining the electrical effects of introducing distributed cooling that are discontinuous
material Junctions in window structures. The materials include metal cooling strips or dielectric cooling channels.
By exploiting the focusing effect of the corrugations, we hope to obtain good transmission characteristics over a
wide bandwidth.

Future work will Involve coupling the RP calculations for the window assembly to thermal-mechanical codes. A
further goal will be to set up the capability of running the EM field codes in pulse mode in order to obtain
spectral resolution in the transmission curves proportional to the length of simulation time In only a single run.
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On the use of a Hybrid Mode Mixture for Lowering the
Thermal Load Peak in Ceramic Windows

for MM-Wave ECRH Experiments

F. BiilD *, S. Cirant **, L. Manih *, G. Solari **, 0. Viciguerra *

(*) DEEI - UniversitA di Trieste - Via A. Valerio 10 - 34127 TRIESTE - Italy
(**) Istituto di Fisica del Plasma - Assoc. EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, Via Bassini 15 .20133 MILANO - Italy

1. Abstract
In ram-wave systems for ECRH using the HEI 1 hybrid mode, the maximum transmitted power is limited by
the strongly peaked thermal load in the vacuum barrier window. In this paper we present mode converters at
140 GHz which create a mixture of HEIN hybrid modes in corrugated waveguides. Such a mode mixture
yields a more uniform power density than HEll mode in the section where the window is placed, and a
Gaussian distribution at the waveguide aperture,

2. Introduction
Corrugated circular waveguides carrying the hybrid HEI1 mode are generally used in the mm-wave ECRH
experiments as high power transmission lines. Besides the good features of low propagation losses, linear
constant polarization and Gaussian beam-like radiation pattern, the HEll mode has the disadvantage of
having a power density distribution which is highly concentrated around the center of the waveguide cross-
section, As a consequence, a highly peaked thermal load heats the central part of the ceramic barrier window.
Moreover, it is difficult to remove heat from that region, since the cooling system is located around the
periphery of the window. In the next section we will show how a more uniform power density distribution
can be achieved by a mixture of hybrid modes, still preserving the fundamental good features of the HE31
mode. Reference is made to a system operating at 140 GHz with a standard circular corrugated waveguide
with inner radius af44.45 mm.

3. Hybrid mode mixture.
Let us consider an electric field E consisting in a linear superposition of hybrid modes which can propagate
inside the corrugated waveguide, The well known expressions of the components of these fields (1] reveal
that E will preserve the above mentioned HE1 features if only the modes of HEIk type will be included in
the superposition. Therefore we focus our attention on such fields E as given by:

E=ajleljHE + L. alkelkHE (elkHE is the electric field of the HE~k mode) (1)
k=2, N

Our problem is to search for a set (a1k) giving (in a specific section of the waveguide) a peak of E
significantly lower than that of HEII mode, when E and the HE 11 mode are carrying the same power. Fig. I
illustrates the behaviour of IE12 versus the normalized radial coordinate r/a, for an optimized mixture with
N=2 and 3. In particular, a combination of the HEll and HE12 modes alone, with coefficients all I I, and
111 = -0.305 allows halving the peak of IE12 (noting that the two modes are out of phase); the peak is located
at rf0.5a, In a section of the waveguide 0,5 XB faway from the window the HEjl and HEI2 modes are in
phase (X1B is the beat -wavelength: for a radius a'-44.45 mM, XB= 2.9 m ).In this section the field pattern is
very well matched (up to 99.9 %) to a free space Gaussian beam with a waist wo = 0.504 aThe
corresponding radiation patterns are shown in fig. 2.

4. Quasi-optical mode converter.
'Fi. 3 shows the geometry of a quasi-optical mode converter which transforms the HEll mode into the
HI il-HEi 2 optimum mixture, The mode converter is based on the above-mentioned matching of the HE" -
HE1 2 mixture to a free space Gaussian beam with wo = 0.504 a, Since the waist of the Gaussian beam
corresponding to the HE 1 inode is 0.643 a, a shaped mirror is used to narrow the waist of the reflected
Gaussian beam and to focus it over the input section of waveguide B. At a distance of 0.5 XB from this
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section, the two modes will be out of phase, i.e., in the best condition for crossinq the ceramic window; at a
distance of 1 ýB they will be again in phase, that is, in the most suitable phase relationship for radiating.

S. Wavegulde inode converter.
The mode conversion from HE I mode to the HEIk modes can be achieved also by a step variation of the
waveguide radius, as shown in fig. 4. This discontinuity has been analyzed by a mode-matching technique.
In order to avoid the generation of the unwanted modes of EH type, the corrugation depth of the two
waveguide should be 0.25 X A good conversion on the HE12 mode is obtained by a waveguide of radius
b=56 mm. In addition to the HE12 mode, a great number of modes are excited, but their level is quite small.
With this converter the computed field pattern in the waveguide section where the window is placed is as
shown in fig. 5. As can be seen, again the peak of the power density is halved with respect to that of the
HE11 mode alone; the radiation pattern (not shown here) Is theoretically matched up to 99.27% to a free
space Gaussian beam with wo = 0.514 b (28.8 mm).
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Effect of window tolerances on gyrotron performance

by J. Jilonnek and X:. SchUnemann
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Stable larqe-siqnal operation of gyratrons (both of TZOn - and Time-

type) has been analysed with respect, to load (window) reflections

by applying a network-theoretical approach (which was p0blished at

the 16t*h Conference). Mode conversion from the desired mode has

been included, Restrictions to window tolerances have been

formulated and compared to measurements.
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Increase of Gyrotron Window Carrying Capacity Based
on Optimization of Output Wavebeam Structure

V.I. Belousov, G.G. Denisov, V.I. Malygin,
D.V.Vinogradov and V.E.Zapevalov

In.titute of Applied Physics, Nizhny Nmoorod, Russia

S.A. Malygin
R&D Institute "Salut", NiAhny Noilgorod, Russia

One of the main flictors, which limit duration of pulses and output powers of gyrotrons
operating in the short-wave part of the millimeter wavelength band in the quasi-continuous
regime is heating of the gyrotron output window with microwave radiation, which in the long
run can lead to its destruction.

Degree of local heating of the window's material depends on local intensity of the
microwave field at this point. The most critical are the regions of the maximum intensity of
the field. Use of traditional quasi-optical converters arid quadratic mirrors within gyrotrons,
as a rule, leads to distribution of the field at the gyrotron window with a pronounced
maximum at the window center. In order to lower local heating of the window (raise its
carrying capacity) It seems rather natural to change the structure of the beam in the window
region, having made the maximum of the field distribution lower. The ideal case would be
quasi-homogeneous distribution of the field.

Due to design features of the gyrotron (Fig. I) and quasi-optical character of microwave
beamn propagation inside the gyrotron, we can achieve the required distribution of the
microwave beam field at the gyrotron window by means of synthesis of a special (non-
quadratic) profile for the last mirror only (Fig, 2).

We have found a method to obtain the required profiles with sufficient ease.

This method was used in development of the long-pulse 140 GHz gyrotron Use of a
specially profiled internal quasi-optic mirror gave more than a two-fold gain in the
microwave pulse duration (ftom 0.5 to 1.1 s tbr the gyrotron output power 0.5 MW).

Figure 3 shows calculated distributions or field intensities at the gyrotron window, Figure
4 represents experimental distributions of field intensities obtained by means of an IR camera
at the window of the gyrotron, whose design scheme included a mirror calculated by means
of the said method.
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NEW WINDOW MATERIALS FOR HIGH POWER GYROTRON*
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A single free standing synthetic diamond window seems to have higher absorption coefficient value at
millimeter wavelength region at this time a'though it is claimed that it possesses good mcchanical strength
and higher thermal conductivity characteristics. It certainly does not rule out the use of diamond film on
single crystal high resistivity silicon to Improve its mechanical strength and thermal conductivity. One
may have to use an appropriate film thickness for a particular wavelength il gyrotron window application.
It Is also necessary to use an appropriate thickness for the silicon perhaps equivalent to a quaterwavelength
in order to avoid the reflection mismatch

INTRODUCTION

The absorption coefficient of most low-absorbing window materials Increases with Increasing
frequency at millimeter wave frequency region,. This Is because of the tail of lattice vibration or phonon
absorption or various other absorption mechanisms present at submillimeter and far and mid infrared
spectral region for solid crystalline and polycrystalline materials. For diamond and single crystal silicon,
the monoatomic diamond crý,%tal structure suggests the lattice vibration absorption to appear at frequencies
In the Infrared region. The citlre mid-infrared, far.lnfrmred, submillimeter and millimeter wave region
therefore should be free frow. the tNll effect of lattice or phonoe absorpt'on bands, An extra high resistivity
(11,000 ohm-cm) compensated silicon specimen shows the abseitce of the microwave and millimeter
wave free carrier absorption. However the thermomechanical property of such extra high resistivity
silicon Is less attractive compare . to presently used window material, the single crystal sapphire. One Idea
to improve Its thenno.mechanical properties Is to cost the silicon surfaces with synthetic diamond film
evaporation. One then expects to see a good room temperature low-absorption loss and mechanically
strong window perhaps edge cooled by fluoro-carbon fluid. The ctyo-edge-cooling would Increase the
complexity of a window system although it !s expected that the absorption coefficient will decrease with
decreasing temperature. At lower temperature a phonon or lattice viblation peak sharpens and the tail effect
subsides or reduces significantly, For cryo-edge.cooling Ine would choose a temperature where the
thermal conductivity has Its highest value. It Is difficvlt to measure extremely low loss tangent or
obsorption coefficient value. We have Improved the sensitivity of our broadband dispersive Fourier
transform spectrometers. We now can measure losses as low as 40 -microradians.

The recent Improvement in the syitdhetic diamond film evaporation technique suggests the
possible use of diamond coating over a single crystal high resistivity silicon window material, The use
of the diamond film will Increase the mechanical strength and thermal conductivity of the sandwich,
Figure 1 shows the absorption coefficient spectrum for the I mm thick free standing diamond specimen,

* This research program Is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Orfice of Fusion Research,
Authors acknowledge the loan of a synthetic diamond specimen from Dr. Kevin Gray of Norton Diamond
Company
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Figure I The absorption coefficient spectrum of a free standing diamond specimen manufactured by

Norton Diamond Company. The absorption coefficient values were evaluated from directly measured

transmittance data over the wavenumber range 4 - 7 cm-

THE MEASUREMENT

A simpler version of dispersive Fourier transform spectrometer was utilized for this measurement. The

thin specimen results in a nominal loss of energy in transmission. It was therefore not possible to evaluate

absorption coefficient and refractive index spectra directly. The transmittance spectrum was then

measured directly for this thickness of the specimen. The absorption coefficient data were then evaluated

at eleven points in the wavenumber (per cm.) region 4 - 7

[I]. M. N. Afsar, Hua Chi and Xiaohui Li, "Precision Millimeter Wave Complex Refractive Index and

Complex Dielectric Permittivity of Pure and Compensated Silicon", presented at the 1990 CPEM, 1990

IEEE Conference on PrecisiQn Electromagnetic Measurements, June 11 - 14, 1990, Ottawa, Canada,

CPEM'90 Digest, pages 238-239, IEEE Cat.No.90CH2822-5, Library of Congress No.89-82032
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Radiation induced reduction of silicon loss tangent

A. Ibarra, J. Molld, E. R. Hodgson
Inst. Investigacidn Bgaica, CIEMAT, Ed, 2, Av. Complutonse, 22. E.28040-Madrld, Spain,

1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the frequency behaviour of the silicon loss tangent shows a ov] dependence,
compared with the general tan 8& co behaviour for aluminum oxide and other oxides 1. For this reason,
high purity, high resistivity silicon has been proposed to be used in dielectric windows for the high power
EC systems 2, Loss tangent values as low as 10.3 and 104 have been measured at 15 and 145 GHz
respectively 1,3, The main obstacle arises from its high sensitivity to ionizing radiation fields which
induce large increases in the loss tangent due to radiation-induced electron-hole pairs1,4.

In this work the electron irradiation effects on the dielectric properties at 15 0Hz of silicon are

studied, both after irradiation and under ionizing radiation,

2. RESULTS

High purity, high resistivity monocrystalline silicon, kindly supplied by Dr. Heidinger (KfK), has
been electron irradiated at room temperature, using a 2 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator, at different dose
rates ( between 1 and 50 Gy/s ). 30 mm diameter, 3 mm thick samples, polished and chemically etched,
have been used. The dielectric properties have been measured during irradiation by using a resonant
method, putting the sam ple inside a closed aluminium cylindrical cavity placed at the end of the beam
line of the accelerator. 1.8 MeV electrons enter the resonator through a thin aluminum window,

The loss tangent of as received samples is 7,6x10"4 , but under radiation increases strongly as a
function of the dose rate ( see figure 1 ) with a linear dependence which is in close agreement with
previous results4. The proportionality constant, b, between loss tangent increase and the dose rate is a
measurement of the sensitivity of silicon to the radiation. It is observed that the value of b decreases with
irradiation time ( figure 1 ). The linear dependence between tan 8 and dose rate is maintained but the
proportionality constant decreases, indicating the decrease of silicon sensitivity to radiation, Such an
effect was not observed by R. Heidinger et al 4, using low energy X-rays. This difference may be due to
the higher energy ionizing spectrum, or possibly to the limited amount of displacement damage in the
electron irradiation case.

In figure 2 values of b are represented as a function of dose, indicating a D-0 -8 dependence, It is
also observed that the loss tangent without radiation decreases with total radiation dose ( figure 2 ). After
a total dose of l.8x10 6 Gy a decrease of a factor of 10, down to 8x10"5, is observed, and with an
indication that this value could be further reduced,

These results can be summarized by the expression:

tan 8= tan 86 + b

where tan 60 is the loss tangent without any radiation field, and D is the dose rate. Our results indicate

that both tan 60 and b decrease with total irradiation dose.
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The loss tangent of silicon both under ionizing radiation and before irradiation, is due to the
presence of free charges in the material 3 ,4 . The measured values are the result of an equilibrium between
the number of free charges created ( by thermal activation, residual impurities or radiation ) and their
lifetimes. Within this framework the actual results can be understood assuming that the electron
irradiation induces new permanent defects reducing the lifetime of free charges.

Assuming that the frequency dependence observed in the unirradiated samples also holds for the
irradiated ones, these results indicate the possibility of obtaining a material with a very low room
temperature loss tangent at high frequency ( 150 GHz ) with a low sensitivity to ionizing radiation. This
is of great interest for the development of high power EC heating systems.

More work is needed to study the high frequency behaviour of irradiated silicon, to explore the
effects of higher irradiation doses and dose rates, as well as the nature of the radiation induced changes
and the temperature dependence of loss tangent of irradiated samples,

4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This work is supported by the European Communities within the European Fusion Technology
Programme,
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Figure 1: Silicon loss tangent as a function of dose rate for Figure 2: Dose dependence of b ( o) and tan 80 ( 0 )
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Ultralow background radiation far infrared spectroscopy based
on the magnetically tunable selective sources, filters and detectors

W.Knap, DDur, C.Chaubet, A.Raymond
Groupe d'Etude des Semiconducteisrs
Universiti Montpellier If (CNRS - URA 357)
Place E. Bataillon - 34095 MONTPEWER Cedex 05, FRANCE

The way how to make spectroscopy in the far infrared by replacing mechanical spectral elements
(moving mirrors or gratings) by superconducting solenoids is shown. The magnetic field cthangs the FIR
properties of the semiconductors through the cyclotron resonance or the Zeeman qffect allowing to make
spectroscopy in the range 35cm.1 - 160cm"1 with the resolution up to 0,3cml. We present the possibilities and
limits of the spectroscopy which uses a magnetic field to scan (tune) the characteristic energies of the narrow
band spectral elements: sources, filters and detectors. All described below devices work immersed In the
liquid helium bath. Therefore spectroscopy based on magnetically tunable narrow band elements provides also
ultrolow background radiation conditions for measurements,

Sources : transmission spectrometer
We show practical realisation and examples of application of the transmission spectrometer

based on the InSb and OaAs cycloton resonance sources (1), The spectrometer can be used in the range
from 35 to 200cm"I. Its maximal resolution obtained with the high mobility GaAs heterojunction as the
emitter is about Icmn1 . The spectrometer performance is demonstrated by its application to the studies
of impurity and free-electron states in two-dimensional systems (Fig, 2),

m4 -or -.-- Oetector

sampl:

IN/-" coil .

0 U 3.0 T 080 T

En@W (cvm4)
Figure I; The experimental set up Figure 2: Study of impurity states In 8 doped

MQW. Transmission spectra versus emitter FIR
photon energy are plotted for two magnetic fields.

Detectors : analysis of the emission
By applying ih magnetic field to GaAs and InP one can effectively tune the energies of Is to 2p

transitions. In a very high purity material photoconductivity lines due to this transitions are very sharp
enabling spectroscopy with a resolution up to 0.3cm-1, We present systematic studies of the detectors
sensitivity and noise versus the temperature, electric and magnetic fields (2). We show that the decrease
of the performance of these detectors in high magnetic fields is mainly due to appearance of low
frequency noise which for strongest fields has a 1/f spectrum. By adjusting the detector temperature ve
improve the signal to noise ratio and shift the limits of detection possibilities up to 160cm' 1 . The
properties of the dctectors are shown by their application to analyse the far infrared emission from
GaAs/GaA]As heterojunctions and mulLiquantum wells (MQW).(3).
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photoconductivity spectrum (vs emitter magnetic
field )for GaAs detector in a magnetic fleld of4 T.
The GaAs cyclotron resonance emitter was used to
obtain this spectrum,

Filters: notch filter spectometer
Cyclotron resonance absorption filters can be used to analyse the spectrum of the emission of

the far infrared radiation, Emission in this kind of spectrometry is detected by a broadband detector (eg
bolorneter). The CR filter that is put
beetween the emitter and the detector cuts

* (absorbs) part of the spectrum at the
cyclotron energy. Detector signal registered

4. "as a function of the magnetic applied to the
CR filter contains an information about the

spectrum of emitted photons. This technique
is an emcient tool for analysis of the FIR
emission of solids (4). We show how one can
increase the resolution of this technique by
use CR filters based on the high mobility

0 .... ... . . heterojunctions. We show how to choose
1.,la.d6 (..)) optimal CR filter to make precise and high

I Fild(eresolution analysis of the FIR emitted from
Figure 5: Analyse of the cyclotron resonance solids (5) and present examples of analysis of
ftom bulk GaAs. A high resolution notchfilter the same emitter with a few different CR
is used. Ths splitting of the CR line due to non filters,
-parabolicity effect is observed.
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(3) W. Knap, S. Iluant, C. Chaubet and B, Etienne, Magneto-emission from shallow donors in quantum wells,
Superlattices and Microstructures, Vol. 8, n* 3, (1990).
(4) M. Helm, P. England, E, Colas, F. De Rosa and SJ, Allen, Intersubband emission from semiconductor
superlattices excited by sequential resonant tunneling, Phys, Rev, Lett, 63:74, (1989),
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The Far Infrared p-Ge Laser : Transition Identification and Evidence for Streaming Motion

C R Pidgeon and B Murdin,
Department of Physics, Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh EH14 4As

C Kremser, K Unterralner and E Gornlk,
Insititut fur Pestkorperelektronik, Technische Universitat Wien, A-1040 Wien, Austria.

Crossed electric and magnetic fields applied to p-Ge crystals can lead to stimulated FIR
emission between different light hole Landau levels, "Streaming motion" of heavy holes, where they
repeatedly accelerate collissionless to the optical phonon energy and scatter back to the origin [11 is
thought to be one of the main processes underlying the so-called p-Ge cyclotron resonance (CR) laser.
The finite probability for heavy holes to scatter into light hole Landau levels (LL's) leads in this way to
an increase of the population of light hole LL's (pumping mechanism). A population inversion between
different LL's is built up due to the depopulation of low lying LL's by ionised impurity scattering [2] or
due to mixing between light and heavy hole states (3], which, because of streaming motion of the heavy
holes, leads to a reduction of the lower LL lifetime.

To date the role of streaming motion in hot hole p-Ge lasers has been inferred only through
theoretical considerations [3,4]; in this work we present the first experimental proof of the importance
of streaming motion. We have performed magneto-absorption measurements in p-Ge under intense
crossed electric and magnetic fields. The broadening of the observed cyclotron transitions and the
disappearence of some of these transitions with increasing electric field is attributed to streaming
motion. In addition, the observation of the change of a magnetooptical resonance from loss
(absorption) to gain with increasing electric field has enabled us to identify directly the high field lasing
transition, It is confirmed to be the light hole b-set nol to 0 transition in the coupled band model.

The stimulated emission obtained Is single line (llnewidth of < 0.2cm"1) and linearly tuneable
with magnetic field from 25 to 85 cm- 1 with an estimated output power of 200 mW in a I ts pulse.

[1] S, Komlyama, Adv. Phys, 1, 255 (1982);
[2] V A Koslov, L S Masoe, I M Nefedom, M R Zabolotskikh, JBTP Lett., 37. 170 (1983);
[3] S A Stoklitskiy, Semicond. Sci, Technol,, 2, 610 (1992).
[4] K Unterrainer, C Kremser, B Gornik, C R Pidgeon, Yu, L Ivanov and B e Hailer, Phys. Rev.

Lett. (A, 2277 (1990); P Pfeffer, W Zawadzkl, K Unterralner, C( Kremser, C Wurzer, B Gornik,
B Murdin and C R Pidgeon, Phys. Rev. BEZ, 4522 (1993).
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Mode structure and wavelength tunability of the p-Ge far-infrared hot hole laser

A,V, Muravjov, S.G. Pavlov, V.N. Shastin

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Science, Nizhny Novgorod 603600, Russia

E. Briandermann, MF. Kimmitt 1 , H,P, R6ser

Max-Planck-Institut fdr Radioastronomie, D-W-5300 Bonn 1, Germany

ABSTRACT

The mode spectrum of the p-Ge far-infrared intersubband transition hot hole laser, with several types of
resonator cavity, has been investigated using both grating and Schottky diode spectroscopy, Narrow-band
lasing, with conthiuous wavelength tunability from 75 um to 110 am, has been realised due to intracavity

frequency selection,

The p-Ge FIR laser in crossed electric and magnetic fields with a nonselective cavity has a very broad emission
spectrum of 10-20 pm tunable in the wavelength region 70-120 pm by the applied fields, An intracavity Fabry-
Perot (FP) resonator type has been designed for mode selection and the spectrum was measured by grating and
Schottky diode spectroscopy (FIGl) (1,2].

The active p-Ge oamples and the configuration of the applied fields were the same as given in ref. (2], The
spherical output mirror and the composite plane back mirror (FIG,4) form the semi-confocal resonator spaced
from the polished bulk-end sample by Si. The FP like resonator at the back is coupled with the main resonator
by a lamellar grating consisting of evaporated Al-stripes on the Si-spacer surface. The FP resonator gap d can
be tuned mechanically,

The laser spectrum (FIG.2a) measured by a grating spectrometer with a Ge:Ga detector shows a narrow
spectral line with the wavelength A smoothly tunable proportional to the gap width d (FIG. 2b). The measured
spectrum for d = 244.5prn = 5/2 x 07.8pm was close to the grating spectrometer apparatus function (FIG,2a
- solid). The real spectrum width can be estimated to 0,02 pm (FIG,2a - dashed) while without selection
(d=0) the laser emission has a width of about 20 pm. The videosignal on the Schottky diode with and without
selection was the same (200-400 mV) so the Intracavity FP selector does not change the overall output power
but increases the spectral line intensity by 1000, The signal from the diode was then analysed by a spectrum
analyzer. In the nonselective case (d=0) only longitudinal modes of the laser resonator were found at the
mixing frequency find = c/2L s 458 MlIz (L: resonator optical length) with a linewidth of about 1 MHz (2].
So the spectrum consists of a set of very narrow lines with linewidths of about 1 MHz determined only by the
laser pulse duration of 3 ps (FIG.2a). For the narrow-band lasing with intracavity selection the mixing signal
rises by 15-20 dB, On a fast oscilloscope we can also observe a strong sinusoidal modulation (50-100%) of the
videosignal with find, The origin of four lines in the mixing spectrum (FIG.3) instead of one line at flind for
the nonselective case and the linewidth will be studied more carefully by a heterodyne mixing experiment,

The shown measurements prove that the output laser power can be concentrated into 2 or 3 longitudinal
modes due to the intracavity FP selectivity, We hope by improving the resonator design to operate in single
mode,
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Far Infrared radiation (FIR) sources based on impurity emission
from selectively doped multi quantum wells (MQW)
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Emission of FIR due to radiative recombination between shallow impurities states in
svelectively doped multiquantum wells (MQW) Is studied as a fnction of electric and magnetic
flelds applied to the structure, It allows to propose the efficient FIR sources for tests of
bolometers working in millikelvin temperatures.

The electronic levels of impurities in quantum wells depend on various growth
controllable parameters such as the well width and the impurity location.

Recently, efficient emission of far infrared radiation due to 2p -- Is radiative
recombination in MQW has been observed, The emission energy was found to depend of the
impurity position and to be magnetically tunablel,2).

In this work, the properties of this new class of FIR emitters is studied. The samples
used in this experiment are selectively doped MBE grown GaAs-Ga0,75AI,2JAs MQW. Two
samples were investigated. Sample A doped only in the middle of the barriers ( Nb a 6.3 1010
cm'2 ; 50 periods ) and sample B doped in the middle of the barriers and in the middle of the
wells (Nh- 4. 1010 cmn2 ; Nw w 2. 1010 cm-2; 100 periods). The well and barrier thicknesses
are 100 Qand 200 A respectively, These two samples have been previously studied in FIR
transmission experiments and they are therefore well characterised 3,4).

The FIR emission is induced by applying electric pulses to the sample. Indium contacts
were alloyed to the samples. The distance between the contacts Is 5 millimetres. The time
interval between the pulses is choosen to avoid sample heating. The radiation is guided by a
copper light pipe to the detector. A GaAs photoeonductive detector is used, Its spectral
characteristic hi zero magnetic field consists mainly of one line due to Is -+ 2p transition at
energy 4.43 meV ( 286 pm ). FIR emission ( registered by this detector ) versus magnetic field
applied to MQW are shown in figures 1 and 2, The main results are following:

1) There exists a broad band due to impurity emission starting from zero magnetic field
which is followed by cyclotron emission.

2) There, Is an optimal value of the electric field for which impurity emission Is maximal.
Too high electric fields heat electrons up to the conduction band making that impurity emission
decreases and cyclotron resonance increases.
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3) Double doping in the centre of the well and in the barrier increases the intensity of
impurity emission ( in the region of wavelenght 286 pm ). A possible explanation is the
contribution of shallow donors in the well and/or of D' states that are formed in such
structures3 ,4).

4) Maximal output power that can be obtained with this sources was estimated to I nW
with input power of the order of 10 mW.

FIR sources based on impurity emission from selectively doped MQW were proposed
as alternative sources for tests of bolometers working in mK temperatures. They can replace
standart black-body sources because of the following advantages:

1) They can be modulated with high frequency.
2) They are selective and the spectral region of the emission can be adjusted by the

choice of MQW growth parameters.
3) They need a smaller input power than black-body sources so they do require smaller

cooling power to keep the bolometers in mK temperatures.
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FIgure 1: FIR emission for sample B for two Figure 2: Comparison of the intensities of the FIR
different electric flelds. For higher electric field emision intensities for samples A and B.
impurity emission decreases and cyclotron Sample B doped in the brrier and in the center
resonance ( CR) emission increases, of the MQW gives higher Impurity emission.
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Diminutive and super diminutive surface wave magnetrons of mm range
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ABSTRACT

The results of design and study of diminutive surface wave magnetrons (SWMs) of mm radio wave range with

thermocathode and super diminutive SWMs with heatless cathode are presented.

1.INTRODUCTION

Miniaturization and super-miniaturization of vacuum devices, operating In SHIP- and EHF- ranges, clear the new
fundamental ways of improvement of radar and measuring equipment, cybernetics devices and communication
systems at the realization of fundamental scientific and technical programs of space explore, at the development of
Inter-satellite communication systems for high orbits etc.

The experience of development of compact continuous and impulse SWMs allowed to carry out their
miniaturization.

SWM is one of subclasses of travelling wave magnetron., Tihe feature of "Kharkov operating regimes" of such
magnetrons is the use of interaction of electron flows with one of high space harmonics of HF-field and not with
fundamental one as in classical magnetron'. If one introduce the generalized parameter h-H/Har (where H is
operating magnetic field, Her is critical magnetic field), then SWM operates at h approximately equals I and classical
magnetrons operate at h of approximately 10. SWM has the greater number of resonator of anode block ' periodical
structure, This provides the possibility to operate at lesser accelerating voltages and magnetic fields,

Continuous diminutive SWMs with thermocathode, operating at the frequency of 37 0Hz are designed by us
(Fig.1). The weight of the device with magnetic system made of samarium and cobalt does not exceed 150 g.

The development of base design of mm range impulse diminutive SWM having the cathode without resistive heat.
Anode block of such SWM Is periodical structure having 24-36 resonators, that allow the possibility of interaction of
electrons with high spatial field harmonics, The cathode of such SWMs has the form of a number of autoemitters
(AEs) alternating along the axis and made of Ta and secondary cathode (SC) made of porous tungsten impregnated
by barium aluminate, edged autoemitters, activated by barium, provide inertialess excitation of magnetron,

2.RESULTS

Continuous diminutive SWMs with thermocathode at the frequency of 37 0Hz provide output power of 0.3-0.7 W
at operating voltage of 400-950 V, Output power of diminutive continuous SWMs was I kW at the operating voltage
of 5 kV, pulse duration of 0.3 msec and on-off time ratio of 1000.

The breadboard of super diminutive SWM with AE and SC, synchronized by external signal at the frequency
of 37 GHz, produced the power of 1.2 kW at operating voltage of 6 kV, impulse duration of 0.2 msec and on-off time
ratio of 2000,

3.CONCLUSION

Diminutive SWMs with thermocathode and super diminutive SWMs with AE and SC can be used in a number of
applications side by side with semi-conductor devices because of their ability to operate in wider temperature range
at stable frequency, SWMs with AE and SC have instant starting.
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ABSTRACT

Theoretical proposals concerning far-infrared activity based on shallow acceptor state optical
transitions in p-Ge and p-Si semiconductors are discussed. Preliminaiy experimental investigations

will be presented.

Recently it has been pointed out [1,2] that the narrow spectral lines or lasing close to the
wellknown lines .' shallow Impurity absorption (so-called E and C lines) observed in the spectrum
of the p-Ge laser on the- light-to-heavy hole transitions in crossed electric E and magnetic Hfields
means an amplification of the ground-to-excited acceptor states optical transitions [1]. Also, the
step-wise power saturating level was observed and was supposed to be due to the photoionisation of
abnormally highly populated impurity states [3],

We have investigated the processes forming the population of the Impurity states using the
simple hydrogenical model adjusted to the known parameters of shallow acceptor& In 0e. The
transition rates for impurity states have been estimated and the mechanisms of the population
inversion between the impurity states have been analysed under the conditions of the p-Ge laser
(E-i kV/cm, H.7 kOe).

Recombination due to spontaneous optical phonon emission (I w 2 x 10-8 sec for the ground
state) were found to control the impurity population when the free carrier distribution Is heated In
crossed electric and magnetic fields while there Is no far-Infrared lasing. So the abnormally high
population (about several percent) of the impurity states despite the high temperature of the holesin
the valence band is caused by the fast processes of optical phonon-assisted cooling, The ground
state is effectively photoionized (t m 10-10 sec for a lasing intensity of I - I kWicm2) with the
development of lasing on light to heavy hole transitions in the wavelength range 100-130pm while
photoionisation of excited states is much less effective, Thus heating the free carrier distribution by
the electric field will populate the first few excited states inversely if their impact ionisation rate (t -
1.5 x 10-10 for the S-line) does not exceed the rate of photoionisation of the ground state and the
pumping due to optical phonon emission is even faster than for the ground state. The proposed
theoretical model enables us to explain existing experimental results,tncluding the delay dependence
of the p-Ge laser pulse on the frequency of the preceding FIR radiation pulse (4],

Optical phonon assisted transitions can be effective in pumping the population inversion on the
shallow acceptor states in p-Si by CO2 laser excitation and this seems to be important for a further
development of the FIR semiconductor laser sources,

REFERENCES
[1] S.V. Demihovsky, A.V. Murav'ev, S.G. Pavlov and V.N. Shastin, Semicond. Sci. Technol. 7,
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[2] Yu,A, Mityagin, V,N. Mursin, O,N, Stepanov and SA, Stoklitsky, Semnicond. Sci. Technol. 7,W361 (1992)
D31 F. Keilmann, V,N. Shastin and R, Till, Appl. Phys. Lett. 58, No, 20, p. 2205 (1991)
[41 FR Keilmann (private communication)
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A class of ilcrowave-synihesisers and noise-generators for microwave-
spectloscopy

Vaks V.L., Panin A.N,, Pripolsin S.J1, Neubert F., Mau U., Smorgonskl AN.,
ChodnA V V, Sohultehov A. 0.
Backward Wave Osdlltors (SWO's) are used as the radiation source of the
microwave.sypnhesLsers. They work in a f'quency-rarge ftom 3 7GHz to 3800Hz,
They can be used as progrmnmiable generators with hl• accuracy ot noise
generators. In the fist cue, a short-time stabilty of6* I09, a long-time stability of
108 and a acouracy of frequency of 10-8 is reached, The noise generator has a
noise-bandwidth of IOGHz vith a equdtvalent noise-temperature of'about 10 1OK.
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Tunable Far Infrared (TuFIR) Spectroscopy
of Transient Molecules.

S.R. Boardman, C.H.Bryant, E.j.jyj & T.J.Sears*.

Dept. of Chemistry, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road,
Cambridge, CB2 1EW, United Kingdom.

*Permanent address: Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y., USA
S.E.R.C. Visiting Fellow.

AliSIRA=I
Tunable Far Infrared (TuFIR) laser sidebands have been generated by non-linear mixing

of radiation from a fixed frequency FIR laser and a tunable microwave source. The design of
the Cambridge TuFIR spectrometer together with high resolution sub-mn spectroscopic
measurements of spectral parameters of stable and transient species will be discussed.

1. Spectroscopic Techniques in the FIR/sub-mm Regicn - Development of TuFIR.

The region between Imm and 30 gm is one of the least exploited of the e-m spectrum. It
can be loosely defined as the region where microwave based techniques end and where
tunable laser sources, namely lead salt diode lasers begin. Harmonic generation in a point
contact diode using a klystron source provided the first method of penetrating this region.
The subsequent development of optically pumped FIR lasers and the use of non-linear
mixing techniques has led to two distinct methods of generating TuFIR radiation.

a) The use of two mid-IR C02 lasers producing a difference frequency by mixing on a
Metal-Insulator-Metal diode.

b) Sideband generation from mixing a fixed frequency optically pumped FIR laser with
tunable microwaves on a GaAs Schottky barrier diode.

The TuFIR spectrometer constructed in Cambridge uses the latter approach.

2. The Cambridge TuFIR Sideband Setrometer,

A schematic diagram of the spectrometer is shown in Fig.i. An optically pumped FIR
laser provides the fixed frequency local oscillator (LO) giving access to 1000's of discrete
frequencies in the FIR. A reflex klystron of centre frequency 90 GHz is employed as the tunable
microwave source and this provides sidebands of the LO after mixing on a Schottky barrier
diode, i.e.

SOWuFIR = WFIR± M (1)
The tunability of the TuFIR sideband is determined by the microwave frequency 0M.

The diplexer, a variant of the Michelson Interferometer, along with a Fabry-Perot
Interferometer is used to provide the necessary separation and filtering of the TuFIR sideband
from the much more intense FIR carrier which is re-radiated from the mixer.
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Fig.1 The TuFIR Sideband Spectrometer.
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A double pass of the absorption cell is performed using a wire grid polariser and roof-
top mirror. The klystron is frequency modulated at 17kHz and the signal recovered via a
phase sensitive detector. Com~puter control facilitates the acquisition of high resolution TuFIR
spectra.

After initially testing the sensitivity of the spectrometer on well characterised, pure
rotational transitions of NO, work has been carried out on the spectral parameters of several
atmospherically important species. To date, rotational transitions and line broadening
analysis of CIO, HCI and H02 have all been observed. An example of rotational absorption
lines in CIO is shown in Fig. 2.

I' I ! I I I

549.430 549.435 649.440 049,445 649,450 649.455 049.400

GHz
Fig. 2. The TuFIR spectrum of the J - 17.5 - 16.5 transition in 3SClO

at 649.445 GHz, pressure broadened by 163mTorr N2.
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Scattering of Guided Modes by Wphere in a Quasi-Optical
Wavyguide of the Class of "Hollow Dielectric Channel"

V.K. Kiselyev, TM. Kuahta

Institute of Hadiophysics and Electronics
Acadeuw of Sciences of Ukraine

12 Aced. Proskara str,, Kharkov, Ukraine

The scattering of the guided modes due to a conducting sphere in a circular
waveguide of the class of "hollow dielectric ohannel" (DC-waveguide) is
investigated theoretically and eoqerimentally. To treat the problem theoretically,
the incident guided wave is expanded in terms of the spherical vector wve
functions, end scattered fields are obtained by applying the boundary ocnditicns on
the surface of object with aid of these expansions. The backacattering of the
fundamental mode (M ,,)fran conducting spheres is investigated experimmtallv in
submm wave range. Maiuraenints are ccmpared with theoretical results.

The research of sattering and Wde conversion from various objects in wave-
guides, particularly in DC-waveuide , is of interest for both the theoretical
and practical points of view, In this work we present results of the investigation
for the interaction of guided modes with ocnducting spheres, mounted on oentre in
the circular DC-waveguide.

2. 1•HOM MIAL ANALYSTS

The theoretical investigation of this problem is conducted in the following
way, The electric and mgnetic fields of the linearly polarized (EH,) modes of
order zero in 1/A, where 4=2%/A, A, is the wavelength, a is tOp. radius of the
interior channel of the DC-waveguide, can be written in the forme :

S= JO(a.-r)exy( Jk 0)T , b", ,=-k/ (s. JO(Pr r) ( A, Z) T", (1)

where J. is Bessel function, h, Mis the prope at .a astant of the EHIM mode,

W is the characteristic impedance of space, a =d'k I-?,- - and Iv represent the unit
vectors dire•ted along the positive x aid y axes, respwtively. The centre of the
spherical object of radius b coincides with orngines of both the circular-
cylindrical coordinates (r,o,a) and spherical coordinates (p,E,C). The incident
mode propgeates in the positive a direction. Then, the soluticnof the problem is
developed by method similar to those used by Morita and Kun•gai to investigate
scattering from spherical objects inside an optical fiber. We expre s s Ei_ modes,
given by (1), in terms of the spherical vector wave functions 2 and 9, i'ee series
expansicns, after saw manipulations, ware derived in the following form-

where A,,1,) P",(comPM), B",= n(n+l) ((n+l),,-,(cosP,,)+ni,g,,(oo°Pm))

oAM=4!,/A, p, is Legendre polynomial.
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The scattered fields are obtained by applying the boundary ocndiions on the
aurface of the sphere with aid of expansions, given by (1). In the cross section of
the DC-wavevuide the scattered fields can be expanded in terms of modes as follows-

OD 0

where the sipersoripta - and + represent sets of modes at x:•(<0) and x (00)
respectively, outside the spherical object. Usig the Lorentz reciprocity principle
and •e fact that DC-mveauide is one with boundary conditicns of iivedanoe
form , we obtain:

331 LL4I1)

where &Land bL are well-known Hie coefficient, Jo(&6)=O. Notice that we igore
multiple scattering effects between the sphere and boundary of the DC-.veguide
since the object is atoll enough.

* X-10lg(O/. -" 3. IIPI~JTAL •ILT'

We have chosen 15 onducting
S"spheres of diameter ranging from about

* 2rimi to l2mm. The measuremnts are
- -..- conducted in the wavelength range from

1.4m to 1.6m. The remults of both
the calculations and measurements of

-.-.-.- -reflection ooeffioients of fundW tal
""H mode from spheres are presented

-/_in/ figure asa funotion of Ab.
From this f iure it can be seen that

4 ... I I N.i " the agreement between the theoretical
. -. -- ...-.. and experimental patterns Is good (the

-. error is less lDb).

Our investigation ehowa that the0=(q I(Ab)), CF =(Cj 1(A~b&) 2, similar technlique can be applied in
"-- X0:1.662im, L1.,9835• analyzing the scattering from other- 0 objects inside a DC-,evegquide.

1. Yu, N, KFaantiev and 0, A. Harlashkin, "Circular ,wveguides of the class of
"hollow dielectric ohannel" (in Russian), &dlotaeohnlcs I EleotrvnIo Vol,29, )18,
pp. 1441-1450, 1984,

2. C. Draacne, "High-frequency behavior of waveuides with finite surface
impedances," Bell $st. Tech. J., Vol.60, pp.89-115, January 1981.

3. N, Morita and N. Kumagai, *Scattering and mode conversion of guided modes
by a sphe rical object in an optical fiber, "LW Thns, Mlcroeev Theory and Teoh.
Vol.,TT-28, pp,137-141, February 1980.
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Scattering of a dielectric-slab wavegulde elgenmode from an Internal penetrable Inhomogenelty

Alexander G. Yarovoy

Kharkov State University, Department of Radlophysics
4 Svobody Sq,, 310077 Kharkov, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

A numerical technique which may be used to calculate scattering from a homogeneous cylinder with
arbitrary smooth crosswsectlon shape inside a dielectric slab waveguide has been developed, By means
of surface potentials method the Initial diffraction problem Is reduced to the system of two Integral
equations, A new more efficient solution procedure for the latest Is proposed. A number of examples for the
scattering and mode conversion of guided modes are presented.

Aý INTRODUCTION

An analysis of scattering from Inhomogeneitles inside open waveguldes has been of great Interest recently
in connection with the design of various optical and millimeter-wave components such as filters, grating
couplers, and distributed feedback lasers, The unboundedness of a structure causes continuity of the
elgenmodes spectrum and presence of radiated waves 1 . That Is why the problem is more difficult than that In
a closed waveguldes. When dimensions of an obstacle In a slab are much smaller then wavelength the
asymptotic method can be applied efficiently 2. For larger obstacles the diffraction problem has been solved
for the circular cylinders (only In 2-D case)3.4 . In this paper a numerical technique has been developed which
may be used to calculate scattering from an homogeneous cylinder with an arbitrary smooth cross-section
shape Inside a dielectric slab waveguide,

2. FORMULATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND SOLUTION PROCEDURE

A dielectric slab occupying region b-z<O (b<O) In the three-dimensional space (x,y,z) Is considered. A
dielectric cylinder Is embedded in the slab along x axis. Cross-section S of the cylinder Is bounded by an
arbitrary smooth curve X. Permlttivitles of the slab and the cylinder are designated as a, and S6
correspondingly. Assume that sources homogeneous along x axis produce the Incident TM-polarized
electromagnetic field. In view of the geometry and the characteristics of the Incident field, this is a two-
dimensional problem and the scattered electric field has only an x component, The time factor Is assumed
to be exp(4ok). The scattered field outside I and total field Inside X are represented by means of the surface
potentials. The kernels of this integral representation are 2D Green's functions of the slab and the
homogeneous halfapace with permittivity So correspondingly. Substituting this integral representations in
boundary conditions on the curve E one may receive a system of two integral equations. The kernel of the
first equation has a logarithmic singularity, while the second Is the Fredholm type equation of the second kind
and the kernels of this equations are bounded continuous functions.

The system obtained has a unique solution in a class of continuous smooth functions, so the surface
potentials can be represented by Fourier series, Then utilizing the orthogonality of the functions exp(Inf) the
Initial system of Integral equations Is reduced to the Infinite system of algebraic equations. The latest Is the
Fredholm's type system of the second kind and can be solved numerically by means of reduction with arbitrary
accuracy.

When the values of surface potentials are known the total and scatterod field can be calculated using the
integral representations, In the far zone of the cylinder In the upper or the lower halfspaces using the
asymptotic expreshIon of Greenle• function, the scAttedng diagram (,an be obtained.
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3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The lowest order mode is assumed to be incident upon the elliptic cylinder, The equation of the curve 1:
we choose as r(o)"a(cos()y + hsln(t)z) + b/2z. We characterize wave scattering outside the slab b<z<O by
scattering cross-section ar "PrPI, where Pr Is the total power scattered in the upp6r (lower) halfspace and P,
is the total power transferred by the Incident mode along y axis, The scattered field inside the slab is
characterized by the total power Pn÷ (Pn) , which is transferred by the nth mode of the scattered field along y
axis in positive (negative) directions, and the mode conversion coefficient Una Pn/Pi, Fig. 1 shows the cross-
sections cr. (curve 1) and cl÷ (2), cy1 " (3) as functions of frequency, Here a/IblI3,0, h0.,25, el m2.25, 80=11.0,

0

-I

Fig, 1. Total scattered power and mode conversion coefficients,

4. CONCLUSION

The scattering and mode conversion of guided modes of the slab wavegulde by an arbitrary smooth
dielectric cylinder has been analyzed by a numedrcal method, Some representative numerical examples
have been presented, The method proposed may be applied to the open waveguide with complex structure
and Inhomogeneous obstacles as well,
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RIGOROUS ANALYSIS OF 8-D DISCONTINUITY PROBLEM
IN DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE

Xinzhang Wu and Shanjia Xu
Department of Radio and Electronics

University of Science and Technology of China
Hefei, Anhui, 280027, P.R.hina

Abstract

A rigorous analysis of 3-D discontinuity problem in dielectric wavegulde Is presented by the method
which combines the maltimode, network theory with the rigorous mods matching procedure both in the
transverse section and in the longitudinal direction. Good agreement has been found between the numerical
results and the experimental data In the literature, and the effectiveness and accuracy of the present method
are thus Justified.

Summary
Dielectric wavegulde hWi played an Important role in millimeter and optical waveg integrated circuits. It is

neceussry to know the scattering characteristIcs at discontinuities when the integrated circuits are designed.
In previous work, a dielectric wavegulde 3.D discontinuity problem has for most part been treated by
reducing It to an equivalent 2-D model, which may bring errors in accurate circuit design.1lj Although some
methods treat the S.D discontinuity problem directly without using the 2-D model, insufficient approximated
field expressions are also Introduced In their analysis.(21 In this paper, the scattering characteristics of the
S.D discontinuity problem are investigated by the method which combines the building block approach of
maltimode network theory with the rigorous mode matching procedure both in the transverse section and
in the logitudinal direction. An approximation is Introduced to place perfect conducting walls far away from
each side of the dielectric block and the dielectric wavegulde structure becomes a partially filled dielectric
waveguide. In such a way, the model spectrum is discretized to facilitate the analsis, while the essential
physics of the scattering process is not affected.

As an example of the S.D discontinuity problem, Fig.1(a) shows a geometrical conliguration, of a dielectric
image guide (DIG) grating under consideration. Since the structrue is symmetrical In the longitudinal
direction, it may be analyzed In terms of the symmetrical and anti-uysmetrlcal excitations for which we
have the open-circuit (0.0.) and short-circuit (S.C.) bisections respectively, as indicated in rlg.1(b). The
scattering properties of each bisection can be investilgated through the rehi-ction coefficient of cach basic
unit. It is proved that the input Impedance matrix at x - #F plane looking to the right, Is

CSTj) - QXZ~t)Q,.(1

The mafection coeffcient matrix r(#F) , at the x =#- sjplane looking to the right, can easily be obtained by

r* - I(zsi) + z 04jj'z(Z#T) - zkIj (2)

then, the Input Impedance matrix at the # - st-1 plane looking to the right is determined by

z#,-1 -Zoiji + *xp(-jli.1L1)r*i.') exp(-jklj~)][i - ep-ui)u)ep(k* )J. (3)
Suppovt~d by the Netlonmil Ntural Scences Foundation d China and the Foundmtlon of Stsi. IEduela~l ommI oulsslon
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The reflection coefficient matrix R.0 and N.# of the step Junction corresponding to the O.C. and S.C. bl.
section can be determined by using eqs.(1)-(3), respectively. The scattering coefficient matrix R and the
transmission coefficient matrix T of the entire structure are then given by

I- (Re + R.)/2, T - (Ro -R,)/2. (4)

Fig.2 (a) and (b) show the transmission loss of the Ell mode versus frequency for two 3.D DIG gratinp,
respectively. In the figure, the solid lines represent numerical data computed using the present method,
whereas the experimental results reported in Ill are indicated by dashed lines, and good agreement Is seen
over all frequencies; the effectiveness and accuracy of the present method are thus justified.
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Analysis of scattering of the open resonator field
from the cavity-backed aperture

Oleg Belous, Vladimir Veremey, Anatolii Fisun and Anatolil Fursov

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics Ukrainian Academy at
Sciences, 12, ac.Proskura st.,Kharkov,310085, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

Resonance inhomogeneities as cavity-backed apertures are pruposed
for the mode selection in open resonators. The suggested cavity-backed
apertures inhomogeneities is a perfectly conductive circular cylinder
with a longitudinal slot. A superposition of two plane waves
propagating in opposite directions is considered as an incident field
in the theoretical research. It Is shown that the slatted cylinder can
both be imperceptible for an initial stationary wave field and
efficiently scattered it in dependance of the parameters of the
cylinder. The experimental results in the 8am wave band are in good
agreement with numerical data. An rotation of the cylinder or its
shift from the determined position toward the open resonator mirrors
lead to the considerable increasing of the scattered field energy and
consequently to decreasing the open resonator Q.

1. An analysis of electromagnetic properties of an Open Resonator (OR)
with a perfectly conducting cylindrical inhomoqeneity having a
resonance cavity is presented. The development of the measuring
devices, electrovacuum and solid -state generators of the millimeter
waves stimulates interest in the problem of the inhomogeneity effect
on the OR characteristics, Inhomogeneities within the quasioptical
resonator systems operate as transformers of the OR impedance into the
passive or active elements impedances and as effective dissipators of
heat produced by from the active structures.

The resonance inhomogeneities as cavity-backed apertures are
proposed for the mode selection in open resonators. The suggested
cavity-backed apertures inhomogenetities is a thin perfectly conductive
circular cylinder with a longitudinal slot.

It was shown experimentally that a superposition of the fields of
two plane waves traveling in opposite directions with certain phase
shift can serve for a simple model of the quasi-optical OR field near
the symmetry axis. This model have been used in the presented
theoretical research. The two-dimensional problem of wave diffraction
on the perfectly conducting axially slotted cylinder was solved by the
method of the Reimann-Hilbert problem.

2.The structure is excited by the plane waves with vector H parallel
to the cylinder axis. The initial boundary value problem has been
reduced to the N system of dual series equations for Fourier
coefficients of the surface current density functions V/4) The
regularization of the system is the Invertion of the matrix operator
static part, which correspond to a single element excitation and this
Invertion has been fulfilled by the method of the Rismann-Hilbert
problem-

-- •b
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3. The numerical results for the total flux of Pointing vector for the
ocattering field (6), divided by 4a are presented. The energy of the
scattered field depend upon the frequency and location of the unclosed
cylinder in the stationary wave. The phase shift (60 ) correspond to
the position of the cylinder axis with respect to the nodes of the
incident field (if -( o the axis is in an antinode of the H-field
of the stationary wave and ift49 a -/2 the axis is in a node). It
was found that the energy of the scattered field can be reduced
considerably by the choice of the position of the cylinder in the
stationary wave field (Fig.l) or by the rotation of the cylinder
(Fig.2).
4-The experiments were carried out in the 27-380Hz band. OR is formed
by spherical mirror of curvature radius R180mm and flat mirror with
diameters d-9Omm. The distance between the mirrors is 90mm. The
resonance volume of the OR is connected with input and output
waveguides (with cross-section 7.2*3.4mm) by two coupling slots with
cross-section 7.2*0.2mm. The closed circular copper cylinder and the
thin circular copper cylinders having longitudinal slot with angular
dimensions & =21.8*and 180" are studied experimentally. The
cylindrical inhomogeneities were installed with possibility of
displacement and rotation.
The Q-factor of the OR with the inhomogeneities was measured. It was
shown that the slotted cylinder with small cross-sectional
wavedimensions (less than A/4) and with 6-1i0" is almost
imperceptible if the cylinder is located at the definite distances
from the flat mirror. The scattered field energy is considerably
increased when the cylinder is shifted from the definite position.
This result was predicted by the theoretical study of the scattering
of a stationary wave field by a circular slotted cylinder.
In the case of the closed circular cylinder or the slotted cylinder
(with angular dimensions of the slot 21.8) within the OR the
displacement of the inhomogeneity do*s not have an substantial
influence on the resonator Q. These cylinders efficiently scatter
electromagnetic energy and the OR Q is decreased considerably in spite
of small cross-sectional wave-dimensions of the Inhomogeneities (see
Fig 3).
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Resonant frequencies and Q-factors of a spherical cavity loadedby an eccentric dielectric sphere

Li-Yang Zhang, Pin Wang, and Chang-Hlong Lang
Department or Electromagnetic Engineering

Xidian University, Shaanxi 710071. P. R. China

ABSTRACT

A novel harmonic expansion form is employed for describing the modes in a spherical cavity loaded by an
eccentric dielectric sphere. Characteristic equation for complex resonances is obtained. Numerical results for
both resonant frequencies and Q-tactors showing the stability and efficiency of the method are given,

1. INTRODUCTION

It is believed that determination or the Q-ractors of the modes in a dielectric loaded cavity or resonator, as
well as the resonant frequencies, play an important role in realistic filter dollin in microwave circuits, MIC and
MMIC. Some methods has boon established for calculating reoso'"nt frequencies in some special structures Me.
contly, e.g. for hybrid modes in cylindric cavity loaded by dielectric rods"I and TE and TM modes in sp.herical
cavity loaded by in eccentric dielectric sphere'. However, conventional method for evaluating Q-factor for a
cavity or resonator requires both resonant frequency and field distribution of the eonc •rnod mode. especially
complicated computations, That subsequently results in awful computational burden in optimal filter design. In
this paper, multiple expansion method is developed for determining both resonant frequencies and Q-factors of
the structure being composed of two or more nonconcentric dielectric spheres.

2. FORMULATION

Consider the three regions I ,TH and Ml in an eccentric spherical configuration shown in Fig. I filled with ar.
bitrary physical media. The electric field of each mode might be described by the following derivative equation
and boundary conditions

VxVxE,(r)-koz q(rq)-0, In 1,11 and III (q-1,2,3), (1)

r, xCC,(r)-E,(r)]-0, rx Vx--E,(r)--!-E,(r)]-0, on S,, (2)
3 3i

r, x []Ea(r) - R, (r)] 0.. r, x r)- E3(10.o a 3

in which k -coa ,# , Lot (r ,9,01.11) and (rO,0,) denote the two spherical coordinates centered at 01 and
0, respectively. Notice, the filed in region 11 can be considered to be generated by tbh '.-quivalent sources on S,
and S in free space. Thereforo, these fields may exactly be described by multiple expansion involving spherical
harmonics in the two spherical coordinates, such as

, A I M "1(1 +B1N"11 ) (4)I mA MAI " ma I

2 O 1 11(3) ma m0 31a m a JM >amand r <(5)
E i (C Ma +D3 N" +A' M2 11 +B' N ) r ()

S230) 2 Nno)(

However, in the vicinity of these boundaries, the field in region I[ may be described by harmonic expan.
sions involving harmonics of a singlo spherical coordinate, such ts

K. M )+ N,, N+ d,, N < b, (7)
b-IA.-Pin NohlI) I Ia 'as a 110111)

-c +-j +R.d ). . 'N ,.6- ++X" N,., a<r,<b-d, (8)

whore jI, ,•, J.fI, sl', )0.0 X', I', it. could be determined by using the orthogonality of those
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harmonics on S, or S,. Since (7) or (8) represents the identical field described by (5) in the vicinity of the corre-

sponding boundary, compared (7) with (5), as well as (8) with (S), it is found that A - a a t, ." B bI' Z

c-.c g ,and D. - d.g. , Then considering the above relations and subtracting (8) or (7) from (5),
and by employfng translational addition theorems ror vector spherical harmonics, one gets

a23 + j5. ::g, +2 d a, , O, - 0. b,..a, +d, ,A 0,
g 2MN, + .MUM.',

0 
0c''+ 72(,(a'.. C4 +b' - ' P 0 d+ (a ' a DN/h "b'(bC9/

m - O, ± 1, ± 2,...a - max(Imj,l),n ; a, (9)
where A , B::, B C and D,:: are the translation comoclents, The characteristic equation for the modes in the
structure is consequently obtained by forcing the determinant of the coefficient matrix in (9) to be zero. For a
cavity of low loss, Q-factor of the mode may be described by its complex resonance

Qo" - Re(wO)/21n(ce,) , if'Re(w,)> >!m(o*), (10)

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

It should be pointed out that the media I ,ll and MI may be any homogeneous isotropic medium, Og,
dissipative dielectric or metal of finite conductivitySuppose medium M11 get a large but finite conductivity, then
the structure means a metallic cavity loaded with an eccentric dielectric sphere. For performing numerical calcu.
lation, an adequate truncation number N will be set for the series In (4-6), Consequently (9) gives 4N linearly in.
dependent equations,

4. CONCLUSTONS

Analysis for both resonances and Q-factors of a spherical cavity loaded by an eccentric dielectric dielectric
sphere is initiated in this paper with multiple expansion method. Numerical results are given to show the reliabili.
ty and efficiency of the formulations,
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Fg3 An e n s r.c l c

Fig. I An eccen tric spherical cavity
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T-POLARIZED WAVE SOATTERING FROM DIRLETRIC CTLINDER
UBEDDED IN A STRATIFIED MEDIUM

A.G.Yarovoy, and N.P.Zhuck
Department of Radlophysics, Kharkov State University,

4 Svobody Sq., 310077 Kharkov, Ukraine

Abstra•t- Two-dimensional scattering from an arbitrarily inhomoge-
neous body buried in a homogeneous layer has been considered using
the integral equation formulation over the cross-section of the
body and the moment method. The arising system of linear algebraic
equations is solved with the aid of conjugate gradient method and
one dimensional fast Fourier transform. The solution can be
applied to investigate problems connected with microwave and optic
design, non-destructive control and remote sensing. Some numerical
results are presented.
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Variational solution of resonant cavity filled with anisotropic plasma

Kai Liu Wenxun Zhang Jimin Yin&

Department of Radio Engineering, Southeast University

Nanjing 210018, P,R.CHINA

ABSTRACT

In this paper, a variational equation for solving electromagnetic field boundary value prob.

lem is deduced from Maxwell's equations, it holds the advantage of that the trial functions are

not restricted by theboundary condition, and Is especially usefull for solving problem with

anisotropio medium in an irregular geometry. The resonant characteristics of plasma-filled cav.

ity is analysed by using the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the resonant frequency and Q-value of

quasi- Ttt 11 and quail - TA111 modes are calculated as the functions of plasma parameters,

they have important value of reference in Industrial application of plasma,

IINTRODUCTION

With reference to the electromagnetic field boundary value problem with anisotropic me-

dlum, P,,B.psteinIl]had provided rigorous classical analysis which involves tedious tensor do.

duction, and Is valid only for the problems with regular geometry. R.R.lupta and

R,FHarrlnlton[2) have examined the rectangular cavity filled with anisotroplc plasma by using

the Methods of Moments( MoM), and presented several computational curves of the frequency

shift and the variation of quality factor( Q ) versus the plasma parameters, AD .Brk first estab.

lished the variational principles of wavegulde and resonant cavity filled with anisotropic me.

dium, AKonrad[3] deduced a kind of variational equations of rectangular and circular

waveguide in detail, but no example was calculated in his paper, In this paper, according to the

stationary condition of a functional[41 and by using the Rayleigh-Ritz method, three compo.

nents of magnetic fields are expanded in the form of polynomial with complex coefficients, In

the cas of homogeneous medium, the matrix equation will be replaced by several individual

algebraic equations which can determine the resonant frequencies of diflerent modes in the cavi.

ty without plasma, The coupling between field components, due to presence of plaism, results in

that the matrix equation can not be separated, and the resonant frequencies of various modes

are changed,

2.STATIONARY FUNCTIONAL FORMULAS
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For time-harmonic fields in anisotropic medium, Maxwell's equations are as follows:
VxE'- -/laii, V x H-I mTk+J
V.rW - 0, v mw) - 0 z

where ; is the dyadic permeability, 7 is the dyadic permittivity. Bach wave equation corre.

iponding to k or W" can be easily yield. Through the minimal energy-related functional and

the CGauusDivergence Theorem, in a region constituted by plasma without source, the function.

al related to magnetic field strength is given by
F(WJ - -.•V•x Hl. 01 , 7 x Hdfl - 3M1 0p1 Hdf) (2)

This treatment will result in that the trial function is no longer be restricted by the boundary

condition.

3,RESONANT CHARACTERISTICS OF PLASMA-FILLED CAVITY

The resonant frequency in a cavity filled with anisotropic plasma will be shifted from that

in an empty cavity with the same geometry and the quality factor Q will also be changed, they

can be expressed as
0)-C) A /Q 21( 0)-(3)A(c' a,/o) - Re(--I--), tA(1 / Q)- 21m( ) (3)

where o)o is resonant frequency of empty cavity. The modes in- plasma-filled cavity may not

be classified into TE or TM modes related to z-direction. However, they will degenerate to TE

or TM modes if the electron density is reduced to zero. Hence, the terminology 'quasi-TRV or

'quasi-TM' is used to denote theme modes, corresponding to their empty cavity designation. As

shown in Fig.2, it is evident that the numerical results are good agreement with those computed

by using the MoM(2]. In the case of circular cylindrical cavity ( Fig.4 ), when (0, / W) > 1, the

shift Ao is positive for (W , / w) > 1; and negative for(w , / W)) < 1.
It seems that an unsuitable combination of D-C magnetic field corresponding to ao, and

the electron density corresponding to w results in those unstable performance of plasma.

Hence, they must be chosen carefully in practical applications.
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Fig. 1 Rectangular cavity with Cartesian coordinates
Fig.3 Circular cylindrical cavity with coordinates

L~a / )0)0.OO1A(1/Q

1.5 1. 1.0.0 01 aOb(

FIg2 Frequency shift and variation of (I Q) vs

cyclotron frequenc.y for quasi -- ,'Mona mode,
b /a -2.23,c/a -3.O,ye / w - o /o)- 0.1

tA(I/ 2Q)

W2 /2.0 -2.0

0.0.101 .

0: 0 / .4 0.1

Fig.4 Frequency Ghift and variation of (I Q for

quasi - TE I, mode in circular cavity.R/ H - 0.5,y, t o - 0.001.
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Open resonator with mode selection for millimeter-wave devices

O.I.Belous, A.I.Fisun, A.M.Fursov, A.A.Kirilenko, V.I.Tkachenko

Institute of Radiophysic and Electronics Ukrainian Academy of Science
12, Acad. Proskura st., Kharkov, 310085, the Ukraine

Analysis of the open resonator with a selective elements has been
presented. As a selective elements are using a reflection diffraction
gratings. The rarefaction of the spectrum depends of the type of the
grating. The distribution of the field of the eigenmode was inves-
tigate and the domain of application was determine for this results.

1 INTRODUCTION

The first application of the open resonators (ORs) for mm-devices
was make for in 1960-1970. The analysis of various types of open
resonators has shown, that they possess high 0-quality and dimensions
lager of the wave length. However, the rarefaction of the spectrum in
OR Is insufficient in a number of case. In these paper ORs with
echelette or cornerechelette mirrors are investiqate [1].

2,SPECTRUM AND FIELD CALCULATION

The real echolette ORs and 0
cornerechelette ORs was repre- ap
sonted plane two-dimensional model
(see fig.lbc). The electrody- 46'
namics model system (8EM-4) [13 --
was applied in this research. The e-

approach of the decomposition was 4S,
used for the precise model of the
different electrodynamics structu- '

roes The OR was considered as a 0-C
superposition the number of the JL1
waveguide discontinuities with the 7
transmit of the load to the open 441
ends of the waveguides. The know 44
8-matrix of the waveguide discon- 44 O Q. ps, M,. 0 %ris
tinuities are using in this calcu- - Fix. 1F.
lations (triple waveguide, steps and open ends of the waveguides). The
employment of the rapid numerical-analitical algorithm allowed to
analyses the spectrum and fields of the open resonator for the
characteristic dimensions a -0.5-10, where
eGi:/l, C4 - interval between a reflectors and - wave length.

3.CALCULATION RESULTS

The spectrum of eigenoscillations was calculated as a module of the
power reflection coefficient on the section of the exciting wavequide
(see fig.1). The curve of the equal values of H-component fields are
showed on the fig. 293,4 for different numbers a • The calculation is
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made o ataheeeltte and cornereheltte resonators for 0 Nm0.719
where d - mirror aperture. The spectrum of the resonator with the
smooth reflectors is showed on the fig. la for the comparison with
another.

4-CONCLUS1QN
4.1. The spectrum of the echelette resonator has at most rarefaction
amongst another OR study in these paper. The maximum of the field
distribution is moved to the narrow part of resonator. This is well
conformed with the experiment E23, and this appearance is explained of
the different reflection coefficient from the open ends of resonator.
4.2. The fields of same tigenoscillations have at most intensive of
concentration not far from the top of corner in the OR with the
cornerechelette mirror (for example ae-0.943, Z-3.0969).
4.3. The H-component field OR distribution is very important parameter
for the elaboration of the mm-wave solid-state sources. This
distribution shows where the interaction of the nonlinear active
elements with the resonator H-component field wile be optimum.
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Quasi-optics elgenmodes of the waveguide resonator

A.I.Kleev

P.L.Kapitua Institute for Physical Problems
Russian Academy of Sciences

ul, Kosygina 2, Moscow, 117334, Russia

The quasi-optics eigenmodes X Li
of the waveguide resonator for free= L
electron laser (FEL)l are considered
in this paper. The model of the
free electron laer optical system is

waveguide resonator consisting of R2
a uniform waveguide of a 2a in di-
ameter and 2D in length and mir. .
rots with curvature radii RA and Ru

which are placed at distances of LI
and Lu from the origin of coordi-
nates (see Fig. 1). We consider the I
system whose dimensions are much z =-D - D
longer than the wavelength A and a
pasabolic equation can be used for Pig. 1
the description of fields.

The electric field in the resonator can be expressed in form of the sum of two waves:

.- AJ'1(0, Y,, )axp(•ks)- (-l), . V(.. ,, -,)exp(-kA). , '). (•,,), EsO)), (1)
s - 1, 2, q - integer number. The time factor ezp(-iw) (w - vh, v• is the vacuum light velocity, k- 2r/A)
Is assumed and suppressed throughout the paper. It is convenient to introduce two scalar functions
Po(')(t,,) and F)(,,0)

ezp(iL.)B,')(- (')(t, 9) + Pj')(t, ),exp(-24p), z(, I--) j,), t - r/a, -/D. (2)

In the waveguide the unknown functions F(,)(t, 8) and F(')(t, 9) can be expressed in terms of sums
2N-1 •

'1 ,G)(t,, ) - b)(E ) b )J,(g.t)ep(-i9 AO), A - D/2hau, yr)- 1, •') -,(,.) (3)

Fields in the system under consideration can be obtained by solving the equation:

R b(1) r. W b(-l1), R 0 3  1 0 (4)
S0 0 Wý2)

o~~

0
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We consider an initially monoenergetic highly relativistic electron beam moving in the positive z direction
through a periodic circularly polarized wiggler so that the transverse velocity is wj. and the longitudinal
velocity is ujj. The self-consistent system of equations describing the interaction of the electron beam with
the field has the form:

9 - -. lexp(-.i.), F(- Re 2 bt(6))exp[i(t. - Wo - V(Vo- 9))] (5)dO 2tpn00 -4- nw~o• .eep,•-oO•,)]
2W

d! f exp[fo + wo e)]doo, ps - Nn/2,,a'
0

where N. is the norm of the circulary polarized mode of & circular waveguide and

--7- ', , - (6)
0.- 2(h - 42A/D + ko - K.)Do - 0 - 2g 2 3o4D ~" 6

IA Q ~IV110vI
v, h o'/vll, v8- v.L + vt, I1 - m.v"le ow 17. 105 A

here Io is a total beam current, e is an electron charge, me is its mass, D, is the ondulator length, On
the linear stage, for small gain, when IA 1, the matrix T for conversion of b(9) fronry the plane 0 -- 1
to the plane 9- 1 (b(l) - Tb(-l)) is gii'en by the expression T - I + uV, where u is the gain factor for
plane wave. When there are two modes with close frequencies in a resonator, the equation defining the
eigenfrequencies of the cavity with an electron beam takes the form:

•,rlOr•Ol (b?'Vb,°) - -, VMO
(r(" - r)(rl'> - r) -bu°xr)(, 0 b 1 (7)

where rj 1) and r(1 ) are disturbed elgenvalues obtained
under the assumption of isolates modes. Calculations
have shown that when the condition of "isolation" is
broken the proportionality of the gain 6 - 2 (1I'.I - 1) 10

to the total current may not take place. Fig. 2 shows
6 versus I curves calculated for three modes (the "
curve number represent the numa•ber of mode). The 03
investigation carried out showed that new modes of the -Z

system are being formed as a result of interaction of
resonator field with an electron beam. In the case of -10
modes with close frequencies the influence of the beam
results In their coupling. In this case the elgenfunctions
hybridisation occurs, i.e. a considerable distortion of
eigenmode field. The dependence of the frequency shift -20
on the total current can be nonlinear In this case. 0 0,05 0J.t 0,1

Fig. 2

1. A.Doria, G.P.Oailerano and A.Reniery, "Kinematic and dynamic properties of a wavegulde FEL", Opt.
Commun., Vol. 80, pp. 417-424, January 1991.
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FIR multiphoton absorption and photon drag effects in degenerate valence band semiconductors
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*Alexander von Humboldt Fellow,
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A3STRACI

Intraband linear-circular multiphoton dichroism of far Infrared absorption in p-Ge hai t-:. o observed for the
first time. Previously this nonlinear optical phenomenon was observed only under thu valence-conduction
interband electronic transitions Induced by IR or visible-range radiation, Experimentally, the dependencies of the
optical transmission and the photon drag effect on the FIR radiation (% = 90 IgLm) intensity and polarisation have
been investigated In p-type Ge crystals. A polarisation dependent sign inversion of the photon drag effect with
increasing radiation Intensity has been also observed,

2. INTRODUCTION

Experimental investigations of n-photon absorption In crystals are usually made under the conditions that
optical transitions with fewer photons are forbidden, Then, many photon transitions of higher order can be
ignored In the visible to middle Infrared range, as the value of n-photon absorption coefficient K(n) Is much
higher than the coefficient of (n+l)-photon absorption, K(n+lY. This holds up to the light Intensities
corresponding to the damage threshold of the Investigated materials, For the same reason, the main contribution
In the case of Intraband absorption of light comes from one-photon processes, and many-photon transitions with
intermediate virtual states make a negligible contribution.

The appearance of lasers capable of generating high power FIR radiation has revealed new aspects of the
interaction of the electromagnetic radiation with solids, In fact, If the calculation of the n-photon absorption
coefficient K(n) is limited to the lowest order of perturbation theory for each of these processes, it Is found that
the ratio Tln=K(n)/K(n+l) is proportional to c0" 3 in the case of intraband absorption of light, where I Is the
intensity of light In a crystal. Thus in the case of FIR radiation of wavelength X - 100 g and relatively small
intensity /, of the order of 1 MW/cm 2, the parameter m1n is comparable with unity for the first few values of n. A
new type of nonlinear absorption of light due to a set of simultaneous n-photon transitions with comparabe
contributions to the total absorption coefficient has been observed recently for p-type Ge crystals excited by high-
power pulses from an optically pumped NH3 laser (% w 90.55 g.m, tco - 13.7 meV) 1.

In the present work the influence of' FIR radiation polarisation state on the intrn. and (heavy to light holes

subbands) multiphoton absorption in p-Ge has been observed and investigated by pholun drag effect behaviour,

3I SAMPILPS. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS

Investigations were carred out on n- and p-type Ge samples with densities 1012-1016 cm"3 at T = 300 K.
The radiation source used was FIR NH3 laser optically pumped by a TEA CO 2 laser operated at the wavelength
X = 90,5 gm with pulse durations - 40 ns, The longitudinal photon drag e,mtf, was Investigated, The
experimental set up and the typical oscilograms are shown on FIg.1 (a: the excitation pulse , b: p-Ge
photoresponse).
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It has been shown that the photon-drag current J In p-Ge at T = 300 K changes its polarity with increasing
intensity of the incident light I (Fig. lb, 2) due to the opposite directions of the one- and two- photon
contributions to the photocurrent and the superlinear dependence of two photon current. It has been shown that, at
T = 300 K the characteristic intensity 1*, when the inversion takes place, does not depend on the carriers density,
The investigation of polarisation dependences has shown that the inversion of the photocurrent induced by
circularly polarised radiation (Fig.2, # ) occurs at a lower intensity level as compared to the linearly-polarised
excitation (Fig,2, x ), In n-type Ge, where the absorption is due to the one photon Drude intraband transitions, the
inversion of the photon drag effect is absent and the photocurrent depends linearly on the light Intensity.

2W ns j/pl 1024. 1 2 a I@*

quart1z plate
2IX lens-

attenuators 101 2 5 1)2 2 1, kW/cm 2

p-Ge "100

samples j 0

10 2-

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

A theory is developed describing the nonlinear absorption of the intense FIR radiation by direct multiphoton
transitions of free carriers between two subbands of a degenerate valence band, The role of the polarisation has
been analysed and it has been established that the polarisation dependence of the nonlinear photon drag effect is
causcd by the two-photons absorption and the resonant saturation of the one-photon absorption, The dependence
ol the photon drag current j-j(l)+j( 2 ) (j(1), j( 2 ) are one- and -two photons currents) on the light intensity has
been calculated tbr two polarisation. The result is plotted in Fig.2 (curve: I-circular, 2- linear polhuisation), It Is
seen that experimental results are in the good agreement with the theory, which predicts the stronger two-photon
absorption and resonance saturation for the circular polarisatioi), The role of the light polarisatlon has been
analysed also for the developed nonlinearity regime, when the nonlinearity parameter in is about unity and the
absorption involves a set of simultaneous n-photon transitions with comparable contributions to the total
absorption coefficient,
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The conduction band in quantum well structures splits into subbands due to confinement. This splitting
may make simple assumptions on paraboli, subband dispersion inappropriate in doped samples. We have
used far infrared measurements to investigate this phenomenon.

The far Infrared spectra of a series of doped multiple quantum well (MQW) Os•LAAIGAAs structures have
been measured by dispersive Fourier transform spotrmocopy (DFTS) and oblique Incidence reflectivity, In
this report we concentrate on DFPS measurements which show only the in.plane superlattice dielectric
response.

The plasma frequencies obtained from modelling the DFPS measurements (see figures) were compared
with the free carrier conoentrtions, as determined from Van der Pauw measurements, in order to obtain a
value for the plasma frequency for each sample u it relates tc the DFTS geometry. It was found that the
experimentally obtained values of the in-plane effective masses were considerably higher than the bulk
value.

In order to explain this effective mass enhancement It Is neoesswy to consider the energy dispersion of the
subbands in a manner that includes the affect of non.paraboliclty. The effect of non-parabolicity It
significantly greater than in the bulk for two reasons, both relating to the fact that the parabolic hend
assumption is associated with small waveveotor values:

(I) The out-of-plae component k. of the wavevector essentially depends on well width since
kais a confinement wavevector, For narrow wells, therei ore, Ir. becomes large,

(iH) kx and k are large for significant doping levels because the lower aubbands are occupied up
to a far higher Fermi level than they would be in a bulk sample,

Thes two factors imply that electrons in a quantum well structure have significantly higher effective
masses thin they would if they were not confined.

In order to model the plasma effective mass it Is useful to consider each electron as having an effective
mAss mi', For the overall collection of N particles of different masses the plasma frequency w. is liven by

ap 2 . e t -LS1

s tal m mi e
Thuo the equivalent plasma mitt can be obtained by averagling the reciprocals of the mi* values. ITh

L o.. . .. .. . . ... .
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values of mi* am simply taken from the bond dispersion, which, for OsM, has been modelled by Maloher
et a [II]. By suitable consideration of the distribution of the N electrons In each subbend a, an 'effective
pluam me"' mn, in the x direction, may be calculated:

n 4 1 1 2 12E'76 a _-'r *7 I FIE(kXk )) _2 dk dk1

where FiE(klcj) is the Fermi function tepresenting the thermal distribution of the electaons. In ofer to
calculate the overall effective mass In the wells, the 1irnt" values are averaged. The effective mes of
electrons in the barriers can also be included in the calculation.

Using the above approach, the experimentally measured effectve mumes could be compared with
theoretical values. For the samples investigated, having 100 A O&As wells with 400 A AlGeOtS.
barriers, the measured effective mases were 0.063 for the sample doped to 1-4m 1012 cm, 4 (masumd
carrier concentration - Il09M 1012 Cm2 ) and 0.092 for the sample doped to 30xw 1012 Cm"2 (measued

carrier concentration I 2,96 1012 cr42 ). The corresponding effective masse calculated theomtically were
0.061 anl 0,909 respectively.

The above results show that far Infrared spectroscopy cn be used as a measure of bend non-paraboliolty In
quantum well structures, and that the observed extent of this effect is in areement with theory, using
published parameters.

,1.0 A• 1A j L 1 I _ I I i [iIIih

PM I

Wlvifnumlbor (am"') WaysimUmtbeIIs (011ml,

I .. .. 6
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Far Infrared spectroscopy may be used in obtaining characterisation information on supertattloes containing
free carriers; such information complements that obtained by Raman spectroscopy, This study makes ue of
both Infrared and Raaman measurements on Cd.,flg,.Te (CMI) supertattice samples.

In order to Interpet plumon data from superiatloes, it Is necessary to consider the form of their dielectric
functions, In praoctice, It Is sufficient In both infrared and Raman experiments to consider the long wavelength
limit resulting in a unlaxil ouperflattloe dielectric tensor. If the superlattie layers are sufficiently thick, each
layer retains a dielectric function of the form given by (1), For layer thicknesses d, and d2 and dielectric
functions #I and e2 respectively, the principal components of the superlattioe dielectric tensor am given by
(1,2]

a - an d- + e2 d2)/(d1 +d2) (2)

o'lu~ , (a, 'I d, + 42.t d2Y(d, + do (2)

with the unlaids z defined normal to the layers, Thus a. has poles at the TO frequencies of the superlattice
constituents and an has zeroes at the pluma shifted LO frequencies,

We now examine how (1) and (2) may be used In Interpreting spectral features obtained using far infrared and
Reman techniques, as appropriate for ClvT superlattices:

1. Backawattering Raman spectra yield peaks at zeroes in es, i.e. at the plasma shifted LO frequencies of the
constituent superiattice layers. For CMT superlattices the penetration depth of Ar+ ler light is of the
order of 300 nun, so that only the top few layers of a thick superlattice am probed.

2. Dispersive Fourier transform spectroacopy (DPTS) and s-polarisatlon oblique incidence far Infrared
spectroscopy both probe the polauiton modes assoolated with a,, These most obviously yield the TO
mode frequencies and an 'aversge' supedattloe plums frequency sampled over the full width of the
superiattce [3],

3. P-polaresation oblique incidence far infrared spectroscopy probet polariton modes associated with both
a. and a.. The resulting spectra are similar to those in smpolarlsation but have extra dips at zeoes in
8. (the plasma shifted LO frequencies of both supedlattioe constituents) - we describe the resulting dips
as Brewster modes. The extra information gained Is similar to that obtained from Raman spectroscopy,
but in this oase the whole supertattioe is sampled rather than the top few layers. Tils Is useful in
investigating the distribution of free oarrlers [3].
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We illustrate the above principles using room temperature and 77 K oblique incidenoe reflectivity
measurements taken from a Cdo.2Hgo.jTe/CdO.5Hg0 .35Te superlattice, grown on a GaAs substrmte by plasma
enhanced MOCVD. Phonon frequencies were calculated using a random element isodisplaoement (REI)
model [5] in the form described by Samson et 0)[6].

The Ramian spectrum of the sample agrees well with the modelled LO frequencies; this result is incompatible
with the presence of any free carriers within the sampled thickness. However, only the first few layers are
probed by Raman. and free carriers may still exist further away from the sample suface. The a-polarlsaton
reflectivity measurements can in fact only be modelled by assuming a significant plasma contribution due to
free electrons, although because only a. is probed no Information on the electron distribution is gained from
these spectra. The p.polarisation reflectivity spectrum, however, should show dips at the plumsm shifted LO's
of both supcrlattlce components. in practice, the danping effects in this sample am rather high, and the only
such dips that am well resolved arethose due to the barriers. As well u a dip at the plauma-shifted barrier
CdTe-lihe LO frequency (feature 2 in the spectrum), there Is also a clear dip at the unsaiifted frequency
(feature I in the spectrum). This hu been modelled by assuming that the top 0.3 l~m of supetlattice is
depleted of free carriers due to band bending at the surface-, this assumption would support the Raman results.

I

These results show that a combination of far infrared and Raman techniques may be used to glain considerable
insight into the electron densities and distributions in CMT superlattloes,

CdHgTo Superlatlos S • Poladsatlan CdHgTo Superlattlce P - Poiarsatlon
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The control of gap width in the low-dimensional
systems with CDW instability

A. I. Dmitriev, G. V. Lashkarev and D. A. Fedorchenko

Institution on Material Problems of Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
Kiev, Ukraine

The earlier studies we had carried on y- and J3-politype crystals of layered semiconductor

InSe had shown a series of effects that are the properties of the structures of superlattice ( SL )

type. It had been found that in the temperature range below 20 - 30 K the electron gas in InSe is
two-dimensional and degenerated. At' the same temperatures the N-shaped regions of Volt-Ampere

characteristics ( VAC ) of InSe had been observed when the electric current impulses were along the

C-axis of crystal ( perpendicular to the crystal layers plane ).

However, VAC of InSe crystals measured under conditions of LLC also have the N-shaped

segments although we had not expected any structure of SL type in this direction. This effect and

some of the kinetic, galvanomagnetic and optical anomalies which had been observed in the InSe

crystals had allowed us to put forward the hypothesis about the existence of the charge density

waves ( CDW ) in InSe at the temperatures below 100 - 150 K. In the "classic " semiconductors

the origin of CDW is impossible because of the three-dimensional current carrier gas with its low

concentration. However the electron gas in InSe is two-dimensional and degenerated one. Taking

into consideration this fact and the hypothesis about the presence of the thin electrons accumulating

layers with high carrier concentration in IrnSe crystals at low temperatures ( it had been proposed by

series of authors earlier ) the CDW existence in this case imagines to be quite possible.

One of the main consequences of CDW existence is the appearance of the gap in the

continuum of conduction band of InSe crystal near the Fermi level at the temperature below 100 -

150 K. As the result the longitudinal specific resistance of the crystal in the direction of layers

plane increases sharply. In such a state pure InSe crystal having the longitudinal specific resistance

about 100 Om-cm at room temperature, becomes the insulator practically. The gap width has been

calculated from the data of temperature behaviour of longitudinal specific rusistance ( which have

been measured under conditions of small currents through the InSe crystals ) to be in range 10 -

20 meV at the temperatures below 20 K. With the temperature increased, the gap has decreased and
disappeared finally at temperature 80 - 120 K. When the impurities of Pb, Sn or In 1,2ve been

introduced into InSe crystal all the effects connected with CDW instability have weakened down to
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the complete disappearance when the concentration of impurities has been high enough; we suppose

that it has been connected with the influence of non-periodical potential of the impurity ions.

The electric field ( current through tho sample ) was detected to affect strongly on the gap

that can be used for the effective controe of the gap width by the electric field lower than 100 V/cm.

We have observed the reducing of the gap width ( from the data of the temperature behaviour of
longitudinal specific resistance ) from 12 meV to 4 meV with the current through the sample

increased to 1 mA, The results obtained have confirmed by the data of the optical investigations.
In the course of measuring of InSe samples with low concentration of Sn and In impurities

the photoeffect was detected at temperature 4,3 K and in the energy range of radiation less than
10 meV. The InSe samples were' rayed by exiting laser with two fixed significances of the
wavelength. The photoeffect value was found to depend strongly on electric current through the
crystal. When the value of the electric current throw the sample was small enough the photoeffect
was not observed at the wavelength of 337 g.m but it appeared at some threshold current Uthl that
was various for different samples. Then the photoeffect value increased sharply with the electric
current throw the sample increased. The further increase of current led to the saturation of the
photoeffect and then to its slow decrease. When the current throw the sample reached some the
second threshold value Uth2 the photoeffect disappeared abruptly.

We guess that the observed photoeffect is the consequence of the direct optical transitioks
of the electrons through the CDW-induced gap in the conductive band of the InSe crystal.
According to data of our measurements the initial gap width ( without the current throw the crystal )
for the tested samples is about 10- 15 meV, iLe., much more than the exiting laser quant energy.
Thus under the condition of small current throw the crystal the existence of photoeffect is
impossible. With the current increases to the Uth, value the gap width decreases to be the
comparable with the quant energy and the photoeffect is observed. The second threshold current
existence is likely to be connected with the destruction of CDW by strong electric current. The
present effects can be used for the creating the long-wave optoelectronic devices controlled by
electric current.

At the wavelength of 195jgm the same effects were detected but UthI was essentially less;
some of samples under such conditions had the photoeffect without the current ( Uthi -0 ). To our
regret, we had not the possibility to observe the photoeffect on pure InSe samples because of much
great value of CDW gap.
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DEFECT AND CLUSTERING MODES OF HgCdMnTo CRYSTALS.

Mazur Yu.I., Kriven S.I., Lavorik S.R., Tarasov G.G.

Institute of semiconductors, Academy of Scinces of Ukraine
Kiev 252028, pr. Nauki 45, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

Modes content for quaternary semiconducting narrow-gap alloyes is
examined for the came of HgCdMnTe single crystal. FIR-reflection spec-
tra are presented for low manganese concentration (Mn is of 0.015, Cd
is of 0.33) and identification of different impurity-induced vibratio-
nal states is performed for different contents of cadmium and mangane-
se.

1. INTRODUCTION

FIR spectra allow to trace the peculiarities of lattice dynamics,
perturbed by defects of different physical nature and by change of
short- or long-range interaction, under content variation. This prob-
lem grows strongly in the case of quaternary compounds, based on ter-
nary narrow-gap semiconductors, because the order of impurity embeding
into different sublattioes can be changed technologically in random
way. Therefore, different manifestations of defect modes is possible
at the same conditions of crystal growth. Due to their frequencies can
fall into the ranges of low phonon density and close to the frequenci-
es whioh are the eigen-values of dynamic matrix for perfect crystal a
substantial modification of spectral distribution should be found both
for lattice modes and for defect ones. Here we present the data on FIR
reflection of HgCdMnTe and arguments to explain the spectral features
starting from position that defect and clustering modes are available.
Some evidence is obtained to support the version on improvement of
structural ordering of ternary compound matrix, induced by low mangan-
ese concentration.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hg4._.,CdMnvTe crystals of different compositions were synthesized
by modified Bridgman technique at temperature gradient of 35 K/cm. All
crystals we Te of p-type and free carrier concentrations were varied
from n=5'iO cm- to n=5'1O"Y cm ' at room temperature. Reflection
measurements in spectral range 30-800 om"J were carried out with IFS-
113v at temperatures 5K<T<300 K. The experimental error was of 1-2
om"i over all spectral range under consideration. Fig.1 presents
Hg0.8SCdV,,j 6Mnn.Te reflection spectra measured at various temperatures.

To interpret the experimental data Kramers-Kronig transformation of
reflection spectra was performed. Investigation in detail of fine
structure of complex sucoeptibility for Hg".-Cd MnyTe allows to dis-
tinguish three spectral ranges of particular interest. Below long-wa-
ve limit of remtrahlen rays range ()-120 cm"1) a number of modes were
identified ascribing to defect and impurity-induced acoustic lattice
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modes of HgCdTe compound. Longitudinal and transverse optical mode 2 of
HgTe and CdTe sublattices are localized in spectral range 120 om <

<180 om"4. Here the clustering mode is singled at d =132-135 om".
Above the short-wave limit of LO-TO splittings range for HgCdTe we ha-
ve detected the manganese localized mode for low Mn content and a num-
ber of modes which were labeled as surface defect modes. Possessing
the data for the set of Hgv-x-yCd•MnrTe samples of fixed cadmium con-
tent (x=0.1) and varing manganese one (from y=O to y=0.15) we have
calculated the LO-TO spectrum transformation to detect a mode behavio-
ur at y variation. A modified model of isodisplaoements, developed
specially for quaternary narrow-gap crystals, gives a good fitting for
the frequencies measured and proves a three-mode behaviour of phonon
spectrum transformation (Fig,2).

The non-interacting oscillators fitting of reflection spectra shows
a different modes which are actual in the case under consideration.
Table give, their frequencies ( ) ), band-widths0 (• ) and oscillator
strengths ( S )gn crystal at 100

Table.

S(om") 104 112 123 138.51149.51 154 172 178 190
S 0.151 0.121 3.9 0.131 0.381 0.251 0.051 0.098 0.1
r (oe"e) 16 1 0 17. 115.9 18.8 6.8 15.2: 5 17.2

Modes at )=95 omO and; r190 om"? are detected at higher Mn-oonoen-
trations. At low temperature they were calculated by Green's technique
and were found coinciding with experimental ones within 2 om"r error.
It should be noted a relative narrowing of clustering mode at tempera-
ture increase. Spectral distribution in spectral range 90 om' c< ) <110
om" can be satisfactory described only with hybridization of wave fu-
nctions for gap and compound lattice phonon states taking into acco-
unt. Comparison of our results with the data for HgCdTe show an obvio-
us improvement of optical quality of HgCdTe structure at presence of
low manganese concentration. 111,,19

102 180 180 -10

" 160 -160

.5K 14 140

200K 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 OA 0.5

Fig.2. Three mode behaviour of
0 ID I phonon spectrum transformation
0 150 20,0 - of-.. CdAMnyTe: points-ex-

Fig.l. Reflection spectra of periment; solid curves-the de-
Hg0o 6,rCd0.3 Mno,Ova-Te at pendencies, calculated for the
different" temperatures. model of isodisplacements.
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EXCITONIC LUMINESCENCE OF Hg xKyCd x Mny T CRYSTALS.

3.W. Tomm (a), Yu.I. Mazur (b), S.I. Kriven (b), S.R. Lavorik (b),
G.G.Tarasov (b)

(a) Section of Physics, Humboldt University, Berlin, Germany
(b) Institute of Semiconductors, Ukr. Acad. Sci., Kiev, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

Photoluminescence in excitonic range of spectrum is detected for
HgCdMnTe crystals (Cd-O.33, Mn-O.0I5) for the first time. Luminescence
features are well pronounced and strongly affected by intensity of
pumping at low temperature.

INTRODUCTION

Luminescent properties of narrow-gap semiconductors based on AaEd
compounds are strongly influenced by their chemical content, different
defects and structural perfectness. Under increase of Cd or Mn content
the energy gap of HgT1 becomes open and, starting from x-0.5 for
Hgi.. CdxTe alloys or yf0.2 for Hgi.yMnyTe, the problems with photo-
luminescence detection do not encounter. However at x and y decrease
the nonradiative recombination prevails and the luminescent gain beco-
mes too noisy and of small magnitude. In this case the role of struc-
tural perfectness grows substantially and should be overcome by tech-
nological improvements. One of means is doping of Hg1 ., CdxTe of low x
value by manganese ions. Our data on FIR reflection, transmission, as
well as, Raman measurements have showed effects caused by manganese
ions in vibrational spectra. Manganese presence prevents, as to our
mind, the producing of clusters with excessive Te and assists the gro-
wth of structure perfectness. Higher crystal quality smoothens the ri-
gid restrictions for photoluminescence observation. Present data on IR
luminescence in quaternary Hg(f.gy CdxMnyTe crystal confirms this con-
clusion.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Single crystals of Hgl.x.y CdmMnyTe were synthesized by modified
Bridgman procedure. They wTIe of n-type wit, the free carrier concent-
tration varing from n-10O1 cm'j to n05.10 cm" at room temperatu-
re. Photoluminescence in Hgoge. Cdo_4j Mnm, 0 ,Te was excited by Ndo IAG
laser at T-1O K. Fig.1 presents the photoluminescence spectra measured
for CW-pumping.

The feature at AO -329.5 meV is of small width (less 6 meV) and ac-
compained by broad long-energy peak. At pulse excitation this spectral
distribution is reproduced at low level of pumping with subsequent
asymmetric broading of luminescence peak at pumping increase. Ratio R
of peak magnitudes at A -312 meV ( IA ) and at 40329.5 meV ( 1,)

RmI8/IA ) grows monotonously from 1.2 at pumping Pomc - 2mW/cmA ( CW-
regime) to values of a few tenths at pulse pumping Pegg -100 kW/cm1 .
Peak A position does not practically shifts at pumping, but peak B po-
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sition follows the intensity icrease. Magnitude of peak B grows su-
perlinearly with angular coefficient close to 2 for the case of CW-ex-
citation at pumping increase up to 3 W. Then this coefficient decrea-
ses to value of <1 at further pumping growth. The half-width of peak B
(FWHM) has a non-monotonous character at increase of pumping. Its be-
haviour is presented by Fig.2. As can be seen from Fig.2 at low level
of pulse excitation FWHM increases, however at PeJc >1 kW/cma the FWHM
value substantially decreases and reaches the values less than initial
ones.

DISCUSSIONS

Analyzing the tendency of IR-photoluminescence manifestion in ter-
nary HgCdTe crystal we find that quaternary compound% give new possi-
libities for its observation in those ranges of cadmium content where
photoluminescence of HgCdTe is difficult for explanation. In these
ranges (0.3<x<0.45) the change of luminescence mechanisms takes place
and the contributions of zone-to-zone transitions and excitonic tran-
sitions can not be differed surely. Besides a substantial narrowing
of luminescence peaks in HgCdMnTe we obtain a good possibility to in-
vestigate their manifestation at various experimental conditions. As
to physical nature of A, B peaks we conclude that peak B could be re-
fered to bound exciton in HgCdMnTe. Peak A can be ascribed to phonon
replica due to its energy position in respect of peak B. However the
pumping behaviour of peak magnitude gives some grounds to guess that
it is the manifestation of acceptor states. Modification of line-shape
for B peak at sufficiently high intensities of excitation ( >100
kW/cm1 ) shows that zone-to-zone transitions can be developed simulta-
neously with excitonic ones. Narrowing of luminescence peak B gives
some evidence for stimulated processes.
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Fig.l. Luminescence spectrum of Fig.2. Intensity dependent
Hg 0*fCdAjjMn 0 o1 •Te at T-iO K and FWHM of peak B at T-ID K
CW-excitation of 0.8 W/cma. (0- CW-, 0- PW-excitation).
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Mid-Infrared absorption spectra of Iron group impurities in
II - VI semiconductors

Mireya Castillo
Universidad Nacional del Tichira

Aptdo.436. San Crist6bal-Venezuela

ABSTRACT

The mid-infrared absorption spectra of substitutional 3-d transition metal ions, (V,
Cr, Mn, Fe) in II-VI semiconductors Zn(Se, Te) and Cd Se (Te) have been studied by
Fourier-Transform Infrared FT-IR spectroscopy. A defect molecule approach Is found to
provide an adequate description of the observed features.

2. INTRODUCTION

A new theoretical description of transition metals (TM) multiplet in I1-VI semiconduc
tors have been used. It Is based on a defect-molecule approach with renormalized paz
rameter which has been sucessfully proven for the vacancy in silicon1' In this work
the structure of the absorption spectra of iron group impurities will be analyzed
within the framework of this Improved method. In order to cnv'firm the validity of the
defect molecule in the prediction of both the defect-ionization energy and the Inter-
nal transition a systematic study of the energy levels in semiconductor as the metal
vary and the trends for a given transition metal as the host vary has been achieved
by means of FT-IR (Fourier Transform-Infrared) spectroscopy in which all the expected
transitions has been identified, The good agreement with the experimental data gives
the opportunity of test the aplicability of this model to the strongly covalent sys-
tems such as TM Impurities in I1-VI semiconductors.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

All crystals for FT-IR spectral analysis were grown by the chemical vapour transport
(CVT) method and kindly provided by Dr. W, Giriat of Instituto Venezolano de Investi-
gaciones Cientlficas IVIC-Venezuela. The experimental techniques of crystal growth
have been described elsewhere 2. The IR spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer FT-
IR PE 1725X Fourier Transform spectrometer equipped with a DTGS internal detector In
the transmission mode at room temperature with a resolution of 4 cm" 1 using a micro-
cell fitted with KBr lenses. Several hundreds events were averaged to minimize the
noise level. Measurements were performed after cleaning the sample surface with
CC1 2H2 .

4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SPECTRA

Iron in CdSe and CdTe. An analysis of the positionand shape of the main features of
the spectra of Fe In CdSe (Fig.1) and CdTe on the basis of the defect molecule app-
roach reveals that the band labeled E centered at 2944 cm" equivalent to 0.37 e.V.is
in good agreement with the corresponding calculated value for the transition DE--ST
as predicted by the mocel and the sub-bands should be connected with vibrational
structure, the origin of the peak at 1045 cm'1(0.13 ey) in CdIe.Fe and Its absence In
CdSeFe clearly suggest what this band is related to the CdTe lattice then, the observ
ed frecuency was compared with the predicted ionization energy for a single acceptorý-
for the Impurity (Fe) yielding a closer agreement. The fine structure of band D su-
ggests the coupling of one or more of phonon modes of CdSe and local mode due to Fe
Impurity. aT
Manganese in ZnS(Te) and Cd(SeTe). The neutral Mn• 2 has the 6A, ground state separa-
ted from the first excited state by an energy2 of about 2.5 0J. Consequently, in the
mid-infrared region only the absorption Inside shallow impurity levels and the phonon
coupling are expected. The starting DMS system for these ex eriments was ZnSMn 0.50.
The spectrum reveals two outstanding features a wmak broad band rising at about 1700
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cm- 1 thit band comprises a doublet at 2.812 and 2937cm- .
and the next structure towards lower energy presents a set
of peaks 1531,1453,1390,1281.,1125,1062 and Y80 cm- 1 and an
additionally phonon features. For ZnTeMn,CdMnTe and CdMnS ccg
the spectra are similar therefore, here only the behaviour 6

of the donor will be described. While for CdSe,CdTe and 14

ZnTe the predicted energy level of donor 2 are in reasona- M.
ble agreement with the experimental data the model fails T 1
to predict the energy ionization of Mn in ZnS. The results
confirm the prediction that within a class of compounds
the bl.nding energy of each impurity is nearly constant.
The main results is, that the defect molecule approach is 4

unable to given an unified picture of Mn4 2 Ions into the a e
DMS. However as a consecuence of the complicated patterns . Lb I I.J00
of the spectra it is obvious that none of the ex-isting theo 40 LO 10

ries is able to explain all the results.
Chromium In ZnSe. For ZnSeCr the spectra exhibit three Fig.1
principal group of bands at room temperature, a broad band centered at 3113 cm- 1 (0.38
eV) a relatively narrow band, at 1637 cm' 1 (0.20 eV) and a pattern of sharp bands that
appears to be repeated periodically at intervals of approximately 58 cm-1 and becomes
less distinct toward the low energy side. A comparison of the spectra with the usual
energy scheme of a Cr impu;ity gives no satisfactory agreement with previous works on
ZnSe:Cr. However recent1 y a comparable emission band near 4400 cm-1 for thI case of
CdSzCr and near f200cm-1 with CdSe:Cr have been identified as the interne 1 E--ST
transition of Cr4 (d) ions. Then, the absorption bind In tfe region 3000-500 center-
ed at 3113 can be related with the transition 5E-- T2 transition of the Cr centre.The
structure of this band shows lines with sequence similar to those observed in the low
er energy side. The lines are repetition of an Interval of 208 cm-1 therefore, such
effect must be connected with the coupling of phonon to a parent electronic transi-
tion.
Vanadium In ZnSe. The spectra for ZnSe:V2 4 obtained comprises a broad band with a
width of Nv506 cm-1 with a maximum at about 3401 cm-1(0.42 eV) a narrow weak absorp-
tion at 2894 cm- 1 (0.36 eV) and a pattern of lines between 947 cm" 1 and 1757 cm-1 with
a peak at 1076 cm"l (0.13 eV) the next structure In the spectrum between 400-800 cm- 1

has four main components at 494,603,643 and 683 cmol. An analysis of the energy level
position of the main features of the spectrum on the basis of the defect molecule app
roach reveals that the band centered at 3401 cm- 1 is in excellent agreement, with the
corresponding predicted value for the transition "T1-42 and the peak centered at
1076 cm- 1 (0.13 eV) Is related with the transition 4T,-4T2. The additional weak absorp
tion at 2894 cm- 1 equivalent to 0.36 eV, was compared with the energy given In the lT
terature1 for the double donor level for the Impurity (V) in ZnSe of 0.43 eV (3500
cm-1) yielding in closser agreement. All the remaining structure can be attributed to
the absorption involving the ooupl ing of one o more of mode phonons of ZnSe as well

as impurity local modes, No doubt, the trasmisslon spectra ZnSe can be accurately in-
terpreted by the defect molecule approach.
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Third order nonlinearities in semiconductors at FIR wavelengths.
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1. Abstract.

The power dependence of third harmonic generation from p-SI at an incident frequency of 40 cm-1 has been investigated,
using an alternative design of waveguide high pas filter, Significant deviations from the expected cube dependence of
harmonic energy on incident energy were observed. at 300 K and 4.2 K.

2. Introduction.

To date, far infrared (FIR) harmonic frequency generation by nonlinear optical processes has, with one notable exception
[1, 2] received little attention, Apart from the requirement of high power pulsed lasers, the effective separation of harmonic
from fundamental radiation by high contrast filters w, - severe prerequisite. However this was achieved by the development
of high-pass waveguide filters, consisting of an arra. f rcular holes in a metal sheet [3], These have enabled the detection
of second and third harmonic radiation, generated from ,undamental radiation with frequencies between 20 cnie' and 60 cm*,
in such materials as LiTaO3, GaAs, SI and Go. [1], Relatively high conversion energy efficiencies, up to 10") for frequency
tripling, were measured here with corresponding second and third order susceptibility magnitudes as high as 10"8 my"1 and
10"12 m2V'2 respectively.
We have further investigated a small part of this work, namely third harmonic generation arising from fte carriers in a SI
sample. Our approach was for the most part Identical to that described In the above references, except that we developed a
different type of high contrast filter, based on rectangular waveguides, In addition we studied the effect of cooling the sample,
and found significant harmonic generation even at the lowest temperatures achievable (4,2 K).

3. Experimental.

Our radiation source was a TEA CO2 laser pumped super-radiant FIR laser of conventional oversize metal waveguide design.
Operating on the 9R branch pumped Raman lines of CH F milliJoule FIR energies, with 50 ns pulse durations, were
obtained from pump pulses of several Joules, The FIR radiation was focused by an off axis parabolic mirror onto the sample,
This was a p-SI wafer, with matt surfaces, attached to the cold finger of an cryostat with TPX windows, The carrier density at

111160

mm. m~ ~40

S20

0 40 g0 120 160 200
11Wavenumber (cm")

Fig. I, Schlematic drawing of a rectangular waveguide filter with meauured transmission uqectrum, Note the sharp decrease in transmismion
below 53 cm'l, arising from the orut of waveguide cut-off.
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Fig. 2: Meusured relationship between fundamental and third hamonic energies for a p4S1 wafer at a frequency of 40 cm't at temperatures
of 300 K and 4,2 K. Each point represents an individual lawr pulse, Hmonic energies measured with the sample at 4.2 K have been
divided by 10,

300 K was 2x1O"I5 cmm3, with a corrending conductivity of 6x1042 fl'cm", Any harmonic radlation was detected by a
liquid helium cooled photoconductive epitaxial GaAs detector. The separation of the harmonic radiation was achieved by a
filter of the type shown in Fig, I. This wu manufactured by diamond machining grooves into thin copper shoets and then
welding a stack of such sheets together. Two such filters were used before the OaAs detector, one just before the detector
condensing cone and the second on the liquid nitrogen cold shield of the cryostat. The measured transmission spectrum of a

270 jim thick filter is shown in Fig 1, This had hole dimensions of 92 jim x 69 ^m, a wall thickness of 30 ,un with a total
area of about 1 cm0. The cut-off frequency for this filter was measured as 53 cnrt , in good agreement with that of the lowest
order (0,1) mode of a rectangular guide of these dimensions, 54 curl. The transmission drops again for frequencies greater
than 100 cm"I due to the onset of difraction.

4. Results and Discunion.

With an input frequency of 40 cm-i, third harmonic radiation was generated with efficiencies of up to 2x1046 at 4.2 K, and
twice this value at room temperature: Fig, 2. Using a Drude model to calculate the linear optical constants of the sample, we

obtained a value of IZ3)1 . 10.13 m2V-2 at 300 K for an input onergy of 2 mJ, This value Is in good agreement with the

previously measured susceptibility of p-Si at room temperature 1i], The third harmonic energy, E30 , wus found to depend on

the Input energy, E., as E3W - (50 )n, where n was different from the expected value of 3. At 300 K the data were best fitted

to a value of n - 2,5, which increased to n - 3.6 at 4.2 K. These values Indicate that a saturation of the nonlinear
susceptibility is occurring at room temperature, while the opposite process occurs at 4,2 K.
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Analysis of PbT*,Pb -xSnxTo Thin Layers and

Multi-Layer PbT*-PbL Quantum-Well Structures

Obtained by Laser-Pulse Epitaxy Method

A.G.Alexanian, and A.!.Khaohatrian

Institute of RadioPhysics & Eleotronios,Armenian AoSoi,

Ashtarack-2, 378410, Armenia, C.I.S.

Using the laser epitaxy method [1) PbTe, Pb,-,Sn.Te thin layers

were obtained from elements Pb,Sn, and To, an well as periodic

struotures consisting of a single-orystal PbTe and amorphous

Pba, grown on Polyoor, mica, and Ba&F. Film structure dependence

and technological parameters such as temperature, substrates,

laser power, target to substrates distance, energy state of

erosion plasma were determined, Results of spectral and eleotro-
physical analysis of grown layers are presented. Absorption edge

(AV) for PbTe layer, lm, thick, at lOOK was equal to 58m, and
for Pb,.-SnKTe it was 7pm, whioh corresponds to AE of bulk samp-
les. For the periodio struoture PbTe-Pba (20 periods, 120A each:
70+50A) the AE i shifted towards shorter wavelengths (1,5pm),

which corresponds to shift due to size quantization in the PbTe

layer with &cY=O.SeV (Figi). Eleotrophysioal analysis has shown

AO

14 . PbT a Pba

2. PbTe

,. ,b Sn, Te

that the type of grown layers,as well as the free carriers oon

centration may be varied by changing the proportion of substan-

ces evaporated during one laser pulse. Various compomition n-

and p-type Pb and Pb t_.Sn Te layers with carrier concentration

in the range (1.810 to 102 )om at a temperature 100K were
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obtained. We have developed the technology of multi-layer struc-

tures, Temperature dependence of PbTe, Pbo. ,Sn.,•Te layers

resistivity and that of PbTe-Pba have purely exponential charac-

ter in the temperature range l0O"to 3006K (Fig.2). Resistivity

lot1 Pig.*2

dll. PbTe-Pba

2. PbTe

vari~ed by 104, 10 a and 10 a times while the respective AE was

0.23, 0.15, and 0,S3eV, The analyzed layers, wher'e the fr'ee

carrier concentration is equal to intrinsic carrier concentra-

tion, r'eveal a high sensitivity. In those structur'es the long-

termJ relaxation which exists in samples obtained toy other met-

hods is absent.

A.G. Alexanian, R.K. Kazarian, and L.A. Matevossian.

Manufacturing of Super-Thin Semioonduotor Films and Var'izone

Struatures by Laser Deposition. Eleotronniaja Promyshlennost,
1982, 1, 55-08.
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DEVELOPMENT OF REFLECTOMETRY FOR PLASMA
DENSITY MEASUREMENTS AT JET

A E Costley

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the basic physics of millimen wave reflectometry has been known for many years, it is only recently
that reliable measurements have been obtained with the technique in applicatdons on tokamak plum", This is primarily
because for thes plasmas the electron density isa rapidly fluctuating parameter and these fluctuations generate broad.band
'noise' in the measurement systems. Also, several important experimental requirements were not originally realised,
Recently, special techniques and hardware for processing the signals have been developed, and appropriate cam taken in
designing and implementing the measurement systems. As a result, reliable measurements are now being obtained
routinely and are being used extensively in plasma physics studies.

Reflectometry hu the potential to provide measurements of the spatial dependence of the electron density, is. the
electron density profile, during quasi-stationary periods of the plasma, It can also provide measurements of the
movement of specific density layers during fast phenomena, ise density transients. In principle, information on the broad
band density fluctuations can also be obtained.

Extensive use Is made of reflectometry at JET where substantial systems have been developed. In this paper, we
discuss the principles of the technique and describe the instrumentation on JET. Results demonstrating the performance
of the reflectometers are presented.

2. PRINCIPLES OF REFLECTOMETRY

Millimetre wave radiation is directed at the pluma along the gradient of the electron density and reflected at the
layer where the electron density equals a cAtical value (no e nc(co)) at which the plasma refractive index has fallen to zero.
Usually the launched radiation has its electric vectl parallel to the magnetic field (o-mode) and in this case the reflection
occurs when the source frequency o - p (nee /come) 12 where omp is the plasma frequency. Phase changes in the
reflected radiation am measured by mixing t with a reference beam in a detector, The 1requency of the source is swept and
the corresponding change of phase (*) measured, Different frequencies are reflected at different density layers with higher
frequencies being reflected at higher densities which are located towards the centre of the plasma. dWdw is determined at
each frequency In the range of interest and the spatial profile of the electron density (no(R)) is determined by an inversion
technique [I].

Alternatively, the source frequency can be held constant and movements of a single density layer determined by
measuring 4(t). By combining data from two or more reflectometers it is in principle possible to determine the spatial
extent and movement of the density perturbations which generate the broad-band fluctuations in the reflectometer signals.
The data are analysed using correlation techniques and the method is known as Correlation Refloctometry [2],

3. IMPLEMENTATION AT JET

The main reflectometer on JET Is a multichannel system. The outputs from twelve Ounn oscillators operating in
the range 18 < f < 80 OHz are multiplexed into an oversized (WO 12A) waveguide (figure 1). A combiner employing
band branchlng/channel filtering systems was developed specifically for this purpose (3]. The wavegulde has a length of
25 m and employs reduced height E-plane bends to minimise mode conversion, The radiation is launched and received
using separate antennas mounted in the JET vacuum vessel. The separation of the reflected signals Is effected with a
second band branching/channel filtering system, and the signals are detected using sensitive heterodyne receivers. The
data acquisition includes automatic fringe counting electronics to give *.

The system can operate in both the swept frequency and fixed frequency modes, In the swept mode, the frequency
of each source is swept over a narrow range, typically 100 MHz, in a time of ; 3 ms, d*/dwo is determined by
interpolation at all frequencies in the measured range and ne(R) obtained by Inverting the data. A typical result is shown
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in figure 2. In the fixed frequency mode, fractions of a fringe can be measured and so very small movements, typically
< I mm, in the positions of the density layers can be determined with recording bandwidths up to 100 kHz.

Two types of correlation reflectometer have also been constructed. In one case, radiation from four Gunn
oscillators at 75.5, 75.6, 76.15 and 77.75 GHz is multiplexed into one waveguide and the reflected radiation is detected

transiniflas Is 24 4 6 9 0 69 75 80 GHI

chmninsI-droopngf~hes OI mF, COF4 6 17.8
reference

chne.rpIn Mr OI COI, Cr4I C°". , 7 S

154994949SS 136 wev170Hz

...... IL WA_ _9 G -- -ine

Figure)1. Schematic of th JET muitichanneli~lcoee system

by a broad-band heterodyne receiver, The different channels are separated by filtering at the IF stage. The fluctuating
signals are recorded with a wide bandwidth (100 k~lz) and the size of the density perturbations in the direction of the
plasma radius is determined by a correlation analysis. In the second case, two reflectometers operating at the same
frequency but probing the plasma at different toroidal locations are used to determine the toroidal motion of theperturbations.

The next phase of JET is aimed at improving Pulse No. 24116

a pumped divertor mounted inside the JET vacuum
vessel. New diagnostic systems are being prepared for
measuring the paramneters of the plasma in the divertor
region. In particular, a novel 'comb' reflectometer is
being prepared. In this device radiation at several fixed ayt

frequencies is launched at the plasma along the same
line of sight and the highest frequency in reflection is
determined by observing both the amplitude of the Iop

transmitted beams and the level of fluctuations on the to d r t

reflected beam. The peak density in the line of sight is 1 15 "nn()therefore estimated. In additio, a swept frequency 0-.

refiectometer for measuring the density profile in the ='e!'_.-,•••-••-extreme edge of the plasma (scrape.off-layer) in the Pl No. 2411,

midtplane is being constructed. Possibilities exist for

a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ao pumpes (m)rmone nsd h JTvcu

even more advanced systems utilising pulsed radar or
pulse coas presuion techniques and these are under
consideration. Figure 2: Typical meapured electron density profiles.

1, 1 H Hutchinson, 'Principles of Plasma Diagnostics', 125.128 Cambridge University Pres (1987).
2. A E Costley, P Crepwell, R Prentice and AC C Sips, Rev. Sc. Instrum, 61 (10), 2823-2838 (1990).
3. M Mederms and N Williams, Conn. Digest Twelfth International Conference on Infrared and Millimetre Waves,

IEEE Catalog No,87CH2490-l (1987).
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AN ADVANCED RADAR TECHNIQUE FOR ELECTRON DENSITY
MEASUREMENTS ON LARGE TOKAMAKS

p.MilJnt, H.LUveque
Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches de Toulouse (ONERA/CERT)

D1partelnent d'Etudes et de Recherches en MicroOndes
2, avenue Edouard Belin

31400 TOULOUSE Cedex FRANCE

Abu=

A new way to measure the electron density profile by meter waves (fig 1) after downconversion and low noise
microwave reflectometry is studied. The idea is to use a amplification.
pulse compression millimeter waves radar. The With the set of data (amplitudephase) for each
technique is discussed and laboratory measurements and frequency step, pulse compression is performed
simulations are presented. numerically by complex signal processing (correlation

process or inverse FFT').
Li Alm Since the frequency synthetiser is very precise, it is

possible to calibrate the microwave system in
The radar technique, although very common in amplitude and phase versus frequency. This can

ionospheric studies to measure plasma electron density improve the measurement in particular when a long and
has never been used on tokamaks for electron density complex transmission line is used. One can also
profile measurements by microwave reflectometry, remove echos that are always present like vacuum
This is due to the very short time-of-flight to be window by direct substraction between two sets of data,
measured (some ns related to plasma geometry). Another improvement could be pulsed insted of CW
We propose in this paper to discuss a new idea: a operation to achieve range gating in cases of long

pulse compression radar for plasma reflectometry, transmission line.
Recently, pulsed radar with ultra-short pulses has been Owning to the versatility of DFS, many different
proposed [I], but the detection problem due to the very waveforms other than LFM can be Investigated.
fast acquisition system can not be easily overcomed.
Pulse compression, with a space resolution independant A- AoPPlic n n
of pulse duration T, does not present this drawback [2],
More, the time T can be chosen low enough (some Oversized waveguides are most often necessary to canry
ps), In order that plasma density fluctuations do not the waves to the tokamak. If these guides are enough
hamper the measurements. oversized, phase dispersivity does not distort the

pulses.
2 A millimeter wave pule curnmpiir on mdar., In plasma reflectometry, one needs the knowledge of

the function c(F), where T represents the group delay
According to radar theory, one needs a frequency for each frequency. One can cover the whole frequency

bandwidth B to achieve a given resolution R. (We band in broadband operation like in Tore Supra [3], or
recall that the resolution is the ability to separate two use a set of discrete frequencies like in JET [4]. The
reflections). About 20 cm of resolution is enough in second solution leads to a large number of pulse
most cases to separate spurious reflections (like compression radars, But a chirp of 1 0Hz is obviously
antennas, vacuum windows...), leading to B of about 1 faster than a chirp of 10 or 20 GHz. Nevertheless, the
GHz. The bandwidth B can be obtained in many ways, radar technique Is an upgrade solution in both cases.
the easiest is LFM (Linear Frequency Modulation) or
"chirp". We can use as waveform generator a direct 4. Numeric dMUlaUd
frequency synthetiser (DFS) for high level performance,
The LFM is composed of a number N of CW frequency Numerical simulations have been made for the
steps. N is fixed by the range to be measured (20 steps reflection of a chirp of center frequency F with a
of 50 MHz give a 3m range). The long pulse duration bandwidth B on a realistic plasma. The assumption that
T is equal to N times the commutation time tc of the the time delay corresponding to the maximum of the
synthetiser. At the output of a quadrature detector (I/Q) reflected pulse is equal to the group delay t(F) has been
the signal is sampled at 10 MHz for example, then verified for B varying from .5 to 2 GHz, We have also
minimum tc is 100 ns and T=2 .Ls. seen that there is a negligible error on the result of

Since DFS are usually commercially available in Abel inversion except for cases where the profile is
centimeter waves, upconversion is necessary to emit in very flat.
millimeter waves.Quadrature detection is made in centi-
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5. tahoatTry rca ints!

A mock-up of a radar reflectometer has been built in [4] AE.Costley et al. Course and Workshop on Basic
the laboratory in Ka and W band (fig 2). Oversized & Advanced Diag, Tech. for Fusion Plasmas Varenna
waveguide WGI6 excited by linear tapers is used, as (1986) EUR10797EN Vol II 379
well as 8 mitre bends. The arrangement is bistatic (2
antennas making a small angle) and a piece of quartz
simulates the vacuum window, Data are taken directly U
from the S 12 measurement of a Wiltron vectorial
analyser and processed by FF1', Figure 3 shows a VW
rough result of this time domain analysis at 76 GHz
with a small rugged mirror (area: 30 cm2) at I m. One L_
recognizes easily the pulse reflected on the mirror(2)
and the one reflected on the window(l), Nevertheless,
spurious pulses can be seen after the mirror one. They
can be explained as the effect of waves partially n
reflected inside the transmission line and delayed by
back and forth comings, A calibration process has been
performed using the reflection on a comer cube. In this 'i8.MLLI
case, spurious pulses are 20 dB decreased, When the Schematic of a pulse compression radar
mirror is drawn back of some tens cm, the difference of (homodyne)
distance can be estimated with a precision of I mm,

S---------- E plans bends

A new type of reflectometer using pulse compression
has been presented. Obtained results are the following
ones: Mue'unt
- pulse compression radar suitability for density profile Perts
measurements
- the possibility to work with oversized transmission .____=____:____ _lines -Im- 1

- efficiency of calibration process
We expect in fast operation a time measurement of
some p• (with a 10 M liz acquisition), Mock-up of reflectometer for laboratory
In conclusion, we think that pulse compression radar

is an advanced solution for plasma reflectometry, with
excellent time and space resolution, It is especially FU PULSE/8 MITRE BENDS
well suited for large tokamaks where long transmission 1 oe T - ,

lines and complex microwave set-up are used. T9 .............- I...............

The authors are indebted to L.Laurent, CLaviron and, i
M.Paume from CEA/DRFC for lending the ..............
wave guides and other components I.....
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A FOUR-CHANNEL POLARIZING INTERFEROMETER FOR ECE

MEASUREMENTS ON FTU TOKAMAK

P. Buratti, M abn

Assoclazlone EURATOM-ENEA Sulla Fusions, CRE Frascatl, CP 65
1-00044 Frascatl (Roma) ITALY

ABSTRACT

Fourier Transform Spectrometers (FTS) are very useful for ECE measurements since they can be

absolutely calibrated by standard blackbody sources, so that Independent electron temperature

measurements can be obtained. The simultaneous use of several Spectrometers Is often required,

either to analyse two dimensional configurations or to study the spatial distribution of suprathermal

electrons.

The path difference in conventional FTS is scanned by translating a plane mirror; an alternative

scheme Is based on the rotation of a screw shaped reflector; this makes possible the development of

multichannel instruments with a single, very fast scanning device.

1. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROMETER

ECE measurements are routinely performed on FTU tokamak (major radius 93.5 cm; minor radius

30 cm; toroidal magnetic field up to 8 T) by means of a prototype FTS [11, In which a rotating

screw shapeu reflector Is used to scan the path difference between the arms of the Interferometer

from 0 to 4 cm, with a duty cycle better than 90%, and a minimum scan time of 1.2 ms.

In this paper we describe a new version of the FTS, in which the size of the screw-shaped reflector

has been Increased, both in order to increase the 6tendue and to serve four InterferomotrIc channels.

The radius of the reflector is 15 cm and the size of the reflecting annulus is 3 cm. The maximum

path difference Is 4 cm and the scan time Is 5 ms. The FTS (fig. 1) receives collimated radiation

from an 8x8 cm square section light pipe; radiation is focused onto the screw shaped reflector by a

paraboloid with a focal length fi-33 cm. A field lens with f,33 cm is placed near the reflector; it Is

crossed twice, so that its effective focal lenght is f/2, 16.5 cm, and It images the FTS input

aperture onto the output one. The same arrangement Is used for the reference mirror.

The dtendue obtained with this optical arangement Is about 0.3 cm2 sr, so that there is no reduction

with respect to the one of standard InSb detectors. Diffraction effects are negligible at the maximum

wavelength for which spectral Information Is required, I.e. X-2 mm.
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"TPX lenses
f-33 cm scanning mirror

fixed

mirror
I beamsplitters

input paraboloid
fi-33 cm

output lens
from Input
llghtpipe 4 to the

detectol'

Fig. 1: channel optical arrangement

2. CONCLUSIONS

A novel four.channel Polarizing Fourier Transform Spectrometer has been developed. A single

rotating screw shaped reflector Is used to scan the path difference between the arms of each

interferometer from 0 to 4 cm. The duty cycle Is better than 90%; the scan time Is 5 ma; the

Otendue of each channel Is 0,3 cm2 sr.
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THE RECEIVER SYSTEM OF THE FAST ION AND ALPHA PARTICLE
DIAGNOSTIC AT JET

JA, Fessey, J.A. Hoekzema, T.P. Hughes

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3EA, UK.

1. INTRODUCTION

A 140GHz collective Thomson scattering diagnostic is presently being built to study the distribution of fast Ions and alpha-
particles within the JET plasma. A technical overview' and description of the mm-wave transmission system 2 are presented
in other contributions to this conference, This paper will discuss the design of the multi-channel super heterodyne receiver
and dedicated data acquisition system. 140GHz radiation from a gyrotron (250kW average, 5s pulse duration) is injected into
the plasma where it is scattered by the shielding electrons moving with each ion. The receiver is designed to measure the
spectral power density of the scattered radiation (10"-9- 10"16WARz) against an electron cyclotron background emission of
much higher magnitude' (10"16W/Hz). This is achieved by amplitude modulating the probing beam and synchronous
detection of the scattered signal. Refraction of the beams within the plasma can be important at high densities and the
position of the scattering volume will therefore change as the plasma evolves. A system of 'slave' receivers is being developed
to track this movement and to control the trajectory of the main receiver beam by adjusting the orientation of the antenna,

2. THE MAIN SUPER HETERODYNE RECEIVER

The input to the main receiver is from a quasi-optical
polarizer 3 which couples the HE,,, mode of the main From SlWve L

transmission waveguide to the TE1, mode of the receiver. A
notch filter placed before the mixer rejects stray light coupled
into the receiver waveguide. A conventional balanced mixer
with integral pre-amp and separate power amplifier down- From Slavs

converts the 140±6 0Hz signal to 12±6 GHz. The j
bandwidths of the 32 channels are proportional to their ,,-t
displacement from the central frequency, the narrowest being
only 20MHz, which is less than the expected gyrotron ,'"",
frequency drift. The central spectral region is therefore MNI[ 0.14"1
down-convened again, using a local oscillator (LO) which is From Gyrotronm
derived from the frequency difference between the first LO
and the gyrotron. This Is necessary because the width of eachL,11k
channel is proportional to its displacement from the central From 04 "ow
frequency. The closest channel to the central frequency has a Plasma
width of only 20MHz, less than the expected gyrotron
frequency drift. The frequency discrimination is performed
by 32 bandpass filters followed by Schottky diode detectors. P,,,,,,n
The diode signal Is amplified and filtered prior to being
recorded with a Real Time Signal Averager (RTSA).

2.1. First heterodyne stage FiM I. Schematic of the receiver

The first mixer and integral 23dB pre-amp is biased with a ImA DC current source and a frequency doubled 64GHz Gunn
oscillator. The measured (dsb) noise temperature of the receiver is between 0.5eV and 0,8eV, close to the mixer, which
translates to approximately 80eV (sab) at the plasma antenna. Following amplification and attenuation the signal is divided
three-ways, two ways are fed to 8-way power dividers and bandpass filters and the third way is fed to the second heterodyne
stage. The attenuator is necessary during plasma measurements to avoid saturation of the amplifiers but Is removed during
calibration procedures when the full gain Is required. An identical receiver, using the same local oscillator, Is used to
downconvert a sample of the gyrotron power. This nominal 12GHz signal (140GHz gyrotron - 128GHz LO + gyrotron drift -

I'" I' "" -- --"... . . ..' -r -'" " "- I,'' ' M'• ... I .... . ' I..i • " " '~ "i•'' '. ......
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LO drift) is 'up converted' to either 9.5 or 14.5SHz and used as the LO in the second heterodyne stage in order to
compensate for the frequency drift of the gyrotron and first L0 4.

2.2. Second heterodyne stage -g

The central portion of the spectrum, from 138.9GHz to -1o st.f.S-.+s, +s.
140,2GHz, is down converted in a second mixer to the frequency v,,
band 2.3 to 3,6GHz. There are two reasons for this second 2 -

conversion stage, Firstly, it facilitates the manufacture of the -i 5'

bandpass filters and secondly it allows compensation for -14.

frequency drift in the gyrotron and first LO, After amplification -15 I Channel

the signal Is divided two ways and fed to two 8-way power
dividers and sixteen bandpass filters. -e -4 -2 a 2 4 s 0Hs

2.3. Video stage Fig. 2 Spectral distribution of channels

The filtered signals are attenuated and detected with unbiased Schottky diodes. The attenuation is necessary to equalise the
power onto each diode, avoiding non-lineadities due to saturation, or operation close to the diode noise floor. Conventional
low noise video amplifiers with switchable gain and bandwidth are used to condition the signals prior to recording the data
with a Real Time Signal Averager.

2.4. Real time signal averager

To recover the scattered signal from the plasma noise the gyrotron signal is amplitude modulated and synchronous detection
is employed, A data acquisition system hu been designed and built to sample the scattered signal at up to 5 mega-samples
per second and perform coherent addition of the signal in real time. This VME based system Includes 128k words of 23 bit
data memory per channel and a flexible timing system to control the sample rate, summation depth etc. In standard
operation It Is expected that 10-100 pulses will be added during Ims to give a single pulse waveform, characterised by 20
points. Further pulse addition will then be done in software to obtain a sufficient S/N ratio (typically lOOms time resolution
for fast ot-particle measurements),

3. RECEIVER ANTENNA CONTROL

To track the movement of the scattering volume as the plasma evolves, the direction of Injbaced boom

the receiver antenna will be controlled by a real time feedback system that utilles signals
from two slave antennas adjacent to the main antenna plus a signal from the main
receiver, The slave receiver front end is identical to that of the main receiver with two R.ssn. o
balanced mixers and a single 1280Hz LO. A notch filter Is used to remove the stray light scattering
and a 60Hz wide (RF) bandpass filter defines the central portion of the scattered signal ,lot lume

that is received. This will allow a time resolution of approximately I nel

The signal processing for the feedback signals consists of throe lock-in amplifiers feeding itO~

VME based analogue to digital converters. The control algorithm will be implemented in maimresolv receiver beam.
the VME processor which will have control of the antenna servo motors, b.om

Fig.3 Beam Trajectories
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A PLASMA IMAGING CAMERA WITH A FILLED,
2-DIMENSIONAL FOCAL PLANE ARRAY
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K.R. Wood, J.E. Kapitzky

Millltech Corporation, P.O. Box 109, South Deerfield Research Park,
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Summary

A 140 0Hz filled two-dimensional focal plane camera which images phase and
temperature fluctuations can provide information unobtainable from more conventional
plasma diagnostics systems. The instrument was designed to give both spatial and
temporal resolution necessary to identify plasma modes which fluctuate over periods of
10's to hundreds of microseconds with scale lengths of centimeters. Filled two
dimensional measurements will form 2-D thermal and 3-D reflectometer images of small
turbulent modes which are thought to be responsible for plasma energy transport.

The camera consists of a 4 x 16 vertical element continuous width slot antenna focal
plans array (fpa) with subharmonicll purped mixers, a phase locked 70 GHz local
oscillator, and a 140 0Hz tansmitter. The 700Hz oscillator signal is reflected toward the
fpa elements by a quasioptical band rejection filter. Each of the 64 channels has a 2 0Hz
bandwidth radiometric channel and 500 kHz I and Q channels for phase measurements. All
of the electronics associated with each block of 8 fpa elements are on 2 printed circuit
cards. One motherboard provides video multiplexing, address generation, a coaxial cable
driver, and voltage regulators. The backend comprising the X/Q detectors, 30 MHz
reference distribution, 500 KHz filter/amplifiers, and d.c. power sources are separated
from the fpa by a 9.14 m coaxial ribbon cable.

Figure I illustrates the operation of the camera as a reflectometer. The transmitter beam
propagates unfocused through a hole in the lens center and illuminates an area 24 cm in
diameter at a distance of 2 m from the lens. The power received by each fpa element is
focused by the zoned, aplanatic lens to a I - 2 cm spot size qt the half power width. The 64
pixels are adjacent at the half power level, giving an image spanning about 6 x 24 cm. The
camera porformance is summarized in Table 1.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The pumped divertore') is a major upgrade for the JET tokamak. Its purpose is to control the influx of impurities into

the plasma and minimize the heat loading on the target tles. The plasma parameters in the divertor region, low electron
temperature, To, (10.100 eV) and high electron density, no, (~102o mn4 ) are very different from those of the bulk plasma,
Electron cyclotron emission (ECE) cannot be used to measure local To because of the resulting low optical depth, ',
However low c makes the measurement or electron cyclotron absorption (ECA) feasible(2)(3 ), The absorption is directly
related to the local noTe product,

The technique chosen to make this measurement must overcome a variety of problems: high background ECE from the
bulk plasma, poor access for antennas, a 50 metre distance from the instrument to the plasma and coherence effects from the
microwave source. Moreover, the instrument must be tunable over a 35 OHz bandwidth, which for a given plasma discharge
is fixed somewhere in the range 120 to 240 GHz depending on the magnetic field value,

2. DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE
The requirements of covering two waveguide bands (WR6 and WR4) and overcoming the significant looses In the

system (-45 dB) have led to a design based on two BWO sources, Each BWO can cover an entire wavegulde band, has an
output power >10 mW and can be rapidly tuned (< Inms, full band), However the high temporal coherence of such a source
can produce standing waves and trapped modes In the oversized waveguides used to transmit the radiation to and from the
plasma, This can result in significant time and frequency dependence of the transmissivity of the system.

2.1 SUPPRESSION OF COHERENCE EFFECTS
Waveguide discontinuities, such as oversized E- and H- plane bends, tapers, antennas and windows, are the cause of the

standing waves, The discontinuities can reflect or mode convert some fraction of the radiation, forming resonant cavities
which result in a strongly frequency dependent transmission,

Trapped mode resonances, in which power is converted Into higher order waveguide modes which are trapped and
strongly absorbed in the cavity, can produce particularly severe effects, Small mechanical movements can shift these
resonances significantly which would introduce spurious (non-ECA) absorption into the measurement.

We are developing a swept frequency interferometer technique for suppressing these coherence effects. The method
relies on a very linear sweep of the source frequency which generates a constant beat frequency at the detector by interference
between radiation from a fixed reference arm and that from the plasma arm. The beat frequency, fir, Is given by

f . tLV (A)

where AL is the difference in length between the plasma arm and the reference arm,
Any radiation that is reflected between two discontinuities in the plasma arm will have taken a longer path length to

the detector and will generate a displaced beat frequency when it beats with the reference arm (a ghost beat), By making the
reference arm shorter than the plasma arm, all ghost beats will be displaced to frequencies above fur. The frequency separation
of the ghosts from fir is given by

f(hot"- fir .4f.= S L (2)

where 8L Is the effective distance between the two discontinuities. Assuming a sweep rate of 30 eHi/ms and AL of Im, fir
is 100 kHz, By separating bends, tapers and windows with at least I m (8L>lm) of straight waveguide, the ghost beats will

LM.,,,.._ ,.._
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lie at least 100 kHz above fro. They can then be eliminated fiom the detected signal by filtering. Furthermore, the trapped
mode resonances are suppressed, because the rapid frequency sweeping prevents the phase matching required for resonance.

The transmission can be obtained by ratioing the detected signals measured with plasma (during the discharge) and
without plasma (before the discharge).
2.2 THE PROTOTYPE INSTRUMENT

Initial experiments have been aimed at proving the principles of the technique. A test instrument has been made with a
10 m oversized (S-band) waveguide arm and a quasi-optical reference arm. A varactor tuned Gunn diode source has been
linearised over a I ms sweep from 86 to 92 GHz. To generate large standing waves, . cvity circuit was added to the
waveguide arm using an in-waveguide beamsplitter. The beat signal with the cavity installed is shown in Fig 1. The power
spectra of the beat signals, l(f), with and without the cavity arm is shown in Pigs 2 and 3. A 25 kHz top hat filter was
applied lit the frequency domain, as shown, and the time traces were reconstructed from the filtered spectra, Fig 4 shows the
ratio of the modulation envelopes of the two filtered time traces, The modulation, around the expected value tji' 1, evident in
Fig 4, is because the filtering process has not yet been optimized.

3. CONCLUSION
The swept frequency interferometer technique has been successfully implemented on a prototype instrument for the

ECA diagnostic. On the basis of these results, the actual instrument In now being designed. This design and f -rther results
will presented at the conference.

The authors wish to thank Dr. Richard Wylde for many informative discussions anu for contributions to the design of
the quasi-optical reference arm used in this work.
(1) Huguet et al., 14th Symposium on Fusion Engineering(San Diego,1991)
(2) D V Bartlett, A E Costley, R Prentice, 15 InS, Conference on Infrared and MIllimetre Waves,Orlandj,FI,USA, 1990.
(3) R J Smith, D V Bartlett, A B Costley, S Richards, Proc, of the 8th Joint Workshop on BCE and ECRH, IPP 111/186,
,Out Ising, Germany, 1992) IPP Report IPPIII/186(1993).
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3EA, England
*Imperial College of Science Technology and Medicine, London, England

**Thomas Keating Ltd, Billingshurst, West Sussex, England and
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A multi-channel, fixed frequency heterodyne radiometer, operating Inthe radiation frequency range
73GHz to 127GHz, is used for electroncyclotrun emission measurements on the JET tokamak (1). In a
tokamak,the spatial variation of the magnetic field in the plasma provides the means by which
spatially resolved measurements of theeisslon can be made (2). To obtain well localised measurements, it
isnecessary to minimise the volume over which the measured emission is averaged. The spatial
resolution along the line of sight is determined by the spectral resolution of the radiometer which, In the
case of the JET radiometer, is 500 MHz. This corresponds to a spatial resolution of .20.mm. The spatial
resolution transverse to the line of sight is determined by the antenna pattern of the collection system. At
present a waveguide system is used and this has a spot size of 420 mm at the plasma centre. A quasi-
optical system which will be used to improve this is under construction and is described in this paper.

The quasi-optical system has been designed to satisfy certain criteria, It must operate over a wide
bandwidth; the bandwidth of the radiometer has been increased to cover 73GHz to 139GHz. It must
transmit two orthogonal, linear polarisations with minimal cross-polar scattering because the
radiometer measures the intensity of both polarilstions independently. The double vacuum window
through which the plasma is viewed has a diameter of -65mm which means that the beam radius, at
the vacuum window, has to be 016.mm. In addition, the beam has to couple efficiently to oversized
waveguide which Is used to transport the radiation along a tortuous path, -40m long to the radiometer,

Figure I shows schematically the quasi-optical collection system, Radiation from the plasma Is reflected
by the two off-axis mirrors and, after passing throagh the vacuum window, arrives at the first aperture of
a 'back-to-back' corrugated horn (3). After traversing the horn,the radiation, in a fundamental Gaussian
beam, is coupled into oversized waveguide.

The 'back-to-back' horn is formed by two corrugated tapers connected by a short section of corrugated
circular guide. The fundamental Gaussian component of the incident field excites the HE11 mode which
propagates down the horn structure. The short circular guide, acting as a mode filter, ensures that only
the HEII mode can propagate through the horn and defines the antenna pattern of both the receive and
transmit ends. As the back-to-back horn is axially symmetric it transmits orthogonal polarisations of the
incident field identically, The antenna pattern of such a horn has been measured and satisfactorily
approximates a fundamental Gaussian beam. Side lobes in the antenna pattern were not observed above
the noise floor of the measurement which was 24dB below the power in the central peak. Cross-polar
mode conversion was also not detectable at this level.

To meet the requirement of a small waist at the vacuum window, the 'back-to-back' horn is mounted
directly behind the window and the collection mirrors in the vacuum vessel. The mirrors are limited in
size by adjacent components. The smallest waist that can be produced in the plasma Is 40mm, at a distance
of 2.5m from the paraboloidal collection mirror.The cross-polar power loss and the higher order mode lou
for each mirror has been reduced as far as possible. The combined power loss due to these effects is
estimated to be less than -24dB for each mirror.

The quartz discs, which form the vacuum window, are tilted to reduce channel fringing In each window
and in the gap between them. They are tilted at equal and opposite angles so that the beam remains on
axis after traversing the window. Residual channel fringing will occur in each window and may cause the
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transmniuuion of the double vacuum window to be strongly frequency dependent, methods are being
explored to reduce this effect (see Hughes et al this conference).

Two different ways of coupling the quasi-optical beam into the oversized waveguide are being examined.
The first is to illuminate the mouth of the waveguide directly from the scalar feed, Coupling In this case
(4) may be poor, -0O.6, but it can be applied with minimal technical problems in this situation. The second
technique Is to focus the beam to form a waist at the mouth of the guide using a third mirror (5) as shown
in Figure 1, Coupling should be higher in this case, 2!0.9, across the whole bandwidth. However, limited
access may prevent the use of this arrangement.

Experiments are in progress to determine the best method for coupling the beam to the oversized
waveguide and to verify the performance of the system as a whole,

REFERENCES
(1) DV Bartiett el &I, 'The JET Heterodyne Radiometer and Investigations
of Fast Phenomena', Proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on ECE and ECRH, 1992.
12)F Engelm-ann and M Curatolo, 'Cyclotron Radiation from a Rarefied
Inhomogeneous Magnetoplasma', Nuclear Fusion, 13, pp497-507, 1973.
(3) RJ Wylde, 'Millimetre-wave Gaussian beam-mode optics and corrugatedfeed horns', Proc lEE, Part H,
131, pp258-262 (1984)
(4) WB Joyce and BC DeLoach, 'Alignment of Gaussian Beams', Applied

T, ics, Vol 23(23), pp4187-4196, 1984
(WKasparek, private communication, Janually 1993
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ABBTRACT

The results are presented of the invesigation of the kirodyne laser interfe-
romoter-polarineter X=195 4m made on the quauioptioal element basis and designed
for the synchronous determin• tion of the electronic density n and the magnetic
field B, of the tbermuclear plato on "=FAKMAK",

1. DnMMIwCN

The determinaticn of the man electron density ne and the poloidal magnetio
field B is of great iuportanoe for the investigation of the high ten-
perature thermonuclear pws.m, Th* i Interferoamters are widely used for the de-
terminat ion n, and the deotwination Bp mny be tftried out by the measurement of
the poloidal field inducin Faraday rotation in the Tokwask plasm, the polari-
meter cafbining with the interformar . It is expedient to use a subnillimeter la-
aer r ditioan_,n the large plaws machine when the electron den-
sity is 10 cme and the plasm diameter is nore than 1000 m.

2. WMIUCAL FEA1VM OF UM DEVICE

We have developed the hkmxdne interfe ter-polarlimtr X:195 kAm using the
Doppler shifting with the cylindrical rotating grating providing frequency shift
about 106 k4z, The exper1imntal model is created on the basis of the hollow circular
dielectric wavequide 0 20 mn and quasioptical devices and its tests are carried out
with using the DCN laser and liquid helium oooled detectors (InSb). Faraday rotation
a'nile 4 is nmseamed by the signal level U refleoted from the analysing wire grat•i•,
The wire grating is u•ited orthoonally to tbe initial polarization of the vmve. To
reduoe ibfluenoe of radiation ellipticity the analysing mad polarigating gratings
xe ,unt•ed directly near at the plasm chamber. Faraday rotation is imitated by the
st•pped -alibrator with the stepping motor operated by a vul~er~d The moon losses
in the wavequide are about 1,0 dB/m. The detectors had NLP 4,6x10 W/Hl in hetero-
dyne operaticn, The actual antennas and the fused quartz windows of the T-15 Tokarak
were used In the tests, Window thickness was 1,55 mm, and its diameter was 23 mm.

3. RESLTS AND DI6SaION

Influsioe of antennas cn ellipticity facytor of the output radiation from the
plasmd chmber was investigated. The losses betweei flanges of ohamber are 24 dB sld
olliptioity factor is -11,1 dB, when the antnnae are attached to the flanges with
the windows (free sapce iis 1400 m), When there are no antenmas, t1a losses are
27,1 dB amid the ellipticity factor lu -28,5 dB (free sPo is 4500 mu). To estimate
:i.fluence of hea mitermns on the nmasrowent results, polarization oharacteria-
tics 0 = f() (where 0 7 U/A,.,) were read in hterodyne opeation. Polarioation
chracteriabics are presented in Fig. 1 (UL - noise level, ourve I - the antennas
are preaent, ourve 2 -' the antennas are absent).

i L =ll.m,•,,,o.- i •i •i m m i
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Plasm• influence oo probing bem is known to be simi-
1&r to the scattering lens. Me pi-xVl refraction wngle
is 0,5 when t=195 4m and r=2x1O an . Polarization oha-
racteristics read when modeling the refraction by the tef-
ion priam are represented by the dotted line in Fig.i. The

/ radiation elliptioity resalted in the appearing of -the sig-
/ /nal reflected fromn the analysing grating when (j>-o*, which

exceeds the noise level of the detector. This resulted in
.,,,/ / the nonlinear dependence of initial part of the polariza-

/ tion charactoeristio, The linear peat of the characteristic
can be usd Sby introducing &w initial polarization chae
(about 2 -3") and taking it for the initial reading, if the
radiation has a amill ellipticity. This leads, hmvver, to
save decreasiig of B/N ratio, Accessory probing radiation

7-- .... .polarizaticn cdage is observed by refraction, which inare-
Fig. 1 -la•i-ati-n ases when the antenas are present. Curve 1' (with the an-

chareateristics tuinas) and curve 2' (without the antennas) on Fig,1 illus-
trates this effect,

Thus we UWn draw a Conclusion, that it is expedient
to rfune frcx similar antenns to itnprove charaoteris-
tics uf the Literferoaneter-polarirneter.

Te systei is calibrated in the absence of the plas-
wi by rotating the polaritAtion grating and detecting the
wnplifier output as a fwncticn of the rotati agle.gle, The
gra.big its turnied l vwv- 300 ins. The rotation step is
(I . 0,1 ) . The correspaiding osoillograin is shown in
Fig, 2 wten there are no 'itennas and the windows are pre-
weat. It'. owi be seen that noise level was by far leas

tUh the step, the lock-in aimlifie•r using. Its time con- Fig.2 The calihration
stmuiL is 10 m,. Due to it, the Poolarization rtsolution is

not worse thwn 0,1 when power of laer is 5 WW and the
total length of the isjauring ohamnel is about 7000 inn.

Binyultaneiously withi polarizAtion rimasuranents the
device measures t~he phase shift of the probing radiation
with resixec tA, the reference channel radiation, The
Phase noise owcillcreun, when the plasm is absent, is
presented in Fig.3. It shows that the value of the phase
noise total amplitude is about 15" ., t aoreoponds to the
plasma electronic dansity n,=3,4xl,0 cmn Thus, the den-
sity response threshold is 0, 2) from the expected plsjs

Fig.3 The phase noise density, TMe phase difference mesaurenmnt error is t4

4, (MCON JSIONS

The Vef1,ts Uf the investigation of the developed submillimwtor ihterferomie-
tar .polariaeter k195 Im deanonstaated Its efficiency and possibility to achieve the
pola•ization resowi0tico, not worse tlvn 0,1' and the density response
Uireshuld 3,4x 10 an

5. WEFENCES

I, H, Sultwiaih, "Current distaIbuticn meaxsuraennt in a tokawsk by FIR polari-
rnatiy," fiv, &.i, ShWatrw.,, Vol.57, J4 8, pp. 1.939--1944, 1986.
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First electron temperature edge measurements on the
ASDEX Upgrade tokamak using a heterodyne radiometer

NA, Salmon

Max-Planck-Institut far Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
D-8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Abstract
The design of a multi-channel heterodyne radiometer used to determine the electron temperature in the edge

region of the ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) tokamak plasma by measuring the microwave electron cyclotron emission
(ECE) is described. A novel feature of the system is the use of both side-bands of a heterodyne mixer to maximize
the available radiation bandwidth, Calibration, first plasma measurements and their interpretation are discussed,

1. Instrument design
A heterodyne radiometer has been designed specifically to measure the 2"J harmonic e-mode ECE from the low

field mid-plane edge region (0.7 < r/a < 1.) of the AUG plasma. The AUG project has been designed to study the
edge region of the tokamak plasma under conditions similar to those iii an envisaged fusion reactor 1 . A heterodyne
radiometer is ideal for such a purpose as it can provide continuous temperature measurements with microsecond time
resolution at several different spatial locations with a radial resolution of 1 to 2 cm 2. This is necessary to study fast
phenomena and to resolve steep gradients which exist at edge regions of the plasma.

Cyclotron radiation from the plasma is imaged onto the end of a 25 mm diameter waveguide by a TPX lens of
27 cm diameter and 1.0 m focal length. Directly in front of the waveguide entrance is a wire grid (wire dia. 100 pm
and spicing 215Mum) linear polariser that selects the e-mode, The waveguide is then tapered up to the transmission
waveguide size of 50 mm. The transmission waveguide in which the imaging system excites the linear polaeised TE11
mode is 25 m long, has 5 E-plane bends and 3 H-plane bends, The comb ined waveguide and imaging antenna system
has a measured transmission of 7.0% (280 GHz) to 3.5% (0190 GHz) 3 . The measured spot size dia. is 5 cm in the
centre of the plasma and 7 cm at the plasma edge.

At the entrance of the receiver the radiation is tapered down from 50 mm to 25 mm. With AUG central magnetic
fields ranging from 1.0 to 3.8 T the radiometer needs to be sensitive over the band 44 to 187 GHz, To span this
frequency range a system with 5 mixers was chosen, Selection of the appropriate mixer is made by a series of five pairs
of oversi1ed (25 mm dia,) waveguide switches. Signals from each pair of switches are tapered down to fundamental
waveguide using optimal parabolic tapers and then mode converted to the TE10 mode. At the end of each pair of
mode converters are two waveguide filters: one transmitting only the lower and the other the upper side band of
the mixer (figure 1). The appropriate filter is selected by a rotary waveguide switch located directly in front of the
mixer.

Signals from the appropriate mixer are directed into a single IF section by the use of a 5 input / 1 output multi-
position coaxial switch. Here the signals are amplified and split into several channels. A bank of power dividers
and GaAs FET IF amplifiers responding over the range 3 to 12.5 GHz divide the IF section into several channels.
The signals enter an array of band-pas filters with centre frequencies spaced equally across the IF bandwidth before
entering the array of Si Schottky barrier detectors. A9 the radial gradient of the cyclotron frequency in the plasma is
a function of the central magnetic field, in order to achieve a given spatial resolution two arrays of band-pam filters
are used. For measurements at lower magnetic fields (<2 T) an array of 32 300 MHz wide band-pass filters equally
spaced across the frej'uency range can be used. For measurements at the higher magnetic fields an array of 16 600
MHz filters are umed. This enables 15 cm at the plasma edge to be covered with a radial resolution of 1 to 2 cm at
all magnetic fields.

Signals output from the detectors enter a 16 channel video stage. A single channel consists of a pre-amp (of gain
x 100) followed by a low-pan filter (with cut-off frequency variable from 1 kHz to 150 kHz) and a main amplifier
(of gain variable from unity to x 103). Signals out ut from the main amplifier are transmitted a distance of 50. m
to the data acquisition system by an optical pulse AM transmission line. A CAMAC data acquisition system with 2
ADCs is used to collect data with a sample frequency of up to 250 kHz (per ADO). The instrumental noise from the
system is dominated by the pre-amp and corresponds to a minimum detectable temperature variation of -,,8 eV in
a 100 kHz video bandwidth. However, during plasma temperature measurements the dominant noise is due to the
thermal photon fluctuations2 , Using a 100 kHz video bandwidth these fluctuations limit the signal to noise ratio to
55 (for the 300 MHz IF filters) and 80 (for the 600 MHz filters).

2. Calibration
The system can be calibrated by measuring the thermal emission from large area microwave absorbers at the

temperature of liquid nitrogen and at room temperature. During calibration these are placed in the image plane
of a dummy antenna system. Alternatively the instrument can be calibrated against the calibrated AUG ECE
Michelson interferonicter using the plasma as a radiation source 4 , These calibration methods are discussed more
fully in reference 2 .
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3. Measurements and interpretation
First measurements of the temperature at the edge of the plasma have been made on detached divertor plasmas.

Detached in this case refers to plasmas in which at least 30 % of the total power input to the plasma is radiated in
the divertor region, Measurements from two channels of the radiometer during this phase are shown in figure 2. The
detachment of the plasma is initiated by an increase in the density, CCD camera measurements in the visible part of
the spectrum indicate that the plasma detachment occurs between 1.2 and 1.4 s. During this phase of the discharge
the temperature falls, However, this fall could partially be due to the power balancing caused by the rising density.
A significant observation is that the temperature in the mid-plane does not fall rapidly when the plasma becomes
detached. This is in agreement with the classical heat flow (qll T 5/ 2 VT) along the field lines from the last closed
flux surface into the divertor.

Later in this discharge, after 1.4 a, the local electron density rises above the e-mode cut-off density (5,1 x 1011m 3 )
and the emission cannot propagate directly out of the plasma. In this case the intensity of radiation is greatly
reduced and no longer directly proportional to the electron temperature, The signals show that when entering the
cut-off phase the level of fluctuations on the signals increases. It is also observed that during the cut-off phase the
level of fluctuations on the outer most channel (at the 75 % flux surface) is very large (50 %o). As it is known that
very little of the cyclotron emission fluctuations can be attributed to temperature fluctuations (as they are known
to be small) it must be concluded that the fluctuations are due to density variations close to the critical density, As
these measurement are local measurements in the plasma they could be useful when combined with data from other
diagnostics, such as density reflectometry, in the study of fluctuations,

4. Conclusions and further developments
A heterodyne radiometer has been used to measure the temperature in the edge region of the ASDEX Upgrade

plasma, A useful improvement to the system would be to replace the simple oversized waveguide reflection switches
with beam splitters and to have two or more IF channels, This would enable more than one mixer to be operated
simultaneously and hence allow temperature measurements to be made in the plasma edge region and the centre at
the same time, When rapidly sampling (-..1O•s) data on all channels of the radiometer for more than *-500 ms large
amounts of data are generated, This situation may be improved by using a transputer based data acquisition system
that selects only useful data for permanent storage'. This diagnostic should also be a useful instrument with which
to study heat waves stimulated by electron cyclotron resonance heatings,
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Hot-Electron Superconducting Mixers
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The creation of low noise heterodyne receivers for frequencies above 1 THz is in the urgent
need for radio astronomy, laser spectroscopy, plasma diagnostic, etc. In this paper we discuss
the nonlinear effect related to hot electrons in supercon uctors, and their potential use in low
noise submilimeter wave mixer. We also discuss results achieved so far as well as possible future
developments.

Recently we have shown that in thin (- 100.A) and narrow (- 1pm) superconducting strips
nonlinearities are present near a transition temperature T, due to the hot-electron effect. This
nonlinearity monitors itself both in conventional and in high-TZ superconductors [1,2]. As radia-
tion is absorbed, the superconductivity is being suppressed, and the quasiparticle concentration
increases causing a change in V-I characteristic. When the current flowing through the super-
conducting strip exceeds its critical value, the strip's state becomes resistive. The nature of the
resistive state is attributed to varios physical mechanisms such as (i) phase slip centers which
apper, at T ; T,, (ii) flow of magnetic flux vortices at T < T,, and (iii) heated normal condition
domains.

An energy relaxation flow within the device is illustrated in Fig. 1. A necessary condition
is that there should be a strong electron-electron (Coulomb) interaction to rapid transfer the
absorbed energy to all electrons (the typical time constant of electron-electron interaction time
r. 1,0 is of order of 10'2 - 1011 s for To c- T.. It is also required that the energy transfer from
electrons to phonons is comparatively slow i.e. the electron-phonon interaction time 7",A-ph > r.-_.
(Ifhe bottleneck of the process). On the other hand, the time of the detection process should be
short enough to allow intermediate frequency (IF) up to several GHz, therefore it is necessary to
have r',d-ph < 10-lo S.

The time constants can be affected by a propper choice of the dimensions of the sup erconduct-
ing strin. The excess electron energy must first escape to the phonons in the superconducting strip
(the time constant r.L-,,h is of order of 3. 10"0 s for Nb, 10-11 s for NbN and 10-2 s for YBCO
at T = T,, and then from the phonons in the film to the substrate (time constant r.,), So it is
required that non-equilibrium p onons should escape from the film before they could be scattered
by electrons (time constant r',.._,). The r.. time is affected by dimensions of the superconducting
strip r,. - d (d is the thickness of the superconducting film). In order to avoid it reverse flow
of non-equilibrium phonons from the substrate to the fil[m a width of the strip should be smaller
than I Am.

Results of IF band neasurements at 150 GHz show that IF bandwidth for Nb mixer can
approach 500 MHz, while for the NbN mixer it should yield 10 GHz and for YBaCuO a.' 100 GHz.
Conversion losses of Nb mixer gotten experimentally are presented in [3]. Measurements show a
total conversion loss of the receiver from 7.5 to 11 dB, Taking into account the input mismatch
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Fig. 1. Shematic diagram showing various energy relaxation mechanisms
in superconducting hot-electron devices.

loss one can estimate that an intrinsic loss of the mixing element is about I dB. Since non-
equilibrium phenomena in thin films can cause a negative effective resistance, the positive conver-
sion gain is also possible for this mixer. Up to now the noise of the hot electron mixer has not
been experimentally established. Measurements indicate only that the noise temperature of the
mixer is rather low.

Since the number of static defects in ultrathin films is large, the momentum relaxation time r,,
if of order of 10-15 - 1014 s, and the film is capable to absorb a power at any radiation frequency
from microwave to infrared waves where wr, = 1. Furthermore in such "durty" films there is
no parasitic elements like intergrainj unction capacities or an inductance related to the electron
inertia, that is greatly facilitate the design of submillimeter wave mixers.

The resistance of mixing element can be adjusted to 20 - 300 A by choosing a length of the
strip; therefore the coupling with a waveguide or a planar antenna can be easly done. or such a
strip the optimum local oscilator power is of order of 10' W for Nb, 10-4 W for NbN and 10-'
W for YBaCuO. If a large dynamic range is required, several strips can be connected in parallel
in order to get a larger volume of mixing element, So, the hot-electron mixer promises to be an
alternative device for achieving low noise temperatures in the submillimeter and the far-infrared
ranges.

1. E.M.Gershenzon, M.EGershenzon, G.N.Goltsman, A.M.Lyul'kin, A.D,Sernenov, A. V. Sergeev,
"Electron-phonon interaction in ultrathin Nb films", Soy. Phys. JETP, Vol. 70, pp. 505-513
(1.990).

2. E.M.Gershenzon, G.N.Gol tsman, A.D.Semenov, A.V.Sergeev, "Mechanism of picosecond
response of granular YBaCuO films to electromagnetic radiation", Sol. St. Com., Vol. 76,
pp, 493-495 (1990).

3. E.M.Gershenzon, G.N.Gol'tsman, Yu.P.Gusev, A.I.Elant'ev, A.D.Semenov, "Electromag-
netic radiation mixer based on electron heating in resistive state of superconductive Nb and
YBaCuO", IEEE Trans. Mag., Vol, 27, pp. 1317-1321 (1991).
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A Combined 3mm and 1.3mm Bands SIS Receiver for the IRAM Interferometer
M.Carter.J.Blondel.A.Karpov.F.Mattiocco.B.Lazareff

IRAM. Institut de Radio Astronomie Millimetrigue

The IRAM, Institut de Radio Astronomic Millimetrique, interferometer at the Plateau de Bure
has been successfully working for a number of years in the 80-115GHz band with SIS receivers. It
was decided to increase the frequency range on the four antennas and their efficiencies by
simultaneously covering the 13r3mm frequency band 200-270GHz and the 3mm band,80-1 15GHz.
To do this a different construction of the receiver was required since the size and optical
arrangement of the receiver cabin did not allow a parallel cryostats to be mounted.

The new receiver is based on the Infrared Laboratories hybrid cryostat , which has an 8 inch 4K
cold plate, and 15 and 77K shields cooled by a CT1 350 refrigerator and 2 output ports. It was
decided to simplify the optics as much as possible, but at the same time seek to reduce the hot optic
loss to a minimum.

The SIS junctions are made on a quartz substrate, which is suspended across a reduced height
waveguide of a copper mixer block,ref 1. The waveguide dimensions for the 3mm mixer has also
been reduced in width to improve the mixer performance at 115GHz, which is the important CO12-
I astronomical line. Both waveguide blocks have reduced -height to normal guide transformers
fitted into the blocks. The junctions used are made at IRAM,and are made by a trilayer technique of
Nb/Aloxide/Nb in an array of two, with a niobium low pass filter fabricated at the same time on the
quartz substrate, ref 2. The 1.3mm junctions have integrated tuning in parallel to reduce the
junction capacitance,ref 3, The local oscillator is fed on to the mixers by means of side wall
couplers, which are mounted directly on to the mixer in the cold. The couplers have an insertion
loss of >0.2dB, a coupling of 18-22 dB and an isolation > 40dB. The LO enters into the waveguide
in both cases in stainless steel waveguide WRIO, which is overmoded for the 1.3mm case. 'The
signal enters onto the mixer by means of a cold corrugated horn/lens combination. The IF is at a
centre frequency of 1.5 GHz with a bandwidth of 500MHz, There are two HEMT amplifiers
mounted onto the 15K stage of the cryostat.

The measured noise temperature of the IF is about 6K. The receiver noise temperature, tested
using the standard Y-factor technique and using T(hot) as 295K and T(oold) as 77K, liquid
nitrogen. The IF bandwidth for these measurements was always 50OMHz. The noise temperature
for the receivers, plotted against local oscillator frequency can be seen in figures 1 and 2. In the
3mm band between the frequencies of 86GHz ,SiO, and 115GHz C012-1, the noise temperature
DSB is of the order of 40-50K, whilst the SSB noise temperature is about 60K with about 10dB of
rejection of the upper sideband. T(receiver) for the 1.3slowly in temperature. The SSB results like
3mm case show noise temperatures about 30% higher across most of the band.

The receivers have been automated so that they can be completely computer controled remotely.
This has included the use of an A.G.C. loop on the local oscillator power to stabalize the
fluctuations and drifts, ref 4. The normal phase lock loop is still employed.

The schedule for completion of these systems will be to have the first system delivered on to
the telescope for the end of 1993, and then have the four antennas working simultaneosly in the
1.3mm and 3mm bands by the end of 1994.
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200 and 270 GH? SIS Receivers Development
for Atmospheric Observation

S. Ochiai and H. Masuko
Communic.dtions Research Laboratory

4-2-1 Nukui-Kita, Koganei, Tokyo 184 Japan

Superconducting mixers have been developed for observations of atmospheric
minor constituents such as CIO and ozone at Communications Research Labo-
ratory. This paper describes the work at development of 200 and 270 GHz SIS
mixers.
Nb/AIOx/Nb junctions were fabricated at Nobeyama Radio Observatory. The
base Nb layer 200 nm, the Al (AlOx) insulation layer, and the counter Nb elec-
trode 150 nm are sputtered. The area outside of a jintiorn defined by etching
of the counter electrode is insulated by anodized Nb layer and sputtered S102.
After sputtering thick SiO2 layer on the whole wafer, a contact hole is made
by etching. The thickness of the wiring Nb layer is 500 nm. The junctions are
formed on the 250 pm thick fused quartz substrate. After the process of the
junction fabrication, the quartz substrate is shaved from the back side until 150
pm thickness.
Each junction for 270 GlIz mixer has an area of about 1 pm2. The normal
resistance of the six junctions series array is around 70 fl.
The mixer block has a reduced waveguide (1.2 x 0.1 mm for 200 GHz and 0.98
x 0.1 mm for 270 GHz). The waveguide has two tuners in addition to a fixed
backshort cavity. This configuration can allow to realize the lower embedding
impedance, and less sensitive to the position of the tuners.
The SIS mixers are cooled in a closed cycle He refrigerator. The LO is optically
injected through a Fabry Perot interferometer. The 5 - 7 GHz IF is fed to a
HEMT amplifier cooled at 15 K.
We have started a preliminary measurement of the noise temperature of the SIS
receivers, and comparing with calculated DSB receiver noise temperature as-
suming 3-port model. We continue to improve the performance of the SIS mix-
ers now,
We intend that the receivers shall be utilized for atmospheric monitor from next
winter,
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Preparation and microwave measurements of stacked Nb/(AI/AlOx/Nb)n superconducting tunnel structures

I. P. Nevirkovets, and L. P. Strizhko*
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ABSTRACT

The I-V characteristics of stacked Nb/(Al/AIOx/Nb)n superconducting tunnel structures with n-3 and n-6 were measured
under microwave irradiation of 45 and 136 Gl0z. The classical responce of the structures was observed over a wide range of
input RF power at 45 0Hz. Photon-assisted steps in the I-V characteristics were observed at 136 0Hz, The widths of the steps
correspond to the response from only 2 and 4 junctions in 3- and 6-barrier structores, respectively,

1. INTRODUCTION

A multilayered approach to SIS receiver design seems to improve the device performance by increasing saturation power
and dynamic range, by reducing the capacitance, and by eliminating the Inductance problem associated with conventional
planar series arrays of SIS junctions, So far, stacked arrays consisting of two junctions have been prepared and tested1.2,
Recently, it has been shown that it Is possible to fabricate vertically stacked arrays Nb/(Al/AIOx/Nb)n, with n up to 10, with

good homogeneity of barriers throughout the stack 3 . The present contribution describes the preliminary results of the
microwave measurements of these structures in conjunction with their possible mixer applications,

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We have fabricated Nb/(AL/AlOx/Nb)n tunnel structures with n-3 and nw6 by the sputtering deposition route described

elsewhere3 , The junctions areas were 8x8 pm 2 . In the 3-junction stack, the barriers were spaced by 70 nm Nb layers, while in
the 6-junction stuck the thicknesses of the inner layers were 30 nm, The bottom and uppermost Nb layers in both types of
structures had thicknesses of approximately 120 nm. The structures were inserted into a broad-band RF section weakly coupled
with a wave guide and exposed to RF radiation of v.45 aHz and 136 GHz. The quasiparticle I-V characteristics corresponding
to various RF power levels were measured in liquid helium at T.4.2 K.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Measurements at v=45 GHz showed essentially classical responce from both types of structures with photon-assisted
tunneling steps slightly pronounced only at high applied microwave signals. This might be due to the fact that the onset of the
current step at V-nx2s/e was not sharp enough over the range nxhv/e.

Fig. I shows a set of I-V characteristics obtained from a structure with n=6. For this structure, assuming that the particular
junctions are connected in series, the photon-assisted steps should have spacing nxhv/e-3.38 mV, which is considerably larger
than the smearing of the nonlinearity of the quasiparticle current step at Vunx2A/e. In fact, we observed the classical behaviour
at weak input LO power (9 dB curve), and gradual growth of the 1st photon-assisted step at higher power levels, The width of
the 1st step increased with power, which is seen from calculated dl/dV curves shown in the inset of Fig. l. At 0 and I dB
attenuation level, the 2nd and 4th steps appear. As follows from dI/dV curves, the voltage positions of the steps are separated by
8V-2,3 mV, which is considerably less than the expected theoretical value, and corresponds to the response of only 4 junctions
rather than 6.

Similar results were obtained with n=3 structures. The corresponding I-V characteristics are shown in Fig.2. In this case the
width of the phonon-assisted step is 8V- 1.13 mV instead of the expected value of 1.70 mV. We measured experimental values
of 8V from observed gap voltages for corresponding I-V curves. As follows from the 8V obtained, In the case of n-3 only 2
junctions from the stack contribute to photon-assisted tunnelling,

The main result of our experiments which has to be explained is-why not all of the junctions composing the stack
participate in photon-assisted tunnelling, As we can see from Fig.l,2, a considerable suppression of the energy gap in
superconducting Nb films takes place in our structures because of heating and nonequilibrium effects, The unperturbed value of
the energy gap in Nb films is 1.35 mV, so that for a 3-barrier structure the total gap voltage should be 3x2/e-8. 1 mV, while the
measured value at T-4.2 K is 6.7 mV, However, this value gives evidence that no superconducting layer becomes normal in
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experimental conditions, Our previous experiments with stacked tunnel junctions showed that good phonon coupling exists
between the thin superconducting layers composing the stack, so that they are driven homogeneously under phonon injection4 .
Thus, it seems to be unlikely that heating and nonequilibrium effects could eliminate exactly one junction in a 3-barrier stack
(or 2 junctions in a 6-barrier stack) from participation in photon-assisted tunnelling.

A possible cause of the observed behaviour could be the intrinsic RF properties of multibarrier structures, The tunnel
barriers in our structures are spaced by Nh layers of thickness d<2%L, where XL is London penetration depth, Hence, the
junctions composing the structure are inductively coupled, and this, in principle, could allow the applied RF power to be
transferred from one junction to another resulting in its nonuniform distribution across the stack. The possibility of RF power
transfer from one stripline to another in the system consisting of two weakly coupled striplines is shown in Ref. 5, Whether this
could occur In the system of weakly coupled lumped elements is the subject of further Investigation.
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Performance of an SIS receiver over 460 GHz to 640 GHz using
submicron Nb junctions with integrated RF tuning circuits
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I. INTRODUCTION (g)

The most sensitive heterodyne receivers used for 'P 0-.Ler
millimeter wave and submllilmeter wave radioastronomy -,[i Slob
employ superconductor.insulator-superconductor (SlS)
tunnel junctions u the nonlinear mixing element. Good "W"M as Am IS-

performance has recently been reported for SIS junctions
used in planar mixer circuits and waveguide mixers from Jun on
about 300 OHs to 500 GOH. We have developed a
submillimeter wave SiS heterodyne receiver for observing cp 1"etedlw
important rotational transitions of molecules in the so
interstellar medium near 550 GHz and 630 G01z. This
receiver is based on a waveguide mixer with an adjustable (b) H

backahort and E-plane tuner (1], The mixer uses a high ,-
current density, 0,25 gm2 Nb.AIOx-Nb tunnel junction 1/

deflned by electron beam lithography 12), The capacitance
of the junction is compensated with an Integrated RF Figure 1: SIS tunnel junction with an integrated
superconductive microstrip tuning circuit, The receiver parallel microstrip tuning circuit, (a) Top view showing
performance has been measured over the frequency range transmlssion line dimensions for 550 OHV630 Orit,
460 OHz to 640 0Hz, DSB receiver noise temperatures as (b) Cross section view showing film topology
low as 200±: 17 K at 540 0Hz and 362.t 33 K at
626 GHz have been obtained, In addition, negative TII, RECEIVER DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT
differential resistance has been observed in the DC I-V TECHNIQUES
curve at frequencies around 491 GHz, These results indicate The 515 tunnel junction, integrated tuning circuit
that the superconductive Nb microstrip transmisson lines and s i lt er are fabric ated o n airt u it
used in the tuning circuits are low-loss and perform well up and low-pass RP filter are fabricated on a quartz substrate
to at least 90% of the superconductor energy gap frequency, which is installed Into the waveguide mixer mount and wire

bonded to the 50 C IF output connector. This mixer has an

II. SIS JUNCTIONS WITH INTEGRATED TUNING adjustable backshort and E-plane tuner (1] and the radiation
CIRCUITS is coupled into the weveguide mount by a dual mode

conical hom,
The integrated RP tuning circuit that resonates the The local oscillator (LO) source consists of two

junction capacitance is a parallel microstrip line terminated whisker-contacted Schottky varactor frequency multiplies
in a radial stub as shown in Figure 1, This circuit haq been (x2x3) 14) driven by a Gunn oscillator. The signal and LO
designed for center frequencies near both 550 and 630 0Hz, am combined in a folded Fabry-Perot diplexer and injected
The radial stub is used to provide an RF short over a broad into the cryostat through a dlifferentially-pumped window.
bandwidth, The stub dimensions were designed using an An off-axis elliptical mirror reflects the combined radiation
effective dielectric constant, which accounts for the into the mixer which is installed on the 4 K stage of the
penetration of the magnetic field into the superconductor, cryostat, The 1,4 0Hz IF output of the mixer is
The short is then transformed to an inductance by an transformed to the 50 1) input impedance of the low noise
appropriate section of microstrip line to compensate the HEMT amplifier by a microstrip transformer, The
capacitance of the junction, These circuits have been bandwidth for noise measurements is 300 MHz. A
designed to resonate the junction capacitance based on a superconducting magnet is used to suppress unwanted

2  n iJosephson Interference.
specific capacitance of 85 IF/gm2. In addition a series The totalieceiver noise temperature is determined by the Y-
micrmorip transformer circuit has been designed to resonate factor method using hot (295 K) and cold (82 K) loads, The
junction capacitances ranging from 60 fFp/m 2 to 100 reference plane for these measurements is the Input of the
fFp/n 2 , and is discussed elsewhere [3), diplexer. The radiation power from the loads ha been

calculated using the full Planck expression.
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IV. RESLLTS AND DISCUSSION A DC negative differential resistance has been
observed on the 1st photon step at LO frequencies of

The receiver performance has been measured over 487 OHz and 491 0Hz with junction A. This is a quantum
an LO frequency range from 460 0Hz to 640 0Hz, One mechanical effect which is not predicted by claulcal theory.
SIS Junction with no RF integrated tuning circuit and two When the mineir is biased in the negative resistance region,
junctions with integrated circuits have been measured. the IF output piower is very high and unstable, probably
Figure 2 shows the DSB receiver noise temperature as a due to low frequency oscillations. As a result, the receiver
function of the LO frequency. Junction A used a tuning is unstable and noisier at these frequencies. As seen in
circuit designed to resonate the junction capacitance at Figure 2, the receiver noise is higher by 100 K- 200 K in
550 0Hz, while the tuning circuit with junction B has this region.
been optimized for 630 0Hz. For each data point in Figure
2, the waveguide backahort and 0-plane tuner, LO level, V. CONCLUSION
and DC bia voltage were optimized. The best performance
at 540 OHz was for junction A (RN v 63 A) which gave A receiver for radloasuonomy applications In the
TR a 200 K (Y.factor w 1,78). The receiver performance range 460.640 0Hz has been demonstrated. The best results
wa very good with this junction, yielding TR S 300 K aem a DSB receiver temperature as low as 200 K at 540 0Hz
over the frequency range from 463 0Hz to 549 OHz, The and 362 K at 626 0Hz. The optics have been designed to
only exception was a few points near 490 0Hz, where the work in the 500-600 0Hz RF frequency range,
noise increased due to the appearance of negative differential Nevertheless, this receiver was tested at lower and higher
resistance (this is discussed in more detail below), Above frequencies to determine the behavior of the Integrated
600 0Hz the noise temperature Increases rapidly with the tuning circuits, In addition, we have begun measuring the
frequency because the tuning circuit does not compensate performunce of this receiver using a Series army of two
completely the junction capacitance in this frequency range, junctions made by optical lithography techniques [5). A
The receiver performed well up to 635 OHz with junction noise temperature TR (DSB) u 330 K hais o far been
B (RN w 73 A) and gave a noise temperature of 362 K at achieved at 491 0Hz, This work is in progress and will be
626 OHz. The noise temperature of this junction increases reporter later,
in the range 460.490 OHz which may due to an undesirable ACKNOWLEMEMENIS
resonance of the low-pass RF filter due to the substrate
being narrower than appropriate [ l. We wish tu acknowledge the fabrication of the aWay

Junction 0 which has no tuning circuit has also junctions by P. Fasutrier, This work was supported in part by
been measured from 460 to 630 'Hz, One can clea'ly see the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
in Figure 2 that the high capacitaies of the SIS junction is Technology, under contract to the National Aeronautics and
not completely compensated by the mechanical tuning Space Administration and the Innovative Science and
backshorts. The DSB receiver noise temperature is 850. Technology Office of the Strategic Defense Initiative
1150 K from 470 to 550 OHz, Under 470 and above Organization, Pascal Fobvre has been partly sponsored by
600 0Hz the noise increases which may be due to the Matra Marconi Space, Toulouse, France and the DEMIRM
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ABSTRACT
NbN-bued tunnel junctions using a thermally oxidised Al layer as the tunnel barrier have been fabricated for 350 0Hz and
500 0Hz testing, Choke structures containing two junctions in series have been tested in waveguide mixer blocks with 9-
plane tuners, Receiver noise temperatures obtained have been compared with equivalent Nb-based devices,

1. INTRODUCTION
For many years NbN has been seen as a promising candidate material for the fabrication of superconductor/insulator/
superconductor (SIS) junctions for high frequency devices, For quasiparticle mm-wave mixers in particular, NbN has the
advantages of high energy gap (1) and operating temperature, combined with the high reliability and robustness of Nb-
based devices, Niobium carbo-nitride, of imprecise composition, but described by the generic formula NbCN shares these
attributes with NbN and has a higher critical temperature (Tc) and A (17K and 3,1meV respectively), Despite these
desirable attributes a very low noise NbN.basod mixer device has yet to be fabricated, Although this stems in part from the
greater difficulty, compared with Nb, of depositing the superconductor with high To, the main problem lies with the
formation of a high quality barrier on a NbN base layer, The short (3nm) coherence length (4) of cold-deposited NbN
prohibits the use of an artificial tunnel barrier formed by the thermal oxidation of a metal overlayer because of the drastic
reduction In the tunneling gap caused by the proximity of any residual metal layer, Even using epitaxial NbN and NbCN,
which have a generally higher 4 of -7nm, 1 , makes the incorporation of a proximity barrier structure difficult. The
alternative use of directly deposited barrier materials such as MgO is generally even more difficult because of the great
likelihood of barrier defects, Work at JPL has denmonstrated reasonable quality NbN Junctions with MgO barriers3, and
these have been tested as mixers at frequencies up to 5000Hz, However, it has been found that the noise figures obtained
with these devices have always been considerably higher than the equivalent all.Nb device4, leading to the suggestion that
NbN/NbCN devices have intrinsic problems at high frequencies which are independent (f the quality of the Junction Itself,
As part of an BSA programme for THz mixer developmentS we have been developing NbN devices for mixer applications.
Recently we showed that high quailly device structures of the form NbCN/AI/AIOx/AI/Nb could be fabricated using high
quality epitaxial NbCN base layers . Although such structures still show a considerable reduction In the NbCN gap (to
the order of 2moV) this still represents an improvement over the equivalent all-Nb device and provides a means of usessing
NbCN as a high frequency material, These devices have been pumped at frequencies up to 490GHz and in this pope, we
report preliminary receiver noise temperatures obtained at 3500Hz.

2. DEVICE FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT
NbCN/AI/AlOx/AI/Nb structures were deposited onto silica substrates in a UHV magnetron sputter deposition system
without breaking vacuum, The NbCN base electrode, formed by reactive sputtering, was grown at a substrate temperature
of approximately 820'C, The substrates were then allowed to cool (to room temperature, or below) before depositing a
layer of pure Al, Oxygen was introduced for barrier oxidation, followed by a pumping stage before deposition of a Nb
countorelectrode, Devices were processed from these wafers using a self-aligned lift-off process similar to that described
elsewhere, 2 The complete structure was first reactively Ion etched using a SiCI4 plasma to define the filter structures,
contact pads and anodisation links. The second process stage defines and insulates the junctions: a photoresist mesa is
patterned to define the junction area, followed by a CP4 barrel etch, anodisation to - I 8V and r.f, sputter deposition of
SiO2, The junction areas are exposed by the lift-off of the resist mesas, The metallisation is performed by a Nb
deposition and lift-off process. The 490GHz design also allowed the deposition of Pd contact pads. Completed chips were
diced and lapped to 120p.tm x 70jrm x 3mm and mounted in the If, channel of mixer blocks for the appropriate frequency,

A typical dc, current vs voltage curve for two junctions in series Is shown in Fig, I(a). Whilst the sub-gap leakage is
low, the gap edge is strongly curved above an abrupt change in slope at VmAmin/te This form is characteristic of a short
coherence length proximity structure, In the same figure are pumped curves showing the photon steps above and below the
gap, Since these steps are dominated by the discontinuity at VuAmin/e, the step shape in also relatively sharp, We have
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shown elsewhere that the tunneling density of states in the NbCN/AI electrode is BCS like but with a reduced peak height
and a broader spread which extends up to the bulk NbCN gap of 3. 1 meV, 6 The pumped curves have been compared with
the Tien-Gordon model, showing that data and theory agree very well. This suggests that current theories for mixer
operation should be applicable to these devices, There is, however, some evidence of heating at the gap edge which is
likely to be due to a non-equilibtium effect, rather than to direct thermal heating, At this time the 490GHz receiver was
not set up to make noise measurements, and so 350GHz receiver noise temperatures were measured - see Fig, 2(a).
350GHz devices showed a strong series resistance due to the absence of Pd contact pads, but this could be electronically
suppressed. Receiver noise temperatures were obtained between 320 and 380GHz with the dual tuner mixer block re-tuned
at each measurement frequency, Fig, 2(b) shows the noise performance as a function of frequency.
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100
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FIg 1. 1 vs V plots for double Junction NbCN/AI/AIO /Nb Fig, 2. (a) Noise temperature vs bias voltage at 350GHz
ixer structure, (a) ,npumped, (b-d) pumped at 50504z, for double junction NbCN/AI/AlO /Nb device

(b) Optimum noise temperature vsTfrequency,

4, DISCUSSION

These preliminary results indicate that high quality mixing should be possible with NbN proximity Junction structures,
Although the noise temperature is significantly higher than for the best Nb devices, 7 the values compare well with
measurements of NbN mixers at lower frequencies, 4 and the presence of a large resistance in series with our junctions
undoubtedly adds to the total noise figure, We have estimated that the true mixer noise may be as low as 200K, although
this cannot be conflrmed until further measurements are made on junctions without the contact resistance,
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ABSTRACT
A qu&si optical SIS mixer for the frequency band 400-550 GHW has been designed and successfully tested

in a laboratory receiver setup, The intrinsic 818 junction capacitance was tuned out by a novel pair (twin) SIB
junction compensation circuit. The 4 g&m2 area Nb-AlOx-Nb Junctions, with mRnC product as high as 7.4 at
500 •1b, were patterned by optical lithography and integrated with a equiangular spiral antenna to give broad-
band SIS mixer operation, 're receiver demonstrated flat rtsponse within the tuning range bf the available LO
source (440 - 520 OHz) with DSB noise temperatures below 300 K over the entire band and with the best re-
ceiver noise temperature below 250 K DSB at 453 OHz (measured at 3.5 K, physical temperature), No mechani-
cal tuning was employed in the 818 mixer, These noise temperatures include all losses and was measured at
an IF center frequency of 1,5 OH.z,

1. Introduction
Recent progress In high sensitivity radiometers for spectroscopy, plasma diagnostics and radio astronomy at

millimeter and submlllimeter wavelengths is strongly linked to the develo ment of low noise superconducting
tunnel junction (818) mixers, Receivers using 818 mixers demonstrate the best noise performance at millimeter
and submillimeter wavelengths. To obtain optimum mixer performance is It necessary to tune out the intrinsic
capacitance of the 818 Junctions, Conuequently, a variety of lumped and distributed circuits for single and ar-
rayed S8S Junctions have been developed to tune out the Junction capacitance and to obtain broadband 818
mixer operation. Here, we have chosen to investigate a novel type of tuning circuit previously reported inl. In
this particular design are two identical (twin) 818 Junctions connected by a microstrip line impedance converter
so that conjugated impedance of the first junction cancel the reactance of the second, The tuning circuitry is
symmetrical, meaning that the same DC bias, signal and LO driving levels are available to both Junctions,

2. 816 mixer structure.
The quasi-optical SIS mixer useo an equiangular spiral antenna designed to cover 250 - 800 OHf. The

mixer chip wa mounted onto the flat side of an extended hyperhemispherical lens9 Figure I shows the twin
SIS junction capacitance compensation circuit: Co. two identical Junctions are connected In parallel via nil-
crostrip Impedance con]jugator, This tuned structure is then connected to the antenna via a microstrip
impedance transformer to provide proper matching to the antenna impedance and to obtain broadband opera-
tions. In the modelling of the structure it was assumed all superconducting microstrip lines were lossless and
dispersion free. These assumptions are Judged by the fact that all microstrip lines lengths are short and that
the frequency of operation Is still far enough from the Nb-AIOX-Nb Junctionjap frequency (. 730 OHz), For
these particular Junctions was the specific capacitance estimated to 04 f7/gml and, thus, the total junction ca-
pacitance for a 4 •m2 area Junction was -0.38 pF. The Junction capacitance dominates over the quantum @us-
ceptance and the latter was neglected in all calculations. The circuit was modelled assuming the following 818
junction parameters: RI? .l (normal resistance), As4 m2 (Junction area), RpeO0 (leakage resistance), V .2.9
mV (gap voltage), V. w a.29 mV (*gap width"). The centre frequency of 480 0IHz for the mixer was chosen Ko co-
incide with the avallible frequency band of the LO source (440 - 520 OHz),

A superconductive loop composed of the two 818 Junctions, the base and the counter electrodes of the ml-
crostrip Impedance conjugator forms a squid-like topology with optimum sensitivity to a magnetic field In the
plane of the substrate, Theiefore, the twin compensation circuit together with relatively large area S8S Junc-
tions make it easy to suppress Josephson effects, Small permanent magnets were Integrated in the mixer
mount and a pair of external superconductive coils were used for fine tuning of the magnetic field. This ar-
rangement was found quite adequate for complete suppression of the Josephson effects.
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Fig. 1 The antenna apev area in magni-
fication:

1 1- Spiral antenna arm (meta1
S2- SIS junction, area 4 Mrn , patterned byj
/ ...~.>optical lithography.

3 - microstirp twin Sf5 Junction compensation
/ /circuit -impedance corgugator, length

( (( 12.ism,4 \~4' microstrop impedance transformer, length
56 amn.

3

Measurements
The LO signal beam (BWO tunable between 440-520 0Hz) and the signal beam* were diplexed via either a

.12.6 W~n or 50 p~m thick Mylar beamasplitter. The thicker beamsplitter w~s used towards the end of LO tuning
range to increase the pump power. The input window (at room temperature) on the cryostat was covered by a
I mm thick Teflon vacuum window (030 mm) followed by a 0.75 mm thick Fluorogold filter. The latter is
mounted on the inner radiation shield (approximately at LI-e-temperature). The measured receiver noise tem-
peratures are shown in figure 2.

600..............
SAMPLE #SP48N5-10 F~gure 2 Measured, at 3.5 K, receiver

noise temperatures including lLj losses vs. L.O
Soofrequency: rXl 12.5 1rn and 10) 50 usrn Mylar

I beamasplitier. Solid line: calculated power cou-
pling normalised to measured receiver noise

0 temperature at 480 OHz. The receiver noise
400 0temperature was measured using conventional 11.'I factor technique (T, = 295 K, T a-80 10. Quoling

U the SIS mixer to 3h.7 K dramad~ily improved the
P! 300 Lreceiver performance. The noise temperatures

13 decreased approximately 50 K when the physical
6 ~temperature was decreased fi-om 4.2 K to 3.5 X..

200................ . .

400 450 500 550
Frequency (GtHzI

Conclusionis
A new approach to broad band SIS mixer operation using the twin type tuning circuit was successfully ap-

plied to a 500 0Hz SIS quasi-optical receiver. The SIS receiver noise tempera~tures were below 300 K DS13 was
measured across the investigated frequency band with the best noise temperature 246 K DSB at 453 0Hz.
These noise temperatures include all receiver were was measured at an IF centre frequency of 1.5 0Hz. Good
agreement between the calculated and measured receiver performance was achieved. The particular twin-
matching structure together with relatively large area SIS junctions made easy to suppress Josephson effects
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Frequency measurement of sub.millimetre wavelength laser lines using Josep. ion junctions
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Abstract

Thin film Josephson junctions have been used as harmonic mixers to measure the frequency of
submillimetre wavelength laser lines. The highest frequency measured so far is 3.lTHz. The need to
measure frequencies in this spectral region arises from the measurement standards requirement to relate
optical and near optical frequency standards, used for frequency and length measurement, to
microwave primary frequency standards. Information on submillimetre wave frequencies is also
important to spectroscopists and other workers in what is likely to be an increasingly exploited part
of the electromagnetic spectrum,

Introduction

Josephson junctions are particularly useful for frequency measurement applications in the
submillimetre region of the EM spectrum because of their ability to generate significant levels of very
high order harmonics of signals applied to them. This enables direct comparisons to be made between
laser lines and harmonics of microwave signals of accurately known frequency.

The Josephson junctions used for the measurements reported hbre are thin film niobium nitride
devices. The high superconducting energy gap of NbN, 5.5meV compared to 2.7meV for niobium,
implies a potential maximum operating frequency of at least 1OTHz, as Nb point contact mixers have
been used at upto 4.25THz. Point contact mixers, although having excellent high frequency
performance, are fragile, temperamental and cannot be thermally cycled. In contrast NbN thin film
devices are mechanically and electrically stable. The devices used in these experiments have been
thermally cycled many times without any changes occurring in their electrical characteristics. This
paper describes the devices used, the frequency measurement experiments and methods used to
improve the coupling of laser radiation into the Josephson mixer.

Experimental

The devices used were fabricated using the "whole wafer" process developed at ETL, Japan [1].
NbN/MgO/NbN trilayers were deposited in a single vacuum cycle by RF sputtering. The trilayers
were then patterned using optical photolithography and reactive ion etching to form the tunnel
junctions. The junctions used for the measurements reported here had areas of 4-6p.m2 and normal state
resistances of 4-7QA. The low junction impedance means that incoming free-space radiation will be
poorly coupled into the junction, thus reducing the efficency of the mixers described here compared
to optimised devices. Two techniques to improve coupling irnto the junction are being investigated, first
the fabrication of thin film antennas and matching structures on the mixer chip and secondly the use
of external resonant optical coupling.
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The junction used as the mixer was mounted in a vacuum insulated liquid helium cryostat. Cooling
was by conduction through the cryostat's cold plate and the junction temperature was about 7K. A
copper collecting cone was placed in front of the junction to simplify optical alignment and to improve
coupling of radiation into the junction. A tunable backshort, adjusted from outside the cryostat, was
placed behind the junction to optimise coupling for various laser wavelengths,

The input signals to the mixer, consisting of the output of an optically pumped far infrared laser and
the output of a microwave synthesiser, used as the local oscillator, were combined outside the cryostat
by a wire grid and rooftop mirror diplexer. This combined signal then entered the cryostat through a
polyethylene window. The interme.iate frequencj signal of 15-50MHz was coupled out of the cryostat
via a matching transformer and stainless steel transmission line. The IF signal was amplified and fed
to a spectrum analyser and frequency counter. Local oscillator frequencies in the range 18-40GHz were
used and the fiequency of the LO and the timebase of the frequency counter used to measure the beat
frequency were locked to a rubidium frequency standard.

Results

The frequencies of various laser lines have been measured. The highest frequency measured so far
was of the 96.5p.m line in methanol, a frequency of 3.ATHz. The IF signal to noise ratio for this
measurement was only 3-5db (100kHz bandwidth) but at lower frequencies, below 2.5THz, the signal
to noise ratio was consistently about 10db.

The deterioration in performance at the highest frequency is probably due to increased parasitic losses
and poor coupling efficency rather than a fundamental limitation in the performance of NbN devices.
Results of attempting to improve the high frequency performance, using 'he techniques mentioned
previously, will be presented at the conference.
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Millimetre wave mixing with YBCO Josephson junctions on bicrystal substrates
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ABSTRACT

The intrinsic high frequency limit for superconducting mixers is set by the energy gap, which scales
roughly as T.. The arrival of High T. materials brings the possibility of raising this limit by a substantial
factor, perhaps to over 30 THz. This paper describes ongoing experiments with Josephson junctions
made from YBCO on bicrystal substrates of SrfFOQ and NdGaO3, exploring their high frequency
response and their performance as high harmonic mixers.

1. INTRODUCTION

The National Physical Laboratory has a long.-standing interest in high harmonic mixers, which can
directly compare the frequency of one narrow band source with the harmonic of another. They are
necessary for frequency metrology, relating measurements of, say, optical frequencies with standard
frequencies in the microwave region, and for broader metrological uses where measurements of
frequency are necessary for precise measurements of length and voltage. Josephson mixers (based on
superconductors) have the ability to operate with frequencies differing by a factor of several hundred,
and have been used for frequency metrology up to frequencies of about 4 THz. The intrinsic high
frequency limit is determined by the energy gap of the superconductor used, a parameter which is
approximately proportional to the critical temperature of the material. Superconductors such as
YBa&2Cu 30 7 (YBCO), with T, at 92 K, therefore offer a potentially much extended range compared with
traditional superconductors such as niobium (T, 9 K).

2. DEVICE FABRICATION

The short coherence length of high temperature superconductors makes it very difficult to fabricate
a well controlled tunneling barrier of the kind used with low temperature superconductors. Fortunately,
a simple grain boundary can act as a suitable barrier, the problem now being to control the formation
of an isolated grain boundary in a thin film. Devices were made using the bicrystal substrate route',
where the junction is formed at a grain boundary created by depositing an epitaxial thin film onto a
substrate which itself contains a single, well-defined grain boundary. Bicrystal substrates of both SeriO3
and NdGaO 3 were made in-house from pieces of single crystal fused with heat and pressure2 . Thin films
of YBCO were deposited by DC sputtering from a cylindrical YBCO target.

A simple junction was defined by patterning a track 200 g.m by 5 gm across the bicrystal boundary.
This was achieved using photolithography and wet etching in dilute orthophosphoric acid. Finally, four
contacts were attached to evaporated silver pads.
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3. RESULTS

For a Josephson junction to act as a mixer at a given frequency it is a prerequisite that a voltage step
in the current-voltage characteristic of the device should be seen when it is illuminated at that
frequency. The voltage and frequency are related by the expression 2eV - hv, or V = 2.07 gV/GHz.
Before any mixing experiments, therefore, it is useful to explore the junctions' response to microwave
illumination.

Preliminazy work used SrTiOI bicrystal substrates, although their very high dielectric constant and
absorption make them unsuitable for ultimate use in high frequency mixing. An early device' which did
not show Josephson behaviour at 77 K, and had a low IcRN product (the relevant figure of merit) at
4.2 K of 440 ^•V, nevertheless showed voltage steps up to the equivalent of 2.5 THz, when illuminated
with a powerful source at 11.8 GHz,

More recent work with NdGaO3 substrates, which have much better dielectric properties, has led to
junctions with an IcRN product of 470 jLV at 77 K, rising to 4.4 mV at 4.2 K. Exploration of their high
frequency response is in progress and will be reported at the conference.
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ABSTRACT

The paper is concerned with the methods of frequency measurement in
millimeter- and submillimeter- wave bands using AC Josephson effect. The main
results obtained for the niobium Josephson junctions and bridges made of HTSC,
have been presented.

1.INTRODUCTION

The frequencymeters being manufactured nowadays differentiate one from
another by intention, accuracy, principle of operation, covered frequency
range, measurement automation and others. There are several methods being used
for frequency measurements in millimeter and submilimeter wave bands, The
measurement process in some of them may be automaticly controled, This may be
applied to the following methods: filtering; heterodining with an electronic
count; heterodining with the supplimentary frequency-swept .,oscillator and
electronic count and some others, The principle of operation of all thew*
methods bases on the radio wave propagation and the spectrum transfer, As a
result some disadvantages inherent to these methods can be marked: operating
within the limited frequency range, necessity in relatively high ii.put signal
levels required for mixing process; a priory information on the frequency
range of the tested signal sourse . Some new methods with the use of surface
acoustic wave devices have been developed lately. There are some advantages
over the traditional methods of the frequency measurements when using the
Josephson junctions as a measurement sensor,

2.THEORY

There is the AC Josephson effect which supposes existence of the
alternating suoercurrent I in any system that consists of two superconductorsU

with weak link by applying the voltage across the junction. By the theory
of the superconductivity I is determinated by the equation :

10U in (2n(2eU/h)t) (1)

where U is the voltage across the junction, 2e is the charge of Coopoer pair;
h is the Plank constant; Ic is the critical current, According Lo Eq.0(1) the

frequency of the oscillation (Josephson frequency) in directly proportional to
the voltage across the Junction:

WJ=2eU/h (2)

When Irradiating a Josephson junction with an external microwave signal one
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can observe some peculAarities on it's current-voltage curve (CVC), the so-
called "Shapiro steps" . Thus, the voltage AU in the region of "Shapiro steps"
is related to the frequency of the signal irradiating the Junction by the
following equation

w -22e AU/h (3)
c

In ose of irradiating the junction by the monochromdtic microwave signal
its frequency can be measured indirectly by measuring the value AU.

It is necessary to mark the following advantages of using the Josephson
Junctions for frequency measurements:
-broad bandwidth: the use of the Josephson Junction for frequency measurements
in the shortest part of RF wave band is conditioned by the order of the value
2e/h, The cutoff frequency when using the AC Josephson effect is determined by
the relaxation time of the superconductivity order parameter that corresponds
to the frequency about 7500 GHz;
-sensitivity: the fundamental limit is determined by the same parameters that
determine the sensitivity of the Josephson detector which In millimeter and

submillimeter wave bands reaches the value of 10s1 5W /fV-Hz;
-plainness of the methodological approaches: measured frequency of the
microwave signal is linearly equated with a value of the measured dc voltage
at the Josephson Junction that gives a wide possibility for automation of the
measurement process. It should be pointed out that because of existance of
such unique frequency properties of the Josephson Junction there is no
necessity of using special heterodyning in different frequency ranges. There
is no need in a priori Information on the approximate frequency range before
starting the measurement process. The frequency measurements in the broad band
may be carried out having one functional microwave unit,

3.METHOD

Several methodological approaches to the frequency measurements using the
AC Josephson effect were investigated.

One of the main methodolog'.cal approaches to the frequency measurement
using the Josephson Junctions lies In the application of a voltage source with
linearly increasing amplitude as a bias, due to the fact that CVC of
irradiated Junction has a stepwise form, At certain moments of time ttltt,.

the output, unit registrates the Jumps of current Iout (Fig. 1) , The time

Jnterval AT-t 2 -t 1 and the step voltage UJc are bound by the device constant

KodU/dt. A frequency of the microwave signal in this case may be found as:

w -(Ze*KAT)/h (4)

The second method Is based on the implementation of the current source
with discretely linear-increasing amplitude of the signal I(tn) for biasing

the working point of the junction on CVC (Fig. 2). The discrete voltage
originating across the Junction U(tN) is stored by the output unit and at the

end of every measurement cycle it is compared with the voltage value U(tN-1

obtained in N-1 cycle:
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AU- U(tN)-U(tN_)

It is seen from FIg.2 that at the moment (t 3 ,t 4 ) the difference is AU-O. As
this measuring cycle corresponds to the "Shapiro step" on CVC the frequency W
of the tested signal is obtained as:

S- U(tN)$2e/ h (6)

There is also an approach when two parallely connected (by bias circuits)
Josephson junctions are used as a measuring element, The linearly Increasing
amplitude voltage source U(t) provides bias of their working pointsOne of the
Junctions Is irradiated by the comparison signal with a frequency W of the

standard oscillator to create a grid of the reference voltages on Its CVC,
The microwave signal for investigation its frequency irradiates the second
Junction. The "Shapiro steps" form marks on Its CVC (Fig.3). The output unit
carries out counting of the reference current pulses, corresponding to the
grid of reference voltages, within the time interval At between the
mark-pulses (the so-called gate), the desired frequency can be represented as:

W N N* W (7)

4,EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Basing on the second method a prototype of the frequencymeter with the
following main parameters was designed:

-measured frequency band: 40 - 500 GHz;

minimum Input power level: 10"e W over the whole band;

-accuracy: measurement error by order 10"s relative units.
-operating temperature range - 4.2.,,55K;

-time of one frequency measurement: not long than 0.1 s.
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For augtlllon of SuoeronduWtlve Wdembad Fredusnavmeter Doeelanln.
Main methodiae anW broblema.

Mairusly GAGurovtch V.G.,Zatona G.A.,PIllneky N.V.

As mentioned In (1) , frequency mesurement In millimeter and submilllmeter
electromagnetic wave bands seems Is not very simple , because special
precision mechanical and quazyoptical devices needs for.Moreover, that is difficult
to get acceptable and equal accurency in frequency measurement for both
signals in millimeter and submillimeter band by this way.One of ways to fight this
difficulties is designing of Wide-band frequencymeter using Josephson Junctions
as sensor element.

in our message for Conference we should try to discuss the problems and
ideas appeared with designing of superconductive wide-band frequencymeter.in
accordance with that we had determined and considered two seemed main for
us ways of frequency measurement by control of its above frequencymeter was
designed,

The first way of this, is measuring method based on consideration of Volt-
Amper Characteristic (VAC) of Josephson Junction.This method supports by
scientific fact that on cooled Josephson Junction's VAC , special steps named as
'Shapiro Steps', was appears at once as this Junction fluences by high frequency
signal as that shown on Fig,1.On this figure Curve I presents VAC with high
frequency signal influence and Curve 2 without its.in that case, determination of
signal frequency Is very simple,You only need to determine voltage U of
corresponding step and made simple calcuations,Frequency uf signal depend on
strong direct relation from this U, as that shown at expression [1 ].K is fundamental
physical constant calculated from expression (2).

2eU
h

K: 29 [2]
h

We must notify, that this method most proper to use for Iow-temeperature
Josephson Junction patterns, because determination of above mentioned "steps"
stays more difficult with Increasing Junction's pattern temperature, Except this,
"steps" shape deponds on power of influencing signal, that leads to designing of
special devices for signal 's power controlling,

The second wwy of frequency measuring free of this demerits, because it
doesnt links with Osteps" determination and considerationThis method based on
consideration of Josephson Junction's response which appears with influencing of
modulated high frequency signal on It.We must notify that this method works
good for both lowpower and highpower slgnals.Josephson Junction's response In
that case looks like that's shown on Fig.2,

Method of frequency determination quite clear to understand from this flgure.K
In that case Is fundamental physical constantis that mentioned aboveMain
problem for this method Is choosing of modulation method and Increasing of
modulation frequency for increasing accurancy and rate of measuring.

We had designed hardware and software for both method examination and
got next results:
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- Measuring frequency band : 30 - 1000 Ghz;
- Frequencymeter sens"Mty: I0E-7 W;

Frequencymeter's hardware consists of hioh-sensIive Josephson's signals
ampllfler and special controller based on Intel 8080 microprocessor which
performs scanning of VAC or Josephson's response and calculations
required.Frequencymeter's software placed In memory of special coltroler and
supports all parts of mesuring process.Except this, above software allows to
connect frequencymeter with IBM PC through both serial or parallel comunication
porte.For this purposes special software for IBM PC have been desionedln
configuration with IBM PC ,our frequencymeter wil be work as powerMlJ
automatic workplace for scientific researching of Josephson Junction's properties.

(I) DenlmvA.G, et aI,
Frequency meeuoemeMt in milmeter and submilmeter eleotromagrne wave bonds using
Josephson Junctlons,
Progress In HTSC - vol.28,
2 nd World Congress on SuperoondllotMty, Houston, Texas 10-13 September 1090,
Editor CaMn 0, Burnham, Publuhion World SoIent1fic,
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SIS-mixer development at SRON
J. Meess, G. de Langeo, A. Skalare'", C.E. Honinghae, M.M.T.M. Dierichs',

H. Kuipers'ý, R.A. Panhuyzen', H. van de Stadt, T7b. de Graauw", T.M. Klapwijkb
a) Space Resserch Orgmlaetio Netherlands (SRON), Postbox 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The NetherldAs
b) Dept. of Applied hyslic and Matrials Science Center. University of Gyoningen, Nitenborh 4.9747 AG

Groningen, The Netherlande
c) Now at, Jet Propulsion labAratoy, California Institute of Tedmology, CA 91109, USA
d) Now at: ULnivoelti sit K61n, 1. Phyuillsohae lnutitnu, Zlplchmwr. 77, 5000 Kain 41, Germany

Abstract
Since several years waweulde and planar antenna SIS-mWars for space applications are developed at SRON in order
of BSA, Recent results show excellent mLier performance up to f•equencies above the superconducting Sap of Nb.
Goal is ie developmet of a I THr-mtLr, Best results show a receiver noise temperature o/ Tm 400K at 720GiH in
case ofthe wavuiede miwr and Tim200K at 490GHa for the double dipole planar antenna miear. We will present
the status in the development of SIS.Junctions, integrated tuning network, mixr: and mounts.

Introduction
SIS-twnel Juctdons are highly sensitive detection elements for hetrodyne receivers in the mm- And
submm.range. They were first used at lower frequencies only. Since then, the frquency range of SIS-mixer
receivers could be highly increased up to the superconducting gap frequency of Nb and even above [1,2].
ThWs Is due to great improvements in the precision engineering and to the successful development of local
oscillators for higher frequencies.
Another important issue - especially for the quasioptical mixers -is the development of various Aorta of
integrated tuning networks out of superconducting microstrips. These networks have the purpose to improve
the rf-coupling from the SIS-Junction to the wavegulde or planar antenna, At SRON we have designed and
fabricated several kinds of integrated tuning networks in different frequency regimes. The Nb tunnel Junctions
are fabricated with a Selective Niobium Over-Etch Process (SNOEP) [1], We studied the frequency response
of both types of mixers by means of a Fourier transform spectrometer (FTM) of the Michelson type, Video
response could be obtained of both types of mixers up to 7000Hz and above, Quasiparticle heterodyne
response of the waveguide mixer was measured up to 8300Hz. The quasiparticla heterodyne response of
different types of junctions was verified by line measurements with gas cells. These results are so encouraging
that we belief that efficient mixing with SIS-tunnel junctions may be possible up to 2 times the gap frequency
f•-eV/h,

Planar Double Dipole Antenna Mixers
Planar double dipole antennas, consisting out of two SIS-j ctlon
halfWave dipoles, are well suited for the construction
of sensitive broad band heterodyne SIS-nr.eivers,
The double dipole antennas am mounted in a
sandwich out of SIO, on the back side of an V-------
hyperiemispericll lens. A reflecting surface is glued
down on the leon in a distance of quarterlambda
wavelength to the Junction. This prevents losses an
the back side. Scaled model measurements show a
broadband response of about I octave bandwidth.
Antenna measurements with integirted Capacitance,
bismuth-bolometem yield low side lobes and a lumped element
non-astigmatic beanm (2. The frequency response of l
the integrated tuning network wu studied in the
range of 100-11000Hz with a FTS. Resonances
could be obtained up to 550OHz. Lumped element circuits ihow a more broadband response than than
open-ended stubs. We measured a bandwidth (3-B-level) of about 500Hz (10%) at 5000Hz. We were able to
obtain baensitive video response up to 8000Hz even without suitable resonance circuits. Previously published
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moults [3,4] with mall ana Nb-tvmul junctions including simple tuning strctures have shown an excellent
mixing performance at frequencies up to 500 OHz. Bat results give a receiver noise tomperamure of
Ti-200K at 4900Hz. We are cumntly investigating devices with antnas and tuning structures up to
7000Hz and above made out of Nb or gold.

Wavegulde Mixers
Wavegulde mixers at SRON were firms
developed for 3450Hz, later at 50001D ,
with one end two tuning elemenis, ..
described in (5]. Them mixer show an
excellent performance over the whole
trequenoy bud of the waveguide, The' 0 ,
tuned bandwidth of the 0(S=1Hz receiver is
435.4900Hz with a receiver noie
temperature T, below IAOK [6]. At
4600Hz the receiver noise temperature,
includi gl osIses of boam splitter windows10
and HDP.lem has a minimum of 116K. m
Making use of integrated tuning elements
the fixed tuned bandwidth can be made om u 71o 70 7140 '10 7O

very broad. Therefore newer designs of Frequency (0Hz)
mixerblocks will contain only a single
backahort tuner, This has the advantage of
smplified fabrication.
A scaled version of this idea has been realimed in a 7500Hz mixer block, Novel designs for •t. integrated
tuning network am developed and will be presented. Pint measurements with a fMs ihow broadband resxns
from about 500 to 7500Hz. The bandwidth varies with the type of mtwork and agrees with predictions from
theoretical considerations, Heterodyne response could be obtabied up to 830OHz, Y-factor measurements
show a double sideband receiver nose temperature of 3000K (1500K corr,) at 8300Hz, This is far above of
the resonance fiequency (720OHz) of the tuning network. Beat noise temperatures were obtained at 7200Hz
with T,,,.40K (360K corr.). This values Include all losses uwd am not corrected for the beamapliner losses.
The corrected valuA am in brackets, Heterodyne experiments from 6800Hz to 7500Hz (upper fig) were
limited by the frequency range of the cavinoion (and frequency doubler) that was used u a local oscllator.
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NETWORK ANALYSIS OF THE DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE GROOVE
GUIDE WITH ARBITRARY CURVED SHAPES

Xu Shanjia, Zhang Yaojiang
Department of Radio and Electronics

University of Science aud Technology of China
Hefei, Anhui, 280027, P.l.China

ABSTRACT

The dispersion characteristics of different single and asymmetrical double groove guide with
arbitrary groove shapes are analyzed by a method which combines staircase approximation with
microwave network method. Comparing with other method , the present method is not only
accurate but also very simple. Therefore, it is particularly suitable for the CAD of the groove
guide circuits. The accuracy and effectiveness of the method are verified by the experimental data
and the results obtained by other methods.

SUMMARY

Mode-matching, conformal mapping and finite element method are the main approaches to
study single or double groove guides with different shapesil]-(41. However, the complexities in
analyzing curved groove guide or the relatively long calculation time restrict their extensive ap-
plications in CAD of groove guide circuits. A.Oliher presented an equivalent transverse network
to analyze rectangular groove guide and very accurate results are obtained[b]. In this paper, the
staircase approximation is appled to discretize the curved groove guide into multilayer rectangular
groove structures in geometry, the equivalent circuit of the step given by A.Oliner is adopted and
the transverse resonant technique is used to analyze the dispersion characteristics of curved groove
guide, Comparing with other method, present method is simple but accurate in calculation, thus
is very sui able for CAD of gre ave guide circuits.

Table I. gives the comparisona of cutoff wavelength of diferent groove guides between the
results calculated by finite element method and those obtained by present method. The agreement
is good, thus the cffectiveness of the method is verified. Fig.1 gives the coupling characteristics
of three 3dB groove guide couplers. It shows that the symmetrical groove guide coupler has
very narrow bandwidth (curve (1)) whereas the asymmetrical one provides broadband smooth
coupling (curve (2))[6). Curve (3) implies that with the same groove width, groove depth and
plane separation , asymmetry made by groove shapes can also provide broadband smooth coupling
characteristics. V-shape groove guide has been paid more attentions due to its relatively lower
loss comparing with that of rectangular one[4]. Present method gives a possible choice to design
the excitation structures of V-shape groove guide using the 0dB V-shape-rectangular groove guide
coupler.

"Supported by the National Science Foundation of China
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Table 1. The comparisons of cutoff ivavelength of different groove guides between the results
calculated by finite element method and those obtained by network method
groove A.(mrn)I fIA'-Ag
shape finite element[4 A, network method A,, All

rectangular 25.6536 25.8877 0.91
V-shape 21.7861 21.6468 0.64
pambolic 22.6241 22.8764 1.12

elliptic 23.3878 23.6219 1.10

8.0

7.0 I¶JihT i7,Ffl

SO 1611W 160 2ISO W 6

3.0 l

2.0

60 66 Go 66 70 78 80 88 90

f(GE-)

Flg.1 Coupling characteristics of 3dB rectanglar and V-shape-rectangular groove guide
couplers (1) 2a, = 2a, = 4.0, 2b, = 2Us = 8.8, 2c=2w=6.0, 2x=3.0, L=273.0
(2) 2a, = 2as = 8.6, 2b, = 8.0, 2b, = 10.0, 2c=2w=5.0, 2s=0.1, L=70.0
(3) 2a, = 2a. = 4.0, 26, = 2h, = 8.0, 2c=2w=6.0, 2,=0.1, L=70.0 (unit: mm)
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Phase and attenuation coeMcients in bi-dielectric eccentric circular transmission lines

Li-Yang Zhang, Pin Wang, Yong-Chang Jiao, and Chang-Hong Liang
Dcoartment of Electromagnetic Engineering

Xidian University, Shaanxi 71U071, P. R. China

ABSTRACT

In this paper, an anIlysis of complex propagation coefficients in bi-dielectric eccentric transmission lines is
initiated. It is eonveaient to evaluate attenuation coefficients, as well as phase coefflicient% with the formulations,
especially when the loss caused by material should be taken into account.

1. INTRODUCTION

The cross-sectional configuration of a bi-'dielectric circular transmission line, e.g. an optical fiber, is a con.
centric annulus , or which the inner and outer circular rod are frequently considered to be two dielectrics of dif.
rerent permittivity. Although characteristics or propagating modes in it have been made very clear nowadays ',
their variations with the shape perturbations caused in manufacture procedure, to best of the author's
knowledge, are hardly known, Another interesiing problem is how to determine the attunuation coefliclnts
when the material get a loss, In this paper, a general model for bi-dielectric circular transmission line is dealt
with. As shown in Fig.1, the cross section of the transmission line is presumed to be an eccentric annulus, of arbi.
trary relative dimensions, containing different kinds of arbitrary physical mediums, Compared with the analysis
of cutoff wavonumber for eccentric Goubau line performed by J. A. Roumellotis t ailm , both phase coefficients
and attenuation coeffcients of the modes in the structure are considered here.

2. FORMULATIONS

In the structure shown in Fig.1, each propagating mode can be described by multiple expansions, i.e.

R',-_ - i a . exp(- jz); H': -O•..c ' " exP(- JBk), P, < a4 (la)

asE:f (b 2 %P 10)+ 3I ~ 2 X022 ) )exp(-J fix);

E - : aL (,P- ) + cp(- Aftz)x - ) pv 1  a3 > b, (1b)

in which, e--1(-I) fot ov-fn (odd) modes, a,,c ,a,, Pb, 1 c,d',b and d, are unknown expansion
coefficients. The cylindric harmonics are defined as

T','. " Z- Z(kpp) co(pO) ' -z ' (kjp,) jln(pO),
in which z (.V -IPW H ,'x xk - I, ,(k, 0,
with the superscripts t, And k standing for coordinates, medium and the type of the harmonics. The boundary
conditions for the mode can be written as

, xE"- 01 xlE•; 01 xHO*=-A x H', p,=a, (2)
x E, -Px ;,• x • ,x - 2 xH',', p-,b. (3)

However, in the vicinity of the boundaries, the field in medium II may be depicted by employing harmonics in a
single coordinate, i.e.

* L..(lr"r. '1 12.1' )+[11 2 12M3 1 I

EU . J'.1[01 0LE, eP.1 ON* Ila 0 ]T 4xp(

IT' }':. ' ý' 4 qe" a xp( -f),ap'bd (4)
SO2 -o 0, •'..,).• .,0 , Poe P 0 Po-oLzo< < -d 4
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11 n ]T ) +[ r2 n ym2 3b d, expX-JPs),
B s.- [g -Pt nlb

r1 12 ]Tat~) +1 21 h U IT no) 3 3 fep-j1' <p t

" h o, Jr, f+Lhf J i, Lb do -JPz),a+d<p2  ~b, (5)
It 12 21 22 1i 22 2! 21 I 1 2 11 12 21 2inwhichje, It t of I ? 'R .R , n ,hhhI, and h/, may be determined by the

boundary conditions at p, -a or p2 a b. Subtracting (4) or (5) from (1), then employing Grafts addition theo.
rem for Bessel functions, we let a aet of coupled linear equations

2,[#u e2 [a '] - j[h:' g'2 [h: d: ][J,,..,,+,-e-, 1),.+(k.d)]mO,
2 [ ?,/ I[. o, .[h. ,. ]Eu [ ,. k2d - -r Wd 0.(. .

. ?' [a c

2[,." R. ][[b. d. ]T -.. [.:," , ] [a c. ]T [,.(kd) + o( - )" /(k,)] o0,il !r = nr P 'd)

.b[o d". ][ , ..[?,' j.][a: o. ][ [,._,(k'd- a(-,I)p ,.(k.d)-o.
p - 0,1,2-.., (6)

The characteristic equation for the complex propagation coefficient P may be obtained by forcing the
determinant of the coefficient matrix in (6) to be zero. An attenuation coefficient may be specified in dB

a - - 20log(s)Im(P). (7)

Notice, (8) gives 4V + 2 linearly independent equations for both even and odd modes. Nevertheless, there

are only 4V + 2 expansion coefficients that need determining.

3.CONCLUSION

A rigorous analysis of complex propagation coefficients in bi-dielectric eccentric transmission lines is given
in this paper.

4.REF ERENCES

1. P. J. B. Clarricoats, "Propagation along unbounded and bounded dielectric rods-Part 2: Propagation
along a dielectric rod contained in a circular waveguide," Proc. In.t. Elec. Eng., Vol.108, Pt.C, pp.177, 1961.

2. K. A. Zaki and A, E. Atia, WModes in dieletric-loaded waveguides and resonators," IEEE Trans. on
MTT, Vol.MTT-31, pp. 1039 -1045, 1983.

3. J. A. Roumeliotis and J. G. Fikioris,"Cutofl wavenumbers and the field of surface wtve modes of an ec-
centric circwlar Coubau waveguide,' J. Franklin Int., Vol.309, no.5, pp.309-325, 1980.

Fig. 1 An eccentric bi-dielectric circular transmission line
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The Characteristics of the Closed Circular Groove Guide'

Jun Qian, Yang Hong-Sheng, and Lu Zhong.Zuo

Department of Electronic Engineering
National Key Laboratory of Millimeter Waves

Southeast University, Nanjing, 210018, P.R. China

ABSTRACT

The dispersion characteristic is studied in this paper, when the circularugroove guide is closed at the ends by
metal The theoretical curves ae given with the eigen.weighted boundary integral equation method,

INTRODUCTION

The circular-groove guide, one kind of the groove guides, is with low loss, low dispersion, simple
onfigurtion, large dimension and large power Waty, ospociasy is my to trasfonn fIom gyrotron, it has

prospects to be used at millimeter and submillmter wavebantdl 1 .
For mmnucturin components with the circu.ar-groove guide, and transmitting large power, the closed

circular-groove gid4e should be studied.
When the parallel plate regions are sufficiently long, it does not mattr if they remain open or are closed off at

the ends[a1. However, these regions are always finite, and we hope they as small as possible. So this is practical
problem tbr using the circular-groove guide.

THMORETICAL BASIS

The cross section of the groove guide is shown in Fig. 1. Only a quarter is considered, Because the TE mode is
the dominant iode, we are interested in it.

y
yh - --

b

a -Ax
(a) (b)

1,48.J" Temos aectiw ofldo. clrcur-govww guide.

"The Project Supported by National Natural Salem Foundation of P.R Chis.
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This paper uses the eigen-weighWe boundary integral equation method (EWBIEM)P']LJ 5 |1.
"The boundary integral equation is:

=. -_, , , ) d : 0 ( 1 )

where r is the boundary of the cross section of the groove guide.
Wo1 satisfies the Helmholtz Equation and the regular practical or fictitious (dashed line) boundary conditions.

RESULTS

Some numerical results are obtained with EWBIEM. In Fig. 2 (a), the values of Iia are shown when d/a-.,0
and d/a-IO. When b/a is near to 0, kga is near to 1.847 (the value of the circular waveguide), and when b/a is
near to 1.0, ken is near to W/2 (the value of the rectangular waveguide). For snmal b/a, kga approaches 1.841,
when d/a&-IO (the closed plates are near to the groove).

-.-. 01.9- b/eanO.86

1..7
.1.6

__________l______ II

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 b/a 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 d/a
(a) (b)

Figr. 2 Mh cwtqff wavemombers ke

In Fig. 2 (b), we can find that kca approaches the value of the open circular-sroove guide (1,9) 1s3))when
d/a12.0. If we put absorbed material inside of the clos•d plates, when d/a is greater than 2,0, we can say the
closed circular.groove guide is similar to the open one.
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THE HIGHER-ORDER MODES IN CIRCULAR GROOVE GUIDED

Ma Jianglei Yang Hong-sheng Lu Zhong-zuo
National Key Laboratory of Millimeter Waves,

Southeast University, Nanjing, 210018
P. R. China

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the higher-order modes, including TB mode and TM mode, are discussed. By

canalysing the field configurations of these modes, the characteristic equations have been derived.

INTRODUCTION

Circular groove guide is a new type of groove X
guide we presented in 1989, Its structure is shown
in Fig.(1), Up to present, our discussions about dr. 20
cular groove guide are restricted to lowest mode, B
T'his Is dominant mode and Is of most important.-
In circular groove uilde, there are two types of
modes, i.e., TB mode and TM mode. In order to o
find out the condition of single mode operation in A
circular groove guide, the mode distribution must
be understood. In this paper, the field configura.
tions of TE mode and TM mode of different order
are discussed and the general expressions of char-
acteristic equations for these two types of modes Fig.(1) The rucetur of eirular groove guide
are derived.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

To distinguish different modes, we use symbols TEre and TM'a to represent TE mode and
TM mode of different order, where p, r, n are integers. Superscript r is the order of mode in y di.
rection in parallel plate region, and subscripts p and n represent the order of azimuthal mode and
radial mode respectively in circular groove region. These modes are divided into odd mode and
even mode further depending on whether p is odd or even. Among these modes, TE1, mode is the
dominant mode in circular groove guide while the modes corresponding to p > 1, n > I or r > I are
all higher-order modes. Because the field configuration as well as the boundary condition of TE
mode and TM mode are different, we will discuss them separately.

WThe Project Supported by National Natural Science Founoation of P.R.Chlna
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1, TE mode
After proper mathematical derivation, the characteristic equation of TEB mode can be ob-

tained. It reads
uP 2(u) 8aA, (p,r)[rMA, (pr) - V(r)A I(pr)]

p 1EC

where u - ka, V(P) - ka, M - la, and the other parameters are defined as

A ,(P,r) - J: sinpasin(rMsin•)cosoda; A (pr) - j'o cos(rMsina)sinposinadc•

2. TM mode

Let: R i(pIr) - J: cos(rMsIn)ccospada

E2 (r P,r 2) -J: sin(r Msina)oos(r 2 Msina)sinacosada

E , (r ,,r ,) - go cos(r, Msino)oos(r , Msinc)cos2ocdM

E 4 (p,r) - Io' o°s(rMsindC)cosprCoo,8d
Then, we can derive the characteristic equation of TM' mode.
uJ',(u) f[rMz,(r,r) + V(r)W,(rr)]...- .... .(2)
J,(u) " 4E,(p,,')E4(p,r)

The relationship of u with V(r) is given by following expression.

u (rM)' - V'(r) (3)

DISCUSSION

We have derived the general expresuions of characteristic equations for TEB, mode and
TMon mode. From the n-order solution of these equations, the cutoff wavenumbers of TE,3 and
TMo modes can be gotten when definite p and r are taken,

If we take p-r- 1, the equation (1) Is the characteristic equation of TE1. mode which we
have discussed and solved. From the lowest-order solution of the equation, the cutoff wavenumb.
er of dominant mode in circular groove guide is known,

Besides, it can be proved that when the plate spacing 2c trends to zero, the equations (1) and
(2) degenerate to those for TEp. mode and TMp. mode in circular waveguide separately, There.
fore, circular waveguide can be regarded as the limit situation of circular groove guide.

Our work presented above provides us the possibility to study the characteristic of
higher-order mode in circular groove guide further.
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A Transition from rectngular waveguide to circula grove guidel

Yang Hong-Sheng, Shon Zheng-Kun, Xu Zhmq-Rong
Departmmt of Electronic Engbwering

National Key Laboratory of Mfillimeter Waves
Southeast Univeruity,NaaWing,2 1001 8,P.R.China
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AN ANALYSIS OF A KIND OF DIELECTRIC WAVEOUIIE

Hong Wul Jun Oian

Department of Electronic Engineering

Southeast University, Nanjing, 210018,

P.R. China

ABSTRACT

A general programme, based on the Effective

Dielectric Constant method combined with the

transverse resonance technique, is presented

here for analysing dielectric waveguides.
Dispersion curves are also presented for a kind

of waveguide with new configuration.

i L M .. ......... i i •
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Frequency-dependent character!3tics of thick microstrip lines In lossy multilayered dielectric media

J. R, Souza

Center for Telecommunication Studies - CETUC
Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro- PUC/Rio

Rua Marqu6s de Sgo Vicente, 225
22453 Rio de Janeiro - RJ, Brazil

ABSTRACT

The Spectral Domain Approach (SDA) Is used for a rigorous full-wave analysis of thick microstrip lines
embedded in lossy multilayered dielectric media, The effects of the conductor thickness on the propagation
constant and characteristic Impedance are Investigated,

1, INTRODUCTION

Mlorostrip lines In multilayered dielectrics are of Interest for monolithic microwave and millimetre wave Integrated
circuits, The design of such circuits requires accurate modelling of the transmission line characteristics, which
should Include affects of the strip thickness and materiel losses. The SDA solution developed for miorostrip lines
In multilayered substrate configuration1 Is now extlr.ded to accommodate strips of finite thickness,

2. FORMULATION

The mlorostrip line to be considered Is shown In Fig, 1. The lasy
clleetric layers of the substrate ire represented by the relative dielectric
,zonstant (e,) and conductivity (o), The shielding and the strip gre
assumed to be loss free. The hybrid field Is described by a suporposftlon ,I W 04
of TE1,and TMW modes, which are represented by vector poteneills -I
and W , respectively: N RhN

* a ji h.(Xy). gxp(-jpz) (1)

In the substrate layers end in the air-layer above the strip, all the
potentials and field components ere Fourier transformed In the "' .
x. direction. As shielded mlorostrip lines are considered, a discrete Fourier 2a
Transform Is used, The transform and Its inverse are define, respectively Fig. 1: Thick microstrlp line on Iossy,
as:, multilayared dielectric substrate,

p(aX,. y). (p(x, y), eOnldx, (p(x, y) qi((ct,, y)seý (2)

where the parameter ca, Is chosen so that the boundary conditions at the side walls are satisfied. For the
fundamental mode, an, - (2n .t 1)/2a.

Next, !he formulation developed In referenco 1 Is used to obte!n a relation between the Fourier Transform of the
x-ord .,,- components of the magnetic and electric fields at y-y,' :nd j.t yyN4t', where y.'hm+h,+,,+hN.

In the air-layer besides the thick strip (YWCYyN+t), the vector poterntials are written As:
" AI€ h,g

h~ (X, Y, Z) iy 1 i ýk' YOI(1Z 
3

knoA h,dwhere 20,=a.W, and cpk (Y) rer sine and cosine transforms given, for x>0, by:
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Pk(y) pQ(x, y)sin[4k(O - x)]dx (y) 4~(,ycs~~a-xJx, -krIg (4)
kw1('X C540-xjx-k/g

For x<0, the transforms are deduced by symmetry, The potentials are then written In terms of the transformed
x- and z- components of the electric field at ymyN, end at ynym+t,. A relation between the transformed x. end z-
components ot the magnetic and electric fields at Y=YN+ and at ymym~t* is then obtained. At this point, all the
boundary conditions have been enforced, with the exception of those at Y=YN and at YUyN+t.

Let Eup, Hup, E LPI i" represent the p-component (pax, z) of the electric and magnetic field at YEYN+t and at yyNN
respectively, For W~x~ok the boundary conditions require that:

The electric field components Eup, EL, are expanded In terms of suitable basis functions, and their continuity
along the apertures at YNYN and at YWYN+t Is automatically satisfied, Let, then:

9UP(x) -t Apqfqp(X) , Eip(X) -t Bpqfqp(X) (p -z).(Z)
qui qm¶

where A.q and B,, are still unknown coefficients: the set f,,(x) represents the chosen basis functions, Next, the
equations for the continuity of the magnetic field oomponints are modified as, for example:

H+,(x) - Hýj,(x) H+,(X)fl'q(X)dX H5,(x)fa'(x)dx =0 ýs tLu A+ q - Hux ~ 7

As the transformed magnetic field components were written In terms ot the transformed electric field
components, a homogeneous system of equations Ir obtained, In terms of the unknown propagation constant I

3.20 ~and expansion coefficients A and B
ft7_rjr" 2W 01U01Gm The usual steps of the %D are as

3.10 followed, and the unknown parameters t0
0.%3.00 t:1 SA are determined, A three-layer structure Be

&2.SO *~- we.3.0rmv was used to test the solution, with the *
so0 ~2W3~ following data: 20wU30m, 2au~n~ ,;4

2.70 ________h,-h 5.mrn, h2w20pm, ha*2OOi~im, J8.2 03M
2.00 o *sar~efrnas (2) tra-001 C10 1 0 ;Ul77KlO 1moh/m, Ja t:1.SA.M

2 L.80 -11in1 e,302,9, tgl8) w 3.000", where tg8 .... ,:A

real ~ represents the loss tangent, This 78i .... 1
Fig. 2: Square root of the effeotiva dielectric structure simu~lates the toingle layer Fr

constant versus frequency. microstrip with lousy ground plane Fig. 3: Real pert of the characteristic
considered In reference 2. Fig. 2 shows Impedance versus frequency,

the variation of the square root of the effective dielectric constant as a
function of frequency, for different values of the strip thickness t, The characteristic Impedance (Z,) was
calculated according to the voltage - transmitted power definition. The power is calculated as Indicated In
reference 1. The variation of the real part of Z, with frequency Is shown In Fig. 3. It was observed that these
values are, In average, less than 211 greater than those reported In reference 2 for the voltage-current definition.
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Rejection filter

S.A.Pogarsky, I.I.Saprykin
Microwave Phisios Department, State University,

Sq. Svobod.y, 4, 310077, Kharkov, Ukraine

At presentseveral methods for millimeter frequency band suppression
are known [1]. The essential defects of these methods lie, as we think,
in oompnliated construction, high attenuation level in key-in region,
unprofitable correlation between controlling sizes and other element's
sizes. This makes impossible to regulate gain frequency characteristic.
Moreover, respective devices have unprofitable weight-size parameters.
Discribing filter has two important advantages, namely higher attenua-
tion level and a simple cons truotion as oompierd with previosly known
one. This has been aohived by using a oombinaton of two transmission
lines: an insulated image duide (IIG) and miorostrip.

I . SUPPESSION THEORY

The 8-millimeter band rejection filter (or simply filter below) is
shown at Pig.1, where 1- metallic
screen; 2-insulating dielectric; 3-
dielectric wave guide; 4-miorostrip
resonators..
Suppose there exists a signal of
complex spectrum at the filter's
input in case there were no supple-
mentary conductors within the cross
section, electromagnetic energy
would have passed through a diclec-
trio rod without essential attenua-
tion. The insertion of supplementa-
"ry conductors of certain size enab-
les one to take away the energy

Pig.1 from the dieleortio waveguide due
to resonance effect in miorostrip

resonators. This leads to rejection of the input complex spectrum. The
value and level of rejection depends on the total number of resonators
and their arrangement while oentural frequency of the stop-band are de-
fined by size of conductors, the dielectrio rod, insulating dielectric
and permitivity of the latter.

Phisioal explanation of the suppression effect is as follows. The
11C dielectric rod maintains two eienmodes of . and E1 types. If
the discontinuities in the line dielectrio rod-.inilating dielectric -
metallic screen were absent, the injected electromagnetic energy would
pass to the output without attenuation and amplitude oscillations. Oon-
versely, the discontinuities such as metallized plots when inserted in
the line show significant influence in the propagation of electromagne-
tic oscillations. Theoreticaly, both eigenmodes mentioned above may in-
tei~act with these disoontinuities. However, since the vertical compo-
nent of the electrical field vector approaches zero and due to the fact
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that the ratio between resonator's size and hw approaghes zero as w.,, 1,
the above mentioned resonators interact wi th V. wave only.

Resonance phenomena occurring in the structure leaAdto an effective
frequency rejection !r the frequency range employed if the miorostrip
resonator's length is proportional to X.-72 where X characterized the

microstrip ,L;0onator made o: a met-ilic screen, insulating dielectric
and the dielectric rod. Moreover, the metallic spot's width has signi-
ficant influence on the miorostrip resonator's energy factor while the
length of the miorostrip resonator essentially determines the resonant
frequency. To form the necessary frequency characteristic, the total
number of resonators should be properly chosen.

Exact evaluation of parameter for the filter necessitates applicati-
on of regorous diffraction theory. Portunately, for practical purposes
the following approximate method has proven to be quite satisfactory.
The width w of miorostrip should be taken to provide the characteristic
impedance of the latter of 50 Ohm. Then the length of the resonant plot
is evaluated as:

1 n X ./2 + 4(w-h)/ A , (1)
where X is a wavelength fn the auxiliary miorostrip whose width of a8
current oarring conductor is w; 8 is the effective permitivity of the
dielectric rod. Distance between 8onduotors is found to be:

a 0.8 1iwJ/).(2)

2. EUERIMNM

It has been asteblished experimentally, that the value of the reso-
nant frequency is independent of resonant oondutors' width and under
the fixed thicknesses of the dielectric rod and insulating dielectric
is determined by the length of the resonator.

-ig.2 shows experimental results
.31Q 32 34 36 fhfor a 3-element rejection filter

3 which employs the alumina rod with
6 =9,6 and sizes 2x2mm with admis-
sion ±0,01mm. As insulated dielec-
trio chemically treated teflon is
used, with a =2,02, thickness 0,±
0,01mm. Dimensions of the resona-

30 tors are as followes: Si=2,3±0,O1
rm,O 2 =2,25±O,Olmm, S =2,3±0,O1mm.
The distances betweea resonators
are 1 -3,6±0,01mm, 1=3,2±0,01mm.
The fimter provides 2ejrotion le-Adb Pig.2. vel -30dB over the 5,2% stop-bend
centered at f =32,45 0Gh. Maximum

rejection level is -47 dB. The filter needs no reguiation at all if its
sizes are chosen with the accuracy given above.

SHoffman R.K.n t e Springer-Verlag,

BerlIn, Heldelber, Rew Yok, Tokio, 1983.
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OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THIN FILMS USING
SURFACE POLARITONS AND SURFACE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES MEASUREMENTS

E.V.Alieva, L.A.Kuzik, V.A.Yakovlev, G.N.Zhizhin

Institute of Spectroscopy, Academy of Sciences of Russia,
Troitzk, Moscow reg., 142092, Russia

Reflectivity aad transmittance measurements are extensively using
for thin film studies. However for extremely thin films their sensitivity
is not enough to obtain good spectra and to derive film dieleutric
function. The new facilities are promised by the application of surface
polaritons (SP) and surface electromagnetic waves (SEW) for optical
studies of dielectric, semiconductor and metal surfaces and for
spectroscopy of thin films on them [1]. The surface polaritons and
plasmons being localized exactly on the surface (with the maximum of
electric field on it) are extremely sensitive to the presence of thin
films being the monolayers or submonolayers.

For SEW excitation various techniques can be applied. Last years
aperture excitation of IR SEW (2] was extensively used. Calculations of
electromagnetic wave diffraction on the slit above the surface under
study [3] gave us the possibility to dovelop SEW phase spectroscopy using
interferometric measurements. This technique permits to measure real as
well as imaginary part of SEW wavevector and determine complex dielectric
function of the sample (4].

In the Table 1 the results of such measurements in 100m spectral
region are given for several metals. The value n.-k./(c (effective
refractive index of SEW) was obtained by interferometric measurements,
the SEW propagation length L was determined by two prism technique [1].
Using these two measured values we have calculated free electron
parameters for the metals under study (v, is a plasma frequency and v, is
a collision frequency) and reflectivity R,,,, at normal incidence. The
latter value ýs compared with the result of direct reflectivity
measurement by multiple (21) reflection technique R...

Table 1.

(n.-1).10' L,cm v•,cm' V,,cm-'f R•, RavP%

Cu 1.22±.05 2.0 ±.1 67000±1300 370±30 98.92±.08 98.8±.l

Ag 0.96±.03 2.5 ±.1 68000±1000 J30±20 99.0 ±.07 99.l±.l

Aul 0.90±.03 2.65±.1 70200±1200 330±20 99.07±.07 99.0±.1

Au2 0.93±.06 1.7 ±.15 70000±2000 560±50 98.5 ±.2 98.6±.1

Cr 2.65±.1 0.41±.02 43500±500 780±50 r6.7 ±.1 96.8±.1

CO 3.4 ±.1 0.34±.01 36160±600 700±40 96.4 ±.2 96.5±.1
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In these experiments n, and L were measured using different
techniques but actually both values can be drawn from interferometric
measurements. It was demonstrated in the studies of SEW on the materials
with small propagation length. High T, superconductors (ceramics, single
crystalc aad films of YBa,Cu.O.,.A) were studied using SEW phase
spectroscopy [5,6). Free carrier parameters were obtained at room
temperature. It was shown that the concentration of free carriers is
temperature independent.

Dielectric surf aces were extensively studied using SP as well as SEW
spectroscopy. Spectra of transition layers created by ion implantation of
crystalline quartz and fused silica were studied (7,8]. optical constants
of ultrathin metal films on quartz were obtained [9,10).

As the propagation length of surface plasmons on good conducting
metals is several cm they are especially applicable for monolayer.
spectroscopy. The high sensitivity of SEW spectroscopy was demonstrated
by the experiments pefre wihte lasers as radiation sources. The
SEWs wpe used for studies of metals oxidation and of metal-dielectric
phase transition in thin V0, layers on vanadium. optical constants and
their temperature behavior including histeresis were studied.

The spectral range of lasers available is i'estrictad. That prevents
to study many interesting systems by SEW technique. Use of the thermal
broad-band source of IR radiation and Fourier-transform IR spectrometers
needs very sensitive detectors. The broad-band FTIR SEW spectroscopy is
developing nuw (11,12]. New possibilities can offer with the use of the
synchrotron radiation in SEW spectroscopy.
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Infrared surface wave heterodyning on metals and
semiconductors

V.Vaidikauskas, R.Petrutkevitius, R.Antanavidius, R.Janulkevidius
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Surface electromagnetic waves (SEW) due to their unique field
distribution (field maximum occurs at the two adjacent media
interface) is a highly sensitive instrument for studying both metal
surfaces and thin films on them. The experimentally measurable
parameters in SEW experiments are the SEW propagation distance I.
(Lul/4,unt) and the real part of SEW refraction index n'

). For metals in middle and far infrared region y,

V<4 (V , V - plasmon frequency and damping constant) n' is directly
p p 6f

determined by plasma frequency. Therefore, the difference between the
light line k 0=w/c and the surface polariton dispersion curve0

k e /co is insignificant and in such circumstances the measurementup ef

of n' is problematic. Usually it is measured by scanningef
interference pattern of bulk radiation with SEW launched on the
sample edge [1]. In the FIR region SEW propagation distance on metals
is too large (a few meters) and transparent films are sputtered on a
metal surface with the purpose to press SEW field to the surface [2].
For SEW phase spectroscopy in doped semiconductors additional is film
not requires [3]. Another method, proposed in [4], is based on SEW
heterodyning and was realized on gold and copper at CO -laser2
frequencies.

In the present work FIR SEW heterodyning on stainless steel
overcoted with Ge film (d=0.6pm) as well as on semiconductors n-
GaAs(Te) was carried out firstly. Optically pumped cw CH OH-laser

U

operating at frequencies 85, 103 and 142 cmz1 was used as a radiation
source. Unlike the conventional method, the bulk radiation modulated
by frequency Av<4W is directed along the sample surface perpendicular
to two gratings, placed at llcm distance. The scattered by wire
gratings (30 and 100pm period) SEW and bulk radiation are collinear
and signal beatings at frequency Av on two detectors, placed under
sample have been registered. The phase difference Ap between signals
can be expressed as &f(k, -'k )1, where k =2nv and surface polari-

up 00
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For doped semiconductors A B the Drude electron distribution as
well as phonon one must be included in *". In the case of degenerate

semiconductors plasma frequency P approaches the longitudinal
P

optical phonon frequency v LO and as a result of plasma-phonon inter-

action two branches of surface polaritons appear. The lower one is
plasmon type in the small wavevectors region. That means the complex
SEW refraction index M is determined by electron plasma. Neglecting
phonon distribution into | the expression of n' was received:

VP ( I P P 4To p
p p

From SEW experiments UP value was obtained at three different

electron concentrations and quite good agreement with IR reflectance
data taking into account plasma - phonon interaction and
nonparabolity of conduction band was achieved (Table 1). Plasmon

Table 1. The experimental values of plasma frequency in n-
GaAs(Te)(in cm ) and steel obtained by IR reflectance and SEW
(v=lO3cm ) methods (conventional and heterodyne).

Material N,cm P (IR) P (cony) P P (het) y,cm- L,mm

GaAs 7.0XlO17 275 272 270 47 3.3

1. 4X10L 510 506 503 61 5.9

3.3X10'@ 570 576 572 71 9.1

Steel+Ge - 28000 27500 400 38.0

damping constant y was calculated from measured SEW propagation
distance L. The combined amplitude and phase SEW experiments allowed
us to get P and y for stainless steel, too.

p
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SURFACE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION ON NACLO, AND KTP CRYSTALS

E.V.Alieva, L.A.Kuzik and V.A.Yakovlev

Institute of Spectroscopy, Academy of Science of Russia
Troitzk, Moscow reg., 142092, Russia

Sodium chlorate - NaClO, and potassium titanil phosphate - KTiOPO4(KTP) single crystals were studied in the mid infrared (IR) using IR
reflectivity, surface polariton (SP) dispersion and surface
electromagnetic wave (SEW) measurements.

IR reflectivity spectra were measured using Fourier transform
spectrometer DA3-36 (BOMEM). From these spectra complex dielectric
function was calculated using Lorenz oscillators fit (dispersion analysis
DA) and Kramers-Kronig method. SP dispersion and SEW complex effective
refractive index were calculated too. For both crystals in the region of
CO, laser operation SP exist and SEW have measurable propagation length.
SP spectra were studied by attenuated total reflection technique using
"Michelson-110, (BOMEM) Fourier transform spectrometer.

SEW propagation measurements were made using tunable CO, laser.The
radiation of the Co. laser was focused onto the slit between the sample
being investigated and the screen placed at a distance of the order of
the wavelength from the sample. A part of radiation is transformed into
a SEW which propagates along the surface and converts into a bulk wave at
the edge of the sample. This wave interferes with the bulk wave
diffracted at the exciting aperture. The interference pattern is recorded
by a pyroelectrio detector which is uniformly moving along the arc with
the slit as center. The angular positions of the extrema 1, of the order
of m/2 are determined by

1 -Cos (pln I -n,+m+A
c, 2 av

where m is even for maxims and odd for minima, A is the phase shift
between the SEW and the bulk wave on the exciting aperture, a is the
distance that SEW have run along the surface. The modulation depth of the
interference pattern depends on the SEW absorption. So SEW propagation
length L can be evaluated using the relationship

a/L=21n,•+ +A

where the intensities I.,, and I.,, are determined by the envelopes of
maxima and minima, respectively for the appropriate angle value, A is
determined by the efficiency of the SEW excitation and at the distances
a much less then the distance to the detector is independent of A.

The interference patterns obtained for different laser frequencies
at the same distance between excitation point and the sample edge are
shown in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Interferograms Fig. 2. SEW effeative refractive index (closed
for NaClO., crystal circles) and propagation length (open circles)
in 10.34m region. on NaClOn-air interface.

The maximal value of SEW propagation length is 50j&m at 967cm"'.
Experimental points for SEW effective refractive index and propagation
length are in a good agreement with calculated using complex dielectric
function obtained from reflectivity using DA (dashed lines) and Kramers-
Kronig (full lines) methods (see Fig. 2).

For anisotropic KTP crystal SP and SEW measurements are more
complicated and time consuming, because this crystal is biaxial and the
SP characteristics along each of dielectric function principal axes
depend also on the orientation of other axes. We have made SP and SEW
measurements on the = plane along a and b axes. A remarkable anisotropy
of SEW propagation could be observed at 9.1g.m and 10.31m CO, laser
regions.

The authors would like to express their gratitude to Prof. G.Mattei
and Prof. M.Pagannone (Istituto di Metodologie Avanzate Iniorganiche,
CNR, Italy) and to Prof. V.A.Sychugov (Institute of General Physics,
Academy of Sciences of Russia) for samples presentation and fruitful
discussion of results.
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INTERFEROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF PHASE SHIFT
IN THE IR REFLECTION-ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY

L.A.Kuzik, A.B.Sushkov, V.A.Yakovlev and G.N.Zhizhin

Institute of Spectroscopy, Academy of Sciences of Russia
Troitzk, Moscow reg., 142092 Russia

Infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) [1) is widely
used to study surfaces. In this technique the reflectivity of p-polarized
radiation or its ratio to the reflectivity in s-polarization is measured
at grazing incidence. However the only measured value is not enough to
determine optical constants without using any model for frequency
dependence of the dielectric function of the material under study.

In the spectroscopy of surface electromagnetic waves (SEW) such
problem is solving using interferometric measurements (2]. Although for
well conducting metals SEW spectroscopy is more sensitive [3) but for
metals with low conductivity this advantage is disappeared [4). So to
study various metals in optimal conditions it seems to be very useful to
combine both techniques in one unit and to switch them according with
sample under study. Such combining is possible using aperture excitation
of SEW [3,5]. In this case at small coupling gap between the screen and
the metal surface SEW excitation takes place but for larger gaps the
efficiency of SEW excitation iv small [6] and we have only IRRAS signal.

The measurements were made using
Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer
"Michelson-lb"1 (BOMEM) with liquid Z
nitrogen cooling MCT detector. The
scheme of experiment is shown in fig.l.
IR radiation fall on the slit between
the sample surface and the screen. The -

slit width 1, is several tenths of mm.
The field distribution in the plane of Fig.l. The scheme of the
the output slit can be presented as a experiment.
sum of fields of two beams. One of them propagates from the input slit
near the surface, another one is reflected from the surface at grazing
incidence. Output slit placed on the distance y, from the surface plane
is focused on the detector. So for each point z of the input slit the
phase shift A between two beams on output slit takes place according to
equation

A./V(i-Z) ' 8X

where 6 is the phase shift at the reflection from the sample. Thus we can
expect an interference between these two beams that should be different
for s- and p- polarized radiation because 6 is different for s- and p-
polarizations. That can give us the possibility to measuro phase shift
between p- and s-polarized radiation after reflection (the same
value is measured in ellipsometry). Such two beam interference takes
place in the geometry close to "Lloyd's mirror".
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Fig.2. Interference patterns in the spectra a) il-polarization for
different positions of output slit and b) p- and s-polarizations
for two positions of output slit.

In the experimental spectra obtained in the geometry described above
interference is easy observable. The spectral interference patterns are
shown in fig.2 for different positions of output slit And for two
polarizations. The higher is z the less is the distance between extrema.
The shift between p- nnd s-polarizations is close to a half of the
wavelength for small angles of Incidenice and decreases for grazing
incidence. The interference extrema positions in the spectra at the
different angles of incidence for s- and p-polarization as functions of
interference order are approximately linear. But the phase shift 6, for
s- polarizations does not coincide with calculated one. It seems to be
due to the averaging of interferingi beams from. different points of the
input slit. To take it into account we have. vlculated field distribution
in the diffracted on the input slit wave for p- and s~- polarization~a in
similar way as it was made in [7). This calculations have shown that
actually phase shifts are averaging on the slit but they can be drawn
from the analysis of interferograms.
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Spectroscopy of confined LO phonons in superlattices:
a probe for study of interfacial disorder

M.I.Vasilevskiy

Faculty of Applied Physics and Microelectronics,
Nizhni Novgorod State University

37 Sverdlova str., Nizhni Novgorod, 603000 Russia

Spectroscopy of light scattering on LO phonons confined in short-periodicical superlattices (SL) is known to be
sensitive to a small-scale structure existing on the interfaces (I 1, Recently [2 ], we have developed a ID lattice
dynamics model providing both mode shifts and the shape of the lines due to broadening of the interfaces. Simple
results were obtained for two cases:
(i) if the alloy of constituent materials exhibits explicit two-mode behaviour (for instance, (AlGa)As), the modes of
both (AlAs-like and GaAs-like) optical subbands move downwards with respect to the ideal ';L;
(i0) if the alloy displays an intermediate type of optical behaviour (but the confinement still exists), the modes of the
two subbands move towards each other, as was observed experimentally in ref, 131 for the GaAs/InAs SL.

However, in the case (i) this model predicts a monotonous increase of the shift with mode number, in contradiction
with experimental data [1, The model involves an ensemble of linear chains, each with either Ga or Al atoms In
appropriate sites, and the confinement is even stronger for higher mode numbers. In reality, such phonons (of lower
frequency) can propagate in the alloy.

Here we suggest a scheme of improvement of the model 12] taking this fact into account. Instead of a virtual-crystal
approximation in plant implied in [2 ], we treat each cation plane as a bulk alloy sample of a given composition. Thus,
a basic formula for the average Green function

Sp<O>,, Z- f W)Sp•(n-2z)

is still valid (z is the 'push-out' length [2 ) calculated separately for the GaAs and AlAs layers, f - a partition function
for this random variable, and U corresponds to GaAs-like or AlAs-like phonons confined in the ideal SL with (n-2z)
monolayers while the actual number of monolayors of GaAs or AlAs respectively is n). However, now z is frequency-
dependent and defined according to wwmax(x(z)), where wmax is the maximum frequency of thu corresponding
LO subband in the alloy of the composition x, More precisely, it corresponds to the appropriate peak of the zone center
spectral density of states. This can be either taken from the experiment or calculated. In the latter case possible effects
of composition correlations in plane can be taken into account (see, for example, [41).

Figs. 1 and 2 show how the shift of the modes and the shape of the line (i.e broadenig of the confined LO modes)
depend on average composition distribution near the interfaces. Here we used just a simple linear interpolation for
the wmaX(x) function, and did not consider any inter-plane composition correlation. The latter should change f( )
from the Gaussian, thus affecting the shape of the line,

In conclusion, the improved ID model has been very fruitful in demonstrating the essential features of the SL phonon
modes, and it Is suitable for analysing the effects of non-random composition distribution near the interfaces due to
specific features of a techique used for SL fabrication.
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FAR INFRARED SPEC TROSCOPY OF PHONONS
IN GaInAs/tnP SUPERLAT11CES

T.S. Sethi',. T P. Bryant', A.A. Hamllton2, i% r~nieowa,
W.F. Sherman' and T.i. Parker4

1. Departiaentat of hyalas, Xing's Cofte Loados, 8vaed, Izadoe WC2tR 2LS,
UK.

'1. Department of Phtysics, Univeruity of fhaez, Wi~eok*i Park, Colchester C04
338Q UK.

Par Infrared spectroscopy Is a technique inoreasln4ly wsed to study phollons, in supetrlattlcea. such phonon
investigations are potentially useful for studying Intsifae roughness) which effects the phonon spectrum
by two machanisms:

(I) The extent of phonon confianeent within individual auperlattlce layers Is governed by the layers'
effective thicknesses, Ihese thicknesses ame, In turn, affected by' he width of the Interfaces, i.e. the
Interface roughness. Since confinement shifts the phonon frequencies from their bulk values, the
spectral features ame shifted to an extent dependent onit nterface quality.

(i1) Layers having nominal single crystal structure may believe us alloys due to the intermaixing of atoms
from different layer typeo, The observed photion frequetaul-sa In this cas thus become the relevant
alloy friquencies.

Superiattice phonons for a aupeilattic with Interface roughness can be modelled using, for instance, the
random alement isodiaplaoement (RM) model of Samson of all. and both the above mechanisms contribute
to the resultant: resonant phonon frequencies, Moat studies of such phenomena have concentrated on
Ga"AsIAs superlattloes; in Otese the first mechanlism dominsate the behaviour of the Gawks-lilk modes
asid the second mechanism dominates the behaviour of the ALAs-like modes. ThN AI,4 a1 .xAa alloy that
produces the MlAs-like mode has two-mode phonon behaviour, In this paper we examine far Infrared
results from a ClaInAs/InP superlattice. In particular, we observe the effect of alloying on the !nP-lke
mode, noting that an IN.AOI.,CP W~oy has single-mode phonon behaviour 2.

The sample consisted of 20 period* of 17 A Ga0 47In.52As/InP and 17 A InP, grown on an InP substrate
with buffar ayer by molecular beam epitaxcy (MBE). Infrared reflootivity measurements were performed at
77 K with the output beam of a laser controlled Mficheluon Interferometer incident on the sample at an
angle of 600, A polauiser was placed In front of the (Jolay detector.

Both a- and p-polauisation spectra are shown In the figure. The large Increase in reflectivity In the region
300.350cm1l is within the reststrahien slon of InP, and this is the most dominant feature because hiP Is
the substrate material as well as the one of the superlattice cmponents, We concentrate on features in fthi
region because they dominate the spectrum, It should be noted that lthe presence of the substrate reatatiahl
can actually enhance features of interest,

Comparison of the two figures shows that there is no significant: feature In the p-polarisatdon spectrum that
does not appear in the s-polarisation spectrum, TiMs contrasts with the case when strong confinement
occurs, In the latter oue sharp dips occur at confined LO frequencies In p-polariesaron but are absent In a-
pol"Aiation'. In lthe cue considered heme, however, confinement effects appear to be so small and the
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auperlattice so thin that no confined LO feature can be resolved, This interpretation Is conasitent with the
small dispersion present in the InP phonon dispersion curve,

Because confinement effects amr small we have modelled the dielectric response of the aupr.dattice in terms
of a bulk slab model in which each layer is considered as in isotropic bulk. In the long wavelength limit
the resulting dielectric functions may be averaged to give a uniaxial dielectric tensor with prinipal
components

se - eym - (sI di + a, d2)/(d, +d2)

easa -(Cl'l dt ÷ s3"ld2)(dj ÷d2)

where a, and C2 are the dielectric functions of the two superlattice layers of thickness d, and.d
respectively. z is taken as the growth direction.

In order to model the dip at - 335 am' in both spectra it is necesary to auumb that some Ga atoms have
migmted from the G%,r4 I0,oSAs layers to the JnP layers. Thus we consider the superilttice u

.Oalno.7 AaiO%,1 Jn 0. 9P (the migrtion of P or As is not considered because it does not lead to such
pronounced features), The main effect of alloying a small amount of Ga into the InP layers is to introduce
an extra osolllator at 336 cm 1, Such a mode is consistent with that observed in ("J1 .•lnJA" by Lucovlky o
aP, The dip at - 335 mwl therefore corresponds to this mode, and there is good agreement between theory
and experiment using ddt Interpretation, Tli main observable effect in the O%,371n0%.A layer spectrum
is a small shift (- S omw) in the InAs-like TO frequency,

In summary, we have shown that a sharp feature in the far infrared spectrum caw be directly related to
auperlattice quality iWi the CalnAs/laP superiattice system grown on an InP suletmte, This feature shows
up within the restatrah region of the WaP, and is due to Ga impurities In hIP.
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QUANTUM SIZE OSCILLATIONS IN OPTICAL AND ELECTRIC
PROPERTIES OF SUPERTHIN NB AND CU FILMS

L.A.Kuzik, Y.E.Petrov, V.A.Yakovlev

Institute of Spectroscopy, Academy of Sciences of Russia,
Troitzk, Moscow reg., 142092 Russia

F.A.Pudonin

P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute, Academy of Sciences of Russia,
Moscow, Russia

Optical properties and DC conductivity of superthin niobium
(lA-1OOA) and copper films on crystalline a-quartz and silicon have
been studied. The metal films were prepared by radio frequency
sputtering. Such films show metallic behavior even for the
thickness of a few A. All measurements were made on air. To avoid
oxidation the metal films were coated immediately after deposition
by 40A thick protective silicon film.

We have used reflection and transmittance infrared
spectroscopy to study these films. Infrared spectra were obtained
using Fourier-transform spectrometer in the region 400-5000cm".
Imaginary part of dielectric function of the film was estimated
from these spectra using approximate formulae valid for very thin
films.

In the thickness dependence of Ime of Nb film deposited on
silicon as well as on quartz oscillations with a period w6A
exhibit. In [1] we had reported the observation of one maximum in
the Ime at the film thickness 6A. In [2] we have measured Nb films
with thicknesses 1.5-27A on quartz and could observe four maxima
separated by 6A. For Nb films on silicon such oscillations are
exhibiting up to the thickness 70A.

Direct current resistivity was measured for Nb samples on
quartz substrates using the four point technique. All films thicker
than 6A exhibit metallic conductivity and ohmic voltage to current
dependence. DC conductivity oscillates with 6A period too.

Using the Drude model we have calculated the plasma frequency
4.,d frequency of electron collisions from DC and optical
measurements. Both these values oscillates with the same period as
the conductivity.

The same nonmonotonous thickness dependencies can be observed
in surface polaritor. (3] and surface electromagnetic wave (4]
measurements of Nb films on quartz substrates. Temperature
measurements of reflectivity and DC resistance have shown that the
period as well as the relative amplitude of oscillations are
practically temperature independent (5].

Thus the oscillations with a period of several A were found on
the film thickness dependence of optical and electric

mo
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characteristics. These oscillations exhibits the same period for
various sets of samples made of the same metal in slightly
different conditions. ,,his period was found to be different for
different metals. For niobium films the period was z6A, for copper
films it was z2A. For both metals we could observe at least a dozen
of periods on the thickness. So conductivity at the infrared
frequencies and DC one are periodic functions of the film thickness
with a period 6A. This value is of the order of Fermi wavelength of
conduction electron for this metals. The dependence of the optical
and electric properties on the geometrical dimensions comparable
with the electron Fermi wavelength can be attributed to the
presence of the quantum size effects.

The theory of the quantum size effect in electric conductivity
for semimetals was given by Sandomirskii in (6). From this theory
follows that DC conductivity is a periodic function of the film
thickness with the period equal to a half of the electron Fermi
wavelength. This conclusion was confirmed by experimental studies
of bismuth [7]. antimony and tin [8] films. The oscillation period
for these materials was dozens or hundreds A. It becomes possible
to observe tie oscillations in such metals as Nb or Cu with several
A period only due to the use of radio frequency sputtering with
precise film thickness control. For metals this effect was first
observed in a set of different samples but not on one specially
prepared sample as in [8), the period being constant for different
sets of samples.

According to the Sandomirskii theory we can explain the
similarity of the oscillations at different temperatures by the
fact that the distance between the energy levels in a quantum well
near the Fermi energy for a Nb film of the thickness under study is
of the order of eV. That is much higher than kT. Thus the
Sandomirskii theory gives a qualitative description of our results.
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NON-LINEAR DOPPLER SHIFT OF THE
PLASMON RESONANCE IN A

GRATING-COUPLED DRIFTING 2DEG

R E Tyson, R J Stuart, H P Hughes, J E F Frost,
D A Ritchie, G A C Jones and C Shearwood

University of Cambridge, Cavendish Laboratory,
Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OHE, U.K.

Experimental and computational investigations of the plasmon resonances of a two dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) in the far-infrared have been performed. The object was to study the effects of
laterally drifting the 2DEG, that is givin* the electrons a net velocity in the plane of the charge sheet. The
simplest description of the effect of drifting the 2DEG is in terms of a Doppler shift in the plasmon
frequency. For the case of the plrsmon wavevector k, and the drift velocity v, being parallel, there are
two plasmon modes (travelling up and down stream with respect to the drift) and their Doppler shifted
plasmon frequencies are ( to being the plasmon frequency in a stationary 2DEG):

4 = Wo ± kXVd (1)

The situation is complicated by the need to use a coupling structure, such as an overlaid metal grating
close to the 2DEG, to match the frequency and wavelength of the plasmon to that of the electromagnetic
radiation. The periodicity of a grating overlaid on the structure causes the dispersion relation to become
zone-folded and gaps open at the Brillouin zone bxundary and at the zone centre, Figure 1. Therefore at
zero drift velocity there exist two first order plasmon modes. The in-plane electric field profiles of these
two modes are standing waves which are either symmetric (and hence radiative) or anisymmetric (and
hence non-radiativt) about the centre of a grating finger, assuming a symmetric grating profile.

The scattering matrix method [1] has been extenr3iely used to model the electromagnetic response of
stratified systems including gratings and 2DEGs. It is a full electromagnetic field calculation which
implicitly takes into account the screening effects of the grating, Calculation of the plasmon frequency as a
function of drift velocity shows that there is a splitting at zero drift velocity caused by periodic grating gate
screening, and that the plasmon frequency shift is not lineur with drift velocity, again because of the grating
screening, The calculated plasmon frequencies of
the 2DEG with a grating coupler do approach the
linear Doppler shift of Equation (1) at sufficiently 2C
high drift velocity, shown in Figure 2, Couplingto light. atk

Zono W4• ._._----' - "
Computing the transmission of the sample contro G

structure for varying drift velocity shows that with
increasing drift velocity the initially non-radiative Gapenntk
(upper) mode begins to couple, and the coupling d

strength of the lower mode decreases. T'his can be
understood in terms of the oscillating 2DEG
number density profiles at these resonant
frequencies, which become travelling waves when
the 2DEG is drifted, rather than standing waves
under the grating for a stationary 2DEG; the ____

travelling character of tie upper mode means that
it no longer has a symmety incompatible with the 0 k
incident radiation, anj can thus, couple. Figure 1.
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The samples investigated here were fabricated from MBE-grown, high mobility, AIGaAs/GaAs
heterostructure wafer. The grating periods used were 1.0 gm and 0.75 grm. Transmission spectra wore
obtained of the samples cooled to 10 K using an infra-red Fourier transform spectrometer and a liquid
helium cooled silicon bolometric detector. The plasmon spectra taken at a series of drift currents were
fitted with a Lorentzian oscillator line-shape to obtain values for the parameters: plasmon frequency, peak
height and width. The far-infrared spectra show a downward shift of the plasmon resonance as the drift
current is increased; this shift is also non-linear with increasing sheet current density, Figure 3. No
splitting of the plasmon is seen, indicating that, at the drift velocities achieved here, coupling to the non-
radiative upper mode is still very weak. A larger absolute shift in frequency is measured for the smaller
grating period sample, as expected since it has a larger k,, but the shift for both periods is greater than that
predicted by the scattering matrix model. We propose that the additional shift arises from a decrease in the
sheet charge density of the 2DEG, Ns, with drift current. The apparent decrease in Ns is approximately
linear with current and it is also very similar for the two grating period samples which suggests that the
reduction is a consistent electrical effect independent of the grating. At the largest currents passed through
the samples the decrease in Ns is only about 3%.
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Figure 2. Figure 3.

The width of the plasmon line shape and DC resistance measurements on the 2DEG both show a
similar fall in the mobility with applied electric field. This increase in the scattering with electric field results
in two problems experimentally. Firstly, the shorter scattering time means that the plasmon amplitude is
smaller at a given drift field, which implies that it is more difficult to observe. Secondly, in order to
produce high drift velocities the ohmic heating of the sample becomes excessive. The applied electric fields
are relatively small (< 5 kVm-1), so the average electron energy is much lower than that needed for
intervalley and real space scattering. But the electron energies achieved at the drift fields used here are
sufficiently great to cause scattering by the emission of polar optical phonons. A second mechanism which
may increase the scattering is the promotion of the electrons to the second 2DEG subband which has a
lower mobility and will lower the overall mobility of the electron gas. This again will occur at electric
fields of the order of 1 kVm- t . This promotion of the electrons to a higher energy subband may also be
responsible for the apparent decrease in number density of the electron gas, since the higher effective mass
of the second subband means that those electrons will not participate in the original first order plasmon
resonance oscillation.

Work is in progress to observe the plasmon resonance at higher drift velocity, possibly with coupling
to the upper mode, using a pulsed electric field to reduce the sample heating.

[1] Ager C D and Hughes H P, Phys Rev B 44, 13452 (1991)
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Optical transitions in quantum wires with an axial magnetic field
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ABSTRACT

An exact one-electron calculation of the subband energy levels of a cylindrical quantum wire with an axial
magnetic field is outlined, Oscillator strengths are obtained for optical transitions between the ground state and first two
excited states as a function of the applied magnetic field.

1. SUBBAND SPECTRUM

Recent advances in semiconductor fabrication techniques I have made it possible to produce cylindrical quantum
wires with diameters on the nanometer scale, For this reason, there has been a renewed interest In the quantum mechanics
of particles confined to such wires. The exact solution of the effective-mass Schrodinger equation for a solid cylinder with
an axial magnetic field (B) is given in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function 2 (CHF) assuming an Infinite
square well. We concentrate here on this system although the extension to a hollow cylinder has been recently discussed3.
The wavefunction in cylindrical co-ordinates (p,ý,z) is given by 2

W(p , z) , A eimO eik' exp(o/2) 0ml/2 M(amn,b,C) bulml+l, m=O,t,.2,., (1)

where M(amn,b,-) Is the CHF, ;up2%, a2 with sc the magnetic length (a~mh/eB), k is the axial wavevector and amn is the

nth zero of the CHF obtained from the boundary condition 'P(R,1,z)=0, viz,

M(amnb,R'/2a2).mO 4V Emn()" uo. (aamn + L (b+m)) (2)

with wo (•eB/l) the cyclotron frequency, g the effective mass, and Emn(B) the subband energy, Figure 1 illustrates the
subband energy levels for a cylinder of radius 300A with parameters appropriate for the GaAs/AICaAs system, It is seen
that for non-zero B the doubly degenerate statez (m,0) are Zeeman split. For small B the splitting Is proportional to mB,
whilst for larger B the confinement is due to B rather than the potential, In particular, there Is a minimum In the m<O
curves which Is intimately linked to the number of flux quanta within the cyclotron radius 2. The energy level splittings
are typically a few meV and are therefore amenable to far Infra-red spectroscopy. It is noted here that for a hollow cylinder
3 the ground state is not in general the meO state in striking contrast to the soli cylinder.

2. OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS

We now briefly consider optical absorption betwes.n these magnetic subbands, For reasons of symmetry the
configuration with clear-cut selection rules will be those of circularly polarised light Incident along the cylinder axis, The
electric field Is E-Eo[cos(ct),±sin(cot),0] in right (+) and left hand (-) polarised light, The interaction potential in the
dipole approximation is W., m peEocos(0o04). Standard analysis then shows that for absorption m-.md:l and stimulated
emission m-.m:l 1, The above Interaction Hamiltonian together with the exact eigenfunctions (eqn, 1) provide the basis
for a full description of optical absorption. Here we consider the oscillator strength between the ground state (m=O,n 1)
and the first two excited states (*1,1). In general the oscillator strength between an initial state (m,n) and a final state
(m',n') may be defined -s 4

M.2,.m(En, ,, - ,,)a <p>2 (4)

where e<p> Is the dipole matrix element and me is the free-electron mass. Figure 2 illustrates the oscillator strengths for
transitions between (0, 1) and (:1,l) as a function of B for the system depicted 41, figure 1. It Is seen that the strengths are
equal for B-0 (as they should be), but as B increases the oscillator strength for the (0,1)-4(-l,I) transition decreases
whilst that for the (0, 1)-+(1,l)'transition increases initially although for large B it is independent of the field
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(ft4mc/p).The insert to figure 2 illustrates the variation of the energy difference AE with field for these two transitions, It
is hoped that this work will stimulate experimental investigations of intersubband transitions in these novel quasi-one
dimensional systems.3.RF EN S

1.R.J.Tonucci, B.L.Justus, AJi.Campillo and C.E.Ford, Science 239 783 (1992).
2.N.C.Constantinou, M.Masale and D.R.Tilley, J.Phys.: Condens. Matter 4 4499 (1992).
3.M.Masole, N.C.Constantinou and D.R.Tilley, Phys.Rev. B46 15432 (1992)
4.D.Ahn and S.L.Chuang, Phys.Rev. B35 4149 (1987).
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Abstract

Phonon confinement in a selection of asymmetric 4.layer GaAs/AlAs superlattice structures grown by molec-
ular beam epitaxy has been studied by polarised far infrared oblique incidence and attenuated total reflection
(ATR) spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy. The results enable measurements to be made of the interface
broadening parameters Wj of each interface C, The interface roughness parameter W of a layer of average
thickness n monolayers is described by the expression W2 = ann,/(an + n.), with a = 1 and n, = 2 and 5
for GaAs and AlAs repectively.

I. Introduction

Optic phonons confined in the z direction within a superlattice layer of thickness L have confinement
wavevector km= mwr/l, and are observable by far infrared and Rtaman scattering at a frequency wm - w(km),
where w(q) is the frequency of bulk phonons with wavevector q. The effective thickness L of a layer depends
on the effective width W of the interfaces between the layers in the superlattice. W is determined by the
growth process, and depends on the degree of alloying, doe to diffusion of adatoms (Ga or Al), and roughness
caused by terracing during growth. Thus, measurement of frequencies wm can provide information about
the effective width W of the interfaces and provides a means of characterising the growth process. The aim
of this work h&A been to measure the effective interface width parameters W, and to provide a model that
describes how W depends on the growth conditions of each layer.

Tile model used to determine tile interface roughness of the samples, a one-dimensional linear chain
model incorporating alloying, is described by Samson at at,*, It requires a specification of the average
superlattice unit cell composition profile, for which we have used a simple model that attempts to emulate
the growth process, The essential feature of the model is the prescription used in describing the interface
width parameters W. When a layer of average thickness n monolayers is grown, we assume that the resulting
surface, which becomes the interface between this layer and the next, has a width parameter of the empirical
form

W2 = (Mn)

in which W approaches a saturation limit V,/fi when n is large, and the simple statistical limit ,/aW when n
is small. The composition profile, iLe, the fraction Pj of Ga atoms occupying each group III plane j in the
superlattice unit cell, is then constructed by assuming that the average composition profile at an interface
nominally at z = 0 is assumed to have the error function shape er/c(z/W)/2.

II. Experimental Measurements and Analysis

The samples studied were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on [001] GaAs substrate at 6301C.
All the samples had a unit cell of (AlAs).,(GaAs),,2(AlAs)n 3(GaAs). 4, where rnj - 18. This unit cell was
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repeated 400 times to make a complete superlattice with a thickness of approximately 2 Am, The unit cellfor all nine samples is given in figure 1, with the direction of growth going from left to right. The frequencieswm of the LO(m) (m=l) phonons from the GaAs well a in the samples have been measured by Rtamanscattering in backscattering z(x, y)T conflguration at a temperature of 80 K, and by polarised far infrared
oblique incidence and attemnated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy2,

The construction of the (AlAs), I(GaAs). 2(AIAs), 3 (GaAs). 4 superlattices studied here are shown inthe figure, and the experimentally measured frequencies (in cm- 1 ) of the GaAs-like LO phonon modes wm.with m = 1 are shown on the right. The samples studied all have a period of 18 monolayers (apart from A,which has half the period, since n, = n3 and n2 W n4), Samples A,B,C and D all have GaAs layers with
n2 = n4 = 3, separated by different widths of AlAs layers. Apart from sample A, they show two distinct
GaAs-like phonon modes w, corresponding to the two different GaAs layers, the frequencies of which wonldbe essentially identical if the interfaces were ideally perfect. The pairs of samples FI,F2 and G1,G2 withGaAs layer widths of 2 and 4 monolayers are identical but grown in reverse directions; the freqnencles change
very markedly when the growth direction is reversed.

A very satisfactory theoretical description of the mode frequencies in all 9 samples can be obtained uningthe model of Samson ot at I with composition parameters determined by the procedure outlined above andwith the interface widths determined through equation (1) with the values a = 1.0 :,I., n,(GaAs) - 2.0 .5,n,(AlAs) = 5.0 - .5 . In each superlattice schematic in the figure, the calculated Ga composition profileis indicated by solid lines and the idealised profile by dashed lines, and the number above each interface
indicates the roughness parameter W in monolayer units. We conchlde from the analysis that equation (1)
gives a good description of the dependence of the interface width on the layer thickness,

The anthors would like to thank the UK Science and Engineering Research Councll for financial assis.
tance with this project.
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Figure. Layer thicknesses ni, interface parameters W and gallhim concentrations Pj for each of the ninesamples atudied. The dotted lines indicate the Pj values for idealised sharp interfaces, whilst the solid lines
are the model results The mnmber above each interface is the calcilated roughness parameter W associated
with that interface.
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1, Introduction

As a rule surface polaritons of dielectric or semiconductor crystals and surface plasmon - po-
laritons of metals are considered as nonradiative excitations because their wave vectors q are large
than wave vector of light in a vacuum k0 (1]. The existence of radiative surface polaritons and
the possibility of their experimental detection by the spectra of thermal radiation of samples was
investigated in [1-3],

Nonradiative surface polaritons with q > ko, generated by thermal motion of surface atoms and
electrons of crystals (or metal), can be converted into light by means of an ATR prism brought
to the crystal surface [1,3,4]. Excitation of surface polaritons using an ATR prism over a crystal
leads to the light absorption (and emission) by nonradiative surface polaritons. Thus, the ATR
prism placed near the surface of a metal turn the nonradiative surface plasma states of the metal
- vacuum interface with q > k0 into light absorbing (radiative) states. The presence of a prism
near the metal surface leads to a perturbation of surface plasmon-polaritons and, as a result, to a
considerable change in the dispersion law [1,3]. With a very thick and zero pap between ATR prism
and a crystal (or a metal) surface the interface polaritons remain nonradiative, i.e. these polaritons
can not absorb light [3], When the gap is finite, perturbation of the surface polariton occurs and
this leads not only to a change in its dispersion law but also to the appearance of radiative modes
(of the Fabry - Perot type) in the gap between the prism and the crystal surface [1,3].

The same conversion of nonradiative surface plasmon of a metal take place when the metal
covered by a dielectric film with an optical thickness more than the wavelength of metal plasmoii-
polariton [2,3]. In this case the dielectric film can consider as a "cavity" and the electromagnetic
field of plasmon-polariton of the metal as a "cavity modes". These cavity modes can interact with
dipole active excitations in the film. Such resonance interaction are discussed in this report,

2. Theoretical background

The spectra of light absorption (A) and thermal radiation (E) by polaritons of a structure "ATR
prism - gap - semiconductor film - metal" are well described by tlie formula [3]:

(-6I -682)M +(6 1 + 52)N 12 (1)
A=E= 1-I +62)M + (61- N)

where M = (62 + 63)(63 + 64) + (63 - 63)(63 - 64 )exp(-2Kslw/c);
N = [(62 - 63)(63 + 64) + (62 + 6s)(6s - 64)eop(-2,a1w,/c)]e•p(-2/c2dw C

6j = ej/lm for p-polarized light; 6j -= j for a-polarized light; %j = aelain2 0- ej; j=1,2,3,4, Here
el is the dielectric function of the semi-cylinder material (ATR prism), e2 is the dielectric function
of the gap, e8(w) and eN(w) are the dielectric functions of the film and the substrate, respectively; I
and d are the thicknesses of the gap and the dielectric (semiconductor) film, and 0 is the radiation
angle (inside the medium with el).

3. Light absorption by radiative polaritons.

It was shown [1-31 that the interaction of light with two interface vibrational modes of a struc-
ture "vacuum - thin film - metal" leads to the appearance of absorption (radiation) peaks at the
frequencies of these modes, One of them is located at frequency wTO and another at frequency WLO.
When we have an ATR prism near the film on metal substrate or dielectric (semiconductor) slab
on the metal, it is evident that in the gap and in the film, as in the Fabry - Perot interferometer,
radiative interference modes will exist,
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Fig. I Calculated p-polarized absorption spectra of structure" ZnSe film -- Cr substrate" with
different thicknesses of the film. The calculated spectra are in a good agreement with experimental
results [1-3].

As an example in Fig.1 shown that a set of radiative polariton branches appear to in the fre.
quency regions v < vro = 200 cmn' 1 and v > PLO = 250 cm' 1 . The number of these branches is
determined only by the thickness and the dielectric function of the film [3]. These "modes", i.e. ra-
diative polaritons, are "tied" to the metal surface and they should be considered as electromagnetic
elgenstates of our structure. These "modes" was observed early in experiments [2,3].

It should be noted that the intensities of these additional bands in the spectrum in Fig. 1 at the
frequency v < Lio and v P Lzo are determined, primarily, by the frequency of electron collisions
in the metal plasma, i.e. by the quantity Im[eM(w)]. eM(w) = I -- w•/(w2 - itpw), where wp and
f is the plasma frequency and the frequency of electron collision in metal plasma resl)ectively.
(wP = 50000 cm- 1, %, = 5000 cm-.)

There are resonance enhancement ii absorption spectra when radiative polaritons (Fabry-1Perot
modes of the gal or the film) of the structure cross the interface vibrational states of the film on
the metal substrate at the frequencies w, : wTo and w3 ; WLO and an local vibrations of impurity
atoms in the film. The frequencies of the interfaces modes w, and w2 and local vibrations of impurity
atoms do not depend from wave vector in radiative region, i.e, Pt q < ko [1-3].
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ABSTRACT

A quasi-optical mode converter has been designed to transform to the TEh2,. cylindrical waveguide mode at 110 0Hz to
a Gaussian beam in free space. The converter consists of an irregular cylindrical waveguide section followed by a step-cut
launching aperture and several focussing reflectors. The irregular wavogulde section, which is designed using coupled mode
theory, is used to bunch the radiation into Gaussian bundles prior to the launch. The reflectors that follow are designed with
Gaussian optics. A rigorous diffraction theory has been developed to analyze the converter system. The converter will be
built and tested, and results will be compared to the diffraction theory.

2. CONVERTER DESIGN

The quasi-optical mode converter consists of an irregular wavegulde section, or pro-bunching section, followed by a
step-cut launching aperture and several focussing reflectors, The purpose of the pro-bunching section is to obtain a mode
mix in the launching waveguide such that the field intensity on the wall, or wall currents, are Gaussian in profile,.2,3

A Gaussian profile of the field intensity on the wavegulde wall can be achieved by pumping power from the main
mode, TBg,, to two satellite modes, the TX,,m and the TXpj,. The symbol TX indicates that the satellite mode can be
either TB or TM. A helicoidal converter, described by Eq. (1), is used to obtain this type of mode conversion.2

,Pp,x) - r.. + 81 (COS03 - l(P) + W OMAN - 129)). (1)

where 01 ow :h(p - 13j),I = -:(mo - mi),3a .N.(00 - 130), la - :(mo - mj). The subscript 0 corresponds to the main mode,
and the subscripts I andj refer to the first and second satellite modes, respectively, Coupled mode theory i& used to analyse
the operation of the helicoidal converter,

For the TEn,. converter under consideration, r,,,, is 6% larger than the cutoff radius, and the two satellite modes
are the TBE1 ,7 and the TEa3,.. The other modes that couple to the TE21,e through the wall deformations are also taken into
account, The resulting Gaussian wall current pattern (Fig, 1) has a peak to valley rado of approximately 40. Launching of
the radiation is achieved by cutting the wall around a Gaussian bunch, where wall current Is at a minimum. The Stratton-Chu
diffraction theory was used to analyze the launch of the radiation from the pro-bunching converter. Figure 2 shows the
near field radiation pattern at the approximate position of the first reflector, as predicted by the Stratton-Chu formula, The
diffraction theory was also used to predict the expansion of the beam. This theoretical expansion was compared to the
expansion of a fundamental Gaussian beam (Figs, 3 and 4) and good agreement was obtained,

Because the pro-bunching launcher radiates a Gaussian beam, the focussing reflectors in the converter system were
designed using Gaussian optics, The diffraction theory can be used to theoretically propagate the radiation launched from
the irregular wavegulde through the mirror system and predict the final output beam,

3. REFERENCES
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open mirror lines,' 17th International Conference on infrared and Millimeter Waves, Conference Digest, pp. 124-125, 1992,
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ABSTRACT

Helically cut antennas with feed waveguide deformations together with two or three matchinp mirrors are used
for the efficient conversion of high order helically propagating gyrotrrc: 1 cavity output modes into a free space
fundamental Gaussinn beam. The aim of this woik Is to optimize the shape of the deformations such that the
antenna Is reasonably short arid the conversion efficiency (TEn,e to TEMo0 ) remains high.

2. INTRODUCTION

Helically cut quasi-optical mode converters [1] are used In modern high power gyrotrons [2] to convert the
rotating high order cavity volume mode into a linearly polarized fundamental Gaussian beam. Such a mode
converter consists of a helically cut aperture antenna serving as a launcher, and two or more reflectors. Espk.-
cially for converters Intcgrated Into the vacuum system of the tube, conversion efficiencles close to unity are
required since trapped RF energy jeopardizes the stable operamion regime and may lm.d to heating of the tube
structure, To achieve high conversion efficiencies launching an appropriate mode mixture has been suggested
in several papers. [3], [4]. However, for gyrotrons operat'ng with high order modes the mode converter ne-
cessary to achieve the mixture either Is that long that it will be difficult to intergrate it into the vacuum system
or it needs to be operated very close to cutoff. Thus, in this paper we come back to the type of feed wavegulde
deformations proposed in [5]. Sinco this design has been performed by means of geometrical optics, which can
lead to unexpected results, [8], it must be checked by diffraction theory,

In this paper we describe the theory we have derived, VW ":ompare the lengths of the converters operating on
different principles and apply this theory for the design of the converter system for a TEg, . mode at 140 GHz.

3. LENGTH OF THE CONVERTERS OF DIFFERENT PRINCIPLES

The overall length of the converter section and the launcher for a TE,, mode (elgenvalue X',, , wave propagation
vectors k,,, k, can be calculated as

Sr
2

Lt-t - 2( w+cos- (0 cos-l Im
_m._O X'mn

Hence, it increases first linearly later with the square of the waveguido radius R., The length of rippled wall

mode converters also have a similar behaviour, but are generally longer.

4. DESIGN OF THE TEn..- CONVERTER

The entire mode converter system has to fit into the space between the uptaper behind the gyrotron resonator
and the collector which has its location determined by electron beam trajectories in the DC magnetic field. This
determines the overall axial space of our converter to 330 mm The launcher radius has been chosen such that
the pitch angle of the operating mode TEslg is the about 500. This leads to a launcher length of 87 mm and a
feed wavegulde deformation section of 120 mm. The mirror system comprising three mirrors have to fit Into the
remaining space,

5. ANALYSIS OF THE LAUNCHER DEFORMATIONS

The feed waveguide deformations calculated by means of geometrical optics have to be Investigated using dif-
fraction theory, In our model we separate the calculation in axial and azimuthal direction and solve Huygens
integrals on sufaces depending on two dimensions. In this approach we assume the field radiating from a single
causting and calculated the field on the waveguide surface by means of Hanke's functions. Then we twice
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calculate the reflected field from the deformed wavegulde mirror surfaces and obtain the radiation field of the
launcher.

6. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LAUNCHER BY FINITE INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE

Since the principles of geometrical uptics and the assumption of unperturbed fields on the aperture are not exact,
numerical methods have to be used taking into account reflection and diffraction caused by the cut. Discretiza-
tion of the geometry shows that the number of gridpoints increases with the square of the waveguide radius so
it is advantageous to investigate the radiation behavior of the helically cut aperture antenna closer to cutoff in
order to reduce the computational effort. A commercial ccde [7] based on the finite Integration technique which
solves Maxwell's equations in time domain was applied to the three dimensional problem of an undeformed
launcher excited by wavegulde modes. The program simulates free space radiation with absorbing boundary
conditions, waveguide excitation can be mclelled and backscattering can be analyzed, after some modifications
of the computer code, especially for the possibility to handle a mode mixture of rotating high order modes.
First test calculations ( parameters: f- 140 GHz, R, - 8.9 mm, rotating TEto -= 4 .a" 70° pitch angle) showed that
the tangential field distribution on the aperture ( 0 : x 5 R., y - 0, 0 _< z 9 2itR.1 tan a ) distinguishes from the
usually assumed constant amplitudes in axial direction. In Fig.1 one can see a decay of the amplitudes to the
end of the cut ar, oackwards travelling waves due to power reflection. Both effects are expected to be negligible
for increasing waveguide radius which has to be verified by further computations, also Including the proper rm ode
mixtures proposed In [4)

y

- X

FI.,: Model of the similated launcher and coordinate system (left) and square of the tangential electric field

amplitude on the aperture (right).
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Introduction

Several gyrotrons currently under development have cavities that operate in rotating TBa modes
with very high azimuthal indices m such as a rotating TH1S,2 or TE2,2 circular waveguide mode. If n
4K m as well, these modes are sometimes called whispering gallery modes. It is desirable to be able to
produce these modes at low power from the TRIO mode in standard dominant-mode rectangular
waveguide so that components to be used within or in conjunction with these gyrotrons can be more
easily tested. Recently we discussed the principles of operation of a device which can be used to generate
such high azimuthal index modes using an azimuthal array of apertures in the circular waveguide [1].
Other methods of generating WG modes have also been developed. One uses a helical multifoll [2], and
another uses a cylindrical input cavity within a coaxial cavity [3]. The azimuthal aperture array method
has the possible advantage that more than one different WO mode with the same azimuthal index, m,
could be generated with the same device. Also, both senses of rotation and any degree of rotation,
including a stationary mode, can be produced with one device for possible testing purposes.

Description of the Azimuthal Aperture Array Mode Generator

In the azimuthal aperture array mode generator, the apertures are excited by a dominant-mode
rectangular waveguide which is, in effect, wrapped around the circular waveguide, as shown in Figs, 1
and 2. For simple synchronous operation, the number of watvelengths in this azimuthal rectangular
waveguide should be equal to the azimuthal index of the desired mode in the circular waveguide. In
order to excite a purely rotating mode in the circular waveguide, a pure traveling wave must be
established in the azimuthal rectangular waveguide. The mode with the desired radial index n is selected
by forming a cavity in the circular waveguide between a movable short circuit and a partially transmitting
screen as shown in Fig. 1. The coupling is strongest to the mode with the highest radial index (for the
desired m-Index) that can propagate in the cavity. Thus, it is advantageous to make the circular
waveguidi cavity radius a little smaller than the cutoff radius for the mode with the next highest radial
index. It is also desirable to have the amplitude of the traveling wave in the azimuthal rectangular
waveguide as nearly constant as possible along the length of this waveguide. To do this it Is necessary
to keep the coupling through the apertures relatively low. Thus, in order to keep the efficiency of the
device as high as possible, it Is desirable for the azimuthal rectangular wavegulde to act as a traveling
wave resonator to increase the amplitude of the traveling wave.

The usual traveling wave resonator design, shown in Fig. 3, uses a directional coupler to excite the
resonant ring. Here the degree to which the wave in the ring is purely a traveling wave depends upon a
high directivity in the directional coupler. The coupling of the input power to the ring is optimum (total)
when the coupling factor k is equal to the attenuation factor in the ring [41. Neither the directivity of the
directional coupler nor the coupling factor are easily adjustable after fabrication. A alternate method of
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producing a pure traveling wave uses two tees with a short circuit in one as shown in Figs. 1 and 4. This
paper will discuss the analysis of this type of traveling-wave resonator.
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ABSTRACT

Circular coaxial structures have been analyzed using a Scattering Matrix Code (SM-Code). The mathematical
formulation is given In [1). The SM.Code includes ohmic losses and avoids the relative convergence problem [2].
This gives the possibility to use a large number of diameter steps in order to analyze long (L*k) oversized
continuous waveguide structures like coaxial gyrotwon cavities. Standard cavities with abrupt junctions, improved
cavities with rounded contoum and cavities including a conical inner conductor have been analyzed.

INTRODUCTION

O%,p.rized resonators suffer the problem of quasi degenerated modes with nearly equal elgenvalues. One possible
way to separate the eigenvalues for a fixed outer diameter Is to use a coaxial cavity [3]. The eigenvalues of the
circular wavegide are increased if the inner conductor overlaps the caustic region. This effect shifts several
eigenmodes Into the cutoff region and reduces the number of possible resonances (mode competition). Additional
the transversal field structure of coaxial eigenmodes depends on the inner to outer conductor diameter ratio and
complicates the numerical description [4]. The same mathematical formalism has been used for resonators with
circular [5) and rectangular [6] cross section, A gaining medium (electron beam) with a Gaussian amplification
profile in the resonator has been assumed. A resonator geometry for the TE.11,1-mode at 140 GHz including the gain
profile Is shown in Fig. 1. The frequency region where the resonance occurs can be determined by feeding the cavity
with a pure TE21.13-mode from the output side corresponding to the dip shown in FIg.2. The exact resonance
frequency, the gain factor and the quality factor are calculated by solving the elgenvalue problem. Rounded cavities
have been modeled using a large number of diameter vitriations (e.g, 200 unit cells). Due to the radial symmetry
of the coaxial cavity only waveguide modes with the some radial index have to be taken Into account. This means
that the TEM-mode can not be excited by symmetrical diameter steps if the radial index is larger than zero.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The discrete structure (unit cell with a step in diameter) is described by the wave phenomena of an incident and
a reflected wave which is equivalent to a second order difference equation. The numerical Integration of the
difference equations leads to the Overall Scattering Matrix. The elgenvalue equation is solved using this Overall
Scattering Matrix. This gives the resonance frequency, the gain factor and the quality factor of the cavity.
Unphysical singularities in the propagation constants will cause convergence problems and can be avoided using
a modified Schaffelt-Bayer-formula [7].
A 140 GHz gyrotron cavity oscillating In the TE21, .,-mode is examined. Adiabatic transitions (rounded) show higher
mode purities compared to standard cavities [8]. Table 1 gives the numerical results for the cutoff and the output
tapers with a pure TEB2,t.,-mode excitation and for the complete resonators (standard cavity and rounded cavity).
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abrupt junctions rounded junctions standard cavity monded cavity

mode cutoff taper output taper cutoff taper output taper

backward forward backward forward backward forward backward forward backward Forward backward forward

TE',• 0.095 0.091 0.027 0.154 0.005 01001 0.001 0.106 0.149 0.246 0.004 0,142

TEý1,1 0.499 0.446 0.079 0,777 0.086 0.107 0.000 0.341 0,590 0.452 0.054 0.243

T'2.,t 0.000 97,231 17,039 80.860 0,000 98118 12.113 86,428 0.000 98.061 0.000 99,272

TT2 ,,,4 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.179 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.153 0.000 0.210 0.000 0.173

Table 1: Modal power In [%] in the main modes by feeding cutoff and output taper with a pure TE., 13-mode and
for the standard and rounded cavities at resonance (ohmic losses are included).

SUMMARY

Oversized coaxial gyrotron cavities have been analyzed. High output mode purity has been obtained using rounded
transitions. The SM-Code can describe the resonant cavity including the output taper. The high numerical stability
of the SM-Code enables to model continuous structures described by a large number of diameter steps for
rectangular, circular and coaxial cross sections.
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Modeling of Mode Purity in High Power Gyrotron Oscillators'
S. Y. Cal, T. M. Antonsen, Jr., and B. Levush
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Spurious mode generation at the same fre- travels downstream and reaches a point where
quency of the operational mode in a high power another inode satisfies the resonant condition
gyrotron can significantly reduce the power the bunched beam can excite this mode. This
handling capability and the stability of a gy- effect is refered to as the gyroklystron effect.
rotron oscillator because these mode are usu- In this case, because the resonant condition in-
ally not matched at the output window and volvns the axial magnetic field B(z), the level
thus have high absorption and reflection rates, of parasitic mode excitation is expected to de-

In this paper we study two possible mecha- pend sensitively on the magnetic field.
nisms for parasitic mode generation in a high To study the spurious mode generation due
power gyrotron oscillator. One is the mode to the mode transformation and the gyroklys-
transformation caused by the waveguide in- tron effects, we have developed a computer
homogeneity. The other is the gyroklystron code, which solves a set of single frequency
effect. The first mechanism is relatively well time-dependent gyrotron equations self-consis-
und.-rstood. The power transformed from the tently. This code can include an arbitrary
operational mode into neighboring modes de- number of TE and TM modes and can ac-
pends mainly on the gradient of the waveg- count for mode transformations. It can also
itide radius and the power contained in the include reflection for selected modes at the
operational mode'. For a given tube, the per- output boundary'.
centage of power transformed into a parasitic The computer code is used to simulate a
mode should not depend sensitively on 6he ap- recent experiment performed at General Aton'.ic
plied axial magnetic field. (GA) on a Varian built TE15 2, mode 110 GHz

The gyroklystron effect on the other ha~nd 500kW CW gyromonotron". The experiment
relies on a resonant condition, observed excitations of spurious modes with

power as high as 10% of the operational mode.
= ,(1) The power in these parasitic n',odes was found

1/4 to be sensitively dependent or the axial mag..

where - is the axial coordinate pointing in the netic field, Our simulations are performed
samm4 (direction as the electron beam travels, ", with be..m parameters of 80 kV beam volt-

is the microwave frequency, Q(:) = eR(z)/Tmc age, 22 amperes beam current and 1.5 velocity
is the relativistic electron cyclotron frequency, ratio. The flrst set of Aimulations wer done

B(z) is the DC axial magnetic fleld, 14 is the with an uniform magnetic fiWld. The output
axial velocity of the electron beam, and k.(z) power of some selected ; iodes are plotted in
is the axial wavenumber of a waveguide mode. Fig, 1 as functions of the axial magnetic field.

For different waveguide modes, the resonant It shows that the power in TE 15,3 and rmi~a
condition (1) is satisfied at a different Iota- is about 1% of the 'total power and is sensitive
tion z. The operati3nal mode usually ratisfies to the magnetic field. The next step we tuok
the relation in a streight sect ion of the cavity, was to use the actual magnetic field tapering
where the main interaction lakes ' .f neaslired in the experiments. The simulationtere the main interaction, the (lectron Leafn i results are plotted in Fig, 2. Hlere the taper-te dnched in phaS to, When the hel ched beam i rng in the m:agnetic field reduct.s the maxitimim

S-i-i .
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output power in ali mode.i. We have also per- IS
formned simulations in which we tuiried off the Output Power. untepterad 8
coutpling between the parasitic modes and the 70 NUA1W1

electron beam. The output power obtained of So V 60kV -10

itich simulations are very close to that shown F sooo ~ 1 r
in F-ig. 2. Trherefore in this case the parasitic aL~

modes are mainly generated through the mode 300

transformation mechanismn. This result is con- to - -

sistent with the fact that, as shown in Fig. 2, -

the power in the parasitic modes are not sen- -/ ...

sitive to the magnetic field, Fig. 3 shows the 0
results of our third study where 100% reflec- 43 so 44 M 4 46 46

tion was included for all parasitic modes at the Figure 1: Output power versus magnetic field
output boundary. In this case, the power of with untapered B.
the parasitic modes plotted is not the output
power but the power that oscillates inside the
tube. It is shown in Fig. 3 that the power in Oupu Power, lo.",.d . WI

TE1 8,3 can reach more than 10% of the total Soo - 1
output power and is very sensitive to the axial VM A0uV

magnetic field, !4010

Based on the simulation results described [
above, we conclude that maode transformation
and gyrok~ystron effects can excite parasitic
inodes to unacceptable levels in high power
gyrotron oscillators. However, these two ef-
fects can not fully explain the experimental
observations made at CA because the only 43 48 4 4 40 4 a

a nri
case in our simulations where the power in aFgr2:OtupoevrssMntifel
parasitic mode exceeds 10% of the total power Figu apred 2:OtuB oe.esu ran~ il
is when the output section hhs unreasoni'bly WIitprdB

high reflection for this mode. Therefore, other
effects miuay also have contributed to the gen- Power, B tapered with reflection
eration of parasitic modes in the GA experi- too so-
ment. rn
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ABSTRACT

The quasioptical gyrotron (QOG) is under development at the Naval Research Laboratory as a tunable, high power
source of millimeter-wave radiation(lJ, A recent gyroklystron experiment has demonstrated operation as an amplifier,
a fiee-running oscillator, a mode-primed oscillator, and a phase-locked oscillator. Two mode selection techniques,
alpha priming and mode priming, have been shown to Increase the frequency detuning and efficiency of the operating
mode In the gyroklystron, These two effects are also observed in the time-dependent, multimode computer simulations,
where It is shown that the gyroklystron is operating in the hard excitation region of parameter space.

EXPERIMENT1.7" SET-UP

The gyroklystron consists of a pair of quasioptical resoua.uvrs separated by a 10 cm drift region. The output
resonator comprises a pair of 5,5 cm-diameter mirrors with a radius of curvature of 38.7 cm and a quality factor
Q s 37000. The mirror separation is varied from 20.-28 cm using micrometers mounted outside the magnet dewar
so that the frequency Is continuously tunable. The resonator axis Is tilted by 2o relativo to the plane perpendicular
to the axis of the electron beam, Tilting the resonator axis allows each electron to interact with both even and
odJ longitudinal modes in the output resonator, which increases the efficiency and region of stable, single-mode
operation(2]. The prebunching resonator is formed by a pair of 3,1 cm-diameter mirrors with a centered hole in each
mirror for input and output coupling of the 165 kW extended interaction oscillator (EIO) signal. T he low quality
factor (Q = 2000) of the prebuncher is required to prevent oscillations in the input resonator, Typical gyroklystron
operating parameters are 70 kV beam voltage, 5 A beam current, and a measured pitch angle (a = v±/vil) of 1,9,

Compi.rlson with theory is made using a computer code which includes the effects of the annular electron beam,
even and odd longitudinal resonator modes, the tilted output resonator, the finite rise of the beam voltage and electron
perpendicular velocity, and space charge as the electrons traverse the output resonator, At present, the code does not
account for energy spread, velocity spread, or second harmonic radiation. Mode priming is simulated by prebunching
the electron gyrophases according to 0 = 00 + qcoso0 for 2 psec during the rise of the voltage pulse, A bunching
parameter q = 2 is used for the simulations presented in this papor. Alpha priming Is modelled by allowing the
perpendicular velocity of the electrons to rise 0,25 psec faster than the voltage in the simulations,

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A plot of measured and calculated efficiency versus normalized frequency detuning is given In Figure I(a) for
mode priming by prebunching the beam for a current of 4,5 A. The normalized frequency detuning, or transit angle,
is related to the more familiar gyrotron parameters via 6 = JpA, Measured values of a rise linearly from 1.4-1,9
over this range of detunings, where the gyroklystron operates in a stable, single mode. The simulation uses pitch
angles from 1,3-1,6, since higher values result in multimode output states in the code, Mode priming allows for higher
detuning and higher efficiency than can be obtained with the free-running oscillator. If the detuning is increased past
6 = 4,0, mode competition occurs between the desired 85,5 GHz mode and lower frequency modes, Above 6 = 3.0,
the gyroklystron is operating in the hard excitation regime where the beam current is lower than the start current of
the operating mode (I < I.), The peak gyrotron efficiency is usually contained in the hard excitation region,

A similar plot of efficiency as a function of frequency detuning is shown In Figure 1(b) for the case of alpha
priming. The resistive divider circuit, which powers the mod anode of the electron gun is adjusted so that a rises 0.1
psec more rapidly during the rise of the voltage pulse, This tends to excite a longitudinal mode earlier in time at
slightly lower voltage, The overall effect of alpha priming Is very similar to mode priming: higher frequency detuning
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Figure 1: Efficiency versus normalized frequency detunlng 6 for (a) mode priming and (b) alpha priming,

and higher efficiencies are obtained compared to gyroklystron operation with no priming, Alpha priming does not
require prebunching the electron beam, so that this technique should be useful in single-cavity oscillator experiments,
A maximum detuning of 6 = 4.4 is obtained in the experiment, which corresponds to a measured efficiency of 20%
and an electronic efficiency of 22%, which accounts for ohmic losses In the output resonator, Measured efficiencies
are still somewhat lower than the simulations, but it is unlikely that this is due to insufficient frequency detuning.
Reflnements to the code, including velocity spread and energy spread of the electron beam, may provide insight to the
differences between theory and experiment.
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L ABSTRAC
The complex cavity is very attractive because of its excellent ability of mode selection and the simplicity of the

structural configuration (hollow waveguide with different diameters). However the very strong requirement posed on the
manufacturing accuracy makes the complex cavity fading from the front stage of gyrotron research. In this paper, a novel
modification, which overcomes this problem without sacrificing the ability of mode discrimination of the complex cavity,
is proposed, This advanced complex cavity has a simple structure and fits the existing manufacturing technologies,
Therefore, It is suitable for multi-megawatt gyrotrons.

2. THE ADVANCED CO!MPLEX CAVITY
In order to overcome the problem of mode competition in high power gyrotrons, several approaches, such as the

complex cavity [1-3], the coaxial cavity [4], the two-section cavity [5] and the quasi-optical Fabry-Perot cavity [6,7] are
investigated in different laboratories around the world, From the theoretical point of view, the ordinary complex cavltiy is
very attractive because of its excellent ability of mode discrimination, which is resulted front its specific structural
configuration, A complex cavity Is composed of two segments of different radii as shown in the Fig, la (we call the smaller
one the first segment and the larger one the second segment, which is the main interaction segment of the gyrotron), The
resonant modes in these two segments have the same azimuthal mode indexes but different radial mode indexes, iLe, the
TE,.,n mode in the second segment and the TEm..k mode in the first segment, The radii of the two segments are chosen so
that the operating TErnhn mode and its most dangerous competing modes are excluded in the first segment, because they are
beyond cutoff, The structure of the TUnin.k mode in the first segment fits to the structure of the T 1m,n mode in the second
segment in the corresponding cylindric area, The electrons interact with the Tlmn.k mode in the same way as if they were
interacting with the TEmn mode, because the two modes appear to be the same along the electron pathway, When the
electrons enter the second segment, they have already been bunched by the TEmn.k-mode and continue to interact with the
TErnmn mode. In other words, the operating TErnsn mode has a substitute mode working on behalf of it in the first segment,
but the competing modes do not, This is the basic idea of how a complex cavity can effectively suppress the competing
modes in high power gyrotrons, It is obvious that the resonant frequencies of the operating TEr,,, mode and its partner, the
TEmlnfk mode, should be equal to each other to ensure the tight coupling between them, Otherwise, the complex cavity
would not work. Unfortunately, even a smallest manufacturing tolerance of the cavity radii may cause a considerable
frequency mismatch and severely affect the gyrotron performance. The resonant condition of the complex cavity is
determined by

2kz L2 + 01 +02- 21c (1)

where kz is the longitudinal wave number, L2 is the effective field profile length in the main segment, 01 and ý2 ar. the
phase jumps at the cross sections z2 and z3 respectively, In the case of a gyrotron cavity ý1, ý2 and L2 can be regarded as
constants, In order to keep the resonant condition kz must be kept constant. That means if there is any manufacturing error,
the frn uency (w) must shift to offset the effect caused by the change of R. For example, in the case of a 140 (l-z gyrotron
using the I'E2 ,6 mode, the cavity radius Is 15.56 mm, If the manufacturing error is 0,01 mm, the corresponding frequency
shift is about the half width of the resonant curve of a cavity of Qa 1500 (Fig. Ib), Obviously it is not a good situation, that
a complex cavity operates with such a frequency mismatch, In order to overcome this problem, small tapers are introduced
into an ordinary complex cavity as shown in Fig. 2a. 'he operating TErn, mode in the second segment is bounced back and
force between the cutoff cross section z2 and the joint section z. to form the resonance. the resonant condition of this
modified cavity now becomes

2f z' kZ'dl + 1 + 2 "2 (2)
£2
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The important factor is that the effective cavity length L2 is no longer fixed, because Z2 is not fixed. Suppose the
radius R2 is slightly larger than that it should be (AR>0), because of the manufacturing uncertainty. The resonant frequency
will shift lower, resulting in a shifting of the position of the cutoff cross section, z2, to the larger cavity radius (i.e. towards
the z, In 11g. 2a). The cavity length 1.2 becomes shorter, This in turn tends to increase the resonant frequency. Since the
two effects on the resonant frequency go in opposite directions (one tends to decrease, another tends to increase the
frequenlcy) they offset each other (if AR<() the two effects also offset each other), The modified complex cavity is rendered
less sensitive to at change of the cavity radius. Thec same strategy can be used again in the first segment of' the complex
cavity, as shown in Pig. 2a. With this double modifications, the tolerance of the frequency to the AR can be improved
further, Now take the same case of the above mentioned TE%22 mode gyrotron with a modified complex cavity, Suppose
only die second segment is modified with an insertion of a 0,3 degree taper and the cavity quality factor is also 1500. Tlhe
frequency shift corresponding to ARmO.01 mm is reduced to about half of the frequency shift of a ordinary complex cavity
as shown in the PI1p. 2b, If the first segment is also modified, the frequency shift should be even smaller,

segeno segment 2 Af

R 2

2 3

(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Ordinary complex cavity with frequency mismatch

segment I segment 2

z 1Z 2 1 3

(a) (b)
Pig. 2: Advanced complex cavity (only segment 2 Is modified) with reduced frequency mismatch
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150 kW Sizhh-Harmonic Gyrofrequency Multiplier

A,J. Balkcum, D.B, McDermott, F, Flartemann and N.C. Lulauann, Jr.
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024

ABSTRACT

The design is presented of a 150 kW, 17.4 0Hz, sixth-harmonic gyro-multiplier, which is under construction, and
will be driven by a 300 keV, 1.7 A prebunched axismencircling electron beam produced in a 1 MW, 2.9 0Hz gyroresonant
rf accelerator.

1. THEORY

An exciting new high power millimeter and sub-millimeter wave source is under further development at UCLA, A
gyrofrequency multiplier exploits tho bunched nature of the rotating spind-shaped electron beam which emerges from a
gyroresonant rf accelerator. The gyrofrequency multiplier emits at a harmonic of the accelerator and electron cyclotron
frequencies making it possible to operate with reduced magnetic fields and to multiply the frequency of existing
microwave and millimeter wave high power sources, A proof-of.principle experiment at the third-harmonic without
magnetic taperinl generated 7 kW at 28 0Hz with 13% efficiency, I

In the input TEI 11 accelerator cavity of a gyrofrequency multiplier (see Fig. 1), low frequency microwaves tuned to
the cyclotron frequency accelerate and bunch initially low energy electrons to form an axis-encircling beam rotating at
the accelerator's frequency, 2 3 If the resonant frequency of the output cavity's Tlm mode is equal to the nth harmonic
of the accelerator, then the angular velocity of the wave matches that of the helical'beam and each electron enters the
interaction cavity at the same optimal decelerating phue, By properly tapering the magnetic field so that the harmonic
cyclotron resonance condition, onmq W10 + kzvz, is satinfled, the electrons will continue to lose energy throughout the
cavity, In the limit of an infinitesimlly thin electron beam, all electrons follow the same trajectory and the conversion
efficiency of the electron beam's energy into the high frequency wave can exceed 50%,4

2. DESIGN

Using a nonlinear particle-tracing simulation code5 , a sixth-harmonic TB6 12 gyro-multiplier has been designed to
yield 32% efficiency, Figure 2 shows the interrelation between the device's beam power, conversion efficiency and
harmonic output power for a 16% linear magnetic downtaper. The depletion of the total and transverse beam energy over
the length of the interaction cavity ii depicted in Fig. 3, By lengthening the cavity, the required beam power to achieve
optimum efficiency can be reduced, as shown in Fig. 4 for a nonlinear magnetic field taper which satisfies the
gyroresonance condition.

An experiment to produce 150 kW at 17.4 0Hz with the design parameters listed in Table I is currently under
construction at UCLA, The TE I1 1 mode gyrorebonant rf accelerator will be driven by a 1 MW, 2.9 OHz klystron which
will produce an axis-encircling beam with the characteristics shown in Fig, 5. The magnetic field will be tuned to satisfy
the gyroresonance condition in both the accelerator and multiplier cavities.

In a future experiment using an available 20 MW, 8.5 0Hz kiystron, a hilgher frequency multiplier will emit in the 85
to 170 0Hz region with power levels of approximately 2 MW.

This work has been supported by ARO under Contract DAAH04-93-G-0084 and Rome Laboratory (ATRI) under
Contract F30602-91-C.0020.
1, CS, Kou, D.B, McDermott, N.C, Luhmann, Jr,, and K,R, Chu, IEEE Dans, on Plasma Science 18, 343 (1990).
2, HR, Jory and AW, Trivelpiece, J, Appl. Phys. 39, 3053 (1968).
3, D.B, McDermott, D,S, Furuno and NC, Luhmaun, Jr,, J. Appl, Phys. 58, 4501 (1985).
4, A.K. Ganguly and J,L, Hitshfield, Phys, Rev, Lett, 70, 291 (1993).
5, K,R. Chu, ME, Read and A.K. Ganguly, IEEE Thans. on 1icrowave Thy, and Tech. 28, 31 (1980).
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF X-BAND TWO-CAVITY GYROKLYSTRON

I.I.Antakov, MA Moiseevt, E.V.Sokolov and E.V. Zatypkin

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy cf Science
46 Uljanov Stj 603600, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

ABSTRACT

Using self-consistent field theory the interaction of electron flow with
H filJs in the cavities of a gyroklystron has been analized. As a result,
optimal parameters of the output cavity corresponding to the maximul
efficiency have been found.Experiamntal study of the dependencies of
efficiency on 9-factor and length of the output cavity has been carried out.

2.THEORY AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In the framework of our ordinary assumptions ( a weakly - relativistic
mono-velocity electron beam interacts widh a TE-mode of a cavity at the
fundamental cyclotron frequencylRF space chargw effocts are negligibly small)
the interaction of the electron beam with the RF field in the output cavity
is characterized by the orbital efficiency YL which is equa: to the ratio of

energy extracted by the HF field from electrons to their initial oscillatory
energy.The orbital efficiency is found by virtue of numerical integration ofa
electron motion equation in the cavities and drift region with

a
corresponding initial conditions . Calculated dependencies of tho optimal Y

for a gyroklystron with sinusoidal axial distribution of HF field in the
cavities on a normalized beam parameter I - l4r,15 I>. (l+ga)G / L V2gA and

normalized cavity length p r? (ol 1) (L/r) art presented in Fig.l. Here I

and V0 are beam current anr4 voltagelL2and

Sl1-Ia Gaare the lenght and 0-factor of the output

cavity, g ii; the beam pitch-factor, 8 is
the coupling coefficient of electron flow
with HF field of the cavity, X is the

I operating wavelength.As can be seen in the
figure, the maximum orbital efficiency
equals to 0.72 at following values of

10 0.7 normalized parameters

I I min4.
'0,1 la 26Lt a m • 4.

FigiOrbital etfciency Here I1inm is a starting parameter Is

contours vs parameters I and p3 minimized by the cyclotron resonanse
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fhstunh g A-2(U--W )/' ca• .The total efficiency is Y) m (1- 0 i)g
H nL n21+g )" , where 0 20hM Js the ohmic 0-factorIf the beam parameters Io0

Vo0  g and coupling coefficient e are knuwn, one can find from (1) the optiLal

values of G-factor and length of the output cavity.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To check the above theory and interpret the performance chaeacteristies of
gyroklystrons ths experimental two cavity pulsed tube operating in the TE A

mode at X-band was examined.The *lectron flow was produced by a diode
magnetron-injection gun with beau voltage 16 kV and current up to 3 A.The
parameters of the first cavity werv fixed ( QAm2509 LImi. IX ) while the

parameters of the output cavity were varied in the wide range -

- 150 n 02- 1700, 1.1 : L a 2.4. Fig.2 and 3 rhow the measured total

efficiency Y as functions of beam current at various 0 and L3, as well as

corresponding theoretxcal curves predicted by the above theory.The
theoretical and experimental curves are in qualitative agreement ,it confirms
the validity of this theory.

0,6 •-• .. • 0,6" /-

.- -- - •I,(A) I,(*
1,0 .0 3.0 '.0 2.0 3,0

Fig.8. Efficiency vs beam current at Fig.3. Efficiency vs beam current at
various C: solid lines-experiment, various L3 (solid lines- experiment,

dashed lines - simuletion) dashed lines - simulation
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35-OH: RADAR SYROKLYITRONS

I.I. Antakov, EV. Zasypkin, EV. Sokoloy, and V.K. Yulpatov

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Science
46 Uljanov St.,603600, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

A.P. Keyer, V.S.8 Musatoy, and V.E. Myasntkov

R & D Company *' Tov'y *1, 117393, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT

Two versions of powerful pulsed gyroklystrons were elaborated for radar
systems with specific requirements for their power, gain and bandwidth. The
first tube had two cavities in the TEeoa mode. It yields 750 kW of output

power witi. efficiency 24%, gain 20 dB, and bandwidth O0G% . The second
multicavity gyroklýstron in the TEo al mode yields output power between 150

and 250 kW with efficiency up to 48%, gain up to 40 db and bandwidth up to
1,5% . The pdlse wilth of the tubev is 100 .s.

INTRO0UCTION
a

The possibility of cevation of cyclotron resonance maser (CRM) amplifier
of klystron type (multicavity gyrotron, orlaccording to the terms esliablLshed

in the end of th 70s, gyroklystrons ) attracted a great attention in 1966 1
,Just after fIrst successful experiments with CRM-monotrons (gyrotrons). In
1967 efficiency of the klystron mechanism of electron bunching in CRMs was
demonstrated. Electron efficiency about 70% was achieved in the experiments
with a physiial model of a gyroklystr;. operating in the fundamental TE-mode
at X - bond.

The initial experiments with gyrotrons and gyroklystrons were planned in
the short-wave part of X-band. Howeverwell-known advantages of the mechanism
of stimulated cyclotron radi, ion of helical electron flows over the
mechanisms of induced Cherenmov and transition radiation used in the

"classical" electron devices of the 0-type 2 gave a hope for obtaining a
high power levels and efficier its also in the millimeter and submillimeter
wavelength regions.This ltrcumstance was reflected in the first inventions

connected with gyroklystrons a filed as patent applications in 1967.

EXPERIMENTS

Up to the middle of the 70s the characteristics of gyroklystrons were

studied at a relatively low levels of the output power at X-band and K-band 4
Results of these studies are in agreement with the notion that a gyroklystron
having the characteristics suitable for practical applications can compete by
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the level of its output power with an ordinary high-power klystron and TWA of
the 0-type in the middle part of X-band and becomes more and more
advantageous as the operating frequency grows. In that period a great
experience of developing gyroklystron modifications was accumulated and gave
grounds for formulation of the problem of creating a gyroklystron amplifier
operated at Ka-band with output power close to the power of gyrotrons. The
efforts in solving this problem were strongly stimulated by the fact that
designers of radars became interested in the amplifiers of Ka-band with the
output pulse power of several hundreds kilowatts.

Theoretical and experimental investigations performed before the middle of
the 80s resulted in creation of powerful pulsed gyroklystrons operAted in Ka-
band. Basic parameters and characteristics of two versions of gyroklystrons
are given in the table

TABLE

Cavity Number of Operating Beam Output Efficiency Gain Bandwidth
mode cavities frequency voltage power

TE 2 35 6Hz 75 kV 750 kW 24% 20dB 200 MHz

350 kW 3e% l9dB 180 MHz

TEOL 3,4 35 GHz 55 kV 250 kW 35% 40dB 500 MHz

160 kW 48% 42dB 320 MHz

In the table the upper half-line of the output characteristics corresponds to
the regime of maximum power, the lower one to the regime of maximum
efficiency. All the results were obtained at pulse duration about 100 jus.
Note that along with the high level of the output powers the half-power
bandwidths of these devices excess essentially those achieved in
gyroklystrons earlier.
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Low pass filters for the Far Infrared.
C.V.Haynes and P.A.R.Ade

Physics Department, Queen Mary and Westfield College, Mile End Road, London, El 4NS

1. INTRODUCTION

We discuss here the use of far infrared multi-layer low pass mesh filters to thermally reject unwanted heat from the
intermediate temperature radiation shields of liquid helium cryostats used to cool FIR and submillimetre detectors.
This unwanted thermal background increases both the photon noise of the detector and the helium boil-off from the
cryostat. Ideally the detector should be filtered to only those wavelengths that are required with all others being
reflected, not absorbed, by this filter, Conventionally. the solution has been to use a filter based on high frequency
radiation absorption or scattering for this purpose. However, absorption filters are limited in diameter due to worming,
with consequent re-emission problems, while scalter filters exhibit a trade-off between low forward scattering and a
shallow cut-off edge slope, Here, we present a new form of mullilnyer low pass mesh filter which is both mechanically
rugged and maintains its performance for all temperatures between I and 300K. These filters function by reflecting
all unwanted high frequency power thus reducing the tendency ror the filter to heat up, Th's property combined with
the inherent low emissivity of metal mesh filters reduces the parasitic thermnal loading or the cold stage and hence
gives enhanced cryogen lifctime (or lower closed cycle cooler operational temperatures),

2. DESIGN and MANUFACTURE

A conventional metal mesh filter consist of a series of meshes with air/vacuum saps effected by annular metal shims,
The individual mesh patlterns are generated photolithographically In copper on a thin polyester film substrate
(typically 135 prm thick mylar), Master plates are produced by electron beam lithogrnphy of rhrome on glass. 'The
disadvantages of these types of filter re twofold. First, they must be assembled individually using rigid and therefore
bulky annular mounting rings and secondly they are very sensitive to mechanical or chemical (solvent) damt~ge, The
new filters use the subswrate thickness itself to control the required inier-grid spacing, We have made filters using
either polyethylene or polypropylene as the substrate. Since notinal thicknesses only are available from the
manufacturers we have devised a method of stretching the films to obtain the correct thickness before the mesh pattern
is applied. Once all the meshes have been processed the final assembly of meshes is hot pressed in a vacuum oven to
produce a slice of filter material. This slice is rugged, flexible nod can be cut with a circular punch to make filters of
the required diameter. We are now routinely making filters with usable apertures up to 90 mm diameter.

3. RESULTS

The transmission of a 200 cm"i edge filler is snown in Figure 1. Results of other filters will be presented along with
the measured increase in cryogen hold time for dewars which use these filters on intermediate radiallon shields in
comparison with those which use both the standard absorption or scatter type filters.

Figure 1
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Rejection of frequency bands of electromagnetic
radiation by quasi-optical Bragg structures
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The paper uontains the results of investigation of quasi-optical
rejection filter. The filter is created on the base of multilayer
dielctric periodical structure. We give the equations &Alowing to
calculate the parameters of the periodical structure at given filter
characteristics. These given parameters are: relative reflection band
(AA/ Ao ) and the transient constant 7 /.7 withia limits of this band.

It is shown that in the case of normal incident of electromagnetic
wave on the filter the shape of its frequency characteristics in the
attenuation band is nearly rectangular,

Amplitude and frequency characteristics of the filter are
mearsured in millimeter wave range.

2. 1NVESTTGATION RERULTR

In millimeter wave region the dielectric multilayer. structures are
widely used in different UHF devices. Investigation of quasi-optical
multilayer structures using minimum number of materials is of particular
interest. It is very convenient to calculate these layer ctructures
using simple formulars. The most suitable for these purposes are
periodical multulayer structures of Bragg type.

The purpose of the present paper is a calculation and experimental
investigation of such periodical structures in millimeter wave region,
namely, quasi-optical rejection filter.

The filter in consisted of a set of square polystyrene plates with
thickness of a&0.45sAo ( aa4mM). The plates are separated by air gaps
with thickness b. The relation of b/a is equal to 1.1. The filter
aperture is 2A=15.4., the numberNof periods per filter length is equal
to 16. Frequency transfer characteristics of this complicated system are
investigated in 8-mm and 4-mm frequency ranges, Horns were employed as
transmitting and receiving antennas. In the case of a normal incicdent
of electromagrnetic wave on the filter the reflecting band %rejection)
has nearly rectangular shape. Relative reflective bands 4A / AO of the
periodical structure considered may be found from the following equation

A/ A a r(1/ tom) [n.i-n )/(na, + dnel)]tp mly wt2ct e (1)
where n is a refractory index of a dielectric layer with thickness b; n
is a regractory index of a dielectric layer with thickness a.
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Taking into account the equation (1) and from the measurements we
conclude that at YoC/los MaOHz or 560Hz
Ay/y/4s 0,2 or 0,1; correspondingly.

Transfer factor in the rejection band may ba calculated from the
following expression

S/Unexb-2N en (a.2/nl)] (2)

For the structure investigated the measured value of this relation is
less then -30dB.

The thicknesses of the dielectric layers are obtained from the
following system of equations

2VAo,( n 2a+nIb))2S•m, (3)
2Jr/Ao(naa-nib)wm( 2n+1), (4)

where ml,2..., n=a,1,.2... Value of m is calculated from (1), and n
should be chosen near to m (m>n). Fig.1 shows dependences of transfer
coefficient T on frequency for Bragg structure at parameter values:
A 0.22 mm; a/A 0O.34; b/A, 0 O.38; n 1 o1; n9 o1.59. Curve 1 corresponds
to absence of the filter; curve 2 is a messured dependence; curve 3 is a
calculated one; 0/0, NtI41; AA/A ot O0

SdB-4o ... . .. . .. - ZdI.

-20~

-50 so to0 ,
Fig.1. Dependence of transfer coefficient T on frequency

at normal incident.

3 .COQtQL1JRTQ

Thus, the investigation carried out showed that the prospectiveness of
application of Bragg type structures as quasi-optical rejection filters.

These filters have a simple construction, inexpensive and have good
optical characteristics. Calculation and synthesis of such layer systems
may be carried out using simple calculations.
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Performance of a high Tc superconducting
ultra-lose microwave microstrip filter

O.D.Pustylnik, A.A.Dymnlkov, L.V.Voinovsky, O.A.Khimenko

SRC "Fonon", 39, Pobedy Ave., KPI-3240, Kiev, Ukraine

V.F,Vratskikh

Institute for Themophysics, Kutateladze 1, Novosibirsk
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ABSTRACT

High-quality oriented thin films of YBa Cu 0, having transition been made
23 y 6 .temperature > 89 K and critical current densities (at 77 K) > 10 A/cm2 by

pulsed laser deposition on (1012) non-buffered sapphire substrates. The
microwave surface resistance (Re) has been measured between 10 K and 300 K at
135 GHz by a copper cavity end-wall-replacement technique. Microwave devices
fabricated from films on non-,buffered sapphire have included an K-Band
modified three-pole Chebyschev filter having an insertion loss of 1,2 dB at
60 K. The HTS filter was designed to be a 5 X bandwidth. Our filters out
perform similar copper microstrip filters, indicating that practical levels of
HTS performance have been achieved.

1. INTRODUCTION

Numerous paper to date have demonstrated the applicability of thin films
of the oxide-based high temperature superconductors to passive microwave
circuits. Cavity studies, conductivity measurements and patterned resonator
studies have all demonstrated that high quality epitaxial films of these
superconductors can have our-face resistances significantly lower than normal
metals typically used In miciowave application. Epitaxial Y-Ba-Cu-0 (123)
films of high quality have been grown on substrates such as SrTiO3, MgO, YSZ

and LaAlO3 by various deposItion techniques. It is known, however, that each
Iof these substrates represent some kind of compromise . From practical point

of view, the substrate like sapphire is the most desirable material for 123
films because of the low microwave loss, high mechanical strength, high
thermal conductivity, high Debye temperature, good surface chemistry and low
cost. Epitaxial Y-Ba-Cu-0 films on sapphire with good critical, transport and

RF properties were demonstrated by Vratukikh et al2 . In this paper, we report
the result of measurement HTS microwave filters in K frequency band. From high
Q data and microstrip geometry, we can directly analyze the surface
resistance and conductor losse,; of the patterned YBa 2 Cu3 0y films. Our
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patterned filters obtained Rs < 0,35 mOhm after fabrication. These results
show that the film degradation was very minimal since unprocessed films have
Rs of 0,25 mOhm. Copper microstrip filters of identical geometries were
fabricated and measured for comparison. HTS microwave components were clearly
superior to normal metal counterparts. Manufacturing patterned YBa 2 CU30y

films with quality performance at 135 GHz is important in demonstration the
immediate applicability of HTS microwave integrated circuit technology.
Microstrip filters produced with YBa 2 Cu3 0y films on non-buffered sapphire

achieve a level of insertion loss the cannot be met with normal metal.

2,FILM PREPARATION

Our deposition system will be described in details elsewhere. Briefly, 123
targets were ablated by many-mode Nd:YAG laser. The pulse energy was 300 mJ,

the pulse duration 20 ha,the average beam energy density 4 J/cm 2 .The distance
of the target and the substrate was 6 cm and the screen was placed between
target and substrate in order to protect the film surface from droplets, At a
pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz the average growth rate was 0,3 nm/s. The
oxygen pressure was 0,6 Torr and the substrate temperature, measured with

accuracy 5 °C, was 755-770 °C. There latively high oxygen pressure is
necessary to produce large clusters and to reduce in such way the chemical
activity of Ba on the substrate surface, The elevated substrate temperature is
required for surface mobility of large clusters.

3.FILM CHARACTERIZATION

The x-ray diffraction pattern of our films contains only (OOL) sharp peaks
showing, that the film is highly oriented with the c-axis perpendicular to the

substrate. The FWHM of the (005] rocking curve was in the range of 1,3-2.5°

Some general parameters of samples, used for microwave measurements and de-,
vice fabrication are represented in Table 1.

Table I General parameters of samples,

Sample Tc (R-0), T, Jc, R300/RIO0 Thickness, Rs, mchm

K K A/cm2  nm at 34 Gfz

A 90 0.25 > 106 3,5 150 0.25
at 77K at 60 K

B 89,3 0.3 > to6 3,3 150 0.3
at 77K at 55 K

dc - transport measurements,
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4.DEVICE FABRICATION

The 123 film was patterned with photolithographic technique and etched with
dilute phosphoric acid. The film on sapphire was coated with 0.7 micron FP-383

positive photoresist. The photoresist was then baked in 90 0C oven for 15 min
and after wards was exposed 42 s using a 1:1 contact printer using UF lamp.
Then 1:1 diluted developer was used to develop the photoresist for about 10 s

in a < 100 °C over for 30 min stabilized the resist for optimived line width
control during the 123 wet etch in a diluted solution phosphoric acid. After
this etch, the photoresist was stripped in acetone.

S.NICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS

The measurements of the temperature dependence of microwave surface
resistance were carried out at 135 GHz using a method of a cylindrical copper
host cavity. The cavity was excited in the TE 0 1 1 mode. In detail this method

was reported in work .Moreover, the temperature dependence of Ru was
calculated from the measurements of the unloaded quality factor Qo of the
cavity, Temperature variation between 12 and 15U K was provided by warming
the cavity in vacuum in using microcryogenic system. The temperature was
measured with a semiconductor resistor with an absolute accuracy of + 0.1 K.
Fig,1 shows Re vs T for our two films (sample AB in Table 1) measured
at 135 GHz.For comparison at the same figure by solid line is plotted
the temperature dependence of the surface r'sistance of the copper cavity
walls. Thickness of films were about 150 nm, The low residual resistance
film A, taking into account that the film thickness was lower than
penetration depth of magnetic field, shows that the film Is of high
quality.The calculated value of Re at 31 GHz using quadratic frequency
dependence of Ru is represented in Table 1.

The demonstration device chosen was a 3-pole microstrip parallel-coupled-
line Chebyschev bandpass filter on non-buffered sapphire. Two filters were of
fo-34 GHz made on different quality films on a designed center frequency with

a bandwidth of 1500 MHzThe filters were arranged to fit on 12x7,5xO,25 mn, 3

sapphire substrates and mounted on copper plate-refrigerator with two
waveguide-microstrip connectors.

The transmission coefficient (S 2 1 ) versus frequency was measured employing

an P2-65 network analyzer with transmission calibraticn at any temperature on
a HTS microstrip line, A typical plot from the network analyzer of 123
bandpasu filter A is shown on Figure 2.

6 MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The centre frequency of HTS filter A versus temperature date clearly showed
kinetic inductance effects, Figure 3 shows the plot of centre frequency as a
function of temperature. The plot shows the rapid shift in frequency near Tc
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where most of the transformation of normal electrons Into superconducting
electrons occur. The shift In frequency in self Is directly caused by the
kinetic Inductance of the superconduction electrons. Figure 4 shows the
temperature dependence of the insertion loss for the filter A. The insertion
loss of Y-Ba-Cu-0 filter was about 1,2 dB at the temperature of 60 K compared
to the Insertion loss of copper filter, which was greater than 2,5 dB.
YBa 2 Cu30y filters Insertion losses began increasing at about 70 K. The

bandwidth of YBa 2 Cu30y filters was about 1500 MHz with the return loss for

filter better than 14 dB,
7.CONCLUSION

We have successfully used YBa 2 Cu30y films on non-buffered sapphire to

fabricate microstrip filters in K frequency band. These microwave circuits
yield high microwave performances than were superior to the same circuits
using normal metals. The YBa 2 Cu30y filters had a 1,2 dB insertion loss which

was much lower than the copper filter one. We achieved surface resistances of
less than 250 mOhm at 34 GHz for our patterned YBa 2 Cu30y films. The higher

level of performance of HTS microstrip filters allows us to apply high-Tc
superconductivity to integrated circuit technology.

Research is supported by the State Program of Ukraine "The High Temperature

Superconductivity"
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Frequency selective surfaces for millimetre and subinillinietre-wave quasi-optical demultiplexing
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E A Parker
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is currently much interest in the development of satellite-borne millimetre and submillimetre-wave radiometers
for meteorological and remote sensing applications. Such radiometers typically operate over a number of frequency
bands even though they usually only have a single receiving antenna and hence a single incoming beam. Consequently
it is necessary to have components that demultiplex the frequency bands. This demultiplexing is usually carried out
quasl-optically to take advantage of both the wide bandwidths and low losses afforded by such techniques.

The demultiplexing components are frequency selective surfacew (FSSs), or dichroics, which transmit well over one
band of frequencies while reflecting strongly over another. To achieve demultiplexlng FSSs have to be used at oblique
incidence and this presents special problems in their design and characterisation,

Here we present wide-band millimetre and submillimetre-wave transmission measurements that compare the perfor.
mince of drilled plate and printed element frequency selective surfaces at non-normal incidence angles. The quasi.
optical measurement technique is described emphasising those aspects of particular Importance for this type of com-
ponent. Agreement between the measurements and numerical simulation techniques is demonstrated,

2. DRILLED PLATE FSS
The drilled plate FSS (Fig. 1(a)) consists of a metal disc drilled to form a hexagonal array of circular waveguldes. The
FSS is characterised by the diameter of the waveguides, the centre-to-centre spacing of the waveguides and the plate
thickness, all of which determine its electromagnetic performance, The extent of the array Is chosen so that truncation
of the beam is negligible,

The FSS acts as a high pass filter; the lowest frequency transnitted being governed by the TE, I mode cut-off frequency
of the holes and by resonant coupling to the hole array, Below this frequency the FSS will reflect strongly. The
transmission above the cut-off frequency will, however, not be flat. In particular, when the frequency at which the
onset of diffraction by the hole array into orders additional to zero-order occurs, the power transmitted Into the on-
going beam will be reduced. The lost power Is diffracted out of the systemn. Standing wave effects within the plate
further modify the transmission spectrum,

A modal expansion technique was used to design the FSS, This is a vector formulation which assumes that the FSS is
infinite in extent and Is illuminated by a plane wave.

3. PRINTED ELEMENT FSS

The printed element FSS consists of an array of conductive elements supported on a dielectric substrate, The frequency
response is determined by the element type, size and periodicity, the lattice geometry and the electrical properties of
the backing material. Low pass, high pass and passband filter characteristics can be generated by suitable positioning
of the transmission and reflectinn bands, The latter is gta.eritted at resonancei where the Amplitude of the current
modes Induced in the elements is large.

The pattern of tile double square FSS (showti in Fig. 1(b)) was produced photolithographicidly from 2 rmn thick
aluminium sputtered onto one face of a fused silica sulmtriLtte with it thickness of half a wavelength at 150 GHu, The
filter was designed using a modal expansion technique similar to the one mentioned aibove.

4. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The transmission zesponse of the FSSm was measured using a Martin-Puplett interferoinetric spectrometer (quasi-optical
autocorrelator). A spectrum with continuous frequency coverage over an 80-800 Gtlz range can be meaured with a
single sweep of a moving reflector, The spectral resolution wats 1,5 GHz.

L, ..... "'ir ., " -i i -[i
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The modal calculations assume that the incident beam is a plane wave. However, a beam of finite width cannot be
described by a single plane wave: it is a superposition of an angular spectrum of plar.e waves. Such a beam will
therefore sample the plane wave properties of a FSS over a range of incidence angles centred on the angle of incidence
of the optic axis of the beam. In the measuremeDt beam the amplitudes of the plane wave components have fallen
t- .- 10 dB at :1:40. The same angular spectrum applies throughout the beam (the changing form of the field with
propagation is solely due to interference between the plane waves) and therefore the measured transmission response
is independent of the longitudinal location of the FSS in the beam (except for frequencies above the upper edge of
the drilled plate FSS pass band where some of the power diffracted into higher orders may be diffracted out of the
spectrometer and not detected). Moreover, when the Idrilled plate FSS is used at oblique incidence the transmitted
beam will be laterally displaced with respect to the incident beam, Care must be taken to correctly take account of
this shift, both in alignment of the radiometer system and while measuring the FSS transmission response,

5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Fig.s 2 and 3 v!I-w the measured transmission response of drilled plate and l:rinted element FSSs over the range
80-200 GHz. at 22" TM incidence. The triangles show the calculated transmission coefficient.

Measurements over a range of angles of incidence show that drilled plate FSS transmission deteriorates rapidly as the
angle of incidence is increased towards Roc. In contrast the transmission response of the printed element FSS, was
measured to be relatively insensitive to incident angle up to 450, Although the drilled plate FSS has a much sharper
transition between the transmission and reflection bmnds the relatively shallow Incidence angles at which it may be
used places tight constraints on the design of quasi-optical deanultiplexing systems, Moreover the manufacture of thi.,
type of FSS becomes increasingly difficult as frequencies are incroased into the submillimetre-wave range.

Fig. 4 shows the measured and calcultted trans'ission respurnse of a double layer sin&q•e square loop printed element FSS
at normal incidence over 100-800 GHz. Note the excellent agreement hetween the design predictions and measurements.
The filter remains usable at 451 incidence.
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Rugged far infrared bandpass filters.

P.O0. Huggard, M. Meyninger, A. Schilz and W. Pretti,

Institut ffir Angewandte Physik, Universitit Regensburg, 93040 Regensburg, Germany.

1. Abstract.

Precision nickel printing screens are shown to be very usefu as far inftrard bandpaa filters. For a range of such regularly
perforated screens, tiansmiscion maxima have been obsarved to lie at frequenclou between 5$ cmt' and 142 cm, 1 In general,
the peak of transmission is measured to be ov:er 0.9, It is found that this high transmiouLvii is little degraded by cascading
several screens, but the overall filter Q value may be Increased from abo~ut 2 to a value of about 6.

2. introductlon.

Considerable effort has been expended in the development of narrow bandpmn filters for the far Infrared (FIR) spectral
region [ 1,2,3 1. The term "narrow bandpass" is used here to describe filters with Q values od between I and 10, excluding
Fabry-Perot Interferometers. Schemes utilised to achieve high peak tramnmisuon coupled with good "out of band"
attenuation Include electroformed rectangular gratings, comblnatons of wavegulde array hlgh-pasi filters with capacitive
low-pass grilds and regular arrays of cross shaped or annutlar aperture in thin meta films, Thes methods have some
drawbacks, for example thin dielectric substrates may be required forn filter elements and/or photolithographic and
electrodepositlon processes have to be perfected.

As an alternative type of bandpass filter, we propose the use of commercial precision printing screens, Consisting of
freestanding electroformed nickel sheets with a regular array of circular holes, those are maechanically strong and readily
available in large areas. When used as filters, peak transmissions close to unity have been measured with resonant
ffiquencics between 58 cm'l and 142 cm3l depending on the mesh chosen. Furthermore, by cascading several screens, the
rcsonance Q and out of band attenuation can becniealy improved, with little loss in peak transmission.

100 - __-

s0 (a): MeshI155

60 -(b): Mesh2i15

70 (c): Mesh27S

5 0 -(a) (b) (a) (d) () chS

S 40
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Wavonumbor (cm-1l)

Fig 1I Measured transmuission spetra of several HIMeuh samples. Spectrometer resolution was 3 cm-1 -,ith a measurement error of about
5%. Note the rapid fall in trmnsmissio~n at Inw &tquencias, caused by the waveguide cut-off effect of the holes.
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3. Eiperimental.

A series of screens with different hole diameters and spacing have been measured. In general the screens have a thickness of
about 50 pm with a grating constant (g) ranging from 164 pum to 72 pgm for Meshi55 to Mesh355 respectively, The
corresponding minimum hole diameters vary from I I I tum to 37 pnm. The apertures are arranged In an hexagonally close
packed pattern, and each tapers from both ends to-,ards the centre, This taper is such that the maximum diameter is
approximately twice the minimum,

Transmission spectra, presented in Fig. 1, were measured in vacuum in a Fourier transform spectrometer with a weakly
focused (f/3) beam. Measurement resolution was 3 cm*t. The spectra ame similar in form, with the transmission rising from
a small value at low frequencies to a resonant peak of about 90%. This value is reached at a wavenimber approximately
equal to the reciprocal of the grid constant. A small feature observable on the high frequency side of the resonance occurs at
a frequency of about 1,2 times that of the transmission maximum (1]. The transmission then declines to a value of about
30% which is maintained up to the highest frequency measured, This value is expected to remain constant at yet higher
frequencies, and to tend asymptotically to the fractional open area of the screens, approximately 30%.

4. Discussion and Conclusions.

Such spectra have characteristics of both waveguide filters and metal meshes, A resonant transmission close to unity, at a
wavonumber- 1/g, is a common characteristic of thin meshes [1,41, The decline in transmission for higher frequencies is
due to the onset of diffraction, However, the below resonance transmission of these relatively thick screens, decreasing
rapidly towards low frequencies, more closely resembles that of a waveguide filter [5] than of a thin mesh,

To study the effect of cascading several identical screens, pieces of Mesh275 were placed in series, separated by about
0.5 mm. As the number of screens increaes from one to four, the transmission peak is considerably sharpened, with Q
rising from I to 6. The transmission at the peak is relatively unaffected, remaining at about 85% for four screens, while that
at high frequencies is severely attenuated, decreasing to about the noise level of the measurement (2%). It is worth
remarking that the separations of the screens is not critical, in contrast to the exact spacings required for best performance
from a series of thin cross aperture filters [31, Furthermore, the attenuation at high frequencies is expected to be excellent,
on purely geometrical grounds.

In conclusion, we have shown that metal screen printing meshes are very useful as FIR bandpass filters. They offer
significant advantages over conventional filtering techniques, including high strength, the availability of largo areas, low
cost, high peak transmission and an easily controllable bandwidth (by the non critical cascading of several screens). It is
believed that the excellent optical properties arise from a combination of the non negligible mesh thickness and the tapered
hole sides.
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Quasi-Optical Narrow-Band Notch Filters

G.GDenisov, S.V.Kuzikov, and M.Ym.Shmelyov

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Science,
46 Vlyanov Street, 603600 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

A narrow frequency band (20...600 MHz) at frequencies 50...200 0Hz and high
suppression (more than 40 dB) are the typical requirements for notch filters used in plasma
diagnostic during experiments with fusion installations. A very narrow frequency bandwidth
4ff-_1'... 10"4 in the short millimeter wavelength range implies using of quasi-optical high-

quality (Q > 1/0) cavities as elementary cells that constitute a filter, and quasi-optical open
transmission line as a primary waveguide, We considered two poasible ways to produce such
cavities (Fig. 1): 1) two-mirror cavity with a standing wave (a), 2) ring cavity with a traveling
wave (b). For both cavities coupling Ls provided by a emi-transparent film or by diffraction
grating. In the first scheme there is a reflected wave, so phase shift (mutual position of
cavities) is important. The second scheme uses only a one-way wave and thus all cells are
independent.

The second scheme was tcsted in the experiment at 140 0Hz. The filter was combined of
four cells coupled with the wave of an open ,nirt or line. Each cell was made as a three-
mirror quasi-optical cavity I Q], with 5% coupling and losses per round trip of wave (quality
factur is about 7000). A side of the equilateral triangle was 70 tuun. The eigenmode uf the
transmission line was excited by a corrugated horn , which radiated HE,, wave. The filter
had attenuation 30 .. 40 dB within the frequency band 20...30 MHz and about a3 dB out of
the band 50 MHz. Calculatioms showed that an increase in the number of cells can provide
stronger damping of wave in the same narrow frequency band.

Reference:

1. G.G.Denisov and M.Yu.Shmelyov "Effective Power Input into Quasi-Optical Cavity
with "lravcling Wave," Int. J. of Inftared and Millimeter Waves, Vol.12, 10, pp. 1187-1194,
Octobcr, 19111.
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Dusign of Ridged Wavegulde E-plane Bandpass
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Abstract

This paper presents a auwnircal optimization based spproach to the design of ridged waveguide B-plane
bandpasa filter.. Equal ripple approach to optimization is adoptsa1. The calculated insertion loss of X-band a
five resonator conventional and ridged wavegtaide B-plane bandpasa filters with and without ideal impedance
inverters are presentirA,

Intoduction

li-plane metal insert bandpar! filters have found freq~uent use in nany microwave and millimotre-wave
applications, However, owing to Ase nonlinear relation between guide wavelength and frequency, and to the
frequency dependency of the coupling elements, highk edge Bteepnaeu and attenuatiou requirements at the second
atopband e~re often difficult to meet For many applications, such as fur cliannel filters, when frequency
selectivity' and high stopband attenuation are considered to be important filtering properties, it may be highly
desirable to improve the rejection quality, Sevetal different solutions have been proposed to alleviate this
problem. Although most of thew, solution. lead to a higher pasaband Insertion loss, this at the exp~ense of
increased manufkacuring complexity. In this paper a new possible solution for improvement in the upper
atopband is pik iented, This improvement in the upper stopbmnd associated with the superior electrical
performance of ridged waveguide nuah as cuto~ff freuency reduction provides A convenient way to reailze E-
plane bandpass filters with improved stopband performance. The main fesatures of the new structure are the use
of conventional rectangular wavoguide housing and the use of a metal insert which when mounted introduce
ridges in the resonatots, thereby not oa!y maintainitig the simplicity of the structure, but also obtaining good
xtophand attenuation properties. The structure is simple, compatible with the B-plane manufacturing process.
The electromagnetic analysis ix based oo the multimodal mode-matching meth~od, and theoretical amplitude-
frquency characteristic. are ob'-%ined from the ACDCI natrices of the individual filter elements. Several
different methodp, for the evaluation of eigemnalues in ridged waveguide have been employed. The present paper
describes an application of Oslerkin's miothod, developed by Montgomery, The transcendental equation of the
elgenivalue of the nth mode in ridged wavu.igoide was solved numerically. The initial longths of the aept and
resonator. for the cake of the conventional E-planto filters have been obtulined by using the conventional method
of synthesis in whu'nh the concept of' impedonco inverters is employed. However, for th* case of these flitrs
we cantnot use the same method since the filter struc.ture kn not uniform (Fig, ib). A modified method of
synthesis, which should Include generalized impedance Iunverters [5] end impedance scaling Of the impedance
lovels of the prototype fillL~r, may help to alleviate this problem. The numnrical results are presented for a five
rosonator 03.planb filters without and with improved stopband pertbrmnwrce. Finally the predicted filter
performance showing Improved stopband attemmiaton and reduced filter dimensions compared with waveguide
13-plane motal insert iandpass filters is prooented.

Numerical Example

To illustrate the application of this method to the design of B-plane filters with improved stopband performancs
the design of a ti' 'e resonstor B-plane bandpass P~ers with improved stopband performance is considered,
Multimodal mode-matching is used in both the design and the calbulation. The calculated insertion loss of X-
bauid a Ei ýe resonator (,onventional, ridged waveguide B-plane bandpass filters and iidged waveguide B-plane
handpass filter with ideel Impedanace inverter's in shown in figure 2.
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Conclusion

A Computer aided design method has been developed to ayntheuise E-plano handpass filters with improved
stopband performance. The predicted filter performance showing improved stopband performance and reduced
filter dimnensions comparec' with conventional E-plane bandpass filters,
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Introduction

Band pass filters for the far infrared have been produced by etching cromes into metal films on
Mylar substrats 1 ,2, Unsupported thin crom shaped filters for the far Infrared have been produced
by etching crooes into 4 nWcrotu thick nickel foils 3 . Theme authors studied the dependence of the
wavelength of peak tanonilmilon, bandwidth, and pecentage of peak transmisslon on the shape of
the a omm. Very accurately shaped croým in thick metals for the mind infrared have been
produced using LI.A 4 . The. filters showed a strong side peak and tnmsmlaalon In the 70% to
80% range. Theoretical caloulsdons by Compton et al5 for thin filte. predict such a side peak,
depending on the shape of the cros, and 100% transmisuion. To obtain maximum transmimsion for
band pass filters, a tripod shape was used6 instead of the crmss. These filters showed 100%
transmisson and the side peak for a thickness of 10.5 ndcronsa The side peak is getting smaller for
thinner filter.,

Band pass filter. for the near and mid Infrard.

"The above mentioned investigations sugges that thin filter. are more tranamlmive and have a much
smaller aide peak, 100% transmtssion may be obtained by using pattern of tripods which am much
denser "packed" than the crosses, The width and slopes of the filters arm determined by the
periodicity constants and the shape and size of the crosses. Since there Is much more known how
the transmission curve dependx on them parameters for cruma than for trinocd, we decided to
develop band pass flltc-ts for the abort wavelength region by
a) using croses in an arrangement as used before, and then
b) produce new pattern with densely paecked croses.

We developed the filter. without using synchrotron radiation but with a proeas similar to LJOA,
Masks have been produced with periodicity constants of (A) 5.5, (B) 16.4, (C) 167, and (D) 26.4
microns, Using masks (B) and (D), filters with tde following values have been poduced:

Table 1
b D1  D2

8 16.4 16,8 16.R
Rg . .12 .08

bg A) .045 .065
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The filters were produced by first coating a chromium covered wafer with 1000A gold. Then,
using positive resist, the aroas pattern was produced on the gold coating, see Fig. 1,
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Fig. 1 a. Crm. made of photoresat b, Tranalulon curve. of tutor, of B, D1 and D2 of Table 1,

A 2-3 microns thick nickel film was forned around the cross by using an electroforming process.
The oromse of the photoresixt were removed and the film Wan off the wafer and mounted on a
ring for support. At the end of the process the gold film was eliminated.
Micrographa of the actual aroms Indicated that their shape and the corresponding trmnsmisuon
curve agree qualitatively with what would be predicted from the results of Ref,3, However, we
found that the cro shape and size wam not the same on both aides of the filter, The caos of Plg,1
shows clearly that the walls are not perpendicular to the plane of the crom and we think that this is
the reamon that the transmlumlon curves am smooth and show no side peak The "waveguldea of the
acom is in our case distorted from a wavegulde with parallel walls as has been produced with
LIGA. This distortion seems to work for the advantage of a smooth curve without aide peaks.
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APPLICATION OF HTSC-THIN FILMS IN MICROWAVE BANDPASS FILTERS

Dr.A.R. Jha, Technical Director,
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ABSTRACT
This paper reveals unique performance capabilities of High-Temperature
Superconducting Thin-Film(HTSCTFs) for possible applications in microwave bandpass
filters(BPFs). Microwave filters fabricated with HTSCTFs have demonstrated lowest
Insertion loss, highest rejection, and sharpest skirt selectivity. Thin films of Yttrium
Barium Copper Oxide(YBCO), Bismuth Strontium Calcium Copper Oxide(BSCCO) and
Thallium Calcium Barium Copper Oxide(TCBCO) will be most attractive for filters.

INTRODUCTION
Recent research and development activities on HTSC microwave devices indicate that
HTSCTF microstrip lines offer improved EP performance over conventional microstrip
lines operating below 40 deg K. Furthermore, a HTSC filter using kinetic inductance
tuning element offers superior alternative to a YIG filter, which suffers from high
insertion loss and long tuning time. Implementation of both MMIC and HTSC
technologies in a microwave filter will offer significant improvements in sensitivity,
insertion loss, dynamic range, weight, and size. Values of surface resistance (Rs) for
YBCO thin films on lanthanum aluminate ( LaAlo3) substrate are computed as a function
of temperature. Microwave filters employing conventional structures suffer from weight,
size and insertion loss. A HTSC microwave filter will hardly have a loss of a fraction of
a dB compared to filters using other structures.

FILM DEPOSITION TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
HTSC film compounds and substrate materials require strict lattice match and
compatibility with each other to achieve uniform film thickness, optimum surface
geometry and stable structure. Epitaxial thin films of YBCO(123) compound have been
grown successfully on several substrates such as SrTio3, MgO, YSZ and LaAIO3. Suitable
deposition and processing techniques must be used to meet the structural characteristics,
transport properties and surface quality for low insertion loss at MM-wave frequencies.
Quality factors for various films and substrates at 10 GHz are calculated for various
films and substrates. Sapphire has the highest unloaded Qs below 10 GHz. However,
lanthanum aluminate provides the maximum unloaded Qs at MM-wave frequencies.

THIN FILM FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
Fabrication of HTSC films for microwave filters requires comprehensive knowledge
regarding HTSC film compounds and low-loss substrates. Metal organic chemical vapor
deposition(MOCVD) is widely employed to achieve high quality HTSC thin films. Three
distinct film deposition and fabrication processeq are available which are:(1) A two-
step(growth/post anneal) process requiring oxygen anneal at 950-980 deg.C,(2) An in-
situ (one step, no post growth anneal) process at 800-850 deg.C and (3) A plasma-
enhanced,in-situ is possible still at lower temperature. High quality HTSC thin films can
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be obtained only at lower growth temperatures.

PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES OF FILTERS USING HTSC TECHNOLOGY

Minimum in-band insertion loss, high out-band rejection and sharp skirt selectivity are
strictly dependent on unloaded Qs of HTSC films and substrates. Measured performance
parameters of various BPFs at 77 deg.K using HTSC YBCO films on LaAIO3 substrates
are compared with calculated data. The response of a HTSC, 4-pole, 4.8 GHz, BPF
reveals a loss less than I dB over 2.5 % bandwidth. Computed values of insertion losses
for narrowband HTSC filters are much lower over filters using conventional structures.
The calculated insertion loss of a edge-coupled HTSC microstrip,5-pole, 15 GHz BPF at
80 deg.K using the LaAIO3 substrate is less than 0,75 dB over 3.5 % bandwidth,

Significant performance improvement is possible in a filter using TCBCO films on
LaAlO3 and MgO substrates. The insertion loss will be much lower because of lower RF
surface resistances associated with Thallium films. The measured insertion loss of a 3-
pole, 10 GIHz, BPF using Thallium films on LaA103 substrate is less than 0.3 dB at 77
deg.K, the lowest value reported so far. Our studies indicate that a filter fabricated with
thin films of Thallium on Lanthanum Aluminate substrate will provide lowest insertion
loss and sharp skirt selectivity even at MM-wave frequencies.

SUMMARY
HTSC microwave filters, including low pass, high pass, band reject and band pass filters,
will be found most attractive for applications, where minimum insertion loss, lowest
dispersion, minimum delay, and compact packaging are the principal requirements.
HTSC filters have potential applications in low-noise receivers, high performance ECM
systems, space sensors and satellite communication equipment, where weight, size and
power consumption are the critical parameters. Further research is required in the areas
of equilibrium thermodynamics, kinetics film growth temperature, oxygen pressure and
surface control techniques to produce high quality lI-TSC films for MM-wave
applications. High Q resonator filters offer lowest in-band insertion loss, highest out-
band rejection, steepest skirt and maximum power handling capability.
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Steerable scattering diagram of a finite set of magnetized ferrite cylinders

V. Kalesinskas, V. Shugurov, N. Milevsky, A. Puzakov

Vilnius University, Department of Physics
Vilnius, Unlversiteto 3, Lithuania

The main purpose of the research is to determine the steerability of scattering diagram in
diffraction by several magnetized ferrite cylinders. We have shown the principal possibility of
that in [1], There are three feasible magnetization: 1) longitudinl, 2) azimuthal (of a metal
cylinder with ferrite coat ) and 3) transversal. We consider here only the first one easily done
In practice,

Permeability of ferrite is being described by Polder's (2] tensor
A iv 0I"o' 01I, (1)

00 0 $A [

where we've introduced the additional parameter $A, *. The rectangular waveguide mode HIe Is
being imitated by two plane waves expanded in cylindrical partial waves as the geometry of the
problem requie.

Electromagnetic interaction of cylinders can be taken into account using the formula
aImf Z(kr) +00 I12 znV 21(m.n) (2)e () E JC(Ar 2) e z.(kr21) e

for the expansion of a cylinder wave of axis I in waves of axis 2 (Fig. 1).
i - a

r- 1

1X 0 I

Fig, 1 Fig.2
Generally, we solve the model problem exactly though practically we cut the infinite system of
equations for unknown amplitudes of scattered field bringing this way some inaccuracy in,

Writing the incident HIe mode as the sum of cylindrical waves
SM E A Jm (kr)eim,

we get (Fig,2) amplitudes at the point (x0,yo) Am - (4)m e'ikrro cos(k•Yo + mVk), t~kmky/kx.
The maximum amplitude and thus the strongest interaction of a cylinder and the incident wave is
when

Yo - (-m•rk + pi)/ky, p - 0,t1,+2,.... (3)
Particularly when m - * 1 we have from (3) the point of circular polarization of waveguide
magnetic field.

Formula (3) states that every partial wave has its own optimal position for the cylinder,
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But if Vk/I " p/q, where p,q are integer, then there are not very many such positions. For
example for Vk - u/3 we have only three points with yo/a - 0,±1/3 and one can put within
waveguide three cylinders of maximum radius ro - a/6.

In numerical calculations we've used following ferrite parameters: permeability p.- 0.95,
permittivity c - 13, saturation magnetization M0- 3.742. 10 A/m, wave length N - 3. 10.3 m, We
satisfied condition (3) changing waveguid's width, The bias D,C. magnetic field was taken near to
resonance and either equal for all cylinders (dashed lines) or changing in a linear fashion along
y - axis (solid lines on Fig. 3,4) the values booing higher H,.,.

Fig.3 shows the dependence of scattered power on distance d between the two rows of the
grid having 3 and 5 cylinders in the first and the second rows, intervals I - 2ro, ro- A/12, H'o
2,696,10 6A/m, a - A.
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Fig.3
On Fig.4 we give scattering diagram of the same grid when d - 0.643 A.
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A NOVEL TYPE OF WAVEGUIDE-TO-COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE ADAPTER

Gong Km Wai-g Ji

Department of Electronic Ekigineerirg
Tminghua Unzvermity

Beijing 100084, China

A novel type of waveguide-to-coplanar waveguids adapter is proposed, which offers
fairly good broadband performance of transeition in Ka-band as revealed by
experiment. It is believed that it is very useful in the system where MXNZC's are
utilized with waveguide devices together.

1. Introduation

Utilizing the planar transmission lines, the MIMIC'$ have rapidly developed in
recent years, on the one hand, it brings the advantages of high performance, good
reliability and is compact in sie. On the other hand, the traditional structure
such as wavefuide can not be totally replaced in many cases. Therefore, proper
adaptation between waveguide and planar transmission lines is fatal for the
application of MIMIC's in a millimeter wave system. The amphasis of this paper is
laid on the transition betveen wavaguide and coplanar waveguide, for the reasons of
(1) the latter has become one of most widely used transmission lines for its
outstanding feature of easy implementation of active elements and (2) such kind of
transition has rarely been discussed In the present literature.

A now type of waveguide-to-coplanar waveguide (CPW) adapter is proposed, Fig. I
shows the structure of It. An electric probe on a dielectric substrate formed by an
extension of the central strip of CPW is inserted vertically into the wavegulde from
a narrow square-shaped window in the middle of the broad wall of the waveguide. The
substrate eztends across the entire height of the waveguide for mechanical
stability.

A-A

A_
L ~AA

Fig. 1 The structure of the proposed waveguide-to-OPW adapter
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A test configuration is outlined in Fig. 2. It consists of two adapters connected

back to back by a 23mm long CPW. By optimizing the probe shape and adjusting the
position of the sliding shorts, rather good transition characteristic can be
obtained.

. ExperiLment

The characteristic impedance of CPW Is calculated by means of the method of line
[1], then different size of probe has been carefully tested. Typical results are
given in Fig.3. To be stressed is that the transmission loss measured Is caused by
two such a6apters ht two ends and a 25mm long CPW in between.

A A A-AP

T T

Fig. 2. The experimental setup

I W O ) -- -- 0,_ P m

r

3e 4b

Fig. 3. Typ•,cal reault3 of the measurement

It can easily be seen that using a 0.3%2.0 (WzD) rectangular probe, the insertion
loss of the whole setup is less than 2dB (less than 1LC for single adapter) and the
reflection is lower than 0.2 in a bandwidth over BGHz in Ks-band.

4. Conclusion

The preliminary experiment shows that the proposed structure of waveguida-to-CPW
adapter can offer fairly good broadband performance, so that is a promising approach
for the application in millimeter wave aystems.
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Characteristics of Microstrip Lines with Finite
Metallization Thickness and Turning-up Edge

for High Power Transmission

ho Sheng Rong and shong Liang sun
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Nanjing 210018, Jiangsu
People's Republia of China

Abstract

This paper presento a Quasi-TEM analysis of the microstrip
lines with the finite metallisation thickness and turning-up edges.
The characteristic impedance and effective dielectric constant are
given as functions of the metallisation thicknessa and turning-up
profile of the edges. At the extreme case where the metallisation
thickness is assumed to be zero and the turning-up profile of the
edges is of the circular arc, the calculated results are compared
with the measured data available in literatures. Thip modified
configuration of the microstrip linea exhibits great potential for

high power transmission.
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Spectnun dynamics of non-radiatin modes of semi-open
transmission lines bmsed on planar wavegulde 3oints

Alexander Yunhohenko and Sergey Shibulkin
Microwave Devices Laborat=or of hAwkov State University,

Preedom Square 4, 310077, KharkovUKRAINE

ANSTRAOT
Study of the physical nature of existence of the natural and quasi-natura?

modes of Hpo 0 type in H-plan. waveguide joints suggests the idea of the pos-
sibility of creating joints- based transmission lines having the Ii i workizr
wave . A rigorous theoretloal analysis of eieotrodynamic oharaoteristios ot
the saidmodes was carried out with the help of Trefto method. A rectangular
region of orthogonal waveguides fields connection that has no special points
inside the mod. bases matching intervals was separated a+ the stage ol dete-
rmination of the problem geometry. Presentedbelow are the results of the
analyal.s of the peootrum dynamios of non- radiating H- and E- waves in trans-
mission lines prospective for the millimeter wave band.

1.* STUDIR STRUCTM AMD 71KW RDRPMETATION
Amorngthe structures shown below only the greove uids is capable of

propagation of Ho I wave without radiations in semi-open ( A)- (d) structures
non-ra~iat ing oondit ions are ensured bp El I wave,

z LX -MW"jWR

(a) Ho r mode (b) Eli mode (0) E1 mode (C) EuI mod*
IHmloconst IESIconst IEx I=cons t IEiConst

Aoour&ao of the eleotrodvnamio modelling of wave prooesses carried out on
the basis of Tref t method depends on the aoouz'ao7 of fulfilment of boundar7
oonditione . In our approach an electrio field reproseontation in the oormeo-
tion region satisfies termwise all the boundary oonditions, while the sougt-
tor systemp of linee. algebraic equations ( SLAE ) of the seoornd kind follow
frommatohing the tangent magnetic components of the complete field . There-
fore, the oharaoteristio feature of the obtained SLAE is their high speed of
oonvergenow of numer'ioal results to the main approximation.

To complete the above said, we supply representation of Be component of the
E- wave field (with odd indioeiv) oharaoteristio of the oonneotion regions of
the studied structures (a)-(dz):

M f*1*jJCIL -ira
-Bf __ __ -n -

. ..... , Ilk, ,n I (7 IIIII 0 ...

i i i " i i- i i i' i i ' i• '7 - 7 - " n
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where 3,f, An are field amplitudes; 4~lfo +7
r in pr.gpaation constant ; n, f=i, 3,5.. .

The groove guid¶e (a) Hx (H-wae ) component representation suoh as:

rt a oh(7t 11•2) 1 a 7t02

ensures term-by-term matching of tangent and EY components on boundaries
of the connection region; n-O,2.4..: ful,3,5.,.

2i NON- IATI•=N MOD SPI=O MIOS
PI -m -' show the results of the oritioal frequency calculation , and.

(a) -&7- results of oalculation of equal level lines of the Zth oomponent of
lower non-radiating modes. There should be noted the limiting values of cal-
culated dependenoles. Fig. I shows that wen I tends to 0, the frequenoies of
the E- waves tend to the frequency of the planar weveguide c (a), (b) striAOtu-
re], andH-waves C (a) struovure] remain close ýo the frequencies of HO1 wave
of the oorresponding reotnglarw&veguides. When I aAe big, the frequencies
of E - and H - waves tend to the frequency of the planar wavoAuide with dimen-
siens 2b+C. Pie. 2 shows that at small vaLues of b, H - and - waves tend to
the frequenoy ol the planar waveguide, while at big valuees of b the H - waves
tend to HO L frequenoy of the rectangular w&veguide, andE-- waves- to that of
the orons - ichape w&veguide (b)). Pig. 3 shows that at inorettee of d waves ]b i
and II of (C) structure tend to the frequency of uII wave of (0) strutoture,
the dependencies themselves being typical for the conneotion frequencies
of cophase and antiphaoe modes in the out-off w&vegutde.

4, OONOLUsION
The presented field representat ion enabled to both obtain physioally oor-

reot molut ions for the critioal frequeno les of prospeotive transmission 11-
nes and calculate running attenuationa .

S....-S•. - -• ,, ' -,-

0.4. 2 -b/,,,n0, 0.4 , 04e8 .o•

-,.f-p�s,..H ,w � • .•.~* /...-
02 2 4.

CA b, A.0. -*- 4-ue I ~u"6 --3 0--r °-+H °+'I I" ,"'"
*.....m.•+_,,, --'• -- "

Ai 22I.
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TRANSVAR DIRECTIONAL COUPLER FOR MILLIMETER-WAVE APPLICATION

Yonghui Shu
Epsilon Lambda Electronics Corporation

427 Stevens Street, Geneva, IL 60134

Abstract compared to waveguide width while symmetrical wode, on the
other hand, is inductively loaded by the grid wine, which results

A milhlmetor-wave band coupler at 77.5 -Hz with 6 dB coupling in a slower phase velocity. Thee is, therefore, a difference of the
level has been developed. The coupler offered Ins than 2.0 dB phase velocity of thes two modes. A superposidton of tho two
insertion loss, t 0,5 dB variation in coupling level and a typical modes will produce an electrioafleld maximum whom the two
isolation of 25 dB over approximately 10 0Hz bandwidth, Other modes an in phase and a null whetv the two modeb are out of
frequency band couple. with diffemantcoupllng factorhave been phase, This can be expressed by following equation
developed also. The advantages of this type ofdirectional coupler
are its large flexible coupling level selection (from 0 to 100 u=(2%d/L.e)-(42d/h0) (1)
percent), simplicity in design, low cost and excellet produatbilbty.

I. Introduction The above equation can be retten as

Although there are various transmission media proposed thus for d.14(2dtA).2d/Ae)(

for microwave and millimeter-wave circuit application, where is the guide wavelenSth of the symmetrical mode
conventional rectangular wavegulde is still a major transmission I, is the guide wavelength of the abymmetrical mode
line in most microwave and millimeter-wave systems due to the di the distance between an electric field maximum and
advantages of low loss, medium power handing capability, and an adjacent nvall in one wavejuide.
convenience for incorporation of packaged solid state devices.

In the couplis4 region, assumi•g that the amplitude of the
Transvar directional coupler[lI is a rectangular wavegulde type symmetrical and asymmetrical modes ar the ase and equal to
coupler which can be designed to transfer variable amounts of half of the input electric field 1e, the resultat elect& field In the
power, 0 to 100 percent, from one wavegulde to the other. The main waveguide I van be expressed as the following
original Transvor coupler was proposed and realized at X.band,
The coupling element of Transvar coupler is in the common Bi,(M./2)(l+e)=(B42)(i+wsa'js.'a) (3)
narrow wall (H-plane) of the two waveguidso. The advantages of
this type of coupler am its flexible coupling level ( 0 to 100M), wheme a is the phase difference of the electric vector of the two
moderate operation bandwidth, conventional waveguide modes.
configuration, simplicity in design an excellent performance. By
modern machinery techniques, such as computercontrolled CNC The amplitude of normalized resultant electricfeld in wevegulde
milling machine, this type of coupler can be sadly realized in low I and 2 0an be expressed by
cost, good producibility and mass production for commercial
application. I Edel I noosa/2m'os(w L12d) (4)

In this paper, the fundamental operation principles, the analysis I Ise/ I .slna/2=sin(CL/2d) (5)
formulas and design procedures of the Transvar coupler are
given. As a design example, 10 couplers with frequency centered whom L is the length of the aperture or coupling region,
at 77,5 0Hz and 6 dB coupling level were developed. The
measured performance characteristics show low insertion loss, Then the power In the two wveguides can be expressed by the
moderate bandwidth and good producibility which implies that following equations
this coupler is an ideal candidate for millimeter-wave low cost
application. Pi/P."coa'(vwL/2d) (6)

II. Configuration and Fundamental Principle Pn•/,..in'(,L12d) (7)

The configuration of Transvar coupler is shown in Figure 1. The From equations (6) and (7), if L is less than d, the coupler will
coupling element which consists of N. I vertical grid wir is in the partially couple the p 3wer from wave I to wavesulde 2 and if L
common narrow wall of the main and secondary waveguldes, is equal to d, 3d, 3d and so on, the 100 % power coupling will

happen, Therefore, any coupling level, from 0% to 100%, can be
The fundamental operation principle of the coupler can be easily achieved by design the length of the coupling region,
described by the modes which satilsfy the boundary conditions in
thecoupling region. Basically, therearetwo mainmodes,namely, III. Analysis Formulas and Syntheals Procedure
symmetrical and asymmetrical . The asymmetrical mode is
unaffected by the grid wires if the wire diameter Is small enough For coupler, the power coupling factor C is defined by equation
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(7), which can be re.witten as following couplers were developed and tested at millimeteitwave
frequencies ilso. These results support the conclusion that the

CwPLIP*-sin'[%(n+t)l/2dJ (8) Transvar coupler can bo used as a low loss, producible
component for millinieter-wave subosytemns.

whwra L=(n+ 1)1, in which n it the number of the wirs and I I thi
spacing betweei 'two adjacent wires. V.Conclustons

As mcntioned above, becausc the fsymmetrical ntode is Tranavorl•ihetional a3uplershave been sumcessfullydesigned and
unaflilted by the presence of the grid wires, this mode, which is realized at milllmeter.wave frequency. The fact of the simplicity
the TRI mode in the composite of the coupleis region, hai a In design, excellent performance and good producibility
guide w- :2ength equal to that of the T2,, mode in the single illustrates that Transvar directional coupler should have many
Saide. On the other hanO, the guide wavelength of the applications in,.Jllmeter.wave commercial and military system,
symmetricol mode was expreuec in [I), which is Aoknowledgement

Tho author would Lite to thank Dr. Peter Toulios for useful

where d is the sanle of incidence of the electric field upon the discussions and Ms. Xiaoxin Ou for technical support,
wires in the coupling region. The angle S oan be obtained from
following equatil,1 References

tan((2xacos6/.] a (.21co9YXJoln(/2%r)+F(G,YQ1)] (10) 1) KlyoTomkyaeu, Seymour B, Cohn, 'The Transvr directional
coupler," Proo, of KI.D, Vol, 41, pp. 922-926, July, 1953.

or
(tanplp -" (.l/waXln(I2ar)+F(Sl/A,)] (11) 2) 0. 0. Maefarlane, Surface impedance of an infinite parallel

wire grid at oblique angles of incidence," Journal of Inst. Elce,
whereris the radius of the wire (r41), Fis i correction term given Bag,, volXCIII, P'art III A, no. 10, pp. 1523.1527, 1946,
graphically by (2], a is the wldth of the waveguide channel and p•(2wacose)4,

By solving p and computing the anSle of 5, the guido wavelength
of the sy.nmnetrical mode can be obtained from (9). -

Froinith. shove explauatiou and iinaiysaesquationi, ,he synthesis
procedure is developed as follows:

1) Set.,ut b ond 114 find F'(S,YL/A from the curves
shown In [2] and calculatu 2r from equation (10) os initial value;

2) Using selected 0 and calculated 2r as start point, s
select recl 2r and use equation (10) to find a 0 which will force
F(O,1/1) equal to F'(S,L'A);

3) Use 0 found from stop (2) and equation (9) to aVevei a
calculate Ae,;

4) Choose desirod couplinS factor C and use equation Figure 1. Configuration of Tranevar Couplr at W-band

(2) and (9) to finR the number of wires. *

IV, Design Example and Performance - -

The design of 77.5 OHz Tranivar directional couplers with 6 dB - -.. ...

noupling level has been performed using the above procedure,
Ten of these units with almost identical performance have been
realized for transceiver subsystem application. The typical
measured performance of the couplers is shown in Figure 2, The T- V- YM I
results show that the coupler offers less than 2,0 dB insertion loss, -1-' - -

1 0.5 dB variation In coupling and 25 dB of isolation over 10
0Hz bandwidth, Due to the dynamic rainge limitation of the test
equipment, the actual isolation ofgresterthan 2S dB waschecked MIT
using a different setup. The measured coupling level generally
checks the designed performance, Several other Trantivar Figure 2. Typical Measured Performance of the Couplers
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60 GHZ MICROSTRIP-LINE SP4T PIN DIODE SWITCH

YonShui Shu
Epsilon Lambda Electronics Corporation

427 Stevens Street, Geneva, IL 60174

Abstract poor circuit performance if not accounted for accurately in the
circuit design, On the other hand, the main design issue of the

A simple technique to determine the beam-lead PIN diode single.polo multi.throw switch Is to reduce the insertion loss of
parameters at millimeter frequency has been developed. The the circuit by using as few diodes as possible, Thus, it become
obtained parameters were used in the computer-sided design of moreimportant tohave reliablediode parametersand acomputer
the novel 60 01z miirostrip singlie.polo four-throw (SP4T) model if the circuit only employs a sinale diode in each path to
switch, The switch offers less than 4,0di insertion loss (including perform the switch function, Techniques for measuring PIN
about 1,0 dB waveguide to microstrip-line transition pair Ion and diode parameters in general have been described by White (3). It
circuit los) and greater than 20 dB isolation in each path. Is understandable that to measure the diode parameters
Bsauto of its planar configuration, the switch circult Is amenable accurately at millimeter-wave frequency by mounting the beam.
to monolithic devices integration and the circuit configuration lead diode in the circuit Is very difoult. The alternative is to
can be easily implemented to single polo multi-throw switch verify the manufacturer's parameters by building a simple single
design. diode $SFT switch according to computer simulating results,

Reasonably acourate parameters can be obtained by comparing
1. Introduction the theoreticalprediction and measured results of the switch and

making some appropriate ndjustma at of the diode parameters if
Semiconductor control devices have been used extensively in necessary with the computer simulation.
rdars, radiometry, communication systems, and so on, In the
millimeter-wave rangse, the PIN diode still holds its supremacy as Figure I shows the microstrip SPST circuit, The circuit consists
a control device mainly because of its high switching spead, low of a Marconi DC2602 beam-lead PIN diode mounted on the
control power requirement and high RF power handling main SO C fedlilne, bias circuit and tuning stub, The diode Is
capability. Microstrip PIN diode sinSle.pole sinSle.throw ($PST) terminated by a 50 0 tuning stub which Is provided to tune out
and single.pole double-throw (SPDT) switches havy, been the diode parasitic and a lowpass filter which provides an RF
reported at millimeter frequency (I], (2). Most ofmillimeter'wave open circuit while delivering DC power, The purpose of using the
PIN diode switches built so far were bued on out-and-try method additional half-moon stub I to provide a better RFt characteristic
due to the difficulty of PIN diode parameters measurement In with wide bandwidth, The Input and output of the circuit were
millimeter-wave frequoncies, Additionally, there Is demand for connected to standard Wit.-IS waveSuide through the step-ridgeJ
siglie-pole multi-throw switch such as in electronic suanning type microstrip to wavegunde transitions (not shown in the
antenna application, In this paper, the PIN diode parameters fliure). The insertion lots of the transition at this frequency was
supplied by manufacturer have been verifled directly at 60 0Hz well defined, which is about 0,5 dB per pair. The PIN diode
by building a SPST switch according to computer simulation, parameters used in themodel were provided by the manufsoturer,
Using the verified PIN diode parameters and developed SPDT A computer program was developed and used to analyze and
switch computer simuls'lon program, the SPDT switch, which optimize the SPST switch performance, The length of the tuning
was used subsequently as the key "element' in a SP4T switch stub and the parameters ofrthe PINdiode were optimized with the
design, has been designed and tested, The slareement of the reasonable boundary conditions for best insertion Ion and
simulation and measurement results of SPST Pnd SPDT switches isolution performance throughout the 55 to 65 0Hz rmnge. The
guaranteed the accuracy or the PIN diode parameters and the optimized stub length and modified diode potrameters were
reliability of the circuit models and computer programs, Based on obtained,
thesu information and knowledge, the SP4T switch network
computeraided design program wasdeveloped and themicrostrip Using the theoretical results, the SPST twitlh was fabricated on
SP4T switch was designed. The SP4T switch demonstrted an a S mil-thick RT-Duroid 5880 substrate and the beam.lead PIN
Insertion lots of 3,1 dB (including the circuit los) and a minimum diode was bonded on the ciruit by using silverconductive Epoxy,
isolation of 20,0 dB in each path over 6 0H-z bandwidth centered The switch performance were tested through step-ridgo type
at 60 OHz. The computer aided design did predict the microstrip to wavelluide transitions with an HP-8535 network
performanne of the switch, The switch circuit is amendable to analyzet. Overall, the theoretical and exprin•ental results agree
monolithic implementation, can be used for single-polo multi- well which indicates that the modified PIN diode parameters are
throw switch network design aid should have many applications sufikiently accurate for this microstrip.line switch design
In millimeter-wave systems. application, This result has provided the foundation for theSPDT and SP4? switches desigln.

IL. PIN diode Parameters Verification
III. Microgtrip SPDT and SP4T Switches

Tito PIN diode switches used in microstrip confijuration

commonly eanploy 6,eam.lead diodes. The parasitics of the diode Therm are two possible approaches which can be used to realize
are quite high ot millimeter-wave 1requencles and will give rise to a SP4T switch, i. e., one level four way powerdivider approach or
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two level two way power divider approach. Due to the difficulty applications in microwave and millimeter-wave systems
of the multi-port power divider design, the SP4T switch described
in this paper was employing the two level SPDT approach. The Acknowledgments
benefits of using this approach are moderate bandwidth,
simplicity of design, and ease to extend the design to multi-throw The author would liko to thank Dr. PetorToulios and Mr. Robert
switch application. Ultimately, the design of the "key element"-- Knox for useful discussions and Mr. Ah•ned Khan for technical
SPDTF switch becomes the main task of the SP4T switch design. support. This work was supported by the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency under contract No,DAAHOI-90-C.
Figure 2 shows the circuit configuration of the microstrip SPDT 0672,
switch, The purpose of the quarter wavelength, low impedance
transformers at the 'IT junction is to provide better impedance References
matching over wider bandwidth. The functions of the rest of the
circuits are similar to those of the SPST switch, In order to reduce (1) M. Dydyk, "Shielded Microstrip: Transmission Media for
the insertion loss of the switch, a single PIN diode has been MM-wave Integrated Circuits," IEEE MTT-S Int. Microwave
implemented in each arm, Less than 1,0 dB insertion loss and Symp. Digest, 1981, pp. 994101,
about 16 dD of isolation throughout the 55 to 65 OHz range were
obtained from the simulation program, Using the dimensions (2] M. J Sioslon, "Microstrip Devices for millimetric Frequency,"
obtained from theoretical analysis, the microstrip-line SPDT IEEE MTT-S Int. Microwave Symp, Digest, 1982, pp. 212-214.
switch was fabricated on the S mlU-thick RT.Durold 5880
substrate and the performance was measured through the (3) J. F, White, Microwave semiconductor Engineering, Van
transition with the network analyzer, About 2,0 dB insertion loss Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1982,
at zero bias condition and 20 dB isolation at 20 mA forward bias Ofts
current condition were obtained. The slight higher insertion loss _ _ -
was mainly due to the loss of the transition pair and the
microstrip circuit loss since they were not taken account in the
model, Excluding the actual losses in the circuit, experimental 1w1 I, t•
result did check the theoretical prediction. Thus, the SPDT switch " .
was well developed and to be used in SP4T switch design, The m'- - "
simulated aud measured insertion loss and isolations of the SP4T
switch ar3 shown in Figure 3. A 3.8 dB insertion lot at inro bin
conditioni and about 20.0 dB and 35 dB isolation at 20 mA
forward bias current condition in different paths have been
achieved, The higher measured insertion Iot is including the Figure 1. Confguration of Mioroetrip SPOT Switch
transition loss and miorostrip circuit loss. The actual Ion due to
the switch excluding the transition loss and extra circuit loss is
about 2.5 dB which agrees very well with the theoretical results of
2.0 dB. Additional, the measured isolations agree extremely well L ft s•
with the theoretical prediction if the additional losses are
subtracted,

The SP4T circuit proposed In this paper can be easily extended to a *a use
single-pole eight-throw or multi-throw switch network design by te
cascading 3 level or multi-level SPDT switches by extrapolation
of the results reported here,

IV. Conclusions Figure 2. Confipration of Miorostrip SPDT Switch

A simple technique and computer program have been developed -.
to obtain beam-lead PIN diode parameters in millimeter-wave I I I I I
frequencies accurately. Based on this information, the CAD
mnodels for microstrip SPDT switch and SP4T switch network
designs have been developed, The theoretical and experimental
results agree very well, which indicates the computer model and
design method used in this paper are very reliahle and useful, The
microstrip SP4T switch incorporating one pair of step-ridge
microstrip to waveguide transition achieves 3,8 dB insertion losst o
and at least 20 dB isolation over 6 0Hz bandwidth centered at 60 -.. '

OHz. The circuit offers many advantages, such as planar
configuration, ease of device integration, and low cost, The
circuit is amendable to monolithic circuit Integration, can be 8TNT 17
extended to multi-throw switch design and should have many FPigure 3. Simulated sad Meaured Plrferamae of UP4T Switch
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MODAL ANALYSIS OF MICROSTRIP AND FINLINE STEP DISCONTIUITIES FOR
MICROWAVE AND MILLIMETER-WAVE INTGRATED-CIRCUITS APPLICATIONS

Cain Nguyen and Khwsaja M, Rahman
Department of Electrical Engineering

Texas M&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-3128

Abstract - Model amalysis of microstrip aod fimflhs stop where p is the reflection ocoefficient comuponding to the
Junction., commionly seen In micrawave and mililismatr-wavu Incident flindumental mode; a1 sand bj am the mode
integrated circits, are jered. Numosicaol results of coefficients; I's stan far the lenne products and P and Q
scattering, parameater. are presented Is W-boad (7 -110 Ofti) represent the number of elgenmodes In regions a and b,
There Is a goodrrsmemat bohetw our talculated results and respectively. Fourth, these equations are solved to determine
published data. p, (i12,3,..,, P), and 2,,. Q).

Various numrcal results for microtuip O on
DMODUCTION step disoontinuitles hae" been genierated, and some were

compared to existing data to confirm, the analysis. Table I
Mficrostrp line has been used etevinsIvely for both shows a good agreemet between our results and those

tmirwav and millimneter-wave hybrid and monolithic published hbr a microstrip singlesetep, discontinuity at 2 0Hz
integrated circuits (MICas and MIC~s), whereas tinllne is (3). Fig. 3 shows the calculated S-parameters of a miorostrip
normally employed fbr NfICs at millimeter wavelengths, In single-ste discontinuity acoss the Wband (7S - 110 0Hz).
these cizoults, step Junctions are commonly geen and, thus,
need to be accurately charaterized. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we describe a Nli-wave analysis of
microetrip and finline ste disoontinulties using the mode Formulation for microstrp and finline step
matching method 111, Various results of scattering (S) discontinuities has been presented. Various numerical
pameters At microwave And millimefter-wave frequencieS results hrav been obtaned. Good agreement between our
are preseted and compared with existing data to confirm calculated results and those published has also been ftnd.
the analyis.5 The developed analysis should be useful for the analysis of

microstrip and finlins integrated circuits at microwave and
ANALYSIS AND R&SULTS millimeter-wave frequencies.

To simplif the fbnulation, here we only present REIFERENCU
the analysis fbr single-ste discontminltes. Pigs. I and 2
show the cross se"ons and single-step discontninltie Of (1) A. We t~lw .0A at o waevseids dimw"Witi by meda o~uIs*5,
microetrip line and finline, respectively All the conductors ISM Nmna. Mcrewaw Thwyi Th.,vio1. MTM 5. pp. 308.317, Sept. 1947,
are assumed perfbcty conducting and infinitely thin. The
dielectrc substrates are assumed to be loss less. PIrt the 121 T. 11o uWL . -11pftlm~am roa fa Ww lfu O
hybrid modes on regions a and b of the plane of the amm Www~ 0t ~ -fj Wm uI n..IVD, mipwe Thue,
discontinuity are determined using the spectral-domain Tw. W. MT.21, 1. 4%4"4, july 1973.
approach (2]. Second, the transverse electri and magnetic
fields on tie two regions ane matched across fth (31 Q. 4 K. L3, Webb ad L. Mib,^ -"sd of meda soluti preesaav htf
discontinuity to produce the mode-snatching equations, mkioj map &0mlusm Iauu.~ Tro. hdlerow" Tha. Tseh., val,
Third, the inner products of thes equations with appropriate Wfr.37, pp. 2301.317 IF*b 1989,
field components are taken, resulting in the ftollowing
equations:

(+P)Ito. + E an1,

P Q
E a)I -: bi 1,4bI, nmP

.2 jul
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Table 1. Compumison of the magnitude of S I1 for a single-
step nmcrostrtp junction between our results and [3).

e £r2.32, h-15,8 nun, d-1,58 umm, a-17,233 mM, Sa=4 ,S
so mm, SaS1565 mm, M2 OHz,

rd S (31 Sit (Our Result)

Orthogonality Orthogonality Orthogonality Orthogonality
(a) not enforced enforced not enforced enforced

-il I -II

-- ...-- '--- ,390o ,3g 4e 0,3g2O,3972

%../

Fig. 1. Cro seation (a) and a single-step discontinuity oý
(b) of m,,,etrip line. 01..

to,

.0

2,1 SO 2m 0 11 ; 1 t(a) * 0,,O(M

(b ~~Fig. 3. Calclated S-paramters Of a 0510e110P ulrostrip

Filg 2. Crmu section (a) and a single-step d imcontonno ty7 00o
(b) of finine, d-0.127 l ,M a-0.635 nufl Sam0762 Ifl S,.0.508 mm.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF MICROSTRIP BAND-PASS FILTERS, FOR MICROWAVE

AND MILLIMETER-WAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Cam Nguyen
Department of Electrical engineering

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-3128

Abstract - Mlcrostrip band-pass filters recently developed for SPURLINS MICROSTREP FILTERS
microwave and milllmeter-wave integrated circuits ane
preseited. The new half-wavelength coupled-line band-pass FIg, 4 shows photographs of the new spurline
filters, employing symmetric @ad asymmetric broadside. microstrip band-pass filters, each consisting of two spurline
coupled microstrip structures, exhibit about Will Insertion loss resonators, Their perlfbrmances ame given in Figs 5 and 6.
at 10 GHs. The novel spuriline band-.pass filters, using two and They exhibit lesohn 1m.I and 1.3-dB in~sertion Ionae in the
three paralle~eoupled lines, hbe" Insertion losses of less than I pass bands around 5 0Hz using two-conductor and three-
and 1.3 d~l, respectively, at 5 GILi izsperlmeatal end conductor spurline resonators, respectively, Almo, tde
theoretical multi also agree well. calculated and measured resut~s are in a good agement.

INTRODUCTION CONCLUSIONS

Mficrowave band-pass filters play an important role Recent development of new microstrip broadside.
in many microwave syste',i Eflbrts hae" always been made coupled and spurline band-pass filters, suitable lbr MICs a&d
in developing miniature microwave integrated circuit (MIC) MMXCs, have been presented. The broadside-coupled filters
and microwave monolithic integrated circuit WMMC) band- posseu wide bandwidths, compactness, and are based on
pass filters to ifilfll the increasing demand of systems with microstrip technology. Measured results show Insertion
small size and weight, losses of about 1 dB at 10 0Hz. The spurline microetrip

In this paper, we report two new kinds of band-pans filters have small size, radiation, sensitivity to nearby
filters recently developed for MIC and MMXC applications, elements, and dispersion, These filters exhibit less tha I.
The first type Is half-wavelength coupled-line band-pans and 1.3.43 pass-band losses at 5 0Hz using two- and three.
filters employing symmetric and asymmetric broadside. conductor spurline resonator., respecti1vely.
coupled microstrp lines, These filters are suitable ibr wide
bandwidths and tight couplings, Compared to the ACKNOWLEDGMENT
conventional microstrip and stripline coupled-line filters (I].
they lave wider bandwidths due to the inherontly strong This work was supported in part by the NASA
coupling achieved between the resonators ind smaller size, Center tbr Space Power and by TRW Inc.
The second type is spurline band-pass filters .tslng two- and
throo-parallel-couplod-line spurline resonAtors. As REFERENCES
compared to the conventional open-circuited shunt-stub
band-pass filter [21, they have less radiation, susceptibility to 1. 1,1, Co*m Paaullol.Couipld Trsamolnmoi iNe Remaonue FlIt.., IRE
nearby objects and dispersion and smaller size, fTmtD AJicrowiov Theory Tech, Vol. M77-6. pp. 223-23 1. AF. 2955,

BROADSIDE-COUPLED MICROSTRIP FILTERS 2. Matthel, You&wis n Jaws. Mimmaive EilIIm Inumamkow Msia~t.
Natvmr"Now Yorki M90raw.HiII. 1964,

Fig. 1 shows the new half-wavelength broadside-
coupled band-pan filters, and Fig. 2 shows the cross sections
of the shielded and open broadside-coupled microstrip lines
employed In these filters. Several filites have boen designed,
built, and tested . Fig. 3 shows the measured and calculated
results of one of the new filters in the X-band (8-12 0lHz)
which match almost exactly, As can be meen, about 1-dE
insertion lose Is achieved in the passband.
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Q M--P-Ta .. am. e.

Fig. 1. Now broadside-coupled bandpuua filters. Top:-
and bottom: - - .

-L ~~~Fis. 4. P~hotographs of the inpurilineW cmd ad

h b ffites,

ge P p"I2

(in)-33 " Cacourse

(b) Fig. 5, Pertbrmwanc of the two-oonductor upurine bandpaua

Fig, 2, Croea.uetion views of the broadside-Oipled
microetuip lione: (a) shielded and (b) open.

tTo FROM It"a.- -

pugummy i'.~iFig, 6, PertrMaOen of the thru-oonductor upuline

Fig. 3, Perfbrmance of A broadaide-coupled microstrip buuicpau filter,
bandpaus filter.
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Millimeter waves and QUCaLLJtuI Medicine

I'mI . ''t/,l"c Pm ,Stl '(,, I1111),,

Drvm.'.lor of MeU hEle rutralch ,',',,wi,.e -Hewit,,,/,h C s'ovi t•en / j; -se: to/ Ih/ , utlive
curl AIico wir' /•fiionlalef' Thoi'miipy

Ukrain(, 2.120.7.7, Ai,,v, 61.I, Ve'hi),0irsk, SI.

On the basis of multi-centered scientific studies carried out within the frames of the
program "Physics of the Alive" and the experience of treatment of more than 196,000
patients the foundations of the "Ouantum Medicine" have been layed, Its conceptual basis
is provided by the idea that any living system is simultaneously a macroscopic quantum
object and a maser (nun-ranye laser).
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Infrared Spectra Of Urine From
Cancerous Bladders

M.A.Moharram, A.Higazi* and A.A.Moharrm*
Spectroscopy Department, Physics Division,

National Research Center, Cairo, Egypt.
*Faculty of Medeciie, Cairo University

The infrared spectra of organic and Inorganic constituents of urine from cancerous bladders of
some patients were recorded. The spectra of the organic part of the samples were classified into five
types according to the bulk constituents. Samples with type A spectra consisted mainly of proteins
with only trace amounts of lipids, Their spectra were characterized mainly by the absorption bands
of proteins at the frequencies 3330, 3075, 2960, 2850, 1650, 1530, 1450, 14C0 and 1,320 cm"1 in
addition to a weak band at 1720 cm"1 due to the absorption of lipids. Samples with type B spectra
were characterized by high amounts of proteins and low amounts of lipids and phosphate com-
pounds. The presence of phos hate compounds was indicated by the absorption bands at the fre-
quencies 1100 and 1030 cm". Samples giving spectral type C were characterized by high urea
contents as indicated by the presence of two strong bands at 1670 and 1630 cm". Samples with the
spectral type D consisted of urea and phosphate compounds whereas samples with the last spectral
type E consisted mainly of calcium oxalates, uric acids and phosphate compounds, The presence of
calcium oxalates was indicated by the presence of its diagnostic bands at the frequencies 1630
and 1330 cm"1 while the presence of uric acid was indicated by the bands at the frequencies 1360,
1130, 1020 and 880 cm"l. On the other hand, the spectra of the organic part of urine from some
normal bladders exhibited the characteristic bands of urea only.

Careful examination of the spectra of the inorganic part of urine revealed that some samples con-
sisted mainly of hydroxyapatite. The absorption bands of hydroxyapatite appeared at the frequen-
cies 568, 603, 985, 1037 and 1128 cm"I. The spectra of the other samplcs showed the bands of
basic phosphates at the frequencies 568, 620, 727, 890, 1035 and 1140 cm"1 . The spectra of the In-
organic part of urine from a number of normal bladders displayed the bands of basic phosphates.
The relationship between the types of urine constituents and the grade of the malignant tumors was
discussed.
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DRO-Autodyne Spectrometer for Investigation
of Interaction of Millimeter Electromagnetic

Waves with Biological Objects

G.P. Ermak, Ye,B. Senkevich

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics
of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

12 Ac. Proskura st,, 310085, Kharkov, the Ukraine

There exist the problems sending us in search of a simple,
small in site and precision instrument to measure the parameters of
the electromagnetic sygnal reflected from the object under
investigation in the millimeter and submillimeter waves bands. Such
a problem can be cracked by devising an apparatus operating as a
transmitter and a receiver simultaneously. Such a transmitter-
receiver system is called Autodyne and allows to do away with a
heterodyne, a mixer, a receiving aerial, and waveguide commutators.

The autodyne sensitivity depends on the level of the oscillator
inherent noise and the frequency instability. Therefore autodynes
devised on the base of SWT, magnetrons and klystrons give a bad fit
for microwave spectroscopy,

In this report it is suggested a novel autodyne millimeter
waves spectrometer devised on the base of the diffraction radiation
oscillator (DRO). This DRO is a high-stability source of coherent
electromagnetic osOllations in the frequency range from 30 to 300
G01. Its ncLse level is in two orders lower than that inherent in
other millimeter-wave oscillators. Besides, this DRO has the highest
autodyns magnification coefficient.

The autcdyne effect lies in the fact of the change of the
working characteristics such as th# resunator field amplitude, the
oscillation frequency, the beam current under the action of thy
inherent coherent radiation reflected from the examined object. The
amplitude and frequency increments are respectively

,A =-( 1/2) "A coS5"; A C (Wo /a rs~n•-(/2oKa COSi I)
where P and e are respectively the modulus and phase of the
reflection coeffizient; Ao and Wo are respectively the nondisturbed
amplitude anO frequency; Kc. is the autodyne magnification
coefficient; Q is the external Q-factor of the DkO-autodyne system;
9is the oscillator non-ieochrcnism.

The current increment at the interaction space boundary is

A ()= - (12)rK lo 10o5 (2)
where Xdjis the autodyne magnification coeffiuient of the current;
Jo is the nondipturbed current value.

DRO-autodvnee are classified on the principle of detection of
either external or internal sygnals and register respectively either
Lygnals (1) by a semiconductor detector or current increment (2) by
internal electron detector. The internal electron detector is formed
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by two electrodes. One of them is transparent for the electron beam
and placed in the path of the beam at the outlet of the ini.eraction
space.

The operat.on of DRO-autodyne is as follows. The
electromagnetic wave generated by DPO-autod-'ne is inc.ident on the
object under investigation. The reflected sygnal pamses over the
waveguide switch, phase shifter, directional coupler and comes hack
to the DRO-autodyne. The measirements of the frequency deviation and
the amplitude moCulation of DRO-autodyne sygnals are carried out by
spectrum analyser and deviometer.

In the course of the experiment the measured sygnals reflected
from the biological objects were compared with those from the
matched load. The DRO-autodyne was set to the most sensitive range.
The phase sensitivity of the DRO-autodyne spectrometer at 36 G.Nz was
about 0.27 MHz/deg and the corresponding resolution for the spectral
line width of 10 KHz was about 0.02 degree. Due to the slight
electron transconductance (0.1 + 0.2 MHz/V) of the DRO frequency
tuning and high stability ot the power supply the autodyne
spectrometer operates stablely for a long time.

The effects of the interaction of the coherent electromagnetic
waves with a natural neural network of the eyeball back retina of
Rans temporaria and T-limphocites in the periferal human blood have
been revealed [lJ due to using 9 and 2 mm DRO-autodyne
spectrometers.

The analysis of the experimental data shows that the level of
the frequency modulation of the sygnal reflected from the biolog'cal
objects much exceeds that of the amplitude while in measuring the
matched load a A and WA) are zero. The frequency and amplitude
responces of the DRO-autodyne during its interaction with live
objects are time-dependent nonmonotonic functions correlating with
thG objccts functional activity.

Thus the DRO-autodyne provide, the reoearch of the structure of
the sygnal reflected and leemitted by biological, objects interacting
with millimeter electromagnetic waves.

References

(1] G.P. Ermak, V.P. Shestopalov, "DRO-Autodyne Method of
Investigation of the Biological Objects", Dokl. Akad. Nauk USSR,
Výl. 315, No. 3, 1990 (in Runsian).
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Infrared spectronnopy detection of millimotre-wave effect upon
biomolocule.

G.S.Litvinov.L.I.Bereshinsky,G.Z.Dovbemhko.M.P.LiuitsaL.I.Matueiko

Scientific Remearoh Center "Vidhu ",
Volodymyrska 61-b, Kiev 252033, Ukraine.

It ham been found out that milimntre-wave (MMW) radiation In the
37.5-78 GHx range affected spectral properties of aminoacids,
nuclootides, proteins and nucleoic acids in freo and intracellular
states. PMW radiation effect was detected by the infrared (IR)
spectrum parameter changes such as intensity, halfwidth and shipo of
absorption and reflection bands. It was eotablished that tuned XMW
action upon intensity of IR reflection bands had sharp remonance with
halfwidth of 40-60 MGHz, that corresponded to Q-quality og order 1000.
For high ordered systems such as aminoacid single crystals 14M effect
detection depended strongly on orientation of the mm-field electrical
vector relative to symmetry axes of object.

A.INTfiODUCTION

Recently biological effects of MMW radiation him been studied by
using the living organisms as detectors. The existence of the N0W
effect was established by the physiological parameter changes Ell.
However, physiological parameters are stoch.stic and multifarious that
lead to uncertainty in interpretation of MW effect. In the paper the
attempts to detect MMW effects by highly reproducible method of ZR
spectroscopy of biomnleoulas were described.

Investigations of the 10W radiation effect upon a-glycine (Gly),
P-alanine (Ala), DL-tryptophane (Trp). L-tyrosine (Tyr), Ll-hietidine
(His) aminoacide, adenosinemonophosphate (Amp) nucleotide and free and
Intraceolular DNA were carried out by IR spectroscopy in the 400-
3800 cm" range. NW radiation was tuned in the range of 37.5-78 GHz.
Incident power density of radiation varied from I to 30 mW/cm.

4. eULj6 ABD 81V

Intensity changes up to 35% in IR absorption spectra of aminoacid
and Amp films were registered (Table 1). Irradiation was affecting a
groat number of vibrational bands connected with different forms of
vibrations and chemical bonds. Resonance character of MMW action was
regarded as its distinctive feature, Maximum effecto for different
vibrations could be obtained at different 4MW radiation frequencies.
The NNW action appeared to be more pronounced for NH and deformational
vibrations. Besives. depending on irradiation frequency one could
obtain increase or decrease of IR bands peak Intensities.
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Table 1. Redistribution of peak Intensities of IR bands of simple
biomolecule films under MMW radiation

37. 5 -___z_ F - 41.52 GZF - 41.67 (Hz--
I V(cm t ) I V(cm-') I

1417 1.39916.10 1330 i.9Mo04 583 1.12U05
1346 1.30±C.08 1370 1.18±o.03 940 1.37±0.08
1360 1.31±0.05 1415 1.15M0.o4 1125 1.35±o.10
1415 1.22±0.07 1450 1.04±0.04 1690 1.28±0.07
1460 1.31!0.05 1590 1.33±0.06
1590 1.23±0.04 j -

V -, ZR band wavenumber
I - peak intensity of IR band after MMW Irradiation at F
F - frequency relative to the non-irradiative band

In IR reflection Ppectra of Sly, Ala, His single crystals band
structure variations together with the intensity redistribution were
found. The amplitude of changes approached 55% of initial intensity.
The measured polarization dependencies of MMW effect for GLY, ALA and
HIS monocrystals Indicated that 1) it differed substantially for
different vibration forms, 2) it depended on orientation of field
electrical vector relative to symmetry axes of the crystal and
3) polarization Indicatrices changed under M1W action.

Significant action of M radiation upon intensity, halfwIdth and
shape of the bands connected with the vibrations of phosphodlester
bond atoms in free DNA was revealed. Changes in the IR spectra of
E.coli clinical strains for the bands of DNA oscillations after the
action of MMW radiation were found to be the same as for the free DNA
dry filma: the structure of the 1080 cm band was changed, intensities
of the O-P-O vibrational bands were redistributed. It was determined
for Dunaliella viridis intracellular DNA that irradiation at the fre-
quency of 37.51 GHz caused the 1080 cm" band narrowing by 25±1 cm'
and its intensity increased by 27±5%. It should be emphasized that the
effects observed were not connected, apparently, with the well-known
influencm of drying which caused the DNA B-A form transition and the
following disordering (2). On the basis of the data obtained it
follows that the MMW irradiation resulted in the changes of the DNA ZR
parameters opposite to that observed with the reduction of film
humidity. Thus, IR spectroscopy could be successfully used for
detection of MMW eofect upon biomoleocules.

1. H. Fr~h ii h. PiolQ.ogicai coheroneag Ang resuponse 12 2~Xjpfl.Lg.
Mj.jmu_•j, Springer, Berlin, 1988.

2, MFalk, A.G.Poole, CG.Goymour,"Infrared study of the state of
water in the hydration dhell of DNA', Can, J. Chem., Vol.48. pp. 1536-
1542, 1970.
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Treatment of cardiovascular deceases by means of wide-band coherent signal of mm radio wave range

V.D.Yeremka, A.AKuznetsov, V.V.Smorodin, A.I.Fisun, A.M.Fursov, L.P.Himenko, PL.Himenko

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
12, Acad.Proskura st., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

The results of study of therapeutic influence of mm waves having the frequency, periodically changing in the band
from 50 to 80 OHz, on the patients with cardiovascular pathology are presented In the report. It was shown that their
use allowed to return a number of physiological parameters of a man to normal and to improve peripherical and
central haemodynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lately the field of physical therapy, based on the use of electromagnetic waves with the frequency exceeding 30
0Hz is sufficiently intensively developed. The mechanism of the influence of given spectrum region was not revealed.
They suggest that a number of biological effects was connected with the change of cross-linking of aqueous phase of
tissue, in particular nervous one.

2.WIDE-BAND EHF-THERAPEUTICS

The theoretical study shows the possibility to generate the oscillations of range from 100 GHz to 10 THz at the
expense of coherent transitions in membrane canals between energy levels, that arisnein electrical field of membrane
potential. The frequencies of given range are typical for rotatory spectrum of macromolecule oscillations. Thus, not
knowing real mechanism, all the same one can assert that biological tissues have sufficI.ntly dense spectrum of
natural oscillation frequency of the influence, especially received by subjective sensations 1 " exists, seems doubtful,
Monochromatic signal having the frequency, periodically changing in wide band will be more effective stimulus for

3biological system with dense spectrum .
Proceeding from above-stated conception the physical-therapeutic device, based on the use of backward wave

tubes, that allows to provide the influence by oscillations having the frequency periodically chinging in the band
from 50 0Hz to 80 OHz, the power of 0,1- 10 mW and variation of type of polarization, was designed.

3. TREATMENT OF PATIENTS OF CARDIOLOGICAL PROFILL

BY EHF-THERAPY METHOD

66 patients received the treatment, 52 of them suffered from acute infarctus myocardii or from unstable
stenocardia, in the most of cases in combination with hypertension, 14 patients suffered trom chronic form of heart
ischemia, All patients had pronounced insufficiency of circulation of the blood, The treatment by the influence on
the region of processes xiphodeus with the exposition of 1S min during 10 seances was carried out, Besides
above-mentioned treatment all patients received traditional medicine treatment since their condition was estimated
as from middle serious to extremely serious one, The indeces of central haemodynamics were studied by the method
of integral rheography, by Tischenko-Estrin method, biological functions of mlocardii woo studied by means of
electrical cardiography and central cardiodynamics - by ultrasonic scanning. In the result of this it %as founded that
the positive result was observed in 75% of cases, 'There was not any effect of treatment in 25%. There were no
side-phenomena, Positive effect decrensed or did not come totally at the presence of heart insufficiently and at the
decreasing of contractive characteristics of myocardil in consequence of chronic coronarius disease and this tendency
is proportional to decompensation degree. The positive effect was more strongly pronounced ct the decompensation
mainly stipulated by artery hypertea'sio,
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4.CONCLUSION

On the base of analysis of received data (Fig. ) the decreasing (normalization) of specific peripheral r tistance
and increasing of blow-out fraction and degrf e of front/back size, that are correlated with the improvement of clinical
state of a patient.

S.REFERENCES

1. E,A.Liberman, V.L.Eidus,"Proton SHF-oucillator", Biophysika, V.26, NM6, PP. 1109- 111, 1981.
2, E,A.Andreyev, M.UBely, S,PSit'ko, "The display of natural haracteristhe frequenceies of humaor orpnism",

DAN Ukrainy, Ser. B, N 10, PP.60-63, 1984.
3, V.D.Yeremka, A.A.Kuznetsov, V.V.Smorodin, "The method of the influence on BAP in EHF-range and Its

apparatus equipment", 2-nd Cnimean Conf. Digest, PP.214-219, Sevastopol, 1992.
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Fig, 1, Dependence of specific perifery resistanre (1), artery pressure (2) and
stroke volume (3) on a number of performances
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REARRANGEMENTS IN POLARIZED VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA OF OLYCINE-
CONTAINING CRYSTALS UNDER MILLIMETER WAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT,

LI.Dereshinsly, G.1,Dovbesaho, O.8,Litvinov,
VV.Obukhovsky,

Scientific Research Center "Vidhu'",
Volodymyroka 61-b, Kiev 252033, Ukraine.

Rearrangommets In polarized Infrared reflection spectra of glycine-
oontaining crystals - a-glycino and ,piglycinesulpbate (TOO) were
discovered in the area of 600-2000 cm under Jnhllimoter wave ir-
radiation applied with the power up to 5 mW/nm within 37,5-53,5 OHs
range. For W1* deformational vibration In both crystals measured
Polarization rteflotion Indioatriooo agreed with calculated
lndicatrioea, Changes in polarization indicatricep under resonance
millimeter wave effect were studied. Parameter values which
characteriue dielectric permeability tonsors of 0.-gly and TOS and
their changes under millimeter wave field were calculated on the
basis of the experimental data.

In recent years the studies of mm-range electromagnetic radiation or
extremely high frequency (EKF) effect upon the biological objects
have received much attention, Among other things this interest is
connected with tho nontrivial biophysical and therapeutic effects
obresved under milIimetor wave (4WW) aotion on the biosyoteme of
different levels of complexity up to human organism 1-31, At the
present stage however the theoretical intorpretation of these
phenomena is a challenge, mince the primary physical mechanisms of
nm-range irradiation effect upon biologically active structures
Ptill remain unclear.

In given experiments the monocrystal of the mat p rial under study in
the form of a 1-2 mm thick plate with 5x8num cross-ecation was
exposed to WW radiation emitted along the normal to one of the
planeo. The penerator V4-141 (USSR) with the output power, not over
then S mW/n• and smooth frequency tuning within the interval of
37-53,5 Oft was used as the Irradiation source. EHF irradiation
frequency was retuned with the accuracy of no lies than .t5 X4Jz
During NNW action infrared (IR) reflection spectra in 800-4000 cm
range wans AintetaM fvnm tho npflnPrtm rlfnA nf mnnnnrynt,nl~ine
plate, Measuremente were taken by a double-beam diffraction
spectrometer DS-4020 (JASCO, 3apan) with the uso of reflection
adapter wherein natural globar irradiation Is incident on the
rf/lOltlon surface at an angle close to the normal. In front of the
receiver a polarizer was met which could be tuned in the wide range
of angles, Thus, IR reflection spectra intensity was measured as the
dependence from polarizer rotation angle ((P) at fixed angle of
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incioence and retieation of IR irradiation ('- 7').

It followsm from the experimental data that in polarized IR
reflection on spectra of a-Gly and TOS crystals 14MW irradiation
provokes essential intensity redistribution of bands, changes in
their shape and structure. It may be noted that maximum
reprrangements in the IR reflection spectrum bands of deformational
Hi a&d COi vibration@ were registered within the ranges of
1200-1600 cm" and 600-800 'cam , although quite noticeable changes
were observed in the other spectrum ranges, Along with this the
important feature of MMW effect is illustrated by strong,
resonance-type (with 40-60 MHz halfwidth and 0-factor - 10")
dependence of the offects on the incident Irradiation frequency.
Besides, there is a met of exetra hight frequencies In the vicinity
of which the IR spectra rearrangements are induced by 314'F field, For
Cl-oly and TGS, about 20 such resonances were detected within the
range of 37-53. 014, Versatile orientations of *1W fteld effects at
different resonance froquencies are particularly romarkablei the
external field frequency tuning may result either in the increase.
or in the decrease of the Intensity of the same ZR jand. Together
with the abovementioned the fact that resonance frequencies induoed
by SHP field were different for different vibrations provided the
basit for ra.ical rearrangements of IR spectra under 1MW irradiation
aotlon of different energies, Finally, the basoi feature of the
efiect• is offered by the dependence of the volume of changes on
mutual orientation of polarizer, monocrystal and 3SH field vectors.
nhe dependance of 11W irradiation action on IR reflection intensity,
examined in polarized a-Oly and TOO spectra showed the intricate
effect performed by simultaneous action of the external field and
polarizer on the detected intensity of IR signal, and this action
was different for different vibrational bands of the isolated
crysta) and for identical vibrations of different crystals.
Parameter values which ohafacterris dielectric permeability tensors
st 1-gly and TO' and their changes under M1W field were calculated
on the hatis of the experimental data, The comparimon of the
experimental data with Indicatrix's theoretical form helps to find
the relation of ,,oeffilcents which determine the component values of
dielectric pe:meability tensor and their changes under NNW field.

1. VLrrohlich, "Plological effects of millimeter waves and related
q~ieotlons", hdy., I&MJIn, EAY•, Vol.53. pp,05-152, 19O0,

2. S.,,Webb. AD.Booth,"Absorption of microwaves by microorganisms',
INo~,s~, Vol.322, N5199, pp-1199-1200, 1989.

3, 8,PBit'ko, S.,Andrsev, 1,1.Dobronravova, "The whole as a result
of welf-organization", b~lioL.Phy .. Vol.16. NI, pp.71-73. 1i08,

LI I I ' M
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The combined effect of high temperature and
microwave fields on winter wheat seeds

V.G. Shakhbazov, A.A. Shmatko, AI.A. Shmatiko

Kharkov State University, Department of Genetics and Cytology
4 Nezavisimosti Square, Kharkov
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Information about biological effect of electromagnetic radiation
(EmR) on living organisms is known for a long time, but a systematic
development of a problem began during the late 19 0'0s by the group
under guidance of an academician Devyatkov N.D. In particular, it was
found that a millimeter band EJR can accelerate and decelerate a
growth of microorganisms, increase an activity of synthesis by micro-
organisms of ensymes and change a complex of these ensymes with a
predominance of a necessary component, to restore an ionic permiabil-
ty of erythrocyte membranes broken by electric break-down, ian acce-

lerate a peroxide oxidation of lipids, weaksn the effect of radiation
and chemotherapeutic remedies on processes of medullary hemopoiesis
of animals. It was determined a strong dependence oa effects of rad-
iation action on biological objects on a frequency of oscillations,
i.e. a presence of acute resonances.

In selection of new sorts of cultured plants much attention is
iiven to the evaluation of their steadiness degree to extreme condi-
ions. So, in particular, an inorease of a temperature can negatively

influence on viability of seeds and sprouts of agricultural plants.

In this paper it was made an attempt to prevent this effect. We
suggested a technique of combined effect of high temperature and low-
-intensity non-heat microwave radiation on see ds of cultured plants.

Seeds of a new sort of winter wheat were used as an object of
investigation, they were subjected to the action at first of high
temperature and then - that of low-power microwave field on different
wavelengths in a millimeter band at different expositions of action.

50 pieces of wheat seeds were warmed up in a water thermostat
during 20 minutes at a necessary temperat•,e. After heat Jnfluence
seeds in a special experimental dish were irradiated by a source of
millimeter band during a certain time and then they were placed in a
special-purpose thermostat for sprouting. On the 4th day aeter the
experiment carrying out it was made an account of seed germination
and increase of roots and stems according to a specific technique.
Results were statistically processed. According to data obtained we
have plotted histograms.

The figure 1 shows that in acting a high temperature (57*0) it
takes place a lowering of seed geavmnation indices by L40% in compar-
ison with a control exposition. In case of ,ombined effect of this
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Germina-
tion, %
of IW . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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exposi -
tion

*0
*0

Pig. 1.The combined influence of high temperature (57t0) and
miowoaeve ra4iation on a germination of winter wheat
meeds ( 1 - temperatu~re , 2 - tomperature i. I mini. of
irradiation, 3 - temperature +, 5 mi'i. of irradiation,
4 - temperature + 10 min. of' irradiation).

temperature and microwave radiation on see ds a pronounoed stimulation
in a nsed germination index is observed (9-15$ w~tac respect to a temn-
perature eftfeot). As for indices of inoreas6 of roots and stems a
great statistical spread is obtained, thereforp. it is difficult to
speak about their increase or deox'e~se. Siniilai' ef'i iota were observed
on other wavelengths.

Results obtained show that a microwave radiation partially we-
news ieed germination indices after' a higli temper'at.ure antion'. This
effect is observed when a ce:..'tain salia2l done of' microwave radiation
is used that indicates on a resonance abser ption meohAi~ism of mioro-
wave radiation as well as on that of the inter-moleoul4~r interaction
in a living organism.

The more detail ',heoo of effects obtained is of interest in can-.
neotion with their possible use in thu plant-growing and the ..agrioul-
tu2'o.
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PECULARITIES OF THE FAR INFRARED SPECTRA OF AMINOACIDS, BIOPOLYNERS
AND CELLS

G.S.Litvinov. G.I.Dovbeashko.

Scientific Research Center 'Vidhuk",
Volodymyroka 61-b, Kiev 252033, Ukraine.

Spectra of some aminoacid single cryntals, proteins, DNh and
cells of E.coli B bacteria wore studied in the submillimetor region
(10-400 am"). Low-frequency vibratlznh were investigated by far
infrared (FIR) absorption and, Rman scattering (RI). The presence of
a wide band in the 50-350 am" Interval is a characteristic feature
of aminoaoide of FIR absorption under study, On this absorption band
about 10-30 relatively narrow bands (halfwidth - 2-10 oa "') were
observed. In FIR and RS spectra of all aminoacids the observed
number of low frequency bands exceeded the oalculatbd one. In the
FAR spectra not oily of aminoacids b... als, ;of protein, DNA and
cells broad background in the region of the 100-350 cm' was found.
E.coli bacteria spectruA looked like the a porposition of the
constituent protein and DNA spectra.

2.,INTRODUCTION

Existence of low-energy transition is the essential feature of
the living matter. Unfortunately a few works (1) on low-frequency
spectroscopy of bloobgoot. are now available. In the paper the low-
frequency spectra of aminoacids and polyorystalline films of
proteins, DNA and E.colA cells wore investigated by RN and FIR
spectroscopy in the submillimeter region.

P-alanine (A-Ala) and DL-tryptophane (DL-Trp) single crystals
were grown by slow evaporation from saturated aqueous solutions.
RS spectra were recorded on the triple grating laser Raman
spectrometer. The film samples for FIR spectroscopy were canted from
highly purified water solutions on the transparent substrates
(polyethylene). For-infrared spectra were registered on the HITACHI
FIS-3 grating spectrometer and Bruker FIR spectrometer.

8a lanine. £
e space group of P-Ala crystal is D, (PNca).its unit cell

contains S molecules and has the inversions center, So there are 45
grate vibration@. 15 of which are active in FIR absorp1tion spectra.
More than 40 bands were found in the FIR 1(20-370 cm ).Among them
narrow enough bonds (halfwidth up to 3 cm" ) and much wider ones
were found. If on)y narrow bands with the intensity no less than 5%
can be abeigned to the first order crystalline vlbrptions, then 15
bands may be found in the interval of 20-165cm . However, this
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coincidence does not mean that they all are of grating type, it is
possible that there are intramolocular ones among them.

Table. Vibrational frequencies of protein. DNA and E.coli celli
In the region of 40-350 ca

Protein DNA& E.Oli
cm cm cm

330 330 330
280 276 282

- - 276
257 256 257
236 236 237

- - 228
216 210 210
190 302 190
175 - 175
158 165 160
140 135 134

- - 127
- - 120
90 95 90
77 78 77
75 72 72
50 48 47

DL-Tryptophane
Trp crystal belongs to PU.,o(CLM) space group with 4 molecules per
unit cell. In FIR specitra of Trp we observed 9 lattice modes in the
interval of 50-196 cm" . The result in in a good agreement with the
calculations. Despite the X-ray data and theory selection rules for
P-ala and tryptophano crystals there were observed the forbidden
dipole active vibrations of ungerade type in the Raman spectra and
gerade vibrations in FIR spectra.

Proteins, DNA, E.coli B
DNA and protein FIR spectra in the 40-400 cm range are very
similar, differenciae wore noticed only in inter~iptiee of some bands
and in the form of absorption in the 200-120 cm" region (Table). In
the complex biological objects such as bacteria the low-frequency
spectra are formed mainly as the result of the constituent macromo-
lecule speoctrumsoverlapping. Though four bands frequencies 276, 228.
127 and 120 cm" were not found in protein and DNA spectra. In a
whole the spectral parameters of the investigated biological object
vibrations are almost the same as for organic molecular crystals
with saturated chemical bonds.

5.REFERENCES

1. "Coherent Excitations in Biology",ed.H.Frohlich, F.Kremer,
Springer Verlag. New York. 1983.
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The influence of microwave fields on
electrokinetic properties of

cellular nuclei of human buccal epithelium
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4 Nezavisimosti Square, Kharkov
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The cellular nucleus as an organoid of storage and transfer of
hereditary information is an interesting object for studying and
attracts attention of researches from various fields of science.

In the early 1960s at the Department of Genetics and Cytology of
the Kharkov State University it was developed a technique for study
of cellular nuclei electrokinetic properties that made possible to
widely investigate this index with using results in medicine, cattle-
-breeding, plant-growing, etc., though questions of theory in this
field are not studied enough.

In this paper it was experimentally investigated the influence
of low-power microwave radiation of millimeter band on electrokinet-
ic properties (EKP) of cellular nuclei of human buccal epithelium.
The microwave field action on bicelectrical properties of cells is of
interest, so long as hitherto only statistical effects were investig-
ated.

So, it was determined a connection of cellular nuclei EKP of
plants, drosophile and a man with age of cells, genie activity, hete-
rosis effect and physiological state of cells, as well as a depend-
ence on extreme actions such as a high temperature, constant magnetic
field, etc.

In this paper the buccal epithelium cells of a cheek internal
surface of a man were chosen as an object of research, as they are
the mos'. convenient through their structure, as well as through easi-
ness and painlessness of a sample taking. The buooal epithelium cell-
ular nuclei EKP were investigated by a method of mioroelectrophoresis.

Prepared preparation from the buccal epithelium cells was subj-
ected to the influence of low-power microwave field of millimeter
band In dependence on irradiation time. The four expositions were
considered as follows, 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes. One exposition was
a control one. After the effect of irradiation the preparation was
placed in special chamber of a device for microelectrophoresis and
with a help of a microscope the special electrophysical measurements
were carried out. It was used the fact that cellular nuclei of buccal
epithelium being in normal state displace in an electric field in the
direction of the anode, i.e. have a negative surface charge. We vis-
ually counted up tho percentage of electronegative nuclei displacin
in aa electric field before and after irradiation. Results were staf-
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istically processed.

According to results obtained it was plotted the electrorogative
nuclei percentage (EN$) aL a function of exposition time (Fig. 1).

EN%
60

55

4,04

000

S' K0 Y 20 z6- '40 -w 4.0 Orfr 60 ' 00, exposition,
mi.

Fig. I. Dynamics of changes of EN% index under the influence
of microwave radiation (a regression curve is dotted).

From the figure one can see that during first 15 minutes after
irradiation EN%6 decreases (a relatzive decrease accounts for 30.7%)
and remains on a low level till 30 minutes of exposition. Through 60
minutes of the effect EX% rehabilitates itself to a considerable ext-
ent, though it doesn't reach the control level. By means of a regres-
sion equation it was plotted a theoretical curve values of which are
well consistent with the facts (it is the 2-power parabola).

Thus, in this paper it is shown that a dependence of EN% index
on expositions of microwave radiation has a parabolic nature. Micro-
wave radiation of millimeter band at expositions of 5, 15 and 30 min-
utes leads to a significant lowering of electronegative nuclei cont-
ent in the buccal epithelium cells. After 60 minute-irradiation it is
observed a partial renewal of the EN% index, but its value doesn't
reach a control one.

The more detail check of effects obtained is of interest in con-
nectron with their further possible use in the field of labour and
sport hygiene, medicine, e tc.
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Optimum Operation of Gyrotwistrons
P.E. Latham and G.S. Nusinovich
Laboratory for Plasma Research

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

Relativistic gyrotwistrons,1 whi2!, can, in principle, achieve efficiencies in excess of 50%, are
promising sources for driving particle accelerators. The optimum operating point for these devices
represents a tradeoff between maximizing the available energy and minimizing the deleterious effects
of velocity spread. The tormer increases with Doppler upshift and pitch ratio, while the effects of
velocity spread are made worse by both of these quantities. To quantify these ideas, we start with
the maxirum single particle efficiency, 2

where y• is the initial relativis.ic factor, a is the average pitch ratio, w is the operating frequency,
11, is the relativistic cyclotron frequency, and . is the cyclotron harmonic. The single particle
efficiency, which is easily derived by noting that the Hamiltonian depends on a single phase and
thus has two conserved quantities, has a simple physical interpretation: the available perpendicular
energy increases with pitch ratio, and the available axial energy increases with increasing Doppler
upshift (the w/afl. term).

With no velocity spread, it is typically possible to achieve efficiencies on the order of 70% of
the single particle efficiency. However, with velocity spread the picture changes dramatically. A
good measure of the effect of velocity spread is the spread in phase which it induces, 60. In Ref.
3, we derived the following expression for this quantity:

S kc/w 1'/2 (SAfl/w)-(l - ,llo/W) 62 AALo

where k, and k.L are the axial and perpendicular wavenumbers, respectively, 0, is the average
axial velocity, /.d is the average perpendicular velocity normalized to the speed of light, c is the
speed of light, A/oj.//&d.o is the perpendicular velocity spread (an adiabatic invariant), and 1 4s the
normalized current parameter, defined by

4elb [_(-1)]2 J4,i.(kLr , )
rn,-yo3 (1--)12,01 (P•.2 - m2)J,2(vm.,)

where ]b is the beam current, e and m* are the electron charge and mass, respectively, r, is the
guiding center radius, and V,,, is the nth root of the derivative of the Bessel function: J=(p,,•) 0.

For large Doppler upshift, i.e. k.0./w near one, the most important scaling in this expression
is the term (k.c/w)-', which indicates a rapid increase in A, as k, increases. This is consistent
with the well known fact that large Doppler upshifted devices are sensitive to velocity spread.
However, the sensitivity comes not so much from the k,t), term in the resonance condition, but
from the weak coupling that occurs when the perpendicular wavenumber becomes small. Note
that a slow wave device would have significantly different scaling, as the coupling would not vanish
at large k,. For small k,, the dominant terms are V and (1 - Afl,/w). The former arizes
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because the normalized current is inversely proportional to k,, so the coupling increases as the axial
wavenumber decreases. The latter term, which is proportional to kv, because of the resonance
condition, reflects the fdct that devices oper?.ting near cutoff are insensitive to velocity spread.

In Fig. 1 we plot level curves of both the single particle efficiency and AO for the fundamental
TEO, mode. The value A0 = 0.30 used in this figure corresponds roughly bo the parameters of the
University of Maryland experiment 4 (voltage near 425 kV, current near 160 A, pitch ratio near 1,
and perpendicular velocity spread near 6%.) At these parameters, numerical simulations indicate
that we can achieve gyrotwistron efficiencies on the order of 35%.

The salient feature of these plots is that at a fixed pitch ratio, A0 increases rapidly as we
move into the regime of high single particle efficiency; adjacent level curves of AO increase by a
factor of four, Consequently, to move from the level curve &0 = 0.30 to 10 = 1.20 and still
extract a large fraction of the available energy, either the velocity spread would have to decrease
by a factor of 4 or the current would have to increase by a factor of 16. Both of these are
extremely difficult technologically. Thus, since the maximum pitch ratio is generally limited by
instabilities and reflected particles, there are severe constraints on the achievable efficiency in a
realistic gyrotwistron.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.

1. G.S. Nusinovich and H. Li, "Theory of the Relativistic Gyrotwistron," Phys. Fluids B, 4,
1058 (1992).

2. P.E. Latham and G.S. Nusinovich, "Modeling Relativistic Gyroklystron Amplifiers," Pro-
ceedings of the Workshop on Advanced Accelerator Concepts, Port Jefferson, NY, June, 1992.

3. P.E. Latham and G.S. Nusinovich, to be published in the proceedings of the 1993 Particle
Accelerator Conference,

4. W. Lawson, B. Hogan, PRE. Latham, M.E. Read, V.L. Granatstein, M. Reiser, and C.D.
Siriffler, "Efficient Operation of a High Power X-Band Gyroklystron," Phys. Rev. Lett., 67, 520
(1991).
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Fig. 1. Level curves of single particle efficiency (solid lines) and Ap (dashed lines).
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Universally Scaled Equations For Gyrotron and CARM Amplitiers

B W J McNeil, G R M Robb and A D R Phelps

Department of Physics and Applied Physics
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, G4 ONG, U.K.

We show that a set of five coupled equations describing steady state single TEX mode
gyrotron/CARM evolution reduce to a universally scaled set of three equations identical in form to those
of the steady state high gain Compton regime free electron laser (FEL). We do this using the
approximation of slowly varying amplitude and phase over a cyclotron period and neglect space-charge
effects. We also assume a thin annular beam concentric with a circular waveguide in the limit
k.rL < < 1, where k , is the perpendicular wavenumber and rL is the Larmor radius.

Starting from the coupled Lorentz-Maxwell equations, the following equations can be derived
using the above approximations

+c~c.) (2)
A lz dzl UlV 2tJ L.,

du-, • --- (Ae'*,"+cc..) (3) du1 .-.. I,'4J,+c~c,) (4)
dAl u1V1 Ad "I, Up

d.l 41 __

.L 4 k, , 4A k

--(- v~- Iz-P 1e ui N - --q,-,,-- - --. ,) kll- ' ,•)U l , Iq lk UlO ),.T Z A:k• 3 U• , U-,1 11 Vl . . . .
2 0 al1 31 4

U,.=-' U =110o YVIv '°'OV Ul1.lLo W'.°--•° )

YoV~o vv IO e 0  eul-°"' , YOV 11 ,C , .1" 110
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' 2e0 4mc kw

u/,~I_ N,

J-I

and B0 is the axial magnetic field, I0 is the beam current, N, is the number of electrons, U,, is the wave
energy pe;: unit length, (Ro,0o) are the constant guiding centre co-ordinates and A is a dimensionless
.. omplex field amplitude. All other variables have their usual meaning. These equations •re similar in
form to those used in earlier studies of various gyro-devices except for scaling (eg. (1]).

It can be seen from equations (2), (3) and (4) that there is a functional relationship between
p1,u1 2 and u1 1 , so the number of equations can be reduced from five to just three:

2(k~U
IY(L O1~'P1 O
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d±1 mPil (6)

dp1 I 11 (P -l1)42  (Pjj 1)(1 ~O

dzj g'0Oý 3/2 (81 -l)W (8C- 2m (0)WII

L,.21/2 (P (P 1 ()2 (

.z ()12(( - 1 12--(1-- ( - ))J'e"'c¢. 7

I I -(61-1)(8

where 1 -pl(P) and (o) indicates values at z, -0.
By further scaling and in the limit I p, I1 1 < < 1, equations (6)-(8) reduce to:

- " - 4J +c.c.) -(e J4

OJ2 "PdP 2 -(A~e j2+c

where:

-2  p -(4M '.)'ad2kj~ =22 k, .iA 2 2  t
Skll P k~o U11o0 P L• U11o

These universally scaled equations are identical ,r form to those describing the high gain Compton
FEL([2] and references therein). By universal scaling we mean that the solution depends only upon the
initial conditions p2(0) and A,(°). As maximum values for A2 and p2 are - 1, the condition
I P, I , 1 < < 1 implies p < < 1, which can be satisfied over a wide range of parameter space,

Using the analogy with FEL theory we call p the 'Fundamental Gyrotron/CARM Parameter'.
Linear stability analysis of the above equations for an initially unbunched, monoenergetic

resonant (82 -0) electron beam gives an intensity growth of A2(z 2) 1 - A2 (0  2 exp(/3z2) for z > 1.
Also, as I A2 I - I at saturation, this implies I A, I 1,,,,=p4.o 101".

Clearly, many of the results of Compton FEL theory now become applicable to gyrotrons and
CARMs within the Mbove assumptions and limits. We believe this to be a powerful statement,
particularly with regard to effects not yet fully considered in the gyrotron!CARM literature e.g.
superradiant effects, optical guiding and development of coherence. Work is currently underway tc
relax, or remove, the assumptions outlined above.
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Experiments of 3rd and 10th cyclotron harmonic peniotron oscillators

K. Yokoo, T. Ishihara, H. Tudano, K. Sagae,
H Shimawaki, N. Sato and S. Ono

Research Institute of Elcctrical Communication, Tohoku University
Sendal 980, Japan

ABSTRACT

Higher cyclotron harmonic peniotron oscillators with magnetron type cavities have been studied to
achieve higher frequency electromagnetic wave for future applications. 3rd and 10th harmonic experi-
mental tubes were designed and tested at 30GHz and 1000Hz wave regions, respectively. 110e 3rd and
10th harmonic tubes generated successfully millimeter waves in the frequency range of 27-35GHz at
3rd, 4th and 5th cyclotron harmonics and in the range of 103-110GHz at 9 to 13th harmonics, respec-
tively.

2. DESIGN PARAMETERS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the penlotron interaction, a high conversion efficiency is expected at higher cyclotron harmonics
as well as the fundamental operation. The experimental test tubes were designed and fabricated as the
3rd and 10 th cyclotron harmonic peniotron oscillators usihg magnetron type waveguide resonators with
8 and 22 vanes, respectively.

The oscillation frequencies of the tubes were originally designed at 30G0H. and 100GHz at respec-
tive modes of TE and TEB1 - in the magnetron waveguide cavities. Figures 1(a) and (b) show the
cross-sectional v1 of the caM ies and their dimensions for the 3rd and 10th harmonk, experimental
tubes, respectively.

Figure 2 and3 show the simulation results of operational characteristics for the experimental tubes
designed at the 3rd and 10th cyclotron harmonic operation, respectively. The electronic efficiencies of
70% at the 3rd harmonic and 40% at the 10th harmonic will be achieved at power level of nearly 10kW.
The simulation results show that the high efficiency peniotron operation Is capable at high cyclotron
harmonics by using n mode magnetron type cavities.

Figure 4 and 5 show the oscillation frequencies observed in the 3rd and 10th harmonic tubes as a
function of DC magnetic flux density, respectively. 3rd to 5th and 9th to 13th cyclotron harmonic oscil-
lations were observed for the 3rd and 10th harmonic tubes, respectively. The 31d and 5th harmonic oscil-
lations in the 3rd harmonic tube correspond to the peniotron interaction at the respective axial modes of
the TEB4 magnetron type waveguide resonator and the 4th harmonic oscillations correspond to the gyro-
tron intbractfou at the same modes. Similarly, the 10th and 12th oscillations in the 10th harmonic tube
are considered as the peniotron interaction at TE1 1 mode and the 11th oscillations are the gyrotron
interaction at the same mode. On the other hand, hle 9th and 13th oscillations may be the peniotron
interaction at the TE0o resonant mode in the magnetron type cavity.

In thu Figure . end 5, broken and solid lines show the resonant conditions at higher cyclotron
harmonic operations of the tubes between cycloiding electrons with a velocity ratio of 2and the elec-
tromagnetic waves for the forward and the backward wave interaction modes at the experimental condi-
tions. Most of the oscillations belong to the backward wave oscillations at the respective modes of the
cavities, except at a few oscillations, due to a lower starting current in the backward wava interaction.

We demonstrated higher cyclotron harmonic peniotron and gyrotron operations and showed that a
magnetron type waveguldo resonator was attractive for generation of high frequency electromagnetic
wave.

The work was supported by a Grant-Aid for Scientific Research from the Miniftry of Education,
Science and Culture in Japan.
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of the magnetron type waveguide cavities and dimensions for (a)3rd and

(b)lOth harmonic experimental tubes, respectively.
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Relativistic peniomagnetron of mm and sub mm radio wave range

V.D.Yeremka, V.A.Zhurakhovskiy, L.P.Mospan

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
12, Acad.Proskura st., Knarkov, 310085, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

Two trends of application of gyroresonance, namely orbital acceleration of electrons by HP-field in order to receive
mono-pipe beams with large reserve of rotational energy of particles and peniotron braking of mono-pipe beams at
high harmonics of cyclotron frequency in order to generate and amplify mm and sub mm radio waves without use of
super conductive magnetic systems, are considered.

I-INTRODUCTION

The operation of gyrodevice at high gyroharmonics in peniotron regime and supply of rotating electrons by
relativistic energy by means of HF accelerator finds an outlook to design compact source of mm and sub mm radio
waves, HF accelerator was proposed in the patent'. The theory of its operation and the results of experimental study
were described in Ref.2. The typical characteristics of electron beam in such accelerator are current of 0,1-2.0 A,
input kinetic energy of the particles of 0.5-1,0 MeV. Mono-pipe electron flow having relativistic energy of rotation
and formed by the accelerator is used in relativistic peniomagnetron, operating at high gyroharmonic. The pumping
of kinetic energy in the accelerator can be provided at the frequencies of 3 GHz, 10 GHz and 20 OHz and It Is
expedient to extract electron energy in the source in peniotron regime at the harmonics with the number from 10 to
30. The scheme of the gyrodevice having orbital accelerator In the first cascade and with penlomagnetron in the
second one is shown in Fig. 1.

2. THE RESULTS

Averaged equations of the motion of electron in orbital accelerator with rotating TE-wave were solved numerically
in the typical range of values of the parameters U, z-L/A, V--A/Est, F-r/w ( Als the wavelength in vacuum, L - is
resonator length, Ell is amplitude of electric field strength at inner wall of resonator, r-is non-relativistic electron
gyrofrequency, (o-is circular frequency of HF field). The influence of above-mentioned factors on accelerator
characteristics were disclosed during computer experiment. Fig,2 shows the current values of relativistic mass V,
orbit radius r, relativistic gyrofrequency A , number of turns N and longitudinal velocity pf of electron versus axis
coordinate T-L/u, inside the resonator. One can see thai the value of relativistic mass-factor Y changes from 1.02 at
the entrance of accelerator to 2.175 at the exit, that corresponds to the increasing of electroy kinetic energy from 10
to 600 keV. The comparison of the data simulated by averaged equations with ones of Ref. , received by numerical
Integration of exact assumed equations, shows their good coincidence.

The conjugation of peniomagnetron accelerator section with orbital acceleration section reduces to the adjustment
of magnetostatic field induction at the accelerator entrance to the level of exact gyroresonance. We cite the master
data of the simulation of relativistic peniomagnetron-accelcrator with mono-pipe electron flow. For beam yl- 2,
pitch-angle V I17o5', current is 5 A, initial radius is 4.6 mm, the number of turns is 42, For waveguide: mode Is TE61,
#ph"t 1.8, A- 6 mm, input power Q1- 5 kW, gain 0>20dB, output power Qo, 1.8 MW. The regime is Impulse one,
gyroresonance order n-5, electron efficiency x- 70%, initial induction of profiled magnetostatic field /i ,0.6 T, final
Induction Is 0.3 T. Fig.3 shows the dependences of parameters x, y ,G, N and magnetic field profile 6of relativistic
petilomagnetron versus normalized length ý of interaction space.

The length of device can be. decreased by the Increasing of the rate of transformation of particle energy Into energy
of the wave beihg amplified by means of the increasing of electron flow energy.

We present an example of judicious choice of calculated parameters of relativistic peniomagnetron operating at
10-th gyroharmonic in the regime of throughout gyroresonance. The beam has yo- 4, p- 55°, initial diameter of 2.5
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mm, the numuber of turns is 10. The waveguide has Aph- 1.122, Est-250 MW/rn, modelis TE II I, wavelength is 0.5
mm, tube length is 10 cm, Inner diameter is 4.51 min. The regime is n-10O, X-6 0O%, Bz0-4.33 T. The dependence of
efficiency X and field profile 6 for 10 harmonicb versus normalized length ý of interaction space is shown In Fig.4,

3.CONCLUSION

The solution of averaged equations of magnetoguided m~tion of electrons in the field of rotating wave of
TEi ii -type coincides with numerical solution of the problem in exact assumed definition.The ability of orbital
accelerator to transform Initially rectilinear electron beams having the voltage of 10-30 kV into rotating mono-pipe
beams with the energy of transversal motion of particles of order of 0.5 meV, was demonstrated. It was demonstrated
In monoenergetic approximation that relativistic peniomagnetron with profiled magnetic field retained electron
efficiency of order of 40-60% at high order (n-5- 10) of gyroresonance In mmi and sub mm ransi. The Influence of
spreads and unhomogeneities on power characteristics of peniomagnetron was considered by us

4. REFERENCES
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2. D,B.Mcflermott, Furuno D.S., N.C.Luhmann, "Production of relativistic rotating electron beam by

gyroresonantRIF acceleration in a TEtI I cavity", J. App. Phys., V.58, N12, PP.4301-4,508, 1985.
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TWO-STAGE 35 0HZ GYRO-PENIOTRON AMPLIFER EKPERIMENT*

G.S. Parki, C.M. Arristrong, A.K. Gan guly, R.H. Kyserl, and J.L. Hfirshfield§
Naval Researczh Laboratory, Code 6840, Washington, DC 20375

ABS rRAC'r
A two-stage second harmonic TE3,1 gyro-peniotron amplifler with a nsing-sun slotted waveguide structure has been
designed utilizing an axis-encircling beam. The unwanted TE2,1 Syrotron BWO was suppressed by using a riskg.sun
interaction structure. 45% efficiency is predicted for a 70 VY, 3.5A beam with 5% velocity spread and 10% guiding center
spread. Fabrication of couplers, rf circuits, 20dB attenuator, window, and electron gun are underway.

INTRODUCTION
Recent interest in hipa resolution radar has stimulated developmont of compact efficient high power milliznet. wave
amplifiers. Since the power levels of interest are beyond those available from conventional slow wave vacuum electronics
technology, the development or advanced fast wave gyro-ampliflers Is spurred on. However, the magnetic field required for
gyroamplifiers operating at the fundamental cyclotron frequency is too high at millimeter wave frequencies to make them
practical for many system applications, Thearefore the development of reduced-field harmonic gyro-ampllflei S is required. A
reaent theoretical study of the gyro-poniotront employing o slotted waveguide Interaction structure with an axis encircling
eltjctron beam2 has demonstrated the potential for efficient high po-wer harmonic oreatlon at reduced values of magnetic
Goeld and beam voltage.

STABILITY AND RISING-SUN STRUCTURE
The gyrotron BWO in the TH2,1 mode is the most dangerous mode which can compete with the operating second harmonic
TEM, gyro-peniotron mode, The oscillation threshold interaction lengths of the TE2,l and TE3,1 mode& are calculated 3 to
be 2 cm and 4 cm respectively for a 70 kV, 3.5A beam with a velocity ratio of 1.5 and the grazing 13-fleld(6.70f), Since the
cutoff frequency of the TE2, I mode Is close to that of 113,1i mode, a rising-sun structure is used to movc the !lM2,1i mode
cutoff frequency above the TE3,1 mode, as shown in Fig. I. Fig.2 shows fth stable operation of the TE3, inode with su2
beam mode by employing a rising-sun circuit.

so k-3
~45 45 2
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Fig. 1. Evolution of cutoff frequency FIg.2. Dispersion of rising-sun structure and beam line

DESIGN STUDY AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Since the TE3,I mode, or n-miode, in the rising-sun structure contains a sizable 2w-mode component, die saturation length
of the rising-sun structur Is observed to he longer than that of the regular (uniform) vane structure, as shown in FIg,3. T1e
saturated efficiencies, however, are seen to be comparable for both circuit configurations. Nonlinear device calculations
show 45% efficiency, 25dB gain for a 70kV, 3,5A beam with a 5% axial velocity spread and a 10% guiding center spread
for both structures. An input power of 500W and beam velocity ratio or 1 .4(uux) were used in the calculations. An electron
gun for proucing the high quality axis-encircling beam required lb currently in fabrication. Gun code2 results indicate 1%
axial velocity spread and 3% guiding center spread for the above beam parameters. Flg.4 shows the schematic of the gyro-
peniotron amplifier with the electron gun and magnet systems.
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Experimental Study of a Relativistic Penlotron
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The peniotron Is an electron cyclotron risonance device in which RF radiation can be amplified by
ex-tracting the kinetic energy of a hollow rotating electron beam. The penlotron is unique among all
electron tube devices because electron bunching Is not essential in its operation mechanism and so each
electron loses iLs kinetic energy Independently. Therefore for an optimized device high electronic
effidency can be realized, especially in the auto-resonance mode, where electronic efficiency close to
100% has been predlcted(1). The penlotron is suitable for high power generatlon because its wave guide
circuit is simple. Operation at high cyclotron harmonics Is also possible, resulting in generation of high
frequencies In the millimeter and sub-millimeter wave regions at relatively low values of DC magnetic
field, Although experimental work has been reported on efficient operation for penlotrons with low beam
energies under 50 KeV(2),(3), performance at relativistic energies over 500 keV still remains
experimentally unexplored. We have taken up this challenge and so we have set out to develop a
relativistic penlotron In our laboratory, where an InducUon linac driven electron beant of 3 kA can be
generated with energy of 1 MeV. We have completed the design of a prototype peniotron oscillator device
and done some preliminary experiments where we obtained a strong RF radiation of 7 MW at 5 GHzz.

Design and experlments
The penlotron interaction can be sustained In a circular wavegulde structure If the RF angular

frequency ,w, and the electron cyclotron angular frequency, c , are related by w-(p-I)wc +pvz, where p Is

the RI• azimuthal harmonic, 13, the RP wave phase propagation constant and vz the electron longitudinal
velocity. Therefore In a circular wavegulde circularly polarized T1 2 1modes can be excited by electrons

rotating at the fundamental cyclotron frequency. We have designed a peniotron oscillator, for operation
at the fundamental cyclotron harmonic In a T 211 mode circular wavegulde cavity.The design

parameters, shown In table 1, were chosen for the convenience of our laboratory, where the available
beam energy is limited to I MeV and the guiding DC magnetic field cannot exceed 3 kG. According to
the simulaUon results, shown In figure 1, with a beam current of 50 amperes RI power of 30 MW can
be generated in the designed cavity at an optimum efficiency of 60•, Figure Z shows the r.dl;ematic
diagram of the experimental device. In the experiment, electrons are extracted from a hollow cold velvet
cathode using a 1 MeV ,4 stage Induction LINAC. The elections are then passed through a magnetic cusp,
where they acquire rotational energy before entering the cavity, where they lose some of their kinetic
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energy to the RF wave. A small fraction of the generated RF power is then tapped with a directional
coupler for measurement and the rest is dissipated in a dummy load. Figure 3 shows the experimental
results obtained by varying the DC magnetic guiding field, We observed a strong 5 GHz oscillation,
which was well above the fundamental cyclotron frequency of 2,75 GCiz, Therefore this oscillation
corresponds to either higher cyclotron or longitudinal harmonics and more tests are necessary for its
positive identification. Other clear oscillations were obtained at 2.75 GHz and 3,2 GHz, corresponding
to second harmonic gyrotron interaction at the TE 2 1 1 and TE2 1 2 modes In the cavity respectively.

Strong mixed harmonic RF radiation , caused by mode competition, was also observed at other values of
DC magnetic field as Indicated in the figure, In order to excite the fundamental peniotron mode, we
shall improve the shape of the cusp and introduce a mirror magnetic field for controlling the beam
pitch angle to avoid excitation of high longitudinal modes,
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Peniomagnetron with quasioptical two-mirrors resonator
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ABSTRACT

The peniomagnetron with two mirror open resonator is presented. Characteristic properties of the design and
characteristics of electron-optical system of open resonator are described. It is shown that in nonrelativistic variant
of the design the profiling of magnetostatic field by the law of exact cyclotron resonance provides the increasing of
electron efficiency at high cyclotron harmonics. The application of open resonator and magnetron-type waveguide
decreases mode competition.

I.INTRODUCTION

Lately the study of gyrodevices with penlotron mechanism of the interaction of electrons and waves are actively
carried out. However, penlotron sources, operating at high gyroharmonics, have relatively small sizes and by the
level of output power fill the "niche" between classical devices (TWT, magnetron, clynotron, orotron, echelettron)
and gyrotrons. GyromagnetronI and peniomagnetron 2 use cylindrical volumetric resonator, that limits mean value
of output power at the shortening of wavelength. Besides, collector design with energy recuperation of worked-out
electrons gets significantly complicated at the extraction of HF-power out of cylindrical resonator end of
peniomagnetron. The application of two-mirror open resonator (OR) in peniomagnetron allows to increase output
power at the shortening of wavelength and to increase the efficiency owing to recuperation and elimination of the
influence of non-resonant components of standing wave field3.

2.THE BASE DESIGN

The geometry of peniomagnetron with two-mirror OR, called by us "difratron", is presented in Fig, 1. Interaction
space I of electron and waves of form of waveguide with 22 ribs is coupled with two-mirror resonator by coupling
openings 2. OR is formed by cylindrical mirror 3 and spherical mirror 4. The mirror 3 is supplied with the system 5
of extraction of the energy into load. Difratron has collector-recuperator. High-orbit electron flow 6 is injected of
three-electrode electron gun (Fig.2), described in Ref. 4. Beam current of 0.2-0.8 A and magnetic field in the space
I of approximately 0.3 T. Vectors of magnetic field induction (Bk on the cathode and B In the interaction space) have

opposite direction and their values satisfy the relationship D2 - 4,55 . 10-11 U (Wi/W) (where mean diameterB- Bk
D-5-10 mm, operating voltage U-6-20 kV, the ratio of rotational and full energies of electrons WI/W-0.7-0.8.

3.OPERATING PRINCIPLE

Rotating Hmi mode is operating one. Effective operation of peniomagnetron with two-mirror OR at large order of
gyroresonance nm:t 1 is possible only at large radii r of electron orbits,running into intensive field region. But the
value r is defined by the gyroresonance condition2 . The increasing of velocity vt and decreasing of phase velocity vp
of the wave facilitate the increasing of r. The technique of selection of Hmi wave was tested in gyromagnetron .
Hmin-wave field transforms into field of oscillation types of OR, diffracting on coupling slots. The change of output
signal frequency can be carried out by the change of OR volume.
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4. THE RESULTS

Averaged equations of magnetoguided motion of mono-pipe electron beam, rotating in the field of axially
decelerated Hmi-wave were formed by analogy with the equations received in Ref.2. The system of equations was
solved numerically. Fig.3 shows the dependencies of electron efficiency and normalized induction of magnetostatic
field a on dimensionless longitudinal coordinate t for different order of gyroresonance n. Growth rate of X is inversely
proportional to n. But it is still acceptable at n-10.

We cite calculated parameters of nonrelativistic difratron with axially decelerated wave and homogeneous and
profiled magnetostatic field: yi,-1.02, (initial electron energy is 10 keV), v'i-60%, Pph- 0.383, n-0.0366nA, n-10,
A-5 mm, m-Il (HI ll,-mode), x-44%, 6:g 1.44, N-6 turns. Calculated output power is 1.1 kW at beam current of
0.25 A. Cold measurements of spliere-cylindrical OR parameters show automatic compensation of phase
unhomogeneity that present itself magnetron waveguide with coupling slots.

5.CONCLUSION

Difratron-peniomagnetron with two-mirror OR at nonrelativistic electron energies has a perspective to be an
effective source of mm radio wave of kW-power level with electrical-mechanical frequency change and rarefied
spectrum of high quality oscillations.
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Fig.l. Diagrammatic representation of Fig.2. Geometrical arrangement of the triode gun with
electrodynamic structure of difratron electron trajectories potential lines and axial magnetic field
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Fig.3. Dependence of electron efficiency X and profile" r of magnetostatic field Induction on
normalized length ý of interaction space of peniomagnetron at high harmonics of cyclotron frequency
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Theory of reflection-type gyro-TWT and gyro-BWO
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ABSTRACT

The theory of a gyro-TWT-BWO based on a new approach is sugested. A substitution of a piece
of the tapered waveguide by the conic one and a representation of the electromagnetic field
in the waveguide as the superposition of a standing wave and travelling wave are used in the
theoretical analysis. Regimes of the amplification and BWO-oscillation may be described by
the theory.

As well known (see, for example, 1-2), a tapering waveguide and tapering static magnetic
field are used as a rule for a widening of a band of an amplification of the gyro-TWT or a
band of a shift of a generation frequency of the gyro-BWO. In these wide-band devices the
region of the interaction space is realized for a signal of each frequency w from a wide band
Aw, where an effective interaction between a helical electron beam and a TE e.m. wave takes
place. An input signal is introduced into the interaction space either by means of the wide-
band input .iangement or by means of the introduction of the signal through an output end of
the wave ide and a following reflection from a critical section of te wavegulde. We shall
examine here both cases. In the gyro-BWO the generated signal is reflected from critical
section and taken out through a collector end of the device too. The calculation of
characteristics of devices are carried out often using the solution of the wave equation
without a selection of a travelling and backward waves. But there is the problem of a correct
formulating of boundary conditions in this case. In present work it Is offered to express the
field exited by an electron beam as

A = Rej(Fe(z)Eoj(z) + F2(z)Eo2(z))V(r)jeO t , (1)

where E01(z) and Eoz(z) describe the standing and travelling waves, accordingly, and are
defined as eigenfunctions of the conic wavegide since the limited tapering waveguide may be
replaced by the conic waveguide for signals of acting frequencies in the theoretical
analysis. In particular, they may be defined as solutions of the wave equation

d2ýe +F0  n -1/4•r. + [qZ. - Beo = 0, (2)

following from the general wave equation under a condition of a slow change of the waveguide
radius R(z) w ez for e 1 1. Here n is the integer part of the value J(kORo)/o + 1/411/2
,q = w1w, Z = koz, the index "0" marks values, corresponding to the input end of the
waveguide. Assuming that the coordinate Z is counted out the apex of the cone it is
convenient to express own functions as3

101 = EOv.(Z) = Eo-q/Wn'"ZJ.(qZ) (3)

EOz - E0 ..(Z) = EoV7'2q7v.Zn(qZ), (4)

where J, and N,, are the Bessel function and Hankel function, accordingly, Eo is an amplitude
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of own mode. Then amplitudes of the field exited by the HF electron current jw may be
represented as

ZL

1 JwEoO*ndSj.dZ (5)
z 21
z (6)

F2(Z)4 = 4 Jf EOdS.LdZ + Fj1 ,r(Zjn)
ZOSJ.

In integrals (5)-(6) it is taken into account that the HF current ' exits on a certain side
of the section corresponding to the coordinate Zo and by means r ) it is described a non-
reflection-type gyro-TWT. Boundary conditions for exited amplitudes are next. (l)For a
generation regime F2(ZO)=O, FI(ZL)=O, Fn=0 and besides the value Fz(ZL)=Fo defines the
output power, and a condition F, -* 0 gives a starting current (or a starting current of a
parasitic self-excitation in a gyro-TWT). (2)For the reflection-type TWT F (Zo)=O,FL(ZL)=-Fl., t=O. (3)For the non-reflection-type gyro-TWT F2(Zo)-=, F,(IT)=0 and 0 if Z <
Z1n, and a= 1, if Z > Zinw, where Zinw Is the section of input of the signal of the frequency

The amplitude jW may be defined In a framework of models of a different level of
complexity, F or example, in a simple case when static magnetic field is changed according to

B(4) = Bo(l - vP), the full system of equations of present theory of gyro-TWT-BWO with a
tapering waveguide is

F, f O.(X)IdC. F 2 = -f , n(X)IdC + o n)Fin,

,2- Rd 
- ejto 0 6 0 (0 2x),I~ = d0 ;o Jo

0doo

W - j(1-V) (-0.55v + [b-pC;-#A I +o-2)-(1+vC)l(l +2v<1,1z+
(l+2V)Ot'211 1) = (I-vC-V)(Fjwn+Fz0n),
dV
l = -0.SIX: V l'1 2  VI 0 = 0

where C = ek9(Z-Zo), 9 = I(r*exp(j*))/roJexp(jOb), b = (w-wo)/ck ovo, IA = [a2(v./c)|/2c is
the nonizohronity parameter, c is the parameter of an interaction (-analogous to the Pierce
parameter in the TWT theory), X = n+;/c, q = q. + (2pCb)/O2 , q. = w0/w2O,
V = (vz - V2 o)/V ,p p = (vj 2 )/(2 pc2 ), a = v 0o/vo. In general case this system of equations
must be solved by numerical methods.
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Comparative analysis of oscillations in
backward wave oscillators

Alexander P. Chetverikov
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ABSTRACT

A comparative analysis of single-frequency, multi-frequency and chaotic oscillations in
BWO's of different electrons-electromnagetic waves interaction mechanisms is presented. The
conventional BWO with a nonrelativistic electron beam and relativistic BWO, gyro-BWO, BWO-
peniotron anomaly-Doppler-BWO are considered. The analysis is performed- on the basis of
author original theoretical results &ad known data from the literatre.

As known, there are a number of microwave generators which are classified as "backward
wave oscillators" (SWO's). They are based on the interaction of an e.m.wave and an electron
beam with contrary group velocities. Oscillations arise in them due to an absolute
instability and may be single-frequency or multi-frequency - periodic or chaotic but with a
narrow frequency band. That is why electrodynamic processes in BWO's of different interaction
mechanisms are like in spite of their various electrodyn€amc systems. In the theoretical
analysis they are described by the equation of a simple wave for a slow time and space scale
amplitude of the e.m. wave aF M

.a_ (1)

because the relation w - w + (BuIlh)ho(h - ho) Is right for each frequency from the narrow
dout of the vicinity of cut-off frquences of the wavegulde system. Here and ho are

chosen under a condition of the exact synchronism between the e.m. wave
t(z,r ,t) - ReIF(-r,C)f(r±)exp(j(wot-hoz))] and the electrons wave (wave of a HF current) of
the stow time and space scale amplitude I(T,C), which is defined specially for each type of
BWO's, C - choz and T - cw t(I + vo/ I virI) ame slow axial coordinate and slow time- in the
coordinate system moving with the nonpezirbod axial velocity of electrons vo ,c is a
parameter of the interaction and is determined specially in each case also. In addition
F(NO) 0 and F(C,T -0) - F1(t), where Fo is a function of an initial field distribution (L is
the length of the interaction space).For the first time this model was studied by Oinzburg,
Kuznetsov et a&L for a conventional BWO with nonrelativistic and relativistic beams, where I
was defined by equations

I - le-du0, 2u 2 au3/ (2)
io RYw-+2vOCR) 'Rf'), ulC0-O uoa(0, 2*)

It was found by numerical simulation method that a regime of oscillations which arose when
CL > CLAt and was single-frequency under CL.t <CL CL.m became complicated when CL (KL is
ropotional to ilo'", if L -corn') was larger than a bifuircational value CL: periodic and

cotcselfmodulition were settled. Also It was shown that complex oscillations were caused
by an overbunching of electrons and a delaying feedback in a distributed system "an electron
beam plus a backward e.m.wave". Analogous processes take place in other DWO with an inertia
bunching - gyro-BWO2 , where I is defined in a framework of a simple model by the equation
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.,--Jsn 940~o, 3-C + jP0l F, 912) C , Io= e~o, . oe•(0,2.t) (3)

However, in this case characteristics of oscillations and the oscillation build-up process
from "rising" until reaching "steady-state" are depended on also the pmameter p = vo/(2cc),
defining a change of a cyclotron frequency wc, electrons-oscillators (electrons, rotating in a
static magnetic field) as a function of an energy.

There are BWO's with non-inertia mechanisms of bunching of electrons where nevertheless
inertia properties of electrons-oscillators provide a possibility of a realization of complex
oscillations. They are a BWO-peniotron where3

+ JAWp(I-7) = Ip(p+l)Wv1P'VF, II 0, (4)

02 = (I-v) p (5)

(p is a number of a cyclotron resonance), and an ultrarelativistic anomaly-Doppler BWO when4

81+ jl =-(0 + III )(F + IF), IIC.o= 0. (6)

The unique property of BWO-peniotron is a possibility of a generation of a high efficiency
single-friquency oscillations when the parameter ti is small and multi-frequency ones under
large #A. And vice versa single-frequency oscillations are not possible practically In ADBWO
due to a strong dependence w on an energy.

A comparative analysis of oscillations in these devices performed on the basis of results
of Ref.1- 4 mainly shows that stages of the oscillations build up process from "rising" until
reaching "steady state " are like and a difference is accounted by nonlinear properties of an
electron beam. Thus a single linear mode with the most "smooth" space distribution and
largest increment is stood out from an initial noise distribution during the linear stage of
the build up process. Then the single-frequency steady state is a established If the
disturbing of a phase correlation between HF field and current leading to an energy change
direction does not take place in the interaction space. If the energy change process is
occurred due to an overbunching of electrons as in devices with the ineitia mechanism of the
interaction (conventional BWO, gyro-BWO) or due to the change of own frequency of electrons-
oscillators as in devices with the non-inerta mechanism (BWO-peniotron, ADBWO) then
oscillations are multi-frequency including chaotic if the bifurcational parameter is
sufficiently large. Studying of these processes permits to offer methods of the control of
characteristics and besides methods connecting with electromagnetic processes may be
universal.
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Infrared polarizers made of anodic alumina films
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ABSTRACT

Wire-grid type polarizers were fabricated by electroplating nickel or copper into 6ne c•J.unmer pores of anodic

alumina films, A film exhibited an extinction ratio larger than 30 dB in the wavw, .. gth range of 1-7 pim

1. INTRODUCTION

Anodic oxidation is a well-known technique for forming an alumina (A1203) film on the surface of an alumninum
plate. As Fig, I shows, an anodic alumina film contains columner pores of .-100-A diameter. By filling the
pores with a guest material (metal, semiconductor, dielectric, etc,), the ahnmina films exhibit anisotropic optical
properties,' In this work, we electroplated metals into the pores, and studied the optical-loss anisotropy in the
infrared region.

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION 2

An aluminum plate, 500-Mm thickness and 0×x15-mnm 2 area, was anodized in a 15-wt% solution of sulfuric
acid by a dc current of 0.5 mA/mm 2. An alumina film of 50-100-j m thickness was formed in 35-70 min, After
the post.anodization treatment in a sulfosalicylic acid solution, we electroplated nickel into the pores by applying
ac 15 V to the alumina/aluminum plate in an electrolyte of nickel sulfate, Nickel ions were first deposited at the
bottoms of the pores, and then nickel columns grew gradually toward the surface of the film. The nickel columns
grew to the height (thickness) of 50-70 am in -120 min, Copper was also deposited into the pores in a similar
manner. For optical experiments, we sliced the film to the length of d=10 pm and polished the side surfaces,

3. OPTICAL ATTENUATION

We observed alumina films by a transmission microscope, Illuminating light was polarized linearly in the
direction horizontal (H) or vertical (V) to the nickel columns, Figure 2 shows the pictures of a nickel-implanted
alumina film, The intensity of transmitted light depends strongly on the direction of polarization,

0
o 0

00 0 A1203

0 0o: 000
LIGH POEt

0 (a) Horizontal (b) Vertical
At Fig. 2 Microscopic photographs of an anodic alumina film con-

taining nickel columns, The film was illuminated from
the back, and transmitted light was observed, Light was

Fig, 1 Structural model of an anodic polarized linearly in the direction (a) horizontal or (b)
alumi.a filn, vertical to the nickel columns, Film thickness is '0 Inn,
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Fig. 3 Optical attenuation spectra of a nickel-implanted V -10 " v
alumina film (circles and solid curves) and a wire- "
grid polarizer (dot-dash curves). The thickness of 2-20
the alumina film is t=50 pm and the length is d=13 .

pn,. The attenuations contain reflection losses at 2_30
the entrance and exit surfaces of the polarizers. 4 aH

The detection limit is -35 dB at the wavelengths -40
longer than 2 pm. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Wavelength (grm)

We measured the transmittances of alumina films by using a He-Ne laser (wavelength; 0,63 pm), LED's (0.85,
1,30, and 1.55 pm), and a microscopic FTIR spectrometer (Hloriba, FT530), A light beam was focused to the
spot size of -10 pm and passed the film of 50-pm thickness. The polarization direction of the incident light was
selected by a polarizer; i,e,, a Glan-Thompson prism (extinction ratio; .-40 dB) at wavelengths bulow 2 pum and

a wire-grid polarizer (Cambridge, IGP225) at longer wavelengths. To examine the performance of the wire-grid
polarizer, we flrst evaluated the principal transmittances by using two wire-grid polarizers of the same type.3 Dot.
dash curves in Fig, 3 show the attenuations for two principal directions of polarizations, By using these data,
we corrected the measured transmittances of alumina films. Circles and solid curves in Fig. 3 show the optical

attefuation spectra of a nickel-implanted alumina film which were evaluated in this manner, Being limited by the
sensitivity of the current measurement system, we could not evaluate the attenuation larger than 35 dB beyond 2-

pm wavelength. The attenuation for H-polarization in larger than the detection limit, In the attenuation spectrum
for V-polarization, the absorption bands are seen around 3- and 6-pm wavelengths, which mre caused by water
impurity in the alumina film, The extinction ratio is larger than 30 dB over the wavelength range of 1-7 pm, On
the other hand, the extinction ratio of the conventional wire-grid polarizer (dot-dash curves) ia -20 dB or less,

4. DISCUSSION

In the electroplating process, the deposition rate decreases gradually with time and metal columns finally stop
growing at some height; i,e,, attainable column height is currently -70 •rr for nickel and ,20 am for copper, We
must improve the electroplating technique further to make polarizers of large aperture.

Concerning the extinction ratio, the nickel-implanted alumina film is superior to the conventional wire-grid
polarizer, For practical uses, however, the insertion loss, ie,, the loss for V-polarization, must be reduced, Theo-

retical analysis predicts that copper columns yield a smaller insertion loss than nickel columns, We are currently
evaluating the optical attenuations of copper-implanted films. For the reduction of the insertion loss, we are also
studying the anodization in a phosphoric acid solution, by which we cal form alumina films with smaller amount
of impurities.,

8. CONCLUSION

Anodic alumina films exhibit a large anisotropy iti transmittance when a metal is deposited in the pores, The
films are useful as polarizers for the infrared region where efficient and inexpensive polarizers are not available,
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ABB7ACT

Th Properties of ncrnreciprocal attenuators with circular dihohioi mirr'or
baued on the seiodco-metal stUcature were analysed. Lcperimuntal data for tlbe
quasioptical isolao using n-Inb as a plaum medlmn we given.

Nonreciprocul reflection ty'pe attenuators with the circular diohroio mirror
(MM) based an the various umioondztor stnxctures are faozd a use for the
isolation in a quasioptical circuits . The characteristics of such devices wre
defined by a typ~e of mnvicing MM. Theu device oonsidered here is a nonreoiprocal
attenuator, containing CE beasd on the uesioonductor-mwtal structure.

Fis.,1 illustrates the basic deslia of nonreoiprocal attenuator for
subndllimeter wavelengths, taking into account the aecif ic features of su~ch weves
transmiission that is & broad wave beam using. Desian consists of two~ principal
assemblies: a dup~lexc device and CEM. Duplexc device including polarization divider
arid quarter-wave Pkase section realises necessary transformstions of the wave
polariation and opwinies entry and exit of the nonreoiprocal aittenuator. The
polarization cells of the duplexc device have been carried cut on the base of the
wire grids with diameter of, the wire 8 Pm and with the step 30 PAm. CDM has been
ca~rried out an the basis of the n-In~b-metal structure. To achieve nonreolprocal
operation, this structure was cooled to liquid nitr~eM temersture aid do nm~mtic
field was applied. Poxid hollow dielectric beensuide of 20 mm daiamter mes used an
a quasioptical trarimmission line.

3.THRM ICAL HZJLTIS

Analysis of CUM properties avid oluracteristios of nonreciprocal attenuator 'me
aoocuvlished In the plane wave and the ideal metal apprciclation. There were &alo
used the conditions of wave reflection minimum from wohi structure determining
maximum of reverse losses of nonreoiprocal attenuator.

Fix, 2 illustrates theoretical dependenoes of CE1 pareonaters and
characteristics of the nonreciprocal attenator, calculated for values (a*4):6 and
WO0 (Mi - interference order). It can be see, that there exist values WPM in
which the losses of wave ref lection from CUM are acceptable for forward losss of
the nonreoiprcoal attenuator. For mamuple, the losmes are less 1 dB for values

CO/ 1.1-1.3 (helicon mods polarization) end WPMA& S 0.75 (mntihelicon masde
polraisation). It shoul~d be noted, that opposite directions of the do mnnoitio
field correumand to ortkcgoaml formns of the circular polariraticn an condition that
watia1 rotatory directory of wave field is retained invariable. It can be seen
too, that two variant CV1 on fixed frequency different In the cohice of value.,
UbNAi > 1 or (WON <1 are possible, The smaller forward losses are possible for
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the boid variant for lower do mnawetio field value, however in this case
frequency bndwidth in narrower.

4. UPHITAL RESLTS

FIg. 3 illustrmtes experimental results obtained for the subAil1Iitartr-mve
isolator with (1 oorreapondin to the first variant (UP/W> 1) at the do magnetio
field 0.94 WG. The n-InSb Plal ijd the followirs *11 electron

ion of about 4.7 x 10 om - mobilitr of &ab 4.4 x 107 am /V- s, plate
thichness 170 Pe (H:). The initia losoms of beawuide elmuhts er equLl 1 dB.

Tbe osoillation on frequenov dependmnoe of th reverse losms &rims because
of inhobomnitv of do ,manetio field. This 1nwmenity reaomd 3% within the
oixole limits, Wher according to calculations 9O %j made power of beau•lde awe
conomentrated.

5. O40UE1Ct

4miapticgtal isolator providing insertion losse of S 2.5 dB , a baodiwmrd
looms of 20-27 dB, VSWR < 1.2 in the mavele•ntho redge of 0.96-1.00 m at the
mnetic field 0.94 kG ha. been built,

1. V. K. KcamonnI and E. M, Nuledhov, "flection-tp•, isolator based on the
Strucre dieletorio-umocndu ", mdIot Mic I Mctrmics, Vol 30, N.7,
pp. 1267-1277, 1985. [thliah translation in: JbdIo lr. EMeeot=a. AVa. (USA)].

2. A. Ya. Uuicao, ed. Mect rIcs and FAdlcpyalao of millimtar and
mutbillimter Adio Abea, Naukam dn*A, Kiev, 1988.

0 0 4 ,
- /86- A' t

t -77K ,V MW 4M
012 O'S 4,0 4),# f.8

WP/ Wi.

Fg.1. Fia. 2. Fig, 3.
Fix. 1. Qmnioptical isolator, I - duplex devioe; N - circular diobroic

mirror. 1 - polariuatim divider; 2 - quarter-4ave pths section, 3 - u-.oon- otor
plate; 4 - matal mirror; 5 - WCo maunet; 6 - oooled holder.

llg.2. Theoreical (00W depmndnoes for: I - mne et field (14•W); 2 -
thilcmess of the n-In•b plate (l0dA.); 3 - forward loans (L); 4 - relative
bandwidth of reverse losss at the level of 20 dB (AW/AD).

FIg.3. hcperimnntal frequmnoy dependenoes of forwerd (curve 1), reverse
(curve 2) losses and VSWR (curve 3) of the quasioptioal isolator.
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High performance quasi-optical Faraday rotators

O.M.Smitht, M.R.Webb*, J.C,G.Lesurft

tSt.Andrc, s University, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Fife, KY16 9SS, Scotland
*DSTO, SRL, Salisbury, Australia, formerly at St.Andrews

Abstract

The design, characterisation, manufacture and application of new, large area, quasi-optical Faraday rotators is
discussed. When used as isolators these have given state of the art performance at W.band with isolations >60dB and
insertion los < 0.5dB at spot frequencies.

1. Introduction

Pree-spece isolators using ferrites with external magnets have been described before at 40GHz[l] and 285GHz [2]
with respective isolations of 40dB and 18dB, and respective insertion losses of 0.1dB and 2dB. However they required large
external magnets and had relatively small apertures. Free.space isolators using permanently magnetised ferrites were first
examined by DMartln and R.Wylde who surveyed a number of ferrites and produced an isolator with 17dB isolation at
1150Hz (3]. This work was extended and improved upon by M.R.Webb [4] who produced isolators with isolations -30dB
at W-band, However, those isolators also had very small apertures which made it difficult to incorporate them into existing
quusi-optical structures. This paper reports some new results, and considers some of the important design and manufacturing
problems in the production of large area Faraday rotators of size 100mm x 100mm, Requiring no external magnetisation,
these are extremely easy to use and incorporate into existing quasi-optical systems and have allowed a number of new quasi.
optical techniques and systems to be utilised.

2. Design and Manuacture

The ferrite originally used by D,Martin, R.Wylde[3] and MR. Webb[4] was Feiroxdure 330 (originally
manufactured by Mullard in the U.K). This is an inexpensive, permanently magnetised hexagonal strontium fertite,
commonly used in motors, with a gyromagnetic resonance frequency of around 100Hz, It has a number of equivalents,
manufactured by a number of other companies, known as Ceramic 8 or Ferrova 3 and is available in the form of relatively
large sheets. These have been found to be equivalent magnetically to Ferroxdure 330, although a considerable variation in
insertion loss has been noted on a batch to batch basis. When magnetised into saturation it has been found that the ferrite
exhibits a rotation of 30 degrees/mm at W-band. For use as an isolator or circulator, which requires 45 degree rotation, the
ferrite sheet is accurately ground to a thickness of 1.5mm, and then re-magnetised, (We use a magnet with a ITesla field),

The physical basis of Faraday rotation is that the spins of the ferrite material are aligned by a magnetic field, which
interact with a propagating electro-magnetic beam causing different propagation rates (different complex refractive indices)
for the two circular polarisation states. The net effect of this is to produce a rotation of a linearly polarised beam. At W-band
the ferrite Is operating well above resonance and the relative permeabilitdes for the two circular polarisation states are
tpproximately given by 1 :± 8 where 8 is small and frequency dependent [5]. Using a Martin-Puplett polarising interfevometer

It Is relatively simple to measure the reflection coefficient of a magnetised ferrite for each of the two circular polarisation
states as a function of frequency, These have indicated that the refractive index of the ferrite at W-band is approximately
given by n(X) m 5,32i±0,83X (where X is measured in mm), although there has been some slight variation from batch to batch.
(It should also be noted that the loss varies slightly with polarisation state),

Perfect rotation is essentially limited by multiple reflections within the ferrite, and Is thus dependent on the
matching of the ferrite to free-space. Because of its high refractive index, the isolation and return loss of the ferrite without
matching is extremely poor. Ideally for minimum reflection at a given frequency, the matching layer should be quarter
wavelength with a refractive index of approximately 2.3.

Two materials have been used in practice to match the ferrites. Fluorosint (manuf:actured by Polypenco) is an alloy
of PTt and mica, which is extremely low loss and very easy to machine, which has allowad quarter wavelength layers at
2000Hz to be manufactured. It has a refractive index of 1.88 which although not ideal, is still relatively high compared to
many other low loss materials, It is also possible to obtain artificial materials where the dielectric constant can be chosen by
appropriate mixes of high dielectric constant and low dielectric constant materials, We have used a composite material with
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a dielectric constant of 5.2, known as PT 5.2 (manufactured by GEC Plessey Semiconductors) This allows almost perfect
matching, however, this material is extremely difficult to machine into the thin layers required for quarter wavelength
matching at W-band and above (<350pm), In practice, three quarter wavelength matching has been employed which has
given good performance but limited the bandwidth of the Faraday rotator. Both matching materials are glued onto the ferrite
using a diluted epoxy resin mix. It is important that the glue is very thin and very even, otherwise air gaps can occur which
can significantly degrade performance. The thickness of the glue should also be taken into account to determine the centre
frequency, paricularly for operation at high frequencies.

3. Results

When used as an isnlator or circulator the ferrite is a 45 degree Faraday rotator positioned between two wire-grid
polarisers angled at 45 degrees. At W-band with quarter wavelength Fluorosint matching, isolators have been constructed
that have >20dB isolation from 75GHz to 105GHz with 30-40dB isolation at the centre cf the band. Insertion loss is -0.5dB
at the centre the centre of the band rising slowly to 1.0dB at the band edges. The extra insertion loss is due to reflection
losses due to non-perfect matching. The isolation is also limited by the matching.

With three quarter wavelength matching using PTS,2, isolation >40dB has been obtained at the centre of the band
(5GHz bandwidth), although the isolation and insertion loss fall away rapidly out of band, In fact, we have obtained
isolations in excess of 60dB at spot frequencies with insertion loss below 0.5dB, To obtain this level of performance core
must be taken to terminate all unused ports, and ensure that isolation is not limited by the cross-polarisation component
passed by the wire-grid polarisers which is typically of the order of -35dB, This is usually achieved by additional polarisers
or using the extra cross-polarisation rejection provided by a corrugated feedhom to waveguide transition (used in the
measurements),

All these results have been successfully theoretically modelled, indicating that the isolation is simply a matter of
appropriate matching. Details of the modelling and further experimental results will be given in a subsequent paper. Single
pass resistive loss of the ferrite Isolators described was estimated to be <0.3dB at W-band,

It has also been found that angling the ferrite slightly, with respect to the quasi-optical beam axis, can reduce
standing waves (due to reflection from the ferrite) to negligible proportions, without significantly affecting the overall
performance of the isolators,

4. Applications

These Faraday rotators are useful in any millimetre-wave system which requires high isolation where insertion loss
is at a premium. Quasi-optical isolators and circulators have also been found to be extremely useful in coupling to high Q
open resonator systems in reflection where they provide a highly sensitive frequency discriminator [6], They have also
been used in various oscillator stabilisation schemes [7], and have proved very useful in dual polaisation quasi-optical
RADAR systems [81, and in systems which require analysis of the spatial frequency content of the beam [91, They also have
considerable potential for use at higher frequencies in the sub.-millimeter wave band although their insertion loss and isolation
at these frequencies has still to be established.

Acknowledgements - We would like to acknowledge the help and support of W. Dawber at AKRE, and R.Yell and
MSinclair at N.P,L, Malvern. We would also like to acknowledge G,Radley for his expertise in manufacturing the isolators,
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MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS OF INJECTION HETEROLASERS
COMPRISING CHARGE CARRIERS HEATED BY EXTERNAL MW ELECTRIC FIELD

IN VIEW OF ELECTRON-ELECTRON AND ELEOTRON-HOLE INTERACTIONS
AS WELL AS HIGHER FIELD TRANSPORT

T.Yu.Bagaeva, I.I.Pilatov, V.B.Gorfinkel,
S.A.Gurevioh*, T.I.Solodkaya

Saratov Branch of IRE Russian Ao.Sci., Saratov, Russia
"A.F.Ioffe Institute of Russian Ao.Soi., Russia, St.Petersburg

A new method of effective modulation of heterolaser radiation
was proposed in [1-2] consisting of charge carrier heating in an
active laser area by the external microwave (MW) electric field.
In the present paper the new results of theoretical and experi-
mental study in the area of heterolaser radiation MW modulation
and formation of picosecond optic pulses through the charge
carrier hoating in the active injection laser on the double
he terostructure n÷AlxGea-xAs-GaAs-P+AlxGa•-xAs with classic and
quantum well in view of electron-electron and electron-hole
interactions, as well as higher field transport are discussed.

To describe the effect of carrier heating of the steady-state
and dynamic behaviour of the diode laser we used the model based
on laser rate equations and the energy balance equations for
electrons and holes in the active layer. Energy relaxation times
were calculated by Monte Carlo technique.

In the steady-state case we calculated the dependence of
laser threshold current on the heating electric field applied in
direction parallel to active layer plane. The result is shown in
the Pig.1. In tha calculations we used the laser active
region parameters as the length of 300 pm, width of 5 pm and the
narrow-band layer thickness of 0.2 pm and 0.01 l&m for the lasers
with classic and quantum well respectively. The parameter for
the solid curves plotted in Fig.1. is low-field electron
mobility. The dashed curve corresponds to the case when the hole
heating was not regarded and the hole temperature was assumed to
be equal to the lattice one. The main result illustrated by
Fig.1. is the sharp increase in the laser threshold current when
applying the heating field of only a few kV/om.

The modulation method under study enables to form picosecond
optic pulses exhibiting high peak powers. In the active hetero-
structure layer a saturated optical gain is achieved because of
current and optical pumping in the stationary state. With this,
the temperature of charge carriers in active layer is maintained
at the level which significantly exceeds the lattice temperature.
As the heating action is ceased, the carrier temperature drops
to that of the lattice during the time of the order of energy
relaxation time. The optical gain grows abruptly and the
recombination of stored electron-hole pairs proceeds as a short
and powerful optic pulse.

It was shown that electron heating to temperatures
corresponding to the intervalley electron transfer P..L allows
for higher achievable peak pulse powers of a few tens of watts
with durations of lower than 10ps in the above heterostruoture
where the conduction band gap is greater than the distance

• L | M|m
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between P and L valleys (0.3<x<0.4). Thereby, thb optio pulse
ooding up to the frequency of 50 GHz can be realized.

Ith,I0MA POmW ump
20 23 4 8

QW-
6 I6

15 3
4

II

10

o 2 ,kV/om 0 40 60 80 I,mA
Fig..Low-field mobility: Fig.2.Heating current:

ourves 1,2 - 8000 om'/V-s; curves I - 0;
3 - 4000om?/V's; 2 - 80 mA;3 - 125 mA
4 - 1200om'/Vs.

The fabricated laser structure is shown schematically in the
inset of Fig.2. It is essentially a conmon ridge-guide struo-
ture. For the laser preparation we used AlGahs-OaAs separate-
oonfinemept heterostruoture single quantum well wafer grown by
MBE on p Oaks substrate. The thiokness of quantum well active
layer was 100 A. The 6 Pm ridge-guide mesa structure was formed
by etching of two grooves each of 4 pm width. Then, the ohmic
contaots were embedded onto the ridge top as well as on the sur-
faoe of the structure outside of the grooves.The central oontact
pad has been used for the laser pumping, while the side one for
plasma heating in the active layer.

The ourrent-voltage characteristics measured on the side
oontaots were linear and with laser cavity length of 400 Wm the
resistance was about 100 Ohm at zero pumping ourrent.Fig.2 shows
the set of output power v.s. pumping ourrent characteristics
obtained at different currents applied to the side oontaots. The
signifioant increase of laser threshold manifests the influence
of the applied ourrent on the optioal gain in the laser. Effioi-
ent near 100% modulation of the laser output has been obtained
with 40Hz alternating voltage when the laser was driven at twice
the threshold. In this experiment the pumping current was not
practically influenced by 4 0Hz signal. The results of these
experiments demonstrate the effeot of carrier heating produoed
by the voltage applied to the side contacts.

In summary we demonstrated that carrier heating in external
electric field is very promissing for modulation of laser diode
output up to the frequencies of 50 GHz. A new laser structure is
designed to realize effective modulation by carrier heating.

References:
1.V.B.Gorfinkel, I.I.Filatov. Soy. Phys. semioond. 26, 3 (1992)
2.V.B.Oorfinkel, B.M. Oorbovitsky, I.I.Filatov. Int. J. of

Infrared and UK Waves.no.6 (1991).
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ABSTRACT

The antiferrcmnnetic ordering effect in iron borate FeEWs by weak (to 0,1T)
external field H was observed at the frequency 300 GHs at the room tamperatAire.
The losses on APR line, with width -1%, increased or decreased depending on geo
metry H-1k or Hilk respectively, but remsined smll and constant at the neithbcuri
ng frequencies. Such properties of monoorvstals FeB03 enamble to create ncnrecip
rocial and modulation devices in the mm and submm ranges of radiowaves.

1. INTRODUCTION

The research of antiferrcmganetic resonance (APM) in the weak-ferrcmegnetic
crystal FeO3[1] shoed this material to be prospective for using in the mn
and submm radiowave devices. At present time perfect specimens of the monocrys
tal FeBW are obtained in Simferopol' University. There were measurements tade of
the APaR parameters at room temperature for clearing up the possibility of creati
ng of SW devices on the base such mcrnocrystals.

The measuring instrument was developed by using devices based an quasioptic
(NO) transmissio line in the form of the round hollow dielectric bseawuide (HDB)
20 mu diameter that ws designed in IRE of Acaderw of Sciences of Ukraine. The
specimen of the monocrystal of iron borate in the form of greenish ueaitranspare
nt plate having size -5x~xO, 1 wa •s placed in the metallic waveguide having
the cross-section 0,2x3,6 mm that was matched with polymodal waveguide having
the cross section 1,8x3,6 mn by means of wedge-shaped smooth transitions. The wave
guide-to-bearTuide transition (WBT) from 20 mn diameter to the cross-section 1,8x
3,6rm implemented in the form of horn enwared the Q0 tranemission line matchlng wi
th the waveguide 1,8x3,6 umm. BW) was used as SHF generator that worked either in
review mode, i.e. frequency sweeping regime, or in measuring mode, i.e. at fixed
frequency. The waveguided sharpening detector was cnnected up to the QO trans
mission line by means of WBT.

,, , ,, i ilLM. . ... nnnl'l. . .. .. .
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2, SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The signal attenuation was equal to -8 dB in the waveguide having the cross-
section 1,8x3,6 mm and 50 mm length which included a narrower 10 mm lot of the cro
as-section 0,2x3,6 am. Specimen is placed throuth the slots 0,2x10 mwi in the narrow
walls of the aveguide. In this case the attenuations increases by 4+6 dB.

In fig.1 the signal level depemdenoe is given on nwitude of the uxternal M
gnetic field. It is seen that the specimen has ferric induction -1 Oe. The ori
gin of this induction in still unclear.

Fig.2 shows the dependenoe of the variation of the level of the signal trans
mitted (E(HIt)-E(H1))/E(HII), csed by mpetio field on the cryital taverature,

The resonant frequency retuning is 0,5+W1/'C in the tenperatur. range 5+40vC
and the absorption line width &f/fz,== is 4+5X in aooordanoe with our muaesurts.
These oharacterinttos allow to creiate devices mach as modulators or rejection fil
ters tkat are chongable by temmature and octatrolled by mugnetic field.

3.REFERENCE

L.V.Velikov, A.S.Prokhorov, E.G.Rudashevslw, V.N.Selemev. "Antiferrangnetic reso
nance in FeBD0,JETP,vol.66,No.5,1974,pp.1847-1861(rus)
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ABSTRACT

One possible way to achieve 100% reflection of a low order mode in an oversized wavegulde is to use
the principle of transverse resonances. In a short resonant section a high order wavegulde mode close
to cutoff is excited. If the coupling to the high order mode is equal to Its losses and If the resonant phase
condition is fulfilled a 100% reflection of the low order mode Is possible.

INTRODUCTION

Short inner wavegulde reflectors and notch filters can be realized by using the effect of transverse
resonances (1]. A trapped mode is resonantly excited with the help of wavegulde discontinuities. The
quality factor of the trapped mode defines the bandwidth of the reflection. This type of waveguide
element can be used as a short 100% reflector in a cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM) resonator [2)
or as a notch filter (diagnostics). Calculations and measurements on such a notch filter have been
performed at 28 GHz and show a good agreement between theory and experiment.

SCATTERING MATRIX CODE

To analyze this effect we use a scattering matrix code which takes Into account all forward and backward
travelling modes as well as additional cutoff modes (evanescent modes)[2]. Using this method the change
in the mode amplitude spectrum for a waveguide transition can be calculated accurately. Since the
waveguide modes must satisfy the condition of power conservation, all the complex elements of the
scattering matrix are bounded to the unit circle. This leads to a numerical stable description of the
problem.

Ar fir

where Ap, A, ... mode vector containing the Incident and reflected modes In the left cross section
Bi, B, ... mode vector containing the incident and reflected modes In the right cross section
S ... scattering matrix containing the coupling coefficients and propagation constants

EXAMPLES

As a first example we show this effect in a rectangular waveguide, where in the smaller cross section
only one mode can propagate. We chose as an example a rectangular waveguide R320 at 28 GHz with
a symmetrical step in the width (Fig.1). Fig.2 shows the calculated modal field distribution inside of the
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waveguide at resonance, Fig.3 gives the power distribution in the wavegulde, and Fig.4 presents the
transmission curve over the frequency.
In the case of an oversized waveguide, i.e. if more than one mode can propagate in the smaller
waveguide sections, the problem becomes more complicated. The excitation of spurious modes, different
from the resonant higher order mode, which will occur in an arbitrary step has to be avoided. This can
be achieved by using a nonlinear taper instead of a step and by using a partial mode converter in the
resonance section.

SUMMARY

A transverse resonance allows to reflect waveguide modes frequency selectively. This Is equivalent to
a Fabry-Perot resonator where the transmittivity of the mirrors Is defined by the coupling of the trapped
higher order mode to the reflected low order input mode (distributed coupling).
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Wavefront divinding Ring-Interferometers for the Far Infrared.
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A schematik of a lamella grating with four reflectors is given as

SAME DISTANCE BETWEEN SOURCE POINTS

i EFLE0TIO LIGHT

INCONI0~T 4LIGHT
81 - * = 8, - 8, - d sin (8)

The Incoming wavefront is diffracted at the reflectors. One set of reflectors Is displaced
with respect to the other and light from the two sets is Interfering with light from the other set For
monochromatic light, If the optical path difference between the two sets is such that we have
constructive interference, all the light travels In the direction of reflection (zero order). If we have
destructive interference, the light Is diffracted into the first and higher orders and travel into a
direction making an angle with the direction of reflection, but light is traveling in the direction of
reflection. We can change the displacement between the two sets of reflectors at a sequence of
intervals such that we have alternating light falling on the detector and not. The recorded intensity
Is the Interferogram.

We now assume that we have as Incident light a frequency band with highest
frequency vs. To do this we may take a broad band source and use a low pass filter. The sample
theorem of Fourier transform spectroscopy tells us that we have to choose the length I of the
sampling intervall equal 1/2v,. The highest frequency used for calculation of the sample interval
determines as well the minimum distance at which we have to place the detector In order not to
detect first or higher order light, If non of the first order light arrives at the detector, we obtain
optimum modulation of the interferogram, If a certain fraction of the first order light is as well
detected, the modulation of the interferogram Is reduced,

If we choose a position of the detector such that no light of the fist order of the highest
frequency will be detected, the lower frequencies will as well not arrive at the detector, Rectangular
shaped reflectors diffract the first order to both sides of the zero order, square shaped reflectors
diffract the first order into two dimensions.

A ring interferometer consists of two sets of interpenetrating rings, each ring having the
same area. The incident light Is reflected and diffracted and an optical path difference may be
introduced by setting the two sets of reflecting rings at certain distances. For normal Incident
monochromatic light, for constructive Interference, all the light Is reflected backwards. For
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destructive Interference, the light in diffracted Into various angles away from the normal, and we do
not have a single direction for the "first order.

DECREASING DISTANCE BETWEEN SOURCE POINTS

8, F(4 8 ý 5 4 0 83
PHASE DIFFERENCES ARE

SUPERPOSTION WILL NOTADD
UP IN A CONSTUCTIV WAY

+~d ~-c ds +dv 1 ,

Por a brood band Input and destructive Interference, the highest frequency Is now
distributed over an angle range, and similarly for all lower ftrquencies. If we may admit a certain
fraction of the first order light on the detector, but still get an interferogram with sufficient
modulation, we may use a much larger f*equncy range than is posdble with the lamellar grating.

Black c*dy radiadon is deemsing to longer wavelength in such a way that " have about
a decrease of the Intensity of 1/8 for each octave, that is, If the intensity at 200 em"1 is I, it is at
100 am"1 onij .12. We may use entrance and exit apertures of diameter. d to block off the first
order of frequency v, All higher frequencies will have an increasing amount of their first order
failing onto the detector and will be leo and les containted in the Interferogmzn and the spectrum,
that is the spectrunm will decrease to higher frequencies. It will as well desreaee to lower
frequencies because the fight will be lem intense. Depending on d we may study a frequency range
from the lower frequency vI to the higher v2 , where vI Is determined by the amount of the
intensity which may be detected with the aperture d, and v2 is determined by the amount of first
order light not shielded off by the aperture d. We may do this procedure over a large wavelength
range and need no low pasm filters, making the ring lntorferometer a very flexible Intrument for
the choice of the wavelength range to be studied. Hlowever, using low pma filters, will maki it
possible to use a larger detector and increase the throughput.

A four ring interferometer has been suoceusfully constructed at the Technische Universitat
Aachen and 10 ring interferometers are under construction at NJIT and K.U.Leuven.

K. D. Moeller: Wavefront dividing interferometers, Infrared Physics, 32, 321 (1991).
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High Resolution Far Infrared Fourier Spectrometer using a buffered ADC

AK Wan Abdullah, M. Roslan and WA. Kamil*
School of Physics, Universiti Sains Malaysia, 11800 Penang, Malaysia

*School of Chemical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, 11800 Penang, Malaysia

ABSTRACT

A far infrared Michelson interferometer which includes a laser fringe sampling channel and a hydraulic
piston to move one of the mirrors linearly hus been developed. A maximum resolution of 0.08 cm"1 can be obtained
with the present length of the piston, The buffered analogue-to-digital converter unit allows the interferogram
points to be transferred in blocks to a storage device while the mirror is travelling. The instrument has been used
to detect weak absorption bands due to water vapour believed to be either adsorbed onto or trapped in the film
of chemically modified epoxidised natural rubber.

INSTRUMENTATION

The Fourier spedtrometer that has been constructed uses an internal laser fringe sampling technique and a
pneumatically driven hydraulic pieO..- to move one of the mirrors mounted on a precision linear slide, The
maximum stroke length of the pret -t iston is 12.5 cnm. This corresponds to an output spectral resolution of
approximately 0.08 cm'1 , The laser swimpling channel provides a precise and continuous calibration of the
sampling position. By measuring the stability of the laser fringes with an accurate timebase the sampling
interval has been determined with an uncertainty of about 5 run. The moving mirror mechanism is basically
identical to the one developed previously1 . A Pfund focussing system at the output port allows samples as small
as 3 mm in diameter to be studied by either transmission or reflection spectroscopy.

The data processing system that has been developed uses a commercially available 2 12-bit buffered
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) unit. A high speed clock module enables the ADC to accumulate digitised
signal first in the buffer and they can then be read later by the computer when it is convenient. By calling a
unique secondary address of the ADC using high speed data collection software, the interferogram points can be
transferred directly in blocks to a disc via IEEE bus lines while a scan is in progress. Each block consists of 12,000
integers with 2-byte format. The buffer size is 64 kbytes and the typical conversion time using the external
trigger derived from the laser fringes is 40 os. Since the speed of the scan is only about 500 laser fringes per
second the conversion takes place safely. The infrared signal is sampled at every laser fringe so that a reference
point used in co-adding a set of interferograms can be identified more precisely. The movement of data within
the buffer follows the first-in-first-out protocol and thus assures the continuity of the interferogram, The flow of
data and control signals in the system is shown schematically in figure 1, The TrL trigger pulse is used to control
the piston either to move or to stop, In addition, a Pascal compiler3 with a DOS extender for a 486-based
personal computer is used which can store data in a very large number of arrays. Prior to Fourier transformation,
the 2-byte integers are first converted into 4-byte format since the compiler only accepts 4-byte integers.
Typically, an FFT of about 300,000 interferogram points (219 points inclusive of zero smoothing) takes about 20
seconds.

DISCUSSIONS

Various proportions of upoxidised natural rubber (ENR) have been synthesized by methods that are well-
documented in the literature 4, i.e, by oxidation of natural rubber with m-chloroperbenzoic acid. Dark brown,
shining and uneven brittle solid films were obtained. The thin solid film of the chemically modified ENR was
mounted at the focus of the beam position, The transmitted interferogram was recorded using a Golay detector
with a Csl window, Figure 2 shows the spectrum of an ENR sample obtained after ratioing against a background
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spectrum for an evacuated spectrometer. The spectrum gives a very broad and distinct band in the region of 335
cm"1 which corresponds to the bending of the carbon-carbon-chlorine bonds. It however did not show any notable
bands from 430 to 480 cm"1, thus indicating the absence of carbon-tin stretching. These warly findings are
preliminary and should be complimented with other spectroscopic techniques to ascertain the reaction products.
Apparently this is the first time this reaction has been carried out. Weak absorption bands due to water vapour
which may have been either adsorbed onto or trapped inside the polymer during the chemicaI reaction are
clearly visible. The absorption lines were compared with the water vapour bands listed by Rao et al S. No shift
has been observed in any of the lines thus indicating the polymer does not seem to alter the vibrational
properties of the water vapour molecules.

The light from the He-Ne laser used in the sampling channel is not truly monochromatic. This limits the
length of the interferogram that can be sampled In the present setup, it is possible to increase the spectral
resolution of the instrument by using a monomode laser and a piston with a longer travel.

1.0

PC Ineferometer]
I ,o., ro.. I

1. IR signalIEEE buillnes 11213 2, Laser frngus
, Piston control

8 (+5V TTL)

IEEE box Buffered ADC
S Talk __.. .... . .. ... .
0 Listen High Speed Clock 00.0. . o o

180 240 300 360 420 480
wavenumber cm-1

Figure 1: Block diagram showing the flow of Figure 2: Spectrum of ENR sample ratioed
data and signals between the Interferometer, against background spectrum for evacuated
IEEE device box and the desktop computer, spectrometer with a resolution of about 0.1 cm-1
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A high resolution, high speed data acquisition system based on an
IBM.PC 486, for control of a Fourier Transform spectrometer

Z B Maricic÷, L P Ellison+, B Gowland* and 0 A Oledhill+

+Department of Physics, *Computer Centre, Royal Holloway, University of London,
Egham Hill, Egham, Surrey, TW20 ORX, UK

ABSTRACT

The mini-computer and control electronics of a Bruker 11 3v Fourier Transform spectrometer
(FTS), capable of 0.03cm"1 resolution for frequencies up to 4000cm"1, have been replaced by an
inexpensive IBM-PC 486-based system. The original performance is exceeded, JCAMP-DX standard
is used for data exchange. The system can be adapted to any FTS or similar time-domain instrument,

1. INTRODUCTION

We have replaced the data acquisition system and the control electronics of a Bruker 11 3v FTS
with a "state-of-the-art" system based on an IBM-PC 486 computer. With relatively little
modification, our system could be used to control other spectrometers or other instruments where
high-speed, high-resolution data collection is required together with full instrumental control. The
opticafand mechanical components, even the fundamentai design of many instruments have a much
longer lifetime than the electronic control and data acquisition systems. This should make this report
of interest to those operating instruments which are more than 5-years old. Our system uses modem
LSI components, it has a high degree of sophistication, it is considerably reduced in size and more
reliable than older systems,

2. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM AND CONTROL ELECTRONICS

Central to the design is a local instrument bus which is controlled by a microprocessor. All
control and data collection is from a PC which Is interfaced to the local bus by a RS232 link,
communication being in standard ASCII strings. The operator can also control the instrumental
settings from a switch box so that he can carry out operations such as alignment of the optics without
running the full programme. A modular design is used for the electronics which controls settings of
the interferometer (e.g. beam-splitter selection). Each module is a "euro-card" housed in a double
height card frame with the power supply occupying the lower half, A detailed description of the
electronics, which involves the use of bth anaogue and digital techniques, is beyond the scope of
this report. The complete set-up is shown in Fig 1.

3. SOFTWARE

The package, which is transparent and easy to use, consists of a suite of modules used as a
foundation for a high level language program (Pascal) which allows the capture, manipulation and
storage of the data . The requirement of the program was to use a 16-bit ADC card capable of
sampling at 400kHz and to be able to sample up to 1 million data points: this meant that the input

buffer would need to be !MB in size due to each data point being a 16-.bit value. Also, it was required
that successive additions of each scan would not be averaged. To do this, the storage buffer needed to
hold the data points as 32-bit values, allowing a guaranteed maximum of 65537 scans to be added
before the risk of overflow occurred. Thus the storage buffer needed to be IMB in size for sampling
the maximum number of data points; the total amount of memory required to provide the input and
storage buffers is 1.5MB.
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Figl. The Bruker 113v with the new data acquisition system and control electronics.

With a high data acquisition rate, problems with information storage are encountered which
require the fast and efficient manipulation of large blocks of memory. With MS-DOS the familiar
problems of accessing large blocks of data arise. Using "conventional" memory (640kB) it is
impossible to allocate sufficient space for high-speed data acquisition. Using the DOS Protected
Mode Interface (DPMI) specification solves the problem but requires extensive familiarity with the
protected addressing modes of the 286 and 386 microprocessors. It was necessary to make use of
extensive machine language modules to use the properties of DPMI from within DOS.

Another problem encountered with the 80x86 family of processors is the "segmentation"
approach to memory access. Access to the 64kB segments is enabled by the segment and offset
registers. Manipulating these registers can introduce delays resulting in the loss of data at high
acquisition speeds, It was decided that the use of DMA was unsuitable, so for data retrieval the
technique of "pulling" a "data ready" flag from within a tight assembly language loop was used.

MS-Windows V3,1 was chosen as the operating environment due to its built-in DPMI
capabilities, With the appropriate extensions, the allocation and manipulation of 32-bit memory
blocks is allowed. This solves the problem of segmentation and allows for memory blocks of up to
16MB to be used,

Unfortunately Bruker do not provide an fast FT facility as part of their software package,
preferring to carry out the FT using a separate transputer-processor, We elected to perform the FT
using Matlab V4.0 on a separate SUN computer networked to our system (Very recently we have
received Madab V4.0 to run on the 486 which should lead to a considerable simplification). Spectral
manipulation is carried out using the Bruker OPUS VIA software.

4. TESTING THE SYSTEM

A range of simulated test verified that data could be collected at the desired speed for full resolution of
the ADC card, Absorbance spectra of gases recorded at 0.03cm"1 resolution show that the system
performs to full specification over the spectral range 25 to 4000cm"1,
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Characterization of CH-Plasms with CSR Based Microwave Spectrometers

F, Wolf, F. Neubert, T. Hessel, V.L. Vaks

Analytik & Meftechnik GmbH Chemnitz,
Stollberger Str. 4a, D-09119 Chemnitz, Germany

In this paper the experimental analysis of plasmas suitable for thin film deposition using a high
resolution mm-wave spectrometer is reported.

Low pressure plasma deposition techniques can be used to prepare thin solid films from various
materials. One class of these materials is the class of diamond and diamond-like carbon films which
may be used e.g, as surface coatings or as potential raw material for a 'diamond electronic,

However, the preparation of diamond films is difficult because there are many parameters to be
controlled. Whether a thin carbon film is going to become diamond or amorphous carbon, depends
mainly on the composition of the particle stream incident onto the top layer of the growing film as a
result of chemical gas phase reactions near the substrate surface.

In the course of the years it appeared to be a problem to get direct information about the true
composition of the 'active zone' of a plasma deposition system at a molecular level, e.g. that mass
spectroscopy is not capable of detection of transient and short living species In real deposition systems,
Although optical methods are sensitive, their application is limited because of strong interforences of
signals of different species. When using laser absorption methods the problem of selectivity vanishes
but the problem of frequency tuning over a wide range arises. Moreover, a plasma is a very harsh
environment and so the number of suitable analytical methods Is limited,

Therefore the method of choice should meet the following requirements:

* It should be highly sensitive because of the low concentration of species occuring in a plasma,
(Absorption lines with absorption coefficients less than lO-8cm" 1 to 10- 10cm"1 should be
detectable.)

* In order to guarantee a high selectivity it should have a high spectral resolution. (Of the order of
the Doppler width of an absorption line, so that the line shape can be resolved.)

e The frequency should be tunable over a wide range to cover as many absorption lines as possible
and thus absorption lines of different species.

One possible choice is microwave spectroscopy.

During the last years new substantially improved types of high resolution and high sensitive microwave
spectrometers have become available. The spectrometer applied to our expliriments uses the effect of
coherent spontaneous radiation (CSR), which is re-emitted from the gas or plasma under investigation
after its excitation by means of a microwave radiation impulse of tinite duration, The frequency is
synthesizer controlled and can be tuned to any frequency between 37GHz and 178GHz, The lowest
detectable absorption coefficient is well less than 1049 m 1 (Vailid for standard conditions only:
transmitter output power 10mW, length of the wave guide absorption cell im, integration time per
frequency point Is and gas pressure 10"2pa.). The spectral resolution is of the order of Doppler
broadening. The spectrometer dessign allows to track time dependent processes in the plasma with time
constants of the order of 10#s,
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The CSR-spectrometer has been fitted to a vacuum deposition system. The path length through the
lasma Amounts to 50cm. The partial pressure of the two hydrocarbon gases in use was kept below 10"
Fa. Although the mm-waves were not transmitted by a wave guide absorption cell but In free space

between two gain horn antennas, the sensitiviy is hold at a reasonable high level. Two hydrocarbons
(methanol, ethanol) have been used for the experiments. Table 1 and 2 show first results obtained from
these experiments. Already identified radicals and their corresponding absoption lines are tabulated.
Beside of these lines a couple of other but still not identified lines have been observed.

Table . Radicals detected in the ethanol jak"n2.• Radicals detected in the methanol

plasma plasma

Radical Frequency (MHz) Radical Frequency (MHz)
CH2  68380.9 CH2  69007.8

69007.8 70680.7
70678.6 C-H 76199.2
70679.5 CH2 0 72409.3
70680.7 72838.1

- C-H 76199.2 C2HO 60625.7
CHO 72409.3 CHMCHO 76866.4

72838.1
CH3OH 76509.7
C2 H20 60615.9

60617.3
60625.7

CH 3CHO 76866.4
76878,9
79099.2
79150.1

CH 3 OCH3  73465.5
73468.7
73472.6

CHOOCH3 72681.4
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A Nb open resonator for millimeter wave surface resistance
measurements of superconductive thin films

B.Komiyama and H.Shimakagc

Communications Research Laboratory
Iwaoka Kobe 674, JAPAN

Abstract An open resonator with a Nb sample is mounted on a copper block
concave mirror has been developed for which is connected to a bottom flange
surface resistance measurements of through a thin stainless steel tube to
high-Tc superconducting materials at isolate the sample thermally from the
100 GHz band.Temperature of a resonator walls. Temperature of the
superconducting sample can be varied sample is controlled by a heater and a
from 4.2 K to at least 80 K with Si sensor attached to the copper
keeping temperature of the Nb mirror block. The diameter and radius of
at 4.2 K. Frequency and temperature curvature of the Nb mirror are 46 mm
dependencies of Q were measured for a and 80 mm, respectively. The distance
Nb thin film to check the resonator between the concave and plane mirror
performance. is about 52 mm.

The surface resistance of the
Introduction sample can be determined from the

Application of high-Tc measurement of the resonator Q of the
superconductors (HTS's) to millimeter fundamental TEMoo mode. The unloaded
wave circuits appear to be very Q. Qo is
promising. For such application,
surface resistance of materials Qo-A/(R.o+aR--) (1)
becomes one of the most important
parameters. where Rne and Roe are surface

An open resonator technique has resistances of the Nb mirror and the
several advantages for millimeter wave sample, respectively and A and a are
surface resistance measurements, where constants depending on the resonator
a superconducting sample is used as a size. Here, we neglect diffraction
plane mirror of a semiconfocal type loss of the resonator.
resonator (1). Surface resistance can
be calculated from quality factor Q of Experiment
the resonator. With refinement of HTS We Rave measured frequency and
thin film quality, improvement of temperature dependencies of Q's to
measurement check the resonator performance using
sensitivity of surface resistance is a Nb thin film A 0 dBm W-band
required. Surface resistance of r, frequency multiplier was used to
concave mirror of the resonator limil measure Q's 12]. The Nb film was
the sensitivity in this technique, if deposited on a Si substrate by rf
diffraction loss is negligible small, magnetron sputtering. Tc and

We report here the developmenit of thickness of the film were 8.0 K and

a open resonator with a Nb concave 500 nm, respectively. Frequency
mirror for surface resistance dependencies of Q at 4.2 K and room
measurements of HTS thin films at 100 temperature are shown in Fig.2.
GHz band and describe preliminary Oscillations are observed for bothexperimental results. temperatures, which is probablycaused by unexpected reflections

Resonator Structure inside the resonator. The diameter of
The transmission type resonator the sample is 25 mm and the

fabricated is shown in Fig.l. The diffraction limited Q calculated is
concave mirror was machined from a more than an order of magnitude higherSsolid rod of Nb and polished after than measured values. From the Q value

machining. The coupling of microwave at 89.4 GHz and 4,2 K In Fig,2,
power into and out of the resonator is Rae-49 mA is obtained by assuming
done via two small holes [21. The R. 0.R.. in eq.(i), which is about an
resonator Is immersed in liquid helium order of magnitude larger than the
after evacuating. A superconducting estimated value by V law from typical
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values at X-band for bulk Nb. 1,6_
Temperature depenency of Q measured at 106 ' , I ,
89.4 GH% is sLown in Fig.3. Rapid Nb film(t=500 nm, Tc=8.0 K)
decrease in Q is observed around 8.0
K, which implies that the Si sensor 0:4.2 K
indicate cor-ect temperature of the
sample. No transition of the Nb o:R.T.
corcave mirror was observed at least
up to the sample temperature of 80 K. o
Conclusion

The 1OO GHz open resonator with 105
the Nb concave mirror has been
developed in order to measure surface I
impedance of HTS films with improved
measurement sensitivity. It has been
shown that surface resistances of
samples can be measured over a broad 0
range of temperatures, The expected 0 O
decrease in R,,, however, has not been 0 0
obtained 1044  .0 100 110
References[1J. S.Martens Frequency (GHz)

etal.,Appl.Phys.Lett,58,2543 (1991)
[2]B.Komiyama etal.,IEEE
Trans.Microwave Theory Tech.39,1792 Fig.2. Frequency dependence of theunloaded Q for a Nb thin film at 4.2K
(1991) and room temperature.
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Fig.1. Open resonator for surface Fig.3. Temperature dependence of the
resistance measurements of HTS films, unloaded Q for a Nb thin film at 89.4

GHz.
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A New method for complex spectral measurements in millimeter and submillimeter frequency range

Latyshev A.B., Loukianov D.A., Semenov A.V.

General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Science, 117942, Moscow, Russia

New method for measuring complex transmission or reflection coefficients has been proposed and demonstrated
using a simple setup, High measurement quality was achieved: phase sensitivity - 0.005 rad., amplitude reprodu-
ceabillty -1 %, dynamic range to -10 7 (previously 10 4), phase shift range 10 5. It is effective for BWO-Spectros-
copy due to the absence of any mechanical adjustments during electronic frequency scan.

2. TNThiOsletChoi
This method is dveloped primarily for application In the BWO-Spectroscopy of millimeter and submlllimeter fre-
quency range ', '., but in principle it may be useful for other applications. BWO-Spoctroscopy is monochromatic
spectroscopy with the Backward-Wave-Tube-Oscillator (BWO) as a source of radiation. The most attractive feature
of the BWO is electronic frequency scanning.
The BWO-Spectroscopy has been greatly developed during last several decades mostly in Russia. The modem
BWO-Specrometer Is a computer controlled instrument with the possibility to set frequency dependences of com-
plex transmission or reflection factors with high level of automation of measurement. The most popular measure-
ment routine for such spectrometer consists in aquiring the whole complex spectrum by two non-equivalent steps:
the measurment of amplitude and phase spectra of the object . The quasloptical scheme of such spectrometer com-
prise a two-beam interferometer, but during amplitude spectra measurements It is not used, therefore the dynamic
range of measurements is limited. The phase shifts are measured by so-called "compensation method"; it means,
that some precise feedback electro-mechanic system compensates the necessary path difference in the interfe-
rometer during frequency scan, It makes the registration time of phase spectra longer then that for intensity, and
reduces the accuracy of phase measurements and limits the range of phase to be measured.

There is another design of BWO-spectrometer, which enables whole complex spectra measurement without any
precise mechanic displacement of quasloptic elements during frequency scan , 4 s. The process of getting of com-
plex spectrum consists of two steps, each technically equivalent to the registration of amplitude spectrum. The
usage of this method improves the main parameters of complex spectra: accuracy, time of work, simplicity etc.

I ne new method is the modification of 1, but with expanded dynamic range. That means the capability to measure
the samples with very small transmission or reflection as well as samples with groat variation of above factors dur-
ing frequency scan. This effect is achieved primarily by inserting the modulator into the interferometer.

•. flVAONWTDATION
Hereafter the series of complex spectra, which demonstrate this method Is shown. The potential of this method Is
even higher then demonstrated here because the spectrometer was not built specially, but only slightly modified
for its implementation. Phase shift. Deggee
In Fig. I the complex transmission spectrum (in polar coordinates: am- "'S h rplitude and phase) of 10mkm thick mylar-film is shown. This spectrum -3. .''..." '.
demonstrates the phase sensitivity of the method. One can see, that this

pltue ndphs) f ~mm hikmyarfim s hwn Tisspctu -. • ~ . . •, 6
method easily registrates not only mean value of the phase shifts in - . . . .off .

mylar film (3 degr.), but also Its monotonic slope of 0.5 degr. for fre-
quency span of 20%. The RMS deviation of phase shift from the linear is
aproximitely 0,5 degr. The sensitivity achieved is 10 times bettir then ]MS. '1b
that for , but not as good as for , 4 and Is nearly same as for Amplitude t

0,, -, ,10
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In Fig.2 and 3 the complex transmission of 28.5 mm thick glas8 0.004 -Real and Imaginary parts
plate Is plotted. F'ig.2 shows Cartesian real and imaginary parts of 'of transmihhion
the complex transmhission vs frequency. Nearly the same values
were measured directly by this method. Fig. 3 shows the same 0.00 - Fig 2 m
spectrum in more usual polar coordinates. The goal of these plots is Fl.
the demonstration both the expanded dynamic ranget (small trans-' '

mission) and large phase shift measurement capability. The phase 0000 &

Is changed over 2500 degr. (7 full turns) during frequency scan, , ~ ,~

yet not reaching any limit of the method. The principal restriction
Is only the nionochromacity of the source (100,000 radian). The -0,002
phase dependence is not limited to monotontq. The maximum
measurable phase 'anle in new method is 1 00 time. better then in

10, lthen method ', and same as 5  0.004~ i d 6 1 l ~

Fig. 2-3 proves that this method is alplicable for the transmission goo- Frquenay, OH

factors down to 10 -7, while 2 3, $ 1 failed to measure the trans- a o"6 Page shi~ft, Degree
mission factors less then 10 "ý with the same BWO and receivers -50: ig 3
(not cooled), so this sample is "opaque" for these methods. The -lc.
real improvement is approximately 3 orders of transmission factor. -1500-

The capability to measure sample. with large transmission con- -2000-
trast during single frequency scan Is demonstrated by the trans- -2800. _______________
mission curves of Fabri-Perot resonator (Fig. 4). Resionator~m two -3000
mirrors are 10 mkm thick metalised mylar films with power trans-
mission of 0.0033 and 0.005. Thus power transmission contrast Is otlen
greater then 100, yet not at the limit of this method, It is possible 10- Fi.3
to measure the speatra even with the contrast of 10,000,000 (we

Ijve not such samnple@)j Th feature is 1009) times enhanced over
100,000 times over - ,The method Is capable to measure 10 A,

the spectra with contrast more than 100, but falls to measure a
sample, shown on the Fig. 4. _____a______Rio____0 _____

The described method is unique not only for separate features (dy- Phashrf. ogres,
namic range, etc.) but also for the total combination, This mithod 5o0Fg
essentially exceeds the most popular compensation met hod 'by
all basic parameters. It can be successfully implemented In new a-
spectrometers and other devices of millimeter-IR range.
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High microwave pulse power 111aUStiirn'1t In a tree, space

Mindsugas Da i~ys, •ihvinas Kancluris, Rimas Simniskis

Semiconductor Physics Institute, GoAtu.0to II, Vilnius 2600, Lithuania

and

Mats Btlckstr$m, Ulf Thibblin, Bo Wahlgren

SAAB Military Aircraft, Link0ping S-581 88, Sweden

ABSTRACr

The unit consisted of a resistive head, horn antenna and matched load has been used to measure high microwave pulse
power density in a free space. Experiments were carried out In S-, X- and Q-band at a frequency 2.75, 9.2 and 14.2 OHz,
respectively. It was established that with a help of such unit microwave pulse power density up to a few hundreds of kW
per ml can be measured.

1. INTRODUCTION

On the one hand, high frexuency strong electromagnetic field beoxmes inalienable part of environment, since
radlolucation and telecommunication systems are continuotusly growing up in the world. On the other hand, it was
proposed to use microwaves (mw) as a directed energy weapons against electronic systems. Thus, in order to increase
reliabilityof the electronic equipment used in the aircraft and satellites testing of this equipment for mw radiation has
to be performed. For this purpose short high power mw pulses are usually used. Therefore for mw power control the
problem ot great importance is to develop sensors which will be able to measure high power mw pulses in a free space.

2. EXPERIMENTAL. SETUP

To perform mw power density measurements in a free space we have developed rcsistivo heads where a resistive sensor'
was used as a sensitive clement, The resistive sensor was mounted in the wvaveguidc and was also connecled Into DC
circuit together with a current source. When mw pulse reaches the sensor, electrons are heated' by mw electric field and
the resistance of the sensor Increases. Being appeared in DC circuit voltage pulse was amplified 5-h times by properly
shielded preamplifier. Maximum output signal was 10 V. Three power heads being able to detect mw pulse power up to
I(W) kW, 5 kW and 2 kW in S-, X- and Q-band watvegulde, respcctivcl)y, were designed, Voltage standing wave ratio was
less than 1,2 for Q-hand head and less thatn 1.1 at lower frequency hands. Horn antennn was employed to generate the
electromagnetic lield in a free space, Analogous horn antenna connected to the power head togethter with the matched
load serves as mw power density detector, Mw pulse duration was 2 ps, repetition rate was 12.5 Hz and maximum
available mw pulse power was 100 kW, 50I kW and 2 kW in S-, X- and Q-band at a frequency 2.75, 9.2 and 34.2 0Hz.
Horns with cross-sectional area 0. 106, 0.0121 and 9.910" m- were enmploycd.

3. EXPERIMENTAL 11.UIL'i•

If1' longitudlnalaxis of the horn antenna Is supposed to lie adjuslcd parallel to mw power flux, mw power getting into
wavogulde P will be obtained Irom simple gcomlctrical consIdcration

p • ! l ' e q • '( I )
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where Wp is a mw power flow density (Pou ntings vector) in a frec space, ,n is the efficiency and S is a cross-secetional
area of the horn antenna. We have measured mw pulse power P getting into waveguidewhen the receiving horn antenna
is situated at some distance L from the trawnmilling one. Then assuming thai thc cfficiency of the horn antennatl-1
and making use of expression (1) the mw power density in a free space has been detcrmincd.

POWER DENSITY, MW/m 2
0.71

0 .O , 6 ........ IN ..... .. .................. ........ ... ........ ........... ...... ...................... ... .... ..... .. ........ .......... I....... ..........

0 .5 - . .. . .. ...I ... . .......... ......... .............. ...................... .

0 !. .. ..... ..... ..... ... ... ..................... .......................... ..... ........ . .........

0 .2 ..... .. .............. . ... . ..... ..-.... .... ....0.4

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
NORMALIZED DISTANCE, L/X

1,hIL. I. Microwave pulse power density dependence on the normrlIzed distance between horn antenna. Triangles, circles
ntid squntres correspond to S-, X- and Q-hand, respectivuly.

Experimentally determined mw pulse power density depcndencles on tihe distance normalized to wuvc length for all
frequencies are i;hown in Fig. 1. It is seen that tit a small distancc (L,< 10 X) standing wave bctween horn antennas is
observed, As it could be expected, wc get thati at greater distance pulse powut density decreases as L2. There is no doubt
that the efTiciency of the horn antenna is lower than unity and this fact has to be taken into account If precise
measurement of JV0 is attempted. Swltchingoff DC supply ofi tc resistive sensor we had an opportunity to check up the
value of parasitic signal. Our invcstigitlonshowed that in the worst case the parasitic signal ranges less that 7%) of useful
one.

Concluding it has to be pointed out that high level pulse power density in a free space has been measured fir the first
time making use of resistive head connected to the horn antenna, Our investigation revealed that with a help of resistive
heads mw pulse power density up to a few hundlrcd of kW/hW cani be measured.

4. REFERENCES

1. R. Baltuls, M. Dagys, R. Simnnikis, "Resistilve sensors for high pLuse power microwave measurement", Proceedings
of 22nd European Microwave Conference, pp. 169-173,1992,
2. E. M. Conwcll, High field transport in semiconductors, Academic Press, New York and London, 1967.
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The millimeter waves power transducer.

K.Reptas, R. Valkevidius and V. Orlevskis

Semiconductor Physics Institute, Gobtauto 11, 2600 Vilnius, Lithuania

ABSTRACT

The transducer, based on the hot electrons termo e.m.f. in
semiconductors, for CW and pulse microwave field or power indication and
measurement is presented. This transducer have sensitivity 400+600 mV/W
in 4+8 mm wave length range and can be used up to CW power about 10 W.

1. INTRODUCTION

In practice it is important to know microwave pulse form, electric
field strength and pulse power. As an example can be the determination
of these quantities, when a gas plasma is heated with high microwave
power. The waves frequency is choosing the same as ion-cyclotron (20
MHz) or electron-cyclotron (2+8 GHz) frequency.

Since the reflection of power from gas plasma is large, the
wattmeter, witch is based on the Hall effect, usefully can be used for
measuring of power, absorbed in plasma. Such a wattmeter we are
constructed for electromagnetic wave with 18 m length together with
scientists from Atomic energy institute of Russian Academy of Science.
But the Hall effect can not be used for 2+8 mm waves, because the wave
length is very small. The employment of microwave detectors with p-n or
Shottky junction often is impossible for high power since the reading
of these detectors are instability and they are sensitive for impulse
interference.

In this report is presented the transducer witch is based on
volumetric effect of the hot electrons termo e.f.m, in the asymmetric
doping silicon n÷-n-n+ junction with different areas of n+-n junctions.

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF ACTION. TECHNOLOGY AND A MEASURING TECHNIQUE.

The principle of the work of this transducer is based on the
e.m.f., witch arise in above mentioned n+-n-n+ junction, when free
charge carriers are heated in homogenn-ous isotropy semiconductor with
high asymmetric inhomogeneous electric field1 , but the difference is
that a inhomogeneous and asymmetric electric field was formed both
asymmetric doping of semiconductor and his geometric form2 , 3 .

The transducer was prepared from the nl-type silicon monocrystal
with 10+28 Qcm specific resistivity. Plates with 1 mm thickness was
cuted out in 111] plane. n+ a on the one side of plate was formed

hohr dffusion oni plane and on another side -n+ junction
with 20 um diameter. The difference of doping depth was formed by
different time of heating. On n areas (Cr + Pd) metals were coated by
evaporation in vacuum and later on (V + Cu) - in argon atmosphere at T
- 4000C. These planes were mounted in usual microwave detector frames
and these were placed in waveguide detector sections. The metallic sonde
was pressed to small n+ area.
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Transducers of 4 mim and 8 mm H type wave length ware graduated with
standard wattmeters in CW generation regime with error 1 6%.

In figure 1 are showed typical transducers output voltage
dependencies for 8 mm wave length (curve 1) and 4 mm wave length (curve
2) from the power and in fig. 2 - dependencies of this output voltage
from mw electric field (curve 1 - 8 mm, 2 - I - 4 mm). As shown in
the figure 2 transducers have A right dependencies in the wide range of
electric fields. In the table are presented main specifications of
transducers.

Transducer Inside Wave Sensiti- Max.CW Output Error
type w/q size length vity power resist of

ILm] [mm] IV/W] [W) [kO] grad.
A 7j2 x 3,4 a 500 12 1 5
B 3,6 xl7 4 500 8. 3 6

2.0 2.0

.1.0 .1.0

0.5 0.5 2

2 4000 50 100 150 200
P, W E, V/cm -

Fig.1 Typical output voltage Fig.2 Typical output voltage
dependence from the power. dependence from mw electric

field.
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Fourier transform infrared spectrometer using delta-sigma modulation
for high dynamic-range spectrometry

Kei-ichiroh Minami and Satoshi Kawata
Department of Applied Physics, Osaka University, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan

Application of delta-sigma modulation (AL) to Fourier transform infrared (FT-
IR) spectrometer is presented. This quantization features sampling of an
interferogram at a rate higher than the Nyquist rate and a nonlinear feedback
system with the 1-bit quantizer. The experimental results of IR absorption
measurement demonstrate the practicality of the proposed method. The
dynamic-range with this method can exceed over the limit of ordinary A/D
converter.

INTRODUCTION

Use of a broadband source in absorption spectroscopy results in an interferogram
with the large peak at the zero path-length difference and the trivial variation
elsewhere. Although high dynamic-range is required for the A/D conversion of
the interferogram [1], the dynamic-range of an ordinary A/D converter is limited
by 16-20 bits, The gain-ranging is often used to virtually increase the dynamic-
range while it improves by a few bits. Several alternative approaches have been
proposed to overcome the dynamic-range limitation [2].

For carrying out high dynamic-range spectroscopy, we have proposed use of
delta-sigma (AE) modulation to Fourier transform spectrometry [3]. In this
method, the interferogram is oversampled at the rate that is much higher than
the Nyquist sampling rate. After integrating the sampled interferogram the
difference between the integrated result and the previous one is digitized to 1-bit
binary sequence by a comparator within the nonlinear feedback loop [4]. This
quantization is recently getting popular in the fields of acoustics/speech
processing. We applied this AL modulation to FT-IR spectrometer and measured
IR absorption spectra with the developed spectrometer.

FT-IR SPECTROMETER

We implemented a AL modulator, instead of ordinary A/D converter in a real
FT-IR spectrometer for demonstrating the practicality of the proposed method.
The spectrometer used was JEOL Model JIR-3510. We used a AE modulator of
second order, CS-5316 of Crystal semiconductor, which has two feedback loops.
The oversampling was performed with phase-lock-loop circuits by frequency
multiplexing of the He-Ne fringe signal, which is used for monitoring the path-
length difference of the interferometer. From the binary interferogram from the
modulator, the spectrum is reconstruction with a FFT or a DFT for the significant
spectral range.

Dynamic-range of the second-order modulator increases by 2.5 bits as doubling
the sampling rate, For the sampling rate in our setup that was 64-times higher
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than the Nyquist rate, the dynamic-range equivalent to -13-bit A/D converter is
anticipated for a spectral range of 0 - 4000 cm"I.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT and DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) shows IR absorption spectrum of polystyrene film measured with the
developed spectrometer. For comparison, the spectrum of the same sample
measured with the same spectrometer but quantized with a 16-bit A/D converter
is shown in Figure 1(b). Absorption peaks of the sample observed in Fig. 1(a)
meet with those of Fig. 1(b), without occurrence of spurious peak.

The dynamic-range with this method can be enhanced by 1) increasing the
sampling rate or 2) utilizing the modulator of higher order. In practical
applications, the sampling rate is limited by stability of the interferometer and
the He-Ne laser; If the sampling rate is too high, the spectrum is degraded by the
sampling jitter. On the other hand, use of a high-order modulator is more
promising to earn the dynamic-range exceeding over the limitation of the
ordinary A/D converter; for example, a fourth-order modulator provides 23-bit
dynamic-range at 128x oversampling.

100

..(a)

100S0I I 1 I

4000 WAVE NUMBER(cm-1 ) 400

Fig.1. Absorption spectra of polystyrene reconstructed from interferograms
quantized with (a) a AL modulator of second-order and (b) a 16-bit A/D converter
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New FIR Laser Assignments In the vS, V7, and vS Excited States of 13CD 3OH Methanol
LI-Hong Xu and R.M, Lees

CEMAID and Physics Department, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, N.B., Canada E3B 5A3
Abstract

High-resolution Fourier transform spectra of 13CD30H methanol have been re-examined
between 800. 1350 cm 1, In addition to further fundamental understanding of its complex torsion-
vibration energy structure, several new FIR laser assignments have been made, which involve IR pump
transitions to the Vs, V7, and V1 CD3-deformation, CO-stretching and CD3-rocklng states. The
assignments have been used to confm interesting perturbations in the energy level systems.

Introduction
FIR laser emission from optically pumped 13CD3OH has been an Intense subject studied by

several research groups around the world since the discovery of the strong 127 g&m FIR luer line, the
second most efficient known, pumped by the 1OP(8) C0 2 laser line, More than 150 FIR laser lines have
been reported to date for this species. However, only about 40 lines have been confidently assigned to
specific energy states [1,2]. The difficulty in FIR laser assignments for 13CD30H arises on the one
hand from a lack of experimental information on precise frequency measurements, IR pump offsets and
relative IR and FIR polarizations, and on the other from the crowded and complex nature of the spectra.

IR Spectra In the 800.1350 cm,1 Region

High-resolution spectra were obtained on a modified DA3.002 Bomem instrument at resolutions
of 0,002 and 0.003 cm-' from 800-1030 and 1000-1350 cm-1, respectively, with the latter being at
higher pressure and path length to enhance the weaker bands, In addition to posible hot bands, sevenfundamentals lie in this region as shown in Table 1 from the latest force field calculation [3], and fourof them have large transition strength and give strong spectra, We have been able to carry out extensive
spectroscopic analyses for the V5, v7, and vg bands [4,5], The analysis of the V4 band is still in progess.

New FIR Laser Assignments
In this work, we present six further IR-pump/FIR.laser systems, listed in Table 2, System 1

involves the CD3-deformation state, which has a larger rotational B-value than other known states. This
results in interesting J-localized perturbations as the deformation levels cross through nearby states, and
both the (n19K)v = (016)DOf and (025 )Def states are perturbed as seen from the '2 second differences in
Table 3. However, the good agreement between the FIR laser wavenumbors from our loop technique
and reported heterodyne measurements confirms our assignments of these IR series as given in Table 3.

In Systems 2, 3 and 4, the FIR laser transitions involve excited torsional levels of the CO-
stretching state, Closed loops for these systems are valuable checks of the spectroscopy for these weak
transitions, confirming the FIR laser assignments and also predictingmore accurate wavenumbers and
new lines. In Ref. 1, we tentatively proposed the IOP(42)+SMHz IR pump as P(121,14) to the CD3-
rocking state, based on observation of a few nearby n = 1 subbranches, However, all n = 1 series have
now been assigned up to K = 6 for all torsional symmetries, and unfortunately no room is left for our
original IR pump assignment as the CD3-rock. An unknown state is required around 1265 cm-1, about
23 cm' 1 above the (030) CD3-deformation state. The assignment scheme in Table 2 is supported by
near-zero loop defects from closed loops including the observed FIR laser lines Lb and L.O themselves.

References
1, LI.Hong Xu, R,M, Lees, I. Mukhopadhyay and J.W.C. Johns, 3. Mol, Spectrosc. 153, 181-196

(1992).
2, Li-Hong Xu and RM.M Lees, Int. J, IR & MM Waves 14, 569-587 (1993).
3. F.C. Cruz, A. Scalabrin, D. Pereira, P,A,M. Vazquez, Y. Hase and F. Strumia, J, Mol. Spectroac.

156, 22-38 (1992),
4, LI-Hong Xu, R.M, Lees, I. Mukhopadhyay, J.W.C, Johns and 0. Moruzzi, J. Mol, Spectrosc, 157,

447-466(1993).
5. LI-Hong Xu, Ph.D. thesis, Univ, of New Brunswick, 1992,
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Table 1. 13CD30H Fundamental Wavenwnbers (cm-l)
2 3 a 5 6

v(OH) v(CDT) ASYm v(CD3) sym 8(COH) 8(CD3) Sym 8(CD3) sym
3686.1 2224,2 2048.0 1286.4 1108.5 1059,1

7 8 9 10 11 12
v(CO) p(CD3) v(CD3) asym 8(CD3) aym P(CD3)
978.8 852.4 2198.7 1060.8 882.8 258,2

Table 2. Assignments of FIR Lau Lines in 13CD30H Optically Pumped by a CO2 Laser

System C02 + Offset Mi Absorption FIR Laser Transition" Line V.b Rl V
(v In cm-1] (vob. in cm-] (n',t'K',J')v' -+ (nYtK",J)" Labela (cm-1] Pol [cm"1]

#1 9R(52) P(016,15) (016,14)Dof -+ (016,13)Dd L 18.42480 111] 18.4248
1095.6636 1095,6623 - [(025,1414f] (Lb] [.]1 [13,1974]S(025,13)Lw Lo 31.4900' (11] 31,4899

#2 10R(46) R(117,8) (117,9)00 - [ [(117,8)cO] (l.] (11] [11,4525]
990.6169 990.6205 .- ((126,9)00] (Lb] [1.] [52.0067]

-. (126,8)O0 L. 63.4199* [11] 63,4196
#3 IOR(24)- 10MHz Q(234,5) (234,5)0o - ((234,4)0o] (L] [1.] (6.3601]

978,4720 978.4714 - [ ((113,5)co] (Lb] (11] [155,7559]
-* (113,4)00 1. 162.1218 1. 162.1214

#4 10P(34)- 119MHz P(114,34) (114,33)co -' [(114,32)00] [LW] [11] (41.9268]
930,9975 930.9944 - (123,33)00 Lb 66.83 J. 67,0354

S[(123,32)001] [L] [II] (108,8970]
#5 10P(40) + 130MHz P(030,39) (030,38)00 -- (030,37)00 Le 48.68 I Tentative

924.9783 924.9775 -• (311,38)0 Lb 49.91 1. Assignment
#6 1OP(42) + SMHz P(130,14) (130.13)? -4 (130,12)7 .4 16.53 I 16,5485

922,9145 922.9144 - (121,13)R Lb 67.4863* .L 67.4879
-- . (121 1R I 84,0289" I 84,0284

a Transitions in brackets are predicted,
b Values with asterisks are converted from accurate frequency measurements, using 29979.2458 MHz/cm' 1,

Table 3. (ncK) = (025) and (016) Transitions in the CD3-Defonnation Band of 13CD30H

"I R(J) .. Z;2 Ilt, I R(J) A1 A2 Int,
5 1119.49843 1,48166 0.8379 t

6 1120.98009 1.50323 0,02157 0.8315 6 1120,75404 1.69514 0,8802
7 1122,48332 1.51698 0,01375 0.7934 7 1122.44918 1.71186 0.01672 0.5615
8 1124,00030 1,50690 .0,01008 0.7503 8 1124.16104 1.72475 0,01289 0.7640
9 1125,50720 1.38397 .0.12293 0,7416 9 1125.18379 1.73480 0.01005 0.7476

10 1126.89117 2,05647 0.67250 0,7968 10 1127.62059 1.74212 0.00732 0.7374
11 1128.94764 1.56425 .0,49222 0,7416 11 1129.36271 1.74676 0.00464 0,5662
12 1130.51189 1.61451 0.05026 0,7218 12 1131.10947 1,74863 0,00187 0.5497
13 1132,12640 1,64028 0.02577 0.7080 13 1132,85810 1.74643 .0.00220 0,7026
14 1133.76668 1,65890 0,01862 0.5256 14 1134.60453 1.73744 .0,00899 0.7247
15 1135.42558 1,67351 0.01461 0,6885 15 1136.34197 1.71534 .0.02210 0,7332
16 1137.09909 1.68620 0,01269 0,6612 16 1138.05731 1.66265 -05269 0.7343
17 1138.78529 1,69657 0.01037 0.7171 17 1139.71996 1.53954 .0,12311 0.7612
18 1140,48186 1.70504 0,00847 0.7327 18 1141.25930 1,31556 -0,22398 0.8167
19 1142.18690 1.70101 0.00197 0.7378 19 1142,57506 0.8798
20 1143.89391 0.7437 20
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ASSIGNMENT OF THE FIR AND IR ABSORPTION
SPECTRA OF THE METHANOL ISOTOPIC SPECIES

Giovanni Moruzzil, Franco Strumial, Ronald. M. Lees 2, Li-Hong Xu 2,

Brenda P. Winnewisser 3 , Manfred Winnewisser3 and
Indranath Mukhopadhyay 4

1 Dipartimento di Fiaica deli'Univereitd di Pisa

Piassa Torricelli 2, 1.561M6 Pisa
2 Department of Physics, University of New Brunawick

Fredericton, New Brunawick, Canada ESB 5A3
3 Physaikalih. Chemiaches Institut der JuAtua.Liebig. Universitdt Giesaen

Heinrich.Buff.Ring 58, D. W6300 Giessen
4 Government of India, Department of Atomic Energy
Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore 45201$, India

We are performing a systematic investigation of the infrared and far-infrared absorption spectrum
of various Isotopic species of methanol by high-resolution Fourier transform spectroscopy.

The entire spectra of CH0 OH and CD3 OH between 30 and 1250 cm- 1 have been measured in
several segments on the Bruker Fourier transform spectrometer of the Justus Liebig University of
Giessen. Measurements for the Isotopic species CH1'OH, 3CH3 OH, 1 3 CD 3 0H and CH 2DOH are
in progress on the same spectrometer.

Due to the large number of measured lines for each isotopic species (the order of magnitude
is 100,000 lines between 30 and 1250 cm- 1 for each species) we have developed computer software
for the line assignment, We started our assignment work with an assignment program package
based on a Taylor series expansion of the energy levels (Ref. 1 and references therein). This
program performs extremely well as long as the investigated energy levels are not perturbed by
nearby levels via Fermi resonances, When Fermi resonances are present, the sequence of levels
sharing all the quantum numbers but J may not be well-behaved in the J(J-+ 1) energy expansion.
Fermi resonances are quite common for the vibratlonally excited levels of all the isotopic species
of methanol, bLt relatively rare for the ground vibrational state of the normal species CH3 OH.
Thus, we could use our "Taylor" assignment program for the assignment of the CH3 OH absorption
spectrum without encountering particularly relevant problems. Up to now, we have assigned more
than 36,000 lines of CH 3 OH,

On the contrary, Fermi resonances are more frequent in CD3 OH because of the larger moment
of inertia of CD 3 and of the smaller vibrational frequencies. This has led us to develop a new
program, where the Taylor expansions are still used for predicting transitions involving new levels,
but the energies of the levels involved in already assigned transitions are evaluated by the Rydberg-
Ritz combination principle, That is, we evaluate the level energies Ei which minimize

x2 (E,-. Ej - Q)2 (1)

where Ei and Ej are the ith and jth energy level of the molecule, vij is the experimeatal frequency
of the corresponding transition, and • the experimental accuracy. We have presented in previous
works [1,2] our first results on the assignment of the CD3 OH spectrum and discussed the pertur-

- . . . . . ... .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. ..- m
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bations and the forbidden AK = 2 and AK = 3 transitions which we have been able to assign for
this species. We have assigned 20000 lines of CD 3OH up to now.

The assignment of the '3 CD 3 0H has so far utilized a standard spreadsheat program (3]. About
20,000 lines comprising R, Q and P branches of about 250 (nr'K) transitions have been assigned in
the 14 - 240 cm- 1 region and IR region, which had been measured on the modified Bomem DA3.002
Fourier transform instrument at the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics in Ottawa at 0.002 cm-1
resolution. The analysis of the spectrum from Giessen utilizing the Taylor development program
has just started.

More recently, we have started the assignment of the FIR absorption spectrum of CH 3 OD.
Also for this species we have found some important Fermi resonances within the vibrational ground
state, which we have been able to follow along the level sequence with our new program. 3000 lines
have been assigned up to now.

Simultaneously, we have also started to tackle the FIR absorption spectrum of the methyl-
asymmetric species CH 2 DOH. The Taylor expansions allow to follow many line series relatively
well, and to assign the J and K values of the involved levels. But the complexity of the spectrum
and the looser selection rules make more complete assignments a difficult task, at least for the
moment.

[1] 0, MoRuzzI, R.M. LEES, L.H. Xu, B,P, WINNEWISSER AND M. WINNEWISSER: In 12th
International Conference on High Resolution Infrared and Microwave Spectroscopy, Dobfi 4.
September 7-11, 1992, page K2

[2] G. Moauzzi, RM. LEES, LH. Xu, B.P. WINSEWISS•. AND M. WINNEWISSER: in 17th
International Conference on Infrared and Millimeter Waves, Richard J. Temkin, Editor, Proc.
SPIE 1929, page 238 (1992)

[3] L.H. Xu, R.M. LEES, I. MUKlHOPADHYAY, J.W.CO JOHNS AND G. MORUZZI: J, Mol, Spec-
trosc., 157, 447 (1993)
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Injection seeding of a pulsed far infrared molecular gas laser

H.P.M. Pellemans, J. Burghoorn,t TO. Klaassen, W.Th. Wenckebach

Faculty of Applied Physics, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands
tcurrently with the Max-Planck-Institut fir festkarperforschung

Hochfeld-Magnetlabor, Grenoble, France

Abstract

The operating pressure of a FIR laser pumped by a Q.swltched C0 2 laser can be
increased by Injection seeding It with a low.power, quul-cw FIR laser. This increase
In operating pressure is a result of an Increased energy conversion efficiency. A
five-level rate equation model of the laser gives the same general results as the
experiments.

Introduction

The pressure-broadened gain width of a FIR 1 Torr
laser pumped by a Q.switched low-pressure
C02 luer Is insufficient to sustain short (< 10
ns) pulses. We show that by Increasing the
pressure of the lasing gas the FIR cavity can
be used as a regenerative amplifier for short 1.4 Torr
seed pulses.

Experimental results

In our experiments we used two laser systems. - -no seeding
Both consist of a FIR laser pumped by a C02 I I I
laser. The C02 laser of the first syotem is Q- 0 600
switched. It dolUvers output pulses of up to
10 kW peak power and a FWHM width of time (ns)
350 as. The FIR laser tias up to 10 W peak
power, with the same palsewidth. The sec- Figure 1: FIR pulseshapes at different pres-
ond laser system is us'.d in a qL.si-cw mode sures with and without I mW of seeding.
and produces FIR pulses of 50 mW and pulse
durations of 1 ms. Seeding radiation is cou-
pled into the pulsed FIR laser through the out- The amplitude of the pulses is larger In the
coupling mirror by means of a beam splitter, seeded case and i.ecreases less rapidly with
In our experiments we used the 118.8 um line pressure. The delay between the CO 2 pulse
of CH 3OH, pumped by the 9P(36) CO 2 line. and the seeded pulse Is shorter and increases
The output of the pulsed FIR laser was mea. less with pressure than the corresponding de-
sured with a Schottky diode, enaollng time. lay of the unseeded pulse.
resolved measurements of the pulses. In fig- The pulse amplitude as a function of the op-
ure 1 FIR pulseshapes observed at two differ- erating pressure Is shown In figure 2. The In-
ent pressures, both with and without seeding, crease in i,.axlmum amplitude is not very large,
are shown. The C02 pulse starts at t = 0. but the presi..'e range Jr which laser action Is
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1.2 "" i I I I-I-I main effect of increasing the pressure of the
0 1 mW seeding laser gas results from the increase of the fast

Ano seeding
1 simulation (f 70 MHzTorr- 1 ), pressure-dependent ther.

malization rate which counteracts the buildup
of population •nversion. At constant pump

0.80". power therefore the small signal gain will de-
P-, crease with increasing pressure, and it takes
'V 0. . longer for the thermal background radiation to

be amplified to such a level that the stimulated
"A emission rate is comparable with the thermal-

.• 0A4 izatlon. As the pitmp pulse has a finite dura.

tion, the overall lauer efficiency will decrease.
0.2 If the pressure becomes too high, no signifi-

A Acant laser action can develop anymore within
00 0/ the limited time span of the pump pulse. If we

0 0.5 1-0 1.5 2-0 2-5 3.0 increase the level of the Initial radiation density
pressure (Torr) by injection seeding, a lower gain Is sufficient to

reach a significant FIR power level before the

Figure 2: observed pressure dependence of the end of the pump pulse. Even a small amount
FIR output with and without I mWofseeding. of FIR power (f 1 mW) is effective.
The simulation was fitted to the data of the
seeded pulses, Conclusions

We have shown the feasibility of increasing the
possible iH extended by 40 %. operating pressure - and thus the gain width -

Measurements made of both the pulse am- of a FIR cavity. When used as a regenerative
plitude and the delay between the FIR and amplifier, pumped with a C02 laser like the
the C0 2 pulses show a logarithmic dependency laser used in our experiments, operating pres-
on the seeding power over at least four orders sures up to 10 Torr may be possible, resulting
of magnitude. Extrapolation of the data to in a gain width of 230 MHz.
the value obtained without seeding results in
a 'natural' seeding intensity which is in good References
agreement with the calculated value for the
blackbody radiation density at 300 K (; 10-13 [1] J.0. Henningsen, H.G. Jensen, IEEE J.

Jm- 3). QE 11, no. 6, pp. 248-252 (1975)

(2] H.J.A. Bliyssen, R.E. Mackintosh, A.F.
Discussion v. Etteger, P. Wyder, IEEE J. QE 11, no.

7, pp. 341-348 (1975)
The data from our experiments were com-

pared to numerical calculations. For these
calculations we used a five-level rate equation
model [1, 2]. In figure 1 the simulated curve
for the pressure dependence is shown.

The logarithmic dependency of both pulse
amplitude and pulse delay on the seeding in-
tensity Is reproduced by the model.

The effect of injection seeding can be under-
stood using the results of the simulations. The
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Comparative Study of Gyrotrons Based on Thermlonic and Cold Cathodes

AW Cross, SN Spark, K Ronald, ADR Phelps and W He
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A comparative investigation of the oscillating characteristics of a step-tunable (20 to 45GHz) gyrotron with
the change in the electron beam source is reported. This was achieved by direct comparison between a
gyrotron based on a two-electrode, cold cathode and a thermionic cathode configured within a magnetron
injection gun.

It has previously been shown that a field-immersed, field Cathode
emission cold cathode was able to emit large currents s 800A gnIManer
with the application of both single and repetitive pulsed _Anode

potentials of magnitude a-75kV, This system produced mm-
waves in the frequency range 24 to 100GHz at power levels
- 6MW1 . The pulse duration of the cold cathode gyrotron is 23mr
normally limited by "gap closure" which Is the process by
which plasma from the cathode (and in certain cases from the Cathode
anode) effectively "shorts out" the cathode-anode potential Emtter
difference, The mildly relativistic electron beam terminates [Atnrmediate
and a low voltage arc carries the current until the power
supply is switched off. Gyrotrons depend inherently upon the Figure 1, Scale drawing of MIG type
interaction of an energetic electron beam with an applied thermionic cathode,
magnetic field2 and hence as soon as "gap closure" takes place the electromagnetic wave output ceases. With
the use of a thermionic cathode continuous electron emission is possible, This allows the extension of the

relativistic electron beam pulse duration beyond the lOOns
Gyrotron: Gyrotron: to 5OOns limit presently imposed by "gap closure". A high

Cold Thermionic power (- 100kW), long pulse (m 50As to lOOps) gyrotron
Cathode Cathode has subsequently been developed utilising an electron beam

-........ forming system based on the three electrode configured
ho,. 800A 20A thermionic cathode built by EEV Co fig(l). The operating

Vb,. 75kV 60kV parameters of both gyrotrons are compared in table 1,

mm-Wave Powering the thermionic cathode gyrotron with a (5/FF,Power 6MW 100kW 723J) Marx bank, producing a cathode pulsed potential of
magnitude -60kV, resulted in the generation of a 20A

Pulse lOOns 50 to electron beam which had characteristic li/e decay time of
Duration lO0,ps , lo00js. This resulted In the generation of a 50 jts and a

Frequency 20 to 20 to 100,us duration mm-wave output pulse at a central intra-
Range 100GHz 45GHz cavity B field value of 1. 175T and 1.650T respectively, At

- central intra-cavity B fields of 1.175T and 1,650T, the
cavity modes of oscillation were identified from the

Table 1. Gyrotron operating parameters measured near-field radiation patterns with their
corresponding critical starting currents required for mode
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excitation measured as a function of B field. The 06"V OueI rmV OW" Ox" I A
TE02 mode, cut-off frequency -29.1IHz, was ,
identified at an intra-cavity B field of 1. 175T with
a corresponding critical starting current of 1.5A,
fig(2). The TE03 mode, cut-off frequency 42.2GHz, go.
was identified at an intra-cavity B field of 1.650T 1m 1il

with a measured starting current of 0.5A. 10 10o

A heterodyne diagnostic system was used to 1

measure the frequency and bandwidth of both the .4o 0 20 40 0 1 1.0 1 .s 1 ..
TE02 and the TE0, modes. The TE02 mode was Qd#otAn.d.WW IeW•ftA ..4.I.T_

measured oscillating at a full-width, half-height Figure 2. TE02 near field radiation pattern and starting
bandwidth of 1.3MHz, at a centre frequency of current with respect to Intra-cavity B-field.
(29.7:±0.3)GHz flg(3). Similarly, the TE03 mode
was found to be oscillating at four separate cavity
resonant frequencies, with a centre frequency of ., -25
(42.5 ±0.3)0Hz. Each resonance had a measured 0
bandwidth of M 5MHz, with a frequency separation of "
- 20MHz, This 20MHz frequency separation matches 0'.
that of the longitudinal cavity modes, • -30

The gyrotron output power was measured using a broad 0 0
band power meter. The energy content per pulse was • 35 ,

datermined via the absorption of the mm-waves in a 10 0 10
calibrated thermocouple calorimeter, with the mm-wave
pulse duration monitored using a Ka-band crystal Frequency Span 20MHz
detector. An energy content per mm-wave pulse of F .Heeoyefqunymarmntf
w 12J, with a corresponding output power of a 120kW Figure 3. Heterodyne frequency measurement of

was measured, A gyrotron operating efficiency of - 10% TE02 mode, centre frequency 29,7GHz,

was deduced. It can therefore be concluded that the change in the electron beam source from a field-
immersed, field emission, cold cathode to a MIG type thermionic cathode did not significantly effect the
gyrotron operating efficiency, As the thermionic cathode gyrotron and the cold cathode gyrotron were based
on identical ill-defined, oxygen-fiee, high conductivity (OFHC) copper cavities, this suggests that in this
experiment it is the Interaction cavity and not the electron beam source which dominates gyrotron operating
efficiency.
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Results of Experiments on Parameters of Electron Guns for Gyrotrons
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ABSTRACT
Measurement5 of the velocity distribution of gyrotron electron beams have been continued using the retarding field

method, Improvements of the experimental equipment allows a larger range of scaling factors. Results fbr different electron
guns built for 140 0Hz gyrotrons will be presented and compared with numerical calculations,

1. INTRODUCTION
For a better understanding of the behaviour of gyrotrons and in order to be able to perform a reliable design of a

gyrotron tube, it is very useful to know the real properties of the injected electron beam, Highly efficient operation requires a
large average velocity ratio "'fut/I01 with Ot and 01 the transverse and longitudinal velocity, respectively, A low velocity
spread 80t is indispensable for being able to achieve a high value of ., In practice up to know only the method of retarding
fields /1/ has proved to be useful for measuring the velocity distribution of helical electron beams as used in gyrotrons.
There are two main disadvantages of this method: (I) A special experimental set-up is required, (2) The high power density
of the electron beam requires, that the measurements have to be perfornted at scaled down parameters, Therefore some
uncertainty remains concerning the validity of extrapolating the measured values towards the operating parameters,

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND PERFORMANCE
The experimental arrangement Is in principle as discribed in /2/. Some modifications have been made to allow

measurements at a scaling factor k5 as low as about 4, This corresponds to operation at higher voltages and higher power
densities compared to the measurements in /2/, The scaling factor ks gives the value by which the voltages applied at the
Sun are reduced, To have unchanged electron trajectories the beam current and the magnetic field B(z) have to be scaled
down by (ks)1, 5 and (k,)0,3, respectively, The main part of the electron beam is stopped at a disc with a 2 mm slit, The part of
the beam passing the slit enters the retarding field of a negatively biased electrode, The previously used cylindrically shaped
electrode has been replaced by a gridded one. Because the motion within the retarding region is adiabatic, the retarding field
acts only on the longitudinal momentum leaving the transverse momentum unaffcted, Only electrons with an
"longitudinal" energy El>eUrct are able to overcome the potential barrier and contribute to the current lc(Uret).

Measurements on electron guns designed for TEo, .gyrotrons at 140 0Hz are in progress, Two guns, one with a non
laminar and one with a laminar electron flow have been measured at scaling factors ks between 5 and 20. The experimental
procedure is as discribed in /2/, Out of the measured distribution of lc(Uret) the experimental values of c and 80It amu
evaluated according to:

aex-(Et/EI) with El - eUrt(CO.5) and Et w Eo- El
Uret(50) Is t e value o the retarding field at which the current I¢ is reduced to 50% of the value at Uret-O and E is the
total beam energy, Since in general Ic(Uret) is not symmetric, it was decided to take the half value Uret(SO) instead of the
average calculated according to: 0,5*(Uret( 90)+Urt(10)) as done in /2/4 Uret(90) and Uret(10) mean the values of Uret at
which Ic is reduced to 90% and 10%, respectively, Consequently, the relative transverse velocity spread is defined as:

8 0t+ o 0.5(,6E+/Et) 8pt. t 0,5(AE.JEt) and 8pt - 0.[ apt+ + 80t.]
with the energy spread AE+-0,me[Uret(90) . Uret(50) and AE.-O.e[Uret(50) - Uret(10)]. In case of a symmetric
distribution both values are equal, However, with a non symmetric distribution 80t+ determines the maximum achievable
velocity ratio without reflected electrons,

3. RESULTS
The measured distributions Ic(Uret) are found to be quite symmetric in the case of the gun with non laminar flow.

However. 1c(Uret) of tie laminar flow gun have a tail with about 10% of the total beam with high axial energies, Typical
measured distributions of Ic(Uret) are shown in Fig, I. The experimental dependence of 81pt on the beam current at scaling
factors of 5, 10 and 20 are given in Fig, 2, For the laminar gun 8pt+ is shown, The measurements have been done within a
wide range of parameters. Both guns are designed for an electron current of 8 A at 70 kVW The spread 8pt calculated with
EOUN was found to be between about 4 and 10% depending on the operating parameters, It partly contributes to the
observed spread 8tt in Fig.2. Out of the results it follows that the measured 8pt is within the accuracy (about+l%)
independent of the scaling factor, This Is a strong indication that the values of the beam parameters measured at scaled
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down parameters can be extrapolated uip to the gyrotron operating values and supports the validity of the necessary
extrapolation of the measured beam parameters uip to ilhe gyrotron operating values.

4. CONCLUSION
Measurements of the beam paramneters with the retarding field method at different scaling factors seem to prove the

validity of extrapolation up to the gyrotion operating parameters. The electron gun with non laminar flow has a symmetric
distribution Ic(Uret) in contrast to the gun with laminar flow which has a distinct asymmetry of 1c(1-rot), The reason for the
asymmetry - mechanical tolerances, type of electron flow or something else - Is not yet clear. Up to about the design value of
the electron current both guns have a similar velocity spread, Above about 10 A thea laminar gun has a significantly lower
velocity spread. This confirms the results of numerical calculations.

The author gratefuzlly acknowledges the technical support of Dr.Q,Dammertz and HBudig.
/l/ E.0,Avdoshin, LV,Nikolaev, 1.,NPlatonov, ShE.Tuimring, Radiofizika, Vol,.16(4), 605-612 (1973)

A.NKuftin, VK, KLygin,ShETsimring, V.EZapevalovInt, JElectronics, vol,72(5and6),p. 1145(1992)
/2/ B.Piosczyk, 17th Int.Conf~lnfrarad and Millimeter Waves, Pasadena,1992; SPIE Vol,.1929,p,494-495
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Field emitting cathodes, which are central to the new technology of vacuum microelectronics, are emerging
as novel sources of electrons. Development of such cathodes is proceeding at many centres around the world,
with applications in microwave devices and displays. Recent work, as part of a collaboration between the
University of Strathclyde' and GEC-Marconi Ltd.3, has involved the design nnd development of a field emission
array (FEA) cathode for a vacuum diode millimetre-wave gyrotron. Initially this will be a low power, - lkW
mm-wave output, long pulse, m,,,50js, system. There are several advantages of using such cathodes as an
electron beam source in gyrotrons including increased beam quality, low velocity spread and a well-defined
and controllable spatial beam distribution. Further advantages lie in the ability to operate such cathodes gated,
long pulse or DC. Treating the cathode and grid as a simple RC network predicts possible gating frequencies
> IMHz. Previous cold cathode gyrotrons have been operated` at full power (-.,6MW mm v.ave output) at a
repetition frequency of 330Hz that was limited by the power supply. Utilising FEA's promises ultimate
tepetition frequencies three orders of magnitude .. ... ........
beyond this, as the gating frequency Is not Grid hole diem. 2lim
related to the switching speed of the HT power f
supply. / O.N, m

FEAs fabricated at GEC consist of silicon
emitters approximately 2)Am high with --
approximately 10nm tip radii3, These are I.
incorporated into a diode configuration, as ._.
shown in Figure 1, with silicon cathode tips
and a metal grid separated by - 1.5,um SiO,.
The tips are fabricated from n-type SI (100) by
a self-aligned technique which ensures that the Figure 1. Schematic diagram of silicon tips and
apex of the silicon emitters is at the centre of niobium grid.
the circular grid aperture. The grids are O,5Mm thick sputtered niobium asr the diameter of the grid holes Is
typically 2gm.

Due to the sensitivity of these micron-dimensioned FEAs to contamination, ultra high vacuum (- 10"0mbar)
test systems have been developed at both GEC and Strathclyde University. These systems allow I/V
measurements, testing methods of vacuum recycling and vacuum conditioning experiments to be undertaken.
Since the operating environment within the gyrotron is high vacuum (~- lOtmbar) rather than ultra high vacuum,
it has been necessary to measure the emission characteristics of field emission arrays under such vacuum
conditions.

In a working gyrotron cathode many of these FEAs will be operating simultaneously, Experiments were
therefore undertaken to investigate the emission characteristics of multiple arrays, Figure 2 shows the [IV
characteristics of combinations of three 100 tip arrays optirated with each cathode held at the same potential.
These arrays were chosen such that they had well matched I/V characteristics and In this case It was possible
to achieve maximum currents of - 0.8NI, where N was the number of arrays and I, the maximum emission
current of any one array. These efficiency factors were obtained with each array haviuig a common cathode
potential. In a gyrotron cathode the efficiency factor is expected to be even higher as each array will be
addressed individually,
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Several important criteria must be met if these devices are
to be used in a working gyrotron. Results show that FEAs are Iumse pA

considerably more robust than expected in terms of vacuum
changeover and can be easily transported without degradation no
of emission performance. Several chips have now undergone
up to 10 vacuum recycles, with no measured degradation in m
the maximum emission current, PEA performance under
differing vacua (10' 01--l(07mbar) showed that the emission s
current was largely unaffected, Implying that the resulting ion 100
bombardment at these pressures was not great enough to
produce large changes in emitter geometry. The arrays under N
test showed no sign of degradation after 68 hours continuous
operation at l(0imbar argon. These performance characteristics 7i 0 e0 100 110 1I0
satisfy the requirements of a working gyrotron. VO /V

Figure 2. I/V characteristics of
l1&N&, /mA Results from lxlOO(r), 2x100 (+) and 3x100 (0)

three types of tip arrays.
devices (a) 100 tip (b) 1000 tip and (c) 8000 tip arrays, show

15 an increase in emission current. Peak currents of (a) 8,aA (b)
300;tA and (c) 500SA per array respectively were measured.
With ever-improving fabrication techniques and better

10 understanding of the ideal PEA operating conditions, emission
currents of - 16mA from 30,000 tips are now attainable,
Figure 3.

Considering the required cathode parameters to build a
working gyrotron namely, beam current - l00mA, gating

0 . .voltage - 100V, accelerating potential - 80kV, emission area
so of 0 78 so of - 1.5cm2, annular beam distribution, operating vacua - 10"1

Vo'e@ixo, / V mbar and a cathode lifetime of k 100 hours - these devices in

Figure 3. 16mA emission current from a many instances already meet the required criteria. The
30,000 tip array, operating currents needed may be obtained via modest

extrapolation of both multiple chip and multiple array
experiments. Recent high current results imply that a FEA gyrotron cathode incorporating 16 of these devices
would give an emission current greater than 1OOmA as necessary for the operation of such a novel device,
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Results are reported of plasma formation in the diode of a pulsed cold-cathode gyrotron. Streak
photography has been used to provide direct evidence of certain aspects of the plasma behaviour. When
coupled to measurements of the simultaneous millimetre wave output of the gyrotron and the collapsing
electrical impedance of the diode gap, these experiments demonstrate the r6le of the plasma in
terminating the millimetre wave output pulse. Complementary experiments have used high speed
framing photography to observe the spatial distribution of the cathode 'hot spots' as a function of the
insulating magnetic field strength, during the low voltage arc discharge, subsequent to the termination
of the gyrotron output, These diagnostic techniques have been applied to investigate the suitability of
different cathode materials as plasma flare sources for high power gyrotron oscillators.

The cold-cathode gyrotron using a two-electrode field immersed diode has been regarded as a 'single
shot' microwave source in contrast to the MIG configured devices using thermionic cathodes capable
of very long pulse or D.C. operation. Intemst in cold cathode gyrotrons has been spurred by recent
experiments demonstrating the possibilities of operating these devices at high pulse repetition
frequencies' (- 300Hz) whilst maintaining high power outputs - 6MW, and the inherent simplicity and
robust nature of the plasma flare cathode, with beam currents > 100A.

In the plasma flare gyrotron the maximum duration of the millimetre wave output pulse Is limited by
plasma disruption of the diode geometry, As the plasma expands outwards from the cathode so the
required compression of the electron beam increases, The distortion of the beam results in inferior
spatial coupling between the waveguide mode and electron beam. Ultimately the oscillations will
terminate when the relativistic electron beam (which is essential to the gain mechanism) Is grossly
distorted.

It was the aim of these experiments to obtain a better understanding of the fundamental processes
occurring at the cathode. Specific objectives were to establish if use of different cathode materials could
significantly enhance either (a) the PRF performance of the gyrotron (where load matching of the diode,
-2000 with a stainless steel cathode, and the power supply are of great importance), (b) the
reproducibility and stability of the millimetre wave output pulse, and (c) the maximum duration of the
millimetre wave pulse,

The photographic observations of the cathode were made by placing a high speed camera at the output
window of the gyrotron and focusing along inside the waveguide, thereby forgoing the necessity of
potentially detrimental modifications to the gyrotron2. Streak photography of the cathode was achieved
using a Hadland IMACON 500 camera operating typically at 5Ons/mm giving a 21s observation time.
Using a series of calibrated optical time reference signals, the millimetre wave output of the gyrotron
couli be compared synchronously on the same timescale as the photographic observations. Such a
result is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Streak photograph of plasma formation with simultaneous millimetre wave output pulse,
plotted on the same horizontal time axis. Circles show spatial location of cathode (inner) and anode,

Framing photographic observation of the 4 6 8
cathode was obtained using a Hadland
IMACON 790 operating at 2x100 frames per
second during the later low voltage arc
discharge phase of each pulse. By adjusting the
waveguide magnetic field and observing the
effect upon the illumination of the cathode, the
experiments revealed the spatial structure of the
electron emission, Such a photograph is shown
as Figure 2. The frames are separated by 5OOns
with lOOns exposure. The waveguide magnetic
field was 33T. The results obtained from
these experiments are consistent with the
screening effect3. 1 3 5 7
Acknowledgements Figure 2. Framing photographs of the cathode,
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Abstract

A non-adiabatic electron gun has been designed for a 35 G~ls, 100 kW gyrotron. A 50 kV, 10 A laminar
electron beam has bean achieved with a perpendicular to parallel velocity ratio of 1.9 for a perpendicular
velocity spread as low as 0.4% (optics and space charge). Extensive numerical parameter studies have been
performed to Investigate the constraints and performance of the gun.

Introduction
A critical element of the gyrotron is the electro-optical system, that must generate a high-quality helical beam
with a sharply defined partition of electron energy between rotation and streaming energy along a magnetic
field. The approaches for generating electron beams used In gyrotrons have fallen into two classes. IA the
first, the beam Is created Initially with a transverse velocity component. Most gyrotron devices are baved on
such a scheme that employs an electron gun called the magnetron injection gun, a crossed-fleld emitter that
consists of a conical shaped cathode surrounded by a control electrode, In the second method (1], a rectilinear
flowing beam Is generated firstly and then is passed through a non-adiabatic modulation region where the
beam experiences a transverse force that Imparts to the particles rotational velocity.
In that paper, a non-adiabatic gun for a 35 GHs gyrotron 2I] Is presented. The gun operation Is examined by
use of a numerical simulation code 131 Including the effects of space charge and self magnetic fields. Resalts
Indicate how the electron velocity ratio and the velocity spread are affected by variations In the modulation
anode voltage and the magnetic field at the emitter.

Gun Geometry and Operation
The eletrode system along with electron trajectories Is shown in Fig. 1, where the cathode structure comprises
a right cylinder attached to a fiat wall. The emitter surface consists of a concentric ring with a emission
loading of 3.1 A/cm2 for a 10 A beam. A stepped Iris anode closing around the cathode provides a modulation
region where the flowing beam experiences a sharp, non-adiabatic change of electrostatic field and mulch of
the electron velocity is converted to orbital velocity round the guiding centers. Notice that this double-anode
gun does not require ceramic structures, thus avoiding the use of ceramic-to-metal sealing techniques for Its
construction.

Results and Conclusion
Numerical simulations have been performed exploring the parametric dependence of the 10 A, 50 kV beam
parameters (electron velocity ratio a,, transverse velocity Pj.,k) on the modulation anode voltage V. and cath-
ode magnetic field B,. Transverse and axial velocities of twenty-one representative electrons were recorded at
the final position In the beam tunnel a - 140mm, where most of the electric field acceleration Is completed.
The effects on o, and 3.L,, of varying the control parameters V. and Bb are shown In Figs. 2 and 3. Both
the velocity ratio and the transverse velocity follow the scaling law V,'T/Bl.2 as the axial velocity Is quite
Insensitive to the control parameters variation, being restricted to the short Interval 011,k = (404 ± 4)10-2 as
al < 1 for all the cases examined here. It was also verified that the anode voltage has a lower bouud V. >
18 kV posed by space-charge constraints, since below that voltage value the space-charge-limited current
becomes less than the operating current of 10 A. The perpendicular velocity spread A8.,jk/#.,&, defined as
the standard deviation normalized to the mean value, as function of V. Is displayed In Fig.4. As shown by the
Bh = 0.7 kG curve, the velocity spread is remarkably small for voltage values around 25 kW. In particular, at
V6 f 26.5 kV the corresponding beam parameters are ak = 0.2 and Pj., -= 8.5 X 10-2 with a relative velocity

LI
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spread of 0.4%. On compression by an increase in magnetic field to a value B. =,, 12.7 kG at the entr'Ance
to the cavity, these parameters result In oaca = 1.9 and P..,c,, = 0.36 according to the adiabatic equptions

#,0= /3 .,kB .and (1 + 1/a'.)/(1 + 1/ac) = Bk/Boo.
In conclusion, a non-adiabatic electron gun able to generate a 10 A, 50 kV laminar beam, with a perpen-
dicular velocity spread as low ax 0.4% (optics and space charge) and an electron velocity ratio of 1.9, has
been designed for a 35 GHz gyrotron. Presently, further parameters such as anode positioning and additional
velocity spread effects due to the emitter surface roughness and cathode templrature are being Investigated,
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fliocotron Instability in the Drift Tube of a Gyrotron

Rainer Schuld(
Nuclear Reserch Center Karlsruhe, HDI

W 7500 Karlsruhe 1 Germany

Abstract

A cold fluid model Is used to Investigate Instabilities associated with a velocity shear due
to the elgenflelds of a relativistic electron beam [1] Inside the beam tunnel of a gyrotron.
Results are used to supplement the Information provided by a stationary particle-in-cell
code In order to simulate time dependent effects, General statements concerning the
stubllty of such an electron beam system are posalble,

General Introduction

In a gyrotron, an annular electron beam propagates In a wavegulde with an applied mag-
netic field. The resonant Interaction of the cyclotron rotation of the electrons with a wav-
egulde mode feeds energy from the electrons to the wave [2]. A homogeneous electron
beam Is needed to obtain a good efficiency,
At KfK a particle In cell code (BFCPIC) [3] Is used for simulating plasmas In technlcial
devices, It uses boundary tItled coordinates, Curved boundaries can be treated, but only
stationary fields are calculated, Work on adapting this code for simulations of MIG guns
Is In progress (4j, Instead of calculating time dmpendant fields directly, we attempt to si-
mulate some time dependent effects by adding an analytical model,

AnalytIcal model and stationary staqe

We consider A metal tube with a hollow electron beam Inside, The electron density na(r)
Is input data. The stationary state consists of the following fields:

no(r) 4, (r) E0o(r) o , ,r o(') (1)

and Is determined by the equation of motion for a cold, relativistic electron fluid

I d - r [(1_ - . -(2

_. (I)1 ] , 2

the energy balance (y(r) - 1) m. c2 = o 4(r) and Maxwell's equations V P -

B ., 0, curlS -toJ .i- +TOlE and curIE = -i,8,
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Stability analysts

In order to Investigate the stability or the above describftd stationary state, [5], we Intro-
duce perturbations or the following form

E It-, O,t) =.E0(r) +- 11E (1)01(0-01) (4)

and similarly for (18(r), ilh*(r) and 35n(r) and plug them into the above described equations,
After lengthy manipulations, we arrive at a 2 x 2 system of ordinary differential equations:

at, A.) - A(r: (a, A) ý(r; a), A) + 8(r; w, A) ý(r: co, A),

41(r; o), A) - C(r; (a), A) C(r: n), A) .+ D(r; (A, A) ý(r: co, A).
where C(,.) Is proportional to UoE and ý Is a combination of AE,. and heB. The boundary
conditions are C(r) and 4(r) are nonsingular at r 0 and Cr,,)- 0. For a given value of
A, this Is only possibie for special values a) W oi(A). It Is well known, an Instability can oc-
cur when im (4)> 0.

Results

The results of this analysis are the dispersion relation wo(A) and the profile of the pertur-
hatiori fields %E(r), AE,(r) and 538,(r), The growth length L,,.w, defined as L,,.w ý ' is
the distance which the beam travels until the fields grow by the factor e. mIr wi
One example for A u-I and typical gyrotron parameters OA 75kV, r. - 9mm,

1,011- 35mm, 16 IA this length L,,,.v - 0,e7i7, when 1,~ -I,28T and Lg,,w - I,78mn
when =,,, 4T.
These large values of L,,,, Indicate that the diocotron Instability probably has only a slight
effect on the quality of the electron beam,. It Is planned to Investigate the effects of velocity
spread and magnetic compression.
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ELECTROSTATIC EFFECTS ON THE QUALITY OF GYROTRON BEAMS*
J.L. Vomvoridis, K. Hizanidis, 1.0. Tigelis* and D.I. Frantzeskakis+

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
National Techvical University of Athens

1. Introduction
An explanation for the discrepency between the calculated and the measured performance of

gyrotrons lies in the possible development of electrostatic waves in the electron beam before it
e",'rs the gyrotron cavity. From our research, aiming at assessing this possibility and proposing
re, .. dial action, we report here our results on the case of Langmuir waves, which may develop by
their coupling to slow TM modes supported by the beam channel. Both the cases of quasi-
unitorm and of nonuniform guide magnetostatic field have been addressed analytically. In
addition, computer simulations have been prepared, in which the trajectories of fast electrons are
followed in the fields of slow TM waves in the beam channel. The results, which are in good
agreement with the analytical ones, are not reported here, due to space limitations.

2. Quasi-uniform System
The phase of an electron relative to the Langmuir wave varies to zero order according to

9 (0) =- go° + kz - w dz / v(.0)(z)()

where v(')(z) describes the variation of the axial velocity under cyclotron motion in the
magnetostatic field. There are situations, where a linear approximation,

V0) = go° + kz - coz / v.rffi =o + A., (¢oz / c) (2)

with an appropriate value for vz off, gives errors qp.• less than n/2, Under such conditions, the
system catn be well approximated by a uniform system, with the magnetostatic field taken at the
value Brff, which correspond to Vz,Off. From the linear analysis, the starting current is obtained,

QIM11 2e I+u'j).r Z2 F ' F (3)
with 4'=Aff(cz/c). The nonlinear analysis has yielded the inverse of the dimensionless
characteristic nonlinear length,

K = [[ 2/(1+u ,)]`/ c=eE/mcmo (4)
and the nonlinear efficiency,

7l1=P ,(70 -Y,)/(Yo-l)[I-cos(p 2Kcaz/c)] ; y =[(I+uL)/(I-o 2 /klc 2)]"2  (5)
Here, Yc is the value of y at the vortex, while p, and P2 are appiopriate numerical coefficients of
order 1, to be obtained by fitting from the numerical simulations. In addition, the temperature
developed on the beam is obtained,

8y, = 2q[u 3F / (I + U'2 )]"'• = M, (6)

* Supported by the Commission of the European Communities, Directorate General XII, Fusion
Programme.
+ Department of Physics, University of Athens.

"T '"t rTM -- ''.....
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where q is a coefficient oif order 1, to be obtained numerically. Finally, these results have been
related to the ratio I/Imin. The results for the saturation level (for pl'-0.5), for the temperature (for
q=-) and the efficiency are shown in Figures 1-3.
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3. Nonuniform System
When the approximations in Sec.2 fail, i.e. when cp is not within n/2 of the exact value of (p,

then the slope dB/dz of the magnetostatic field is incorporated explicitly in the equations. In the
small-signal regime, the quantity of relevance is found to be the ratio A-A 0 /n1c, where

Ao = kc/o-yo / uo (7)
( u2 'oo / 2nU3o )(dB / dz)(c / co) (8)

In this case, the starting current is still given by (3), except that the resonance function is
now:

F. = [g(A) + g(A - x)][1 - cos(nx(A - x / 2))] + [f(A) - f(A - x)] sin(nx(A - x / 2)) (9)
2x•3

where f and g are the auxilliary functions for the Fresnel integrals and x-acoz/c. The maximum of
this function and the corresponding value xcr are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that a
substantial reduction in Fnu~max (i.e. a substantial increase in the value of Imin) occurs only when
A< , i.e. for very strong nonuniformity,

Similarly, the quantity of relevance in the high-
signal regime is found to be the ratio R-na 2/K2 . 0.G8 1.2
Although the analysis has so far not been completed F0.
to reach quantitative results, the following interim/0.0 o
conclusions have been obtained: .0
a) If R<<I or K(I-R 2) 1/2(coz/c)<2n, then the

situation is almost identical to that of the quasi- F.. 0.04 ,A Y. X,
uniform system.

b) If R .5I and K(1-R 2)l/ 2(coz/c)>>27, then a
substantial separation of trapped and untrapped 0.02 X,.3
electrons occurs in phase-space, which ......
corresponds to very large spreads in y.

c) If R> 1, no trapped electrons are present and the 0.00
spread in y' appears to scale with the inverse A
square root of dB/dz. RIurs 4
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100NWz PF CARM Experiment

SJ Cooke, SN Spark, W He and ADR Phelps

Department of Physics and Applied Physics
University qf Strathclyde
Glhgow, G4 ONG, U.K.

Details are presented of the Strathclyde University Cyclotron Autoresonance Maser (CARM) experiment. The
specification and device characteristics will be reported for CARM oscillation in the 12-20 GHz band, In contrast
to previously reported CARM devices,, pulse repetition frequencies (PRF) greater than 100 Hz have been
employed, For applications to plasma heating and plasma diagnostics, where large average powers are required,
pulse repetition rates of at least this order are necessary,

The CARM interaction promises to provide a moans to achieve high power, high frequency radiation in the mm-
wave region. Its advantages for this purpose arise from the large Doppler frequency upshift over gyrotron devices
and the autoresonant nature of the interaction, leading to high efficiency and low magnetic field operation.

The characteristics of the CARM oscillator described are summarlsed in Table 1:

1. For this device, a highly relativistic electron beam .. .... . .. . .......
is desired, since the interaction frequency is upshifted Accelerating potential 500-700 kV
according to

Electron current 100 A

S ', Relativistic factor, y 2.0 - 2,4
characteristic of a relativistic free electron device. For Cavity magnetic field 0.3 - 0.38 T
a given frequency of oscillation, this relaxes the
requirement for a large B-field in cyclotron devices Cyclotron frequency, w, 3 - 4 GHz
and extends the accessible frequency range. Doppler upshift factor 4 - 7

2. To achieve high pulse rate operation in this Operating frequency 12 - 20 0Hz
experiment, a low cavity B-field was chosen for
continuous operation. Nevertheless, with moderate Bandwidth 2-3 0Hz
Doppler upshift, this translates to mm-wave generation Power In T"B,, mode 5 MW
around 15 0Hz, .... _po _e__nT__,_mode ____

3. The lowest cylindrical cavity mode (TBE, 1) was Pulse duration 100 ns
selected, being most accessible at low magnetic fields Pulse repetition frequency 100 - 300 Hz
and least susceptible to parasitic excitation of lower ....
frequency backward-wave and gyrotron interactions. Table 1: CARM specification details

Autoresonance, the compensation of the increase in cyclotron frequency (due to energy loss) by a reduction in
the Doppler upshift, allows the interaction to remain close to resonance through a significant transfer of electron
energy to the EM field, Theory predicts a possible conversion efficiency of up to 20-30%, though this has not
yet been achieved.
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Drift Tube Bragf Cavity BraggReflector Reflector

Figure 1: Schematic outline of CARM oscillator

The CARM oscillator design is depicted schematically in tfgure 1, and comprises four identifiable components:

1. Recent developments in cable pulser technology are employed to provide the -600kV pulsed cathode potential,
at up to 100 Hz PRF or greater'. The electron source, an enhanced field emission, cold cathode, in a simple diode
configuration as shown, may be operated in field-free or field-immersed modes, An anode aperture was chosen
to maintain uniformity of the electron beam.

2, Within the drift region, the beam is transported axially, and adiabatically compressed to 6mm diameter.
Currents of 100-200A may be transported through the drift region to obtain a low emissivity electron beam,

3. The kicker coils impart a transverse velocity to the beam, via resonant interaction with a spatially
Inhomogeneous, anadiabatic magnetic field configuration, to obtain the helical trajectory prerequisite for CARM
interaction, The novel design depicted was developed to operate within the power limitations associated with
continuous operation. This design exhibits good uniformity across the beam, and pitch-angle tunability over a
wide range of beam energy and interaction conditions.

4, The interaction cavity is defined within a cylindrical OFHC copper waveguide, with Bragg reflectors providing
high reflectance ands to give a large overall cavity Q-value, The Bragg section exhibit excellent beam transport
characteristics, while providing selective feedback necessary to excite the convective CARM instability,

By modelling electron trajectories within each component, including space-charge effects, the beam parameters
were optimised to give narrow velocity and energy distributions, Experimental data, from both electron beam and
millimetre-wave diagnostics, will be compared with numerical predictions.
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Effect of beam geometric deformation on the properties of ECRM

Yu Yongjlan

University of Electronic Science and Technology
Department of Electronic Engineering
Chengdu, People's Republic of China

1. INTRODUCTION

Practical electron beams are subject to various kinds of errors relative to the ideal one. In particular, there
would be eccentric errors due to the deviation between the symmetric axis of the beam and that of the wavegulde Iand
geometric deformation errors caused by the non -axisymmetry of the beam cross-section. In order to quantitatively
analyze the effect of these kinds of geometric deformation errors on practical gyrotron small-signal characteristics in
a general sense ,in this paper firstly is proposed the elliptical ring beam &sometic deformation model and then is set up
the kinetic theory that describes the interaction between the elliptical ring monoenergetic hollow beam and the TEh
mode travilling wave. Finally,taking the TE31 mode fundamental cyclotron ECRM an exampleis presented the quan-
titative relationship between the ECRM coupling coefficient and the geometric errors for elliptical ring beams with
small eccectricity and small focus-wavegulde axes deviation.

2. DERIVATION OF DISPERSIVE RELATION

Consider the ECRM configuration, shown in Fig, 1, of elliptical ring cross- section monoenergetic hollow
beam. The wavegulde is a circular cylinder. All electrons in the beam have equal longitudinal momentum and total en-
ergy,and the gyro-center of electron are distributed uniformly along the elliptical rin EH moreover,the symmetric
axis of the waveguide does not coincide with the fool of 3,

The equilibibrium distribution function for the ellip-
tical ring cross -section 'cold ' e-beamr is given by

where i and R0 is the eccentricity and half of the major-
axis -length of E, respectively1 the meaning of other
symbols are identical with those appeared in El]. Hence.forth,9 the meaning of any symbol undeclared Is Identical •B

with Its counterpart in El].
Adopting the method used in [l], one can obtain

the ECRM dispersive relation for the elliptical ring cross
-section beam ; and it is seen that though, formally, the Fig. . Oron-J--echomal eolmosrV of 0Lhpikwl
relation obtained is identical with that for the general ide- ring beam BORM. ("'-d)
al beam ECRM, their corresponding dispersive coefficients are quite different.

The ECRM coupling coefficient for elliptical ring beam is given by

H.,-• J.-()- (l *,o ),X, [J,(a + f - -- 9t)] ' j' (2)

where p.'Io (I-0), T-/k.d, Eq. (2) indicates that H., is always greater than naught.
Due to the non -axisymmetry of the beam the expressions for 0., and U.1 are much more complicated than their

counterparts in the ideal beam case.

3. FORMULAE SIMPLIFICATION

As far as discussing the effect of beam errors in engineering is concerned, only those cases with small beam er-
rors are of great interest. Under practically operational conditions, I. e. , #4Kl and d/R0- I ,the general dispersive
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coefficient expressions obtained above is simplified to

f., - V-•?{x + eXaoo,# + ,'EX, + 1/2 x • - oa(20)]) (3)
in which Hf,l Rd.j',v is referred to as the normalized coupling coefficient,

X, f J'_.(!)J,_,(P).X, J.-.(±[)J.+,-.(•)(J.-,(i)j.-I-,(•) + PdEJ.-o(i)J.-.,-,(p)/dp'}

x3 - 1/2 • J:_.(1)E(1 + t' - is + s - 2,J'.-,G) + j1JG1) + •J.-,(')J' .- ,))

•,- •., Jm-.(•)Jm~.÷.a(Z) {,-J'i)..,-, ) + •dEj.-. ()J.- 0 ., ('p)J/d • + /2•'d 'Ej.-o( ).,-G )]/d ')

- X' .,(Ro/a,)(d/RO), K -- ' .. (Ro/a,)(l - #'),0 - a - • , ithe supplementary angle to LO' OF, here
being refeered to a the beam direction angile.

When estimating the effect of beam errors in engineering, to manifest dominant facts and save computational
burden, it still can be approximated that

.,ft 2H. 1 ,U. ft 0 (4)

4. NUMERICAL CALCULATION AND DISCUSSION

The simplified formulae presented above can be applied to analyze the effect of some practical beam geometric
deformation errors on the small-signal characteristics of the ECRM or gyrotron quantitatively. For a given O.Lo, the
effect of the beam geometric, deformation errors, which are measured by v , d/Ro and 0 in the cue of elliptical ring
beam, on ECRM is refected directly by the (normalized) coupling coefficient H., (or Y.1),

Hereby, as an simple and useful example, we present quantitatively the relationship between c, d/R0 and i

and T131 mode fundamental ECRM normalized coupling coefficient Rai.
Viewing from Fig. 1, it is seen that the beam symmetric axis would approach the axis of the waveguide a

tends to 1800. Particularly,in the case that d/Ro--s ,when * -- 180, the two axes coincide with each other. Conse-
quently, from Table I, it is shown that beam geometric errors always result in the decrease in the TE~1 mode funda-
mental ECRM coupling capacityand the greater the errors,the more severe the reduction would bet and on the other
hand, in the case of equal beam geometric deformations, the greater the deviation of the beam symmetric axis from
that of the waveguide, the more severe the coupling capacity reduction would happen.

Tab. I Influences of e and d/Ra on Rai, In

cases of *"-00, 450, 90', 135', and 1800.

f 0 6 . 0 0. 1 0. 2 O. S 5. CONCLUSIONS

0. 0 0.3386 0.3346 0.3237 0.3084 In the paper the analytical expression describing the

0-3290 0-3059 0 f74 effect of elliptical ring beam geometric deformation errors
0.3252 0.3100 0.2925

0. I 0. 3346 0. 3307 0. 3200 0. 3051 on the small-signal characteristics of the TEmn mode har-
0. 3362 0. 3502 0. 3181 monic ECRM is derived ;and also is established the quanti-
0. 3385 0. 3346 0. 3236 tative relationship between the small beam geometric de-

0. 3089 0,2903 0. 2717 formation errors and the coupliug coefficient of the TE~1
0. 2 0. 3229 0. 3192 0. 3092 0. 2955 fundamental ECRM.

0.3299 0.3292 0.3209
0.3344 0.3377 0.3320
0.2811 02U562 0.2363 REFERENCES
0.2868 0.2663 0.2478

0,3 0.3045 0.3012 0.2923 0,2804
0.3162 0.3205 0.3166 rl Yu Yonsjian,'A Theorem In Relativistic Eleotranim",Ist. J.
0.3226 0.3328 0.3327 of IR& MM Wavea,Vol. 4, p. 588, Apr, 1990.
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DESiON AND PERFORMANCE OF 94-dHt HIGH POWER
MULTICAVITY GYROKLYSTRON AMPLIFIER

I.I.Antakov, EvY.Zasypkin and E.V.Sokolov

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Science
46 Uljanov Ut., 603000, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

ABSTRACT

Four-cavity gyroklystron has been built and tested in pulse operation. At
the TE C cavity mode output power 65 kW1 efficiency 96%9 gain about 35 dD

a&;d bandwidth 0.3% were observed .Maximum efficiency 34% has been achieved
with Output power 57 kW.

1. DES IGN

A triode uagnetron-injection-type gun was utilized to produce a hollow
annular electron beam with a current of 3-5 A and a beam voltage V0 of 55 kV.

The Tsimring code 1 was used to optimise an electrode shapes. The simulation
predicted a transverse velocity spread of e0% with velocity ratio a w 'J./U 1

1.73 when the anode voltage Vy is equal to 0,3 V a The nominal magnetic field

in the interaction region was 3.7 T and the value of magnetic compression was
25. The cathode coil was used to control the beasts velocity ratio.

A schematic view of the RF circuit together with the longitudinal
distribution of the constant magnetic field is shown in Fig.1.The circuit
consists of four circular cavities operating in the TECAL mode at the

fundamental d cyclotron frequency.These cavities were separated by drift
lengths ( L , j 2X., where X is the operating wavelength ),which were cut

off at the operating frequency for TEat mode and other high-order modes. The

optimal parameters of the cavities designed with the help of the nonlinear

theory of the gyroklystron were following ninput cavity - a u 150, LAa

1.3X, intermediate cavities - a1 aaft 250, Lft Laf 1.5X. output cavity - 04 a

300, L4 * 2X. The drive signal was introduced to the first cavity through a

system of four slits in the wall of the cavity!The input RF power was
supplied by a 100 es, 100 W orotron which was mechanically tunable from 92.5
to 14.5 0Hz. The gyroklystron was operated at a pulse repetition frequency of
5 Hs and a pulse duration of 100 0s.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 plots measured dependencies of output power and efficiency on
beam current. Beam and anode voltages% input power level were fixed and all
other parameters - driving signal frequency, magnetic fields in the
interaction region and cathode region - were adjusted to maximize the output
power at each data point. The peak efficiency was 34% and the largest power
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ef about 65 NW occured at 4.5 A. Fglg.3 shows the dependencies of output power
and gain on input power.The peak saturated gain was about 33 d, and in the
range of small input power levels gain achieved 40 dB. The dependence of
output power an drive frequency at fixed beam and anode voltages, current,
input power and optimal other parameters is illustrated in Fig.4. The optimal
frequency fa a 93,16 GHz was close to the "cold" elehenfrequency of the

output cavity. Half-power bandwidth determined, primarily, by the 0-factor of
the fourth cavity was about 0,3% P(Kx

H/fH. 10 06

1.0
0.97 q0O0.•
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0942.0 012.

S4 3
Fig. 1.Shematic view of the RF Iig.lsOutput power and efficiency versus
circuit and magnetic field beam current ( Von 550kv V0I 0. 3VO, Ii/m/

KMI) P(KW) P(Kw)
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Analysis of a diode mounting structure of a subhazmonically pumped millimeter-wave mixer

Stefrn D. Vogel

University of Bern, Institute of Applied Physics
Microwave Department, CH-3012 Bern, Switserland

ABSTRACT

A method of analysing a two-diode mounting structure of a millimeter-wave mixer, using commercially available
high.frequency structure simulation software, is presented. The method yield@ an equivalent circuit representation
suitable for subsequent mixer-simulation and can be transferred to analyse other mounting geometries.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1979 Kerr' presented a method of analysing two-diode mixers like balanced or subharmonically pumped mixers.
As a key part for a realistic mixer analysis one needs to know a suitable representation of the diodes' embedding
circuit, Especially the parasitic circuit elements which are determined by the special diode mounting geometry are
difficult to predict or to measure. However, they may have significant influence on the mixing performance, an Kerr'
showed for example for the series inductance of mixer diodes.

In this paper a method is presented to analyse a two diodes mounting structure of a subharmonically pumped
mixer using a commercial electromagnetic simulation product, the High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) of
the Hewlett-Packard Company, The electromagnetic behavior of the full three-dimenclonal mounting structure Is
simulated by HFSS under different states of the diode conductance, In a second step respective equivalent circuits
are fitted simultaneously to meet the simulated performance.

2. STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

The configuration analysed exemplarily in this paper Is schematically shown In Fig. 1. The two Schottky barrier
notch front diodes are antiparallel shunt mounted on a suspended substrate stripline (SSS). This structure Is used
In a 142 GHs mixer scaled from a design described by Carlson et &lA For the embedding geometry the equivalent
circuit representation shown In Fig, 2 seems to be reasonable. The whiskers contacting the anode of the diodes are
expected to contribute series inductance L, and L2 to the embedding circuit. The mounting pads together with the
diodes themselves are expected to contribute some parallel capacitance C1 and 03. It is also reasonable to allow
some magnetic coupling between the whiskers In form of a mutual inductance M and an electric coupling between
the mounts represented by an additional capacitance Cs as shown in Fig, 2.

HFSS is capable of calculating S-parameters of arbitrarily shaped multiport structures, where the ports have to be
outer planes, The mounting structure is analysed as a discontinuity on the SSS where from structure to structure the
conductances of the diodes are varied, e, g. any combination (a total of four) of short circuiting or open circuiting
either diode is chosen. Three different whisker lengths are analysed (1whi., m 78 pm, 106 pm, 134 jum), which cover the
posible range in the present layout, Dielectric and conduction losm were neglected to reduce the calculation time
required for the field simulations.

Frorm the results of the field simulations of the structure as shown in Fig. I the impedances of the discontinuity
In the respective states of conducting iad nonconducting diodes are calculated. An optimisation algorithm of a
commercial circuit simulation software prodator (MDS of Hewlett-Packard Company) Is used to find the equivalent
circuit parameters of Fig. 2 which meet the fleld simulation results. These opdiminations are performed for different
frequency ranges separately. lt range (IF): 2 to 20 OHs, 2nd range (LO): 68 to 76 GHs, 3rd range (RF): 140 to 150
GHs,
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3. RESULTS

The results of the optimizations are summarized in Tab. 1. Excellent agreement between the field simulations and
the equivalent circuit performance could be achieved with reasonable equivalent circuit parameters. The mounting
structure is found to be nearly symmetric with respect to the diodes. The equivalent circuit parameters are slightly
dependent on the frequency-range. Especially at lower frequencies a significant magnetic coupling M between the
whiskers hu to be taken into account. At higher frequencies the electric coupling C3 becomes significant.

A: Air
1: Quarts

1C ' Metallluatien
D: Notch Front Diode
E: Whisker

Figure 1: Two-diodes mounting structure, top cover of 5ss removed,

0- aC I12

DI C3 D2

Z0, 1/2 o-- 4 - -. Z_0, 1/2

Li M~ L2

Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of two-diode mounting structure.

,W( 7 pm :q.~mne[L, pH L,/PH C 04F 0241P' M!PH Cs/Lf
z ' 123. 12, 1o.9 12,1 40.0 0.0

75, LO 118. 113. 13.0 13,2 34.3 0.0
RP 85.1 73.3 13.8 10.6 0.43 4,81
.Z. 130. 123. 11.0 11.1 40.2 0.0

106, Lo 123, 120. 12.6 13,0 35,0 0.0
Rr 90.3 90.3 30.9 8.22 14.1 9.63
ZF 144. 143. 11.9 13.9 42.6 0,0

134. LO 134. 132. 13,7 13.9 31.1 0.0
___108. 99,7 14,2 14.7 10.5 2.52

Table 1: Equivalent circuit parameters determined by structure simulations.
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Terahertz Metal pine Waveuuldes.

A.S.Treen and N.J.Cmnin
School of Physics ,University of Bath,

Claverton Down, Bath, Avon, BA2 7AY.

A novel photlithographc technique has been developed for the fabrication of fundamental mode metal pipe wavegulde for
operation at frequencies between 3000Hz and ~2THz, The guides are formed on a semiconductor substrate and hence
active devices such as Sohottky or Resonant Tunnelling Diodes ( RTD ) may be incorporated within them.

In recent years there has been a growth of interest in systems working in the millimetre to sub-millimetr region of the
spectrum, A limitation to the number of uses that have so far been identified is the lack of a convenient, ocet-efftctive
waveguide media in which these systems may be desined. At present most devices working at frequencies in excess of
3000Hz employ rectangular wavegulde and devices ar normally incorporated within this using the classic ' cats whisker,
mount. In most cases this has proved quite successfid due to the low parasitics asociated with the whisker. The method
does however have two major drawbacks. The first i. that above -4000Hz the dimension of fnmdaental mode rectangular
waveguide becomes so small that flbrication by conventional techniques such as milling or elactroforming becomes
increasingly difficult, time consuming and consequently costly. Secondly mounting active devices such as schottky or
resonant tunnelling diodes using a whisker becomes difficult requiring considerable expertise and time to produce a contact
whose reproducibility is at best questionable.
Above -300-Hz the width of fAndamental mode waveguide ( 1mm ) reduces to a size comparable to features commonly
and accurately produced using photolithographic techniques, A novel method of manufacturing sub-millimetre waveguides
using photolithography is thus presented and a method for incorporating an integrated active device is suggeted.

The process used to fabricate the waveguides is summarlisd in figure 1.
The base substrate, which is polished so that it is optically fiat, is first soated with an evaporated layer of NiCr/Au u shown
in fig Is,
This metal layer fbrms the base wall of the final waveguide and must therefore be much thicker than the skin depth at the
operating frequency in order to prevent excessive power loss.
A thick layer of photormist is then applied to the substrate. The thickness of this layer determines the height of the final
waveguide and must therefore be of the order of several tens of microns, This is appreciably thicker than a standard spun
layer which has a maximum thickness of loss than 10 microns. The maximum thickness produced thus far has been 80
microns, This corresponds to a quarter height guide for use at 3000Hz or a fNll height guide at ITHz.
The guide is defined in the photoresist using standard photolithography techniques (figure Ic ) to produce resist bars'
(figure ld), These act as formers over which the top and side walls of the waveguide am produced.
This is achieved by again coating the substrate with an evaporated layer of NiCr/Au and then sold plating to a thickness of
more than 15 microns, The plating is necessary so that the guide will not collapse when the resist former is removed, This
Is done by first opening the ends of the guide using selective wet etching and than dissolving the resist in an appropriate
solvent. The thin resistive layer of NiCr may then be removed from the inside surface of the guide wells by wet etching.
This leaves an air-filled, gold-walled, fundamental mode rectangular guide whose top and bottom walls are efieetively
featureless since they take on the surface finish of the substrate and the resist,
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Wsvemide Structures

The end of a guide made by the technique outlined above is shown in figure 2. The waveguide has dimensions of 400x50
microns, In this case the guide is 6mm long which corresponds to approximately ten guide wavelengths at 600OHz, This is
not the greatest length that can be produced. The limit is only set by the area of uniform resist that can be produced and
the size of the illuminating area on the mask aligner.
Aside from the ease with which such wavesuldes may be produced compared with more traditional machining techniques,
another advantage lies in the ability to produce complicated waveguide circuits, The guide width and path may easily be
varied to any 2D design which anm be produced on a photomask. Figure 3 shows a tes structure that has been produced.
This is fabricated in quarter height 600GHz guide.
Perhaps the most useful property of waveguides produced by the above method is that they can be easily formed on the top
of semiconductor Bubstrates, This would allow active devices to be incorporated within the uilude using a 'whlsker-like'
plated via hole from the base substrate to the top wall. This would produce the equivalent of a whiskered device mount,
with similar parasitias, but which can be manufactured in comparatively large numbers.
The fabrication method also lands itself to producing either several separate systems on a single chip or several spawrate
devices within a single wavegulde. This may be of use in the production of mixer and RTD arrays respectively.

#tif III .FW A FA! lWi i

FigPre I: Waveguide fabrication process, Figure 2: End view of a waveguide (400 x 50 microns)

Figure 3: Waveguide test structure. Figure 4 Proposed whisker structure.
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New Developments in Millimeter.Wave Beam Control Arrays

T. Liu, X.H. Qin, F. Wang, L. SJogren, C.W. Domier, N.C. Luhmann, Jr.

Department of Electrical Engineering
University of California at Los Angeles

Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. 90024-1594

Abstract High bandwidth quasi-optical switching arrays
Designs for a new generation of high performance capable of modulation rates in excess of 5 GHz are now

quasi-optical millimeter-wave beam control arrays under development, achieved y configuring the y as a
presented, Through the use of low lost coplanar series of low loss coplanar waveguide lines along which
waveguide bias lines and improved processing techniques, the control signals travel, Each control line is
wide bandwidth switching &ways and narrow bandwidth terminated by a 50 0 resistor that has been fabricated
beam stesring/focuaing arrays are under development with monolithically. Simulation results for one such arry
predicted modulation rates in excess of I 0Hz. show a contrast ratio (the ratio of the transmitted power

when ON to the transmitted power when OPP) of at

Introduction least 20 dB, with an average insertion loss of

Monolithic, quasi-optical diode array beam pp y 3 dB.

controllers have now successfully demonstrated 0 -.. - -

numerous beam control array functions, including beam .0 000.. . ..

steering, beam focusing, phase modulation and amplitude o'
modulation [1,2]. Such arrays can provide high speed .-1
electronic scanning at millimeter-wave frequencies for 1 ...
use in millimeter-wave Imaging systems, or may be I
employed as light weight, high speed Dicke-switch .20 ...... It.......I., I ........
radiometers. The use of tens of thousands of varactor 1.25 ... ...... .........
diodes gives the army a high power handling capability,

Beam Switching Arrays -0
Beam control arrays operated in transmission mode 3 75 100 125 ISO 175 200 225 210

may be used to amplitude modulate a millimeter-wave Frequency (GHz)
beam. This is achieved by varying the de bias placed upon
each of the high frequency varactor diodes in the diode Figure 2. Minimum and maximum beam transmittance as
array, which in turn varies the array impedance and hence a function of rf frequency for a high speed switching
the array transmission. Although not designed for high array.
speed switching, such an array has been successfully used Beam Steering/Focusing Arrays
to amplitude modulate a transmitted beam at 165 0Hz Beam control arrays operated in reflection mode may
with a measured modulation response thatis observed to be be used to phase modulate a millimeter-wave beam, Such
flat out to S0 MHz, with a 3 dB point of 150 MHz [1], beam phase shifters, biased to provide a linear phase

1.2 ,. .. , .,.. .. . progression across one axis of the array, can provide
electronic scanning for use in millimeter-wave Imaging

I applications. Biasing the array to provide a quadratic
phase progression across one axis of the array can likewise

0.8 - cause the array to act as an electronically controlled focal
o length mirror. Figure 3 shows that limited levels of

0.6 beam steering (± 60) and beam focusing/defocusing
0. functions have now been demonstrated at 120 OHz [2]. It

0.4 •should also be noted that the same high switching speedsthat were achieved for the amplitude modulation
0.2 -experiments are applicable here for beam steering and

0 1 1 1 1 . .t . . beam focusing/defocusing functions.
0o SO 100 ISO 20D

Modulation Frequency (MHz)
Figure 1. Experimental beam transmittance as a function
of amplitude modulation frequency for the array of [1].

_______[lUKE-.
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1.2 v 7--- v i* 'II Conclusions
I Quasi.optical millimeter-wave beam control arraysI WON.* have been shown to be an exciting new technology with

applications in a variety of fields. At this point in time,0.8 • we are just beginning to explore the vast range of
0. 6 configurations and control structures [4,5] that are

possible using this technology, such as the use of
0.4 monolithically integrated Schottky-barrier photodiodes

to allow optical beam control raier than electrical beam

0.2 control, In conjunction with a suitably modulated light
source, thin design should allow beam control on a

*picosecond time scale with a simple bluing arrangement
( 8 .6 .4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 and leo susceptabillty to electromagnetic noise.

(a) Angle (0)
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Design of a Millimeter Wave Quasi-Optical Oscillator
J. Bae, M. Akaishi, Y. Aburakawa, and K. Mizuno

Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University,

2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendal 980, Japan

ABSTRACT
A Fabry-Perot resonator with a grooved mirror (Fig, 1) has been used for coherent power

combining of active elements in the millimetre and submillimeter wave region. The elements are
mounted on the mirror which acts as an impedance matching circuit as well as a heat sink, promising a
high power operation of the elements. In this paper, equivalent circuits of the resonator with two-
terminal (Gunn diodes) and three-terminal (HEMT's) elements are presented.

HEMT OSCILLATOR
Fig. 2 shows schematic drawing of the grooved mirror with HEMT array. For that configuration of

the grooved mirror and for a TEM0 0 mode field distribution in the resonator, the equivalent circuit is
considered as shown in Fig 3 when referring to Ref. 2. If an operating wavelength is much larger than a
height d of the grooves, the lead inductance Lr and the parasitic capacitance Cr are considered as
lumped elements, simply being calculated these values from a size of the metal leads. The fringing
capacitance CF can be also calculated by analyzing the field distributions at the surface of the grooved
mirror [3]. The groove impedance is represented by ZG,,ZO xd/(2s), where s is the spacing between the
HEMT's and ZO is the impedance of the free space. Zm is the impedance corresponding to a coupling
loss at the output mirror including the other cavity losses, Using the equivalent circuit, an oscillating
frequency is determined by using S-parameters of a HEMT and the oscillation condition, "Srl =1.

In order to examine a validity of the equivalent circuit, an oscillating frequencies have been
measured experimentally for a HEMT oscillator with 3x3 transistor array. The HEMTs used were type
NE-32684A (NEC) which operates up to 18 GHz. The experimental res:ilts are shown in Fig. 4. The
solid lines represent the calculated oscillating frequencies obtained from the equivalent circuit. Zpn has
been adjusted to agree with the oscillation frequency range in the experiment. From Fig. 4, it is found
that the equivalent circuit have well explained a variation of the oscillating frequency as a function of a
cavity length in the I-HEMT oscillator.

GUNN DIODE OSCILLATOR
Fig. 5 shows an equivalent circuit of a Gunn diode oscillator. In order to design the Gunn diode

oscillator, an admittance of the Gunn diode in oscillation must be determined for a diode RF voltage.
An admittance of a waveguide cavity used to oscillate a Gunn diode has been measured in replacing the
diode with an RF probe to a network analyzer. Fig. 6 shows the Gunn diode admittance in the range
from 42 to 48 GHz. The Gunn diode used 4n this experiments is Alpha Industries, Inc. type DGB8466.

[1] K. Mizuno et al., Electron. Lett., vol. 24, pp. 792-793, 1988.
[2] Z. B. Popovic, Ph. D. Thesis, California Institute of Technology, 1990.
[3] H. Kondo et al., IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-40, No. 5, pp. 857-863, 1992.
[4] J. Bae et al., IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., 1993 (to be published).
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Fig. I Schematic drawing of the grooved Fig. 2 Configuration of the grooved mirror with
mirror type Fabry-Perot oscillator. HEMT array.
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Fig. 3 Equivalent circuit of the HEMT1 'IAA P&
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Fig. 4 Characteristics in the HEMT oscillator.
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Fig. 6 Measured Gunn diode admittance for Fig. 5 Equivalent circuit of the Gunn diode
vPaious output power. oscillator.
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LEAKY WAVE CORRUGATED DIELECTRIC ANTENNA FOR

MILLIMETER WAVE APPLICATION.

S.C. Shrivastava and A.K.Tiwari

Maulana Azad College of Technology, Bhopal - 462.007

INDIA

Abstract

A dielectric corrugated leaky wave antenna has been
developed. Metallic sidewalls have been encorporated so as

to avoid raeiation losses from the antenna parallel to ground
plane and thus the minor lobes have been reduced. Optimization

of the antenna has been done using computational methoda.
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Optimization of Coupling between HEu1.Wavegpde Mode and Gaussian Beam

T. Graubner, W. Kasparek, H. Kumrid
Institut fdr Plasmafoutchung, Universitlt Stuttgart
Pfaffenwaldring 31, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany

INTRODUCTION
Megawatt microwave power transmission systems often use a combination of quasi optical mirror lUne and
overmoded corrugated circular waveguides. The optimum coupling between a free space Gaussian beam and a
corrugated waveguide can be achieved by particular mode mixtures of HE,, and HE12 hybrid modes [1]. The
wanted amount of the HE12 mode can be generated from the HE,, in a corrugated mode converter with periodic
diameter variation or in a corrugated taper. In a previous publication [2] the design and first measurements on
periodic mode converters have been presented. The promising detailed measurements (section A) of these rather
long devices stimulated the development of very compact converters - i.e, nonlinear tapers. Their design is
presented in section B.

A) MEASUREMENT RESULTS WITH PERIODIC HE11%HE% MODE CONVERTERS

HE,, Ist sidelobe at X. beam-waist ww/a thear. The mode content of the particular HE1  - HE
cont4nt E. / H-plane pol. E.plane/H-plmne w,/a mixtures: a) 97.5%+2.5%, b) 91%+9% and c) 80%+20o

(dB] (d0] produced by different optimized converters have been
096 .-28/.26 .21 0.59 / 0.61 0.59 confirmed by k-spectrometer measurements [2]. Far field

2.5 % .32'/-.28 .26 0.541/0.55 0.56 measurements yield pronounced reduction of sidelobes
-9 % .37/.40 .30 0.49/0.50 o,50 and cross polarisation as is shown in the example of
-20% -40.-38 - FigS A. Also confirmed is the calculated reduction of the
-20I ,40/.38 .31 0.43 / 0,44 0,43 beam width [1], The results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1, Summary of far field measurements
(wo Is the eff. Gaussian beam mist radtus)

PI, I

Idlit FAR.FIUID Idlll PAR-FIELD
94)w %Il.1l 80 1A 111 I

0 20 9 11112 (I 20 % 11B12
co-polarlnllon

I - . 10

. 20- 20 X45 . pol.

. 30 .10

- 40 .410

* 50 .511

.80 .60 .40 -20 0 20 40 (0) 0 IdegI .81) .() -40 .20 0 20 41) 60 8 9 Idl

Figure 1. Measured far field 80% HE,, + 20% HE12 converter

Measurements of coupling between the waveguide and gaussian beam were performed with a resonator-technique:
the plane mirror of a Fabry-Perot resonator is replaced by the mode converter with a back-short (Fig.2). The design

M1 i I -i M1 -"i ' -I i I
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of the cavity is such that the beam waist is matched to the waveguide input and that no free-space modes are
degenerate with the fundamental TEMOO. From the measured free spectral range (AvF) and the half width of the
resonance line for the TEM0W mode (AvL ) the finesse of the resonator (F=Avl/AvL) can be determined. The
coupling efficiency Yj (Tab.2) is given by the formula :

1 i 3 + - I (1 + 7 )2 - I - 2R

2 F 2 F4
where R is the reflectivity of the mirrors. The results are summarized in Table 2.

SPECRUM. FOC. MIRROR ANTENNA Number of T1 Y1
[SANALYHRO1R beatwavelengths (mae.) (theor.)

RECEIVER "" 0 09821.004 0.980

ISWEEPER ... . ,2 o1.989.006 0.998
1 3 10.9861.006 0.994

Fig.2. Experimental set up to determine the coupling Table 2. Measured coupling efficiency for
efficiency different mode converters

A clear improvement compared with the coupling of a pure HE,, mode is achieved, however lower than
predicted. The reason for the discrepancy may be finite precision of the parts used and the alignment.

B) TAPER DESIGN Wavgutds Radius

For high power applications where a large waveguide M I,,,
diameter is needed, periodic mode converters become •4.0 ,
very long, Therefore compact mode converting tapers o ,II iI I: aI.Q a•o sp 41,7 40,0 S 4'0i

have been designed with a taper profile of the type a ImmiS... Polo I I t - - No I at

proposed by Vlasov and Shapiro [3]: 1. 0- l .....

a(z) a a0 [1 + (z/ct k ao2)2]. The optimization of the
taper was done at 140 GHz with different diameters
and by varying of a in the formula. For example,
with c•=O.15 one obtains the mode composition as. o,-o
shown in Figure 3. The mode mixture at the output is 0, 00
80% HE,, and 20% HE 12. Even for large waveguide a ,,, ,y lop 24,4 m lI 34 1 ,7 4 ,0

diameters of 87,0 mm the length of a taper giving H113 - H114 -, . N I,

similar results is only 570 mm. Measurements with ,00: 77 - illa

these mode converters are underway. 400:

Figure 3, The mode composition as a function of the *

axial coordinate in an optimized taper C h ,
a 6.1 11 113 24.4 3209 6 9417 02 % 31,o
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SLOTLINE SURFACE-WAVE LEAKAGE
AND SLOT ANTENNA PERFORMANCE

Christine LETROU*, Virgil POPESCU
Institut National des T616communications - DEC - 9 rue Charles Fourier - 91011 EVRY Cedex -

FRANCE

Resonant slot antennas can be used in arrays to realize quasi-optical SIS mixers for
submillimetric applications. Conclusions about surface-wave leakage of the slodline and its incidence
on slot antenna radiation will be drawn from a transverse-resonance analysis of the slodine. This
analysis is based on the use of mode-matching on the sides of the slot. Measurements on 300Hz
models will be compared with theory.
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Microstrip resonator using high-Tc superconducting
thin film on sapphire substrates

O.D.Pustylnik, AA.Dymnikov, I.V.Voinovsky, O.A.Khimenko

SRC "Fonon", 39, Pobedy Ave., KPI-3240, Kiev, Ukraine

V.F.Vratakikh

Institute for Thermophysio, Kutateladze 1, Novosibirsk
630090, Russia

ABSTRACT

We have measured very low microwave losses in Y-Ba-Cu-0 fifth wave ring re-
sonators. We deposited the Y-Ba-Cu-O film on (1012) non-buffered sapphire sub-
strates and patterned microwave circultes, High-To microstrip resonators de-
monstrated beat Q-factor greater then 800 at 31 GHz, corresponding to surface
resistances les than 3,0 mohm. Indetical copper resonator showed Q's of 500
and surface resistance of 27 mohm. We show that the losses in the high loss
samples can be accounted for by the presence of small fractions of c-axis-
aligned grains highly misaligned in the plane of those films, Volume fraction
of highly misagned c-axis-oriented grains as 3X lead to losses above 3 mohm.

1,INTRODUCTION

Epitaxial Y-Ba-Cu-0 (123) films of high quality have been grown on substra-
tes such as SrTiO, MgO, YSZ and LaAlO by various deposition techniques, It is
known, however,that each of these substrates represent some kind of compromi-

I
se . From practical point of view, the substrate like sapphire is the most
desirable material for 123 films because of the low microwave loss, high
mechanical strength, high thermal conductivity, high Debye temperature, good
surface chemistry and low cost. The lattice mismatch and reaction of Ba with
sapphire are the main obstacles to epitaxial growth of 123 films on sapphire.
Epitaxial Y-Ba-Cu-O films on sapphire with good critical and transport proper-

ties were demonstrated by Char et al, but the weak epitaxy and high surface
resistance of the films have led to conclusion that it Is necessary to use a
buffer layer between the substrate and 123 film to improve the epItaxial

match and to reducechemical reactions between substrate and film 2 , Here we
report the substantial improvement of microwave properties of 123 films epita-
xially grown on non-buffered sapphire by laser ablation technique.

2.FILM PREPARATION

Our deposition system will be described in details elsewhere. Briefly, 123
targets were ablated by many-mode Nd:YAG laser. The pulse energy was 300 mJ,

2the pulse duration 20 ns,the average beam energy density 4 J/cm .The distance
of the target and the substrate was 6 cm and the screenwas placed between tar-
get and substrate in order to protect the film surfa-ce from droplets. At
a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz the average growth rate was 0,3 nm/s. The
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oxygen pressure was 0,6 Torr and the substrate temperature, measured with

accuracy 50 C, was 755-7700 C. There latively high oxygen pressurein necessary
to produce large clusters and to reduce in such way the chemical activity of
Ba on the substrate surface. The elevated substrate temperature is required
for surface mobility of large clusters. The films quality was sensitive both
to substrate temperature and oxygen pressure.

3.SUBSTRATES

Among 1500 experiments required for optimisation of film growth conditions
only 300 were carried out with the "fresh" substrates. In other cases 123
films were removed by etching and used again so that any substrate was utili-
zed two or three times, In research aimed at optimisation of growth condi-
tions, the assessment of the films quality was carried out by dc transport
measurements, No difference in critical properties (To, Tc,Jc and R300/RlOO )
for lst, 2nd and 3rd deposition run with the same substrate was found. In op-
poalte, our recent x-ray measurements reveal the strong dependence of volume
percent of grains misaligned in a-b plane on substrate surface history and
surface preparation procedure. The summarised volume percent of grains misa-
ligned at various angles was varied from 0,5 to 5 X for different msamples. For
most samples, the distribution of misaligned at 45 grains was not uniform and
varied from 0,1 % to 1,5 X . These observations indicates that the state of
substrate surface in most cases was not perfect,

4.FILM CHRACTERIZATION

The x-ray diffraction pattern of our films contains only (OOL) sharp peaks
showing, that the film is highly oriented with the c-axis perpendicular to the

substrate. The FWHM of the (0051 rocking curve was in the range of 1.3-2.50
Some general parameters of samples, used for microwave measurements and de-
vice fabrication are represented in Tabel 1,

Tabel 1 General parameters of samples,

Sample To (R-0), T, Jc, R300/R100 Thickness, Rs, mohm
K K A/cmZ nm at 35 GHz

A 90 0,5 > 106 3 150 3.5
at 77K at 55K

B 8913 0.5 > 106  3 150 10
at 77K at 55K

C 89 1.0 > 30105 2.5 150 19
at 77K at 55K

* dc - transport measurements,
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5.MICR OAVE MEASUREMENTS

The masurements of the temperature dependence of microwave surface resis-
tance were carried out at 134 GHz using a method of a cylindrical copper host
cavity. The cavities cavity excited in the TE 0 1 1 mode, In detail this method

was reported in work 3 .Moreover, the temperature dependence of Re was calcula-
ted from the measurements of the unloaded quality factor Qo of the cavity,
Temperature variation between 10 and 150 K was provided by warming the
cavity in vacuum in helium cryogenic system. The temperature wms measured with
a semiconductor resistor with an absolute accuracy of + 0.1 K. Fig.1 shown Re
vs T for our three films (sample A,B,C in Table 1) measured at 134 GHz,For
comparison at the same figure by solid line is plottedthe temperature
dependence of the surface resistance of the copper cavity walls, Thickness of
films were about 150 nm. The low residual rezistance film A, taking into
accound that the film thickness was lower than penetration depth of magnetic
field, shows that the film in of high qualityThe calculated value of Re at
31 GHz using quadratic frequency dependence of Re is repreented in Table 1,

6.DEVICE FABRICATION

The 123 film was patterned with photolithograhic technique and etched with
dilute phosphoric acid, The film on sipphire was coated with 0.7 micron FP-383

positiv photoresist, The photoreasat was then baked in 90 0C oven for 15 min
and after wards was exposed 42 a using a 1:1 contact printer using UF lamp,
Then 1:1 diluted developer was used to develop the photoresist for about 10 a

In a < 100 °C over for 30 min stabilized the resist for optimized line width
control during the 123 wet etch in a diluted solution phosphoric acid. After
this etch, the photoresist was stripped in acetone. FIg,Z shows the
temperuture dependence of the surface resistance of the film used for
microstrip resonator fabrication, that was measured by resonator host cavity
method before the lithography and the temperature dependence of microstrip
resonator 0-factor of the patterned film,

7.MICROSTRIP RESONATOR MEASUREMENT

Ring resonators were designed at 31 GHz with a ring Impedance of 50 ohm and
excited in TM11 mode. The ring diametr was chosen for fifth hurmonic, The mic-

rostrip line width was 0,24 mm, the mean ring diameter was 2,52 mm for sub-
strate thickness 0,245 mm. Coupling gaps provided insertion loss over 15 dB.
Measurements of the transmission coefficient, made at temperature range 10-100
K, were used in standard way to determine unloaded quality factor Q. The sub-
strate was placed Inside a copper holder on the cooler of vacuum helium cryo-
stat Inside the vacuum chamber, The microstrip resonator was connected with
the Input/output tranamition lines by a wavequide-to-microstrip transition,
Fig.2 summarizes the Q data obtained from films A, B, C and includes the Q
data of analog copper ring resonator as a comparision. Temperature dependence
of Q data Is in good agreement with temperature dependence of Rs data.However,
Q-factor of the sample A is higher than all, It is explaned that the results
presented here wareobtained for different substrate surface defect density
(Na<Nb<Nc for sample A, B, C, respectively)
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a, CONCLUSION

We consider the obtained results as the base for further systematic experi-
ments. Taking into account the nonuniformly of our samples, the poor quality
of substrate preparation on present state, the spatial nonuniformity of laser
beam, the facts that measured films were not thick enough, the absence of
grains misoriented in a-b plane in some parts of the best films, we can con-
clude that further improvement of microwave properties of 123 films epi-
taxially grown on non-buffered sapphire is still possible.

Research in supported by the State Programm of Ukraine "The High Temperature

Superconductivity"

9, IIFurnmeni

1. Char,K. at al, "Properties of epitaxLal Y-Ba-Cu-0 thin films sapphire",
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2. Rowall,J.M., "Research advances and needs related to HTSC electronics",
Supercond,Soi.Techol., 4 , pp. 51-58, 1991.

3. KesslerJ.R.and Gering,J.,,, "Use of a Fabry-Parot resonator for the
measurement of the surface resistance of high To supercondectors at mm wave
frequencies," Int.J. IR and MM waves, 11 , pp. 151-164, 1990.
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Microwave Systems Based on the Effect
of Image Multiplication in Oversized Waveguides

G.G.Denisov, D.A.Lukovnikov, and M.Yu.Shmelyov

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Science,
46 Ulyanov Street, 603600 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

A narrowly directed wavebeam injected into an oversized rectangular waveguide can be
presented as a sum of eigenwaves. Lach of them is transmitted to the remote cross-section,
where they form an image or the initial wavebeam. There are certain distances, where the
initial profile is repeated or split into a few beams with their amplitude profiles identical to
the initial one 1l1. Any initial profile is repeated at the distance L-!a2/A, where a is width
of the waveguide, X is wavclength. The synmmetrical profile is repeated at Ll,-a2/I, and split
into n beams at L1-Wa'•'A (Fig. 1). Non-symmetrical input of a wavebeam results in
splittinS of the initial wavebeam into non-equal parts (Fig. 2). Similar effects can be
formulated for linear-sectorial waveguides (Fig. 4).

If two identical wavebeams located at the position a/4 and 3a/4 are inserted at the
input, three wavebeams will be formed at the distance L..ma 2/2A (Fig. 3a), Power of the
central beam depends on the phase difference between the initial beams and varies from 0
to 100% (Fig. 3b).

These effects of image multiplication in an oversized waveguide are suggested for use in
various microwave elements and systems: tunable reflectors and attenuators, multi-window
output systems, directional couplers, wavebeam scale transformers, resonators for free
electron masers 121.

References:
1. L.A.Rivlln, V.S.Shil'dyaev, "Polyharmonic waveguides for cohercnt light," lzv.

V'UZov, Radiofizika, Vol. 11, 4, pp. 572-578, 1968 (in Russian).
L.A.Rivlin, Laser Focus (1981) p.82.

2. Engineering Design of the FOM-Fusion-FEM, FOM-92, 2213/1, October, 1992.
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Fig. 1. Diffraction of symmetrically inserted
wavebeam in a plane waveguide (field
intensity).
Fi8.2. Non-symmetrical input of wavebeam
into a plane waveguide.
Fig.3.a)Interference picture of two identical
wavebeams with phase difference (0.63z) in
plane waveguide.

b)The fraction of the power in the
central wavcbeam, as a ftinction of the phase
difference between two initial beanis.
Fi8.4. Behaviour of symmetrically inserted
wavebeam in a bisectorial waveguide
(intensity levels).

Fig.4.
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Transmission-Reflection Measurements from 8 GHz to the T1[z

P. Goy, M. Gross, F. Back*
AB Mlllimbtre, 52 rue Lhomond, 75005 Paris, France, tel (33 1) 47 07 71 00, fax (33 1) 47 07 70 71

*Universltd do Lille 1, I.E.M.N., 59655 Villeneuve d'Ascq Cedex, France

IaIoodueiIom
The Millimeter Vector Network MVNA 9-450 TYIA DYNAMIC RANKC

Analyzer MVNA 8.350 has been developped ~ o- - - - - - - - -

by AB Millimitre since 1989. It wats shown lIn ....
operto up to ca. 400 0Hz at the 14th Igo \~.-.. *,,,,

Infrared & mm Waves Conference at 14 .. ... .... ....
Wtlraburg, Germany, in October 1989, and 130
above 600 GHz at the I15th IR & mmW 120 -**~-.*-

Conference at Orlando, Florida, in December It a. ..
1990 (1) and at all subsequent IR & mmW too'"
Conferences (in 1991 at Lausanne, Switzerland 10 *'"""""

(2), and In 1992 at Pasadena, California), so ........" - '~---

In the MVNA 8-350, the millimeter. 80 *-* **--~~" *

submillllmeter power Is extracted from a 10 ** .. *.* n. -- ~-
Harmonic Generator HG by frequency
multiplication of a source SI, and the detection do ......... ...... ..... ......
Is performed in a Schottky diode Harmonic so ...... .......
Mixer HM fed by a source S2. T1he JM sends 40 **..

Its beat frequency Fif Into an heterodyne 3
Vector Receiver yR. A main oscillator defines 0 - - F qec(Nu' - - 1000
the frequency dithrence between Sj and $2 80
that their relative phase noise Is cancelled. Figure I
When using the isame harmonic rank N on the
source side and on the detection side, the phase noise of the be at at FIf Is also negligible, therefore the phuse
reference of the VR can be taken directly from the main oscillator (French Patent CNRS-BNS 1989, extended by
AB Millimbtre to Europe, Japan and the USA).

Depending on the desired dynamic range or frequency coverage (Fig. 1), Sl and 92 are either
centimeter sweeptrm feeding flat broadband (Fig.lIa) or tunable (FigI b) millimeter heads HG and HM; Sl can
also be a millimeter Gunn oscillator followed (Fig, Ica) or not (Fig. Id) by a multiplier HG. Finally, both Sj and
S2 can be millimeter Gunn oscillators, In Fig.l I. s shown the dynamic range of a system using two Gunnt
oscillators as l and 62, with the possibility of using all 3 :9N S 8harmonics, More dedicated systems using two
Gunn oscillators can reach the THin, although
without the flexibility In the choice of N. SPACCI( 0-1and Eamd-Pass rihor

20 - - - - - - - "S
Tnnrransmissln measuromtnts d

TIhe calibration Is obtained with HM 0 .-

directly linked to HO via an attenuator, The -20...... ..I.... .. ........ ....I.....
DUT Is then Inserted between HG and HIM, and -ý40.......................... ..........................

Its S21 Or S 12 parameters are measured, Fig.2 -90 ............'" ."...-..... .....
shows, as an example of waveguide component
test, the frequency response of a band-pus filter
(by courtesy of Spacek Labs, Inc., Santa '

Barbara, CA). In a similar way, free space .17.
characterization of dielectric materials can be -107. .. .- .-- . -* .... ........
performed between horns. In Flg.3 are shown .d ..
the absorption (squares, In dB) and the phase " ' --

rotation (dots, In dogries) through a 9.78 mm -16 32 - Prequon..yj(OHZ) - - 52

Figure 2
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thick Altuglas sample. The upper solid lines 9.78 mm Allugla, 7200
correspond to the values of do Phtan 8- 0.008 and E,- 2.596 measured using an 0 •= ....... ... "'" . ................ ........ ...... ..• • 648nn ].......[...... • .... I '0

open cavity technique around 100 GHz. Above "5 " 1a7""-'o . ........... .....

200 GHz, losses increase more rapidly than -10 .................... .................... ... 540
freq.uency (tan 8 is multiplied by about 4 at........ .......... ....... a. ,.,,.,...,,,.,,..,,,,,. 3
760 G H z) and the real part of perm ittivity e' "20 ........................... ............ . ... . 320
decreases by a few percentage points. These 2............................... ...... ........... ........300
effects have also been observed by far-infrared -25 ...................... .. .......... ......... .. 2eo
techniques (3), - .. ..........

Reflection m easurem ents -" .............. ....0.Z ... ....................... ........... ..... .440

A t frequencies w here directional -. ............... ............ .......... .. ....... ... .'"' . ............. 720
couplers are not easily available, reflection -450o F - 1000
measurements can be performed in a quasi- (OH:)
optical structure: HO and HM are terminated
by horn antennas facing the sample to Figure 3
characterize. The calibration is obtained by
replacing the sample by a metal plate,
supposed to be a perfect mirror, MVNA 8-350
has so observed a normal reflection of -50 dB
at 475 0Hz on a silicone-based anechoic (4). Att d dS Transmtisson s PRem.i1orn

When wavegulde components have to o ISO
be characterized In riectlein (S 1 1 and S2 2  -2 .. .
parameters), HG and !,Mi must be attached to a 2 . . 44
waveguide directional coupler DC, A -'4" ... 108

calibration technique consists in terminating -6 ,- '. . 72
this DC by a short, a sliding short and a sliding .a ......... . .. ................. 36
matched load, Fig.4 shows an example of .. ...
vector measurements with MVNA 8-350 on a
6 dB attenuator, observed by transmission -2". ........ .. -3
(upper amplitude), and by reflection (lower -1 ............... .................................. 72
am plitude), At the sam e scale are given -16 .......... .. .... ...... ...... .... ........ .... ... . ..
amplitude measurements, at fixed ftequencies, 1. \............... ..... 144

performed with three different millimeter -.
vector analyzers, for a comparison (5). Dots -2 ... . r".q..r€c jOH=> 180
are MVNA B-350 one year before, squares are
"HP8510. Iriangles are a six-port (5), The
different angle measurements agree within
±40. Figure 4
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(I) 1. (joy, M. Gross and JM. Raimond, 15th Int. Conf. on IR and mm Waves, Orlando, Florida, Dec. 10-14,
1990, Proceedings RJ. Temkin Ed., p. 172,
(2) P, Goy, J,M. Raimond and M, Gross, 16th Int, Conf, on IR and mm Waves, Lausanne, Switzerland, Aug. 26-
30, 1991, Proceedings M.R, Siegrist, MQ. Tran, T.M. Tran Ed., p.453.
(3) M.N. Afsar, IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement, IM-36 nQ2, 530 (1987).
(4) RH, Gilcs, TM. Horgan and J. Waldman, 17th Int. Conf. on IR and mm Waves, Pasadena, California, Dec.
14-17, 1992, Proceedings R.J. Temkin Ed., p. 164.
(5) S, Abouchahine, B. Hityart, K, Bergecult and L. Jalilet, Conf. on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
June 9-12, 1992, p. 238.
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An interferometer for near millimetre wave dielectric studies
on solids at elevated temperatures

J.R.Rirch and E.A.Nicol

Division of Electrical Science, National Physical Laboratory
Teddington, Middlesex TWIl OLW, UK

ABSTRACT

The construction and performance of a two-beam polarisation interferometer for use in
dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopic measurements of the near millimetre wave
dielectric properties of transparent solids at elevated temperatures are described.

1. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative measurements of the near millimetre wave properties of transparent solids
at elevated temperatures are required in several areas of Terahertz Technology.
Firstly, for the design of radomes on fast aircraft and missiles. Aerodynamic heating
results in such radomes having operational temperatures that can be significantly
above those of the local atmosphcric environment. Second, for the design of output
windows for high power electron tubes such as gyrotrons. Here, cw rowers of 1 MW can
be realised, and it is necessary to minimise the absorbed power in such windows in
order to avoid thermal runaway window failures. Third, for the design of torus windows
in fusion plasma research. Theme have to maintain the vacuum integrity of the torus
while transmitting high input powers for rf heating and plasma diagnostics.

The present paper reports on the construction and performance of a two-beam
interferometer used to study the temperature dependence of the near millimetre wave
dielectric properties of transparent solids at temperatures from 300 to 1300 K.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The interferometer was based on a two-beam polarisation configuration with tungsten
wire grids as polarisers, analysers and beamdividers, as shown in figure 1. Collimated
radiation from a mercury vapour arc lamp was incident at 45' on the first wire grid,
wound from 10 pm diameter wire spaced 25 pm centre-to-centre. This acted as a
polariser, creating orthogonally polarised beams in reflection and transmission. The
reflected beam was lost to the experiment, while the transmitted beam propagated to
the second grid. Its wires were oriented at 45* to the projected polarisation of the
incident beam. Thus, two more orthogonally polarised beams were created, the reflected
one entering the moving mirror arm of the interferometer, the transmitted one entering
the fixed mirror arm. The moving mirror arm was bent through 90* by a plane mirror
mounted on a vibration generator. This allowed phase modulation to be used in the
measurements. The moving mirror was mounted on a stepper motor driven micrometer.

As measurements were to be made by dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy"). the
fixed mirror arm contained the specimen furnace. This was electrically heated,
approximately 350 - long, 300 mm wide and 430 mm high(2). It required 6.5 kW of
heating to reach its maximum operating temperature of 1300 K. The specimen holder was
made from a refractory material, and could be rotated through 90' under manual control
so that it could be either in a vertical position with the radiation passing through
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it, or horizontal and out of the beam. The fixed mirror was close to the furnace to
reduce heating losses. It was made from stainless steel to avoid thermal degradation.

The two beams from the active arms of the interferometer recombine at the beamsplitter
and propagate back to the original grid. This then acted as an analyser. The
components of each beam that were parallel to the grid wires were reflected from it
and focussed on the detector, a liquid helium cooled InSb hot electron bolometer. The
orthogoi.al components were transmitted through the grid and lost to the experiment.

The interferometer was a rigid structure except for the furnace. This sat on the
baseplate of the interferometer. This had three consequences. First, thermal expansion
of the furnace was decoupled from the interferometer, avoiding phase errors. Second,
as it was not a vacuum furnace, the interferometer was unevacuated and could only be
used below about 60 cm' where the rotation spectrum of water vapour is less intense.
Finally, in work of the nighest accuracy it would be necessary to correct for the
atmospheric phase shift which is removed from the optical path when the specimen is
in place(3). The presentation will describe the instrument and its performance,
illustrating this with the results of some measurements on materials of practical use.

1. J.R,Birch and T.J.Parker, 'Infrared and Millimeter Waves, Vol.2, Ch.3',

Ed. K.J.Button, Academic Press, New York 1979.

2. Supplied by Severn Furnaces, Brunel Way, Thornbury, Bristol, UK.

3. J.R.Birch, Infrared Physics 34,89-93,1993.
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Figure 1. The interferometer for elevated temperature measurements.
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Wavefront Dividing Interferometer With and Without Moving Partu.

K. D. Mbller
Department of Physics, New Jersey Institute of Techmology, Newark N.J. 07102

Fairleigh Dickinson University, Teaneck NAJ. 07666.

1. Michelson interferometer with out moving parts using spatial superposition of
amplitudes.

Interferometers without moving parts for Fourier transform spectroscopy use for
the recombinntion proess the spatial spread of the amplitudes of the two beams. At
different points In space the two beams have different path differences, and by
superposition, the Interferogram Is formed. There is a center with zero path difference and
on both sides the absolute value of the path difference increases. The recombination
process is schematically shown in Fig. 1.

X,1

ig. 1. Recombination process by spreading the superposition of the two
amplitudes over an interval in space, depending on the optical path difference of the rays
in each beam, Point I Is the center and points 1', 1" have zero optical path difference.
Points 2 and 3 have the same optical path difference, but with opposite sign.

The sampling of the Interferogram has to be done at points separated by multiples
of equal length intervals. The sampling interval corresponds to N,2 of the shortest
wavelength contained in the spectrum to be studied. At each point a detector element has
to be placed, but these detector elements record intensity proportional to their surface
area. Making the detector area a small would result in a small signal but a good contrast
of the recorded interferogram. Making the detector area a large, would reduce the
modulation of the interferogram to a level that the quality of the spectrum is effected. A
working size of the detector may record light corresponding to 1/10th of the sample
interval, but then 90% of the light is last.
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2. Michelson interferorneter without moving parts using wavefront division.

This big loss of the incident light will be avoided if we divide the incoming light
into N equal cross-section parts, and proceed with each part through Its own
interferometer set-up for a certain optical path difference, and then superimpose the two
beams of each of the N-parts on its own detector.

The incoming light is split into N parts, where N Is the number of points we need
for the interferogram and is therefore as well the number of detector elements in the array
detector. Each part Is split into two beams, each traveling to one of the two mirrors and
reflected backwards to the beansplitter. The mirrors are at different positions for each of
the N-parts and consequently introduce different path differences for each of the N-parts.
The two beam of each part are recombined by the beamaplitter and the amplitude of the
two beams are superimposed and concentrated on one of the N detectors. The N path
differences may be introduced by using for the two mirrors in the Michelson
interferometer mirrors with steps as shown in Fig.2.

STEP MIRROR STEP MRInon

EITIOTORI ARRAY

INCIaINT LIOHN

OONceNTRATION
OPTICAL ARRAY

Fig.2. Profiles of the two Michelson mirrors, (a) having a sequence of small steps,
(b) having a sequence of large steps.

The mirrors are positioned in such a way that the steps of one are
horizontally, the steps of the other are vertically, as indicated in Fig.3.

(a) (b)

PROFILE OF VERTICAL GACOVES PROFILE OF HORIZONTAL GROOVES

Fig.3. Michelson Interferometer with two step mirrors, one with steps oriented
horizontally, the other with steps vertically.

The N parts of the interferometer have now N different path differences
and each produces one point of the interferogram at Its detector. All of the Incident light
Is used with this interferometer array and concentrated on the detector array. Since the
Interferogram points are instantly available, real time resolved spect~aucopy may be
performed.
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Millimeter-wave band microwave signal spectrum measurement on the basis
of the Hilbert transform of Josephson junction function response

S.Y.Larkin, S.E.Anischenko, V.V.Kamyshin

State Research Center "Fonon"
37, Pobedy Ave., KPI-3240, Kiev, 252056, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

Theory and the canonical algorithm of the Hilbert-spectroscopy of microwave
signals on the basis of the AC Josephson effect is given. The microwave unit
of the spectrum analyzer using the Josephson junction as a measuring sensor is
described,

1.THEORY AND CANONICAL ALGORITHM OF HILBERT SPECTROSCOPY

Among known methods of microwave signal spectroscopy one could choose the
method based on the use of the Josephson Junction selectivity to the frequency

of monochromatic oscillations exciting the junction . In this case the
selectivity of the Josephson junction to the external irradiation frequency W
is due to the availability of the own oscillations in the junction. Their
frequency i Is actually determined by the bias voltage V impressed at the

junction
W 2eV/h (1)

The simple mechanism of the frequency control, the high frequency selection
and the energy sensitivity of the Josephson junction brinj about the natural
desire of investigating the possibilities to use it for measuring energy

2spectra of the microwave signals . It has been stated that the weighted
difference function g(V) at the output of the Josephson junction and the
energy spectrum of the signal SMw) irradiating it (the latter being
specifically interesting for the researcher) are bound by the Hilbert

transform1 :

I +C0 S(Q)dQ
g(V)- J n (2)

where g(V) is the weighted response of the junction including the involvement
of the response intensity, the intensity of current behaviour and the
operating mode of the junction; r shw /2eV is the dimentionless frequency of
the irradiating signal.

The above ratio uses the assumption that the transfer coefficient for the
channaling path throughout the band of operating frequencies (IK(0)1 2=1) is
actually constant. The phenomenon alwais takes place if the microwave
transmission-line system has been properly and correctly designed. From Eq.2
and with the involvement of the self-conjugation of the Hilbert transform, the
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energy spectrum of the irradiating signal which to be experimentally estimated
could be defined by the following equation

I g(V)dV
-uitc f Go V - nC3

where the integral is presented by its main value and the original signal
subject to transformation is formed out of the experimentally 3obtained and
inverted basic and disturbed current-voltage characteristic (CVC),

The Eq.(3) is the theoretical basis of the Hilbert-spectroscopy of
microwave signals with solid spectrum and could be assuming that the
assumptions made are true, a formula description of the algorithm for
processing the experimental results providing the estimation of the energy
spectrum on the basis of the Hilbert-spectroscopy,

As it comes from Eq.3 and the equations attending its derivation the
canonical algorithm of Hllbert-spectroscopy prescribes the execution of seven
successive steps:
Step 1. Input of the sequence of counts y2, representing CVC yZmf(x) of the

junction disturbed by the irradiation of the external microwave
signal.

Step 2. Input of the seguence of counts yl, representing the basic CVC
yluf(x) of the screened junction,

Step 3. Formation of the inverted sequence z2, representing the inverted CVC
z2=g(y2) of the disturbed junction,

Step 4. Formation of the inverted sequence zi, representing the inverted basic
CVC zl-g(yl).

Step 5. Formation of the colouring function wgh(x) equal to element-by-element
product of the inverted basic CVC by the sequence of the counts of the
independent variable y (the segment of the natural set of numbers).

Step 6. Formation of the difference function dz-z2-zl and its colouring with
the aim to yield the form dltndzxwtgh suitable for transformation.

Step 7. Execution of the Hilbert transform of the colouring difference
function with the size of the transformation core specified by the
operator,

The final product of the transformation forms the equidistant sequence of
counts of the estimated energy spectrum of the signal which irradiated the
junction under the test determination of I-V values y2-f(x).

It should be mentioned that the synthesized canonical form of the Hilbert
spectroscopy algorithm can be used both with non-coherent and monochromatic
signals under the test conditions. In the last example the algorithm is
realized by passing Step 5 and Step 6 which foresee the colouring of the
difference function Pqualizing the non-uniformity of the Josephson junction
sensitivity over the operating frequency band. The paper (3] illustrates that
when investigatirng the spectrum of monochromatic irradiation SM-0O)6
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consentrated in the narrow area 8 t n0 attributed to the central part 00, one

will have not to consider the change of the Junction sensitivity under the
change of the control bias voltage. Such Junction allows to present the
estimated spectrum in the following way

I+0Ai(VOo0)
s(v-Q)M do (4)

-u

where Ai(V,gM) is the difference function characterizing the intensity of the
Junction response at the bias voltage variations and the fixed frequency of
the external irradiation Qo. This expression shows that for estimating the
spectrum it is sufficient to fulfill the Hilbert transform of the difference
function Ai(V,•o), without its preliminary colouring.

2,KXPERIKENTAL SET-UP

At the present moment the spectrum investigations of the laboratory
sources are carried out using the prototype of the spectrum analyzer
described by the authors of this paper in [3]. The present report presents the
problems and the techniques of their technical solution occurred when creating
the microwave module of the set-up.

Functionally, the microwave unit consists of a microwave transmispion-line
system channeling the external signal towards the cooled active component and
the active component itself which is a Josephson Junction and a matchind
system.

There exist some basic problems which determine the design of a microwave
unit. They are:

- wide band of the frequencies being investigated: from 50 to 250 GHz;

- high sensitivity: ,10" 3 W1 V-Hz;
- high frequency resolution: about 2 GHz;
- linearity of an amplitude-frequency characteriutic (bandpass flatness not

more than 2 dB);
- difficulty to match the high resistance of the waveguide with the low

resistance of the active component over a wide band of frequencies.

According to the above the basic structural assemblies of the microwave
unit were made in the way described below:

1. The microwave transmission-line system Is made in the form of a
superdimensional trough waveguide with an adapter from an input antenna. The
developed microwave transmission-line system has the attenuation of not more
than 0,6 dB per one metre at the length of 1.7 m, provides the operating
frequency band from 25 to 400 GHz, The characteristics that follow can be
attributed to the advantages of much choice. They are:

- monomode (self-filtering) operation;
- weak dispersion;
- stable wave polarization;
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- simple connection of the section due to weak longitudinal current
insensitive to the gaps in the cross-section;

- big cross size ensuring the technological effectiveness of Josephson
junctions as active components placed in the transmission system.

2. The matching structure Is made in the form of an integrally manufactured
dipole antenna with a Josephson junction, The substrate matirial is Al a3. The

superconductive material used was of two kinds: the superpure niobiom
(Josephson Junction of low-temperature superconductor) or Y-Ba-Cu-0 (Josephson
junction of high-temperature superconductor). In the first case the Junction
is made in the form of a faced Josephson Junction with the junction area of

0.4 mm2 . In the second case this is a weak link of narrowing type, The
Junction was formed by laser scribing at the grain boarders with the typical
size of not more than 0,3 gmAt this the Junction width appeared to be 0.5 jmn.

The signal losses matched with the input of the receiving structure were
(3l1) dB over the frequency band from 60 to 150 GHz.

3.RESULTS

The set-up described above ham allowed to perform the analysis of the
complex line spectra over the frequencies from 40 to 250 GHz with the
frequency resolution being not worse than 2 GHz and the sensitivity being not

less than 10"13 WA/VHz.
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Abstract
This paper presents an alternative method for network analyser calibration which shows two

advantageso It avoids de-embedding the device under test (dut) and It does not need any Impedance
standard. It Is thus directly applicable to planar and Integrated circuits at high frequencies.

Statement Of The Problem
In automated network analyzer measurements, two sources of error must be taken into account: imperfections in the
equipment itself and non-ideal transitions to the dut, The latter point is of particular importance for modern planar
circuit technologies as microstrip lines, coplanar waveguides, and fin-lines,

Such measurement errors must be eliminated by calibration procedures, In the most common error model, all
measurement errors are assumed to be presented by an error 2-port in between measurement equipment (now assumed
ideal) and dut, The scattering coefficients of the error 2-port are then defined by three complex quantities which carl
be determined by a number of well-established methods (e,g, (1]). Usually impedance standards (shorted, open, and
matched load) are used which must be known precisely, On the other hand, there are also modern methods like TLR
or TAN (2] which have the advantage of using partly unknown standards, All mothods have in common that they
need de-embedding what prevents their application to MICa where an important task is to characterize a well-defined
subregion within a complex circuit, Moreover, they introduce additional errors which injure the measurement accuracy
because the reference planes of the standards cannot always be reproduced with high accuracy, in particular in the
millimeter-wave range. Furthermore standards are rather available in the most important circuit technologior

The Calibration Method

We have developed a calibration method which does not need well-known impedance standards and which avoids any
de-embedding. It only needs the presence of a uniform transmission line of about a quarter to half a wavelength in
front of the dut, and a partially reflecting obstacle which Lan be moved along this line,

Fig. I shows the schematics of the calibration method for reflection measurements, Extending the method to
2-port measurements is straightforward, The reference plane is located in front of the dut which is separated from
the. measurement equipment by a quarter to half a wavelength long transmission line and an error 2-port. The
imperfections in the equipment itself, non-ideal transitions and other 2-ports, are assumed to be represented by an
error 2-port between the ideal measurement equipment and the transmission line, In order to keep the effect of error&
which cannot be described by the error 2-port small, the calibration procedure needs a highly reflecting termination
at the end of the transmission line, In many practical cases, this task cannot be fulfilled by the dut, whose input
reflection coefficient should often be small. Therefore the first step of the calibration procedure Is to introduce a highly
reflecting obstacle, I,e, a screen, at the end of the transmission line and to measure the input reflection. In the second
step, one introduces another obstacle which is movable, and measures the input reflection at (at least) five different
positions of the obstacle, From step one and two, one can determine the parameters of the error 2-port, In the third
step, one removes both the obstacle and the screen and measures the input reflections again, Inserting then the now
known scattering parameters of the error 2-port, one can calculate the reflection coefficient of the dut.

Experimental Results

In order to verify the theory, we have performed some exemplary measmirements within a microstrip circuitry. We have
chosen a heterodyne receiver and an unknown impedance as dut whose reflection coefficient is to be determined in
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X-band. The measurement set-up consi~ts of a HP 8510 B network analyzer, a transition from coaxial to microetrip
line, a microstrip line, the reverse transition from microstrip to coaxial line, and a coaxial termination, As obstacle
and screen, we have used two small metal blocks (Fig. 2). The position of the movable obstacle can be adjusted by a
micrometer screw, In order to avoid any irreproducible galvanic contact, the metal block corresponding to the obstacle
ham been isolated from the microstrip line by a thin nonconducting foil, The scattering of the obstacle can then be
controlled by the thickness of the foil.

In order to check the validity of our calibration method, we have made measurements with two diffTerent error
2-ports. Figs. 3 and 4 show some results with a short as termination, The measurement set-up leading to the results
shown in Fig. 3 differs from that for Fig. 4 by a 3 dB attenuator which has been inserted In front of the coaxial to
microstrip transition. As expected, the transmission coefficient in Fig. 4 is 6 dB larger than the same qukantity in Fig,
3, Thus the calibration is independent of the error 2-port,

Conclusions
A new method for network analyzer calibration which does not need impedance standards has been proposed, The
dut has not to be de-embedded, Hence the method can also be applied to characerise an unknown 2-p'ort embedded
in a MIC The validity of the method has been demonstrated by performing some measurements,
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Figure 1: Block diagram for the reflection Figure 2: Realization of the measurement set-up
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Figure 3: Scattering parameters of the error 2-port. Figure 4: as Fig. 3 with an additional 3 dB
Solid line: Transmission coefficient, attenuator in front of the coaxial to
Dashed lines: Reflection coefficient., microstrip transition.
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Far Infrared Spectroscopy of Phonons and Plasmons in Semiconductor Superlattices

T Dumelow, A A Hamilton, T J Parker, S R P Smith and D R Tilley.

Department of Physics, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK.

The overall symmetry of both long and short period superlattices is uniaxial, with principal axes, z, parallel,
and x and y, normal to the growth direction, Par infrared spectroscopy is a powerful technique for investigating
both components, ezz and exx a eyy, of the dielectric function of these structures, In this paper we shall review
these techniques and present examples of how they can be used to characteris semiconductor superlattices.
Because of the strong absorption due to the phonon modes in superlattices fabricated from compound
semiconductors, transmission measurements require thinning of the substrate to a few microns in thickness, This
is difficult to achieve, as well as being destructive, so In all our work reflection spectroscopy is used.

Using instruments which are heavily modified forms of the NPL modular cube interferometer, we have
developed three variations of the technique of far infrared reflection spectroscopy which provide a range of
information on the dielectric functions of these structures1 . These techniques are: (a) polarised oblique
incidence spectroscopy, which enables either exx to be probed using s polarised radiation, or a combination of
exx and ezz to be probed using p polarised radiation, the exact combination depending upon the angle of
incidence, (b) dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy (DFTS), to measure the amplitude and phase
reflection spectra directly, since the phase information sometimes aids the assignment of features in the
spectrum, and (c) attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy, which is used to couple to non-radiative
surface polaritons and guided waves. Silicon ATR prisms were used for this work, and measurements were
made at internal angles of incidence which were a little larger than the critical angle for total internal
reflection (- 170) in silicon.

In short period GaAs/AlAs superlattices the optical phonon branches in the two components do not overlap,
and this causes confinement of optical phonon modes in each component. However, broadening of the interfaces
occurs during the growth process, and this affects the degree of confinement, with the result that the
frequencies of the confined modes are measurably different from those expected for perfect interfaces.
Consequently measurements of the frequencies of confined optical phonons can be used as a sensitive probe of
interface broadening2. Spectra showing confined modes are presented In Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Measured (solid lines) and theoretical (dotted curves: perfect interfaces, dashed curves: with interface
broadening), The spectra show: on the left: s polarisation spectra for a (GaAs)4 /(AIAs) 4 superlattice, on the
right: similar spectra for the same sample measured In p polarisation. The marked features correspond to
experimental confined-mode frequencies. After Ref, 2.
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The surface polaritons and guided waves propagating in this sample were studied by ATR, as shown in Fig, 2.
Features due to surface modes and guided waves are clearly seen as dips in the restatrahl regions. Compare
with Fig. 1. 110 .....o.... 1o-.0......

10.4 1
250 300 350 400 450 250 300 350 400 450

Wavenumber (em 1) Wavenumber (cm .1)

Pig. 2. Measured (solid lines) and calculated (dashed lines): room temperature ATR spectra of the same
superlattice sample described in Fig, 1. On the left: s polarisation spectra, on the right: p polarisatlon spectra.
After Ref. 3.

In the case of dol superlattices, a combination of p and s polarised oblique incidence measurements enables
both the overall ee electron concentration and the distribution of electrons between the wells and the barriers
to be determined. In the cam shown in Fig, 3, the sample consisted of a superlattce fabricated by 8-doping a
GaAs crystal with 100 Si layers with a 2D density of the order of 1013 atoms per layer at 50 nm Intervals, To
account for the sharp feature at 296 cn" 1 a thin depletion region at the surface was included in the theoretical
model4,

,0 . . - , (1.0)

0,8 ' , 0,1(b)

~ 0.6

0.1.

I iO 960 250 300 330 400 450 5;0 10 so 0 3OO 50 300 350 400 450 500
Wavenumbor Wevenumber

Fig. 3.(a) s polarised and (b) p polarised oblique incidence (450) reflection spectra of a GaAs sample "'oped
with Si layers. After Ref. 4.
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FAR INFRARED OPTICS OF GaAs/AlAs SUPERLATTICES
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In the far infrared, superlattloe dielectric functions can be well represented using an effective medium
model, with the overall symmetry of the superlattioe taking a unlaisal form, If only phonon effects are
considered, supeulmtt•ce dielectric tensors am usefully modelled in one of two ways, dependent on the
thioknesses of the superlattie layers Thus In long period superlattless the phonon resonances am
determined by the bulk resonances of the constituent Iyer, whereas In short period superlattloes the
resonances are shiftd from their bulk values due to phonon confinement.

Reganrless of the model used In describing the unlaxial dielectric tensor, the in-plane component V, will
have different resonant frequencies from the out.of.plane component sa (z is taken to be the growth
direction), For propagation of radiation In the z direction, poles in a correspond toro frequencies, and
ram In a. correspond to LO frequencies. We examine some consequences that are of impomneo in far
Infrared spectroscopy, with particular reference to oblique Incidence reflectivity and attenuated total
reflection measurement& taken on short period Gm/AIAM supedattices,

Of particular interest am the sharp dips that appear in the spectra obtained using thes two techniques, In
the cue of a superlattice deposited on a substrate the main modes that lead to much features are as follows
(l]i

IL flrnasHar uf

We define Brewster modes u dips In the spectnum at discrete frequencies at which the dielectric function
of the superlattice takes values corresponding to the Brewster condition, ILe. the Incident angle Is the
Brewster angle for zero reflection, For propagation In the x-z plane using p.polarised radiation, they
follow the dispersion relation

aJ . " a!•.
"q c " ( e x x l e t - " ,/ g as )

where qi Is the in-plans component of the wavevector, and a, Is the dielectric constant of an Isotropic
medium in contaut with the superiattice. Thus dips am observed in p-potlarsation reflectivity from vacuum
(of dielectric constant e - 1) at frequencies at which the above equation Is satisfied, Although equivalent
modes occur in reflectivity from bulk Isotropic samples, such modes are usually fairly broad, However, in
the cue of a reflectivity from a supedattice, sharp Brewster modes occur at the LO phonoua frequencies a a
result of the unlaxial symmetry of the supertattice structure, Moreover. Brewster modes of this type are not
appreciably affected by the presence of a substrate, These modes therefore not a an accurate measure of
superlattice LO frequencies.

2I dAg n polItnA £1; Yh um/sudnig Iniuzf

Surface polarltons are modes looslised at an Interface between two media In p-polarlsation, In the cas
considered here one of these media (the vacuum of dielectric constant a, - l) Is liotmpic whilst the other
(the superlattice) Is uniaxial, The 1 aEd H fields of a surface polariton deoay exponentially away from the
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interface (i.e. the out.of-plane component of the wavevector q. is imaginary in both layers). For this to
occur with ej positive it is necessary that the in-plane component of the superlattice dielectric tensor a.
should be negative (although the out-of-plane component a. may take either sign). In addition, the in.
plaue wavevector component q. must exceed a value of eft sfc, In order to achieve this, the ATR setup is
used. Here the light is Incident through a silicon prism such that it strikes Its base at an angle t greater than
the critical angle for total internal reflection, q. is then given by

q- a4P4 (0o/) sin 0

where s. is the dielectric constant of the prism material (silicon In this came), Since % remains continuous
on either side of the prism base an evanescent wave decays from the pris'm/vacuum Interface within the
vacuum layer when 0 exceeds the critical ae. This evanescent wave can couple to a surface polariton on
the surface of a sample brought close to the prism base, so that a dip occurs in the spectrum at each surface
polerton frequency. The exact value of this frequency is determined by the same dispersion relationship
as is the Brewster mode, although it occurs within a different wavevector regime. This frequency depends
on both the frequencies and the strengths of the oscillators contributing to the supedattice dielectric tensor,

L BnemM ModUs iW MI Suldattice/gubraitmt IntelM

The Berreman effect has been known for a long time (21 - shar dips in the p-polarisaton reflectivity
spectra occur at the LO frequencies of a thin film sample deposited on a metallic substrate. Here we
describe the observed Demr an modes as surface polariuons localised at the sample/substrate interface. In
contrast to the modes at the vacuumisample interface, however, the full ATR geometry is not required for
their observation, If the sample is a superlattice, Berreman modes occur in the same way as for isotropic
samples, but only at LO frequencies at which x. Is positive. For short period GaAs/AlM superlattloes on
GaAs substrates these modes occur at the appropriate LO frequeftcies occurring within the OMs reststrahl
region (in which the substrate dielectric function Is negative), The effect on the overall p-pohulaiaon
reflectivity spectrum Is that the strength of certain Brewster modes at LO frequencies appears to be
enhanced.

I, 9ndid WMarn M9n

For a surface polariton the field decays either side of an Interface, In the case of a guided wave mode the
field deortys either side of a layer. Thus for a vacuum/superiattice/substrate system the field would decay
In the vacuum and substrate layers. The guided wave mode would therefore be confined within the
superlattice layer, in which q. would be real. Guided wave modes of this type occur in both a. and p.
polarisation and ir observed in ATR within the substrate restatrahl region. In addition, surface modes at
the vacuumisuporlattioe interface ire aetualy perturbed by the presence of the other Interface ancW, In this
region, the p-polarlsed guided wave dispersion Melation also applies to these modes,

All the above modes have been observed experimentally In short period GaAs/AlAs superlattices on GaAs
substrates using the two techniques already mentioned, In these samples the superlattice dielectric tensor
depends on both phonon confinement and Interface roughness: the resulting mode frequencies provide
useful probes for determining these parameters.

[11 T, Dumelow and D.R. Tilley, 1. Opt. Soc. Amer. AJ1 (1993), 633.645.
[2] D.W Berreman, Phys. Rev. IL0 (1963), 2193-2198,
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We report a series of far Infrared measurements, using power reflectivity, dispersive Fourier transform
a, and attenuated total reflection spectroacoples. on the mixed crystal system In A 4 bx. Two

types of samples were studied: the first series of samples incorpomted InAI.xSbx as bulk epilayers on
Gas substrates, whereas the second eerie used the alloy a a upeilattoe component with lnSb.

The phonn and plasmon response of the bulk alloy system was obtalbed from refleotivity measurements
from the epilayer samples. In particular, the phonon TO frequencies applicable over a ranSo of alloy
compositions were measured, and the complete speem allowed the overall dielectric respoe of the
alloys to be modelled, udng a two oscillator fit. In practice plesmone played a significant role In the
response but, by oombining far infrred measurements of TO frequencies with Raman measurements of U)
frequencies (it the depleted surface), It was my to separate the phonon and plasmon contributions,

The other samples studied were doped superlattoes; of the type InSWtAsaSbo having both wells (the
BnA44Sbo layers) and barriers (the Inqb layers) of thaiknea 100 Ak the details of the doping levels an
given in the table, The superlattioes were grown on a InAsojSb01 alloy buffir layer separting the
mupeWatto ftom a GaAs subrate The amplitude and phase spectra from DMI' measumments on one of
these samples am shown In the figure

The incorporation of the alloy Into a superlattioc structure has a number of effects on the far infra
spectrum, all of which mist In understanding the basic semiconductor physics.

The lattice constants of the two supedattioe oomponents ae slightly different. so that the layers beoome
strained. The superiattioe layets grow to the lattice constant of the InAs%.1 ,Sb. buffer, so that the two layer
types strain in opposite diections, This results in shifts in the phonon frequenmes from their bulk values.
This shift is only about I cm", however, and is not easy to identify in these -mple because of phonon
pluamon coupling.

7,, Clwm In Wfmtdu 1dm

Inai.jbk bulk alloys undergo very Imtp bend bowing. As a resilt, for x > 0.25 the band gap of the
mixed crystal is less than that of either InAs or lnSb. For nAAio.sSb0. the band Sap is about 0-16 *V,
corresponding to an effective mam of 0.0106, Due to this narrow gap the bands ae extremely non-
parabolic.

In the superlace structures the band structure Is affected both b strain and by conflInment, Confinement
effects nre the morn important in determining the electron effective masses In thee. samples. Confinement
splits the oonduotdon band Into subbands, which ar raised in energy. Thus the effective ma is
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considerably enhanced. At the Perml energy the effective man Is even larger due to band non-
paraboioity.

The electron effective mass In each of theam samples is experimentally determilned by comparing the
plasma frequency obtained from far infrared measurements with the carrier concentration obtained from
Shubnikov de Han measurements, The resulting values are compared with the results of a two band Kane
calculation of the Fermi level effective masm in the table. It can be seen that both excperimnent and theory
give values considerably larger than the bulk effective mass of 0,I01011. We have not been able to resolve
the expected cantier density dependence. howeve.

L CjIaUM in E1u~Imn MQo11il

Electron mobility is of considerabl Importance in low dimensional atrinztutas It is therefore of interest to
compare the mobilities measured by transport measurements with those derived from the plasma damping
seen in the far Infrared. The table shows that the far infrared mobility values are roughly half those
obtained from Hall measurements. 71e mobility appears unaffected by the position of the dopants (i.e. in
the weL: or In the barriers), but the more highly doped sample shows a lower mobility.

In summary, we have demonstrated a number of important effects which assist In underaltandlng phonon
and free carrier behaviour in InAaj..Sb alloys and auperlatties.

Doped Nominal Free Plasma Mobility ýL
Sample Superlattice Doping carriers Frequency (cm2 V-ls 1 ) Effective mass

component (CM-2) (cm-2) (CM-2)
__ _ _SdH _____ Hall I.R Theory

IC346 wells 1XI0 12  O.62xJ012  310 6100 12000 0.0385 0.033

IC34 wells Fand U1012  1.20x1012  430~ "30 8001 " 0.0~365 0.4
barriers

IC34 barriers IXIO1 i .0J1 5000' 11060.037

Sample 10348 MOW Normal Incidence IC346 MOW Normal Incidence

Ir~smIlke - Thoo" - *rooty

- - KzPedmron 540 [- ofo
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1010 460A

.9 glion

J.
ITO
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2Ypl oil DffS amplitude and phi,.e epeotre.
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Characterisation of hydrogenated silicon nitride films
by low temperature FTIR spectroscopy
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ABSTRACT

Low temperature FTIR spectroscopy of hydrogenated silicon
nitride films revealed many molecular species which are not
observed at ambient temperature. The broad band at 700-1100 cgri
splits into three bands at 744, 825 and 890 cm"| at 50K. Similar-
ly NH group gives strong absorption band at low temperature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Silicon nitrido films grown on silicon substrate have been
used in large number of applications by electronics industry.
Many authors [1 - 53 have used Infrared (IR) spectroscopy to
observe the presence of different molecular groups present In
these films. Different workers [4 - 7] have shown the temperature
dependent broadening and frequency shift of IR bands due to
interaction of inter and Intra molecular vibrational and rota-
tional levels. The purpose of this work Is to use low temperature
PTIR spectroscopy for the characterisation of hydrogenated sill-
con nitride films grown on silicon substrate.

2. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

Hydrogenated silicon nitride films were grown on silicon
wafer by PECVD technique using salane, ammonia and nitrogen in
the ratio 1:2:4 and heating the wafer at 2500C. ZR absorption
measurements were done on a DiailAb FTIR spectrophotometer Model
20E/V fitted with Air-Product cryostat.

Fig. 1 represents IR absorption measurements of a 200 nm
thick film In the region 1100-680 cm-' at 300K, 200K and 50K
temperatures. This broad absorption band at 300K, splits into
three bands at 744, 825 and 890 cm-1 in the measurements at COK.
The band at 825 cm" 1 is assigned to Si-N bonds, the 744 cmA1 is
assigned to nitrogen sites where Si-N bonds and local silicon
network are distorted. The shoulder at 890 cm'•in the measure-
ments is attributed to the overtone of 424 cm"i band due to Si-N
breathing mode.

im - ! - -' -mi -' " 1 - 1 -
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Fig. IL FIG.
Fig. 2 represents IR absorption spectra of a hydrogenated

amorphous silicon nitride film 100 no thick, grown by glow dis-
charge CVD In an Inductively coupled reactor using silaan (80%)
and ammonia (20%). The NH stretching vibration near 3300 cm" is
not observable at 300K, but becomes strong band at 130K and
shifts to 3230 cm"I. The band at 3230 em" Is assigned as
symmetric stretching, while the hump at 3260 cma belongs to
antLsymmetric stretching modes of N-H group present In the film.

3. CONCLUSION

Char&cterisation of silicon nitride films by low tempera-
ture FTIR spectroscopy has not only identified the presence of NH
group which is not observable at ambient temperature in thin
films but as well revealed the presence of three bands in the
broad band structure of 1100-700 cm 1  

, which &rise from differ-
ent molecular groups.
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Reflectanm Study Of TJ.O. Goams

A, Memon, M.N. Khan and S. AI-Dallal
Department of Physics, University of Bahrain

D.B, Tanner
Department of Physics, University of Florida, Gainesville

A8STRACT

The frequency dependent optical and dielectric properties of binary semiconducting glasses in the
system (VaOs)eo MTeO%}4.x (PbO)x were measured as a function of lead content, It was found that the
optical phonon frequencies, and the reflectance minima in the oxide glasses appear to shift
drastically towards the lower frequency as the PbO Is partially substituted in these glasses. The
activation energy calculated on the basis of effective dielectric constant appears to decrease upon
the substitution of PbO,

1. INRODUCTION

In V2 05 - TeO2 glasses several studies on equilibrium, structure, switching mechanitm, phase
equilibrium and electrical conductivity has been reported 1.2. However, there is no single
measurement which has employed infrared reflectance to study the optical and dielectric
properties of these compound and has correlated with the d.c conductivity measurement.

In the present work the extraction of the activation energy of the glass is based on the power
reflection spectroscopy, which provides the values of frequency dependent dielectric response
function when analysed by Kramer-Kronig (K-K) dispersion routines. The effective dielectric
constant obtained by (K-K) is then used with Austin and Mott theory 3 to extract the values of
activation energy and other physical parameters,

Two glass samples with the composition of 60% V20 5 - 40% TeO2, and 60% V20 5 - 20% TeO2 - 20%
PbO were prepared by mixing the appropriate amount of research grade V20 5 , TeO2 and PbO. The
details of the preparation method is described elsewhere 4. The infrared measurements on the
optically flat polished samples were performed at near noimal incidence using IBM Brucker
Interferometer which covers the 100. 5000 cm"I range whereas for NIR, UV and visible range carry
2300 spectro-photometer was utilized.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSIONS

Effect of substitution of PbO on the reflection spectra of V20s - TeO2 system is investigated. Fig. I
shows the infrared reflectance spectra of V2 05 - TeOa glass containing 20% of PbO, From this we
observe that the reflectance of the glass increases as TeOg is partially replaced by PbO. Previous
studies on V20 5 -TeO2 system 4.5 have reported three Infrared absorption bands at 1010, 860 and
680 cm 4 , Our reflectance spectra show a kink at 1000 cm, a shoulder at 860 cm 1" and a peak at

680 cm"'. These modes get weaker and shift to lower frequencies. The reflectance minimum
which occurs at 10530 cmI is seen to be shifted by 25 cm'I when 20% TeO2 is replaced by 20% PbO.
No localized mode due to PbO itself is observed. The shift of the vibrational frequencies to the
lower frequencies indicates that some formation of Te-O-Pb bridges have taken place,

Fig. 2 represents the real part of the frequency dependent dielectric function computed from the
reflectance data of Fig. 1 using K-K technique, From this we observe that above 3000 cmn" there is
no strong absorption mechanism, Therefore, at high frequencies e,(o)) attains a constant value e-
which allows an estimate of the effective dielectric constant e. a t-o n2 .
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FIg. I Reflectance spectra for 60 V20 5 - 40 Teo 2 (. Fig. 2 The frequency dependent real part of
and 60 V20 5 - 20 7WO2 - 20 Ptb (,,,) dielectric function for 60 V205 - 40 T002

(.) and 60 V2 05 -20 Te0 2 -20 PbO (..,)

The theoretical approach for the activation energy in the semiconducting oxide glasses is
discussed in ref 3. The calculation of physical parameters is discussed elsewhere 4, Using the
physical parameters and measured value of ezp one can estimate the polaron hopping energy (WH)frmrelations Wae2/e~ .

frp R! and the activation energy as W = WH + WD/2 where WD. is the

disorder energy for the vandate systems caclulated from WDE Xe /eAR. Here eo is the static
dielectric constant, and K is a constant of the order of 0.3, WD is calculated using the estimated
value of the eoas obtained from K-K analysis. Using this value of WD and the mee'jured values of ep
the activation energy calculated for our glasses are listed in table 1, Our measured values of W, W%
and WD agrees with those found in the literature.
Table I
Measured values of dielectric constant, refractive index n and activation energy of Vanadium
Tellurite glasses.

IComposition Ito ep n WD WI2 .' , .° *"W)eV (eV) (eV)}

These measurements suggest that the dielectric response function of the glass increases on lead
substitution and hence, the dispersion and refractive index of the glass increases. As a result the
conductivity of the glass increases and the activation energy decreases.
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B.M. Garin
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ABSTRACT
A general quantum theory of absorption due to the exoitation of

phonons in optically aninotropio dielectric crystal, have been oonmi-
dered. Upreesions for the imaginary part of the dielectric susoepti-
bility tensor for the processes with an arbitrary number of phonons
are given.

INWRODUOTION
At the bands between the frequencies of fundamental orystal latti-

oe modem at IR rae and at the lower and higher frequencies only the
multiphonon absorption (?PA) may contribute to the lattice absorption
in ideal orystale [1-5]. The MPA are caused either by "mechanical"
anhAazmonioity (MA) or by "optical" axnharmonioity (OA) [1,4](see lower).

Theoretical investigations of MPA was limited am a rule by cormi-
derations of two-phonon prooesser [I]. But the theoretical results and
experimental data are available [2-5] about possibilities of essential
oontribution or predomination of the UPA processes with the number of
participating phonons n03. At the known theoretical works dedicated to
the MPA with nP3 [2,31 only particular kinds of much prooesmes or mo-
dels applicable at limited frequency regions (for example at the near
IR range [31) have been considered. Expressions for HPA with !.zbitrary
n, which are applicable at the whole frequency region wC'• (where 1C
is the phonons life time) including usually IR and MR ranges, have
been considered in [4). At the present work the generalisation of this
expressions to optically anisotropio orystals have been oonsidered.

WCRIS IONS FOR TIM NPA
L9t us consider the expansions of electric dipole moment of ory.-

tal V and lattice potential energy U in powers of atoms displacements
from its equilibrium pomitions:

M nr -7M 1L 0 is, ... ~n in 21. n U i.. ,@fi
nl n~ 1 n I n 11n

where i in the index of oartesian component; n,1,2,..; ,, is the Jth

oomponent of displacement of the atom with index v-(l,p), 1 in the
index of primitive unit cell of crystal lattice, P is the index of

atom in the cell; 0and 0ame coefficients of the0ýx I .. 'DV I - -V
expansions (1). 0 n at n,02 and 0nat n>3 are parameters of OA and MA
respectively. The hazmonio macroscopic electric field in orystal E of
frequency w have been assumed and nonstationary quantum mechanical
perturbation theory in the first order [4] have been used.

Let us consider for example the n-phonon absorption due to the OA.

The perturbation operator is -(M±1En 1± ) , where E3 is the local eleo-
n, I c,,Ia
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trio field, 1± .LJE,. L±J are the Lorents's ooeffioients. Por thel00
oontribution of suoh pz'ooesueu to the imainary part of the dialeot-
rio pemzittivity tensor it may be obtained:

(grad W.
n nf dO n-i .. . . T (2)

C, (fL) j w.j (k)mr~h(iW, (1i )/2KT)Wt shhw /2kn r=,1 t r r " •nh (h•n

where Bn-(2e/f1)(hO/32C)n'-1, C0 is the volume of unit cell; ti and k

ae the Planaok's and Boltomann'u oonstants; T is the absolute
temperature ; 4-(t,s,K) is the index of kind of n-phonon prooes with
the phonons belonging to the met of lattioe vibrations branohes
t-(tj,..., tn)I index a (r,.1,...,n) in the set m-I(It,...,n) have the

magitudes +1 and -1 rempeotively in the oases of absorption and exoi-
tation of phonon of branch t in process &; in addition, a obey to the

requir, ement: • )I aw.(k )>O9 where w,(k_) in the frequenoy of pho-

non (tr.) with wave veotor kIt; a ft 
h7"(w) is nu.rfaoe in spaoe

k-( ,defined by the next system of equations (oonservation
l a w s ) [4 ] ,,,.

aw 1 k ,-X-O (3); (k)-w0 (4)
where K are veotors of the reoiprooal lattioel the a in I means that
the veotor is expressed through the veotor. ,...,._ 1 by means of

(3); gad w in the pmadient in the u~aoe (k 1ac"e.-•);

±x 4 j1 ...4 in P141 Ki

where r. is the radius-veotor of the aes ll I V -(I q, )O 1 q-1 -1n

b- (that ois obeying to the requirement: M bP ~bk- ) is the

jth oomponent of polarization veotor of atom • in the oomplex normal
vibration (t 1,kI); MP is the mass of atom P.

The analogous expressions have been obtained for the NPA prooesses
oonoerned with the MA.

[11 M. Lax, E. Burstein, Phy.. Rev. 27, 39 (1955); V.S. Vinogradov,
Soy. Phys. Solid State i, 519 (196Z)i V.L. Ourevioh, ibid.., 0
1993 (1979); B.M. Gmzin, A.V. Oaldetskii, Opt. Speotrosi. (USSR)v.. 540 (1981).

[(2 F Stolen, K. DrIsfelv, Phy,. Rev. •!/)2 1295 (1965); B.Yn.
Balmguz'ov, V.T. Vaks, B.1. Shklovskui, Piz. Tverd. Tels (USSR) i,
89 (1970) (In Russian); M. Sparkc, Phys. Rev. M10, 2581 (1974).

[3] B. Bendow, Solid State Phys., 2, 249 (1978).
(4] A.V. Oaldetklii, B.1. Garin, P-eprint No.17(320), I1R of the USSR

Aoademny of Soienoes, Momoow, 1981 (in Russian).
(53 2. Amrhein, H. Heil, J. Phys. Ohem. Sol. 2, 1925 (1971).
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A FEL study of Relaxation between bound Donor States in Si:P

K.K.Geerinck, J.E.Dijkstra, J.N.Hovenier
T.O.Klaassen, W.Th.Wenckebach

Faculty of Applied Physics, University of Technology Delft, The Netherlands

A.F.G van der Meer, P.W. van Arnersfoort
FOM Institute for Plasma Physics Rijnhuizen, Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

The present paper concerns a study of the life time T, of -the excited 2Po level of shallow
donor phosphorus in silicon at low temperatures (T f 18 K) and in the absence of an
external magnetic field. The experiments are performed usin g the free electron laser
(FEL) FELIX of the FOM institute for plasma physics Rijnhuizen. As discussed below T1
is determined from the behaviour of the Is -+ 2po transition at 275 cm- 1 upon saturation
with this laser.
The pulse structure of FELIX as used in our experiments (It emits macropulses with
a width TM = 5#*s, each consisting of a train of micropulses with a width r, = 12 ps
separated by r,. = I ns) plays a vital role in this study. In a standard cw saturation
experiment the steady state saturated absorption is given by

1= o (1)

where ao is the unsaturated absorption, T2 is the dephasing time and

WR = (l exEo 2p.) (2)

is the Rabi frequency. Here, I is) and I 2po) the Is and 2po states, Eo the amplitude of
the electric component of the optical field, which is supposed to be polarized in the x-
direction. Finally, e is the elementary charge and h Planck's constant. Thus, cw saturation
experiments yield the product TIT 2 only.
Using FELIX, the situation is comletely different. Eq. (1) is based on Fermi's golden rule
which is only valid when the pulse width is much longer than T2. However, in our case
the inhomogeneous width of the transition is of the order of I/rm, so we may confidently
assume the micropulse length r,,, C T2. Then, we are in the coherent regime and during
the micropulse the transition rate and hence the absorption shows an oscilating behaviour.
As a result, after a single micropul se

a(om) = 0(0) coswRt j2• 2,, (3)

We analyse our results assuming rT < T7 -C r, < T 4C rM. As discussed above, the
first inequality is very plausible. Afterwards, we check whether our results are consistent
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Figure 1: Peak absorption peak percentage as a function of average power per macropult
of incident FIR radiation. Ap,,kf=75 cm' 1.

the next two inequalities. Then, during the macropu Ise & steady state absorption

-O +M 4 mTi (4)

where
. 2 f's (5

R-

defines the average Rabi frequency during the macropulse. It is calculated from the
average power during that macropulse. It is seen that now T, may be directly obtained
from the experiment, contrary to the case of cw saturation.
The experiments are performed on a sample of 5 Acm Si:P with a thickness of 0.4 mm
which is mounted under Brewster's angle. are shown in fig. 1. It is checked that the
1. -4 2po transition does not overlap with a water vapour abs orption line of the air in
the set up. At different calibrated laser powers frequency scans were made through the
absorption lines and the peak absorption is determined by fitting the observed absorption
to a Gaussian line shape. The resulting data are shown in fig. 1. They are fitted to
eq. 4 using (Is Ix 12po) = 1.50 x 10-' nm. As result we find T - 0.= ps. The results fit
well within the restrictions assumed above. In future we plan to extend our work with
cw saturation experiments, so we are able to extract T2 as well. Apart from providing
a unique new way to determine T2, it also allows to check whether really T2 < -r, as
assumed above.
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FT-FIR magneto-spectroscopy on resonant bound polarons
in n-GaAs

A.J. van der Sluijs, K.K. Geerinck, T.O. Klaassen, W.Th. Wenckebach

Faculty of Applied Physics, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

Abstract

Resonant polaron effects on donor metutable states in n-GaAs in external magnetic field have been
studied using a FT-FIR spectrometer in the 100 - 350 cm" 1 region. Pinning effects are observed near
both the (Iso + 1 LO-phonon) and the (2p-, + I LO-phonon) energies, The results are compared with
theory.

Introduction

The electron.optical phonon Interaction in polar materials generally has three effects on the
electron Landau levels. The first effect is a magnetic field Independent energy shift -aAWL0o.
The second Is an enhancement of the electron effective mass by a factor (1 + f). The third,
resonant, effect occurs when EN - EN.o o hLo and consists of a splitting of the energy levels
and a pinning of the lower energy level to the optical phonon energy. The effects on donor
excited states are expected to be similar to those on Landau levels. Until now, experimental
results are only known for the 2p+i state [1, 2].

We report an Investigation of the resonant effects on the donor metastable states (N, m, v) =
(3,1,0) and (4,1,0). Relating all energies to the donor groundstate Iso, resonant effects occur
when the (N, m, v,) energy approaches either the optical phonon energy or the energy of the
2p-1 plus one phonon state.

Experiments

In photoconductivity experiments on a high purity n-GaAs sample, transitions from the lus
ground state to the (3, 1,0) and (4, 1,0) metastable states are studied as a function of magnetic
field at T=4.2 K. All spectra are obtained using a BOMEM FT-FIR spectrometer, together
with a telescopic light transport system to couple FIR radiation into a liquid helium cryostat.
The sample was mounted In the centre of a superconducting magnet, providing fields up to 9T.

As shown in figure 1, just above the LO-phonon energy the upper branches of the split
levels are observed. The lower branches are unobservable because of the strong reststrahlen
reflection between approximately 270 cm- 1 and 296 cm- 1 . The dashed-dotted lines represent
the unperturbed (3, 1,0) and (4, 1,0) energy levels, including a, field dependent, correction for
band non-parabolicity, The next resonance occurs when E(N,m,v) s E(2p_,) + hwLo. Since
this phonon level les clear from the reststrahlen band, the pinning of the lower polaron branches
to the (2 p-1 + 1 LO-phonon) energy can be observed. The upper branches were not observed
because of system limitations.

Discussion

Lacking information on the eigenfunctions of metastable states, an analytic approach of the
resonant effects is not possible. Therefore we use a very simple model to describe the pin-
ning effects, including only the resonant levels. Starting from the experimentally determined

I -" '' "j= = 1'
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unperturbed energies, which are the elgenulues of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, off-diagonal
matrix elements representing the electron-phonon coupling are included. The level anticrossing
effects are found by diagonalizing the resulting matrix. The following unperturbed levels are
used: The LO-phonon energy Is 296.4cm- 1, the (3,1, 0) and (4,1, 0) cnergles follow from the
low field data, Including a correction for band non-paraboilcity, and the 2p-1 energy is also
known experimentally. The matrix elements of the electron-phonon coupling are In this ap-
proach parameters that are varied to obtain a best fit to the experimental data. Tresing the
(3,1,0) and (4,1,0) energy levels Independently, the curves shown In figure 2 are obtained.

We find that the electron.phonon coupling for the (3,1,0) state Is a factor 1,05 stronger
than that for the (4,1, 0) state. Larsen concludes that the effects on donor states are similar
to those on Landau levels (1]. Comparing our results to those of Pfeffer et al. who calculated
a factor 1.2 for the ratio of the coupling strenghts of the N=3 and N=4 Landau levels (3], we
conclude that our results are qualitatively consistent with theirs.
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Figure 1: experimental field depen. Figure 2: theoretical calcul&.
dance of transition energies tion of pinning behaviour
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High frequency, megawatt gyrotron
experiments at MIT

K.E, Kreischer, M. Blank, W.C. Gusa,
SK. Lee, and R.J. Temkin

MIT Plasma Fusion Center
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ABSTRACT

Results from megawatt gyrotron experiments operating between 110 and 140 0Hz will be presented. The beam velocity
spread has been measured using a retarding potential diagnostic. The measured perpendicular velocity spread was typically
between :00% and *15% for velocity ratios between 1,5 and 2.0. The spread was larger at higher beam currents, Good
agreement was also obtained between two separate measurements of the velocity ratio. A new experiment at 110 OHe is now
being assembled, This device will operate In the TEU.,1 mode and will have an internal converter to produce a Gaussian
output beam.

1. 140 GHz EXPERIMENTS

High frequency gyrotrons suitable for BCRH are presently being Investigated at MIT. Our reenr, goal has been to
increase the efficiency to levels predicted by theory (40.50%), In order to reach that goal, we have investiated a vardey of
cavity shapes, identified weak, parasitic modes that can degrade the efficiency t , and measured the beam quality. The best
results to date has been achieved with a two-section cavity, which consists of two cylindrical sections of slightly different
radii. Care must be taken in the first section to reduce the diffractive Q of higher order axial modes that can compete
with the desired mode, Recent experiments have produced powers up to 1.33 MW at 140 0Hz in the TEts,% mode. This
represents an efficiency of 40%, with 42% being achieved at the 1 MW power level, Mode maps indicate that high power
can be achieved with the two-section cavity over a wide range of operating space. Power and efficiency measurements are
in agreement with predictions based on self-consistent non-linear theory using the measured beam velocity ratios (a).

One of our concerns in these experiments has been the need, as we Increase the beam current, to reduce the velocity
ratio to achieve the highest output power. In order to determine whether this Is an indication of higher velocity spreads
at higher current, we have measured the parallel electron velocity distribution using a retarding potential diagnostic, This
diagnostic consists of a slotted plate that allows about 5% of the beam to be transmitted through a cylinder to a collector,
This cylinder is biased to high negative voltage, and the collected current is measured as a function of this voltage, giving
the distribution function. The measurements are made at one-fourth the normal cathode voltage in order to avoid breakdown.
The beam current and magnetic field are also reduced In such a mannwr as to preserve the beam radius and thickness, Data
was taken for both dynamic and static bias voltages. For the dynamic voltage case, the repelling voltage was swept during
the 3 psec gyrotron pulse to give the distribution function in a single shot, In the static bias case, the repelling voltage
was constant during each shot, and adjusted in steps over a series of shots, Both methods produced similar results. The
perpendicular velocity spread was calculated assuming a mono-nergetic beam. It was found that the spread was relatively
constant for a ;> 0,7 and increased with the beam current. Results are shown in Fig. 1. Note that data is given in terms of
the reduced beum currents, which must be multiplied by a factor of eight to scale up to high voltage operation. In ft. 2 a
compadsion is made of the average beam a as measured by a capacitive probe2 before the cavity and a inferred from the
distribution function, Both approaches ame In good agreement for I - t% < 1.8. Above this range the capacitive probe gives
somewhat higher values of a.

2. 110 OHs GYROTRON DESIGN

In our next set of experiments a 110 0Hz gyrotron with an internal converter will be tested. The TEnul mode was
chosen in order to have ohmic wall losses well below I kW/cm2. Previous MIT experiments 3 at 267 0Hz indicate that this
should be a good operating mode, The 267 OHf experiments Involvedthe TBui.,i mode, and produced a maximum output
power of 537 kW at 80 kV and 35 A for an efficiency of 19%. At 15 A, the efficiency increased to 27%, The Tln,s could
be excited over a wide range of parameters, suggesting that mode competition was not a major limiting factor. Good results
have also been obtained in Russia with this class of modest.
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A tube design has been completed that contains an efficient, internal rippled-wall converter5 that will be used to
produce a Gaussian beam and separate the radiation from the electron beam. It is hoped that this arrangement will reduce
the deleterious effects of window reflections, and provide better pumping conductance within the vacuum tube. The first
cavity to be tested will be a standard, tapered cavity with the following parameters: 40 input linear taper, a nonlinear uptaper
at the output to the converter that operates at 6% above cutoff, and an axial rf profile with a width LA of 6.5. The transition
from the input taper to the straight section will be rounded in order to minimze mode conversion that could cause power
leakage back f,)wards the gun. The large input angle and relatively short interaction length were selected in order to avoid
multimoding that could limit the efficiency 6. The diffractive Q is 850, and the peak ohmic losses are 0.8 kW/cm 2 at I
MW. We have modelled the cavity using self-consistent theory and assuming a beam with an Ca of 1.6 and perpendicular
spread of 010%. The simulations indicate 1.2 MW is possible with a 77 kV, 34 A beam for an efficiency of 46%. The
mode converter operates close to cutoff in order to reduce the converter length to about 14 cm and provide clearance for
the electron beam. One concern we have had with operation near cutoff was the possibility of beam-rf interaction outside
the cavity. However, simulations indicate that the Interaction does end early in the nonlinear uptaper, primarily due to the
dropoff in the magnetic field. In the upcoming experiments we will be measuring the efficiency of the cavity and internal
converter, and couple the output Gaussian beam into corrugated transmission line.

This work is supported by U.S. DOE contract DE-FC02-93-ER-54186.
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ABSTRACT

Vauian is carryin out the development of high-power, CW gyrotrons at frequencies ngling from 100-140 0Hz.
Recent experiments, coded out at a reuency of 110 Hz,resulted in do genration of output powers of 500 kW for 2.5-
second pulses and I MW for I me pulse durations.I The output mode of this tube was a whisperg-glilery mode, bated on
the TE2•2 mode employed in doe interation cavity. Current dein activity is aimed at producing I MW CW gyrotron at
the same frequency, but with a gusslan output mode structure, This type of output mode is desirable for low-loss
transmlisson in a corrugated wavegulde or mirror anm issdon line. In addition to the change in output coupling, the cavity
mode will be changed to the TE22,6 mode. The higher order cavity mode is consistent with higher power or higher
frequency requirement that will be addressed in subsequent development activities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRE) requirements for planned magnetic fusion experiments such as the
International Themnonuclear Experlmental Reactor (FlB) will require mllimete-wave sources capable of output power of
at la 1 MW CW at fequencies in theo nMe, 100-200 OHz. Recent megawatlevel development work at Varan resulted in
a gyratron design that was tested to output powers of I MW for short pulses (-I ma) and 500 kW for 2.5-s pulses at a
frequency of 110010 The output mode of this tube was a whispering-Sallery mode, based on the TB22,2 mode employed
in the interaction cavity. Pest dein effots are cantered around the introduction of a mode converter, inside the tube, that
transforms the wavegulde output mode from the cavity to a gusslan bam, before the output power exits the tube. Other
design activities are related to the thrm management problems that rise In operating under full CW conditions at output
powers of 1 MW. The preent development plan involves the costruction of two tubes, each with severall toe iterations,
with the ultimate goal of achieving 1 MW CW with a gauaaans.mlike output mode.

Much of the desg of the first experimental tube will be similar to the one employing the TE22,2 cavity mode,
discussed above. The electron Sun, collector and output window will be of nearly Identical desig, and the cavity wili utilize
the same TE22,n clas of modes. The major change will be in the output coupling portion of the tube. Below we
summarize the design of the major elements of the first experimental tube with a gaussian or pussli-like output mode.

2. DESIGN OF GYROTRON WITH INTERNAL CONVERTER

2.1 Electron gun

The first experimental tube, with a gaussian-like output mode, will make use of the amne electron gun design
employed on the earlie '13TE,.mode design. The decision to utile a cavity Interaction employing the same TE22,n class
of modes at the same frequency, means that the deasred electron beam parameters ar essentially identical to that in the earlier
design. This electron gun Is a double-anode, masnetron-injection Sun, that operates at a beam voltage of 80 kV and a
nominal beam current of 35 A. In the cavity, the average radius of the hollow beam corresponds to the Innermost radial
maximum of the cavity electric field. Computer simulations of the electron gun predict a perpendicular velocity spread of
±4% for a perpendicular-to-poallel velocity ratio (a) of 2.0. In operation, it was found that the achievable value of a was
somewhat lower at full operating current (limited by mirroring electrons), so the tube design will be optimized for a value of
a = 1.5.
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2.2 Cavity

The decision has been made to use a TE22,6,1 mode in the cavity. As with the TE22,2,1 cavity, the electron beam
will be situated on the innermost electric field maximum of the cavity mode. The increase in cavity size from the TH22,2, 1
mode will make cavity-wall-loading problems much less severe and thus enable use of a significantly higher-Q cavity design.
The higher Q should serve to stabilize operation in the desired mode more effectively than in the lower Q design employed
with the TE22,2,1 mode, and thereby lead to higher efficiency operation. Initial designs being considered have a Q of about
1000 with peak wall-loading values of less than I kW/cm2 for ideal copper cavity walls. Use of the TE 22,6,1 mode is
consistent with higher power or higher frequency requirements that will be the subject of subsequent development activities.

2.3 Output coupler

An internal converter, after the interaction cavity, will serve to tnsform the TE22,6 mode produced in the cavity to
a gaussian-like beam that will exit the tube perpendicular to the tube axis. The converter design is similar to the one
described by Denisov et -1.2 and consists of a section of waveguide with small perturbations to transform the output
waveguide mode into g aussian-like geomemry, followed by a system of mirrars that provide further shaping of the output
into a microwave beam, with the desired gaussian-mode parameters, and direct the resultant power to the output window,
Initial designs have calculated efficiencies of greater than 95% in transforming the TE22 6 output mode from the cavity into
a gaussian mode.

2,4 Collector

The electron beam collector will be quite similar to the one used in the earlier tube with the TB622 mode that
employed radial extraction of the spent electron beam,1 The electron beam will be collected afte the microwave power has
been transmitted through the output window. The diameter of the collector in the first tube will remain at 24 inches. Some
changes in the magnetic environment have been made since there is no longer the need to direct the electron beam though a
narrow slot in the output waveguide.

2.5 Output window

The output window for the first experimental tube with an inteunl converter will be quite similar to the 4.inch
diameter, double-disk, sapphire design employed on the earlier TEI12-mode tube, 1 Face-cooling of the two sapphire discs
is provided by a low-los dielectric fluid, It will have the capability to transmit between 200.700 kW CW, depending on the
exact parameters of the gaussian mode that results from the internal coupler system. For full 1 MW CW operation, alternate
geometries and cooling methods am currently being studied.

3. SUMMARY

The demonstration of a full I MW CW tube with a gaussian output mode will provide an important tool for use in
upcoming fusion experiments, The use of a gaussian output mode (as opposed to a waveguide output mode) should result
in the most effective overall system design for such experiments. The first experimental tube in our effort to develop a
gyrotron with these parameters will be an important step in achieving the ambitious goals.
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t. INTRODUCTION
KfK is continuing the development of 140 0Hz high power gyrotrons for electron cyclotron

wave (ECW) applications, Experiments with a TE0o,4 mode gyrotron have been performed using
an axial rf output coupling. The achieved maximum output power or this version amounted to
0.7 MW in the design mode with a mode purity of about 99 % and an ele~ctronic efficiency of
26 %. Since these experiments have been performed using the superconducting magnet system
designed for the previous T-,,3 mode tube the pulse length was limited to S ms. With a more
appropriate magnet system with increased bore hole diameter which allows the use of a built-In
quasioptical converter a pulse length of up to 300 ms with 0,5 MW rf power is expected.

In the following we will present some experimental results with respect to frequency step-
tuning of the TEl0,4 mode gyrotron and describe the radial output coupling system.

2. FREQUENCY STEP-TUNING
One of the main advantages of ECW heating of fusion plasmas is the well localised energy

deposition of the microwave beam. By tuning the frequency of the generator it is possible to
heat and to stabilize well defined areas of the plasma without the need for a steerable launching
mirror. This will require a tunable mm-wave source,

In gyrotrons the frequency can be varied by changing the operating mode. It has been shown
that frequency step-tuning of gyrotrons operating In high order modes Is possiblel"2. Different
modes may be excited by (fast) tuning of the beam voltage or (slow) variation of the magnetic

ield. Azimuthal neighbouring modes seem to be suitable for frequency step-tuning In a gyro-
tron as their radial structure is very similar to that of the main mode. Subject to this condition
the coupling of the electron beam and the rf wave In a gyrotron resonator is comparable for
these modes. This behaviour is shown in Fig. I for the TEBo,4 mode and its neighbours, Although
the rrequency spacing of approximately 7.4 OHz of these modes is probably too large to fulfill
the requirements for fusion plasma applications, Investigations with respect to single mode op-
eration and output power can be performed.

By increasing and decreasing the magnetic field (,5.3 %) we optimized the tube to oscillate
In the TEB,, 4 (147.4 GHz) and TBE, 4 (132.6 0'JHz) mode, respectively. In the TE,,4 mode we
achieved 420 kW rf power at 25 A (to be compared with TEBQ,4: 600 kW). We observed strong
mode competition with the modes TEs,4 (124,96 GHz) and TEB,, 3 (126.24 0Hz). It is assumed
that this efTect is supported by a high amount of reflection of these modes at the window (up to
35 %) which Is tuned to 140.0 GHz. Taking realistic beam properties and window reflections
into account the measured peak output power of the TEB, 4 mode is In reasonable agreement with
numerical caiculations.

Fig. 2 shows the oscillating area of the TE,,,4 mode In ihc (Jm,,mUb.,m plane. Several frequencies
spaced by approximately 60 MHz have been observed for the TE11, 4 mode, corresponding to
different longitudinal modes of the long-line cavity formed by the gyrotron resonator and the
(reflecting) window. The maximum output power in this mode was 300 kW.
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3. BUILT-IN QUASIOPTICAL CONVERTER
The built-in highly efflclent quasioptical converter and a focusing matching mirror system

(three reflectors) has been manufactured according to design criteria given by PrIcttercbncr ct
al. (1992).'. Low power tests are in progress. After assembling and conditioning of the tube with
the radial outcoupling scheme first high power experiments will start,

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that It Is possible to operate the TEl04, mode gyrotron in the azimuthal neigh-

bouring modes, thus giving the possibility to change the frequency of the rf output, One limiting
factor Is the broadband characteristic of the single disc window used In the experiments. Strong
reflections at the window which propagate back to the Interaction region may Increase the
problem of mode competition In the step-tuning experiments. To avoid these complications KfK
Is developing broadband mm-wave windows.
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Introduction

For electron cyclotron heating to be economically attractive for large scale tokamaks, such as ITER, the unit power source,
the gyrotron, should be above I MW cw, At frequencies of interest, - 140 OHz, mode competition makes the realization of
such high power devices quite difficult, Reduction of the number of modes that compete by use of a coaxial Insert in the
cavity has been found to be effective. We report here on the design of a 3 MW, 140 0Hz gyrotron based on the TEu,6.
mode, including brief discussions of the cavity, electron gun and output mode converter,

Cavity

The Th2,,3 mode was chosen because it has a ratio of the radial to azimuthal elgenumbers similar to the TE,,,1 , which was
found in a previous study of a 280 0Hz gyrotron to have high efficiency, and has an acceptable ohmic heating in the outer
wall. For small radii, the beating of the inner conductor is a shaply increasing fliaction of increasi radius. This gives an
upper bound for the inner conductor radius. Limiting the ohmic heating to 700 W/cmW fixed the inner conductor radius to
6 mm. To determine the efficiency, a code modeling the non-linear interaction of a beam with several modes present
simultaneously was used. Results with and without spread in velocity in the beam were obtained, The axial profile of the
R? field was taken u the eigenfunction of the cavity without the beam, 1,#., the solution was not self consistent, This has
been found to be a good approximation in cavities with similar Qs, but lower order modes. The average radius of the beam
was 8.13 m-, on the first peak of the co-rotating mode. Detailed studies were made with a beam voltage of 95 kV and a
current of 70 A. In order to model the start-up phase of the operation, which has been found in previous studies to be
critical, the simulation was started at a voltage of 50 kV, at which the
beam velocity ratio, a, was predicted to be 0.69, and the start
currents of all but a few modes, quite high. Those that had start
currents less than the beam current were included in the initial ,
simulation run. Results of the simulation, starting at 65 kV, are ,
shown in Figure 2. The mode at 65 kV is TE, 13, followed by the C cavity Profile

TEB13 at 70 kV- 80 kV, with TB6,,3 starting at 85 kV. Several 2,0
other modes atarted at voltage changes, but were suppressed. The
TE6,,,1 mode is stable until 97 kV. The final efficiency wus 45%. 1 i l
This was roughly the same as that found within the previous study of T l"ield Profile
the TBE,,$ mode where a Oaussian axial profile of the RF field was
used, For the study of the TlB1,| mode, the profile calculated for the
actual (cold) cavity was used. -

Elechron Gun
0,0 . 0 1 2 • ,4 5 6

The electron gun is an inverted maSgnetron injection gun (MIO), as

shown in Figure 3. The inner anode is at ground potential, allowing Avicn Position (em)

the support of the inner conductor at both the gun and output end of Figure 1. Axial profile of the RF fidde in the
the gyrotron, The outer anode is also at ground; thus this is TEnu cavity.
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effettively a single anode Sun, Th cathode radius wu 4.73 om, the ourmt deusity S.5 A/cm', and the compresaion ratio,
3211. Simulaton of the Iun wa done usingl OUN by HermanesMdt. With fana bem a of 1,4, the rm spread in
perpendicular velocities was 4S, includiug contributions from surf. roughness. Thi appears atalafctory, Sivea the hot that
the simulation code with a velocity spread of 8S showed decrease of only 3 S in the fficiesnoy.

Mode Convertw

A quasi..optical mode converter ha. beon
designed to convert the T161.,1
waveguide mode to a Oawuin mode in
free noae e converter consists of a
rippled wall waveSuide motion followed

, by a stpout launching apertur and
several fooussin reflector, The rippled.................... wall waveguide, which is designed utslg
coupled mode theory, bunches the

2TB,1,3 radiation into Gaussian bundle.
Because a Gaussian beam is launched
from the stepout aperture, the reflectors
are designed using Gaussian optics.
Diffra-tion theory shows that the
conversion effioiency is greater than

Flgure 3. em a dawing of the eMron gun. 90%.
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ABSTRACT

The harmonic gyroklystron' (HOK) is capable of generating kilowatts of average power at millimeter wavelengths. Operating
the device at a harmonic (n > 1) of the cyclotron frequency reduces the required magnetic field to levels attainable by normal
solenoids, Size and weight of the device am reduced with a normal solenoid. An advanced canterpost (ACP) gun is used
to generate the hollow axis-encircling beam. Computer simulations predict very low velocity and guiding center spreals in
the beam. A 95 GHz fourth harmonic HOK design simulation predicts 30 % overall efficiency and > 2kW average power.
The electron gun will be tested In a beamatick in which the rf circuit is replaced by segmented capacitive probes.

1, Background

The HIIOK, shown in Fig. 1, consists of an electron gun and magnetic focusing system, asveal coaxial magnetron cavities and
a depressed collector. A magnetic field reversal or cusp causes the annular electron beam to orbit its axis at the cyclotron
frequency, ),,,-(seB)/(ymj. The operating frequency of the HOK is a harmonic of the cyclotron frequency, 6o3,M1 W,. The
rotating beam enters the input coaxial magnetron cavity. A typical cavity is shown in Fig. 2. The outer coaxial cavity is
coupled to the vaned inner cavity by a set of m slots which run parallel to the beam axis. The coaxial cavity operates in the
TE, 1 coaxial mode and the inner cavity, with 2m vanes, operates in the i mode. The azimuthal electric field in the input cavity
modulates the beam and produces n rodlike bunche which travel down the beam tunnel. The drift regions between cavities
are cut off to the fundamental TB11 mode. Intermediate cavities further modulate the bunches and the output cavity transfer$
the azimuthal beam energy to the RF field. RP signals are coupled to the cavities using rectangular waveguide joined to the
outer diameter of the coaxial cavity, The depressed collector recovers a significant fraction of the spent beam energy.

2. Electron Gun and Magnetic Circuit

The electron gun cross section is shown in Figure 1. The gun is enclosed in an iron shill so that the conical section cathode
is in a magnetic field free region. All the flux enclosed by the cathode is carried by the iron centerpost. Given the desired
angular velocity m2, velocity ratio ot and beam radius rb, Busch's theorem is used to calculate the required magnetic flux Tp,
enclosed by the cathode.

Given ct, r2 and o2 the required beam voltage can be determined from

Yk 2#'2 14 -1Sa

whom # uad m. are the electronic charge and mass, y is the relativistic factor, subscript I refers to the cathode and subscript
2 to some arbitrary plane downstream of the magnetic field reversal.

3. Coaxial Magnetron Cavities

Using coaxial magnetron cavities for the interaction greatly simplifies the mode competition and RF coupling problems usually
associated with gyroamplifiers. The coaxial magnetron was developed by Feinstsin2 to reduce mode competition in
magnetrons. Thus the solutions found for magnetrons can be directly applied to the HOK cavities. The RF power is coupled
in and out of the cavities through an iris in the outer cylinder of the coaxial cavity into the TEBo mode in a rectangular
waveguide. This separates the RF output from the spent electron beam and enables the use of a depressed collector.
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4. Modeling HGK Performance

Both a small signal code and.a large signal code have been developed for simulating the performance of the HOK. The small
signal code is based on Symons' equivalent circuit model' of the gyroklystron, A beam coupling factor and a tranticonductance
are calculated frum Zhurukhovskii and Rapoport's equations of motion. These are used to calculate the small signal gain and
start oscillation current for the I-IK. The large signal code is a modified version of Ganguly's 3-D nonlinear code' far the
gyropeniotron. The code was modified to solve for a multicavity HOK with variable length cavities and drift tubes. The large
signal code predicts electronic efficiencies of 35% and 20% for third and fourth harmonic operation, Overall efficiencies of
51 % and 36% are predicted using a single stage depressed collector.

S. Experimental Device

Currently a beamastick is being assembled for the 95 OHz HCK. The beamrstlck will be used to verify the purformance of
the hollow beam for both third and fourth harmonic operation. Operating the solenoid at 1 kGW will dissipate about 7 kW
versus 3.3 kW for the 8.5 kG needed for the fourth harmonic, This makes fourth harmonic operation attractive despite the
penalty in ulectronic efficiency. Two capacitive probes will be used in the beamastick to meui~ure ix at eithdr and of' th heam
tunnel. Each probe is split Into four quadrants to determine beam position in the heumatick. Aftur the beam performance
is measured the beamnatick will be retrofitted with at tunable 95 0Hz oscillator cavity. This will be timed to determhine start
oscillation currents, bandwidth and electronic efficiency for the interaction.
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Design of a 100 MW, 17 GHz Second Harmonic Gyroklystron Experiment
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In an effort to expand the frontiers of high-energy physics, electron-positron colliders with

center-of-mass energies approaching 1 TeV (and beyond) are being planned.' These machines will
require efficient, reliable, pulsed microwave amplifiers with peak power levels exceeding the state-
of-the-art. The current linear collider standard is the 100 GeV Stanford Linear Collider, 2 for which
a 1 ps, 150 MW, S-Band klystron was developed.,' It is anticipated that comparable power levels
will be required in 10-20 GHz devices. Because klystron peak power scales (optimistically) with
the output wavelength squared, considerable enhancement is required.

At the University of Maryland, we have been pursuing amplifiers based on the cyclotron res-
onance instability.4 Because the cyclotron frequency associated with the external magnetic field
acs as a mode selector, overmoded structures can be used, and gyroklystrons scale much more
favorably with frequency than klystrons: the peak power is proportional to the wavelength rather
than ito square. Here we present the design of a 100 MW, 17 GHz second harmonic gyroklystron
operating in a coaxial configuration. We first describe the electron gun, then give the circuit design
along with its nonlinear efficiency.

A single-anode magnetron injection gun (MIG) was determined to be feasible and was selected
because of its simpler configuration and wider current range' (compared to a double-anode MIG).
The key gun parameters are summarized in Table 1. The magnetic compression is fairly low and the
cathode loading is modest, The total current and cathode radius, however, are well above state-
of-the-art. Table 2 indicates the nominal beam parameters at the end of the simulated region,
which corresponds to the center of the input cavity. The axial velocity spread, which is given for
a current of 600 A, is from ballistic considerations only; spread contributions from thermal and
surface roughness considerations should be much smaller. The nominal current is less thanl 28% of
the space-charge limit. The electric field on the anode is quite small and the peak cathode field
has a reasonable safety margin, The average field on the emitter strip is near 52 kV/cm and varies
less than 8% along the strip length.

Using the simulated gun results given in Table 2, we designed a two-cavity gyroklystron circuit
operating at the second harmonic. Because we were after the highest possible power, we designed
for 800 A; at that value of the current the axial velocity spread is 10%. The parameters of the
circuit which yielded the highest efficiency is shown in Table 3. Note that the output cavity is
made up of two sections; the lengths and radii of these sections are chosen so that the backward
propagating TEo1 mode, which is not cutoff in the drift section, vanishes due to destructive inter-
ference. However, the TEo, mode does not vanish in the forward direction, so the output mode Is
a mix of TEO, and TEO,, with about 80% of the power In the TEO, mode. The overall efficiency of
this design was 25%, which yields an output power of 100 MW. The main reason for the relatively
low efficiency is that the third harmonic also interacted with the beam, and since the operating
frequency is below the third harmonic frequency, this interaction tends to accelerate rat her than
decelerate electrons. Future work will concentrate on eliminating this effect, either by increasing
the length of the interaction or operating In the gyrotwistron configuration.
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Table 1: The electrode specifications.

Cathode radius (cm) 9.58
Emitter strip length (cm) 1.67
Cathode.anode gap (cm) 12.64
Cathode half-angle 360 - 440
Magnetic compression ratio 9.9
Cathode loading (A/cm2 ) 5.98

Table 2; The simulated MIG performance.

Axial velocity spread (%) 6.70
Guiding center radius (cm) 3.07
Guiding center spread (cm) 0.27
Space-charge limiting current (A) 2,190
Electric fields (kV/cm)

peak cathode 91.0
peak anode 293
emitter strip (aug) 51.6
emitter strip (variation) 3,9

1. B. Richter, "Physics and technology challenges of the next-generation linear colliders," presented
at the 1991 Particle Accelerator Conference, San Francisco, CA, May 1991.
2. N. Phinney, "The Stanford Linear Collider," presented at the 1992 Linear Accelerator Confer-
ence, Ottawa, August, 1902.
3, T.G. Lee, GT. Konrad, Y. Okazaki, M, Watanabe, and H. Yonezawa, IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci.
PS-1i, 545 (1985).
4. R.S. Symons and H.R. Jory, Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, vol. 55 (New York:
Academic Press, 1981), pp. 1.75.
5, W, Lawson and V. Specht, IEEE Trans. Electron, Dev. (in press),

Table 3: Circuit Design. All lengths In cm,

Input cavity; Q350 .
inner/outer radius/length 2.000/4.206/2.000
Drift section
Inner/outer radius 2.350/3,850
Output cavity; Q=730
first section inner/outer radius/length 2.234/3.920/0,978
second section inner/outer radius/length 1.914/4,205/0,922
lip inner/outer radius/length 2.388/3,798/0,422
output section Inner/outer radius 2.356/4.415
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High power operation of a K-band second harmonic gyroklystron

W. Lawson, H. W. Matthews, M. K. E. Lee, B, Hogan, J, P, Calame, and J. Cheng

Electrical Engineering Department and Laboratory For Plasma Research
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742 USA

At the University of Maryland, we have been performing a sequence of experiments to determine the
suitability of gyroklystrons for linear collider applications. Initial experiments with six different two-
cavityI and four three.cavity2 fundamental mode gyroklystrons have produced about 27 MW of power in
I jus pulses at 9.87 GHzI with 32% efficiency and gains near 40 dB, A program to modify the final two-
cavity circuit for amplification studies at the second harmonic is well underway. 3 In this paper we
summarize test results of the first four configurations,

The second harmonic tubes are derived from the fUndamental devices by making a few changes to
the test bed and microwave circuit, The main test bed changes include replacing the non-linear waveguide
tapers and reworking the microwave diagnostics. The primary circuit modification is to replace the
TE0 11, 9.87 GHz output cavity with one that resonates in the TE02 1 mode at 19,7 GHz. The drift tube
is also modified as described below. A schematic of the third harmonic circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The
circuit is realized by stacking a series of metal and ceramic washers Inside a vacuum housing, The main
input cavity section has a length of 1,73 cm and a radius of 2.81 cm, The measured resonant frequency
and quality factor are 9,844 ± 0,01 GHz Lnd 380 ± 40, respectively, A thin carbon-impregnated

Aluminum-Silicate (CIAS) ring located
"against the downstream end wail is used to

Ti jload the cavity. The output cavity is
' [ machined from OFHC copper on a CNC

..... .... .......I••..... . lathe. The measured cold cavity resonant
frequency and Q are 19.712 ± 0,02 0Hz and

__ "346 ± 25, respectively, The main cavity
section has a length of 0,605 cm and a radius
of 1.73 cm, The radius is selected to avoidIDStaifiM Steel Cp M miO-SIC. fundamental amplification in the TE01 mode,

U OPHC Copper' •i Bf.o8/c
Adiabatic wall transitions are used to
minimize mode conversion to the TE01 at

Fill. 1, The two-cavity s ond harmonic circuit (1H13), the second harmonic. The length is chosen to
minimize the microwave signal flowing upstream toward the electron gun, The overall length of the
cavity, including the integral output taper, is 9.42 cm. Theory predicts the mode to be 99.4 % pure and
the power flowing upstream to be more than 38 dB down from the output power, A small-signal code
predicts that the output cavity is stable at the desired operating point,

The preliminary drift tube is made mostly from CIAS rings, The main drift tube (between cavities)
consists of nine tapered non-porous ceramic rings (80% BeO - 20% SIC) surrounding a band-stop filter
which Is designed to prevent any 19,75 GHz, TE01 mode signal from propagating to the input cavity and
electron gun, The maximum rejection Is over 45 dB at 19,72 0Hz and remains above 20 dB for more
than 275 MHz, Attenuation in the TE II mode (which is the most troublesome in fundamental mode
tubes) is greater than 15 dB from 6,0 GHz to 11,5 GHz. The total drift tube length is 12,28 cm and the
minimum radius is 1,5 cm,
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The output cavity of the first tube was longer and closer to cutoff than the one shown in Fig. 1. It
also had a larger Q (-650) and the adjacent output waveguide radius was considerably smaller. This tube
was plagued by fundamental mode oscillations that prevented amplification. The second tube's output
cavity was intermediate both in dimensions and Q to the first and third tubes, This circuit produced a
peak power near 12 MW with an efficiency near 15%. The third tube produced powers above 21 MW
near 19.76 GH-z with an efficiency of about 21%. Performance was limited by low frequency oscillations
that were postulated to be derived in part fom the drift tube's resonant trap. The replacement of this trap
with the standard BeO-SiC rings resulted in the only difference between the third and fourth tubes.

The maximum power point in tube H4 is found when the beam voltage and current are 451 kV and
240 A, respectively. The drive signal is optimal at a frequency of 9,881 GHz and a power level near 60

kW, The optimum magnetic field is about 5,25
kG at the input cavity center and about 3%

600 30 higher at the output cavity center. The peak

500 ..... .... i interaction in the input cavity which is quite
,,"400 . sensitive to the magnetic field. The time

300 dependence of the output power, unfolded

S200 /o in Fig. 2. The corresponding voltage pulse is
00, also indicated. The peak power of nearly 30

MW corresponds to an efficiency near 27%
-- 1 4 50 and a gain over 26 dB. The narrow pulse width

Time (a) is due primarily to the time variation in a that

Fig, 2. The time evolution of the amplified signal In tube H4. results from a compensation problem with the
resistive divider.

The far field mode pattern when the
antenna is oriented to pick up the azimuthal

"110 electric field is indicated in Fig. 3. A least
0.9 squares data fit indicates a signal which is 0.7

b 0,181 % TEO1 and 99.3 % TE 02, This is close to the
o08 cold cavity estimate discussed earlier. As to be

g 0.5 expected with circular electric modes, a sweep
S0.4 .of the fWr field pattern when the antenna is

0.3 rotated by 900 picks up virtually no power.
0,2
0.I

0.0 o REFERENCES
-to 0 t 'o20 30 40 50 1. W, Lawson, el al,, "Performance

Radial location (cm) characteristics of a high-power X-band two-
Fig, 3. The radial mode pattern of the anechoic chamber signal, cavity gyroklystron," IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci.

vol. 20, pp. 216-223 (1992).
2. S. G. Tantawi, el al., "High-power X-band amplification from an overmoded three-cavity

gyroklystron with a tunable penultimate cavity," IEEE Trans. Plasma Sd. vol. 20, pp. 205-215 (1992).
3. W, Lawson, el al., "High-power operation of a K-band second harmonic gyroklystron," Submitted

to Phys. Rev. Leot,, April 1993.
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WIDEBAND GYRO-TWT AMPLIFIER EXPERIMENTS

J. J, Chol*, G. S. Parki, S. Y. Parki, C. M, Armstrong, A. K. Ganguly,
R. H, Kyseri, and M. L. Barsanti

Naval Research Laboratory, Code 6840, Washington, D.C. 20375

INTRODUCTION
Research on broadband, multi-kilowatt millimeter wave gyro.TWT amplifiers operating at low beam power (< 300

kW) is attractive for applications such as electronic warfare, radar, and communications. In order to achieve wideband rf
amplification in gyro-devices, the wavegulde is either tapered along the axial distance or loaded with disks or dielectric. Two
Ks-band gyro-TWT amplifiers Pre considered; (1) a sapered rectangular waveguide and (2) a dielectric loaded rectangular
wavegulde, A frequency multiplied harmonic interaction in tapered waveguide is also investigated for W.band rf
amplification.

TWO-STAGE TAPERED GYRO.TWT AMPLIFIER
Previous experiments on the single-stage Ka-band tapered gyro-.TWT at NRL1 have demonstrated high power (-5

kW), millimeter wave amplification with an Instantaneous bandwidth > 30%. It was found that gain In the single stage
amplitler was limited by reflection-type oscillations caused by the rf mismatch In the vacuum window. Separation of the
Input section from the output section will stabilize such oscillations.

A two-stage Ka-band gyro-TWT has been assembled and experiments are currently underway. Preliminary
experimental results show that there is some beam interception in the multihole directional coupler due to Insufficient
magnetic compression of the small orbit beam (33 kV, I A) produced by the MIG. An improved Input coupler is designed
for better beam clearance and wider coupling bandwidth. A 3-D electromagnetic code (HFSS) 2 predicts a coupling value of
-0.4 dB and a bandwidth of 60 % (22 GHz -40 0Hz),

Numerical results obtained from a slow-time scale non-linear code3 ptedict a two-stage gain of - 30 dB, an electronic
efficiency of 20- 30 %, and an Instantaneous bandwidth of 10 - 15 % for Avz/vz a 2 %. In contrast to the single-stage gyro-
TWT, the bandwidth is expected to be very sensitive to axial velocity spread.

RIDGED SLOW WAVE CYCLOTRON AMPLIFIER
A dielectric loaded rectangular wavegulde can provide a constant group velocity over a wide frequency range. Figure

I shews a cross-section view of the ridged circuit loaded with two dielectric slabs. A high quality axis-encircling beam4 (60
kV, 5 A, cc w 1) couples with the slow wave, The dielectric height is less than that in the beam tunnel to insure that the
fundamental beam line does not intersect any undesired higher order hybrid modes in the operating frequency range. The ridged
circuit has some advantages over a regular rectangular shape. First, the dielectric slabs can be protected from beam
interception. Secondly, the peak electric field Is shifted from inside the dielectric to near the ridges In the beam tunnel. Thus
the interaction coupling Is expected to be improved.

Large signal calculations of the two-stage ridged SWCA predict a saturated efficiency of - 17 %, a gain of - 28 dB,
and an Instantaneous bandwidth of - 20 % (29 - 36 0Hz) for input power - 150 W, B w 7 kG, and Avz/vz w 2 %. The results
from the slow time-scale non-linear code agree with MAGIC 5 simulations for a cold beam.

A broadband rf window has been designed by the use of the HFSS code. It consists of three sections of 1/4
wavelength BeO. As shown in Figure 2, the return loss is better than - 15 dB in the frequency range of 23.5 - 37,2 GHz
(bandwidth w 46 %).

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIED HARMONIC GYRO-TWT AMPLIFIER
The operation of a "frequency multiplier" broadband harmonic gyro-TWT amplifier configuration Is also under

investigation. Figure 3 depicts the schematic of the amplifier, and the axial profiles of the non-linear tapered magnetic field (9
- 13 kG) and the circuit cutoff frequency. A Ka-bend frequency drive signal is injected in the tapered fundamental input section
to modulate the axis-encircling beam (50 kV, 2 A), as in the two-stage tapered gyro-TWT. However, In the tapered output
section, the wavegulde width Is designed so that the waveguide mode is in phase synchronism with the third harmonic beam
cyclotron mode. As a result, amplified radiation in the tapered output section Is extracted at frequencies increased by the
harmonic number. The operating waveguide mode Is the lowest order mode, TEIO, in both the Input and output sections of
the amplifier.

•SAIC, McLean, VA 22102
lOmega-P, Inc., New Haven, CT 06520
§B-K Systems, Inc., Rockville, MD 20850
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A self-consistent slow-time scale non-linear code has been used to simulate the amplifier performance. The
calculated efficiency and output power are shown in Figure 4 as a function of frequency for various axial velocity spreads of
the electron beam. The efficiency drops slowly as the beam velocity spread Increases but the instantaneous bandwidth shrinks
more rapidly. Simulations also show that the amplifier operation is insensiaivc ic the guiding center spread. At Avz/vz = 2
%, the saturated efficiency and gain are - 12 % and - 30 dB. The bandwidth is predicted to be - 10 % with output frequency
in the range of 90 - 100 GHz. A drive signal of - 10 W In the 30 - 33 GHz frequency range Is sufficient to saturate the
output power in the frequency range of 90 - 100 GHz.

CONCLUSION
Experiments on the Ka-band two-stage tapered gyro-TWT amplifier are underway with the improved input directional

coupler, The ridged SWCA has been designed to conduct Ka-band experiments operating at a low magnetic field, The
frequency multiplied harmonic gyro-TWT has been investigated to produce W-band radiation with - 10 % instantaneous
bandwidth, Both the SWCA and the harmonic gyro-TWr require an axis-encircling beam with low velocity spread.
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Gyro-TWT Amplifiers at UCLA

K. C. Leou, Q. S. Wang, C. K. Chong, A. J, Balkcum, S. N. Fochs, E. S. Garland,J. Pretterebner(4), A. T, Lin(b), D, B. McDermott, F. Hartemann, and N. C, Luhmann, Jr.
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, Ca 90024

Abstract (3) High-Power Second,,Harmonic Gyro.TWTThe status of three unique gyro.TWT amplifiers under Hirmonic n lrestatdevelopment at UCLA will be presented, They include Harmonic V'ro-TWT's not only require a substantiallydeve sloptated L whrdh oil be resetedT hey ) wIdnclude weaker magnetic field and offer nearly the same high ef.i) a slotted third-harmonic gyro-TWT, 2) a wideband ficiency as fundamental gyro-TWT's, but also have thedielectric- loaded gyro-TWT, and 3) an extremely high potential to stably generate significantly higher levels ofpower second-harmonic gyro-TWT. power [7] because the threshold beam current level for os.
(1) Slott.d Third-Harnionic Gyro-TWT dilation is raised significantly due to the relatively weakerVarian's 95 GHs, 70 kV, 5 A, a = 1,3, three-section six- harmonic interaction. A high power, single-stage second-

vane ir-mode third-harmonic gyro-TWT (1], which is pre. harmonic linearly-polarlsed TE21 gyro-TWT, which isdicted by a nonlinear self-consistent simulation code [2] predicted by a self-consistent nonlinear simulation codeto yield a peak output power of 90 kW with 26% ef . to produce an output power of 400 kW with an efficiencyciency, a saturated gain of 81 dB and 3i constant-drive of 20%, saturated gain of 33 dB and constant-drive band.bandwidth, will be trated in a scaled experiment at 10.3 width of 6%, has been designed for 10.1 OHs and is cur.bandwidthwillbe testendrin ascaleo bex spe rodument at10 rently under construction. A single-anode 100 kV, 20 AOHs using the axis-encircling electron beams produced MIG Is being built at NTHU to generate the beam withby a gyroresonant rf accelerator [3], T he entire slotted a 0 b at NTHU = 8e n e -age ah plbfa e I scircuit, including the 0 dB axial phase-velocity couplers, ' - 1 and tv,/Va m 8%. The single-stage amplifier ishas been fabricated by electric discharge wire machin- predicted to be stable because the dominant TE11 anding, The new rf accelerator has produced 3 A, 70 kV TEB1 gyro-BWO modes have been suppressed as a resultIng,-e new rl accelerator han s pirsondueld 3 Abe70,k, of axially slicing the cylindrical waveguide with two cutsA broadband two-period beat-wave TEl1/TEiA output separated in asimuth by 901. The similar effect from aAmbroadbad toerihow d bneFagt- wuma sure d A shoutput single slice on the TE1 1 mode is shown in Fig, 5. A slicemode converter shown In Fig. 1 was measured, As shown transverse to the average rf electric field yields a loss ofin Fig. 2, its center-frequency is shifted by strong cou. ow 3,7 dB /A (Fig. 6(a)), whereas a cut parallel to thispling effects. Until an improved converter has been built, field produces negligible effect (Fig. 5(b)),
the amplifier will use an input coupler for its output, Each of these three gyro-TWT amplifiers use a wide.

(2) Dielectric-Loaded Wideband Gyro-TWT band 6 - 18 GHs, 1 kW pulsed Varian helix TWT am.The bandwidth of a gyro-TWT can be widened by us- plifier as their input signal source. All three use couplersing a dielectric-loaded waveguide to reduce the circuit's designed with HP's HFSS electromagnetic code.dispersion [4]. A 100 kV, 5 A wideband gyro-TWT [5], The authors are grateful to Prof. K, R, Chu andwhich is predicted from a nonlinear simulation code to Prof. C, S. Kou of the National Taing Hua University forgenerate an output power of 80 kW with 15% efficiency, a their substantial assistance, This work was supported bysaturated gain of 30 dB, and a constant-drive bandwidth ARO under Contract DAAH04-93-O.0084, AFOSR un-of 20%, has been designed for 10 GHz and has undergone der Grants 91-0382 and F49620-92-J-0175, Rome Lab-its initial hot-tests. The single-anode MIG was built at oratory (ATRI) under Contract F30602-91.C.0020 andNTHU to generate the a = 0.6 beam with &,•/v, = 2%. Varian under Subcontract 109BAR05943,The rectangular interaction waveguide has been loaded (a) IMT OmbH, Heinrich-Bauann.Strasw 49, D-7000with thin MaCor slabs along both narrow walls [6]. The Stuttgart 1, GermanyF-plane-bend 0 dB input and output couplers shown in (b) Department of Physics, University of California,Fig, 3 were measured and yielded excellent agreement Los Angeles, CA 90024with HFSS as seen in Fig. 4. The Insertion loss is less [1] C. K. Chong, et as., IEEE Plume Si. 20, 176 (1992).
than 0.1 dB over the entire 20% bandwidth. [2 A, K. Ganguly, et &L, Ing. . Elec. DA, 59T (1988).W ith unoptimised alignment, the amplifier's prellmi- (2] A. B. Mangu motte at &L, J. Elc PA. 697 (1988 ).nary results are 20 kW peak power, 25 dB saturated gain [3] H. .McDermott, etal., Re. LA. P 8, 4501 (1985).and 5% constant-drive bandwidth, Although the single- [41 HK. Cu, et as,, P IyE, Rev. Let. 49, 730 (1982).
section amplifier is absolutely stable, oscillation near the [8] K, Ganguly, et al., Ing. J. Elec. U, 641 (1983).cutoff frequency could be induced by increasing the mag. [7] Q. S, Wang, et al., IEEE Plasma Sci. n, 163 (1992).
naetic field by 15%.
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Development of medium power, submillimeter wave gyrotrons

T.Idehara, T.Tatsukava, I.Ogava, Y.Shimizu, S.Makino and K.Ichlkawa

Department of Applied Physics, Faculty of Engineering,
Fukul University, Fuku.i 910, Japan

Developmental study of high frequency, step tunable gyrotrons using
12 T superconducting magnet is described. Single mode operations
at the second harmonic resonance have generated submillimeter wave
outputs up to 638 GHz. The typical power Is several hundred watts.

1 Introduction
Nedium power, submillimeter wave gyrotrons have many advantages which other

conventional sources do not possess, for example, frequency tunability and high
power output. In recent years, single mode operation in gyrotrons using a
high magnetic field at the second harmonic of the electron cyclotron frequency
has produced submillimeter wave output approaching 600 GHz.s'1 )- In our
recent paper4), we shoved that single mode operation at the third harmonic can
occur in our submillimeter wave gyrotron. In the near future, we expect that
such a gyrotron will cover the whole submillimeter wave range by using high
harmonics and higher magnetic fields. In this paper, the achievement of 636
GHz (corresponding to a wavelength of 472 ism) by operating at the second
harmonic, at the high magnetic field of 12T, Is described.

2 Hxperimental setup
Fig.1 shows a schematic draving of the whole gyrotron device. The magnet

produces a high magnetic field up to 12T. The superconducting magnet consists
of two coils, an inner coil made of NbsSn wire, and an outer coil of NbTi wire.
The gyrotron Is demountable and is essentially a vacuum chamber set In the room
temperature bore of the cryostat. The diameter of the bore is 70 am and the
inner diameter of the vacuum chamber is 36 mo. Inside the chamber there are
three parts; a guiding tube for the electron beam, a cylindrical resonant cavity
and a collector for the electron beam which also acts as the output waveguids.
The diameter and the length of the cavity are 3.9 mm and 10 mm, respectively.

At the bottom of the vacuum chamber there Is a magnetron injection gun, and
at the top there Is a ceramic vacuum window. A vacuum valve installed between
the gun and the guiding tube allows the resonant cavity and other pieces to be
changed while keeping a high vacuum in the electron sun. Conventional magnet
coils or gun coils around the electron gun allow the field Intensity in the
region of the gun to be varied independently of that In the region of the cavity,

3 Results
The frequency can be varied from 100 GHz to 630 GHz, by changing the

intensity of the magnetic field. The behaviour of the gyrotron tube has been
tested for each cavity mode by setting the field intensity at the optimum value.
Wavelengths are measured by transmitting the output power through a waveguide
system with three corner bends to a Fabry-Perot Interferometer. Output powers
are measured by setting a water load on the top of the window and observing the
rate at which the water temperature rises. Our gyrotron is pulsed so the
duty factor, whose typical value In 5.10-8, must be taken into account to
calculate the power in each pulse.

PI&.2 shows a number of typical frequency measurements using the Fabry-Perot
Interferometer. When the field intensity is changed many instances of mingle
mode operation are obserbed. The figure corresponds to operation at the second
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harmonic. The measured frequencies are Indicated on the figure.
In only one case, when the field Intensity Is Just below 12T, Is there

operation at both the fundamental and the second harmonic. The TE~ni cavity
mode (fundamental) and the TEoai cavity mode (second harmonic) are excited at
the same time. The frequency corresponding to this second harmonic is 636 GHz,
which is the maximum frequency attained by our gyrotron and, we believe, may be
a record for a gyrotron. For other single mode operations, measured frequencies
are noted near the corresponding interferometer patterns.

In Fig.3, All of the frequencies observed until now are plotted as function
of a magnetic field Intensity. Operations at the third harmonic have been
observed together with those at the fundamental and the second harmonic.

4 Conclusion
In summary, we have a step tunable, millimeter to submillimeter wave

gyrotron covering a wide frequency range, whose output power Is typically
several hundred watts. In almost all cases the operation Is In a single mode.
It Is an excellent source with many advantages over conventional sources which
are all lower power, fixed frequency devices.
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AUTRAOT - Linear and non-linear analysis of the power flow from spatiotemporally
modulated gyrating electron beams into the fields of TEm modes of a cylindrical
waveguide has been applied to megawatt-level sources at 140 OHz for plasma heating
hand control. Results are given for a S-th harmonic smooth-wall converter driven
at 28 OHz, and for a 13-th harmonic ridge-wall converter driven at 10.8 0Hz.

UTIRODUCTZON - Linear and non-linear theory and simulations (1) were developed for
the coupling to modes in a cylindrical waveguide of a spatiotemporally modulated
helical rotating electron beam prepared using cyclotron autoresonance acceleration
(2). Uander 'grazing 0 conditions, where the axial beam velocity equals the group
velocity of the desired waveguide mode, efficient power transfer to the TZm.! mode
can occur, with only negligible power flow into other TE modes, or into any TM mode.
Here m, the mode's azimuthal eigenvalue, is also the ratio of the converter's output
frequency to the beam's temporal rotation frequency. One can scale prior results
obtained for a smooth-wall TESj mode 94 OHz device to 140 0Hs, to find the para-
meters given in Table I below.

output frequency 140 *Hz
drive frequency 28 GHz
beam voltage 150 kV
beam current 6.7 A
velocity ratio a 2.0
waveguide radius 0.228 cm
waveguide length 27.0 cm
magnetic field 11.9 - 0.76 ka
output power 705 kW

Table I. Parameters for a conceptual S-th harmonic 140 OHz converter.

RXZ= HARNMONC COMVMURSON - The 140 0Hz device described above could be driven
by a 28 0Hz, 1 MW gyrotron pulsed oscillator (31, or (at lower power) by a 220 kW
ow gyrotron oscillator (4). It is possible that a megawatt-level 28 0Hz cw driver
could now be built. Nonetheless, the achievement of megawatt or multimegawatt ow
gyrotron oscillators might be easier at longer wavelengths. Indeed, it has been
reported that a I MW, 8 GHs long-pulse device has been built (5]. This has prompted
examination of the harmonic conversion mechanism at higher harmonics, where an X-band
driver could be used. Preliminary simulations for 13-th harmonic conversion using a
10.77 OHz, 1 MW driver have shown that 800 kW output at 140 0Hz would be obtained
from a 2 MW, 2 A beam in the T913,1 mode, but that competition from the TEl2,1 mode
at 129.2 OHz would be severe. Evidently, additional means to supress competing
modem must be developed to allow successful 13-th harmonic operation.

CONUATIKS MODE COMPBTXTZON - Two strategies have been considered to combat mode
competition for a 13-th harmonic converter. The first strategy is to operate with a
beam whose velocity ratio a is such that, under grazing conditions, all lower TEMI
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modes are cutoff. 1his occurs (1] if (1 - P22 )l/ 2 > (1 - m'-)(fm/fm-i), where fm and
fm-1 are cutoff frequencies for the TEml design mode and for the TEm-I mode. For
m u 13, this reduces to fi < 0.1225 which, for a 250 kV beam, gives a> 5.97, Whether
a beam with such a high a-value can be introduced stably into an output waveguide
is an open question. This uncertainty has prompted a second strategy, based on an
experimental finding (6) that radiation from an intense relativistic axis-encircling
beam in a cylindrical overmoded waveguide emerged over a broad band in many modes;
but with 12 shallow axial slots machined in the waveguide periphery, essentially all
of the radiation was observed in a narrow band in the TEl2,1 mode. This result can
be interpreted as due to selective coupling between the beam and the TE12,1-like mode
of the ridged waveguide, since competing modes would have smaller coupling impedences
to the beam. A study of beam coupling to 13-ridged cylindrical waveguides has been
initiated. Vacuum modes have been analyzed from theory used for 6- and 10- vane
peniotrons (7]. it was found that the optimal ratio of outer-to-inner vane radius
depends upon the beam parameters, so as to provide the largest possible latitude for
optimizing conversion efficiency. The efficacy of this strategy for obtaining high
conversion efficiency and combating mode competition is shown in Fig. la, where 13-th
harmonic conversion efficiency is seen to reach 401 at 140 OHz (the parameters are
given in the Figure). Power at the 12-th harmonic, which was the most serious com-
petitor for the smooth-wall example, is too small to show on the scale of Pig. la.
Fig. lb shows the required guide field profile.

13. vane: 2x mode 500 kV, 4 A, a 2.0
40 Router / Rinner"- 1'1uS X0 " S'0 Rinner

0-% w13Rinner mm 0,50124 cm

30 
k ,4A a 2.

9 Rr=00c w 6AI k- 13-vane:2xmode
20 ,-,0m' Router/Rinn.ra" 1.1510 ! m 1

AM13
0 4 .111.1_1 ........ I .........
0 20 40 60 So 100120140160 0 20 40 60 80 100120140160

z(cm) z(cm)

Fig. la. Efficiency ve axial distance. Fig. lb. Tapered magnetic field that
B w Bgr for z < zo; tapered for z > zo. preserves phase matching in Fig. la.
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Impedance matching of microstrip line circuits by optically tunable stubs

Hitoshi Shimasaki and Makoto Tsutsumi

Kyoto Institute of Technology
Matsuguaki, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan

This paper treats a tunable stub of a microstrip line which can change the input and output impedances
of the line by luer light. Transmission characteristics controlled by optical means through the stub are
demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally,

2. INTRODUCTION

Recently there hu been increasing interest in applications of lightwave technology to control, gener-
ation and measurement of microwaves1 , One method for the control of microwaves makes use of optical
injection of electron-hole pairs by illuminating a semiconductor waveguide with above-bandgap radiation.

We have already reported an optically-controlled microstrip line, in which one end of the strip is open
terminated and illuminated with the laser light thereby changing the input impedance of the line2, We
propose here an optically-tunable stub as an application of the open-ended microstrip line.

Stub lines are widely used for impedance matching of microstrip line circuits. However their tuning
after the fabrication is generally difficult, Even if the precise design of the fabrication is taken into account,
it is necessary to tune the matching element, Thus the open-ended microstrip line rerorted previously is
developed to a tuning stub as shown in Fig.I, and the optical tunability of this line is discussed,

Illumination to near the open end of the stub induces electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor sub.
strate, The induced carriers are able to change only the resistance part of the terminal impedance. But by
connecting the stub line to a proper position on the main line, the reactance of the line at the connecting
point also can be changed due to the impedance transformation corresponding to the proper length of
the stub. Therefore the impedances measured from the input and output ports are changed and can be
optically matched to those of other elements of the next stage in the circuits,

We have calculated the terminal impedance of the illuminated opcn-end assuming the exponential dis-
tribution of the induced carriers 2. According to the conventional transmission line analysis, the scattering
parameters of the line are numerically estimated with respect to the impedance variation of the stub.

We suppose the following structural parameters in the calculation. The thickness of the substrate is
0.4mm. The strip widths of the main and the stub lines are 0,5, 0.7mm, respectively, The main line is
18.8mm long. The stub is positioning at a distance 6.6mm apart from the input port and its length is
5.6mm,

Figure 2 shows the transmission characteristics for the 1requency range from I to 13GHz. It can be
seen that the transmitted power and phase shift of waves is varied by the induced carriers.

The reflection characteristics and the input impedance are also calculated and it is confirmed that they
can be controlled by the illumination,

4. EXPERIMENT

We made a prototype device using a silicon substrate. The dimensions are the same as those in the
calculation. The end of the stub is illuminated with a laser light of 830 nm wavelength up to 32mW.

S. .. . ., , , , t. . . .. . . . . . .7
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The meaunred transmis~.on characterisi-cs &.-e shown In Fig.3. The experimental result agrees with the
calculated one.

The change of the S parameters In the figures indicates the impedance variations of the Input and
output ports by optica~l means.

-5. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a microstrip line with a tunable stub. The impedance of the stub can be changed
with a luser light for optical injection of carriers In the silicon substrate.

The optically.-tunable stub proposed here is simple and made easy. We have the more degree of freedom
fot tuning by multi-stubs and lasers.

The authors would like to thank Mr.Nakai for his assistance in. the experiment.
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2.11 .Shimasaki and M Tautsumi, "Reflection characteristics of optically-con trolled microwave through

an oper..'nded microstrip line," IEICE Trans. on Electronics, IE7O-C, 2, pp.301-304, Feb. 1993.
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Optical control of millimeter waves in the silicon waveguides

Makoto Tautsumi Yutaka Satornura
K~yoto Institute of Technology Osaka Institute of Technology

Matsugatsaaki, Kyoto, Japan Omiya, Osa~ka, Japan

A13TRC

The optical control of millimeter waves in the silicon image and H-guides were Investigated. The
optical control of the dispersior characteristics of those guides were contfirmed both thebrat~c&.1Iy and
experimentally using the Xenon arc lamp. To increase the sensitivity of the optical conttol of the image
line filter, tlhe Mach-Zehnder interferometer type filiter was demono;rated experimet.tally. To obtain the
switching beha~viour of the radiation beam from the li-guide leaky wave anteftzna, the Brag& type antonna
cascaded with the optical switching element was also demonstrated experimentally.

UNTHRODUCTION

There is now considerable interest focussed on the field of optical control of microwave and millimeter
devices, circuits and systems, such as phased array antennas, optical probing. Iand high speed optical
fiber links, 1 This paper discusses the optical control of the millimeter wave In the image line and H-guide
using the high resistivity silicon substrate and by mean, of the optically induced plasma. The Image line-
filter of the M&MhZelinder interferometer type and the optical switching of the radiation beam from the
11-guide leaky wave antenna are experimentally demonstrated.

13,- .fIjd1MAELIN~Z
Thot dhipersion relation of thle Image line was derived using the effc-tive dielectric constant method.

The p~hase and the attenuation chtiNa.I~eristics of the line w'eG estimated numerically for various "a.lues
of the plasma densities.

The experiment was carried out at the Q-baiid. The waveg~iddes used lit the experiment were made of
high resistivity silicon having resistivity Of 5000fL .-Mi. When the optical energy of 2.2 W from the Xenon
arc lamp was applied to the image line, attennatiur lit the transmitted signal of more than 20 dB warn
observed with~ the strong frequency dependence, Tý e'hance the sensitivity of the optical control, Mach-
Zehnder- interferometer type waveguide using tho. iFnage O'ne warn proposed with one of the waveguide arms
periodically corrugated as shown in Flg.1. Tf tha plmse of the corrugated arm differs by 1800 from that
of the other arm without corrugation, the two F'ign&1% lir~t~efere and a sharp notch feature will appeal.

ExpenihnertR on the optical contrul of a hiterferometer with 14 cells periodically corrugated on one
of the arms were carried out at the Q.-iuid, anji the reaudt are shown in Fig.2. When optical power of
about 90 taW was illuminated to tbc corrugated arm, the sharp notch feature was significantly reduced
to about IS dBi around 41 (411u.

4.11 H..~f.Gul.)
Optical control of the )i-g'ide geometry consisted of a dielectric slab attached to the silicon slab at

6, side of it. The dispersion relation of the LSE (TE'E) made w, estimated numerically as a function of
th~e plasma densities, The frequency dependence on the wave attenuation of TRIf1 mode by the plasma
was increased for the lower ftequency,

Tihe H-guide was cal'efo'iiy designed using both the teflon and the the silicon slabs of 90mm length,
VThe 20 (113 rhange of amplitude of the mnillfimeter waves lin the li-guide was observed by Illuminating
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the Xenon arc lamp. The optical switching of radiation beam from the H-guide leaky wave antenna was
examined, which was designed by the metal grating and the switching element in the cascade form. The
switching element consisted of a silicon slab as shown in Fig.3.

If optical response of the switching element is chosen to be the Bragg frequency of the leaky wave
antenna, the radiation frequency pattern of the leaky wave will be significantly controlled by the optical
means. Fig.4 shows a typical response of the leaky wave with and without illumination by Xenon arc
lamp of 200 rnW optical power. The radiation beam was switched 15 dB by the light.

We have investigated the optical control of the millimeter waves in the image line and the H-guide.
The optical control of the dispersion characteristics were confirmed theoretically and ex ,erimentally for
both the waveguides.

To increase the sensitivity of the optical control of the image line filter, the Mach.Zehnder inteofer.
ometer type filter was demonstrated experimentally. Optical switching of the radiation beam from the
H-guide leaky wave antenna was also examined. These devices may be useful to find new signal processing
devices for the millimeter wave frequency,

optical power leaky wave
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Quasi-optical switching for mm-wave cavity dumping

O.M.Smith, J.C,0.Lsurf, Y.Cui, M.H.Dunn

St.Andrews University, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Fife KYl69SS, Scotland

Abstract

A thin silicon wafer when Illuminated by a Q-swltched frequency doubled Nd-YA0 laser Is used am a very fast ultra-low loss,
qusi-optcal photo-conductive switch to cavity dump a millimetre-wave open resonator, Initial experiments indicate That it
should be possible to provide short pulses at millimetre-wave frequencies with power gains of several hundred.

1. Introduction

It hu been demonstrated that, with beam-splitter coupling, the finesse of a matched open cavity at 94GHz can
exceed 1500 and be limited only by the resistive losses in the copper mirrors (0,08%)[11, For a matched cavity this moan.
that the circulating power within the cavity is about 500 times the incident power density. It would be of interest if this
power level could be 'cavity dumped', to create short high power pulses. This requires a switch to be fast compared to the
round trip time of the cavity, but that doesn't substantially degrade the losses and the circulating power within the cavity,
This requires a switch to operate on nano-second or sub nano-second time scales, but with an insertion loss well below 0.1%
(0,004D).

Such i switch has been demonstrated using a very thin sheet of high resistivity silicon placed at 45 degrees in a high
Q open resonator am illustrated in Figure 1. In normal operation, the silicon acts as a dielectric sheet and can have extremely
low loss. However, the silicon can be switched by illuminating the sheet with a fast rising laser pulse whose photon energy
is above the bmndgap of silicon, This creates an almost instantaneous electron-hole plasma layer that can have metallic
properties at high enough carrier densities [2] and reflect nearly all the microwave power out of one arm of the cavity,

High purity silicon (resistivity > 10k 0cm) has extremely low lon at millimetre and sub-millimetre wave
frequencies with power absorption .4002 cm 1l at 100FHz (3) and no more than 0,05cm-1 between 100OHz and 2THz [3).
Thus the silicon's resistive los can be very low compared to the resistive loss in the end mirrors, In addition, the loss due to
reflection from the sheet can be cancelled by positioning a third mirror in a Michelson interferometer arrangement as
illustrated In Figure 1, Thus the circulating power within the cavity can remain extremely high. Experimental measurement
of the cavity Q and coupling parameter has shown that a 1301.m silicon water (3 inch diameter) contributed no more than
0,05% extra loss In the cavity, In this particular experiment, diffraction losses around the wafer may also have contributed
significantly to this figure.

Simple theoretical considerations and Initial experimfints have indicated that energy levels of a fow mJ must be
absorbed by the silicon in a few nano-seconds for efficient quasi-optical switching over reasonable areas. This requirement
indicates the use of a Q-switched Nd:YAO system, at energy levels which are compatible with diode.pumped technology (4],
In addition, frequency doubling of Nd:YAG is usually preferred because the high conversion efficiencies and small
absorption depth in silicon allow more photons to be absorbed In thin silicon sheets. (This is because the absorption depth for
green light at 0,53gm is only 1,25pm compared to an absorption depth of 1,4mm for infra-red at 1,06gtm at 940Hz (51).

1. Experiments

Figure 2 illustrates the optics that have been used in initial experim rots to demonstrate the feasibility of cavity
dumping at 94GHz where the silicon switch was also used as the Input beam-splitter. Despite the silicon having a net
reflectivity of around 40%, it Is still possible to completely match power into the 3.mirror system by .dJusting the backshort
mirror [1]. To demonstrate efficient switching the millimeter-wave spot size at the silicon was focused to<5mm and the
long arm of the cavity was made approximately 1,Om giving a round-trip time of 6nano-seconds, This meant that the
diameter of the mirror In the long arm of the cavity needed to be very large (1,Om), A low loss quasi-optical Faraday rotator
was used as a circulator and provide isolation from the source which would otherwise be load-pulled by the external cavity.
The source was a Gunn oscillator phase locked to an RIP counter to ensure that the input frequency of the Ounn oscillator
remains at cavity resonance, A Q-switched, frequency doubled, flash-lamp pumped Nd:YAG laser capable of delivering

Wm3 of gmen light in 10ns was used in the oxperiments. It was estimated that the laser provided rit least I mW of green light
within the first three nano-seconds and the Illuminated area at die silicon was approximately 5cm 2, However, the maximum
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finesse obtained with the cavity shown in Figure 2 was 100 which meant that the circulating power was only around 30 times
the incident power. This is partly due to imperfections in the large diameter mirror and partly due to the large reflectivity of
the silicon beam-splitter. Figure 3 shows a typical cavity dumped pulse when this cavity was switched, where the time-base is
50ns/division. Pulse duration was typically 8ns, with a power gain of the of the order of 10. Measurement of the output
power was made using a single ended Schottky barrier mixer diode and a fast sampling oscilloscope (HP541I ID).

These results clearly demonstrate the principle and feasibility of fast switching and cavity dumping. However, substantial
performance improvements are expected at higher laser pulse energies (or shorter pulse duration's) for faster and more
efficient switching. Doubling the input laser energy Is expected to double the rf power output. Large improvements in the
level of circulating power in the long arm of the cavity should also significantly increase the power output, and are expected
for thinner silicon wafers and operation in the type of circuit llWustrated in Figure 1. Cavity dumped systems with power
gains of several hundred at W-band would appear to be very feasible and are expected to be demonstrated in the near future.

Acknowledgements- It is a pleasure to acknowledge useful discussions with Dr. A.Harvey, Dr. M.Padgett, Dr.P.Hlrst,
Prof. A.Maltland and Prof. J.W.Allen. We would also like to thank J.Terry and D.Withers for help with the laser system and
M.Whyte and O.Radley for much of the mechanical construction.
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Phase Shift and Loss Mechanism of
Optically Excited E-plane Electron-Hole Plasma

Ao Sheng Rong and Zhong Liang Sun
State Key Laboratory of Millimeter Waves

Department of Radio Engineering, Southeast University
NanJing 210018, Jiangsu

People's Republic of China

This paper describes the phase shift and loss mechanism of the optically excited B-plane electron-hole plasma, For
GaAs as the inserted semiconductor, it is shown that an optically sensitive regime occurs, where the phase shift Is
highly influenced by the illumination and the peak of the optically induced loss exists. The regime is changed by the
distribution profile of the excess carriers. It is observed that at the high injection light power level, the optically
excited plasma behaves as the metallic strip does. The field distributions at the optically excited plasma section are also
demonstrated, which support the field-displacement effects of the plasma.

Formulation

Fig. 1 shows the configuration under investigation. The semiconductor
is longitudinally inserted in a rectangular waveguide and at the section
O<z<w, is laterally illuminated by laser radiation. The injected photons
generate free carriers or electron-hole plasma over a thin layer directly under
the surface. The free carriers are assumed to be uniform on the plane
(o<y<b,O<z<w), but inhomoSeneously distribute inside semiconductor
along x direction due to the diffusion effect and the exponential absorption
of the photon energy. For more subtle information to be required, the
diffusion of free carriers along z direction will be involved, For simplicity,th"
the effects of optical injection hole are not addressed in this paper although
the hole is inevitable in practical applications. When the end discontinuity
effect is taken into account, tho problem of interest concentrates on
calculating the scattering parameters of the optically excited E-plane plasma. Fig. 1

The model above suggests that the electric fields in Fig. I has only y-
component independent of y variable.

Suppose an incident field Eyti(x,z) of the dominant mode, the existence of the plasma excites the scattered field
E,'(x,z). It can be expressed in terms of the total electric field B,(x,z) as

Ev(xz) - By, (x,z) * B; (x,z) (I)

By definition, the scattering parameters of the plasma are determined by

S 1 * E(h 1 ,-),) S21 EY(h1 ,L.J) (2)s,,. ,,O %' " E(11

The difference between the phase angles for Said and S21P without and with illumination gives the phase shift of the

plasma AO, i.e.,

A 0 - LS21 +2v +PL (3)
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The optically induced loss a can be derived from SI and S21:

a - 1 -i S,,1 1 - ISa 1I2  (4)

Eqn.(l) is the Fredhoim's integral equation of 2nd kind, the kernel of which is a slowly convergent and is rapidly
oscillating for large wave number. The direct implementation of eqn.(1) will be accompanied by the poor numerical
efficiency. The great improvement on the numerical efficiency is achieved by using asymptotic extraction technique.

Numerical results and disgussion

The formulation described above has been used to compute extensively the phase shift and the attenuation
characteristics of the optically excited E-plane electron-hole plasma, where the inserted semiconductor is assumed to
be GaAs. Its material and property parameters have been summarized in I1. Fig.2 and 3 illustrate the curves for the
phase shift and the optically induced lose, where the waveguide dimensions are axb-2,54x1.27mm2,
h, mhl- 11.7mm.For GaAs, the thickness ha-0,2mm and the permittivity without illumination o,- 13.1. The plusma
length is maintained at w-- 1mm. The millimeter wave signal is generated by a source f-94GHz. It is noted that an
optically sensitive regime occurs where the phase shift is highly affected by the illumination and the peak of the
optically induced loss exists, It also is observed that the regime is changed by the diffusion length of the excess
carriers. The dependency of a on N., indicates that under the intense illumination, the large attenuation of millimeter
wave signal passing the plasma is mainly attributed to the reflection from the input end of the plasma rather than the
energy dissipation. Insight into the change of the field configuration at the optically excited plasma section reveals that
the plasma has the field-displacement characteristics. At the high density of the excess carriers, the field is nearly
excluded, or shortly circuited by the plasma. The millimeter wave signal passes the plasma as if it entered a out-off
waveguide,

[11 A.M,Vaucher,C.D.Striffler and C.H.Le, 'Theory of optically controlled millimeter wave phase shifters",

IEEE Trans. on MTT, vol.MTT-31, pp.209-216,1983
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MULTIMODE ANALYSIS OF SUBMILLIMETRE-WAVE OPTICAL SYSTEMS

S. Withlngton, Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, U.K.

J.A. Murphy, St. ratrick's College, Maynooth, Ireland.

We have developed a software package called PROFILE for designing millimetre. and
submnillimetre.wave optical systems. The software Is based on the principles of multimode
Gaussian optics. It is run in an interactive mode, where one simply moves forwards or
backwards through an optical system adding in components as the occur. At any stage, it is
possible to inspect the basic parameters of the beam, look at the power distribution across any
cut, or store the beam away for future use, Simple Gaussians, corrugated homs, Potter hoes,
diagonal horns, conical horns, or previously saved images can be used to illuminate a system
comprising free-space paths, thin lenses, dielectric slabs with curved surfaces, ellipsoidal
mirrors, and truncating apertures. When placing an aperture, the software first works out
the amount of loss that will be incurred if the aperture is put in place; the user is then given
the option of using the component or not, If the aperture Is placed, the new beam will diffract
away from the aperture towards the next component. In the case of an ellipsoidal minor, all
of the parameters required to manufacture the mirror are calculated. During a session, a log
file is kept, which at the end becomes a complete record of the system being studied,

PROFILE uses the techniques of multimode Gaussian optics; that Is to say the fields across
the effective aperture of the illuminating source are broken down into diffracting free-space
modes, Once the mode coefficients are known, the beam can be followed through a system
simply by propagating three parameters: the Gaussian radius, which characterises the scale

else of the beam; the radius of curvature, which characteriles the phase front of each mode;
and the phase slippage, which chatacterises the form of the beam, In our software, we use
Associated Laguerre modes throughout because they are based on a cylindrical co-ordinate
system and have a number advantages when applied to general problem., One advantage is
that the image can be rotated easily about the direction of propagation, Another advantage
Is that the scattering matrix describing the way in which power is scattered between modes
at diffracting apertures can be calculated through recursion relationships alone, and there Is
no need to numerically evaluate overlap Integrals. Systems containing multiple diffracting
apertures are particularly interesting to study.

The above software has appears to be an excellent way of designing complicated millimetre
and submillimetre-wave optical systems. If one were to do it In a classical way, It would be
necessary to perform numerous diffraction Integrals, and one would not get the flexibility or
physical insight provided by the Gausslan-mode approach, Once a system has been designed,
it is of course possible to get a more precise understanding of its performance by using rigorous
classical techniques.

In addition to enhancing PROFILE, we are working on a number of supplementary prob.
lems, We have already developed a technique for calculating the scattering matrices of thin,
shaped off-axis mirrors, The surfaces of the mirrors can have standard analytical forms, or
they can be described numerically. Unfortunately, thq technique uses Hermits modes, and
so, at present, it Is not compatible with the above software, A second problem Is that we
would like to know the mode content of sources other than simple horns, To this end, we
are working on a phase-retrieval method for experimentally determining the complex mode
coefficients of submillimetre-wave beams from Intensity measurements alone,
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The Implications of partially-coherent signal beams on the performance of interferometric
spectrometers in the 30-600 GH. range,

3 W Bowen

Department of Physics, Queen Mary and Westfield College, University of London

1. INTRODUCTION

In the 30-800 GHs range interferometric spectrometers are commonly employed in the spectral characterivation of
materials and components. However the multi-octave beams propagating through such spectrometers are not only
diffractively spreading but have a degree of coherence which changes with frequency resulting in an Instrument resolution
function that changes with frequency. I will describe how it is now possible to treat partially-coherent sighal beams
using Gauss-Hermits beam-mode analysis and will present numerical models, based on this technique, of the instrument
resolution function of a typical spectrometer.

2. PARTIALLY-COHERENT BEAMS AND DIFFRACTIVE PROPAGATION

If we are to avoid the use of impractically large optical components in the 30-800 GHs range signal beams will typically
be less than one hundred wavelengths across and diffractive spreading will be a feature of propagation. To facilitate
the design of optical systemts It is convenient to decompose such (paraxial) beams into a superposition of orthonormal
"beam-modes" the relative amplitudes of which are completely determined by knowledge of the field In any beam
cross-section. The field of each beam-mode changes as It propagates in a well defined manner and the total beam field
at any "down-beam" distance may be calculated by coherently summing the beam-mode fields over that cross-section.
The Gauss-Hermito (GH) functions are particularly well suited for the decomposition of the field and the propagating
GH beam-modes that they give rise to have become familiar in the analysis of coherent "quasi-optical" beam. and their
propagation through systems of lenses and mirrors,

Wolf' has shown that a partially.cohei•ent beam can be decomposed into a superposition of mutually uncorrelated but
spatially completely coherent orthonormal beam-modes, Tile forms of these modes and their relative statistical weights
are dependent on the second-order statistical correlations of the field. The lower the degree of coherence the greater
the number of modes in the superposition, For a paraxial partially-coherent beam of arbitrary form, we can decompose
each of these beam-modes into a superposition of GH beam-mrodes eoch of which will propagate through an optical
system as In the coherent case, The resultant intensity distribution itn the beom at any down-beam cross-section can
be found by summing the complex amnpltudes of the GH beam-modes to find the power carried by each mutually
uncorrelated coherent beam-mode and then sumnming these power contributions.

For a special case of partial-coherence, tile two-dimensional Gaussian-Schell model (GS) source, for which the intensity
distribution function and correlation function take the form of two-dimensional Gaussian functions over a given beam
cross-section, the beam can be decomposed directflyinto a superposition of mutually uncorrelated OH beam-modes, If
the intensity distribution function and correlation function widths are known the number of modes required to describe
the beam well, their relative weights, their common beam-waist width parameter, the width parameters describing the
Intensity and correlation functions at all down-beam cross-sections and the far-field spread angle of the beam may all
be determined.

A common situation Is that of the beam from an incoherent soures (eg, 1i mercury arc lamip) incident on the input optics
of a quasi-optical system, If the acceptance angle of the optical system (defined by aperture stops) is smaller than the
spread angle of the beam launched by the source it will determine the degree of coherence of the beam accepted by
the optical system, Modelling the source as a GS source with the system input optics in Its far-field and relating the
acceptance angle to the far-field spread angle and the Intensity distribution width to the source output aperture the
modal composition of the accepted beam may be determined,

8. SPECTROMETER INSTRUMENT RESOLUTION FUNCTION

The basic principle of the two-beam Interferometric spectrometer is to divide the beam launched by a source Into
two equal amplitude beams Into one of which La variable phase delay is Introduced by varying the path length, The
beams are recombined and focussed onto a detector and tile variation In the resultant, power caused by the changing
interference between the two beams as the path difference alters is detected and recorded. This record is known a
the interfevogram and is the squared modulhs of the autocorrehltloll function of the tise-dependent field of the input
beam. Hcnce, Fourier transformation of the interferograub yields the power spectrutin of the source,
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In practice it is, of course, only ever possible to record the interferogram over a limited range of path difference and
this results in convolving the power spectrum with a factor known ias the instrument resolution function (IRF) which
imposes a limit to the attainable resolution. If the interfering beams were perfectly collimated the IRF would be a
sinc function (resulting from multiplying the interferogram by the truncating top hat function), The lack of perfect
collimation resulting from diffractively spreading partially-coherent bewmns broadens this limiting IRF.

If the modal composition of the beam accepted by the spectrometer is determined by approximating the source as a GS
source, the Interferogram for a single frequency component may be constructed numerically by adding coherently, in the
recombination plane, the fields as a function of path difference of each pair of constituent GH beam-modes of the same
mode number (beam-modes of differing mode number do not interfere because they are mutually uncorrelated) and
then adding incoherently the correctly weighted resultant powers, Because the beams are diffractively spreading the
depth of modulation for a given beam-mode will reduce as the path difference is increased, apodizing the interferogram
and reducing the resolving power. This effect Is more pronounced the higher the mode number arnd therefore for
beams with a higher proportion of high order beam-modes (ie, a lower degree of coherence) the resolving power will
be reduced, The IRF can be obtained by Foorier transformation of a truncated version of the model interferogram.

The process used to calculate the signal frequency in Fourier trinsform spectrometry assumes that the collimated
beams travelling through the interferometer are plane-waves. The apparent measured frequency will, however, be
modified by a phase-slippage relative to a plane-wave which is both mode dependent and varies non-linearly with path
difference, Hence the measured frequency will be shifted away from its true value and a monochromatic input will be
spread into a rauge of frequeucies further reducing the resolving power.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The numerical results presented here are for a typical spectrometer designed for the 30-800 GHs range with a mercury
arc lamp source, Fig. 1 shows the computed IRF at 00, 100, 300 and 800 GHz. At 60 GHs the accepted beam is almost
completely coherent with 97% of the total power carried in the first 10 rtodes, As the freqluency is increased the beam
becomes les coherent with 08 modes needed to successfully raodel the beam at 800 GHs. The IR? for a perfectly
collimated beam would have its first zeroes at :0.5 GHz from tihe central peak. It is clear that the partially coherent
beam has little effect on the resolution at 00 and 100 GHz. At 300 and 800 GHz, however, the IRP is broadened
towards the lower frequencies with a degradation in resolution by factors of 2 and 4.5 respectively, At 800 GHs the
apparent measured frequency is lower than the true value by 2.5 GHz, At lower frequencies this frequency error is
smaller and In all cases is less than the spectral resolution at that frequency.

5. REFERENCES
1, E. Wolf, "New theory of partial coherence In the space-freliten•cy doninn. Part. II: Steady-state fields and higher-order
correlations", J, Opt. Soc. Am., vol, 3, no, 1, pp. 70-85, 1980,
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NONLINEAR TRANSMISSION LINES USING MULTIPLE
BARRIER VARACTOR DEVICES

W-M, Zhang, H. Shi, C.W. Domler, N,C. Luhmann, Jr,

Department of Electrical Engineering
Unlwrsity of California at Los Angeles

Los Angeles, Caliornia, U.S.A. 90024.1594

Abstract each coplanar wavesulde is chosen as 90A, with a large
signal impedance of 50,. Each NLTL consists of 30

To improve the power handling ability of Nonlinear sections. The spacing between diodes is 3OOLm, and the
Transmission Lines (NLTLs), multiple barrier varactor diode area is 180.tm2 . To reduce the series resistance, the
devices are utilized, NLTLs have been designed and interdlgital layout for the diodes was employed , as
fabricated on GaAs wafers with a variety of stacked shown in Fig. I. The finger width is 4gm, and the gaps
multi-barrier structures, between the fingers is 3gLm,

Introduction

With the advent of modern MBE technology, stacked
multi-barrier varactors have become extremely promising
devices for high speed and high power applications. Two
such devices, the Multi-Quantum-Barrier Varactor
(MQBV) and the Schottky.Quantum.Barrier Varoctor
(SQBV), offer Improved performance as compared to
standard Schottky varActor diodes in harmonic generation
applications. The MQBV is a stacked quantum barrier
varactor, while the SQBV is comprised of a Schottky
barrier on top of an MQBV structure [1,21. The epitaxial
stacking structure, together with the zero built-in
voltage of the quantum barrier, make both devices have a
higher cut-off frequency and an Improved breakdown
voltage compared to Schottky varactors. By using a back- PFig. 1 Single Diode Layout
to-back layout configuration, MQBV and SQBV
varactors have symmetric C-V curves- hence, these two We employed a three-mask fabrication procedure.
devices have strong nonlinearities for both positive and NLTLs were fabricated on OaAs wafers with MQBV and
negative voltages. SQBV Structures, To further improve the NLTL

performance, we have also investigated the use of stacked
Schottky diodes have been generally employed as superlattice barrier structures. The cross sectional view

nonlinear elements in nonlinear transmission line of Stacked Superlattice VarActors is shown in Pig. 2.
application for picosecond waveform generation 13,4]. In
this work, we utilize multiple barrier varactor devices as Ohmic Contact
nonlinear elements to Increase the power handling
capability of Nonlinear Transmission Lines (NLTLs),

Approach

Our NLTLs consist of high impedance coplanar ____

waveguldes loaded with stacked multi-barrier varactors,
As a proof-of-principle, the NLTLs were designed to
generate short pulses with <7 ps rise time, which match
the limit of our current testing system. However,
simulations indicate that short pulses with <lps rise time N+ Layer Active Layer
can be generated with MQBV and SQMV structures,
using parameters consistant with our monolithic array Fig. 2 Cross Sectional View of Stacked
fabrication experience. In current work, the impedance of Superlattice Varactors
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The measured ohmic contact resistivity of single likewise connected to a Tektronix 11802 Digital
devices is 2.85x10"7 flcm2. A GaAs/AlAs superlattice Sampling Oscilloscope equipped with a 50 0Hz sampling
barrier was employed instead of a AlGaAs barrier to head.
reduce the leakage current associated with GaAs based
barrier varactors [5-7]. The doping profile of the stacked
superlattice barrier varactor in shown in Figs. 3 and 4,

Impulse Trigger ri1 Tektronix
1000 A N+ .•ayer Generator I 11802

2500 A Depletion Layer Impulse
Superlattice Barrier

2500 A Depletion Layer 
U J

Superlattice Barrier

2500 A Depletion Layer Fig. 5 Testing System for Short Pulse Generation

N+ Layer Acknowledgments
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Fig, 3. Doping Profile of Stacked Superlattice Reference
Barrier Varactors
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Each NLTL is tested using the testing setup shown In
Fig, 5, The output of a 90pi FWHM Impulse generator is
introduced to the NLTL using 65 0Hz bandwidth probes
manufactured by Cascade Microtech, The output is
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KM-Wave spat"a Interferomery- as a X x
pasive alternatve to radas. X~ i

J.C. G. Lesutf& M. R. Roberton jj \ A

Physics & Astronomy Dept. University of St. LaW>
Andrews, Fife KY 16 9SS, Scotland pJ, A .U

1.SLbdIeL Figure I

Information regarding the heariing and rneof an It should be noted that this arrangement is asample
example of the class of Amort spatial Interferometers, Inemitting (or absorbing) object may h6 obtained using gen more tan treportsarreuedi

sutitable quulkptical circuits to perform spatia determine the three-dimnensional location of an
Interferometry. Theote circuits can also be used to obeved 'taret object. Here, however, we will assume
recover spectral Information. The system considered that the Instrument's field of view is narrowly confined
here may be used to detect and lotate either to a specific lIne of tight. Hence we may set A.-a 0 and
narrowbanci or broadband thermial targets which may concentrate uon the-recovery of range InforrmatOn.
We placed in a semnkransparent medium such as the2
atmosphere. Unlike conventionial thermal Imaging the tiva'wllne PWFil
technique may be employed to detect and range atarget 612 ,?ii
whose tempetrature lIsthe same as that of 1w background .s..
and surroundings.~ ,-~-

2The awr"aI ht~-mat"r
Figure *

By the use of appropriate spatial interferometry
techniques we, may measure the phasefront shape
radiated by an emitting objct. This measurement then
permits us to deduce the range and bearing of the The W~j Interferogram produced by keeping
object under observation, The mm/sub-mm wavelength A,% a 0 and altering At whilst observing the
range Is particularly suitable for spatial phase combination of an atmospheric distribution and a
interierometry of this kind. Longer wavelengths would specific target illustrated in figure I mnay be written as
tend to lead to a reduction In linear positional 8 p I-lt ]d 1
resolution for a given phase accuracy. Attempts to use M12 JI di + it + I-,K
visible & nearvisible wavelengths would lead to foIOLOs
relatively severe problems arising f~rom atmospheric where
fluctuations and phase ambiguities due to signal pat dl - ro.r (z) Bip (-02*) dZ.7 (2)
lengths varying by many wavelengths.

Various quasl-optical circuits' may be employed to 10 0 T.Dlu Bxp W.. ) (3)
perform mm/sub.mm spatial Interferometry. Circuits of (,
this general type have been chosen for this application r' (z) a aN Cos ITWZ-TF+M - Z - A.)J (4)
due to the high levels of measurement performanceA
they can provide In the mm/sub-mm range? 04Here we Here T,, & To are the nominal physical temperatures,
will considler a three-port system whose functional of the atmosphere and target respectively,# Is the
circuit Is shown In figure 1. The meanings of the atmosphere's attenuation coefficient, a Is the
symbols used In this diagramn are as defined In reference respoflsivity or the detection system, q Is the effective
1. The three ports, are assumed to be placed along the .* f~rction of the antenna I*~temn occupied by the targe
wAxs of the co-ordinate system and the assumed source and Kc Is the taget's optical thickness. The factor N
or 'target' Is at a nominal range, Zo, as Indicated In represents the efficiency with which the optical system is
figure 2. able to convert Input power into interferometric
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modulation. This depenids upon the~ systews's Alitefimu Is asuumed to htave a general JK ou (), I with a line of
pattern and the port spacing,.X. For an Ideally coupled peak IKw a 0wS at 200GHz and a temperasture equal to
system using fuindamental mode Gatussian beams It may that of the surrounding atmosphere. Such a target
be shown to have the value N w Exp (-X1/ (2tv!)), would be difficult to detect using conventional thermal
where w,. Is the, waist radius of the beams, methods which require, a tempetmture differential.

The rhainge In the observed interferogram produced 0.4-
by the target will be

f - f f 0

Conventional spectroscopic Interfenromters such as a
Martin-Piplett Ideally produce an Interferogram _k
symmetric about zero path diference which may be
Cosine Fourier Transformed to obtain the source 01 ....
stpectrum. Spatial interferometers of the kind004k
considered here generally produce an asymmetric______________
interferogram whose asymmetry depends upon the o 1 i k,6 g
tipatial distribution of the observed sources and any M"e~ 4 f ONE
absorbing layers located between the Instrument and_________________
more distant sources. As a consequence we may both These assumptions allow us to illustrate the effects of
Sine and Cosine Transform the Interfeirogrum to obtain atmospheric and target spectral features upon the
it frequency dependent eqrulvalent vector temperature recovered information, Dil Is computed for three Z,
which contains a combination of spectral and spatial values to illustrate the effect of the target range From
information. The interferograms produced wil depend figure 3 It can be seen that both the atmospheric line
upon the nature of the atmospheric distribution, the and the targt line clearly affect the modulus plots.
target, the system design, and the properties of the Flgure 4 shows that A# also depends upon the wtare
chosen detectors. The general properties of the system range and the atmospheric attenuation, but Is, largely
can be Illustrated by considering a simple situation unaffected by the target's line feature. Since the effects
which produces the results shown in megures 3 & 4. of the uniform atmospheric distribution may be

deduced from I1, and 101 this implies that -
X' 1 flinieti provided 1K is Iange enough to produce a noticeable00T To T, W 0 evn change In the observed interferograni - we may extract

Rang."s. Information about the target range from A#,
00 1 km

KSMfls -- 2km
14* .... ~. 4kmn

J.C. G. Lesurf, *MM-¶Aave optics, devices, and
,' ~systems." institute of Physics Press, UAWilo 1990

0~ .2 A. L. Harvey &J. C. G. TLesurf, *A min-wave single-
160 to W sia 6mode quasi-optical coin,,-le reflectonmeter operating

Flgtw, 3 fOEas a nufling bridge." Canf. Dig. TV.8 ppP.9114200 15th
---- Int. Conf. 1.R. & MM waveis, Orlando, I10-14th Dec,

Here, the effect of a target Is considered by 1990, SPIE Vol. 15 14
perfoirming symnmetric (Cosine) and antlsymmetrlc 3 0. M. Smith &J. C. G. Lesurf, 'A highly sensitive mm-
(Sine) transforms upon Dit. The graphs plotted show wave quas-optical ThM noise measurement system."
the modtulu, 167"1 of the observed change and Its l.LE.E.E. lISQ(12) 222936 (1991)
nominal symmetry of~mt displacement 4 0 OA / 2M 4 J. Brune, "A flexil~e quas-optical system for
where 0 Is the vector phatse of a r. polasrimetric sub-mm refiectonietry." J.E.LE. AM.t

For the sake of example a simple model of 6ie dfl(12) 23214 (1992)
Atmosphere is assumed which combines an attenuation
coeflclent which rises with signal frequency with a
t~ngle 10 dh/km absorption line at 1200Hz. The target
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A special 3-mirror quasi-optical power rombining system'

Urlit,"Say of Ibowtuc ,emW" od T kAof Ckiuo
Cpmgdu, Swidh• 610054. P. R. C41 a

Abstract
A special quui-optical power Combining system of millimett ri tvo •sa been proposed and devoloped in this paper.

It can be clastified into two categories e power combiner of a Multiple oscllikson and power conmbiner of a multiple de-
vices oscillation. The combining conditloo, the Input and output nouping facicer and combining coefficient Are treated,
based field theary of lulded-wave and an elnnfunction appprosch for aktive mýcrowavs dircult resoptivlily. The validl-
ty of the descriptions given for this combining hu already beet,exparlsmot') itfI.d.

1 Intruduction
By the principle of operation, this power combining system cnbo* cluleG !ri tr/o structures,
1) The combiner of a Multiple oscilUatorsI The output powers from a number of oscillators that are summed in the

quasi-optical cavity to produce a higher output power.
2) The combiner of a Multiple devices oscillation I a number of devices that contributed to the output power In the

quasi-optical cavity.
2. Power combiner of a Multiple oscillators

The power coming from N-way different sources are coupled throngh the N-holes In the cylindrical mirror M1 Into
the cavity respectively. And the combined power In the cavity is output through the horn in the mirror Ml to the load.

3. Combiner of a Multiple devices oscillation
A multiple solid-state device (Ounn and Impatt)t were mounted axislmmetrically at the center of the cylintrical

mirror MN,, are coupled to the electric field Inside the cavity by means of coaxial probers. The output window on the mir-
ror M, center was readjusted to obtain the sum of the power from all devices, DC bias is applied using thin wires connect-
ed to the probes Inside the cavity.

4. Experiments
1) Experiments of combiner of a Multiple oacillatars. The attenuations In each power source branch are spearately

adjusted to get the same power in each waveguide branch. When all branches inject simultausously Into the cavity,
phase shifters are adjusted In each branch until the maximum combined power output is obtained.

2) Experiment of combiner of a Multiple devices oscillation. Ounn diodes (WT56) was mounted at one and of a
coaxial transformer with a proper length , and the other end of the transformer was extended into the cavity as a probe,
The length of each probe are adjusted until the maximum combined power output is obtained.

6. Conclusion
1) A special 8-mirror quasi-optical power combining system proposed in this paper Is a new class of resonance cavi-

ty type power combiners. Owing to good mode separation abllity, axisymmetrical field prodile and high Q-Valuo, the
proposed power combiners have attractive advantages In shot millimeter and submilhimeter waves.

2) The 3-mirror quasi-optical power combiner apllied the combining approach of a multiple oscillators Is important
for the purpose of combining oscillators, such as magnetrons, klystrons and gyrotrons. It seems that this power combiner
can be used for high-power system such as electron plasma heating and free electron laser,

3) The 3-mirror quasi-optical power combiner aplled the combining approach of a Multiple devices oscillation is
avialable especially for the purpose of combining solid-state sources such as Ounn and Impatt diodes. This power combin-
er can offer an attranotive approach to overcame limitations of conventional wavegulde power combiners in power output
efficiency and number of sourocs that may be combined In the millimter-wave region.
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Optimization Calculation of 3-mirror
axisymmetric quasi-optical power combining"
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Abstract
Very efficient power combining of solid-state Millimeter wave sources may be obtained through 3-mirror quad-opti-

cal resonators and source arrays. The location and confilguration of the source array are determined by CAD(Combutsr-
aided design) technique. The resuits above enable one to obtain efficient transfor of power to the lowest order #GOan-
slo wave bem" within 3-mirnor quas-optical resonator.

1. Introduction
Acoording to character of field profil of this axisymmetric quasi-optical cavity, a new approach of power combining

of a Multiple devices oscillation has proposed in the paper, The location and canfliuration of source array are determined
by CAD(Combuter-aidod design) technique.

2, Power Combining Configuration
Multiple source array are plased with uniform spacing nerar the periphery on the axis center of the Ms-mirror, Each

array may have single or multiple device which applied short past diode mouded stroutrue or Integrated-circuit fabrication
techniques.

3. Theory
By means of the scalar potential treatment, the function U, defined as the elgen mode In the open cavity, Satisfisa

the following equation
AW. + A., - 0 (0)

We can obtain an ortho-normal spectrum of wave-beam modes for the 3-mirror quasi-optloal resonator.

0., - &- (o, I Is ' a,) P -. a.,.

2 00P6 01N .a.,a pP. - 4440(2)

4, Computed Remiuts
The theory developed above enables one to determine the number of current elemants and the current source 1baa-

tione required to obtain efficient transfor of power to the lowest order "Ganulan wave beam" within the resonator.
(1) The power of fundamental mode
Results shows the fundamental mode power as a function of the source spacing &x for different number of sources

at the same generatrlx on M, mirror,
(2) The fractional power of fundamental mode
The fractional power coupled into the fundamental mode for three different array configuratons coutaning 3,5,7 el-

ements at the same generatrix on the mirror Ms is obtained.
5. Experiments and conclusions

We utilized four source line-array which sxisymmetriclly plased with uniform spacing near the periphery on the ax-
Is center of the Ms mirror. Each array has single Ounn device which applied short post diode mouded structour, The oper-
ation of the combiners is stable and neither spurious oscillations nor Jump phenomena are observed during the experi-
ment.

With the computer calculating results, the curves of fundamenteal mode combining power and fractional power to
active sauces number,location and configuration are drawn, It is show that very effivient power combining of solid-state
millimenter wave sources may be obtained through 3-mirror quasi-optical resonatar and sources array.

Re frence
1. 3.W. Mink, Quasi-optical power combining of solldstats Millimetre-wave sources, TEEE Trans on Microwave
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ABSTRAC

We have developed electronic circuits that generate and detect subpicosecond shock-waves, We have used these circuits with
integrated antennas in a system capable of free space spectroscopy with greater than 10 dB foreground to background
radiation from 6A4 0Hz to I THz. This system was used to characterize a submillimeter wave filter. In particular, 250.375
0Hz measurements are demonstrated with 2 dB accuracy over a 20 dB dynamic range,

In the study and application of picosecond electromagnetic pulse propagation, generadlon and detection of these pulses is
usually done with ultrashort optical pulses driving photoconductive switches which are used both as transient generators and
samplers These systems have been applied to problems in THz spectroscopy, Fourier analysis of the detected pulses, with
and without a test sample in the beam path, yields the magnitude and phase of the transmission of the sample as a function of
frequency,

In contrast to this hybrid optical/electronic approach, we have developed an all-electronic system using monolithic nonlinear
transmission lines (NLTLs) as voltage step generators for both generating picosecond pulses and driving monolithically
integrated diode samplers for detection of these pulses, I Advantages of this approach lie in its relative simplicity and
robustness, as well as its -100x greater pulse repetition rate, The system can also be used at cryogenic temperatures where
enhanced performance is possible, Recently, similar all-electronic systems have been applied to THz spectroscopy, but have
been limited to frequencies below 250 GHz,2 We have used our system to perform spectroscopic measurements from 250 to
375 GHz with 2 dB correspondence to manufacturer's data over a 20 dB dynamic range, We have also demons•trated
measurements up to I THz.

NONLINEAR TRANSMISSION LINES

Nonlinear transmission lines are synthetic structures of series inductors (approximated by sections of high-impedance
transmission line) with varactor diodes periodically placed as shunt elements, On this structure a voltage slhock-wave
develops from a sinusoidaLInpu.t because the propagation velocity varies with the nonlinear capacitance-voltage relationship
of the diodes, V, I/ VLC,, (P), where L is the inductance and C,.1(Y) the sum of the varactor and paruitic capf
the line, all per unit length, Limitations of the NLTL arise from its periodic cutoff frequency, o),. = 2/-ft.C,,(V)
waveguide dispersion, interconnect metallization losses, and diode resistive losses,

APPLICATIONS TO A FREE SPACR TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

We have applied the ultrafast pulse generating capability of the NLTL to drive antennas and a sampler in a coherent, all-
electronic free-space signal generation system, We used integrated magnetic dipole (slot) antennas measuring 5 gtm wide and
190 pm long, resonant at -330 GHz, We also used high resistivity silicon hyperfhemispheres to collect and focus the quasi-
optical beam, The distance between the system generator and detector is 48 cm,

To perform a free space spectroscopic measurement, a submillimeter wave filter under test is plaved in the TI-iz beam, By
taking the ratio of the detected signal spectrum with and without the filter in place, the transmission of the filter as a function
of frequency can be obtained, Because the system detects voltage, not power, both the magnitude and phase of the
transmission can theoretically be obtained,

In this experiment, the filter under test was a multiple bandpass filter. Because the filter had a diameter of 2 cm, it was
placed close to the generator, where the beam diameter is smallest. The manufacturer 3 had used a backward-wave oscillator
spectrometer to characterize the magnitude of the filter transmission magnitude from 235 to 390 GHz, Passbands were
measured by the manufacturer to be centered around 279 and 348 0Hz,

A comparison of this measurement to ours is shown in Figure I, Our data corresponds within 2 dB over a 20 dB dynamic
range from -7 to -27 dB transmittance, Below -27 dB transmittance, our system was not capable of reproducing the
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manufacturer's data due primarily to the limited broadband power output of our system. A straightforward way to improve
this is to use broadband antennas, currently under development. The magnetic dipoles currently used are resonant antennas,
These have a radiation resistance which is a strong function of frequency, A second way to improve the dynamic range of the
system would be to reduce the effects of phase noise on the measurement by using better synthesizers. Alternatively, the
intermediate frequency could be increased so that the downconverted harmonics are spaced further apart in frequency and are
less susceptible to the phase noise of adjacent harmonics,

F Monufaurert measured date
I Our moisured dalt I
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Figures I and 2. Manufhcturer's transmission data and measured transmission data for a submillimeter-wave filter,

Figure 2 shows data from a measurement that spans the frequency range from 6.4 GHz to I THz, Here we plot separately the
foreground (detected signal with no filter in place), the radiation with the filter in place, and the background (detected signal
with beam blocked), The dark trace, which represents the filter measurement, shows clearly visible transmission peaks out to
I THz, This periodic repetition of the vignal peaks verifies that the filter is indeed an etalon, and not a simple bandpas filter,
If signal-to-noise ratio is calculated as the ratio of foreground signal to background signal, the signal-to-noise is seen to be at
least 20 dB over the entire frequency range from 6,4 lHz to I THz. A more conservative estimate, which accounts for the
effects of phase noise between the two synthesizers, is the ratio of detected passband to stopband in the "filter" signal, This
gives at least 10 dB over the entire frequency range,

We have developed an all-electronic system capable of free space spectroscopy with greater than 20 dB signal to noise from
6,4 to 375 GHz and greater than 10 dB signal to noise over the full range from 6,4 GHz to I THz, An improved antenna
design and microwave source should result in even better performance, making this system a compact, useful spectroscopic
tool,
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Some Recent Applications of the Free Electron Laser (CLIO and FELIX) In Semiconductor
Nonlinear Optics

C R Pidgeon,
Department of Physics, Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh.

A brie, review is given of some recent rf-linac pumped free electron laser experiments on two-photon
absorption (TPA) in semiconductors, conducted In collaboration with the CLIO group at Orsay, and
saturation subband spectroscopy in GaAs quantum structures with the Delft and FELIX groups at the
FOM.Instltute for Plasmaphysics Rijnhuizen.

TPA in the narrow gap semiconductors InAs and InSb has been measured for the first time over a
broad spectral range - from one-photon to two-photon threshold (EG to EGA) - utilizing the mid-
infrared tunability of CLIO. Previously [1] an assumption had to be made concerning the liftime of the
excited carries in order to interpret the results within the time structure of the exciting FIL. We have
now made a direct measurement of the lifetime of two-photon-induced fe holes in InAs using an
excite-probe technique. The lifetime was determined by measuring the transmission of an adjustable
delayed weak picosecond probe pulse following an intense picosecond pump pulse from CLIO. Results
show good agreement with the exp9nontial behaviour expected, and lifetimes of between 2.5ns and
1Ons were measured consistent with Auger scattering. Strong power limiting was observed at
wavelengths between B0 and EG. , which yielded the two-photon absorption coefficient over the
entire range by fitting a simple theoretical model. The results ar consistent with a model for the two-
photon transition probability incorporating the nonparabolic band structure for narrow gap
semiconductors.

FELIX has been used to measure the nonlinear intersubband absorption in GaAs/AIGaAs multiple
quantum wells. The GaAs wells are 270 angstroms wide, leading to a subbasd separation of 18 meV.
At this photon energy the FEL is the only tunable high-intensity radiation source available. The
samples were prepared with a metallic grating on the top surface, which enables coupling of the
radiation to the subband transition in a normal incidence geometry. Complete bleaching of the
absorption is achieved at an intensity I - 100kW/cm 2. The intensity-dependent absorption is fitted with
a homogeneously broadened two-level system, leading to a saturation intensity of Is = 10kW/cm 2, and
a population lifetime, TI, of Ips. This is shorter than the pulse length of the laser micro-pulse (lops),
which justifies the steady-state analysis.

In the strong saturation regime (l-IMW/cm2) the Rabi frequency is already larger than the inverse
coherent time, T2. This opens up the possibility of observing coherent nonlinear effects in future
experiments.

[I] H-W and CLIO, Optical Materials 2, 89 (1993).
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Quasi-optical devices for submillimeter techinique

V.B.Anzin, G.A.Komandin, G.V.Koolov,
S.P.Lebedev, A.N.Lipatov, A.A..Volkov

Institute for General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Vavilov str., 38, 117942 Moscow, Russia

The devices considered in this report may be usable In laser and spectroscopic techiniques of submillirneter and
FIR frequency range,

1 Polarizing two-beam interferometers
Polarizing two-beam interferometers are used In two modes - a) interfarogram mode I = 10 coal9 ZJA and b)
antlinterferogram mode I = 10 sin' 1jýA, where A is an optical path difference. These interferometers allow to
create effective filters for odd and/or even harmonics supresslon. Supression level in a single interferometer depends
on polaroids quality and in optimal case is larger than 30 dB.

(a ,

Fig.I Compact polarizing Interferomniter. Arrows show beam polarization. Hatched circles represent wire grids directions.

To increase the supression level one can connect several interferometers consequently (see Fig.2). The scheme
of the interferometer with wire grid beanaisplitter mounted just before the mirror Is the most compact [1].
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JFig.2 Calculated trarsmissivity of 3-interferometer filter for the 2-nd and the 3-rd harmonics supression. Parametkers are:
Al= A3= 0,166cm, 1&2 0-05cM
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2 Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI)
The possibilities of developing the tunable duplex and triplex filters are investigated in (2]. Authors investigated
FPI filters with partially crossed polarizing mirrors of different types. Also possibilities of using dielectric FPi and
systems on their base as non-tunable filters have been considered.
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Fig.3 Calculated maximal and minimal transliuivities of FPI depending on mirror reflection. Absorption coefficient of mirrors
Is 0,01,

References
(1] G.V.Koslov Pribori i Tehnika ezperimenta, 1970, NO, p147-148

(2] OTudisco Mt. Jour. IR and MM wavea, 1988, v.9, N1, p41-53
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Bias nulse modulator for a high lower K.band (26.4(WHz ) IMPATT oscillator

P,,Prayne and CNicholls

Royal Holloway College, London University, Department of Physics
Egham, Surrey TW20 OEX. United Kingdom

A pulse modulator , for driving K, band IMPATT diodes is described , which enables chirp control
and optimization of oscillator performance via current pulse shaping ,Peak powers in excess of 2OWaflh have
been achieved , with a pulse duration of 250ns and 0.1% duty cycle.

IOVERVIEW OF D211ON CONCEPT

The development of a pulse modulator for a kCp band IMPAl'F oscillator is described without detailed
reference to the waveguide test cavity that constitutes the modulator load .In practice the development of both
components is closely interrelated Essential considerations for satisfactory overall source design are:

(a),Electrically rugged modulator design to withstand high peak currents,
(b),Oood impulse power match between driver and cavity to ensure single mode operation,
(c).Fast current rise for rapid thermal stabilization of diode,
(d),Electronic compensation for thermally induced chirp.
(e),Current limit protection for the costly IMPATT diode and short circuit protection for the modulator.

A power MOSFET device rather than a bipolar transistor was used as the IMPA1T driver for the
following reasons:

(a),Robust, high power, high speed switching capability,
(b),No thermal runaway problems,
(c).Low cost in comparison to an equivalent bipolar device,

A transient voltage suppressor diode type P6KE39A. supplied by SGS.Thompson Microelectronics,
was used as a dummy load for the initial testing of the modulator .The RAF, system performance analysis was
then evaluated with DC 1152 and DX 1298 IMPA71 diodes, manufactured at G.E.C. Plessey, Lincoln Laboratory,

aeemo, Amplifler, i and Shaping Network, 1i

. ..iCurrent Pulse Limit and [•-,-

I Short circuit Protection IMPAT r

Fig:1.The IMPATT pulser system and output current modulator circuit.

2.T.T,L. PULSE GENERATOR

The NE555 timer chip was used to set a 4KHz repetition frequency.The pulse duration was established
by triggering a 74HCT123 monostable , selected because of its high speed operation ,An emitter follower stage
was then used to match the T,T,L. output to the pulse mnplifier.
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3,VOLTAGE PULSE AMPLIFIER

A cascode transistor pair was used in the input stage of the amplifier and power MOSFETs in
subsequent stages to effect the required voltage translation , Transition times of 10-l5ns were maintained by
operating the MOSFETs in their non-linear switching mode The output voltage pulse from the circuit was
continuously variable over the range 0-15OV.

4.CURRENT MODULATOR

Voltage-to-current conversion was achieved using an IRF530 power MOSIET. Selection criteria for
the device were :low rDj(ON) <30l, low Ciss <800pF, high V111RIts 2 100V and pulsed current capability k 20A
.The common drain configuration was used to eliminate Miller effect capacitance .This arrangement resulted in
a floating source potential which necessitated the use of a DXC. isolating transformer for the provision of gate.to.
source duive.The transformer was constructed from a Siemens B64290K61SX830 SIPERRIT, broadband, high
permeability, toroidal core bifllar wound with 18 turns of 25s.w.g, enamelled copper wiro.Varation in pulse top
gradient was achieved by a parallel RC network between gate and transformer secondary and amplitude control
by VRI in the primary circuit, (see fig. 1).

Transition times of 12A/50ns and pulse top gradient variation from OA/200ns to 8A/200ns have been
attained with this circuit topology,

5,PROTECTION CIRCUITRY

Conditions of the diode short circuit and drive currents that exceed a presetable limit are detected by
comparators which disable the pulse generator until the system is reset Open circuit protection of the modulator
is unnecessary because of the high breakdown voltage of the output MOSFET.

§QOSCILLATOR PERFORMANCE

Typical oscillator RA. and current pulse profiles are illustrated by the photograph in flg,2. These were
obtained with the following modulator and source conditions: 8A/S0ns rise time, 12A/25ns fall time, 12A peak
current, 4A/200ns pulse top gradient. 34Watts peak RAP. power, 32.7lHz centro frequency, 50MHz chirp
bandwidth.The importance of the current pulse profile adjustability in chirp compensation is highlighted in flg,3,
in which typical experimental data has been displayed on representative current pulse curves.

'14"

q•rrentt.

4.

R.F. 2'

Current. 050ns/division sonsidvilion

Fig.2 Oscillator R.A, and current profiles, FigN llustration of typical chirp compensation data,
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Microwave Spectrometers for the Investigation of fast Processes in the Time Domain

Brailovsky A.B, Khodos V,V., Vaks VL., Panin A.N., Pripolzin S.J., Wolf F.

Analytik & Mettechnik OmbH Chemnitz,
Stollberger Str. 4a, D-09119 Chemnitz, Germany

By means of microwave gSa spectroscopy it is possible to obtain information about many properties of
the molecules under investigation as there are information about chemical composition of molecules
(including exchange of isotopes), structural (geometric) parameters of molecules, their electrical and
magnetic properties but also information about intra- and intermolecular interactions,

Over the last decades the significant improvement of non-stationary microwave spectroscopy had an
increasingly strong impact on the realisation of a new type of spectrometers with a sensitivity near the
theoretical limit and a resolution of the order of the Doppler width of a absorption line ([I. However,
the disadvantage of these spectrometers is, that they are not fast enough to track high speed processes
which occur for instance in chemical gas phase reactions,

Therefore it had become necessary to develop a method capable to obtain chemical and physical
parameters from the observed matter in very short time intervals. The influence of the measuring
process should be kept as small as possible in order to cause no distortions of the molecules undergoing
reactions of interest,

The new developed microwave Fourier-transform spectrometer applies a broad band excitation signal to
the gas and subsequently the spectrum of the re-emitted spontaneous radiation is analysed. The fast
registration unit allows to detect simultaneous the signals in a frequency range 2 to 3 times as large as
the width of an absorption line, This gives the opportunity of observing the kinetics of fast processes.
The high sampling rate and the large information content (curve shape of an absorption line) obtained
from each single shot, permits of investigation of the time dependency of the concentration of transition
and final products of fast chemical reactions, It is possible to conduct in-situ experiments in low
pressure environments without mentionable distortion of observed processes,

List of some important parameters of the microwave FT-spectrometer:

* Frequency range (using interchangeable MW-
generator blocks): 37,7--178. 10Hz

* Lowest detectable absorption coefficient (Path
length in the absorption cell I meter): 10- 7cm"1

a Desired time for one signal caption process: 10"5s

a Pressure range: 10-1. lOPa

Literature:

[1) V.L. Vaks, loth Colloquium on High Resolution Molecular Spectroscopy, Dijon, 14-18 Sept,
(1987).

L=I
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A Frequency-stabilised microwave generator for investigations of absorption lines of water
Vaks V.L., Pripolsin SJ,

Analytik & MeBtechnik OmbH Chemnitz,
Stollberger Str, 4a, D-09119 Chemnitz, Germany

Backward Wave Oscillators (BWO) are frequently used as sources nf mm- and sub-mm-wavelength
radiation in microwave spectroscopy, They can easily be tuned to &.., frequency in a broad frequency
band. However, an oscillator without any stabilisation unit hu a relatively broad spectrum and the long
term stability Is bad as well,

Up to now there have been three main methods to improve the stability of the frequency:

v Application of a highly stable low noise frequency generator,

a Using a PLL, multiplexers and mixers to lock the EHF generator to a highly stable NF generator,

* Stabilisation and synchronisation of the EHF source using an external resonator,

The first method is difficult and the result is not as good as one would expect. The second method
results in an excellent stabilisaston, however one has to deal with a very complex system. The third
method is baed on external resonators and so the long term stability can not be guaranteed.

The matter of this paper is a system suitable to frequency stabilisation. It realises the generation of a
signal at a fixed frequency which is given by a strong absorption line (eg,. a line from H20). The
frequency stabilisation around the centre frequency is realised (capture range),

The fixed frequency stabilisation is performed by means of a reference gu absorption cell which
already contains the gas of interest. The BWO is low frequency modulated so that it emits a broad band
signal. The resulting output signal of the BWO is divided by a directional coupler. A small part of the
radiation is taken away and subsequently guided into the reference cell, (The second part is available
for an external application), After detecting and processing, this signal contains the deviation of the
absorption line so that the centre frequency of the peak is accessible, Via correction filters and
amplifiers a correction signal for the BWO is generated,

The whole microwave source consists of four main components: BWO, voltage supply, stabilisation
system and reference gas absorption cell. The gas cell is a tube made of quartz with Brewster windows,
If the gu is long term stable, the reference cell can be used for several years.

The resulting long term instability is of the order of 10"9 (Explicitly measured for a base frequency of
133,00Hz: registration time: 3h, the frequency drift for these 3h was less than 250Hz), The lowest
detectable absorption coefficient under these conditions was 10"9cm"I. The measurements have been
conducted under laboratory conditions.

A similar device has been developed for the 380,1973GHz absorption line of water. For technical
reasons the parameters were not explicitly measured,

The developed generators can be applied as highly stable superheterodyn receivers in radiometry, as
reference generators for meteorology and as radiation source in microwave spectroscopy.
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Quaai -optical method for moisture meapurementa
of gases

A.A.Vertiy and S.P.Gavrilov

Znatltute of Radiophyslca and Electronics
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
12 Aoad,Proakura at., Kharkov
310085 Ukraine
Phone (0672) 448-467
Fax (0572) 441-105

In this paper we suggest to use quasi-optical resonator with
dielectric inclusion for moisture measurements of Sanes. This method
employe. the electromagnetic frequency in the range of 35 to 160 GHs,
The main idea of the approach is a registration of moment of dew point
or phase transitions on cooling dielectric element of the resonator
using the change. of resonator characteristics. The results of moisture
measurements of air at atmospheric pressure using a barrel-shaped
resonator with a dielectric bar are given, It is shown that such
electrodynamical structures allow to registrate the dew point and phase
transitions as "water-ice" and "ice-water" at cooling dielectric bar by
Peltier element, The experiments were carried out at frequencies
f a136 OHs.

2.VTWUST!ATTOW REULM=

Moisture is one of the most important technological gas parameters
to be controlled. The known methods are based on application of waves of
optical or radiofrequency range, Radiofrequency methods are usually used
in moisture measurements of solid and friable materials and their
sensitivity in not sufficient. Optical moisture measuring devices are
rather complex and expensive and they can not employ under real
production conditions. So the important scientific and engineering
problem is a development of new methods allowing to perform a control of
gas moisture measurement under complex production conditions. The
prospective methods for these purpose are the quasi-optical ones
employing the electromagnetic frequencies in the range of 35 to 150 OHs.

For successful application of these methods it is necessary to
develop experimental and theoretical approaches for studing of
electrodynamical processes in quasi-optical devices.

In the present paper we suggest to use a quasi-optical resonator with
a spherical cuvette as a moisture sensor. The main idea of this approach
is a registration of the moment of dew point on the quasi-optical
elements of the resonator. Taking into account that the frequencies
chosen (35-150GHz) are sufficiently sensitive to medium moisture
changing and a quality factor of the resonator is rather high a high
sensitivity of the moisture measuring device is Just what to be
expected. Such quasi-optical dew point method may be used for analysing
of gas components if dew points of components are observed when gas

S. .. . ...... ..... ... .. . .. . . IME N
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mixture temperature is changing. In the case of nature gas the method
may allow to measure moisture and hydrocarbon composition. For this
purpose the following scientific problems are to be solved:
1. Calculation of spherical characteristics of quasi-optical resonator
perturbed by dew.
2, Development of quasi-optical methods of measurement of
electromagnetic fields and spectrums of the quasi-optical resonators.
3. Creation of experimental model of "resonance quasi-optical dew point
spectrometer" (RQDPS) for moisture and component structures of gas
mixture,
4, Creation of microprocessor device and a system of quasi-optical
signal processing.

We have investigated experimentally the quasi-optical the resonant cell
for air moisture measurements at atmospheric pressure and room
temperature (t c 210 C). The resonant cell is designed on the base of
quasi-optical barrel-shaped resonator, Inside the resonator a dielectric
bar (sapphire) in located coaxially and it in cooling by Peltier
element. The resonator's diameter is d a9AO(,*Aq2,2mm) and the bar's one
is d f %/2, correspongly. The resonator is connected with a waveguiding
line by slots in its side surface. The transfer constant T of the
resonator is measured in dependonce on the dielectric bar temperature t.
Condensation of water steams on the bar surface and phase transitions
"water-ice" and "ice-water" (when heating) are studied at the rate of
bar temperature changing by

t/sec 0,35 /sec.
When water steams condensating the transfer constant T is decreasing

monotonically byATa12 %. In the transient area (ti0eC) T increases fast
(during At 0O,50C) byATm 7%, and with grouth of ice thickness it decrea-
ses slowly, The Fig,1 shows measured dependences of transfer coefficient
T of the resonator on temperature t of dielectric bar, Dashed line
corresponds to phase transition "water-ice".

019-

"-20 -70 0 10 20 °0C
Fig.1.Dependence of T on temperature t.

3.CONCLUSION
Thus, the results obtained will be the base for creating of new

class of quasi-optical spectrometers (dew point spectrometers) and they
will find the application in echology, medicine, industry etc.
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METHOD AND MEASUREMENT COMPLETE SET FOR
NON-DESTRUCTIVE LOCAL PARAMETER MICROWAVE

MEASURMENTS OF MATERIALS

Dr.sc.ZVYAGINTSEV A.A., Dr.so. STRIZHACHENKO A.V.
Univexr'sity, Freedom Sq., 4,310077, Kharkov,Ukraine

Modern methods of measurement allow to determine
with a high degree of axaotness dieleatrios eleatrio
parameters. However the overwhelming masoxity of
existing measuring Instruments made on the barnf of
those methods are aotually destruotive measuring means,
allowing to measure only integral oharaoteristios of
materials. Modern teohnologioal prooess demands a
basioally new approaoh to this problems, manufaoturing
new high Q and highly expensive materials
(leuoonapphires, nrtifioial Pubins, a number of ferrite
marks, eot.) and also goods on their basis ( stripline
bases and miorowave integral sohemes, dieleoeati
waveguides and resonators, eto.,) supposes mtePrial
oharaoteristio measurements without ruining them. From
this point of view nondestructive methods of
measurement possess obvious advantages. Nevertheless,
the existing non-destruotive measuring means mostly
have a not very hinh exaotne.s of measurement of
dieleotrio pemnittivity, magnetio permeability and
material losses and also have low sensitivity to their
changes. On the basis of our analysis, an automated
oomplex, allowing to measure samples meability with
high degree of exaotness, effeotively and without
destruOtion them, has been oonstruoted. An original
part of the oomplex is a measuring devise on the bannsis
of a waveguide Sunotion of oyl.indrioal and radial
waveguides. The neoessary oondition of natural modes
preseneo in suoh a struOture is out-off of all
dunction-forming waveguides at resonant frequenoss. In
muoh a case an eleotzomagnetio field of resonatirn
modes appears to be oonoentrated in the region of
waveguide junotion and its oharaoteristics (resonant
frequenoy, Q-faotor ) are determined by the region
sixes and the parameters of that volume of the sample
being bested, whioh is to be found in he
above-mentioned region. The ooupling of a measurizg
resonator with the plumbing of the automatio VBWR and
attenuation meter (a measuring oomplex blook-diagram is
shown in Fig.1) is achieved by waveguide-to-ooaxial
adapters ending in exoitation elements and a waveguide
ohannels seleotor. A test sample of flat form and
arbitrary oonfiguration in the perimeter (a substrate,
a disk, eot.) is fixed on a frame with divisions on it.
The frame is moved on the guides. so that the sample
part uocoessively set into eaoh resonant region.

After a measuring seotion in made, there is no need
in speoial turning of any kind. The integration of a
frequenoy meter and personal oomputer, allowing to
introduoe data from the frequenoy meter diroeotly in the
prooess of measurements, allows to essentially improve
the offestiveness of measurements. The measuring
oomplex includes PO AT 286/287, due to whioh the
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Surface layurs and far infrared spectra of high-To stperconduotors

Xavier Gar3ubwx, Armand Hadni and Masato Tm~wa M*
L.Aboratoire Infrarouge Lointain, L.M.C.P.I., URA. - C.N.R.S. n* 809

B.P. 239. F-54506 Vandueuvre.l6s-Nancy Cedex - France,
(*) OIRl, Nagoya, 1. Hirate cho, Nagoya 462 - Japan.

It Is possible to incrasue significantly the acuracy, of Far IR (FIR) transmission spectra of High-To. superconductors
by depositng a very thin oriented film (e.g. t a 300 A). of either YBaCuO or Od~aCuO on a very thin MgO plate (esgto a
90 p.m), Such very thin films of supercoaL..'Aou are very fragile and FIR trantnilssion either at 300 K or 10 K Increases
dramatically after a few weeks, A phenomenologlcal model Is however possible to exiplain all spetra at different
temperatures from 300 to 10 K If we consider a thin layer of Insulating barium ouprate (e~g. (3d~hCuOE) due to a progressive
loss ofOxgn

moeprecisely, a very thin film of (3dBaCuO (t *300 A), deposited on an MZQ plate (to a.90 Jim) has given a
somewhat higher precision in the FIR spectra observed at T *300 K, 185 K, 86 K, and 10 K, for a transition temperature To

w88 K, than In any other previous measurement, For that sample, and within the accuracy of the measurments, plutma

frequency Vp a- f2\2,i la constant. vp a4500 cmI -,ve is a linear function of tumperatwre for T ým.To(va z 16T

+ 55 cowl), For T <~ To, a i'4 law as been used to get the number of quasiparticles In the superconductive phase, and the
spectrum at '1 .86 K with the additional assumption of a collision frequency saturating around S0 cm* 1, We have also to
Introduce 3 M~d-JR active oscillators at room temperature, and to keep them in the superconductive phase, with a definite
Incrase In their strenths.

That phenomenologicsil model contains eleven parameters only since we have shown the possibility to use simply
one pluma frequency at all temperatures and to asjust only one collision frequency (the one at very low tempeamtures).
Moreover to e.tplai trasmsn around v m 10 cm1" we have to adust one parmneter (do resistivity po), and in the spectral
rane 10. - 0 owl1 , we keep the po value #and we have to choose one plamsm frequency. Finally In the 50 - 200 cml rnwge
we use thuse two parameter and we have to fit the Lorentz oscillators (frequency, strength and daimping).

We shall discuss some important points:
.,Me T'4 law.
* The collision frequency variations In the superconductive phase,
:The gap problem,
*The Mid JR oscillators and their considerable strengths.
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Measurements of the Far Intra Red Laser Transmission of YID 2Cu 330 7 . 6 Thin Films

T.P.O'Brien, M.L.McConncll, P.G,Huggard. GiSchneider, W,J.Jlau

Physics Department, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland

The properties of HTSC materials in the millimeter and the submlllimeter region am of great technological interest at
present. The absorptive losses are of particular importance for potential applications, and the nature of these losses can shed
light on some of th as yet unresolved issues pertaining to the wechanisms of superconductivity in these materials, We report
measurements of the transmission of the Far Infra Red radiation through thin films of YiBa2Cu3O7.6 at a range of frequencies
from 13.5cmI to 2Mtcm 1. The films were produced using the in-situ l,-or ablation/deposition technique onto MgO
substrates and ranged in thickness from 100 to 250nm.

The chopped, continuous wave FIR radiation was generated using an optically pumped low pressure gas luer
operating on methanol, formic acid, methyl flouride or dimethyl fiouride. Tho maximum CO2 laser pump power was
approximately 50 Watts CW when operating on the 9P36 transition, and FIR power from 5 to 120 mW was generated
depending on the laser line.

For the transmission measurements, the superconducting sample was mounted in a closed cycle He fridge, with two
FIR windows, The temperature was controllable from 12 K up to room temperature with an accuracy of 0,2 K. The
transmitted radiation was measured using a Golay Cell Detector with a responslvity of 103V/W, A Mylar beam splitter
provided a reference signal which was measured using a pyroelectric detector. The transmissivity of the optical train was
determined at each frequency without any sample in the fridge, and was found to be independent of the fridge temperature to
within the accuracy of the measurement. Absolute transmission data (for the film and substrate) obtained at room temperature
without the fridge could therefore be used to scale the relative transmission measurements made as a function of temperature
with the sample mounted in the fridge. The temperature dependent data was obtained in the form of the ratio of the power
transmitted through the beam splitter, fridge, and the sample to the power reflected to the reference detector, It was found that
the ratio of the reflectance to transimttance was sensitive to the precise cavity length of the pump laser, Thus the cavity length
was adjusted to maximise the FIR power before each transmittance ratio was measured,

For all the frequencies measured the transmisson of the superconductor-substrate samples was found to drop as the
temperature was reduced towards T. At low frequencies a sharp reduction in the transmission was observed at Te, followed by
a levelling off at temperatures below TS12, At frequencies above 120 cu'l the size of the step at Tc decrmased with frequency,
The onset of strong absorbtion in the MgO substrate at approximately 100 cm"l makes quantative interpretation of the data
difficult at frequencies above 10aw1,.

A computer simulation using a frequency and temperature dielectric function for MgO (as determined by T,R, Yang et
al.). a Drude type conductivity for the normal state of the superconductor and a two fluid model for the superconducting state
was used to model the optical properties of the sample. The conductivity of the superconducting films were thereby obtained at
millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths, A temperature dependent Drude relaxation rate was required to fit the normal state
data at all frquencies. with the relaxation rate inversely proportional to the temperature. When the dependence of the
penetration depth on film thickness is taken into account, the two fluid model can fit the observed optical properties at
frequencies up to 200 ca-., A two fluid temperature dependence for the penetration depth produces the best fit to the data at all
frequencies. No evidence is seen for quasiparticle excitation, or palrbreaking over the range of frequencies studied,
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*Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Science,
142092 Tzoitsk, Moscow region, Russia

1. INTRODUCTION

To test different models of HTSC and to study mechanism of this phenomenon comparison of the
measured complex dielectric function *(w, T) and of the computed one is very useful. In the case of
anisotropic substance, such as YBasCusO,, t(w, T) Is tensor with different esleo, components. However,
the structure of oriented YBaCuO films permits to determine so and only averaged #.& value, To carry
out ellipsometric measurements on small samples in far IR the light beam should be focused onto the
sample surface. Earlier we find an original decision of the direct problem of convergent beam elllpsometry1

(CBM), This report is devoted to the inverse problem of CBE for the following reflecting system: 1-axis
anisotropic film on isotropic substrate. By this technique we have obtained temperature dependencies (4
- 300 K) of ab and t, at fixed laser fiequencies 84, 120, 357 cm- 1 .

2. ELLIPSOMETRIC SCHEME AND PARAMETERS
We use PSA-scheme or PWIWaSWsW 4A if sample Is in cryostat. The epression for detected signal

ID (A), where A is analyser angle, was found in'.Two ellipeometric parameters of the polarisation ellipse
asimuth X and ellipticity -y both averaged over the aperture in output plane of CB ellipsometer can be
as measured, as computed:

m"l (1)
tan'(,y) - I1(Amje)/B(Amt. * r/2) (2)

Working without compensator we lose information about the sign of ellipticity 'Y.

3. CRYOSTAT WINDOWS
Windows must be thin. It means that convergent beams, reflected inside window plate, all must have

the same focal point. Because of this reason, due to its transparency in visible and far IR and also due
to Its low temperature properties we use 50 mkm mylar as material both for warm and cold windows.
Two characteristic features of mylar are essential for us: anisotropy of the optical constants9 and a short
time of work at low temperature. These features determine the account of the windows effects. Anisotropic
windows can give larger values of ellipticity yj than good reflecting sample can do. This effect put down
an upper level of meuured optical constants of the sample, that can be dramatic point for & study of SC
transitions. We decide to minimise windows effects by compensating orientation. We have two rotations in
our disposal: around s-axis on 900 and around *(or iV)-axns on 180o (Fig. 1).

4. INVERSE PROBLEM
Solving inverse problem, we find such values of parameters of the reflecting system, that error function

P has a minimum value3:
UJ, ("--4 + ,i(3

where M is the number of measurements (e.g. the number of incidence angles), X; and yj" denotes angles
from the Ith measurement, xf and yf are the computed values.
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Let the film being growthed to have two of principal axis lying in the plane of the film (Fig. 2). Our
approach to the decision of the inverse problem in the case of anisotropic reflecting system Is based upon
that fact, that Fresnel reflection coefficients very weakly depend on N1, Nx, if XZ-plain is the incidence
one. Because, carrying out measurements in Fig. 2 orientation we practically measure N. value.

Fig. 1. Compensating orientation Fig, 2.
of mylar windows.

S. EXPERIMENT
Horisontal crosiection of experimental setup, excluding H 20-laser and helium-cooled detector, is in

Fig. 3. Sample is in cryoagent'u atmosphere. Black polyethylene, surrounding the san.rple, filtrates short
wavelength irradiation. The following measurement routine is used. By Multi-Angle-of-Incidence ellipsometry

the thickness of the film is measured. In cryostat without windows for c-oriented film (N. - N) X" and

,y*are measured, Mylar windows are mounted. X' and jr" are measured again and complex transmission
coefficient of windows is known. Temperature dependence of Xm and 'v'" is measured, The film is rotated

on 90' for N., now to be N., AlU this steps are repeated for this ab-orientation. Combined treatment in

iterative process, which converges in one step, gives £.b(W0, T) and Cc(wo0,T).

The results obtained will be discussed together with the computed ones by authors of work' in frames

of the strong electron-phonon interaction.
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Submillinieter wave ESR of copper-oxides

HMtoshi Ohta and Mitsuhiro Motokawa

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Kobe University, Rokkodai, Nada, Kobe 657, Japan

Since the discovery of high To superconductors the magnetism of various copper-oxides has attracted much interest,
Especially the magnetism of strong spin correlation systems in various Cu04 networks is of great interest because it is well
known that the superconductivity is occuring in the CuO2 plane of the high To supewconductors. Here we will show some of
our works done on copper-oxides by submillimeter wave BSR. Our submillimeter wave ESR can provide the frequency
region of 90-3100 lHz and the pulse magnetic field up to 30T, The details of our experimental methods can be found in relf
I and 2.

The isolated CuO4 units stack along c-axis in Bi2CuO4 instead of the layered structure in the superconducting
copper-oxides, At first this system was inferred to be one-dimensional ferromagnetic compound with easy axis along the c-
axis, But from the analysis of our antiferromagnetic resonance (AFM) of single crystal Bi2CuO4 for H//c (Fig. 1) and H.Lc,
it turned out to be easy-plane type three-dimensional antiferromagnet and the ferromagnetic array of moments which couple
by an antiferromagnetic interaction along the c-axii is stabilized by the strong interchain antiferromagnetic interactions, 2

Using a far-infrared Fourier transform spectrometer the zero field AFMR mode was also observed at 13 cm- which was
consistent with our anilysis of AFMR The electron paranmagnetic resonance (EPR) was also observed and the g-values were
determined to be g//,2.26 and gL= 2,04, The line width was determined to be 0.37T which was quantitatively explained by the
dipole and anisotropic exchange interactions.

SrCuO2 and Sr2CuO3 have very interesting structures and strange magnetic properties. SrCuO2 has two one-
dimensional 180' Cu-O.Cu interaction chains along the c-axis which are coupled together by 90' Cu-O-Cu interaction, On
the other hand S12CuO3 has esentially the K2NiF4 structure with an one-dimensional 180' Cu-O-Cu interaction due to the
corner-linked CuO4 planar chains along the b-direction, This chain Is identical with the one-dimensional Cu(1)O4 planar
chains in high T0 superconductor YBa2Cu307. The strange part of SrCuO2 and Sr2CuO3 is that their magnetLic
susceptibility is very small (about 10-4 emu/mol) and they don't show EPR signal for wide temperature range as If they don't
have any magnetic moment,3 The lack of EPR signal is related to the fact that YBa2Cu307 also does not show BPR signal.
But SrCuO2 and Sr2CuO3 star to show EPR signals when they are exposed in H20 atmosphere. The example in the case of
Sr2CuO3 is shown in Fig. 2. The effect of H20 should have some connection with the fact that YBa2Cu3Oy starts to show
EPR signal when y*7, 3 But the origin of the very small magnetic susceptibility and the lack of BPR signal in SrCuO2 and
Sr2CuO3 Is still an open question.

14 (c)
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Fig. I Temperature dependence of resonance field of Fig.2 EPR spectra of (a) freshly prepared Sr2CuO3
D12CuO4 for H//c-axis at (a) 370,4, (b) 383.3 and and (b) Sr2CuO3 exposed to H20 observed by using
(c) 584,9 0Hz, 232,3 GHz line at 86 K.
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Fig. 3 Frequency-field diagram of observed Fig, 4 Frequency-field diagram of observed resonance
resonance lines (open circle) for Li2CI1O2 Powder At lines (openf circle) for Y2Cu2OS Powder At 1.9K.
19K and calculated one (wolid lines) by mean field
theory.

In L12CU02 the CuO4 units form one-dimensional chains along the b-axis sharing the edge with other ones, At flrit
L12Cu(% was supposed to be one-dimensional system with ferromagnetic exchange Interaction along the chain because of the
existence of 900 interaction via oxygen in fth chain. But our AFMR measurements below T~q.9.3K and their analysis as
shown in Fig. 3 clearly show that this system Is three-dimensional aniferromagnet with almost uniaxial anisotropy.4 The
exchange Interaction inside the chain turned out to be antiferromagnetic and the ferromagnetic alignment of the magnetic
moments along the chain seems to be forced by the strong interchain antiferromagnetic exchange interactions. We also found
that Uta easy axis was perpendicular to the CuO4 plane which was similar to CuO but was different from moat copper oxides
with easy plane type anisotropy. The CuO4 planes also share the edges in CuO as In Li2CuO2. Therefore the origin of the
easy axis in the cue of Li2C1UO2 and CuO is an interesting problem to be solved.

YA M2O Is known as an Impurity phase found In YBa2CU3O7 at the early stage of the investigation of high Tc
superconductors. In this system the pairs of edge-shared CuO4 uli's are linked in turn -by corners of these units. The most
interesting magnetic property Of Y2Cu2O5 is that it shows two successive metamagnetic transitions at 3T and 5T below
TN. I13K when the field is applied parallel to the b-aIls,5 As the anisotropy Is usually smaller than the exchange interactions
In copper compounds, it Is very strange to observe metamnagnetic transitions In Y2Cu2OS. But if we Assume strong
ferromagnetic exchange interaction In the two edge-shared Cu04 units to produce dimers with Sot, two metamagnetic
transitions can be interpreted by the model used in the case of NiCI22H2O', We have performed submillimeter wave BSR of
Y2Cu2O aso shown in Fig. 4. The ESR modes seem to be changed around 3T and 5T. We have to check If the magnetic
resonances observed In Y2Cu2OS5 can be interpreted by the same model. The g1-vakluea Of Y2CU2OS were determined to be
2.29, 2.08 and 2.03 at 86K by our submillimeter wave ESR.
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Millimeter waves scanning - new methods and possibilities
investigating the high temperature superconductors
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Various experimental techniques are in use at present time to
investigate electromagnetic properties of high temperature
superconductors (HTS). Usually, integral measurements of a surface
impedance or related characteristics are being made. Non-resonance
methods are based on the measurements of electromagnetic wave transition
through the HTS sample. This technique requires very sensitive equipment
unless the samples are very thin, approximately, no more than 100 nm.
Resonance methods are more precise but technologically sophisticated and
expensive. Specific difficulties occur when measurements are to be made
in a millimeter wave (MMW) band due to small dimensions of resonators and
samples. In the present work two new experimental methods of

investigating the HTS in the MMW band have
been proposed. The scheme of the first one

S&•e is presented in Fig.1 [1). Powder of
YBaiCu'0. 1 ceramics was put into a capsule
and contained by blocks made of glass

2 carbon with buffed surface; a certain
pressure was applied to the blocks to make
the structure conductive. A circuit shown
in the Fig.1 was employed to measure low-
frequency voltage-current characteristics
(VCCh) of the HTS powder and a dielectric
aerial was used to measure the
rectification of microwave signal by the
HTS. A scanning device was used to control
the position of the aerial with respect to
the sample. The investigations of low-
frequency VCCh have shown that with the
temperatures of the sample below the
critical temperature TC, the critical
current region appeared on the curve. WithFig.1 Scheme of the 1-st the temperatures above T no critical

experiment current region was observed.
The results of the measurements of the

dependence of microwave signal (f=29.04 GHz, P0 -1.8 mW) rectification on
the position of the aerial are presented in the same Fig. These results
as well as the measured stepped dependence of rectificated current (in the
incident power make us suppose that the Jooephson effect took place.

The scheme of the second experiment is presented in Fig.2 (2,3]. The
method is based on the experimentally tested fact: the amplitude profile
of an open dielectric resonator (ODR) loaded with a HTS sample is
sensitive enough with respect to the change of electromagnetic properties
of the load. We have carried out the measurements in a 2-mm band using
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bulk YBa Cu3jO ceramics as well as
single-p ase and multiphase/ •> Bi2SrqCaCuj08 single-crystals. By usingthe method, we have observed the

isotropic effect of the Josephson
harmonic generation in bulk ceramic
samples as well as anisotropic one in
multiphase single-crystals. The
experiments have shown the nonlinear
dependence of the amplitude of the

-a Josephson harmonics on the incident
power. Fig.3 presents such a

Fig.2 Scheme of the 2-nd dependence measured at 77K with a
experiment multiphase single-crystal orientated

as shown in Fig.2 by solid lines. It
should be emphasized that with

perpendicular orientation of the aample or with the temperature above Tc,
no steps have been observed. Fig.4 presents the temperature dependence of
the detected signal for two orientations of the sample. Sharp resonance
peaks have been observed at temperatures close to TV. These peaks seem to
be of the same origin as those of the conductivity observed at 600Hz [4].
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Local and non-destructive diagnostics of high-Tc. superconductor
layers by millimeter waves

A. Laurinavieius, F. Anisimovas, A. Deksnys, V. Lisauskas, and B. Vengalis

Semiconductor Physics Institute, Gootauto 11, 2600 Vilnius, Lithuania

ABlIBAC

For the first time millimeter waves are used for non-destructive diagnostics of superconducting layens and thoe
quality control. The quality of the whole layer depending on Te and ATe is determined by local transmission of millimete;
waves,

1, INTRODUCTIONS

Since the discovery of the high-Tc superconductors, both microwaves and millimeter waves were used for the
determination of their surface impedance t. The main reason for this interest is good prospects for the application of
these materials In microwave and electronic devices, For this purpose it Is also very important to know how
superconductive properties are distributed in the layer area. Such data would make It possible to receive Information
about layer homogeneity and Its quality.

In the present paper the possibility of millimeter wave application for non-destructive diagnostics of
superconductor layers and their quality control is shown for the first time.

The main idea of the experiment was local excitation of millimeter waves in superconductor layer and the
measurement of their transmission dependence on temperature In diflbrent places of the sample, The schematic diagram
of experimental set-up is shown in FIg.l. A superconducting layer deposited onto dielectric substrate was placed between
special dielectric wavequide probes that provided local excitation and reception of the millimeter waves. The measured
sample could be moved in regard to exciting and receiving probes In the x-y plane, Earlier such method was used for
semiconductor plate homogeneity controlz. Spatial resolving power of this method was abolit 0.5 mms,

All measurements were carried out at eighth millimeter wavelengths, Y-Ba-Cu.,O and Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O
superconductor layers deposited onto MgO (100) substrates were used for the experiment. Laser ablation, magnetron
sputtering and conventional thermal evaporation methods for the preparation of superconducting layers were used,
Measuring samples area was about I cm2 , The thickness of superconducting layers was less Ilien 1 mkm.

3,RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An example of measurement results for BI-Sr-Ca-Cu..O (2212) superconducting layer is shown In fig,2, Curves
presented in this figure show sharp decrease of the transmitted signal in the region of transition from normal to
superconducting state associated with the millimeter wave penetration depth decrease, Measurement results presented
in Fig.2 clearly demonstrate the difference for T, and &T(, in separate places of the investigated sample, The greatest
difference for T(. and A!r, as seen from Fig.2, is about IK and 2K, respectively, This fact shows inhomogeneous
distribution of superconductive properties in the layer area.

Results presented in The paper show that millimeter waves can be successfully used for the contactless
diett:mination of such superconductor paramcters as Tc, and ATT( as well as for their distribution in the layer area, The
proposd method can be used for the developmentof superconductor layer technologyas wellas for the physical research.
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COLLECTIVE MM-WAVE SCATTERING TO MEASURE FAST ION AND
ALPHA-PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS IN JET

J.A. Hoekzema, A,E, Costley, T,P, Hughes, J,A, Fessey, NP. Hammond,
H. Oosterbeek, P. Roberts, A.L, Stevens, P,E, Stott, W. Suverkropp

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX 14 3EA, UK.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fast ion and alpha-particle diagnostic is based on collective Thomson scattering of high power 140 GHz radiation.
The main aim of the system will be the determination of the spatially resolved velocity distribution of fast Ion populations
in JET plasmas, by measuring the frequency spectrum of scattered radiation, A spatial profile of the velocity distribution,
with resolution <10 cm, can be determined by scanning the scattering volume (the overlap of the antenna patterns of the
launch and receive antennas) over the plasma, using steerable launch and receive mirrors, The diagnostic will be used to
measure fast ion populations produced by the heating systems, and will be particularly Important In the tritium phase of
JET when, by a measurement of the velocity distribution of alpha particles created by fusion reactions, the efficiency of
alpha particle heating can be established, It is expected that their velocity distribution can be determined between 0,5
MeV (limited because at low frequency shift the spectrum is dominated by the thermal ion feature) and their birth energy
(3,3 MeV) with a typical time resolution of 0,1 s, The principal components of the diagnostic are shown schematically in
figure I. They are: a high power long pulse gyrotron and associated equipment, a heterodyne receiver system and
transmission lines, The RF transmission and the receiver system are described in accompanying papers",2, The physics
principles of the diagnostic are described elsewhere'',1 1,4,

2. TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

2.1 Gyrotron
The source of radiation is a gyrotron which can be operated at up to 300 kW RF average during long pulses (5 s,). The
gyrotron operates in a whispering gallery mode (TEB,). A high spectral purity: ratio of noise power to total RIF power
PNiPo< 10'18/Hz, has been verified, High spectral purity Is necessary because injected radiation at different frequencies,
which is received as stray light, can not be discriminated from the scattering signal The gyrotron will be operated at .80
kV, up to 20 A beam current. At higher current It can produce up to I MW RF in short pulses,

2.2 Modulation
To discriminate the scattering signal (with equivalent blackbody temperature of a few eV) from the background radiation
(few hundred eV, mainly electron cyclotron emission), the gyrotron RF power will be modulpted between peak and zero
power during a pulse (modulation between two non-zero power levels is also possible), The modulation frequency is high
(>10 kHz) to avoid significant modulation of the background radiation due to absorption of the injected radiation in the
plasma after reflection from the wall, RF modulation will be accomplished by modulating the anode voltage using a
special purpose anode modulator. Special care will be taken to obtain a reproducible RF modulation waveform: the
filament supply will be operated at the same frequency and phase locked to the modulation frequency to eliminate a non-
reproducible effect of the magnetic field associated with the filament current, an intelligent boost control of the filament
supply will be used and the anode voltage will have high stability.

2.3 Protection
In addition to the normal fail to safe protection features of a gyrotron system, there are protection features specific to this
particular application, The system is protected (i,e, by switch-off) against operation at the wrong frequency, necessary
because a high level of stray light could damage the sensitive detectors if the frequency is outside the range where the
detectors are protected by a narrow band notch titter. Several protection features, Including a protection against excessive
power at the detector, are &s•-iutvid with the possibility of rilrect sighlt (or indirect via reflection) of the injected beam by
the receiver an|tenna it 1,1 akon rp.tdibiu to protect against operation without plasma (which, after reflection is the dump for
the injected power). Sincc, at le',Ut Initiisliy, the torus window is inertially cooled and has a long thermal time constant,
the window tcT•m'v'turc. lte, ienasuremrn'Pt) 1. also incorporated in the protection system.

__.IU
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2.4 Control
A control system to control the parameters of gyrotron operation as well as the scattering parameters (angle of injection,
polarisation) and settings of the receiver system, has been implemented local to the gyrotron, The different subsystems;
Gyrotron Systems, Cooling, Transmission and Detection, each have their own PLC, linked to a PC, The HV Power
Supplies are CAMAC interfaced to a separate computer. Rotation of mirrors (polarisers, in-vessel mirrors) is done by
stepper motors, except for the steerable receive mirror, where two servo motors are used to obtain maximum speed of
response for feedback of the mirror orientation during the pulse. This feedback is important at higher densities to maintain
an overlap of injected and detected beams when refraction of the beams in the plasma is significant. Extension of the
control to the JET diagnostic control room Is in progress, A link to the mainframe IBM will make it possible to set up the
optimum scattering parameters on the basis of numerical computations (eg. ray tracing),

3. STATUS

During the last JET operational period the receiver system was used for passive measurements of the background
radiation5 , These measurements confirmed expectations with respect to the background radiation level ,which is Important
since statistical fluctuations on the background radiation are the main source of noise for the measurement, Transmission
systems have been tested at low power, at which they perform satisfactorily. Presently, a prototype gyrotron, on loan from
the US DoE, is being commissioned, while a commercial gyrotron is now scheduled for delivery in early '94, New in-
vessel components are being installed to make the diagnostic compatible with the new divertor geometry of JET. First
plasma measurements are expected to be done after JET operation Is resumed in '94, There is a formal and important
collaboration with the US DoE on this diagnostic, involving equipment and personnel from MIT and LLNL,
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Figure I: Schematic overview of the diagnostic system
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State of the art of gyrotron investigation in Russia

V.A.Flyagin, A.L.Goldenberg, V,E,Zapevalov

Institute of Applied Physics of Russian Academy of Sciences,
46, Uljanova str., 603600, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia.

Parameters of modern family of ECR4 0.5 MW gyrotrons are
described, Some outlines of strategy of elaboration of new family of
ECRI4 gyrotrons with 1 MW output are given.

For ECRH systems at fusion plasma installations, the family of
0.5 MW gyrotrons with near - 1 s pulse duration at frequency range
from 53 up to 160 0Hz Is created (see table 1). These gyrotrons
satisfy the most part of modern fusion devices. For future ones, RF
output power 1 MW and pulse duration 10 s or CW regime are regarded as
obligatory. Problems of development of the new family of ECRH gyrotron
can be classified in following 4 groups.

1. Creation of intense electron helical beam with low velocity
spread and rather large share of gyration energy and transportation of
the beam to resonant cavityl

2. Selective excitation of an operating mode with high efficiency
In highly oversized Syrotron cavity;

3. Spatial separation of electron beam from RP radiation and
high-efficiency conversion of the operating mode into wave beam which
is convenient for its emission from gyrotron and further
transportation to load;

4. Effective thermal drain from thermal loaded gyrotron's parts
(cavity, collector, internal mirrors and output window).

Generally the accomplishment of the 1 MW long pulse Syrotrons
will require larger dimensions of all their main parts and higher
operating modem,

For computation and optimization pf gyrotron's electron Sun, the
adiabatic theory , trajectory analysis and experimental methods are
used, In the latest time, the more attention is paid to theoretical
and experimental determination of the velocity distribution functions
of electrons in gyrotrons. Some experimental distribution functions in
a 140 GHz/0.5 MW tube given in Fig. 1 show explicit changes in their
width and form at various beam currents. These changes can influence
the beam's stability and gyrotron's efficiency.
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The stability of an electron beam actually defines the maximum
electron beam current. There can be various mechanisms of
Instatilities, particularly associated with potential depression in
beams . At typical parameters of gyrotrons, thresholds of such
instabilities can be overcome at currents near 50 A, which are
necessary for 1 MW tubes. The deformation of the electron velocity
distribution function can be a signal of some instabilities in
electron beams.

2.SELECTION OF OPERATING MODE

The calculation of oscillations in a gyrotron cavity is carried
out ising the non-linear theory of multimode gyrotron . In principle
It Is possible to attain 1 MW level at frequencies up to 110 0Hz with
modes which are proved to be stabilizei by rather ordinary means of
electron and electrodynamic selection . Now new experiments are
planned to check the stability of operating modes at 1 MW gyrotrorns at
frequencies up to 150 OHz.

3,SEPARATION OF ELECTRON BEAM FROM RF RADIATION

In ECRH gyrotrons an electron beam is separated from RF radiation
by means of an quasi-optical mode converter. Internal mirrors
transform the radiations into a narrowly directed wave beam escaping a
gyrotron through its output window transversely to the tube's axis,
This provides relatively high resistance of such gyrotron against
reflections in an external transmission line and protects a window
against bombardment by stray electrons, ions and neutrals especially
during internal breakdowns.

Measurements of the spatial structure and frequency spectrum of
the output radiation allow to estimate the mode contents and to design
first elements of an external transmission line, Results of
measurements of the structure of the output wave beam of an industrial
110 0Hz gyrotron are given in Fig.2. The analysis of it shows that
with attained accuracy of measurements about 2 X, in the gyrotron the
single TE15.4 mode was excited,

4.THERMAL REGIMES

Two kinds of cooling systems are used in long pulse gyrotrons,

depending on the ratio of thermal time constant T to pulse duration

V', If 1rT/- < I the heat capacity of material can be used, while

relatively non-intense flow of coolant removes Just mean thermal load;
if t a 1 rather intense flow of coolant removing the maximum

thermal load must be used. For metal partsi tTcan be close to I s, for

windows T is usually from 10 to 100 u.

4.1. Collector

Designing a collector, the acceptable thermal load and stability
of operation to external mcgnetic field@ are to be taken into
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consideration. Now in ECRH gyrotrons with over 0.5 s - pulses, scan-
ning of an electron beam along the collector surface by a special coil
with alternating magnetic field in usually used,

Thermal load LI one of main factors defining an operating mode of
gyrotron's cavity, At pulses near 0.5 a duration and cooling based on
the leat capacity of cavity's walls, the maximum load reaches 1.5
kW/cm . At longer pulses and CW regime an intense flow of coolant is
used,sand the maximum thermal load in a cavity can be up to 2 ... 2.5kW/cea,

In 1 MW gyrotrons with pulses longer than 3 ,.. 5 a, the RF ohmic
losses can essentially heat up the mirrors. This leads to necessity of
their cooling.

LA _ Wnd

Usually maximum transmitting power of an output window limits
output power of ECRH gyrotrons, Now the main version of an output
window for 1 MW CW gyrotrons at frequencies up to 150 0Hz Is the
single-disk sapphire window cooled down to and below the L Na tempera-

ture.

Modern ECRH gyrotrons can not attain the goal of I MW multimecond
or CW output. For this, new investigations and developments are
needed. The most serious problems seem to be associated with stability
of electron beams and transmitting power of output windows,

1. AL.Goldenberg and M.I.Petelin, "Formation of helical electron
beam in the adiabatic gun," Izvestlya Vysshikh Uchebnykh Zavedenil.
Radiofizika, Vol.16, pp.141-149, 1973.

2. A.LGoldenberg et al,, "Adiabatic Theory and Trajectory
Analysis of Gyrotron Electron Gun," Gyrotrons (Gorky, Institute of
Applied Physics, AkadNauk SSSR), pp.86-106, 1991,

3. AN,Kuftin et &l., "Numerical simulation and experimental
study of magnetron-injection guns for powerful short-wave gyrotrons,"
IntJ.Electronics, Vol,72, NN 5 and 6, pp.1145-1151, 1992.

4, Sh.E,Tsimrlng, "Limiting current of the helical electron
beam," Radiotechnika et Electronika, Vol,35, N 6, pp.1284-1288, 1990.

5. G.S.Nusinovich, "Mode Interaction in Gyrotrons," Int. J,
Electronice, Vol,51, p.457, 1981.

6, A.V.Gaponov et al,, "Powerful Millimeter-Wave Gyrotrons," Int,
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The transmission lines and antennas of the Tore Supra ECRH system

F.M.A. Smits, G. Berger-by, G. Bon Mardion, J.-J. Capitain,
T). Chatain, 14-I. Cordier, J.P. Crenn, L. Doceul, M. Pain, G.-F. Tonon

A. Dubfovin*, P. Garin*, .M. Krieg*

Association CEA-Euratom aur la Fusion Contr6lde, CEN Cadarache
F-13 108 Saint Paul-lez-Durance CEDEX, France

*Thomson Tubes Electroniques
2, Rue Lat6co~re, 78141 Vdllzy-Villacoublay, France

ABSTRACT

Technical aspects of the installation of the ECRH transmission lines and antennas on Tore Supra are
outlined, Six corrugated circular transmission lines will transport each 500 kW in HE, mode at 110 or
118 GHz. Special attention is given to vacuum operation, CW operation, cooling, alignment and support
structures, and mode purity measurements,

1. INTRODUCTION

On the Tore Supra tokamak, plasma heating and current drive experiments are planned with high power
waves (2 MW in the plasma) in the iiectron cyclotron frequency range (ECRH) (1], Tore Supra is
dedicated to long plasma pulse operation (210 s), which must be met by the ECRH system, The system
must be relevant for ITER, This leads to a high unit source-power and closed transmission lines, The use of
cryogenic windows and small wave guide cross-sections requires the lin3s to be evacuated. A 110 GHz,
350 kW, TE64 prototype gyectron and HEII transmission line will be used to study the problems related
with vacuum and CW operation. The final generator will consist of a series of six gyrotrons at 118 0Hz
delivering 500 kW each in HE11 mode or in Gaussian Beam using an internal vlasov converter. These
gyrotrons will have cryogenic windows. Reliable simultaneous operation of the whole system will be
studied. For current drive experiments, the antenna must allow to direct the power at any radial position in
the plasma, and to launch horizontally under angles up to ±30* with respect to perpendicular injection.

2. TRANSMISSION LINES

The transmission line of the prototype consists of a vertical mode conversion section and a horizontal and a
vertical HE 1I mode section connected by two mitre bends. The power will be dissipated in a load which
allows 500 kW CW. The series transmission lines will consist of a polariser at the gyrotron output to
produce the polarisation required for launching obliquely into the plasma [2], and a HEI 1 mode section
including four mitre bends to connect the gyrotrons to the antenna.

The diameter of the mode conversion section is 20 mm to reduce its length. Before and after the conversion
section, the diameter is tapered to 63,5 mm. The TE64 gyrotron output is consecutively converted to
TE04, TEO1, TEll and HEI 11-mode. Low power antenna pattern measurements have been performed
showing a mode purity of 98% for the 'rEol-TE04-TE64 section (Fig. 1), and a mode purity of
approximately 99% for the TEOI-TE 11-HEIl conversion chain (Fig. 2). Conservatively estimating the
ohmic losses in tapers and converters as 16%, total losses in the conversion section are about 19%, The
power loss being of the order of 80 kW, active cooling of the converter is required for CW operation,
Special mounting techniques are foreseen to protect the gyrotron window for the converter section weight,

The HEI I mode section consists of 2 m long pieces of corrugated aluminium guide with 63.5 mm diameter.
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It includes components as bellows, pump sections, mitre bends, vacuum valves and a DC-break, each
having almost negligible ohmic losses and low mode conversion losses, To measure the influence of
misalignment on the mode purity, a displacement of 2 mm was introduced between two straight sections,
Although no interpretation software is available to simulate the resulting antenna pattern, it can be said that
the mode content was changed in an important way. The support distance, 2 m, is very different from the
beat wavelengths of the HE 1I mode with most important other modes, This limits mode conversion,
therefore gravity sag between supports (below .2 mm) is not important, Alignment techniques using a
theodolite are under development and reach 0.1 mm / m accuracy. Alignment will start from the antenna
and end at the gyrotron. Therefore, the gyrotron will be moveable. In the case this fails, a technique has
been developed to connect two arbitrarily directed transmission lines using two 900 mitre bends,

3. ANTENNAS

An outline of the antennas has been given in [1]. The launch direction of three assemblies of two beams will
be independently variable in horizontal and vertical direction for optimum flexibility. An important difficulty
in the design is the cooling of the mirrors, The best solution found suffers from a local plastic deformation
due to thermal stress, but stresses stay below the rupture stress (Fig, 3), For technical ease, the antenna will
be connected rigidly to the torus port. To avoid alignment problems due to movements of the torus port (of
the order of one mm), the transmission lines will be supported by one single beam of 10 mn long between the
torus and the wall, In this way the misalignment is distributed over 10 m of transmission line,
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MM-WAVE TRANSMISSION IN THE FAST ION AND ALPHA-PARTICLE
DIAGNOSTIC AT JET

J.A. Hoekzema, N.P. Hammond
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3EA, UK

A combination of quasi-optical and in-waveguide propagation is used for transmission of high power 140 GHz gyrotron
radiation to the plasma and low power scattered radiation to the detection system in the JET fast ion and alpha-particle
diagnostic', The systems have wide band (110-180 GHz) transmission characteristics. Several components are described in
more detail in reference 2.

1, HIG H POWER TRANSMISSION

1.1 Quasi-optical converter and polariser
The TEs5 ,2 mode generated by the gyrotron is converted to a Gaussian beam using a quasi-optical mode converter, A high
efficiency converter, using deformations of the feed waveguide, is In preparation to replace the existing standard converter.
The feed waveguide of the converter has an internal diameter of 88.9 mm, equal to the gyrotron output waveguide, This
requires large dimensions (the total height of the converter is 4 m.) but avoids a downtaper and consequent reflection of
spurious high order modes and should give high power (MW) handling capability at atmospheric pressure, The converter is
mounted inside an airtight and radiation tight box (PVC with Al cladding) and stray radiation is mainly absorbed by water in
low velocity cooling channels, The required polarisation of the radiation is also produced quasi-optically. The polarisation at
the plasma should be such that coupling Is to the O-mode or the X-mode, Since injection will generally be angled in the
toroidal direction, both modes require elliptical polarisation, The linear polarisation at the output of the mode converter Is
converted to the required elliptical polarisation by means of a universal polariser, This consists of a rooftop mirror facing a
corrugated mirror, Rotation of the polariser as a whole rotates the polarisation while rotation of the corrugated mirror
creates the required amount of ellipticity, The polariser Is also mounted Inside an airtight box, An arc detector, looking at
the corrugated mirrpr, will be incorporated.

1.2 Wavegulde transmission
After the polariser, the radiation is coupled at the beam waist into 88,9 mm ID corrugated waveguide, using the excellent
coupling of a Gaussian beam to the HE, 1 mode. Alternatively, a movable mirror at the entrance of the waveguide can
couple radiation from a low power klystron into the waveguide, The low power source is used for alignment of the in-vessel
components, The waveguide run is 60 m, long and includes 7 mitre bends, The relatively large diameter of the wavegulde
will allow high power transmission at atmospheric pressure, In fact the whole transmission system will. be at a slight under
pressure, equal to the pressure inside the torus hall. Precise alignment of the waveguide (radius of curvature > 3 kin) is
crucial to avoid mode conversion.
Alignment is achieved by precise switchable
machining of the 2 m, long waveguide bnnd oversized
sections and supporting them by constant waIt•rV. . ::
spring supports which are adjusted A ntuler
individually to counterbalance the weight
of the sections. Alignment is then A ,lorinietr
dotermined by the quality of machining of Iindow
waveguide and flange connections and the universal
waveguide can move to eliminate the effect quasi opLical iolarler
of moving support structures (e.g. due to mode convertor
thermal effects), Expansion joints are
included and allow fixed positions of the are dontoor
waveguide at both ends and at the torus
hall penetration, Most of the waveguide is Ryrotron
made of electroformed copper with NIP
coating but more resistive sections (plasma Fe
sprayed stainless steel) are included after Fig 1: Nlgh power tranamlailon
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each bond. The increased resistivity has negligible effect on transmission of the HE,,I mode, but gives some attenuation of
high order modes, Forward and reflected power measurements are done by coupling some radiation through an array of
small (cut-off) holes in one of the mitre bends, By switching a mitre bend the radiation can be re-routed to a silicon oil
cooled calorimeter, A mechanical shutter is included in the line for safety reasons.

1.3 Quasi-optical launch
Near the torus the transmission switches back to quasi-optical transmission. The Gaussian beam, launched from the
waveguide is allowed to expand to reduce the power density at the torus window. Initially this will be an inertially cooled
waterfree fused silica disk with 180 mm clear view, This material has been selected because of the low loss, low expansion,
relatively low refractive index and limited temperature dependence of this index, It will allow transmission at the full pulse
length (<5 s,) but will have to be operated at an elevated temperature (a few hundred oC) to achieve sufficient radiative
cooling between pulses, The quasi -optical system includes 4 slightly elliptical mirrors. The use of pairs of parallel mirrors
compensates for the movement of the torus (due to thermal and magnetic effects) which can amount to a few cm. The last
mirror is rotatable in two directions. The focused Gaussian beam reaches a waist of 30 mm in the centre of the torus,

2. LOW POWER TRANSMISSION

The scattered radiation is collected by a receive antenna, consisting of two mirrors; a flat mirror which can be rotated in
two independent directions and an elliptical mirror which focuses a Gaussian beam (with 30 mm waist in the centre of the
torus) into a 10 mm ID corrugated waveguide, This small diameter is chosen to allow bending the waveguide around the
divertor structures in the torus, Four additional corrugated waveguides, with ID 7,5 mm are bundled with the main receive
waveguide, These slave waveguides collect Gaussian beams slightly displaced from the main beam and larger beam
diameter to be used for feedback purposes 3, The waveguide bundle is supported by an Inconel structure which is sufficiently
flexible to allow the movement of the antenna end of the
waveguide, mounted on the torus wall, with the torus while at the elliptical
other end the waveguides are supported off the transformer limbs, mirror
The main receive waveguide Is tapered up to 31,75 mm, before flat mirror
going through a mitre bend and double disk crystal quartz rotatable "-

window assembly. The corrugated waveguide is continued to the
detection area (40 m.) where the radiation is launched Into a
quasi optical polariser to select the correct mode and polarisation,
The polariser uses two mirrors with rotatable wire grids which ' divertor
act as quarter and half lambda plates, The slave waveguides end
before the vacuum window and radiation is transmitted through K
the windows quasi-optically. Outside the vacuum, polarisers
(again using mirrors with wire grids) select the required
polarisation and coupling into fundamental wavegulde selects the -
correct mode, After a converter-taper the radiation is transmitted
to the slave detection systems in the TE1, 1 mode in 27.8 mm _waveguide
smooth waveguide. pull rod bundle
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Fig 2: In-vessel components, receive side
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1. Abstract
In this paper we explore the possibility of using sections of overmoded smooth-wall circular waveguide
instead of an overall corrugated waveguide transmission line to carry strong mm-wave power in ECRH
experiments, To this end we carry out an exact analysis of the transitions from corrugated to smooth-wall
waveguide and optimize the length and size of the smooth-wall waveguide to achieve minimum losses, The
whole structure is described by a generalized scattering matrix whose elements are obtained using the exact
quasi-TE and quasi-TM uncoupled modes in the lossy smooth-wall waveguide.

2. Introduction
The hybrid HEII mode propagating in a corrugated circular waveguide is very suitable for carrying high
microwave power in ECRH e3xperiments, The HEII mode propagates with very low losses and with constant
linear polarization, On the other hand, in the realization of a long transmission line with corrugated
waveguides a few mechanical problems can arise and, in any case, costs are high, It seems therefore justified
to investigate the possibility of introducing a few sections made of smooth-wall waveguide in the
transmission line.

3. Preliminary considerations.
The hybrid HEl1 mode is essentialy a combination of the TEII and TMII modes, the ratio between them
depending on the corrugation depth, Hence, one expects that connecting the corrugated and the smooth-wall
waveguides directly will result mainly in the excitation of the TElI and TMI 1 modes in the smooth-wall
waveguide. Morovor, if the length of the smooth-wall waveguide is roughly equal to the beat-wavelength ,B
between the two modes, in the corrugated waveguide the modes will again merge into the HEll mode. At the
transition the power reflection shouldbe small, in particular if tho corrugated waveguide is highly overmoded,
as in the case considered here. Namely, we refer to a system operating at 140 (Hz, with standard corrugated
circular waveguide having an inner radius a = 44.45 mm (-20 %) and a corrugation depth of V/8.

4. Global analysis of the structure.
With reference to fig. 1, it is evident that losses are due to:
a) reflection at the two transitions PPI' and P2P2';
b) power transfer to unwanted modes at the two transitions P IPI' and P2P2';
c) attenuation in the smooth-wall waveguide.
The two transitions are modeled by means of generalized scattering matrices S I and S2 (fig, 2), derived with
a mode-matching technique. An exact analysis is performed for the lossy waveguide: the wave equation is
solved taking into account the conductivity of the waveguide walls and imposing the exact boundary
conditions at the interf'ice between the inner region and the metallic wall. This procedure allows us to expand
the e, m, field in a set of orthogonal (and therefore uncoupled) quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes, charecterized
by complex propagation constants. This set of modes is equivalent to a set of uncoupled lines, connecting the
network SI and S2; the whole structure is then equivalent to a scattering matrix S, corresponding to the
cascade of: S I - the uncoupled line set - S2. (fig. 3).

S. Results.
A set of results are given in figs 4 to 9, Fig. 4, 5 and 6 refer to a smooth-wall waveguide length L equal to
XB. They illustrate the behaviour of the return loss, of the HEI1 power transfer, and of the power transfer to
unwanted modes, respectively,,versus the smooth-wall waveguide radius b. As shown, the return losses are
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always very small. The optimum value of b for the maximum power transfer is somewhat smaller than a.
Moxeover, the analysis has confirmed that the optimum value for the length of the smooth-wall waveguide
coincides with 413, that is 6.63 m for our system. Actually, as shown in fig.s 7, 8 and 9, this value yields the
maximum HEI1 Ipower transfer and the minimum values both of the return losses and of the power transferr-
ed to the unwanted modes. The minimum overall losses amount to 4% and are almost entirely ohmic losses.

PiiPl' P2 P P P2' P11 P2

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig, 3
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Radiation Patterns and Optimization of Beam Excitation of
Highly Overmoded Corrugated Rectangular Waveguldes

Bradley C. Brown, Jeffrey A. Lorbeck, and Ronald J. Vernon
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

The University of Wisconsin- Madison
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Abstract

It may be helpful to use a rectangular geometry fbr the output window in high power gyrotrons. Coupling
through the window might be to an overmoded corrugated rectangular waveguide on the other side, The radiation
patterns of such waveguides and the efficiency of coupling to them is discussed in this paper.

Introduction

If high efficiency coupling from a high power gyrotron to a corrugated waveguide Is to be achieved, then
the radiation patterns of the corrugated guide must be determined, By reciprocity, this will allow us to determine
how a beam will couple into the gulde, from free space. Because the expressions for the radiation patterns are
complicated, It is desirable to have approximations for them. Calculations show that the radiation pattern of the
HEI mode in a rectangular guide may be closely approximated by a Gaussian beam, Therefore, it should be
possible to efficiently Inject a Gaussian beam, Into the corrugated wavegulde and excite the HEI mode.

Design Techniques and Theoretical Results

To determine the radiation pattern of the waveguide, the fields Inside the guide are needed. These may be
found by the method of potentials [1]. For the HE,1 mode, with the polarization shown in Fig,1, lA and H, are
the dominant field components and have the greatest Influence on the radiation patterns.

Using the geometry of Fig.I and the expressions for the E1 ,11 fields inside the guide, the radiation pattern
of the waveguide can be ..alcalated nsing the Stratton-Chu equations [2]. The plots, shown In FIg, 2, show side
lobe levels of -2',dl in the E and H planes and a narrow mtain lobe, It can also be seen that the 3 to 1 ratio of
guide dimenslorha producei a I to 3 beam width In the E and H planes. The power in the main lobe is 98.70%
of the powovr carrie•i in the HE,, mode Inside the guide. rTds determines an upper limit on the coupling efficiency
which m.y !ho agoeved. Also, the totl radiated powor found using the Stratton-Chu equations is 99.87% of the
powe# inside the guide.

Using the radiation patterns 1)1,aained from the Stratton-Chu equations, it Is possible to fit a Gaussian beam
to the radiation pattern in the fW, fietll (3]. By minimizing the total error in power density, it is possible to
determine a best fit to the radiation pattern, To a good approximation, the radiation pattern is separable In the
x and y directions, thus the x and y fits may be obtained independently. A typical match is shown In FIg. 4, for
which the total rrn in the power distribution is 1.7%. It has been found that this beat match Is achieved when
the waist si4 W; the Gaussian beam at the guide entrance Is 0.63(d/2), where d Is the dimension of the guide in
the desirel direction.
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Conditioning Optics for Astigmatic Gaussian Beams at 140 GHz, 0.5 MW
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ABSTRACT
A Quasi Optical system has been designed to couple the power coming from a Gyrotron with astigmatic

gaussian beam output, into an oversized corrugated waveguide (HEl 1 mode). The fraction of the power
injcted in the transmission line can be controlled by means of a wire grid beamn splitter. Polarization control
is provided by two rotating corrugated mirrors of electrical depth V.4 and V/8 respectively,

Fig,]I- System outline. a b) beam shaping mirrors ; c) beam.splitter
d, e) universal polarizer: ,/) converging mirror; g) matched load.

The beams in the picture have 4*'w :ransverse dim ension,

1. DE~SIGN GUIDELINES

Presently available 140 0Hz gyrotrons, with quasi optical output need shaping optics to symmetrize the
astigmatic beanm emerging from the window, That can be done reducing first the divergence of the beanm in
the plane where it has the mijo prad, by the mirror a) of fig. 1), so to equalize the beam rod ,ii at a given
po~qition, then placing there a second mirror to performn the phase mnatching with the gaussian beam which
maximizes the power transfer (980h) to the HE I I mode of the waveguide. At present only the fundamental
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g,b. mode has been considered, Any power in higher order modes that may be present at the gyrotron output
will be reduced more than the power in the fundamental mode due to higher diffraction losses on the finite
size mirrors. The surfaces of the mirrors a,b) are computed point by point equating the local phase of (he
incident beam to the local phase of the desired one, This procedure cancels the phase aberration introduced
by the "thin lens" approximation in the classical design of q~o. mirrors, The machining of surfaces described
with a matrix of points is sometimes more difficult than the machining of the correspondent zero order
analytical solution (ellipsoid or hyperboloid); anyway, if the given incident or reflected gaussian beam has no
well established phase center in the zone where the mirror is placed, the entity of the correction may be not
negligible,
To design the beam splitter c) of fig. I a code has been written to solve the boundary problem for a plane
wave incident on a perfectly conducting wire grid of infinite extent 1, Both TE and TM polarization with
respect to the direction of the wires, at arbitrary incident angle e, have been considered. For a given diameter
of the wires and provided that the spacing b of the grid satisfies b< ;J(l+ sin 0) the behaviour of this
structure can be described, at sufficient distance from the grid, by the complex amplitudes of a reflected plane
wave and of a transmitted plane wave only,
It has been found possible to achieve high power reflectivity (>99.5%) of the component of incident E field
parallel to wires, while'reaching total transmission of the perpendicular component at the given angle of
incidence, with relatively thick wires (diameter of the order of V4), Measurements on a prototype have
confirmed this expectations, The losses in the case of finite conductivity of the wires material have been
estimated using current density on the wire surface computed in the case of perfect conductor, To remove
the heat generated during high power operation, capillaries (id.=0,35 mm) cooled with forced water must
replace the wires, a c
The changing of the polarization of the beam to the desired one is performed by a couple of fiat cor'ugated
mirrors operating at an angle of incidence of 20 deg. The corrugations are semicircies emerging from a
plane. The radius and the period of the corrugations have been determined using the same code described
above: the correct boundary condition imposed by the corrugated surface is obtained exciting the wire grid
with two plane waves in counter-phase and anti symmetric with respect to the plane of the grid, Once a
geometry which determines the correct phase difference between the reflection coefficients for TE and TM
polarization has been found, the low sensitivity of this parameter with respect to variations of the angle of
incidence has been checked, It has been found that, due to the small angular range of the plane wave
spectrum of the gaussian beam in object (waist =14 X.), poor mode conversion should arise, The same
consideration holds as the wire grid is concerned, All the optics have their dimension transversal to the beam
near to four times the local radius of the beam, All the mirror mountings can be moved along slides fixed on
a common flat base, which can be shifted up and down with respect to the framework. The position of the
framework with respect to the gyrotron is adjustable too, A two-direction angular adjustment is provided for
every mirror to match the axis of the waveguide with an acceptable angular error (0,5 mrad),
The beam transmitted across the beam splitter is directed by the mirror f) of fig, I into the calorimetric
matched load 2 g), It is made of an hollow copper sphere (600 mm id,) internally coated with a lossy
ceramic, The incoming beam has its waist (= 8 amm) placed at the entry hole of the sphere; a diverging mirror
placed in the bottom of the sphere has been designed to distribute uniformly the first pass incident power
density on the inner surface, An external forced water circuit provides for cooling and permits calorimetric
measurement.
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A Proposal for a Calorimetric Load at 140 GHz for High Power HEll
Transmission Lines
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Power measurements in mm-wave systems for ECRH are essential during hot tests of Gyrotrons and
transmission lines, A matched load inade of a hollow copper sphere internally coated with a thin layer of
absorbing ceramic is proposed. The collimated beam radiating into the sphere from the waveguide Is
defocussed by an internal scatterer made of good conductor, An appropriate external water circuit provides
for cooling and permits calorimetric measurement,

1. DESIGN GUIDELINES

The optic theory of integrating sphere I states that the throughput T, defined as the ratio of the exiting power

to that entering the sphere, is given by:

T = R*Ae / (I-R*(1-At) (1)

where R is the power reflectivity of the inner surface, A, is the ratio of the exit port area to the sphere surface
and At is the ratio of the summation of all the port areas to that of the sphere surface,
Accordin to this formula a low throughput (-22 dB, diffused radiation) can be reached with relatively high
values ofthe reflectivity (55%), for appropriate dimensions of the sphere (600 mm i.d,; input hole
diameter=88.9mm), A diverging mirror ( a) of figS I) avoids direct reflection of the energy back into the entry
hole and spreads uniformly on the walls the impinging gaussian beam, A phase scrambling reflector has been
tested as an alternative, less sensitive to the amplitude distribution of the beam to be dumped,
Despite the different range of wavelength at which this devices find common application, measurements taken
at 140 GHz on a stainless-steel sphere of 168 mm iLd, gave results (fig.2) of the same order of magnitude of
that predicted by the above formula, although weak resonances were observed with a frequency step of the
order of 10 M Hz. Measurements were taken at holes drilled at different position both covering the inner
surface of the sphere with moderately absorbing material (neoprene, 3 and 6 mm thickness) and without any
additional absorber.

2. DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS MEASUREMENT

The dielectric constants of the candidate absorber materials for the inner coating were estimated from power
reflection measurements on metal-backed samples of different thickness, launching a converging polarized
faussian beam at 140 GHz and using a Thomas -Keating terahertz absolute power meter,

he power reflection coefficients for the polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence
were measured at different angles of incidence, For each material, the results for both polarizations for two
samples of different thickness were best-fitted using the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant as
the fitting parameters.
A converging polarized gaussian beam at 140 GHz was made to impinge on each of the samples, and the
reflected power was measured using a Thomas-Keating terahertz absolute power meter 2,
The reflection at the metal-backed sample was modelled taking fully into account the losses of the dielectric
material. The model used is based on plane wave reflection and transmission 3, improved by taking into
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account, via a multi-beam interference process, the walkoff effects due to the finite transverse dimension of
the gaussian beam.
It was found that the desired power reflectivity range (70%-40% ) can be obtained by choosing the
appropriate thickness ( 0.2 - 0.6 mm) of commercially available aluminium oxide - titanium dioxide blend,
deposited by plasma spray technique on metal substrate.

outpult We m 355 m m' - output hole (A,1u 0,6 MWf
* expelrnent * experiment
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Fig,. Calorimetric load (I.d,=600 mm) fop, Fig. 2 -Throughput (T) vs. reflectivity (R) for
gaussian beam like radiation a) diverging mirror or different inner coatings and exit port areas,
phave scrambling surface, b) input flange. Error bars account for measurements at dyferent

positions and for cavity resonances effects.

3. COOLING SYSTEM

The present system is designed for a 50kW, half a second gyrotron, The corresponding mean thermal load
at the walls is 45 W/cm^2, which is 2.3 times lower than that used in Industrial application on similar water
cooled substrates, Heat diffusion through the thin ceramic layer to the highly conducting substrate limits the
peak temperature in the coating.Taking into account the total thermal capacity of the structure (12,5KJ/C),
the mean temperature increase Induced by a single shot is of 20 *C, The power from the trapped pwave beam
is dissipated as heat to a coolant flow, Using a high accuracy measuring turbine and two precision
temperature measuring sensors, absorbed power can be calculated from the flow rate and the temperature
differential of the coolant, To allow CW operation a more effective heat removal system must be studied
with flow rates of about 6 I/min per 10 KW absorbed power.
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DIFFRACTION RADIATION OSCILLATORS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE
PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS AND SPECTROSCOPY
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310085 Kharkov, Ukraine

A variety of modifications of microwave oscillators with high
frequency stability have been developed in the Institute of
Radiophysics and electronics of Academy of Sciences of Ukraine for
high-temperature plasma diagnostics and spectroscopy. One of them is
named diffraction radiation oscillator (DRO). An operating principle
of these oscillators is based on the diffraction radiation effect
(Smith-Purcell) arising when an electron beam skims the surface of
metallic diffraction grating placed on one open resonator's mirror.
They have a low level of frequency noises near the carrirer, For
example, this level amounts to -96 dB/Hz at 10 KHz separation from the
carrier. Oscillators are retuned in a wide frequency range (20-30%) by
displacement of the open resonator's mirror. Main characteristics of
the DRO at cathode current 0.1-0.12 A and cathode voltage 2-3 kV are
given in the Table.

Two-millimeter range DROs were used in the diagnostic equipment
of cooperative scattering of microwave radiation on plasma density
fluctuations on the Stellarator L-2.

For the diagnostic equipment there has being developed a homodyne
analyzer of asymmetric spectra and module of assembled DROs for
heterodyne systems of the reception and observation of scattered
radiation spectra in a real time scale on the base of DRO. DROs are
synchronizated by a phase lock loop.

For the plasma reflectometry in the conditions of high levels of
neutron and Y -radiation an autodyne receiver-transmitter with the
electron signal detection has been developed on the base of DRO. DRO-
autodyne is an electron-vacuum device combining functions of
generator, amplifier, heterodyne and mixer, it is designed for
simultaneous radiation and reception of electromagnetic signals of the
millimeter wavelength range.

The signal detection is realized by an inner electron detector
which consist of two electrods, ore of which is transparent for
electrons, and the other is a collector. The detector current is
recorded in the supply circuit of the collector.

Advantages of the DRO-autodyne are as follows: transmission and
reception of signals along one waveguide, absence of semiconductor
elements, a possibility of detuning relative to radiation of the SHF-
plasma pumping generators, high reliability of electron detector.

DROs were used for making highresolution spectrometer of
shortwave part of millimeter wave range. To acheive the high
resolution of spectrometer DRO is phase locked by reference
oscillator. Spectrometer is designed for investigation of inverse
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characteristics of active substance of traveling wave maser in
millimeter wave range, spectral characteristics of nucleus
polarization targets by EPR with purpose of search for new substances
and methods to obtain the high extent of nucleaus polarization.

TABLE

Device's Range Output Electron Tuning transcon-
type mm powerW frequency ductance

tuning,MHz MHz/V MHz/mA

DRO-1 0.8-1.1 0.5-0.1 25 0.5-0.7 0.1-0.7

DRO-1.5 1.1-1.8 0.1-1.8 25 0.5-0.7 0.1-0.6

DRO-2 1.7-2.6 0.3-2.6 30 0.4-0.6 0.1-0.5

DRO-3 2.5-3.9 0.6-5.0 35 0.3-0.5 0.1-0.3

DRO-4-5 3.8-6.0 1.4-10 40 0.2-0.4 D.1-0.4

DRO-6-8 5.9-8.0 3.0-30 60 0.1-0,3 0.1-0.3
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Telescope Design Study for the NASA Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA)
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Kaman Aerospace Corporation University of Arizona Gustavsburg, Germany
Optical Development Center Tucson, Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85706

ARSTLACI

A conceptual design study was performed for the proposed "SOFIA" project, which is a 2,5+ meter primary telescope to be
mounted in an open port on the side of a Boeing 747 aircraft, aft of the wing. Among the requirements are pointing stability
of 0.14" per axis and a blur circle of 1.5" for the telescope in the visible portion of the spectrum. The wavelength band Is
from 0,3 1jm to 1600 jnm, The telescope is to be a Nasmyth type so that the instrument package extends into the Iressurized
cabin for easy access to the experimenter. The designs studied included a centered bearing telescope, a dumbbell
configuration simila' to the Kulper Airborne Observatory, and an off-axis configuration with no obscutation. Both attached
and unattached Nasmyth tubeg were considered, The latter requires an articulated tertiary, so scan noise was calculated, A
nonlinear tracking model was used to determine the closed loop pointing stability. Observable star magnitudes were
calculated, A survey of primary mirrors was perfonned, with the spin-cast borosilicate honeycomb sandwich mirror having
the best overall qualities. The remaining major issues were identified, including fabricating the air bearing and a laboratory
demonstration of the pointing stamlity in the presence of the aircraft vibration spectra,

PRIMARY MIRROR

The thermal response and figure maintenance of the primary mirror are primary considerations. A survey was taken of both
meniscus and honeycomb sandwich mirrors fabricated by various techniques including frit bonding, machining from a solid
blank, and spin casting. All except the last can be made from very low expansion glass, such as ZerodurTM, An important
requirement of the primary mirror is rapid cool down. The recovery temperature in the telescope cavity will be about 2400 K,
Thermal equilibration of the reflective surface of the telescope is important to minimize the infrared background noise, The
telescope cavity will be precooled prior to aircraft takeoff, but this cannot be achieved from all airfields, The honeycomb
sandwich mirror with forced ventillation will achieve. a time constant of about 40 minutes, which is adequate, A diagram of
the forced ventillation is shown in fig. 1, and a top view of the honeycomb sandwich mirror Is shown in fig. .2. The thin
meniscus, with a thickness of 6 to 10 cm, requires 2 hours which is a matjor penalty for some observations, While ZerodurTm
has a very low expansion coefficient at room temperature, it is much higher at low temperatures. Another consideration is
thermal distortion after cool down, For the borosilicate to be adquate, the properties must be uniform. If the properties vary
with spatial frequency f, then the maximum peak-to-valley figure error is given by 21/2aAT/f2 h, where h is the mirror
thickness. AT is the total temperature change of the mirror, and ox is the coefficient of thermal expansion, For a p-v of 0.1
pIm, the requirement is that ox<8E.9K-1, The borosilicate glasses can achieve 2E-9K". Rapid heating could occur during an
emergency descent. There is a temperature rate restriction of 94 0K/hr on the borosilicate glass to prevent stresses fiom
exceeding 100 psi. This can be mitigated by bleeding dry cold nitrogen into the cavity (to prevent condensation) if the cavity
door can be closed. A novel method of checking the figure of entire telescope was conceived which utilizes a pentaprism.
The mirror would be supported with a wiffle-tree arrangement using passive hydraulic rolling diaphragm cylinders

TELESCOPE CONFIGU RATION

The KAO telescope configuration is a Cassegrain on a dumbell. Initial analyses of this configuration for SOFIA indicated
aircraft translational vibration would cause excesstive bending of the Nasmyth tube which made the pointing stability
marginal. We initially examined a design with the air bearing In a cage enclosing the entire telescope, see fig. 3, which
would obviate this problem, In addition, it minimizes the torques caused by aerodynamic steady and unsteady forces.
Howerver, there was insufficient clearance between the two bulkheads to make this concept practical. There were also
difficulties involved in removing the primary mirror for servicing, We also examined an off-axis configuration which avoids
IR emitting structure In the field of view, and could have a cold stop and cold down beam mirrors. This part of the design
study was not completed. However, we were able to redesign the dumbell configuration to increase its stiffness and shorten
the length of the Nasmyth tube, see figure 4, This was analyzed for tracking stability, which is marginal only if the unsteady
wind torque is 20% of the steady torque. Much lower unsteady torques may be achieved with dte use of the aft fairing on the
cavity. Note the excellent design of the torquers and the active vibration isolation system shown in fig. 4. The structural
material chosen is carbon reinforced plastic because of its high modulus arnd low expansion coefficient,

iý M I
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OPTICAL PERFORMANCE

The height of the aircraft cavity permitted a full f/l.6 telescope, and the shortened Nasmyth tube a back fV# of f/12, A full
optical performance analysis was performed using ZEMAX, All tolerances could be achieved easily, It is planned to have
active laser metrology of the secondary decenter and tilt, which we have designed for other systems. A concern was the
elastic compliance of the rolling diaphragm hydraulic supports for the primary mirror will change the primary to secondary
spacing due to aircraft vibration. A two-degree of freedom analysis showed that for the vibration spectrum, the spacing
would not exceed the tolerance if the damping of both the hydraulic supports and telescope ,ibration isolation system was
about 1/2 that of critical damping. A detailed analysis of scan noise was conducted, It was found that a scanning secondary
caused a factor of 10 reduction in sccan noise compared to an active tertiary. The effect of dust on scan noise was Included;
our analysis should that the dust noise Is a factor of 5 greater than those of the thermal (00K) inhomogenelty noise and is
acceptable for a tracking error PSD amplitude < 0.3 pr/'1/Hz. The telescope is inertially stabilized, a guide star magnitude of
18 should give a S/N of 10 for the guide star loop bandwidth of 2 Hz,
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Abstract:
To powpare the space program. on astrophysics, the development of a bat loon-borne obseeviaory (PRONAOS) ,
including a 2 metre telescope associated with a submillitnetre heterodyne epectromster lor, radloastronoiny,
has been supported by the. french epeoc agency (CIVES).
The receiver includes a 81S mixer uaing N'b/AlOr/?b tunnel Junctions operating at MK a 6 GHs iF to-noise
cooled preamaplifier, a LO quasi.. pticaly injected with a phase loched Gumn oscillator and two cascaded
frequency multipliers. NOWe temperature ae low as 300 X has. been obtained: ;iess than 200 K is expected. An
Acoueto.Optical Spectrometer (AOS) is used for high resolution (Y/Av-1206) spectral analysis, Thile instrument will
be us"d to simultaneously detedt the 368 GHA 02 and the 380 OHs HI0 lines In ith. interstellar medium.
Observations in thits part af the spectrum requirso low atmospheric water vapor and oxygen molecule emission,
so that the telaeep wiltl N under a I 0O0 0000 3 balloon at an alltlwde mt 0 7 km.

1- INMODUCTION

Observations, from a stratospheric balloon are unobstructed by the atmosphere which Is opaque at
submillimetre and far-infrared wavelengths from the ground . For this reason, a submnllllmeter
balloon-borne observatory (PRONAOS) Is being developed under the responsibility of the (CNES) to
prepare the future space programme in radioastronomy,
PRONACS is intended to provide a facility for long duration flights (20.40 h) of an altitude of 37 km.
It consists of a stabilized gondola supporting a 2m diameter telescope, associated alternately with an
Infrared multiband photometer or a submiflimeter heterodyne high resolution spectrometer.
The two meters segmeted telescope is made by MATRA-Hspace, with a light weight primary mirror
witch is a cassegrain telescope with a focal ratio F/20. This telescope Is pointed iaccuracy of 15 arc
seconds) with a three axis system.
The focal plane Instruments are:
.A spectrophotometre (S.PM.) using He3 cooled bolometers, dichokcs filters, on the field 180 g.m -1.2

mm (4 bardes)
.An heterodyne spectrometer receiver (S.M.H.) with high resolution v/Ava'1O' will operate, in the

first generation, to detect simultaneously the 368 GHz (q) and the 380 GHz (HI0) lines, with a next
goal of operating up to 3000GHz

2 - SUIMILKJMMIE HETEODYNE1 RECEVER (ShIM)

A block diagrarn of our submillinuter wave heterodyne, spectrometer is shown in the figure. Rotation
for a flat mirror set allows the calibration of the receiver by commuting the incoming beam from the
telescope between a hot and a cold load, Due to the short wavelengths, a quasi-optical free space
propagation Is adopted. A Mach-Zehinder diplexer is used for the 374 GHz local oscillator signal
injection into the midxer,
Receivers using 915 tunnel junctions have shown bette sensitivities than Schottky diode receivers
operated at millimeter and subnmillimeter wavelengths. Theoretically, sensitivities approaching
the quantum limit can be achieved.The Nb/Al-AI20 / Al 815 junctions with small areas and sharp I-
V curves have been successfully fabricated, dc measured and integrated in the midxer Ml. The smallest
area achievable with our process is about 0.9 pm2 whith high current densities (Z 10 Wan'm). Arrays
of 2 Junctions with this area, have been made.
The 380 0Hs 519 mixer was designed from B. Ellison (RAL) with an integrated IF matching circuit
and two integrated superconducting coils ; it has been tested over a 400CHz LO bandwidth 12). The best
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receiver noise temperature (30 K DSB) has been measured with an array of a couple of junctions in
series having an iffective surface of 0.47 g.m2. The lower mixer noise temperature is around 100 K at
the LO frequency m374 GHz,
The 374 CHz LO source has been maed with a fundamental In? Gunn Oscillator at 93.5 GHz followed
by two cascaded GaAs varactor doublers (3). This subsystem provides enough power (Wa10W) to drive
the SIS mixer .
The intermrediate frequency (IF) is chosed at 5.85 GHz to allow the simultaneous detection of the 02
line in the lower band at 368 GHI and the H20 line in the upper band at 380 GHz. The IF output feeds
a specially designed cooled low-noise HIEMT amplifier with a gain of 30 dB (4). The signal is then
amplified at room-temperature , down converted at 2 GHz and coupled to the acousto-optical
spectrometer (AOS) subsystem. The resolution of S00 kHz is available on 800 MHz bandwidth (1000
channels ; a 2000 pixels).
Data acquisition and controls : an in-board computer can control the receiver (house keeping) and
compact the dastas to send them to the ground station. The transmission flow from the instrument is
about 15 kbps.
Cryogenics : the constraints and requirements for the cryogenic system are : 3.5 K operating
temperature with a 40 hours lifetime. The baseline design is a liquid Heliumn dewar with a 40 K stage
screen for the IF cooled amplifier.
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A Cost Effective Total Power Radiometer
Package for Atmospheric Research

B.N.Lyons, W.M.Kelly, D.R.Vizard and U.S. Lidholm

Farran Technology Limited,
Ballincollig, Cork, Ireland.

1. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter wave radiometers are being increasingly uted for
lasma diagnostics and remote sensing applications. To date
owever the widespread use of such systems, particuldrly for

applications requiring frequency coverage above 100 GHz, have
been inhibited by the lack of availability of an appropriately
specified commercial package. This paper outlines the design and
construction of such a radiometer package and gives details of
results obtained to date.

2.8YBTNM OVERVIEW

The radiometer has 7 channels, one each at 20.6 OHz, 31.5
GHz and 150 OHz, and 4 channels at 183.3 Oft. It is contained
within a weatherproof enclosure and temperature stabilised to
better than 0.002 deg.C/min. The radiometer operates in a total
power mode with frequent calibration using internal hot and cold
loads. The cold load uses liquid nitrogen to achieve a low
temperature reference and has a minimum operating time of 3
hours. A front-end quasi-optical system defines the beamwidths
and splits the incoming radiation into 3 bands at 20/30 OHz, 150
OHz and 183 OHm. The ffequency splitting is accomplished using 2
dichroic plate filters as illustrated in the schematic in Figure
1. The 2optical design was developed using simple Gaussian beam
techniques and refined using modal analysis. Subharmonic mixers
were chosen for the 150 and 183 GHz receivers as these have
significant cost and layout advantages over the conventional
single-ended approach. The mixers are located on the optics
plate to minimise front-end losses. The 20/30 GHz band is split

n a waveguide diplexer and downconverted using balanced mixers.
The mixers are mounted on the rear of the optics plate and linked
by waveguide to the feed.

The detected output from each channel is fed to a video
processor which integrates and amplifies the signals prior to
digitisation and subtracts an offset approximately equal to the
noise contribution of the radiometer. This maximises the
resolution of the retrieval system in the range of interest
0-330K. The offset is corrected during each calibration cycle.
The processor is also fitted with a nulling uircuit which
periodically corrects for level changes due to temperature
drifts. The processed video is digitised using a 14 bit DAC.
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The system software runs on an IBM compatible PC. The PC is
linked to the radiometer using an RS232-C serial interface. The
radiometer has a dedicated controller which responds to commands
from the PC and supervises the operation of the radiometer
hardware. The PC displays the retrieved scene temperatures in
real time and logs the scene temperatures and raw data to disk
for subsequent analysis.

Results to date indicate a retrieval precision of better
than 0.35K RMS in channels 1-6 and 1K RMS in channel 7 with an
integration time of I second.

3.CONCLUSIONS

A low cost compact total power radiometer package suitable
for a range of applications has been developed. The radiometer
has integrated hot and cold loads to facilitate frequent
calibration. Data acquisition is performed on a standard PC.
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Figure 1: Optical Layout for 7 Channel Radiometer.
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IR DETECTORS FOR SPACEBORNE APPLICATIONS

Y V Munro and D Hickman

Matra Marconi Space UK LTD
Anchorage Road, Portsmouth

The aim of the present paper is to discuss the application of IR detectors and focal plane concepts to spaceborne
remote sensing in terma of performance requirements and current technology. Critical aspects such As detector
characterisation, material selection, pre and post detection processing, interconnection methodologies will be
reviewed in the context of a number of space programmes, Additionally, the strong interdependence of the
detector configuration, overall radiometer design and platform operational conditions Is identified and shown to be
a major constraint on the configuration of space-baued instruments,

The role of spaceborne remote sensing was firmly established in 1972 with the launch of Landsat-1 carrying a
multi-spectral scanner designed to provide images in several visible and re-lective IR bands (0.5.0.6, 0.6-0.7,
0.7-0.8 and 0,8.1. 1Mm). The Landsat series of spacecraft have produced Earth resources data with applications is
diverse as mineral and petroleum exploration, forestry and land use, Subsequent satellite missions have continued
and extended the role of IR remote sensing. In addition, satellite generated IR imagery provides data for
oceanographic and atmospheric studies, meteorology and surveillance, The number of applications is continuously
growing.

Different missions tend to have marked differences in the rangs of their objectives and it therefore follows that the
corresponding detector system is application sp•c:ific. For example, measurements are generally required in a
particular waveband which then defines the range of usable doteotor technologies, In the assessment of choice of
detector type, a major consideration is performance, Parameters which must be optimised include the time
constant, signal to noise ratio, sensitivity, spectral reponse, uniformity of response and operating temperature, In
addition, minimization of the number of interconnections with post focal plane Assembly should be a design aim aa
well as optimisation of the thermal interface between the detectors and post focal plane electronics.

Earth observation systems can be baued on either single or multiple element detector configurations, To produce an
image with a single detector element, some torm of mechanical scanning is required. An example of such a system
is the current Meteosat programme which utilises A scanning mirror in the N-S direction, the rotation of the
satellite giving the E-W scan, If the Meteosat programme were to adopt a staring array approach, an array of 2500
x 2500 elentents would be required to image the Earth disc at the current 5 km resolution, IR staring arrays with
256 x 256 elements are currently available, larger arrays will be possible as technology evolves,

Multiple element or staring arrays require little or no mechanical scanning which may be an important advantage
in terms of reliability and vibration control, Also the image cells are observed in parallel rather than sequentially
as for scanned Images. This throughput advantage can allow either a more rapid image update or a reduced optic
aperture, The disadvantages of staring arrays include manufacturing difficulties, complex electronic processing
and focal plane cooling, Using a large array also requires that aberrations (such as Petzval curvature) are
minimised across the image plane, There are significant system difficulties associated with the use of staring arrays
at geosynchtonous altitudes, In order to ensure good geometrical Image quality and reproducibility, the platform
must be very stable and employ a sophisticated attitude control sub-system, In addition, the instrument will be
subject to solar flux for a significant period of the year which will Impact on instrument thermal control.

Earth resources satellites can use small detector arrays in conjunction with small angular swath width scans to
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produce ground coverage with a low repeat frequency, The Landsat Multi-Spectral Scanner provides 185 km
swath width imagery with a repeat frequency of 18 days using an array of six detectors per band, High resolution
applications, for example for vegetation di, crimination studies, may lead to use of larger arrays to maintain
coverage rate.

In general, scanning systems have been preferred for Earth observation, particularly in geosynchronous orbits, as
in the case of Meteosat. Currently, however, there is a trend towards utilising payloads with larger arrays which
will increase individual instrument coverage rate and minimise the number of platforms needed for high repeat
frequency applications. The SPOT HRV instrument uses an array of 6000 detectors in push-broom mode to
provide high resolution images, The instrument can be repointed to allow reimaging frequencies of up to I I times
In 26 days.

To meet the needs of satellite-based remote sensing systems, radiometers are required to operate over wide spectral
bands including visible and IR. A number of detectors, which encompass this spectral band, are described here in
the context of cumrent or proposed space programmes. These include semiconductor P-N junctions which operate
over the visible to near IR band, Silicon-based photodiodes have been used on a number of programmes including
ATSR, Meteosat, SPOT HRV and IRS, Another type of detector used in the near IR is InGaAs which is currently
proposed for Meteosat Second Generation and HRVIR, the enhanced SPOT 4 instrument, CMT basad detectors
are also another extensively used detector type, These can be used in either a photovoltaic or photoconductive
mode although the latter is generally preferred for longer wavelengths (as used on the Metoosat Transitional
Programme). Operation at wavelengths above 20gm generally requires the use of thermal detectors (bolometer or
pyroelectric) as used on the Nimbus meteorological satellites and which have been considered for the OERB
radiation instrument, However, new detectors such as Si~a are now available,

In addition to fulfilling operational requirements, detectors must undergo a flight qualification programme to
ensure their capability of surviving the acoustic and vibration levels associated with launch, Uncooled detectors
and electronics must undergo thermal cycling over a temperature range exceeding operational limits. Other
requirements exist, many of which are application specific. For example, on station detectors will require a
window to provide protection against degradation by satellite thruster efflux and micro meteorite impact,
Additionally, the satellite will be In a radiation environment (defined primarily by orbital altitude) and, as such, the
detector design must be shown to be capable of maintaining required performance throughout its lifetime.

Limitations on mass, power and accommodation will place restrictions on the size of cooled arrays. In addition,
focal plane vibration due to mechanical coolers is undesirable. Therefore, detector technology which allows
operation at the maximum temperature compatible with performance requirements should be selected. However,
the advent of low vibration, long life cryocoolers will allow larger arrays to be accommodated than have been
previously been possible,

As the scale of detector arrays increases so will the demand on readout circuitry. Hybrid technology allows the
detector and readout circuitry to be optimised separately, However, this creates problems with the interconnection
of the two, namely thermal expansion mismatch and charge injection efficiency which requires a higher detector
impedance to match the electrical characteristics of the multiplexer input, CMOS or NMOS technology will allow
multiplexing circuits to be made which are smaller and lighter and with a lower power consumption than is
possible using CCDs, MOS technology can support on-plane signal processing which will allow greater functional
flexibility and reduce the requirement on electronics subsystems,

In summary, remote sensing programmes have demonstrated the advantages of satellite based Earth observation
systems. The ever increasing demands on instrument performance have been partially met through improvements
in detector arrays, readout techniques and cooling technology, However, many applications are now restricted by
the instrument optics, platform and space environment rather than those restrictions imposed by detector
technology, Although a detector element and telescope may readily produce a ground resolution of a few metres,
the pointing stability required (typically subarcaecond) cannot be easily afforded by the platform,
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0Qnal-niUcal Acnlailna fUd f"~ IgjC3jf radiometer,

R J Martin and W J Hall,

HAs Space Systems, Bristol, UK.

1. INTRODUCTION

A sounding radiometer called AMSU-B has been developed for the UK Met Office. It is designed to measure altitude profiles
of atmospheric water vapour over a :k 50* swath from low Earth orbit, Upwelling radiation is collected by a common aperture
dual reflector with a rotating 90" offset main dish, A quasi-optical (00) triplexing; feed then successively separates the input
into frequency bands at 89 OHz, 150 0Hz, and 183.3 0Hz by means of dichroic filters, and conveys it to the appropriate receivers
via chains of off-axis mirrors [I]. We present here predicted and measured performance, and describe the deaif nr method required
to meet the following constraints for all three channels: beam efficiency k 95%, half-power bearmwldth 1,1' :t 10%, and
temperature measurement accuracy of 1.0 K. The bandwidths are 3 0Hz for the two low frequency channels, and 16 0Hz for
the 183 0Hz channel,

Z. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
We have developed a powerful and versatile method for designing quasi-optical (00) systems that retains the intuitive aspects
associated with simple, quantifiable rules, and adds to that the accuracy and detail of a full numerical analysis. It is based on the
Iterative use of a number of complementary routines described below, The 00 front-end for the AMSU-B radiometer was
produced using this scheme,

2.1 Gaussian Beam-mode analysis

GB analysis has been used for many years to describe 00 propalation for both circularly symmetric and all iptical or Astigmatic
beams [2-41. To apply the approach successfully to systems, the form of the beam emergent from any component within the
system, such as riflectors, lenses, and dichroic filters, must be readily predictable in terms of modifications to the incident Gaussian
distribution, Similarly, the radiation pattern of any antenna used to couple an active device to the 00 system must also be
well-described,

Any additional application-specific requirements must also be catered for, For example, rotation of the copolar E-vector on
reflction from an arbitrarily oriented surface in 3-D may be important, Volume, mus, and cross-polar constraints may also be
present. When they have all been accounted for, a framework of simple, easy to visualise, and perhaps more Importantly,
quantifiable rules emerges. It Is this which is used to generate and compare quickly alternative designs [5].
2.2 The Physical Optics suits
While the OB method is excellent for generating preliminary designs, it will not provide detailed performance figures, The PO
suite, on the other hand, is well suited to the numerically intensive task of evaluating a multi-element antenna system in sufficient
depth to allow the design to be optimised, It provides detailed information on the form of the fields at a chosen output interface
based on the predicted (or measured) fields at the input interface. Included in the information are the levels and locations of
sidelobes and cross-polar peaks, the orientation of the co-polar E-vector, the beam efficiency, and the shape of the beam far
from boresight, The routines eater for shaped reflectors with arbitrary perimeters, allowing both mechanical tolerances, and the
effects of truncations and surface finishes, to be explored.
For AMSU-B, the PO routines used a suite of mode-matching algorithms to generate the outputs from the feedhorns (see below),
and propagated these through all the optics and on into the far-field of the dual-reflector antenna. The match between prediction
and measurement for the 89 and 183 GHz channels with the main dish rotated away from nadir by 49* is shown in Figures I and
2 respectively, The 89 0Hz channel contains 7 elements including two drilled-plate dichroic filters and a linear taper corrugated
scalat feedhorn, The 8 elements in the 183 0Hz channel include one drilled-plate filter, and a scalar food horn with a profiled
inner taper, In neither case was measured data substituted for predicted data at any location within the system.
2.3 CATIA
CATIA is a commercial 3-D CAD package, Its uses here are two-fold, firstly to check for obscurations, volume infringements
etc., and secondly to generate suitale desigs for the component mounts, Since both tasks are being carried out on the same
model it is easy to see how they Interact, The view in Figure 3 was generated on CATIA, and shows representational beams
travelling through AMSU-B, It illustrates volume and component re-use, The compactness of the design becomes apparent in
the view reproduced in Figure 4, which shows the same system with the components now attached to their brackets, The beams,
and a common mounting shelf, have been omitted for clarity,

2.4 Modal-matching software

As mentioned above, suitable predictive models must be found that describe the behaviour of various quasi-optical components.
This must be done for both the GB and PO analyses,
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Cascaded mode-matching routines are available for several types of feedhorn. Figure 5 shows the agreement obtained between
prediction and measurement for the AMSU-B corrugated 183 GHz scalar horn. The profiled inner taper (inset) is designed to
provide a plane phasefront which remains co-located with the hom aperture over the full 16 GHz bandwidth, The deep nulls
between the main beam and the first sidelobes are characteristic of this. Analyses of the sort carried out by Wylde [6] provide
the Gaussian parameters, while the output from the modal analysis is suitable for immediate use by the PO suite.
Dichroic filters are modelled using Floquet modes weighted by the spectrum of plane waves of the incident Gaussian beam to
represent the effects of diffractive-spreading. Once again the outputs from such models can be converted to forms that are
appropriate as inputs for both the GB and PO routines.

3. SUMMARY
A powerful and versatile Iterative approach ha been presented which provides quasi-optical designers with the accuracy of
numerically intensive Physical Optic while retaining the advantages of a framewo k of simple, quantifiable rules amenable to
the generation, easy visualisation, and fast turn-around comparison, of alternative designs for complex and demanding systems.
In the process, the effects of Individual components are revealed, and mechanical tolerances can b explored.
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THE ISO LONG-WAVELENGTH SPECTROMETER

P E Clegg

Queen Mary and Westfield College

ABSTRACT

The Long-Wavelength Spectrometer (LWS), to be launched in the ESA's Ifrared Space
Observatory, covers the wavelength range 45-180 gm at both moderate (-200) and high
(-104) spectral resolving power. This paper describes how the scientific requirements
were translated into a space-qualified design.
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REFLECTOR AND MIRROR SYTEMJS FOR SURMILLIMETER
AND INFRARED TELESCOPES -

-AN OVERVIEW OF TECHNOLOGY AND COSTS

by Han, J Kircher, MAN GHIIH GemanX

Infrared and submillimeter astronomy has advanced dramatically in the last 10 years. Technically
this advance is dependent not only upon the improvement of the instrumentation and the telescopes
themselves but also upon their location on the earth's surface or in space. The key mechanical
component of the telescope, which determines its observational performance, is the main mirror or
reflector. In the past the technology for reflectors of radiotelescopes developed completely
independent from the technology for mirrors of optical telescopes. William Herschel manufactured
the first really large optical mirror in 1789 in polished bronze and Lovell, together with Husband &
Co, built the first really large radiotelescope in 1956 from riveted steel. Due to the different demands
on size and accuracy, up to now optical and radiotelescopes have used different technologies, but the
mechanical principles on which the design of the mirrors or reflectors is based are very similar, As
inf'ared and submillimeter astronomy is bridging the gap between optical and radio astronomy, the
mirrors and reflectors for infrared and submillimeter telescopes are bridging the gap in technologies
between optical mirrors and radiotelescope reflectors.

1. Teihonlogies for Mirrors and Reflectors

Since about 100 years ago professional optical telescopes have been built as reflectors with a large
main mirror made of polished glass, The mirrors are rather thick, The largest telescopes of this type
are the 50-year old 5 m Mt Palomar and the Caucasian 6 m Bolshoi telescope. For larger diameters
the weight, performance and costs of this type of telescope become prohibitive. In the last 10 years
a lot of projects have been undertaken for larger optical telescopes, which are therefore using new
mirror concepts such as the thin meniscus concept, segmented mirrors or lightweight honeycomb
designs. Up to now no concept prevails, however the first two need active optics.

Large radio reflectors have been built for 40 years with steel trusswork and a surface made from wire
mesh or welded steel plates. The design of the reflector trusswork differs depending upon the
different methods of load transmission to the telescope mount, eg 2-point supports, 4-point supports,
central hub concepts, homologous "umbrella typc" systems etc. With the increase of frequencies and
accuracies, the reflector surface has changed to aluminium panels. These ,e manufactured by
milling or stretch-forming and stiffened at the rear by ribs or a honeycomb sandwich. For millimetre
and submillimeter applications the use of carbon fibre reinforced plastics prevails for the surface
panels as well as the trusswork struts. Concepts for active control of the reflector surface are also
under consideration.
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2. Structural Principles and Related Accuracieg

The accuracy of an optical minor must be in the order of nanometres and of a radio reflector in the
order of microns - a factor of a thousand! However, the main influences which disturb the reflecting
surfaces are the same, except the differences in the manufacturing process, ie gravity, temperature
and wind.

To suppress the influence of gravity deformations for both applications an adequately distributed
support of the reflector rear is necessary, This can be achieved by controlling the forces rather than
the deformations, For optical mirrors this Is done by load spreading systems which disconnect the
minor from the telescope mount via an additional structural element, the mirror cell. For radio
reflectors no additional cell-like structural element is used, the distributed connection to the mount
is achieved internally in the trusswork by so called homologous design.

Regarding temperature and wind, the influences of the outside environment at the telescope site, three
levels of countermeasures are applied:-

I jpassive compensation by adequate structural layout and materials,
II protection against the environment by enclosures, domes or shields,

III active compensation.

Optimum performance and minimum costs are achieved by an appropriate combination of all three
measures.
3 h Trend Tendencies and Costs

The gap between submillimeter and infrared is one of the last windows In the electromagnetic
spectrum to be opened. The telescope reflectors needed are in accuracy ranges from 15 microns to
150 nanometers with reflector diameters from 2.5 m to 15 m. To avoid atmospheric blockage, the
telescopes are located on high mountains, balloons, aeroplanes or In space. For these special
demands traditional radio telescope layouts are too inaccurate, traditional optical layouts are too
expensive and both are too heavy. Very lightweight features should be used, which are not naturally
In the mind of a classic telescope designer. Submillimeter and infrared telescopes present a field
where carbon fibre composites can display their full advantages in high stiffness, minimal thermal
expansion and low weight. Replica techniques can be used to achieve cost effectiveness and formerly
unbelieved accuracies for the reflector surface and careful design of the backing structure and its
connections to the telescope mount lead to low cost and high accuracy large submillimeter and
infrared reflectors of optimum operational performance.

4. ConclUsion

In the paper the basic principles of mirror and reflector design are described and compared and the
latest state of the art technologies are explained. Trends and tendencies in the progress of infrared
and submillimeter telescopes are analysed and the influence on cost and availability are described.
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A HORIZONTAL ATMOSPHBRIC TEMPBRATURE SOUNDER
BASBED ON THE 60 OHS OXYGEN A8SORPTION8

R. W. McMillan
Georgia Institute of Technology
Georgia Tech Research Institute

Atlanta, Georgia 30332, USA

ABSTRACT

Implementation of a multichannel radiometer, operating on the
family of oxygen absorptions near 60 GHz, potentially useful for
horizontal temperature sounding, is discussed. Application of this
instrument to the detection of atmospheric hazards such as wind shear
and clear air turbulence is considered.

1. Introduction
SThe group of molecular oxygen absorptions lying near 60 GHz in the

millimeter-wave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum provides the
basis for vertical temperature sounding of the atmosphere from
satellites or aircraft based on weighting functions for different
frequency channels. This paper describes a radiometer operating near 60
GHz which will be able to sense temperatures on a horizontal path using
a similar weighting function approach, although the weighting functions
for horizontal sensing are exponential instead of sharply peaked.

The instrument decoribed in this paper is a millimeter wave (MKW)
radiometer which has several channels positioned on the skirts of the
group of oxygen absorptions centered near 60 GHz. Based on the
frequency of each channel, the absorption in the band which it senses
will vary, and therefore the temperature measured in that channel will
be different from that measured in the other channels. These
temperature differences provide the basis for detection of an
atmospheric anomaly as well as its range, if a simple model of the
atmosphere is assumed.

2. Theory of Operation
The radiometer equation gives the temperatu:re measured by a

radiometer for arbitrary positions and orientations of the radiometer
relative to the atmosphere. Integration of this equation for a
vertically stratified homogeneous atmosphere in which the radiometer
views the atmosphere horizontally gives multiple equations depending on
the number of vertical strata chosen. Solution of these equations gives
the individual temperatures of the strata as well as their ranges if a
few basic assumptions are made. The differences in temperature of
adjacent strata are a measure of the severity of the atmospheric
perturbation.

3. Application to Detection of Atmospheric Havards
Most atmospheric hazards are characterized by a change in

temperature. In particular, wind shear events are usually downdrafts
which cause the air in the wind shear plume to be colder than ambient.

II"I~~ -II ' II I' II I
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The multichannel radiometer described in this paper could be used to
detect such an event based on this temperature difference. The simplest
type of wind shear event is one in which the atmosphere in front of the
plume is clear while that in the plume may be opaque due to rain or
heavy clouds. In this case, a simple two-channel radiometer should be
able *o measure both the range to the event and its temperature. For
the case of a dry wind shear, in which the air is clear both in the
plume and in front and back of it, a four-channel radiometer would be
required for adequate characterization since there are three regions of
homogeneous temperature in front of the radiometer. Additional
channels, added in multiples of 2, provide temperature data on
increasingly more complex atmospheric structures, although the
accuracies of these soundings will vary strongly with radiometer
performance, size of the features, and their temperature differences
from ambient.

It is possible that this radiometer could also be used to detect
wingtip vortices caused by the passage of large aircraft. This
phenomenon is responsible for the spacing of aircraft takeoffs and
landings at major airports, since air traffic controllers must wait
until the vortices from an aircraft dissipate before allowing another to
follow the same path. A channel could be added to the radiometer with
a small time constant such that it could sense remotely the spectrum of
temperature fluctuation. in a volume of air after the passage of an
aircraft. Vortices will cause the temperature spectrum to change,
specifically they will cause the high frequency portion of the spectrum
to increase in power. This change could be sensed by a simple high-pass
filter and used to alert ground controllers.

4a Approach
MKW receivers which cover the entire 50-75 Ghz waveguide band with

a noise figure of better than 10 dB double sideband are available. The
radiometer discussed herein would use a 60 GHz local oscillator and
would have symmetrical high transmission channel sidebands at 49-51 and
69-71 GHz and intermediate transmission sidebands at 52-54 and 66-68
GHz. With a 10 dB double sideband noise figure, the radiometer would
have a minimum detectable temperature of about 0.13 degree for 2 GHz
channel bandwidths and a 0.5 second integration time. Channels used for
remote sensing of temperature spectra would have a minimum detectable
temperature of 0.31 degrees for an integration time of 100 milliseconds.
It is likely that this 10 dB noise figure could be improved with an
accompanying improvement in performance.

S. Oonolusions
Atmospheric hazards characterized by temperature differences from

ambient may be detected by a radiometer operating on the 60 GHz oxygen
transitions. Hazards of particular interest and concern to the aviation
community are wind shear, clear-air turbulence, and wake vortices. With
recent improvements in componentry, a sensitive MMW radiometer whose
outputs can be used to determine both the range to the hazard and its
temperature difference can be constructed.
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A subtinlllmeter-wave so=o for trace.gu studies in the middle atmosphere

H. Nett, S. Crowell, K. Komiz

University of Bremen, FB 1, Institute of Rmotxe Sensing,
P.O. Box 330440,28W0 Bremen 33, FRO

AM=BA
A low-noise 625-600 Hz receiver has been developed for flo gas measurements in the stratosphere. The instrument IN

designed for single-sIdeband operation allowing the detection of 9 variety of weak emission lines In both receiver sidebands.
During several measurement campaigns over northern Europe, in the winters 1991/92 and 19M23. dhe radiometer was
operated on board the research aircraft FALCON. We report on receiver performan= and present recent results i odie flight
experiments.

UmOMC
The concern about the potential loss of stratospheric ozone, first observed over Antaotice in doe mid 198'., has initiated

large efforts to develop novel experimnental methods to study middle atmospheric chemistry. Among the different techniques in
use heterodyne spectroscopy in the submilimeter-wave f~requency range (u > 300 0hz) has proven to be of particular
advantage allowing the detecton of numerous species of Interest within a narrow hiquency interval [1). The goal of the
reserch program SUMAS (Sabmilllmeter-wave Atmospheric Sounder) (23 was to develop a heterodyne receiver for Operation
in the 6500GHz frequency rang covering a number of stirng mnission features of stratospheric trace game, e~g. Oý CIO and
HCI, the latter playing a key pert in the catalytic cycles of ozone depletion, This instrument is flown on board the research
airraft FALCON, operte by the German Air and $pace Research Organization (DLR), at flight altaitdes of 10-12 kmn.

An improved front end (SMB, Submillimeter Sounder) wus developed in the fiame of an international research program
fimded by ESTUC (3). Both receivers were flown succeatbly on several missions as part of the European Arctic Strstoepheric
Ozone Experiment (EASOB) in 1991,92, and in a subsequent camnpaign In February 1993. Emission line measurements o(
35C10 (649.4 0Hz), HU~i (625.90oh) and o03 (647.80GHz) were made during these campaigns.

T'he SUMASISMS receiver front ends are characterized by a singlo-ende Scokydw* ode mixer pumped by a solid-state
local oscillator (lIo.) source. Tie Lo. consists of an lnP Gunn oscilator Ibilowed by a cascaded diode multiplier (doubler and
tdpler) (4). Frequency stability of &V/v- 1061Is achieved by means of a phasse-lock loop. In the radio f~requency (r.f.) section
low-lon propagation of signal and lIo. radiation Is realized by a quasI-optIcal coupling scheme (53. Two cascaded Martn-
Puplelt type Interferometers are used as single-sideband (sob) filter and diplaxer. Micrometer tuning allows accurate setting of
the sob filter's Internal pathlongth difference during fliot operation. The filter can thus be set for operation in either the upper
or Lhe lower receiver sideband or for double sideband operation. Relatve sideband suppression > 20 dB across the receiver's
total Instantaneous bandwidth of 1.20OHz could be experimentally verified.

During spectroscopic measurements a periodic total-power calibration Is performed using a rotating mirror at the receiver
optic. input and two absorbers, one at ambient temperature and one at 77 K. A higlh-doenity polyethylene (HDPE) window Is
Integrated in the side wall of the pressurized aircraft cabin, allowing observation angles in the range +100 to +150 (elevation).
Table 1 hists performance data of doe SUMASISMS h~rnt ends.

The U~. signal Is pre-amplifiled in at cooled (77 K) HEMT itag. Additional amplifiers, bandpass filters and a second mixing
saematch the signal to the input of the back end that consists of a 28-channl Ailterbank (bandwidth 1.2 OH., 10480 MHz,

8x40 MHz, 10x8 Mhz) in parallel to an 850 M&z bandwidth acousto-optical specrometer (AOS). The AOS, covering die
central fraction of the receiver psassband, provides an effective resolution of approx. 1.5 MHz,

LBULUM
In Figure I two filter bank spectra of the CIO (649.44 0Hz) line, measured during a (flight between Kiruna (Sweden) and

Stockholm and between Stockholm and Munich at a flight altitude of 11,700 ms is shown. Par comparison a synthetc line
specmzm based on a disturbed chemistry CIO profile [63 has been plotted. The measued spectra indicate a strong variability in
CIO along the flight tracks and larg CIO amounits, partcularly at altitudes below 30 km, over south Sweden (Flight No, 1).
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The concept of a compact, low-noise submilimeter-wave
receiver has been described. The radiometer was designed SUNIAS ESTEC.SMS
for operation on board a high-flying research aircraft
allowing spectroscopic measurements of middle atmospheric Spetral Lines H33CI (625.917 0Hz), 35C10
minor trace gases that are key species in ozone chemistry. 0 6780Gz 6948Gz
Recent measurements performed over northern Europe willC)(6.40H) (4.48H)
provide accurate data on concentrations of stratospheric Mixer quasi-optical Schottky waveguide mixer
chlorine monoxide being a sensitive indicator for a Element mixer (uncooled) (cooled, 77 K)
disturbed ozone chemistry, I.F p. Pr- HET v. a 11.08 0Hz HEM'!,

Amplifier (cooled, 77 K) vow - 10Hz
nnmENTZS Receiver Noise 8,700K H$ oe

The flight experiments were funded by the German Temperature , iead 0040 K, (upperowe
Bundesministerium fair Porachung und Technologie (BMT (sidgeban 9,600 K (0j, upper sideband)
Grant No. 01L09223). We thank the DLR sdB * .2 Hz sideband)
Plugabteilung/Oberpfaffenhofen and Paul Hartogh, B '.2Iz
WMPeLindau, for their support during the flight

campaigns. We thank the Max-Planck-Institut fdr 15 F~ebruary 1,993
Radloastronomie for providing the acousto-optical 30
spectrometer, SIgnal Integration 1Tmezo 210 Se.c
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Ground-based millimeter-wave monitoring of stratospheric ozone at altitudes above 20 km

A. A. Krasil'nikov, Yu. Yu. Kulikov, L. I, Fedoswv

Institute of Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
46 UI'janov Sitr., Nizhny Novgorod, 603600

ABSTRACT

Millimeter waves give a unique possibility for ozone monitoring at any weather. The equipment, technique and
preliminary results of the annual serie, of ozone observations (February 1992 - March 1993) above Nizhny Novgorod
(56.3" N) are described. The comparision with Keating - Young model is given,

1. EQUIPMENT. CALIBRATION, OZONE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION RETRIEVAL

Thermal ozone emission was measured in the rotational transition 6o,6 - 61,s (resonance frequency 110.836 0Hz) by
the heterodyne total power spectral radiometer, Its single sideband equivalent noise temperature equals 3000 K. Ten
3 MHz-channels and four 9 MHz-channels covered 110 MHz-analysis bond,

The zenith emission was compared with the emission of a "black body" at ambient temperature and a "black body" at
liquid nitrogen temperature. The ozone spectrum was corrected taking into account the tropospheric attenuation obtained
from continuum measurement.

The retrieval of the vertical ozone density distribution N(s) was based oj choosing the parameters of the analytical
expression for N(s) and on the season-average temperature and pressure profiles.

2. RESULTS OF OBSERVATION

Commensurable seasonal and sporadic components of annual variation X (s k 22 kin) " total ozone content at the
altitudes above 22 km are detected (Fig. 1). The maximum month-average X (a k 22 kin) is observed in May, the

2.200E
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Fig. I. Variability of the ozone content at the altitude above 22 km (Nizhny Novgorod, 56.3' N)

minimum one - in November. When the altitude x Increases, the maximum of the ozone density N (s) displaces to the
middle of summer (Fil. 2) and the minimum - to December.

The greatest sporadic variations took place in March 1992, 1he smallest - in September. In winter X (s k 22 kin)
frequiently became close to the value typical of Antarctic ozone hole
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Fig. 2. Month-averaged ozone density at altitudes 30 km, 40 km and 50 km
in comparison with Keating - Young model (solid lines)

On February 22,1993 occured the sudden rise .: ' 'r k 22 km) which coincided with the stratospheric warming, The
ozone conceation near a 25km Increased by 70%, near s 50 km" by 15% only.

The comparson of the obtained data and Keating - Young model3 for 55' N (solid lines In Pit. 2) shows rather good
coincidence for the altitude # w 50 km andrhe discrepancy for other altitudes up to 1.5 - 2.5 times at r w 40 km. The
similar disciepancy was already mentioned .

The influence of the solar proton events on ozone did not reveal Itself on the background of the sporadic component.
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3. 0. M. Keating and D. P. Young "Interim reference ozone model. for middle atmosphere", Hardbookfor MAP,
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FAR INFRARED SPIN RESONANCE IN II-VI D.M.S

J.L MARTIN-, M.GOIRAN-, Z.GOLACKI", J.LEOTIN* and S.ASKENAZY"

"*Service dee Champs Magnetiquea Intense#, INSA

Comple.n sden•u(que de Ranpueil. 1077 Totlowe-Cedea (Pencm)
"$01ratitute of Physics,

Polish Academy of Sciences, 3/146 Al. Lotnikow, 0*668 Warsaw (Poland)

Abstract
Exchange Interactions in dilute magnetic senmionductors (DMS.) Z&t-."o.S,

Zn-.Xn.Se and Cdt..Mn.Se are studied by E. P.R. in the F.IR. region with high
magnetic field up to 40 Tula. For x m 5%, tranmimeion spectra exhibit very shop
matellite lines on both sides of the single magnetic ion resonance. We asigne these
structure to be relevant of the exchange interaction in nmagntic ions pais. A c"aula-
tion of pairs energy levels, including Dsialoshlnoly Morya (D,MX) eflftit4 and ynuetui.
cal exchange terns of the Interaction tensor, allows to extract from the mesmnunts
the values of D,MX constant. Moreover, In the cae of cobalt, the occurriace of &a
absorption peak at half field Is well interpreted by taking into account the symstric
anisotropic terrns,

The D.M.S. that we have studied are wide gap compounds and thus very good caadidates
for E.PRI. measurements by transmission (1]. The most genradl form of the exchap
Interaction Is:

=- (1)

where E..,> Is the surn over all magnetic Ions pairs and J, Is a third order eoffctiv spin
coupling tensor.

The fut decreasing of Ji,4 contanta with the distance between magnetic ions allow, to
neglect long range exchange interactions. Thus, we use the J1 cluster model In which the
probability for having a next nearest nelghbour pair Is maximum for x w 5%, Wehave used
sample with a wide concentration rangp (0.5% < x < 15%) and we focus her on the results
concerning the 5% concentration sampl,..

The sources of the magnetospectrometer are a F.I.IL cavity optically pumped by a CO2
laser and a Gunn diode emitting 90 GHz radiation. The puled magnetic field was set
parallel to < 110> ax"s for Zinc Blends structure compounds and parallel to <001> axis for
Wurtzlte structure compounds,

As Illustration, figure 1 shows transmisslon opectra for Zn1 .,Cor. The satellite lUn
have a maximum Intensity for r p5% as well a the half field peak. We reject the hypothesis
of Interference phenomene. for two different reasons: the half width of the peaks varies with
temperature (figure 2) and the satellite lines occurs independently of the sample geometry.
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The developpement of equation 1 leads to the Haminltonian:

S= N O+ % + N 2+ 3 (2)
No = g CB(S1,+Sa,)-2J. S.92 (3)
Nj = -2[D,(3S 1 S2s - 9.12) + E,(SUS2 - StySy) (4)

= -24;=,(.9 A 92) (5)
= -2A'11 12-92  (6)

J Is the Isotropic exchange constant. In D.M.S., J Is nqaive (mntiferrosnaetlc). D.
and E. a&T functions of diagonal terms of the Interaction tensor, Xa l. expressed with
antltynmetric term.: it Is the D.M. Interaction. The terms of the symetric tensor 612
explain the half field resonance In Zno,gsCoo,owS.
The basic state on which the ha•mltonlan hi is developped ae I S, Ms > with 9 1 Is + 92

and Ms a S.. At the second order of the pertubstion theory the state I 0,0 > and 11,-1 >
an coupled through the DM. Interaction, When I d I< -guB-Io - 2J + 3.7(-2D,), the
transition energies are given by:

1.2'(21 d 1)2
U. = (lo) - ( - ( -- 2J + 3.7(-2D.)

A4.E(l,1)- E(o,0) ov gBo,+ 11.l(-2D.)

where Bj, is the resonant field for Ms a i - Ms = j transition.
The magnetic field distances between satellite lina and the single ion resonant field Bo ae:

g,(Bo - Boi) is 11.1(-2D.) (7)
,qp(Bo - -t,o) Ps - 11.1(-2D.) - ,, 1.22(21 d I)'

-gluDO - 2J - 7,.4(-2'o.)()

A fitting of the experimental results gives the values (figure 3):

D. s 0,014K In ZnMnSe
DA o 0.000K In CdMnSe

I I A 0.18E( In ZnMnSe

Idi so 0.11K InCdMnS*

These values are In relatively good areemnnt with theoritical predictions by Larson et •l.
[2] and magnetization results [3],
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SUBMILLIMETER SPECTROSCOPY OF THE ELECTRON EXCITATIONS
IN RARE-EARTH ORTHOFERRITES

G.V. Kozlov, S.P.Lebcdev, A.A.Mukhln, , A.S. Prokhorov, A.A.Egoyan
Institute of General Physics of Russia Acad. Sci., 38 Vavilov St., 117942 Moscow,

Russia

We have Investigated the high-frequency magnetic and dielectric properties of the
orthoferrites RFeO3 (R = Tm, Er) possesing various spin-reorientation phase transitions
(SRPT). It is known that in TniFeO3 and ErFeO3 the SRPTs occur In the ac-plane via
two second-order phase transitions r4 (0.) -* r24 (0~ 3.0 12.) [1,O)( 2] , where 0 Is the
antiferromagnetism vector of the Fe-subsystem.

The RFe03 single crystals were grown by float zoning with radiative heating.
Submillimeter (SBMM) transmission spectra of the a-, 5-, c-cut plane-parallel plates of the
orthoferrites were measured by the backward wave oscillator spectrometer *Epsilon* [3) In
the frequency range v' - 100 - 1000 0Hz (3 - 33 cm1I) at temperatures 4.2 - 600K.

In all the orthoferrites studied we revealed two narrow antiferromagnetic resonance
(AFMR) modes of the Fe-subsystem (quasiferromagnetic (F) and quasiantiferroniagnetic
(AF) modes) and several wide absorpsion lines Ideritified as the rare-earth modes which are
caused by electronic transitions Inside the Tm3+, Er3+ Ion ground multiplets.

The transmission spectra were fitted according to the well-known formulae for a plane
parallel layer. To describe a dispersion of the magnetic permeability and the dielectric
permittivity we have used the harmonic oscll or model

#' (V +IA (a)v I/ (v 2 -_ + iv,&v0),
Rog(V) m Ejt m+ZaA~'V~a)V /f (Va't V2 + iV&t'c),

where v., and Av. are the a-mode resonance frequency and linewidth, 4#v() AeC'"~ -

mode contributions Into the static magnetic permeability and the dielectric permittivity,
respectively, aux,y,z. As the result, there were obtained the temperature dependences of
the mode parameters.

Fig. 1. The temperature T3
dependences of the AFMR- and 30
R-mode frequencies In TmFeO3: . 4
points - experiment, R 'j4
solid lines - theory. 0 -4
In the Inset - the lower part of the 2 4

ground Tm3 muitiplet spectrum V(e
in TmFeO3.

0 T. T, 200 400Bo
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TmiEQ3. The SRPT is v, cmr
characterized by a softening of the
F-mode frequency v1(Fe) on both
bondaries of the spin reorientation 3 ,
(Fig, 1). A strong enhancement of the I I v2 (Fe)
soft F-mode contributions (T -* (T .
TI) and Ap,(1) (T -* T2) was also r2eGp3F) Ir 4(0F,)
observed which result from a
divergence of the Fe-subsystem
rotation susceptibility. )

For T<1OOK we observed broad
absoption lines (Av/v m 1): Rj(hl Ic,
el lb), R'l(hla, ellb), RN1(hllb,
ella), R2(hl lb, elIc) which were V 4()
assigned to the R-modes. These modes
correspond to the certain electronic T, IN Is 2 2

transitions Inside the Tm ground Fig. 2 .The tomperature dependences of the
multiplet split by a crystal field remonance frequencies in ErFeO3: points- experiment,
(Fig, 1). According to the selection solid lines -theory.

rules for the electronic transitions we have identified RI-mode as magnetodipolar one
and other R-modes as electrodipolar ones (see also [41). An increase (up to 30%) of
the quasistatic dielectric permittivity along c-axis in TmFeO3 was observed it low T,
resulted from an appreciable contribution of the electrodipolar R- modes In Tm +

ErPfm,. Along with the already known AFMR modes [5) we have revealed the
R-modes V3,4(R)) indentified as the magnetodipolar electronic transitions inside the
ground ErP, Kramers doublet split by the exchange field of the Fe-subsystem, The main
feature of the temperature dependences of the corresponding resonance frequencies Is
the softening of the F-mode frequency v, (Fe) at the smooth spin-reorientation (Fig. 2).
However, this softening occurs only at the lower SRPT's boundary T2 w 87 K. The value
of the F-mode gap at T - T2 Is closed to the Er3 + ground doublet splitting (m 3cm"1) In
the 172 phase . An Interaction of the F and R modes was observed near T2, preventing
from the full softening of the F-mode frequency v, (Fe).

We have developed a theory describing dynamic properties of the orthoferrites with
various rare-earth ions. The theory Is based on a general linear response of the
R-subsystem to a high-frequency external magnetic (electric) field and anisotropic
exchange fields of the Fe-subsystem. Some results of our calculations for the resonance
mode behavior are shown In Fig. 1,2.

1. R. L., White, J. Appl. Phys, 10 ,1061 (1968),
2. K. P. Balov, A. K. Zvezdin, A. M. Kadomtseva, R. Z. Levitin, "Orlmntatlonal phase transitions in

the rare-earth magnets" (Nauka, Moscow, 1979), in Russian.
3. A.A. Volkov, Yu.O, Ooncharov, OV. Kozlov, et al., Infrared Phys.2J, 369 (1985).
4. A.A.Mukhin, A.Yu.Pronin, A.S.Prokhorov, et al., Phys, Letters A, LU•, 499 (1991).
5, N. Koshisuka, S. Ushioda, Phys.Rev.B,22, 5394 (1980).
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Progress in German High Field Magneto Spectroscopy using IR, FIR, and mm
Waves: a Quantum Transition from the Hochmagnetfeldanlage in

Braunschweig to the HUMBOLDr High Magnetic Field Center in Berlin

b~y

Michael von Ortenberg and coworkers

HUMBOLDT Universit•t zu Berlin and Technische Universitft
Braunschweig, Germany

The paper covers the concept of the newly established HUMBOLDT High
Magnetic Field Center and discusses the results of the following experiments
in detail:

optically induced magnetization in Cd(Mn)Te using spin-flip
resonance in finite magnetic fields

the HALDANE gap: angular and temperature dependence of the
magnetic resonance in NENP

application of the strip-line technique in magnetooptics of narrow gap
semimagnetic semiconductors

single coil experiments up to 160 Tesla on semiconductors using IR
radiation.

These results demonstrate again the tremendous efficiency of high magnetic
fields in conjunction with optical radiation of the IR FIR, and mm
range for the investigation of electronic energy levels in solids and
justify the concept and establishment of the new HUMBOLDT High
Magnetic Field Center.
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Origin of satellite structures of high Sold EPR In Cd1 .. MnTo

0. Eilersi , M. von Ortenberg, R. Gaauka÷

Ixstitut fir Halbleiterphysik und Optik,Tech niache Universit~t Braunschweig, 3300 Braunschweig, Germany;
+Polish Academy of Science., Insti.ute of Physics, Warsaw, Poland

ABSTRACT

The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) of Mn2+ in Cdi..Mn.Te (0.01 < x < 0.65) was examined at low
temperatures and high magnetic fields. A far Infrared laser was used u a radilation source. The structure of the
resonance was strongly influenced by electromagnetic propagation effects. By variation of the sample thickness it was
clearly shown that the satellite structures besides the main EPfl peak are solely due to Interference effects.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cdl.,MnjTe belongs to the group of semimagnetic semiconductors (SMSC). Cdl..Mn.Te exhibits a zincblende
structure within a wide compositional range up to x as 0.77. The wide range of composition exhibiting spin concen-
trations between 10 5 Cm-5 and 1023 CM- 3 makes this material especially attractive for fundamental studies of the
spin-spin interactions, because one can examine the magnetic properties as a function of the concentration of the
magnetic ions. One fundamental problem Is to understand the processes underlying the Interaction between the Mna+
spins. In this respect, the formation of clusters of Mn2+ ions Is important. Assuming a random distribution of Mn2+
on cation sites of the zincblende crystal, the fraction of Mn2+ nearest neighbor pairs, the simplest cluster-type, hu
a maximum of about 25% at a concentration x = 0.05. High magnetic fields can Impose new physical conditions on
the spin system of the pairs. At low temperatures and high magnetic fields the Zeeman splitting can be larger than
the thermal energy ksT and the internal exchange splittings. In Cdj...Mn3 Te this leads to level crossings resulting
In a steplike behavior of the magnetization11,.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work the electron paramagnetic resonance Is studied on the semimagnetic semiconductor Cdl.-MnTe for
various Mn concentrations x at low temperatures and high magnetic fields up to 18 T. We are especially interested in
the effect of exchange coupled pairs, which are responsible for the magnetization steps, on the paramagnetic resonance.
Claessen et al.[21 reported "satellite" structures besides the main g a 2, EPR peak at high magnetic fields and low Mn
concentrations. Our Investigations are aimed to get a better understanding of the origin of these resonances especially
at concentrations around x s 0,05, where the number of the exchange coupled nearest neighbor pairs Is the largest.
It was shown that the structure of the resonance is strongly influenced by electromagnetic propagation effects. These
effects are especially pronounced for the narrow and strong resonance at low Mn concentrations. Calculations of the
transmission through a plane parallel slab Including multiple reflections at the sample Interfaces and employing a
simple Bloch model for the resonance, were used to simulate the structures of the resonance observed In the experiment
(see figure 1,2). By variations of the sample thickness it was clearly shown that the "satellite" resonances are solely
due to Interference effects. No additional structures owing to transitions originating from the exchange coupled Mn 2 +

pairs as they were claimed by Claessen et al,. 2 1 could be found. The positions of all additional structures besides the
main EPR were dependent on temperature as well as the sample thickness (figure 1). Accordingly they can not be
due to transitions in the energy level system of the exchange coupled pairs. In the spectra obtained in this study
there was no evidence for an influence of the ground state change of the Mn 2+ pair clusters on the paramagnetic
resonance. However, the line shape of the resonance was distorted by the presence of Interference effects even for the
thinnest samples prepared and we can therefore not rule out an efect-of the ground state changes on the resonance.

'Present adress: Department of Material Science and Engineering, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa.ku, Nagoya 464-01,
Japan

L .... ...... '...........
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The examination of the magnetic resunance at high concentrations showed the same features as they were reported
by Wittlin et al.[3), As the concentration of the Mn 2+ Ions is Increaed the resonance broadens and, for concentrations
In the spin glass phue (i,e, x > 0.20 at 2 K), a shift of the resonance position was observed at low temperatures.
Following the theoretical analysis of Larson and Ehrenreichl 4l about the broadening mechanism of the paramagnetic
resonance in CdC...Mn5 Te, the broadening of the resonance can be explained by the anisotropic antiferromagnetic
exchange interaction between the ions, This exchange interaction also accounts for the internal fields responsible for
the shifts of the resonance positions in the spin glass phase. The application of FIR. laser magnetospectroecopy could
be shown to be advantageous for the examination of the broad resonances. In high magnetic fields the studies of the
paramagnetic resonance in the spin glass phase could be extended to lower temperatures which wu not possible using
standard EPR techniques at low radiation frequencies. This was already stated before by Wittlin et ,.13,). Because of
the influence of interference effects it was not possible to extract reliable Information about microscopic parameters
from the spectra. This problem may be solved by preparing samples thin enough to be able to neglect the influence
of Interference effects on the line shape. In that cue the line width cu be extracted directly from the spectra and
related to the results of theoretical calculations of this parameter as they were done for example by Larson and
Ehrenrelch.

AY ~ U0.1 p

I I I M

., I.....l..l . .

11,0 11,6 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 5.0 5.5 o.0 $.5 15.0 15.5 1£.0 Lol 15.1 16.0
Magneti Field (Tela) Magnetic PField (ToId)

Figure 1: Thickness dependence of the resonance shape Figure 2: Low temperature transmission spectra of a
at low temperature (Mn concentration o z 0M05). The sample with a concentration w = 0,01 and a sample thick.
dashed lines represent simulation calculations, ness d o 1.2 mrm. The upper traces represent simulation

calculations of the resonance.
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Inkmared reflectvity of semiconductor mg usmas

F. BlmzuShi and DX. Tilley

University of Essex, Department of Physics
Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, C04 3SQ U.K.

The simple expression e 0 1 - 0/o2 for the faouecy dependence of a plume dielectric function pred2cts are~t~f d2::: rz:i %:2~ a'qecfdvity R a I for to c t%, decree Ing sharplly from unity a d Increases above teplasmi f neuey •. dincengo•-
no /lom, inftradred flectiy of semiconductors eam be used a a ohutrlodeton technique to determine OhN ratio of.

whome n hthe carrie a density d me the effective mans. However, A &?npie contals h minority cariers (demity p a4
efectivemus mh. say) this technique loses its power since then o = no leom + p+pe mh. It has been pointedou ,
that If A magnoeti-fleld is applied the paramets of both tp of =adier can be d3um"iQ, essentially becmuse the Laoutz
force acts dlfferntlygn electrons and holes, The dielectric tensor in the presence of a field takes a gyrsropic form quoted
explicitly elsewhere

Calculated curves for normal-incidence reflectivity(l) indicate that all four of the parameters n, mi, p and mh and in
addition the relaxation time %* and % can be determined from the spectr, but experimental studies have not yet Sp- *1
For practical applications two extensions of the previous calculations are needed. First, in a pmotical instument"' the
magnetic field is vertical, the plane of Incidence hiorizontal and it is convenient to use an angle of incidence of 45°. The
simplest samples of interest am likely to include an epilayer on a substrate as wef as the surface of a bulk sample. We
therefore present hem the fomaI results and some illustrations for oblique.incidence reflectivity in these two cases.

The notation is Mhown in Fig. I In s polarisatlon the optical B field is transverse to the plano of Incidence, therefore
along the magnetic field, and only the non-resonant component t is probed. The interesting case is therefore p
polarisation and application of standard methods gives an expreas~on for the power reflectivity R off a bulk sample In
which a crucial part Is played by the Volgt permittivity tv 0 gI - We1,

FPIg. 1 Notation for calculations.

The frequency dependence ofev is illustrated in Fi,2 for gd CdTe in several diffemnt magnetic 9elds. The optic
phonon response ,i included by means of the usual expres.lontO with TO frequency oa)Tyx a 118 cm-", LO fr.uency
€wLt. a 139 cm and damping parameter r/2x . 6 cm-. The carrier parameters am those used previously . For
small frequency Re(e) is negative, as with any plasma. The resonance around oh, in er is due to the phonons, perturbed
by plasma effects, while the resonance above 300 cm-' is due to the plasma response, Im(e.) has a series of resonant

The corresponding oblique-incidence reflectivity (0o w 450) off bulk sample may be calculated from (2) and Is
shown In Fig.3. In normal incidence and In the absence of damping, R = I when Re(ev) < 0, R < 1 when Re(e) >. 0
and R a 0 when Re(ev) w e a 1, the dielectric constant in the medium of Incidence, This general correlation between R
and Re(ev) is seen to persist In the relation between Pigs. 2a and 3, although the details might merit further discussion.
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The expression for the reflectivity off a film of thickness d on a substrate is quite complicated. Typical calculated
reflectivity curves are shown in Fig.4. Comparison with Fig.3 shows that the same general featur are present although
the general level t lower because there is some transmission into the substrate. Fig.4 also illustrates the phenomenon of
non-reciprocity(', that Is, R changes when the magnetic field is reversed . This also holds for reflection off a bulk
sample, although it was not illustrated in Fig.4.

1. B.L. Johnson, R.E. Camley and D.R. Tilley, Phys.Rev.B 44 8839 (1991).
2. D. Brown, T. Dumelow and T.J. Parker, then Proceedings.
3, T. Dumelow, TJ. Parker, S.R.P. Smith and D.R. Tilley, Surface Science Reports 17 151 (1993),
4, R.E. Camley, Surface Science Reports 7 103 (1987).
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Fig.2 Voigt permittivity for CdTe doped with two species of carrier. (2a) Re(ev), (2b) lm(ev).
Fields are IT, ----------- 4T, ................. 7T.
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FIg.3 Reflectivity in p polarisastion, 450 angle of Incidence FIg.4 As Fig.3, but for a 100 gtm film on a substrate.
in air, off CdT. in gometry of I with e, given by Fig.2

Fields as in Fig.2 Fields arm +4T.- -- -- ----- 4T
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Infrare reflectivity calculations for ramearths metals

K. Abraa mnd D.R. TIlley

University of Essex, Department of Physics

Wivenhoe Park, Colchemtj, C04 38Q U.K.

T`he development of high resolution Fourier trmnsfc¶) infrard specromeer capable of making measurments In high
magnetic fields and over an extended temperature range opens up dhe possibility of studes of a wide range of magnetic
materials. The far-lnhared reflectivity depends on both the dielectric permittivity and the magnetic permeability, the late
containing information about the magnetic excitations. The permeability, which normally takes a gyromagnetic form# has
poles at magnetc resonance fiequencies. In order for these to be accessible to far infrared Instruments Itlls necessary for
the exchange coupling to enter fth restoring force, othewise the tkequency is too low, Thus simple fenromagnets are
excluded butpjy system with some form of antflferromagnetic coupling Is a potentlial candidate for far intmird studies.
Recent work" on the simple unlaxial antlferromagnet F*P2 shows very sharp res nonce lines which can be followed over
a range of temperatures and magnetic fields.

One Intriguing possibility Is doe study of the magnetic structure of tde raee.earth metals and superlattices. Due to the
competition between first and second neighbour exchange, some rae earth metals have a helical or conical ortlered! spin
structure over some temperature range. The metals are hexagonal cloae-packed and In the helical and tone states all the
spins within one close packed plane are allignd, in the former case ln-plan and In the latter case at an anle out of the
plane. The direction of thoec~on of the spin ontheplanerotates by anangle #from one olos.pakedplane totdo
next, Examples of the helical state are Dy between 8 K and 179 K &W7b between 221 K and 230 K. 71c0sam elswgI
found In Ho and Er for T oc 20 K. In rareearth superlattios a varile~of specific orderings Is found, for example, the phase
of the spiral Is "transmitted" across a non-magnetic (Y) space layer".,

The magnetic permeabIlIty for the spiral and cone states has been found previously(3) and applied to a calculation of
the surface magnetostatic (Darnon-Eshbach) mode. This Is carried out in the limit c -+ " In which Maxwell's equations
decouple Into an electrostatic and a magnetostatic V~ Damon-13shbach type modes have been extensively Investigated in
metallic surfaces and Films during the lost 15 years . Here we consider the FIR reflectivity. The calculation Is more or
leos standard, Involving solution of Maxwell's equations with standard boundary conditions.

Since the rare earths are metallic, the refectivity Is expected to be near unity because of the relatively high
conductivity. T'he standard result when only conductivity Is involved bs that the reflectivity decreases slowly from unity as
the frequency increase. With the Inclusion of the permeability, reflectivity dips should appear at the magntic resonance
frequencies. The feasibility of experimental detection depends crucially on the sharpness and depth of the dips.

We are not aware of any data on the optical parameters of the rare earth metals in the fhr lnhred. We hae" therefore
taken published values of the rf cqnd dictvty s and extrapolated to give a pure Imaginary FIR dielectric (unction
e = la/sloo. This Is large, of order IuIr-l 164, and comrspondlngly the reflectivity R Is very clM to unity. For the
magnetic parameters, fatirly good estimates of the resonance frequency and pole strength can be made ~but the linewidth is
unknown,
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Typical calculated spectra, for two different values of linewidth, are shown in Figure 1. The magnetic features might
be experimentally detectable, preferably with the use of a technique like infrared reflection absorpton spectroecopy
(IRRAS) to remove the high background. An alternative experimentlJ technique is attenuatedtsal reflection (ATR), which
has proved a useful technique in the investigation of semiconductor superlattices, for example"'. We have calculated ATR
spectra for a Si coupling prism and 450 angle of incidence. For an optimised coupling gap the ATR dips related to the
permeability tensor are much more pronounced than the reflectivity dips of Figl. It appears that they should be resolvable
with current experimental techniques.

In conclusion, we suggest that determination of the FIR optical parameters of the rare-earth metals is deirimble, since
nothing is known at present. On the basis of the estimates we are able to make detection of the magnetic features in
reflection is challenging but may be possible, On the other hand, ATR should give much more accesible specqra. If this
prediction is experimentally verified then a wide range of metallic magnetic systems should be open to study by FIR
spectroscopy.

I D. Brown, T, Dumelow and T. 3. Parker, these Proceedings.
2. C. F, Majkrak et al, "Magnetic rare.earth superlattices" Advances in Physics 40 99.189 (1991).
3. N. S. Almaida and D, R. Tilley, "Susceptibility and surface magnetostatic modes for the spiral and cone states of

rare.earth magnets" Phys.Rev. B 43 11145.53 (1991)
4. M. 0, Cottam and D, R. Tilley, "Introduction to surface and superlattice excitations" Cambridge University Press

1989
5. T, Dumelow, T.J. Parker, S.R.P. Smith and D.R. Tilley, "Far Infrared spectroscopy of phonons and plasmons in

semiconductor superlattices" Slace Science Reports 17 151.212 (1993).
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Fig. I Calculated oblique incidance (45 0) s.polaristion reflectivity off Ho for two different values of magnon
damping r. , r - 0,2 cm 1, ......... -o 0.4 cm- 1 .

(a) Cone axis normal to surface, (b) Cone axis in surface and normal to plane of incidence
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High resolution ITS studies of magnetic compounds

M.N.Popova

Institut of Spectroscopy, Ruasgan Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troltsk, Moscow region, Russia

We show that high resolution ?ourler-transform lnfrare4 spectroscopy offers new possibilities in the study of
magnetic ordering in rane oarth containing solids. Review of the results on the magnetic compounds related to
high-T. superconductous and on quasl-one-dimenslonal rane earth nichelatee is presented.

LW11ROUMLQN
In this report, the work of the author's group since 1988 6i summarised. We have curried out the spectral studies

of R2Cu2O5 ,1 ,1 R20aCuOs (here, R. stands for rare earth or yttrluM)3-7 sad IRaBNiOg (R=Lu,Yb)s magnetic
cuprteis and nlckelates which are related to the high-T, superconductors of 123 type. It is interesting to study
these compounds Woso In connection with the problem of low-dlmeumioual magnetism. There are Cu-O plan" in the
structure of RsCug~s, with in-plane Cu-Cu distances considerably smaller than intra-plane ones, The so called "Pasn
phases" RaBaCuOj and "brown phase" Nd2BaCuOg of R-Da.Ca.O superconducting ceramics contain isolated Ous+
ions not interconnected by direct bonds through "oyen. Various Cu.O-O..Ou or Cu-O.R-O-Cu superexchangs paths,
low-dimensional in particular, may dominate in these compounds depending on the particular R53+ Ion, RgIaNIOS
with P.=Lu, Yb are isostructural to the green phases, while the other members of this family (also studied by us')
hays completely different structure containing isolated -NIP-ONi- chains.

Polycrystalin samples of the mentioned compounds, pure or with 1 at.%e of erbium or dysprosium Introduced

Ws spectral probes, were prepared from oxide by solid state reaction in air. The powder samples were carefully
ground, mixed with ethanol and put on the sapphire platelet directly before the window of In~b detector. The whole
assembly was Inside an, optical cryostat, either In liquid helium or in cold helium vapor. Neor IR diffuse transmittance

spectra due to f-f optical transitions in the Intrinsic R.'+ ion or Dr3+ probe were measured at 2+120K with a spectral
resolution up to 0.2 cm-1 employing DOMUM DA3.002 lourler-transoran spectrometer.

3.DETACTION OF MAGNETIC PHASE TILANSITIONJS

High resolution spectrum of Rt2+ Krarnors ion in a crystal is extremely sensitive to the changes of local magnetic
field at the place of this ion. This givas a possibility to register unambiguously magnetic phasel transltIons, even
those not detectable by other methods, and, in some cases, to determine their nature. We have found forl the first
time a magnetic ordering In YgDaCuOp,3 Lu3DaCuOs,5 Ndg~a~uOgly RIBaNlOs with R w Lu, Nd, Sm, Sul Dy,
Ho, Br, Tm. 8-9 Spin reorientation transitions not known before have been detected in Ys~aCuOs ,3 16 DyglaCuOs ,4
Lus~aCuOs and YbIDaCuOs '

On the other hand, our spectral method permits to verify the interpretation of magnetic susceptibility (X) and
specific heat (c) measurements. Thus, we have shown that the maxima in c(T) and X(T) curves for Er, DaCuOg
and In X(T) curve for Era DaNlOs which had been attributed to the phase transitions within the erbium magnetic
subsystem were, in fact, caused by the population changes within the ground Er3+ Kramers doublet split by an
exchange interaction with an ordered d-subsystem.1-

4.CQJfI1TENC OF TWO DIFFEftEUT MAGNETIC PHASMS

In the region of first order spin reorientation phase transition two magnetic phases coexist, usually, In a small
Interval of temperatures. The spectrum there is a superposition of two-different spectra with temperature dependent
relative intensities. We have found that in YaBaCuOs and Lu, B&CuOg two different magnetic phase coexist down
to the lowest measuring temperature of 2K.6,1 Evidently, various links Cu-0.O-Cu compete with each other in these
compounds.
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&.SPECTRA OF Er PRLOBE AND MAGNETIC STRUCTURkE OF d-SUBSYSTEM

We proposed the method of Er3+ probe in a series of isontructural f-d compounds to select the right magnetic
structure of an ordered d-subsystem from several structures that fitted neuatron scattering data equally weil.2,6 This
method has been tested on R2Cu12O5 cuprates 2 where reliable neutron scattering data exist and applied to some of
the R2BaCuO5 compounds.6 The analogous workr on R3BaNiO 5 chain nickelates is in progress now.

6.SHORT RANGE ORDER AT T>T,

For T>T. the splittings of spectral lines (.&&) do not va,.sh - a "tail" is observed due to short range order,
We have compared the curves AY(T/Tti) for two R:Cu2Os compounds with identical structure of copper magnetic
moments go (ferromagnetically ordered &F planes coupled antiferromagnetically one with another, go. aligned along
the 9 axis) but with strongly different TN temperatures, namely, for Er2Cu2gO (TV = 28K) and Y1,gsEro,o 2Cu306
(TN = 14K). Both curves have a point of Inflection at T=TN, but the "1tall" is about two times longer for the
second one. This fact can be naturally explained if we assume that magnetic correlations within isolated OuO planes
take place below the same temperature in both compounds, while EruCu2O& where these planes interact through
magnetic 3r3+ ions orders three-dimensionally at two times higher temperature than Y20u2Oe with nonmagnetic
Y1+ ions.

Various manifestations of low-dimensional magnetic correlations have been observed in the spectra of erbium
probe in Ho2BaCuO 5 and Er2BaCuOs,6 Yb2B&NiO6 and Lu2DaNiOs.8 Probably, the mast Interesting phenomenon
is connected with different temperature behavior of the spectra from two different structural positions, Erl and Er2
in these compounds. While the spectral lines of Sri are markedly split only below TjV, those of Er2 remain split up
to T = 1.6 TN and demonstrate a long tail of residual splitting at higher temperatures. We suppose that the Mr
ions are inside dominant magnetic chains and experience the establishment of short range order within a chain at
T).T, while Eri ions interconnect the chains and announce the 3D-ordering at T..
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Far infrared studieo of magnetic systenm.

T Dumelow, D E Brown and T J Parker

Department of Physics, University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park,
Colchester, C04 3SQ, UK.

The overall aim of this research programme is to use far infrared spectroscopy to investigate non-reciprocal
behaviour1 of coupled bulk and surface polaritons under an applied magnetic field in a selection of bulk and low
dimensional antiferromagnetic media. The materials of interest include bulk antiferromagnets like FeF2, thin
films of metallic Cr, and rare earth elements such as Ho, together with superlattices fabricated from alternate
layers of thes and other, non-magnstic, materials.

An NPL far infrared cube interferometer 2 has been modified for this work by adding a hydraulically controlled
moving mirror arm with a scan length of I m an I a single mode He-No laser to monitor the optical path
difference so that measurements can be made with a nominal resolution limit of 102 cm", The specimen is
located between the poles of a 7 T magnet.

The interferometer is shown schematically in FIgi, and the main modifications are as follows: The moving
mirror is mounted on a high precision slide and scanned continuously at a constant speed. Tho He-No laser beam
pases aIong the optical axis of the instrument. In the fixed arm of the interferometer the end mirror is
vibrated to provide phae modulation for the inf'ared beam, The lasr beam, however, is reflected from a
small fixed mirror to an adjustable side mirror so that the laser fringes are modulated (at 00 Hz) only by the
motion of the moving mirror, The 'fixed" mirror is vibrated at 167 Ha and the infrared beam is detected using a
lock-in amrplifter system. Consequently, the advantages of phase sensitive detection for the infrared beam and
laser samplng control ar achieved simultaneously, since the modulation (at - I Hz) of the infrared radiation
by the slow scan of the moving mirror is rejected by the lock-in amplifier.

The output beam from the beam divider is focussed on to a sample located between the poles of a 7 T magnet in a
liquid He cryostat, and the beam reflected from the sample is subsequently focussed on to a liquid He cooled Si
bolometer operating at 4.2 K. A Spectromag magnet and cryostat from Oxford Instruments, with the field
vertical, are used for this work and, for the present measurements, the plane of incidence is horizontal. The
output from the interferometer is strongly s-polarised in the vertical plane due to the Preenel reflectivity of the
mylar beam divider, which is convenient for .-polarised measurements on the specimen. It is not possible,
however, to obtain acceptable signal4to.noise ratios in a reasonable time using the direct p-polarised
component from the beam divider, so, to enable measurements to be carried out in p-polarisation without re-
orienting the sample and cryostat, a roof top mirror and a wire grid polariuer are used to rotate the plane of
polarisation of the beam by 900 between the Interferometer and the cryostat.

For our initial investigation we have studied the antiferromagnetic resonance in Fe02, since the Neel
temperature (79 K) and antiferromagnetic resonance frequency (near 50 cm"I) in this crystal anr both easily
accessible with this instrument. Far Infrared reflection spectra measured at 450 angle of incidence at 4.2 K and
with a resolution of 0.1 cm"1 am shown in Fig. 2. These measurements were made in s-polarlsation, with the
magnetic field and crystal c adis axis normal to the plane of incidence. The middle spectrum shows the
antiferromagnetic resonance in the absence of a magnetic field, and the two other spectra show the Zeeman
splitting which occur at magnetic fields of * 3 T. The vertical scale is correct for the lowest curve, but the
curves for 0 and +3 T have been offset to separate the three sets of data. The expected non-reciprocal behaviour
is strikingly clear from the difference in the asymmetry of the spectra measured with the two field directions.
A more extensive study of the magnetic field dependence of magnons in PeP2 has been carried out using this beam
geometry, Including measurements in both s and p-polarisation with the crystal c aWs horizontal, vertical, and
at intermediate angles, and a report is in preparation on this work5 ,
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There is also considerable interest in non-reciprocal behaviour of surface polaritons in these materials. Since
the excitations of interest are non-radiative, techniques such as attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy
will be needed to advance the wave vector of the incident beam to couple with the surface polaritons. These
modes are expected to be observed as dips in the reflectivity in the antiferromagnetic resonance peak, and
theoretical work on the ATR spectra of antiferromagnets 3,4 has shown that a resolution of the order of 10.2 cm"I
will be required. This resolution is within the mechanical design specification of this instrument, but further
software developments of a relatively straightforward nature are still required to handle the large data
arrays.

Our previous experience with ATR on semiconductors at higher frequencies 6 indicates that the construction of an
ATR stage for this work should also be comparatively straightforward. Usually the key engineering problem
in ATR, particularly at higher frequencies and low temperatures, is the accurate setting of the small gap which
is required between the prism and the specimen for satisfactory coupling. However, calculations of ATR spectra
for FeF2 by Almeida and Tilley4 indicate that satisfactory coupling should occur with comparatively large
gaps, of the order of several hundred microns,
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FIR-study of TbPO4

P. Janssen and P. Bruelemans
KU. Leuven
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The transmission of a TbPO 4-cryatal Is measured in magnetic
fields up to 12 Tosla at wavelengths ranging from 100 to
2000 jm and temperalures around 2Y. Strong absorptions
are seen with the field along the tetragonal axis.
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T'he timearr~v~ved (TR) FIR photoconductivity of exceptionally high moability n-GaAs (,u -250,000 om2V tst) samples ha.
been measured at 1.8K and in magnetic fields up to ST using short (Sn.) FIR pulses. The photoconductive decay time-
constant (r) is determined at zero magnetic field and at several non-zero fields with FIR leas energies resonant with the Is-
2p impurity transition. Comparisons are made with previous measurements on MQWs and a simple Golden Rule theory.

1 MMMDCTJOM

Time-resolved (TR) magnetospectroacopy in the FIR was first reported by Chamberlain eta &114, who used long (SO-
lO0us) pulses to investigate the shallow donor recombination dynamics of n-In?, Subsequently, do Bakker at 3Al used a
cavity-dumped, optically-pumped FIR laser with additional pulse-slicing to generate, Sn. FIR pulses and study the TR decay
of the FIR photoconductivity of ouaWsAIGaAs multi-quantum wells (MQWs). Very recently, BurlhoomW has desribed
improvements of this technique which lead to pulsesas short as Ins. Theli recombinAtion of an lonised electron to a shallow
donor in a Ill-V semiconductor involves (1) the capture of free electrons by lonlied donors Into an excited bound state,
followed by (hi) a cascading relaxation to the ground state accompanied by phonon emission. The characteristic time-scale
of (I) and (HI) is of order tens of nanoseconds. For recombination under condition. of resonant Is-2p+ excitation, an
additional initial transfer (lII) of electron. from the 2p+ sate into the N -0 landau level occurs in under one nanosecond.
In this paper, we report measurements of r (the photoconductivity decay time following pulsed FIR excitation) in
exceptionally high mobility n-GaAs epitaxial layers in magnetic fields up to ST, Previous meesurements6 of r for n-In in
a magnetic field, using loee-well defined pulses, had indicated that r decreese with field. It was argued that the mechanism
for this decrease is the increased phonon emission efficiency occurring as th electron wavefunction shrinks in the applied
magnetic field. A similar argument was applied to explain the observed decrease in r for the FIR photoconductive response
of GaAs/AILUa~ multiquantumn wells (MQWs), where the waveftnotions of the In-well donors are already squeeze by the
quasi-two dimensional geometry. The present measurements present further evidence for this mechanism In another
semiconductor material of exceptional purity, using more precisely-defined pulses than previously used for n-In?6 . The
differences in r found at zero magnetic field are related to the number of acceptors in th samples2, and the changes noted
in r in a magnetic field are discussed using a simple GJolden Rule argumont.

Full experimental details of the optical and electronic arrngements used have been given elsewhere4, particular
attention was paid in the design of the system electronics and the sample processing to ensure that the measurements
represented the true photoconductive decay of the intrinsic photoconductivity. Two very high mobiliti 7 epitaxial n-GLsA
samples (#I and #2; gs(77K)- 220x and ISOxl03 cmlV t rl respectively, and ND-NA- 2.8x and S.OxIOt 3 cm*3 respectively)
were studied, together with a more highly-compensated n-Wam sample (#3; u(77K)-47x l0S ozn1V'u',ND-NAm 3X10 14

coM-) In addition, a GaAs/AlGaAs MQW (#4;, for electrical and dinmensonal details see reference (4)) was also investigated.

LAM=LI
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_______________________ Figure I shows the Th photoroaponse at 4.2K and zero magnetic field
of samples #1,#2 and #3 to Sni laser pulses with Xm90.9jum and power
approximately SW at the sample. The delay between stimulus (dotted
line) and response arises from the shape of the laser pulse. It is assumed
that the mobility of the warmn electron gas does not change significantly
during the decay, so that the conductivity signal measures the decay of

#1 carrier population, n(t). It is argued elsewhere2 that, during the decay.
a rate-equation model Implies n(t) mnoexp(t/r), where no is the initial

#2 Population, ?'E(I/CNA) and C Is a recombination constant. The values
0 of r obtained in this way are 150, 23 and 8 no respectively, ThWs

0im (~seoc 1oo demonstrates clearly the NA dependenco on r. A comparison of
Time(naosecnd)experimental and calculated r values may be made using the calculated

Figure 1 values 2 of C; this consistently yields higher values oftr, which may be
evidence that thi. electron gas mobility change should not be neglected, as has been suggested recently by Burghoorn5 By
comparison, the MQW sample (#4) shows a photoconductive respnse4 which effectively follow. the excitation pulse, from
which a value of r< 2na has beew deduced. The mechanism for thi reduction Inr tis discussed fully elsewhere4.

Figure 2 shows the results of several such measurements of r made at FIR energies and 1r

magnetic fields resonant with the is-2p+~ transition, For the epitaxiail n-GaAs layers. a
clear decrease in r is noted as B increases; for the. ClaAs/Al~aAs MQW sample (04),
7 is so small 4 that any further docrease In field is unmeasurable. It has been previouslyj
shownl that application of the Fermi Golden Rule to the processes (I) and (hI) noted in
the Introduction leads to a rate expression of the form: *

romAq 2 exp(-2a 2q2) (1)

where the parameter A contains both material constants and a weighted average overj
all the individual recombination transitions involved; q Is a phonon wave-vector and a 11uis a parameter describing the size of the impurity wave-function. Clearly r is amaximum when 2(&2q2) - 1; since r is dominated by the prefactor Aq2, a change in
effective Bohr radius (at) from l~nra (in the case of bulk n-GaAs) to 5.Snm (in the came 0 6 10
of the MQW4) explains the substantial decrease in r noted for the MQW In comparison magnello field (T)
with the bulk. Similarly, for the bulk samples (#1,#2 and #3) in as magnetic field, the 111gurs 2
squeezed Bohr radius, a, at a field of lOT in approximately 6.7nm6, so that for each
sampler Is diminished by a factor of (6.7/10)2 Ie A reduction of Around 2.2 as noted
In figure 2. Further features of Figure 2, together with details of temperature- and intensity-dependence effect, will be
published elsewhere.
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Infra-red cyclotron resonance of 'crossed" band gap superlattices at
magnetic fields of upto 150T
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Type II structures such as InAs/GaSb have the peculiar property that the valence band of the
GaSb lies at a lower energy than the conduction band of the InAs(1 ). This crossed (or negative) band
gap configuration results in the intrinsic generation of high density gases of electrons and holes on
either side of the interface. In a superlattice, the formation of subbands due to wavefunction overlap
allow the band gap overlap to be reduced, and ultimately made positive, by the reduction of the
periodicity(2 ). This transition from a semimetal to a semiconductor can also be generated
magnetically( 3). The action of a perpendicular magnetic field is to produce Landau levels which fan
upwards in energy from the electrons and downwards in energy from the holes. If the superlattice has
a negative band gap at zero magnetic field, then the gap will decrease and then uncross as the magnetic
field increases. For a superlattice whose band gap is Egf-0.07eV, the lowest Landau levels have been
calculated to uncross at about 37T.

This paper presents an investigation of the effect of the layer periodicity and magnetic field on
the band gap of IfnAs/GaSb and InAs/GaInSb superlattices. The cyclotron resonance (CR) of these
samples has been studied using C02 and CO lasers whichtproduce wavelengths of around 10pm and
5gm respectively. Pulsed magnetc fields of upto 150T with a duration of 5gsec were generated using
a destructive, single-turn coil magnet and the transmitted radiation measured using a fast-response
HgCdTe detector(4 ).

Due to the difference in the effective masses (m*) of the electron and holes and the cyclotron
energies used, only the electron resonances were observed. As the absorption of the CR is
proportional to the total electron concentration of the superlattice, the dramatic depopulation of the
superlattice can be directly seen with decreasing period and increasing magnetic field. As an example,
the CR of 1252(100) is shown in figure 1, depopulation occuring at about 50T. CR was studied in a
wide variety of superlattices, including those grown on the piezoelectrically active (11 1)A substrate
plane( 5) and also those grown with 10% In in the GaSb(6), both of which act to enhance the band gap
overlap (the growth characteristics of the samples are shown In table 1). The trends of the results are
illustrated in figure 2, where the electron concentration is plotted as a function of magnetic field.

Clearly, as the thickness of the layers is reduced and the band gap overlap decreased, the overall
electron conczntr~tions and the magnetic field required to cause depopulation are both decreased. At a
thickness of 500A InAs on the (111) plane the transition lies above 120T, whereas by IOOA of InAs
on the (100) plane the transition has been reduced to 45T and at 60A the superlattice is already
depopulated at zero magnetic field. The effect of the addiation of In into the GaSb layer is not as
strong as previpusly thought as there is little difference between 1265(111) (500A TnAs) and
1249(111) (300A InAs).

Despite the unusually high energies involved (<230meV) and the strong non-parabolicity of
InAs,.the effective mass is accurately described by simple non-parabolicity of bulk InAs
(m*=mlnAs*(l+2.66E/E&(xnAM)), incorporating the effect of the superlattice simply as an increase in
energy above the band #ap edge(7). The influence of the GaSb layers does however become more
noticable at short periodicities when the electrons are delocalised throughout the superlattice and m*
becomes a function of both the mass In the InAs and in the GaSb (m*f0.023 and 0.042 respectively).
This effect is shown in figure 3 for the InAs/GaSb superlattices.
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In conclusion, we present direct evidence for the semimetal to semiconductor transition in type II
superlattices caused by the formation of periodicity dependent subbands and also by the uncrossing of
the electron and hole Landau levels at high magnatic fields.
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